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Introduction

We are happy to present the Proceedings of the SIGDIAL 2009 Conference, the 10th Annual Meeting of
the Special Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue. This year the SIGDIAL meeting has been elevated
from Workshop to Conference by ACL, its main sponsoring organization. That is an unmistakable
recognition of the role that dialogue and discourse research play in the fields of computational linguistics,
human-machine communication, and language technology in general.

Our thanks go to the program committee who have performed an excellent job in reviewing the submitted
papers and providing scores and comments that have helped to maintain a high standard of quality.
We received a record number of 103 submissions; 24 of them were accepted as lectures, 24 as poster
presentations, and 3 as demos. As it is a tradition of SIGDIAL, we have attempted to preserve a balance
among the different topics, especially between the more theoretical and empirically oriented studies and
the technological and engineering challenges.

We are also grateful to our two keynote speakers: Professor Yorick Wilks and Professor Janet Bavelas
for providing stimulating talks on the state-of-the-art in dialogue research.

Many thanks go to Donna Byron and Steve Young who graciously agreed to serve as technical program
chairs and coordinated the whole review process by selecting the program committee, assigning papers
to reviewers, resolving conflicts, and making sure that all reviews were submitted on time. They also
selected the candidates for the best paper awards, and created the final program of the conference. Many
thanks to Matthew Purver, local Chair, who has done an outstanding job; always available and ready to
help at any step of the process, from the local arrangements, to the conference Web site, to the publication
of these proceedings.

We are grateful to ACL and Priscilla Rasmussen for providing financial support and budgetary
information, and the SIGDIAL board for their constant support in all matters, in particular Tim Paek,
SIGDIAL President, Amanda Stent, David Traum, and Kristiina Jokinen.

And finally, thanks to all the authors that submitted the papers and all the participants to the meeting for
their continuous support of this exciting and interesting conference.

Pat Healey & Roberto Pieraccini

SIGDIAL 2009 Co-Chairs
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Abstract

Recent work on information presenta-
tion in dialogue systems combines user
modelling (UM) and stepwise refine-
ment through clustering and summarisa-
tion (SR) in the UMSR approach. An eval-
uation in which participants rated dialogue
transcripts showed that UMSR presents
complex trade-offs understandably, pro-
vides users with a good overview of their
options, and increases users’ confidence
that all relevant options have been pre-
sented (Demberg and Moore, 2006). In
this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness
of the UMSR approach in a more realis-
tic setting, by incorporating this informa-
tion presentation technique into a full end-
to-end dialogue system in the city infor-
mation domain, and comparing it with the
traditional approach of presenting infor-
mation sequentially. Our results suggest
that despite complications associated with
a real dialogue system setting, the UMSR
model retains its advantages.

1 Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems (SDS) that help users
find a desired option (e.g., flight, restaurant,
movie) from the set of options satisfying their con-
straints typically present options sequentially, or-
dered along a default dimension (e.g., by price or
departure time). An example is shown in Fig. 1.

The user can then navigate through the options
and refine them by offering new constraints until
a suitable option has been found. However, when
the number of available options is large, this pro-
cess can be painstaking, leading to long dialogues

There are six restaurant options matching your query.

Number 1: Voujon offers a bright, airy and contempo-
rary dining area, with simple floral displays and leather
seating. It serves Indian cuisine. It is located in the city
centre. The average price is £24 per person.

Number 2: Saffrani’s decor is modern, the dining room
wee, though the menu is enormous, and the atmosphere
charming. It offers new Indian dishes never before seen
in Edinburgh. It serves Indian, seafood cuisine. It is
located in the city centre. The average price is £28 per
person.

Number 3: Britannia Spice . . .

Figure 1: Example of sequential information pre-
sentation in the city information domain (modi-
fied version of the TownInfo system (Lemon et al.,
2006)).

and reduced user satisfaction. Thus a major chal-
lenge in the development of SDS is to improve
information presentation algorithms. This is im-
portant for several reasons: (1) to avoid overbur-
dening the user’s memory by presenting too many
options; (2) to ensure that the user is given an
overview of the available option space so that the
optimal option can be found; and (3) to minimise
the number of dialogue turns (hence dialogue du-
ration) required for the user to find an acceptable
option. As Walker et al. (2001) showed, failing to
meet this third goal may reduce overall user satis-
faction.

Recently several approaches have been pro-
posed to overcome the shortcomings of the se-
quential enumeration strategy (Polifroni et al.,
2003; Chung, 2004; Demberg and Moore, 2006;
Polifroni and Walker, 2008). Because of the com-
plexity of building a complete end-to-end SDS,
these approaches have been evaluated using an
“overhearer” methodology in which dialogues are
either hand-crafted or simulated and then pre-
sented to subjects, either as textual transcripts
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(Demberg and Moore, 2006; Polifroni and Walker,
2008) or audio recordings (Walker et al., 2004),
for rating. The general consensus from these stud-
ies is that users significantly prefer approaches
that take their preferences into account. How-
ever, because users were not interacting with these
SDS, the evaluation criteria were limited to users’
perceptions (e.g., informativeness, good overview
of options, confidence in choice, etc.), and met-
rics such as effectiveness (i.e., actual or perceived
task completion) and efficiency (i.e., length of di-
alogue) could not be assessed. To address this
issue, Winterboer and Moore (2007) carried out
a Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) study in which users par-
ticipated in dialogues controlled by two different
information presentation algorithms. They found
that not only did users prefer presentations based
on a user model, dialogues employing the “user-
model based summarise and refine” (UMSR) ap-
proach led to greater task success and dialogue ef-
ficiency.

In this paper, we take this one step further, and
evaluate the effectiveness of the UMSR approach
in a more realistic setting, incorporating this con-
tent selection and presentation strategy into a full
end-to-end dialogue system, and comparing it to
the traditional sequential enumeration approach.
Our results suggest that despite complications as-
sociated with a real dialogue system setting, the
UMSR model retains its advantages. Our results
also verify the hypothesis that the UMSR model
presents complex trade-offs in a concise, yet un-
derstandable way. Furthermore, as in the WOz
study, the UMSR approach leads to a significant
reduction in the number of dialogue turns.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In
Sec. 2, we discuss related work. In Sec. 3 we
present the full end-to-end SDS used for com-
parison between the standard sequential enumer-
ation approach and the UMSR approach. In Sec. 4
we describe how we implemented the UMSR ap-
proach. Then in Sec. 5 we provide an example. In
Sec. 6 we describe our experimental design and in
Sec. 7 our results. Finally in Sec. 8, we present our
conclusions.

2 Previous Approaches

As noted above, a number of approaches to in-
formation presentation in SDS have recently been
proposed. The user-model based (UM) approach
employs a model of the users preferences and de-
cision theory techniques to identify and present a
small number of options that best match the user’s

preferences (Carenini and Moore, 2001; Walker et
al., 2004; Moore et al., 2004). Fig. 2 shows a sam-
ple presentation generated using the UM approach
for a student user who cares most about price and
flying direct.

There’s a direct flight on BMI with a good price. It
arrives at four ten p.m. and costs a hundred and twelve
pounds. The cheapest flight is on Ryanair. It arrives at
twelve forty-five p.m. and costs just fifty pounds, but it
requires a connection in Dublin.

Figure 2: Example of information presentation
based on the UM approach, from (Moore et al.,
2004).

Although the UM approach enables a concise
presentation of a small number of options, high-
lighting the ways in which these options satisfy
user preferences, it does not scale up to presenting
a large number of options. When there are hun-
dreds of potentially relevant options to consider
(e.g., all Italian restaurants in New York City),
there may be a large number of options that fit
the user model, making it difficult to narrow down
the number of options. In addition, users may
not be able to provide constraints until they are
presented with more details concerning the option
space. Moreover, the system does not provide an
overview of the available options, which may lead
to the user’s actual or perceived missing out on
possibly better alternatives.

An alternative approach, which we call the sum-
marise and refine approach (SR) (Polifroni et al.,
2003; Chung, 2004) structures large datasets for
summarisation and successive refinement. It sup-
ports the user in narrowing in on a suitable option
by grouping the options in the database into clus-
ters of options with similar features. The system
can then summarise the common attributes of the
options and thus suggest further refinement con-
straints to the user. In this content structuring ap-
proach, the prompts presented to the user and the
order in which they appear, are determined at run-
time based on an algorithm that computes the most
useful set of attributes, as dictated by the set of op-
tions that satisfy the user query. For large datasets,
attributes that partition the data into the minimal
number of clusters are chosen, so that a concise
summary can be presented to the user to refine
(Fig. 3).

In addition to its many advantages, the SR ap-
proach also has several limitations. First, depend-
ing on the size and complexity of the domain,
many turns may be required during the refinement
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M: What restaurants do you have?
S: I have found 983 restaurants. Most of them are

located in Boston and Cambridge. There are 32
choices for cuisine. I also have information about
price range.

M: Okay tell me about the ones in Boston.
S: I have found 401 restaurants in Boston. There are

29 choices for cuisine.
M: Do you have any that serve seafood?
S: I have found 19 seafood restaurants. They are

predominantly in Back Bay, the North End, South
Boston and the South End.

Figure 3: Sample dialogue between simulator (M)
and SR system (S), from (Polifroni et al., 2003).

process. Because the user’s preferences are not
taken into account, the clusters may contain many
irrelevant entities, which must be filtered out suc-
cessively with each refinement step. Second, if
there is no optimal solution, exploration of trade-
offs between options can be difficult. Finally, the
chosen clusters may be based on attributes that are
irrelevant for the specific user.

In an attempt to combine the benefits of the UM
and SR approaches, Demberg & Moore (2006)
devised the user-model based summarise and re-
fine (UMSR) approach to information presenta-
tion. This approach first clusters the values of each
attribute in order to group them so that the op-
tions can be summarised more easily later, and la-
bels like ”cheap”, ”moderate”, ”expensive” can be
assigned to values of continuous categories such
as “price”. The system then structures options
into an option tree based on the ranking of at-
tributes in the user model, the options returned
from the database, and the attribute-value clus-
tering. The resulting option tree determines how
different options relate to one another, and which
ones are most attractive for the user. After the tree
structure is built, it is pruned to decide which op-
tions are compelling to the user according to the
user model. This allows the system to save time
by omitting options that are not of any potential
interest to the user. Once pruning is complete,
each branch of the tree describes a possible refine-
ment path, and thus can be used to direct dialogue
flow. Trade-offs between alternative options are
presented explicitly in order to provide the user
with a better overview of the option space. In ad-
dition, to give users confidence that they are being
presented with all of the relevant options, a brief
account of all the remaining (irrelevant) options is
also provided. For a more detailed discussion of
the UMSR approach, see (Demberg and Moore,

2006). In Sec. 4 we describe how we employed
the UMSR approach in our system.

3 The TownInfo System

The TownInfo SDS was developed as part of the
EC project TALK (Lemon et al., 2006). Users
can search for hotels, bars and restaurants in
an artificial town. The system supports two di-
alogue strategies, one hand-crafted and another
learnt using Reinforcement Learning (Henderson
et al., 2008). For the current experiment we used
the hand-crafted strategy. Natural language un-
derstanding is performed using a keyword-based
parser and natural language generation is based
on templates. The information presentation is se-
quential. An example is given in Fig. 1, taken
from the modified version of TownInfo for the cur-
rent experiment. Although the original TownInfo
system supported speech input and speech output,
here we use text input/output to make sure that our
results are not influenced by poor recognition ac-
curacy or intelligibility due to poor speech syn-
thesis. Of course, as we mention in Sec. 8, the
next step would be to perform an experiment with
speech input/output.

For our current experiment we focussed on
restaurant recommendations and the TownInfo
database had to be extended to include a much
wider range of options to provide more realistic
information presentation scenarios. The database
used in our experiments contains a total of 80
restaurants in Edinburgh, UK.

4 The UMSR Algorithm

This section briefly describes our implementation
of the UMSR algorithm; for more details see
(Demberg and Moore, 2006). Sec. 5 provides an
example for clarity.

4.1 The User Model

The user model contains the user’s ranking and
preferred values for the relevant attributes in the
restaurant domain: price, distance, star
rating, service rating, and cuisine
type. Table 1 shows a sample user model. The
Rank field indicates the relative importance of the
attributes for the user, with 1 being most impor-
tant. The Value field indicates the user’s preferred
value for each attribute.1

1If two attributes in a user model have identical ranks, the
order of the preferences is used to decide which has a higher
priority.
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UserID Attribute Value Rank
1 Price Cheap 1.00
1 Distance Near 2.00
1 Star High 3.00
1 Cuisine Indian 4.00
1 Service Don’t Care 5.00

Table 1: Sample user model for a student.

According to Elzer et al. (1994), some prefer-
ences are enough to reject options outright (and
therefore are more like goals) whereas others are
more purely like preferences (to be weighed and
ranked). Here we do not make such a distinction.

4.2 Adapting to Changes to the User Model

In the original design, the user model was cre-
ated at the outset and not modified during the dia-
logue. However, during initial piloting of the sys-
tem, we found that this design did not support “sit-
uational preferences”. For example, consider the
user model for the student in Table 1. This user
normally prefers to have Indian food if she has the
option to (a “dispositional preference”). If, how-
ever, in the current situation she is entertaining a
friend from out of town who wishes to try Scottish
food, the user may decide to explore options for
Scottish cuisine (a “situational preference”). Here,
the user changes her original query for the situa-
tion, thus redefining her preferences. When this
occurs, we must perform a new database query
and rebuild the option tree. To take these dynamic
changes into account during the course of the dia-
logue, at each dialogue turn the user query is com-
pared against the user model, and if any difference
is noted, the user model is updated to reflect the
current preferences, the tree is rebuilt using the
new user model, and the dialogue continues with
a summary of the available options based on this
new tree.

Note that for individual models, i.e. user models
that are designed for individual people and not for
classes of users (student or business person), some
queries could justify situational changes and some
could indicate permanent (or at least less tempo-
rary) changes to the user model (e.g., ”Are there
any nicer restaurants? I got a new job”). In our
experiment we use only class models and we do
not allow permanent changes to the user model.

4.3 The Clustering Algorithm

Following (Polifroni et al., 2003) and (Demberg
and Moore, 2006), we used agglomerative group-
average clustering to automatically group values

for each attribute. The algorithm begins by assign-
ing each unique attribute value to its own bin, and
successively merging bins whose means are most
similar until a stopping criterion (a target of no
more than three clusters, in our implementation)
is met. The bins are then assigned predefined la-
bels, e.g., “cheap”, “moderately priced” and “ex-
pensive” for price. Clustering attribute values
with this algorithm allows for database-dependent
labelling. Therefore, a restaurant with a price of
£35 might be considered as expensive for Edin-
burgh, but inexpensive for London.

4.4 Building the Option Tree

The tree building algorithm is recursive. It begins
at the root node, which contains all entities in the
retrieved dataset, and builds up the tree level by
level based on the ranking of attributes in the user
model. At each node of the tree, it retrieves the
next attribute preference from the user model and
then invokes the clustering algorithm for this at-
tribute’s values. Once the current dataset has been
clustered, the algorithm then adds the resultant
clusters as the children of the current node. Af-
ter each cluster is added, the algorithm is invoked
recursively on the newly created children of the
current node.

As the tree is being constructed, the algorithm
arranges the nodes in the tree such that the children
of each node are ordered from left to right in de-
creasing order of desirability. For example, if the
particular user prefers restaurants that are far from
the city centre, the clusters based on distance
would be ordered such that “far” is the leftmost
child and “near” is the rightmost child. Fig. 5 de-
picts an option tree structure for the user model of
Table 1, in the context of the example of Sec. 5.
The numbers in the nodes indicate how many op-
tions are represented by the node.

Given an option tree ordered in this way, to find
the best available options, the system traverses the
tree in a depth-first fashion starting from the root
and selecting the leftmost branch at each node.

4.5 Pruning the Option Tree

The goal of the UMSR algorithm is to present an
overview of the available options, that are most
relevant to the user’s preferences, concisely and
understandably. To determine the relevance of op-
tions, we use the notion of “dominance” defined
in Demberg & Moore (2006). Dominant options
are those for which there is no other option in the
dataset that is better on all attributes. A domi-
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nated option is in all respects equal to or worse
than some other option in the relevant subset of
the database; it should not be of interest for any
rational user.

The pruning algorithm follows Demberg &
Moore (2006), and thus we summarise it only
briefly here. The algorithm operates directly on
the ordered option tree, using the tree structure so
that it can efficiently determine dominance rela-
tions without having to compare each pair of op-
tions. The algorithm traverses the tree in depth-
first order, generating constraints during this pro-
cess. These constraints encode the properties that
other options would need to satisfy in order not to
be dominated by the options which have already
been deemed to be dominant. A node must ful-
fil the constraints that apply to it, otherwise it is
pruned from the tree. If an option (or a cluster of
options) satisfies a constraint, the property that sat-
isfied the constraint is marked as the options’ jus-
tification. If some, but not all, of the constraints
can be satisfied by an option, the constraints are
propagated to the other nodes (see Fig. 5).

4.6 Natural Language Generation

Once a pruned option tree has been constructed,
the system can generate a presentation to the user.
The natural language generation (NLG) algorithm
includes three steps described below.

4.6.1 Identifying Trade-offs
To identify the trade-offs, the algorithm tra-

verses the tree looking for constraints that were
generated during the pruning process. For each
node that generated a constraint, the algorithm
finds the best sibling, which satisfies the con-
straint. It does this by first checking the siblings
of the current node, and if none satisfy the con-
straint, it moves up the tree and recursively tra-
verses siblings of the ancestor node. Once a trade-
off node is found, it is recorded in the option tree
at that point, and the algorithm then searches up-
ward in the tree to find the lowest common parent
of the trade-off nodes. This is the “Differentiating
Parent” for the trade-off; the attribute that deter-
mines the children of this node indicates the trade-
off the user has to make. In the example shown
in Fig. 5, the attribute that the user must trade-
off is distance. The system then generates a
natural language description of the trade-off using
templates, e.g., “For a restaurant that serves Indian
cuisine you would have to go farther from the city
centre”. If a constraint cannot be satisfied, the sys-

tem generates a sentence describing this situation,
e.g., “However, there are no inexpensive restau-
rants that match your preferences”.

4.6.2 Summarisation
The summarisation process aims to present the

user with an understandable and concise overview
of the available options, so that she can make
informed decisions on how to proceed with her
query. In a SDS, it is important not to present too
much information in a single turn in order to keep
the memory load on the user manageable. Thus,
in our implementation, the system provides a sum-
mary of the first three attributes (corresponding to
the first three levels of the tree), e.g., “I found 12
restaurants which are inexpensive. Only 7 of them
are near the city centre, out of which only 4 have
a high star rating”. If there are any trade-offs over
the first three attributes, they are also mentioned to
the user, using the algorithm described above.

4.6.3 Turn Generation
The turn generation algorithm first determines

whether the current user’s query is consistent with
the preferences defined in the user model. Since
the option tree, and consequently the generation so
far, have primarily been based on the user model,
if the algorithm notices an inconsistency it will
give priority to the most recent user query as a sit-
uational adjustment (see Sec. 4.2), and then update
the user model to reflect the adjustment. If the user
model is modified, the algorithm rebuilds the op-
tion tree, and generates the next turn using the new
user model and the most recent user query.

To ensure the user that the system has under-
stood her correctly, and to increase her confidence,
the algorithm includes a summary of all attribute
values that are common to the cluster in the option
tree that is being used to generate the summary.
For example, for the second turn in the dialogue of
Fig. 4, although the user’s most recent query was
about cuisine, the system includes a summary
of all the attributes already mentioned to the user:
“All of them are cheap, are near the city centre,
and have a high star rating”.

5 Example

To clarify things further, here we present an exam-
ple. A dialogue between the UMSR system and
a student (user model of Table 1) is depicted in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 depicts the tree structure for the stu-
dent user of our example. The user begins by
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U: Tell me about the restaurants you have.
S: I found 12 restaurants which are inexpensive. Only

7 of them are near the city centre, out of which only
4 have a high star rating. I also have information
about cuisine and service quality.

U: Tell me about the cuisine.
S: There is only 1 restaurant that serves Scottish food,

and 3 restaurants that serve French food. They all
provide good service quality. All of them are cheap,
are near the city centre, and have a high star rating.
For a restaurant that serves Indian cuisine you
would have to go farther from the city centre.

U: Okay, tell me about the Scottish one.
S: The Jam House’s menu includes Scottish dishes

sparked with international flavour, with a decent
choice of vegetarian dishes. It is located in the
centre. The average price is £22 per person.

U: What about Indian restaurants?
S: I found 2 restaurants that serve Indian food.

Both of them are cheap, within average distance
from the city centre, and have a high star rating.
Only one of them provides good service quality.

U: Okay, tell me about this one.
S: The Raj on the Shore’s theme extends from the

soldier figurines behind the exotic blue bar to the
predominantly Bangladeshi, Indian menu. It serves
Indian and Bangladeshi cuisine. It is located
in the north. The average price is £20 per person.

Figure 4: Example dialogue with our UMSR ap-
proach (student user of Table 1).

asking generally for a restaurant recommendation,
and the system provides a summary based on the
three top-ranking attributes for this user: price,
distance and star rating, which corre-
spond to the first three levels of the option tree.
Next the user asks about cuisine type, which
generates a trade-off since there are no Indian
restaurants (user’s preference) that are cheap, near
the city centre, and of high star rating. The user
then asks about the Scottish option, before switch-
ing back to her preferred cuisine type (Indian). Be-
cause Indian cuisine was in the user’s initial pref-
erence model, a constraint of cuisine=Indian
was generated when traversing the leftmost branch
of the tree, and this justified not pruning the un-
shaded nodes in the right subtree of Fig. 5, in or-
der to generate the trade-off. However, if the user
had asked about expensive restaurants, then a new
database query would have been made and a new
option tree would have been built. A more com-
plex example is given in the Appendix.

6 Experimental Design

In total 18 subjects interacted with our two sys-
tems. Each participant interacted three times with
the modified TownInfo system, and another three
times with the system that supported our imple-
mentation of the UMSR model (108 dialogues in

Figure 5: A sample option tree structure for the
student user of Table 1. Pruned nodes are shown
as shaded.

total). The order of the dialogues was randomised
among the subjects. Each experiment took be-
tween 40 and 50 minutes on average.

For each task, subjects were provided with the
user profile and the actual scenario for the spe-
cific task in hand. The tasks were carefully con-
structed so that half of them could be solved with-
out making any trade-offs and the other half re-
quired a trade-off to be made. At the end of each
task the subjects had to fill out a questionnaire with
10 questions on a 7-point Likert scale. They were
also asked if they had been able to accomplish the
given task (perceived task completion), i.e., to find
a suitable restaurant for the scenario and user pro-
file in hand. Finally, after each task they had to
provide the name(s) of the restaurants they chose
for the task. The name(s) stated for this task were
then used to compare perceived task completion
with actual task completion. At the end of each
task with the UMSR system, the profiles were re-
set to the default attribute values and ranks.

Both systems had identical software configura-
tions, i.e., they only differed in the information
presentation component. Yet another important
feature was that the UMSR based model did not
accept multiple attributes in a single query. So
for instance the user could not ask “I am look-
ing for a moderately priced restaurant near the city
centre that serves Italian food”. This seemed to
be a major shortcoming of the UMSR based sys-
tem compared to the TownInfo system with se-
quential information presentation. However, as we
will see in the following, even with this shortcom-
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System U CC CF A E
UMSR-all 5.04 4.65 3.22 3.66 4.69
TownInfo-all 4.87 4.04 2.93 3.20 3.59
UMSR-with TO 4.74 4.59 2.67 3.26 4.15
TownInfo-with TO 4.59 3.41 2.74 2.33 2.70
UMSR-no TO 5.33 4.70 3.78 4.08 5.22
TownInfo-no TO 5.15 4.67 3.11 4.07 4.48

Table 2: Average scores of the question-
naires for all dialogues, dialogues with trade-
offs (with TO) and dialogues without trade-offs
(no TO) (U=understandability, CC=conciseness,
CF=confidence, A=accessibility, E=efficiency).

ing the UMSR approach retained its advantages
and proved more successful than the traditional se-
quential enumeration approach.

7 Results

The perceived task completion (PTC) for the
UMSR system and the TownInfo system was
90.74% and 85.19% respectively, and the actual
task completion (ATC) 74.07% and 62.96%. Thus
the UMSR approach led to a relatively better user
confidence in having achieved the task.

The average number of turns was 9.24 for
UMSR compared to 17.78 for TownInfo, which
denotes a significant reduction in the number of
dialogue turns required to accomplish a given
task. This reduction becomes even more promi-
nent when there is a trade-off involved. With such
dialogues, the average number of turns for UMSR
remained almost constant at 9.41, whereas Town-
Info showed an increase reaching up to 24.19.
This huge difference is obviously a significant
improvement in system efficiency and user sat-
isfaction. It also supports our hypothesis that
the UMSR approach can present trade-offs under-
standably. For dialogues without a trade-off the
number of turns was 9.07 for UMSR and 11.37
for TownInfo.

Dialogue duration also showed a great improve-
ment in UMSR over TownInfo (4:49 (m:s) vs.
6:11). The duration however was almost the same
for the two systems when a trade-off existed (4:40
vs. 4:49). This could mean that although the num-
ber of turns in this case is smaller for UMSR, the
length of the generated output is longer, and re-
quires more attention to understand. Yet again in
dialogues without a trade-off, UMSR had a con-
siderably shorter duration than TownInfo (4:57 vs.
7:34).

Average scores of the questionnaires are given
in Table 2.

In response to the question “I thought the way
the system provided information to me was easy
to understand” the average score over all 108 di-
alogues was 5.04 for UMSR and 4.87 for Town-
Info. The preference for UMSR exists for dia-
logues both with and without a trade-off. How-
ever, for all three cases the differences were not
significant (p > 0.05).

Conciseness is the quality of providing a con-
cise overview of all the available options to the
user. The UMSR system was preferred at 4.65
over 4.04 for TownInfo (p = 0.034). The differ-
ence between the two systems is very significant
for dialogues with a trade-off (p < 0.003). How-
ever, for dialogues without a trade-off p = 0.92.
This was predictable as the main innovation in
UMSR is the ability to present trade-offs in a con-
cise and understandable way, hence the significant
difference for the dialogues with trade-offs.

To evaluate their confidence in having heard all
the relevant options, the subjects were asked to
rate the statement “I thought there were better op-
tions for my request than what the system gave
me”. Because of the negative nature of the ques-
tion, the Likert scale was inverted before analysis.
The average score was 3.22 and 2.93 for UMSR
and TownInfo respectively. This indicates that
the users have slightly more confidence in hav-
ing heard all the relevant options with the UMSR
system, although this difference is not significant
(p > 0.05). For dialogues with a trade-off, the
average confidence score was slightly better for
TownInfo (2.74 vs. 2.67), but not significant (p =
0.8). However, there is a significant difference for
dialogues without a trade-off (p < 0.03). An-
other notable issue is the overall low scores for the
cases with a trade-off. This signifies that perhaps
more information needs to be given to the user
for dialogue turns describing a trade-off. A care-
ful balance needs to be drawn between concise-
ness and comprehensiveness in these cases. This
however, will obviously increase dialogue dura-
tion, and might affect understandability.

By accessibility, we mean ease of use and
communication with the system. The scores for
UMSR and TownInfo were 3.66 and 3.20 respec-
tively (p = 0.18). A more significant difference
in accessibility was noted for dialogues with a
trade-off (p = 0.008). Again it seemed that users
preferred UMSR when it came down to dealing
with trade-offs. However, the accessibility scores
for dialogues without a trade-off were almost the
same (p = 0.92).
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Efficiency is the quality of enabling users to
find the optimal option quickly. The statement
“In this task, the system allowed me to find the
optimal restaurant quickly”, resulted in an aver-
age score of 4.69 for UMSR vs. 3.59 for Town-
Info (p = 0.002). Once again, a significant dif-
ference was noted for dialogues with a trade-off,
with 4.15 and 2.70 for UMSR and TownInfo re-
spectively (p = 0.004). However, the difference
for dialogues without a trade-off was not signifi-
cant (p = 0.12).

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we evaluated the effectiveness of the
UMSR approach in information presentation in a
full end-to-end dialogue system. The UMSR ap-
proach was compared with the traditional sequen-
tial enumeration of options. Our results verified
our hypothesis that the UMSR approach presents a
better overview of the trade-offs within the option
space, and improves user experience and confi-
dence in the system. Furthermore, with the UMSR
approach there is a significant reduction in the
number of dialogue turns required to complete the
task. The results also showed that UMSR specifi-
cally outperforms TownInfo when there is a trade-
off involved. The UMSR results presented statisti-
cally significant improvement for conciseness, ac-
cessibility, and efficiency. Overall, subjects were
more satisfied with the UMSR system. When they
were asked if they would use the system again as
a deployed product the score was 4.74 for UMSR
and 3.70 for TownInfo (p = 0.002), further veri-
fying that the users preferred the UMSR approach
over the sequential enumeration of TownInfo.

In future work we intend to make a number of
improvements. For example in the turn genera-
tion algorithm, we will optimise the generated out-
put in an effort to strike a balance between un-
derstandability and complexity. Another impor-
tant issue is to modify the UMSR algorithm so that
it can accept multiple attributes in a single query.
Moreover, we will perform experiments with both
speech input and output. Finally, we will com-
pare the UMSR approach with the UM and SR ap-
proaches in the same setting, i.e., a full end-to-end
SDS.
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Appendix

Option Tree A for User Model A is built.
U: I’d like to get some food tonight.
S: I found 17 restaurants with a high star rating. Only 8 of them provide good service quality, out of which

only 3 serve Scottish food. I also have information about distance and price.
U: Are they close to the city centre?
S: I found 3 restaurants that are located far from the city centre. 1 of them is cheap and 2 are expensive.

They all have a high star rating, provide good service quality, and serve Scottish food. For a restaurant near
the city centre you would have to go for average service quality.

U: How about French cuisine?
The System cannot answer the query because the “French”cuisine branches of Option Tree A have been
pruned and their nodes are shown as shaded.
User Model A changes to User Model B (situational query).
Option Tree B for User Model B is built.
S: I found 10 restaurants that serve French food. Only 5 of them have a high star rating, out of which only 3

provide good service quality. I also have information about distance and price.
U: Tell me about the distance from the city centre.
S: Only 1 of them is located near the city centre and is inexpensive. It serves French food, has a high star rating,

and provides good service quality.
U: Tell me about it.
S: La Bagatelle’s dishes include a starter of roast pigeon with canelloni of shiitake mushroom, and a main course

of panfried veal with prunes.
U: That’s great. I’ll take it.
. . .

Figure 6: Example dialogue with our UMSR approach for a business person, User Model A (Table 3)
and User Model B (Table 4), Option Tree A (Fig. 7) and Option Tree B (Fig. 8).

UserID Attribute Value Rank
2 Star High 1.00
2 Service Good 2.00
2 Cuisine Scottish 3.00
2 Distance Near 4.00
2 Price Don’t Care 5.00

Table 3: Sample user model for a business person (User Model A).

UserID Attribute Value Rank
2 Cuisine French 0.95
2 Star High 1.00
2 Service Good 2.00
2 Distance Near 4.00
2 Price Don’t Care 5.00

Table 4: Modified user model for a business person after the situational query “I’d like a French restau-
rant” (User Model B).
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Figure 7: Option tree structure (Option Tree A) corresponding to the User Model A of Table 3. Pruned
nodes are shown as shaded.

Figure 8: Option tree structure (Option Tree B) corresponding to the User Model B of Table 4. Pruned
nodes are shown as shaded.
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Abstract
We investigate novel approaches to re-
sponsive overlap behaviors in dialogue
systems, opening possibilities for systems
to interrupt, acknowledge or complete a
user’s utterance while it is still in progress.
Our specific contributions are a method for
determining when a system has reached a
point of maximal understanding of an on-
going user utterance, and a prototype im-
plementation that shows how systems can
use this ability to strategically initiate sys-
tem completions of user utterances. More
broadly, this framework facilitates the im-
plementation of a range of overlap behav-
iors that are common in human dialogue,
but have been largely absent in dialogue
systems.

1 Introduction

Human spoken dialogue is highly interactive, in-
cluding feedback on the speech of others while
the speech is progressing (so-called “backchan-
nels” (Yngve, 1970)), monitoring of addressees
and other listener feedback (Nakano et al., 2003),
fluent turn-taking with little or no delays (Sacks et
al., 1974), and overlaps of various sorts, including
collaborative completions, repetitions and other
grounding moves, and interruptions. Interrup-
tions can be either to advance the new speaker’s
goals (which may not be related to interpreting the
other’s speech) or in order to prevent the speaker
from finishing, which again can be for various rea-
sons. Few of these behaviors can be replicated by
current spoken dialogue systems. Most of these
behaviors require first an ability to perform in-
cremental interpretation, and second, an ability to
predict the final meaning of the utterance.

Incremental interpretation enables more rapid
response, since most of the utterance can be inter-
preted before utterance completion (Skantze and
Schlangen, 2009). It also enables giving early
feedback (e.g., head nods and shakes, facial ex-
pressions, gaze shifts, and verbal backchannels) to
signal how well things are being perceived, under-
stood, and evaluated (Allwood et al., 1992).

For some responsive behaviors, one must go be-
yond incremental interpretation and predict some
aspects of the full utterance before it has been
completed. For behaviors such as comply-
ing with the evocative function (Allwood, 1995)
or intended perlocutionary effect (Sadek, 1991),
grounding by demonstrating (Clark and Schaefer,
1987), or interrupting to avoid having the utter-
ance be completed, one must predict the semantic
content of the full utterance from a partial prefix
fragment. For other behaviors, such as timing a
reply to have little or no gap, grounding by saying
the same thing at the same time (called “chanting”
by Hansen et al. (1996)), performing collaborative
completions (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986), or
some corrections, it is important not only to pre-
dict the meaning, but also the form of the remain-
ing part of the utterance.

We have begun to explore these issues in the
context of the dialogue behavior of virtual human
(Rickel and Johnson, 1999) or embodied conver-
sational agent (Cassell et al., 2000) characters for
multiparty negotiation role-playing (Traum et al.,
2008b). In these kinds of systems, human-like be-
havior is a goal, since the purpose is to allow a user
to practice this kind of dialogue with the virtual
humans in training for real negotiation dialogues.
The more realistic the characters’ dialogue behav-
ior is, the more kinds of negotiation situations can
be adequately trained for. We discuss these sys-
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tems further in Section 2.
In Sagae et al. (2009), we presented our first re-

sults at prediction of semantic content from partial
speech recognition hypotheses, looking at length
of the speech hypothesis as a general indicator of
semantic accuracy in understanding. We summa-
rize this previous work in Section 3.

In the current paper, we incorporate additional
features of real-time incremental interpretation to
develop a more nuanced prediction model that can
accurately identify moments of maximal under-
standing within individual spoken utterances (Sec-
tion 4). We demonstrate the value of this new
ability using a prototype implementation that col-
laboratively completes user utterances when the
system becomes confident about how the utter-
ance will end (Section 5). We believe such pre-
dictive models will be more broadly useful in im-
plementing responsive overlap behaviors such as
rapid grounding using completions, confirmation
requests, or paraphrasing, as well as other kinds of
interruptions and multi-modal displays. We con-
clude and discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Domain setting

The case study we present in this paper is taken
from the SASO-EN scenario (Hartholt et al., 2008;
Traum et al., 2008b). This scenario is designed
to allow a trainee to practice multi-party negoti-
ation skills by engaging in face to face negotia-
tion with virtual humans. The scenario involves
a negotiation about the possible re-location of a
medical clinic in an Iraqi village. A human trainee
plays the role of a US Army captain, and there are
two virtual humans that he negotiates with: Doctor
Perez, the head of the NGO clinic, and a local vil-
lage elder, al-Hassan. The doctor’s main objective
is to treat patients. The elder’s main objective is to
support his village. The captain’s main objective
is to move the clinic out of the marketplace, ide-
ally to the US base. Figure 1 shows the doctor and
elder in the midst of a negotiation, from the per-
spective of the trainee. Figure A-1 in the appendix
shows a sample dialogue from this domain.

The system has a fairly typical set of pro-
cessing components for virtual humans or dia-
logue systems, including ASR (mapping speech
to words), NLU (mapping from words to semantic
frames), dialogue interpretation and management
(handling context, dialogue acts, reference and de-
ciding what content to express), NLG (mapping

Figure 1: SASO-EN negotiation in the cafe: Dr.
Perez (left) looking at Elder al-Hassan.266666664

mood : declarative

sem :

2666664
type : event
agent : captain− kirk
event : deliver
theme : power − generator
modal :

ˆ
possibility : can

˜
speech− act :

ˆ
type : offer

˜

3777775

377777775
Figure 2: AVM utterance representation.

frames to words), non-verbal generation, and syn-
thesis and realization. The doctor and elder use
the same ASR and NLU components, but have dif-
ferent modules for the other processing, including
different models of context and goals, and differ-
ent output generators. In this paper, we will often
refer to the characters with various terms, includ-
ing “virtual humans”, “agents”, or “the system”.

In this paper, we are focusing on the NLU
component, looking at incremental interpretation
based on partial speech recognition results, and
the potential for using this information to change
the dialogue strategy where warranted, and pro-
vide responses before waiting for the final speech
result. The NLU output representation is an
attribute-value matrix (AVM), where the attributes
and values represent semantic information that
is linked to a domain-specific ontology and task
model (Hartholt et al., 2008). Figure 2 shows an
example representation, for an utterance such as
“we can provide you with power generators”. The
AVMs are linearized, using a path-value notation,
as shown in Figure 3.

To develop and test the new incremen-
tal/prediction models, we are using a corpus of
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<s>.mood declarative
<s>.sem.type event
<s>.sem.agent captain-kirk
<s>.sem.event deliver
<s>.sem.theme power-generator
<s>.sem.modal.possibility can
<s>.sem.speechact.type offer

Figure 3: Example NLU frame.

utterances collected from people playing the role
of captain and negotiating with the virtual doctor
and elder. In contrast with Figure A-1, which
is a dialogue with one of the system designers
who knows the domain well, dialogues with naive
users are generally longer, and often have a fairly
high word error rate (average 0.54), with many
out of domain utterances. The system is robust to
these kinds of problems, both in terms of the NLU
approach (Leuski and Traum, 2008; Sagae et al.,
2009) as well as the dialogue strategies (Traum
et al., 2008a). This is accomplished in part by
approximating the meaning of utterances. For
example, the frame in Figure 3 is also returned for
an utterance of we are prepared to give you guys
generators for electricity downtown as well as the
ASR output for this utterance, we up apparently
give you guys generators for a letter city don town.

3 Predicting interpretations from partial
recognition hypotheses

Our NLU module, mxNLU (Sagae et al., 2009), is
based on maximum entropy classification (Berger
et al., 1996), where we treat entire individual
frames as classes, and extract input features from
ASR. The training data for mxNLU is a corpus
of approximately 3,500 utterances, each annotated
with the appropriate frame. These utterances were
collected from user sessions with the system, and
the corresponding frames were assigned manually.
Out-of-domain utterances (about 15% of all utter-
ances in our corpus) could not be mapped to con-
cepts in our ontology and task model, and were
assigned a “garbage” frame. For each utterance
in our corpus, we have both a manual transcrip-
tion and the output of ASR, although only ASR
is used by mxNLU (both at training and at run-
time). Each training instance for mxNLU consists
of a frame, paired with a set of features that rep-
resent the ASR output for user utterances. The

specific features used by the classifier are: each
word in the input string (bag-of-words representa-
tion of the input), each bigram (pairs of consec-
utive words), each pair of any two words in the
input, and the number of words in the input string.

In the 3,500-utterance training set, there are 136
unique frames (135 that correspond to the seman-
tics of different utterances in the domain, plus one
frame for out-of-domain utterances).1 The NLU
task is then framed as a multiclass classification
approach with 136 classes, and about 3,500 train-
ing examples.

Although mxNLU produces entire frames as
output, we evaluate NLU performance by look-
ing at precision and recall of the attribute-value
pairs (or frame elements) that compose frames.
Precision represents the portion of frame elements
produced by mxNLU that were correct, and re-
call represents the portion of frame elements in
the gold-standard annotations that were proposed
by mxNLU. By using precision and recall of
frame elements, we take into account that certain
frames are more similar than others and also al-
low more meaningful comparative evaluation with
NLU modules that construct a frame from sub-
elements or for cases when the actual frame is not
in the training set. The precision and recall of
frame elements produced by mxNLU using com-
plete ASR output are 0.78 and 0.74, respectively,
for an F-score (harmonic mean of precision and
recall) of 0.76.

3.1 NLU with partial ASR results
The simplest way to perform NLU of partial ASR
results is simply to process the partial utterances
using the NLU module trained on complete ASR
output. However, better results may be obtained
by training separate NLU models for analysis of
partial utterances of different lengths. To train
these separate NLU models, we first ran the au-
dio of the utterances in the training data through
our ASR module, recording all partial results for
each utterance. Then, to train a model to ana-
lyze partial utterances containing N words, we
used only partial utterances in the training set con-
taining N words (unless the entire utterance con-
tained less than N words, in which case we sim-
ply used the complete utterance). In some cases,
multiple partial ASR results for a single utterance

1In a separate development set of 350 utterances, anno-
tated in the same way as the training set, we found no frames
that had not appeared in the training set.
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Figure 4: F-score for three NLU models on partial
ASR results up to N words.

contained the same number of words, and we used
the last partial result with the appropriate number
of words.2 We trained ten separate partial NLU
models for N varying from one to ten.

Figure 4 shows the F-score for frames obtained
by processing partial ASR results up to length N
using three variants of mxNLU. The dashed line is
our baseline NLU model, trained on complete ut-
terances only, and the solid line shows the results
obtained with length-specific NLU models. The
dotted line shows results for length-specific mod-
els that also use features that capture aspects of di-
alogue context. In these experiments, we used uni-
gram and bigram word features extracted from the
most recent system utterance to represent context,
but found that these context features did not im-
prove NLU performance. Our final NLU approach
for partial ASR hypotheses is then to train separate
models for specific lengths, using hypotheses of
that length during training (solid line in figure 4).

4 How well is the system understanding?

In this section, we present a strategy that uses
machine learning to more closely characterize the
performance of a maximum entropy based incre-
mental NLU module, such as the mxNLU mod-
ule described in Section 3. Our aim is to iden-
tify strategic points in time, as a specific utterance
is occurring, when the system might react with
confidence that the interpretation will not signif-

2At run-time, this can be closely approximated by taking
the partial utterance immediately preceding the first partial
utterance of length N + 1.
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Figure 5: Incremental interpretation of a user ut-
terance.

icantly improve during the rest of the utterance.
This reaction could take several forms, including
providing feedback, or, as described in Section 5
an agent might use this information to opportunis-
tically choose to initiate a completion of a user’s
utterance.

4.1 Motivating example

Figure 5 illustrates the incremental output of
mxNLU as a user asks, elder do you agree to move
the clinic downtown? Our ASR processes cap-
tured audio in 200ms chunks. The figure shows
the partial ASR results after the ASR has pro-
cessed each 200ms of audio, along with the F-
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score achieved by mxNLU on each of these par-
tials. Note that the NLU F-score fluctuates some-
what as the ASR revises its incremental hypothe-
ses about the user utterance, but generally in-
creases over time.

For the purpose of initiating an overlapping re-
sponse to a user utterance such as this one, the
agent needs to be able (in the right circumstances)
to make an assessment that it has already under-
stood the utterance “well enough”, based on the
partial ASR results that are currently available. We
have implemented a specific approach to this as-
sessment which views an utterance as understood
“well enough” if the agent would not understand
the utterance any better than it currently does even
if it were to wait for the user to finish their utter-
ance (and for the ASR to finish interpreting the
complete utterance).

Concretely, Figure 5 shows that after the entire
2800ms utterance has been processed by the ASR,
mxNLU achieves an F-score of 0.91. However,
in fact, mxNLU already achieves this maximal F-
score at the moment it interprets the partial ASR
result elder do you agree to move the at 1800ms.
The agent therefore could, in principle, initiate an
overlapping response at 1800ms without sacrific-
ing any accuracy in its understanding of the user’s
utterance.

Of course the agent does not automatically re-
alize that it has achieved a maximal F-score at
1800ms. To enable the agent to make this assess-
ment, we have trained a classifier, which we call
MAXF, that can be invoked for any specific par-
tial ASR result, and which uses various features of
the ASR result and the current mxNLU output to
estimate whether the NLU F-score for the current
partial ASR result is at least as high as the mxNLU
F-score would be if the agent were to wait for the
entire utterance.

4.2 Machine learning setup

To facilitate the construction of our MAXF clas-
sifier, we identified a range of potentially useful
features that the agent could use at run-time to as-
sess its confidence in mxNLU’s output for a given
partial ASR result. These features are exempli-
fied in the appendix in Figure A-2, and include:
K, the number of partial results that have been re-
ceived from the ASR; N , the length (in words) of
the current partial ASR result; Entropy, the en-
tropy in the probability distribution mxNLU as-

signs to alternative output frames (lower entropy
corresponds to a more focused distribution); Pmax,
the probability mxNLU assigns to the most prob-
able output frame; NLU, the most probable output
frame (represented for convenience as fI , where
I is an integer index corresponding to a specific
complete frame). We also define MAXF (GOLD),
a boolean value giving the ground truth about
whether mxNLU’s F-score for this partial is at
least as high as mxNLU’s F-score for the final par-
tial for the same utterance. In the example, note
that MAXF (GOLD) is true for each partial where
mxNLU’s F-score (F (K)) is ≥ 0.91, the value
achieved for the final partial (elder do you agree to
move the clinic downtown). Of course, the actual
F-score F (K) is not available at run-time, and so
cannot serve as an input feature for the classifier.

Our general aim, then, is to train a classifier,
MAXF, whose output predicts the value of MAXF
(GOLD) as a function of the input features. To
create a data set for training and evaluating this
classifier, we observed and recorded the values of
these features for the 6068 partial ASR results in
a corpus of ASR output for 449 actual user utter-
ances.3

We chose to train a decision tree using Weka’s
J48 training algorithm (Witten and Frank, 2005).4

To assess the trained model’s performance, we car-
ried out a 10-fold cross-validation on our data set.5

We present our results in the next section.

4.3 Results

We will present results for a trained decision
tree model that reflects a specific precision/recall
tradeoff. In particular, given our aim to enable
an agent to sometimes initiate overlapping speech,
while minimizing the chance of making a wrong
assumption about the user’s meaning, we selected
a model with high precision at the expense of
lower recall. Various precision/recall tradeoffs are
possible in this framework; the choice of a spe-
cific tradeoff is likely to be system and domain-
dependent and motivated by specific design goals.

We evaluate our model using several features
which are exemplified in the appendix in Fig-
ure A-3. These include MAXF (PREDICTED),
the trained MAXF classifier’s output (TRUE or

3This corpus was not part of the training data for mxNLU.
4Of course, other classification models could be used.
5All the partial ASR results for a given utterance were

constrained to lie within the same fold, to avoid training and
testing on the same utterance.
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FALSE) for each partial; KMAXF, the first par-
tial number for which MAXF (PREDICTED) is
TRUE; ∆F (K) = F (K) − F (Kfinal), the “loss”
in F-score associated with interpreting partial K
rather than the final partial Kfinal for the utterance;
T (K), the remaining length (in seconds) in the
user utterance at each partial.

We begin with a high level summary of the
trained MAXF model’s performance, before dis-
cussing more specific impacts of interest in the di-
alogue system. We found that our trained model
predicts that MAXF = TRUE for at least one
partial in 79.2% of the utterances in our cor-
pus. For the remaining utterances, the trained
model predicts MAXF = FALSE for all partials.
The precision/recall/F-score of the trained MAXF
model are 0.88/0.52/0.65 respectively. The high
precision means that 88% of the time that the
model predicts that F-score is maximized at a spe-
cific partial, it really is. On the other hand, the
lower recall means that only 52% of the time that
F-score is in fact maximized at a given partial does
the model predict that it is.

For the 79.2% of utterances for which the
trained model predicts MAXF = TRUE at some
point, Figure 6 shows the amount of time in sec-
onds, T (KMAXF), that remains in the user utter-
ance at the time partial KMAXF becomes available
from the ASR. The mean value is 1.6 seconds; as
the figure shows, the time remaining varies from 0
to nearly 8 seconds per utterance. This represents
a substantial amount of time that an agent could
use strategically, for example by immediately ini-
tiating overlapping speech (perhaps in an attempt
to improve communication efficiency), or by ex-
ploiting this time to plan an optimal response to
the user’s utterance.

However, it is also important to understand the
cost associated with interpreting partial KMAXF

rather than waiting to interpret the final ASR result
Kfinal for the utterance. We therefore analyzed
the distribution in ∆F (KMAXF) = F (KMAXF)−
F (Kfinal). This value is at least 0.0 if mxNLU’s
output for partial KMAXF is no worse than its out-
put for Kfinal (as intended). The distribution is
given in Figure 7. As the figure shows, 62.35% of
the time (the median case), there is no difference
in F-score associated with interpreting KMAXF

rather than Kfinal. 10.67% of the time, there is
a loss of -1, which corresponds to a completely
incorrect frame at KMAXF but a completely cor-
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Figure 6: Distribution of T (KMAXF).

∆F (KMAXF) range Percent of
utterances

-1 10.67%
(−1, 0) 17.13%

0 62.35%
(0, 1) 7.30%

1 2.52%
mean(∆F (KMAXF)) -0.1484

median(∆F (KMAXF)) 0.0000

Figure 7: The distribution in ∆F (KMAXF), the
“loss” associated with interpreting partial KMAXF

rather than Kfinal.

rect frame at Kfinal. The converse also happens
2.52% of the time: mxNLU’s output frame is com-
pletely correct at the early partial but completely
incorrect at the final partial. The remaining cases
are mixed. While the median is no change in F-
score, the mean case is a loss in F-score of -0.1484.
This is the mean penalty in NLU performance that
could be paid in exchange for the potential gain in
communication efficiency suggested by Figure 6.

5 Prototype implementation

To illustrate one use of the techniques described in
the previous sections, we have implemented a pro-
totype module that performs user utterance com-
pletion. This allows an agent to jump in during a
user’s utterance, and say a completion of the utter-
ance before it is finished, at a point when the agent
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thinks it understands what the user means. This
type of completion is often encountered in human-
human dialogue, and may be used, for example,
for grounding or for bringing the other party’s turn
to a conclusion.

We have equipped one of our virtual humans,
Doctor Perez, with an ability to perform comple-
tions as follows. The first step is for the agent to
recognize when it understands what the user wants
to say. As discussed in Sections 3 and 4, this often
happens before the user has completed the utter-
ance. NLU is performed on partial ASR hypothe-
ses as they become available, and MAXF decides
whether the agent’s understanding of the current
partial hypothesis is likely to improve given more
time. Once MAXF indicates that the agent’s un-
derstanding is likely to be already maximized for
the utterance, we take the current partial ASR hy-
pothesis and attempt to generate text to complete it
in a way that is fluent and agrees with the meaning
of the utterance the user has in mind.

The generation of the surface text for comple-
tions takes advantage of the manual transcriptions
in the corpus of utterances used to train the NLU
module. For each frame that the agent under-
stands, our training set contains several user utter-
ances that correspond to the meaning in that frame.
At the point where the agent is ready to formu-
late a completion, mxNLU has already predicted
a frame for the user’s utterance (even though it is
still incomplete). We then consider only the set
of known utterances that correspond to that frame
as possible sources of completions. As a simple
distance metric, we compute the word error rate
(WER) between the current partial hypothesis for
the user’s utterance and a prefix of each of these
known utterances. In our prototype, these prefixes
have the same length as the current partial ASR
hypothesis. We then select the utterance whose
prefix has the lowest WER against the current par-
tial ASR hypothesis. As a final step, we look in
the prefix of our selected utterance for the last oc-
currence of the last word in the partial ASR, and
if such a word is found, we take the remainder of
the utterance as the agent’s completion. Consid-
ering only the set of utterances that correspond to
the frame predicted by mxNLU makes it likely that
the completion will have the appropriate meaning.
Since the completion is a suffix of a transcript of a
previous user utterance, and this suffix follows the
last word uttered by the user, it is likely to form a

fluent completion of the user’s partial utterance.
For 356 utterances in our development set, the

procedure above generated completions contain-
ing at least one word for 177 utterances. We list
below four representative examples of user utter-
ance completions generated by Doctor Perez:

1. Partial utterance: we need to
Predicted completion: move your clinic
Actual user completion: move the clinic

2. Partial utterance: I have orders
Predicted completion: to move you and this
clinic
Actual user completion: to help you in mov-
ing the clinic to a new location

3. Partial utterance: the market
Predicted completion: is not safe
Actual user completion: is not a safer loca-
tion

4. Partial utterance: we can also
Predicted completion: give you medical sup-
plies
Actual user completion: build you a well

Although agent completions for user utterances
are often acceptably accurate (examples 1-3), oc-
casionally they are incorrect (example 4). The
frequency of appropriate completions depends on
the accuracy of mxNLU and the chosen preci-
sion/recall tradeoff in MAXF. Finally, although
the agent has the ability to generate these com-
pletions, clearly it should not complete the user’s
utterance at every opportunity. Determining a pol-
icy that results in natural behavior with respect to
the frequency of completions for different types of
agents is a topic under current investigation.

6 Summary and future work

We have presented a framework for interpretation
of partial ASR hypotheses of user utterances, and
high-precision identification of points within user
utterances where the system already understands
the intended meaning. Our initial implementa-
tion of an utterance completion ability for a vir-
tual human serves to illustrate the capabilities of
this framework, but only scratches the surface of
the new range of dialogue behaviors and strategies
it allows.

Immediate future work includes the design of
policies for completions and interruptions that re-
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sult in natural conversational behavior. Other ap-
plications of this work include the generation of
paraphrases that can be used for grounding, in ad-
dition to extra-linguistic behavior during user ut-
terances, such as head nods and head shakes.
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A Appendix

1 C Hello Doctor Perez.
2 D Hello captain.
3 E Hello captain.
4 C Thank you for meeting me.
5 E How may I help you?
6 C I have orders to move this clinic to a camp near the US base.
7 E We have many matters to attend to.
8 C I understand, but it is imperative that we move the clinic out of this area.
9 E This town needs a clinic.
10 D We can’t take sides.
11 C Would you be willing to move downtown?
12 E We would need to improve water access in the downtown area, captain.
13 C We can dig a well for you.
14 D Captain, we need medical supplies in order to run the clinic downtown.
15 C We can deliver medical supplies downtown, Doctor.
16 E We need to address the lack of power downtown.
17 C We can provide you with power generators.
18 E Very well captain, I agree to have the clinic downtown.
19 E Doctor, I think you should run the clinic downtown.
20 D Elder, the clinic downtown should be in an acceptable condition before

we move.
21 E I can renovate the downtown clinic, Doctor.
22 D OK, I agree to run the clinic downtown, captain.
23 C Excellent.
24 D I must go now.
25 E I must attend to other matters.
26 C Goodbye.
26 D Goodbye.
26 E Farewell, sir.

Figure A-1: Successful negotiation dialogue between C, a captain (human trainee), D, a doctor (virtual
human), and E, a village elder (virtual human).
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MAXF model training features
Partial ASR result F (K) K N Entropy Pmax NLU MAXF (GOLD)
(empty) 0.00 1 0 2.96 0.48 f82 FALSE
(empty) 0.00 2 0 2.96 0.48 f82 FALSE
all 0.00 3 1 0.82 0.76 f72 FALSE
elder 0.00 4 1 0.08 0.98 f39 FALSE
elder do you 0.83 5 3 1.50 0.40 f68 FALSE
elder to you d 0.50 6 3 1.31 0.75 f69 FALSE
elder do you agree 0.83 7 4 1.84 0.35 f68 FALSE
elder do you agree to 0.83 8 5 1.40 0.61 f68 FALSE
elder do you agree to move the 0.91 9 7 0.94 0.49 f10 TRUE
elder do you agree to move the 0.91 10 7 0.94 0.49 f10 TRUE
elder do you agree to move the clinic to 0.83 11 9 1.10 0.58 f68 FALSE
elder do you agree to move the clinic down 0.83 12 9 1.14 0.66 f68 FALSE
elder do you agree to move the clinic downtown 0.91 13 9 0.50 0.89 f10 TRUE
elder do you agree to move the clinic downtown 0.91 14 9 0.50 0.89 f10 TRUE

Figure A-2: Features used to train the MAXF model.

MAXF model evaluation features
K F (K) ∆F (K) T (K) MAXF (PREDICTED)
1 0.00 -0.91 2.6 FALSE
2 0.00 -0.91 2.4 FALSE
3 0.00 -0.91 2.2 FALSE
4 0.00 -0.91 2.0 FALSE
5 0.83 -0.08 1.8 FALSE
6 0.50 -0.41 1.6 FALSE
7 0.83 -0.08 1.4 FALSE
8 0.83 -0.08 1.2 FALSE
9 (= KMAXF) 0.91 0.00 (=∆F (KMAXF)) 1.0 TRUE
10 0.91 0.00 0.8 TRUE
11 0.83 -0.08 0.6 FALSE
12 0.83 -0.08 0.4 FALSE
13 0.91 0.00 0.2 TRUE
14 0.91 0.00 0.0 TRUE

Figure A-3: Features used to evaluate the MAXF model.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the development
of a meeting assistant agent that helps
remote meeting participants by notifying
them when they are being addressed. We
present experiments that have been con-
ducted to develop machine classifiers to
decide whether “you are being addressed”
where “you” refers to a fixed (remote) par-
ticipant in a meeting. The experimental re-
sults back up the choices made regarding
the selection of data, features, and classifi-
cation methods. We discuss variations of
the addressee classification problem that
have been considered in the literature and
how suitable they are for addressee detec-
tion in a system that plays a role in a live
meeting.

1 Introduction

In order to understand what is going on in a meet-
ing, it is important to know who is talking, what
is being said, and who is being addressed (talked
to). Here, we focus on the question of whom the
speech is addressed to. We present results ob-
tained in developing a classifier for real-time ad-
dressee prediction to be used in an assistant for a
remote participant in a hybrid meeting, a meeting
where a number of participants share a common
meeting room and one or more others take part via
teleconferencing software.

It is obvious that in order to effectively par-
ticipate in a meeting, participants need to know
who is being addressed at all times. For remote
participants in hybrid meetings, understanding the
course of the conversation can be difficult due to
the fact that it is hard to figure out who is being

addressed. But it is not only meeting participants
who are interested in addressees. The question
who is being addressed has long been of interest
for science: group therapists (Bales, 1950), small
group research, or outside observers who analyse
recorded meetings.

How speakers address listeners, what kind of
procedures speakers use to designate their audi-
ence and to make clear whom they address has
been the focus of conversational analysis, socio-
linguistics and ethnomethodology for quite some
time. An analysis of addressee selection is pre-
sented in (Lerner, 1996). Addressing as a special
type of multi-modal interactional referring expres-
sion generation behavior is considered in (op den
Akker and Theune, 2008).

The problem of automatic addressee detection
is one of the problems that come up when technol-
ogy makes the move from two-party man-machine
natural dialogue systems to systems for multi-
party conversations. In this context the addressing
problem was raised by Traum (2004).

Since Jovanović (2004), presented her research
on addressee prediction in meetings at SigDial,
quite a few publications on the topic appeared. Jo-
vanović used a number of multi-modal meeting
corpora developed in the European projects M4
and AMI. In (Jovanović et al., 2006b) the first
multi-modal multi-party corpus containing hand
labeled addressee annotations was presented. The
public release of the multi-modal AMI meeting
corpus (Carletta, 2007; McCowan et al., 2005), a
100 hour annotated corpus of small group meet-
ings has already shown to be an important achieve-
ment for research; not only for conversational
speech recognition and tracking of visual elements
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but also for automatic multi-modal conversational
scene analysis. The M4 and AMI corpora are the
only multi-modal meeting corpora (partly) anno-
tated with addressee labels. Addressee detection
in robot-human interaction is studied in (Katzen-
maier et al., 2004) and in multi-party dialogue
systems in (Knott and Vlugter, 2008; van Turn-
hout et al., 2005; Bakx et al., 2003; Rickel et al.,
2002). Addressing in face-to-face conversations is
achieved by multi-modal behavior and addressee
detection is thus a multi-modal recognition task.
This task requires not only speech recognition but
also gaze and gesture recognition, the recognition
of deictic references, and, ideally, the understand-
ing of the “what’s going on” in the meeting. It
requires the detection of who is involved in cur-
rent (parallel) activities. Speakers show explicit
addressing behavior when they are not confident
that the participants they want to address are pay-
ing attention to their words. Analysis of the re-
mote meetings recorded in the EC project AMIDA
reinforces our experiences that this happens more
in remote meetings than in small group face-to-
face meetings.

In AMIDA, the European follow-up project of
AMI, the two new research goals are: (1) real-time
processing (real-time speech recognition (Hain
et al., 2008), focus of attention recognition (Ba
and Odobez, 2009), real-time dialogue act label-
ing (Germesin et al., 2008) and addressee detec-
tion); and (2) technology for (remote) meeting
support. Technology based on the analysis of
how people behave and converse in meetings is
now going to re-shape the meetings, and hopefully
make them more effective and more engaging. So-
cial interaction graphs that show who is talking to
whom and how frequently in a meeting may help
the group by mirroring its interpersonal relations,
dominance, and group dynamics, and understand
social mechanisms as possible causes of ineffec-
tiveness. Although, feedback about the social in-
teractions may also be useful during meetings, it
doesn’t require the prediction of the speaker’s ad-
dressees in real-time. A participant in a meeting,
however, needs to know who is being addressed by
the speaker at “the time of speaking”. This holds
for humans as well as for an artificial partner, a
robot or a virtual Embodied Conversational Agent
in a multi-party conversation.

The problem of addressee prediction comes in
different flavors, depending on the relations that
the subject who is in need of an answer, has with
the event itself. Time is one of the aspects that play
a role here: whether the subject needs to know
the addressee of an utterance in real-time or off-
line. But it is not only time that plays a role. The
addressing problem is an interactional problem,
meaning that it is determined by the role that the
subject has in the interaction itself; if and how the
speaker and others communicate with each other
and with the subject. Is he himself a possible
addressee of the speaker or is he an outside ob-
server? What type of communication channels
are available to the subject and which channels of
communication are available to the conversational
partners in the meeting? It is often harder to fol-
low a face-to-face discussion on the radio than to
follow a radio broadcasted multi-party discussion
that was held via a point-to-point telephone con-
nection.

What speakers do to make clear whom they are
addressing depends on the status and capacities of
the communication lines with their interlocutors.
Discussion leaders in TV shows are aware of their
TV audience. Every now and then, they explicitly
address their virtual audience at home. They also
design their questions so as to make clear to the
TV viewer whom their questions are addressed to.
Outside observers in the form of a video camera
will, however, not affect the way speakers make
clear whom they address as long as the camera
is not considered as a participant interested in the
speaker’s intention. Because remote participants
are often out of sight, speakers in the meeting
room do not take them into account when they
converse to others in the meeting room. Remote
participants become a kind of outside observers
and share the same problems that annotators have
when they watch video recordings of meetings to
see what is happening in the meeting and who is
being addressed by the speaker.

In section 2 we will specify the particular type
of addressing problem that we are trying to tackle
here. We make clear how our problem and ap-
proach differ from those of other researchers and
what this means for the applicability of previous
results and available data. In section 3 we present
the data we used for testing and training. We set
a baseline for the performance of our classifiers as
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well as a hypothesized maximum value, or ceiling,
based on the complexity of the task at hand. In
section 4 we discuss the experiments, for selecting
the optimal features, classifiers, and parameters.
In section 5 we present the experimental results.
In section 6 we discuss how the currently imple-
mented addressing module works in the meeting
assistant and what is required to use all the features
of the addressee predictor in a hybrid meeting.

2 The Addressing Problem Considered
Here

Jovanović et al. (2004) and Jovanović et al.
(2006a) describe the classifiers that have been
trained and tested on the M4 and AMI corpora.
The classification problem is to assign an ad-
dressee label to a dialogue act, a hand-labeled and
hand-segmented sequence of words, which is ob-
tained by manual transcription of a speaker’s utter-
ance. The output of the classifier is one of a set of
possible addressee labels: Group, or P0,P1,P2,P3,
which are the four fixed positions around the ta-
ble of the four participants in the meeting. Since
the AMI data contains several meetings of differ-
ent groups of four people, the class value cannot be
the name of a participant, as that is not an invari-
ant of the meeting setting. Positions at the rect-
angular table are invariant. This implies that the
classifiers can only be used for meetings with this
setting and four participants. A comparison of the
statistical classifier of Jovanović with a rule-based
method using the same part of the AMI corpus is
presented in (op den Akker and Traum, 2009). The
same data is also used by Gupta et al. (2007) in
their study of a related problem: finding the person
the speaker refers to when he uses a second person
pronoun (e.g. ‘you’ or ‘your’) as a deictic referring
expression. Their class values are not positions at
the table but “virtual positions” in the speaking or-
der (e.g. next speaker, previous speaker), a solu-
tion that generalises to a broader class of conversa-
tions than four participants in a face-to-face meet-
ing. In a more recent study, Frampton et al. (2009)
use positions at the table relative to the position
of the speaker as class values: L1, L2, L3. The
reason for this is to alleviate the problem of class
imbalance in the corpus.

We will also use the AMI corpus but we will
look at a different variant of the addressing prob-
lem. This is motivated by our application: to sup-
port a remote participant in a hybrid meeting. The

question that we will try to answer is “are you
being addressed?”, where “you” refers to an in-
dividual participant in a conversation. The possi-
ble answers we consider are “yes” or “no”1. The
addressing classifier that solves this problem is
thus dedicated to a personal buddy. Note that this
makes the method useable for any type of conver-
sational setting. Note also that the addressing pre-
diction problem “are you being addressed?” for
a meeting assistant who is not himself participat-
ing in the meeting is different from the problem
“am I being addressed?” that a participant himself
may have to solve. The meeting assistant does not
have direct “internal” knowledge about the pro-
cesses or attentiveness of his buddy participant; he
has to rely on outside observations. Our view on
the problem implies that we have to take another
look at the AMI data and that we will analyse and
use it in a different way for training, testing and
performance measuring. It also implies that we
cannot rely for our binary classification problem
on the results of Jovanović (2007) with (dynamic)
Bayesian networks.

3 The Data and How Complex Our Task
Is

We use a subset of the AMI corpus, containing
those fourteen meetings that have not only been
annotated with dialogue acts, but where dialogue
acts are also attributed an addressee label, telling
if the speaker addresses the Group, or the person
sitting at position P0,P1,P2 or P32. They have also
been annotated with visual focus of attention: at
any time it is known for each partner where he is
looking and during what time frame. Annotated
gaze targets are persons in the meeting, white-
board, laptop, table or some other object.

Another level of annotations that we use con-
cerns the topic being discussed during a topic seg-
ment of the meeting. Participants in the AMI cor-
pus play a role following a scenario, the group has
to design a remote TV control and team members
each have one of four roles in the design project:
PM - project manager; UI - user interface de-
signer; ID - industrial designer; or ME - market-
ing expert. For details on the meeting scenario see

1A ‘yes’ means that the dialogue act is addressed to ‘you’
only. Group-addressed dialogue acts are considered to be
‘no’ (not addressed to you only).

2Annotators could also use label Unknown in case they
could not decide the addressee of the speaker, this is treated
as Group-addressed or ‘no’.
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(Post et al., 2004). In training and testing the clas-
sifiers we alternately take up the position in the
meeting of one of the participants, who is treated
as the target for addressee prediction.

3.1 Base-line and Ceiling-value

Because most of the dialogue acts are not specif-
ically addressed to one and the same meeting
participant, the baseline for the binary classifica-
tion task is already quite high: 89.20%, being
the percentage of all dialogue acts annotated with
addressing information “not addressed to You”,
which is 5962 out of a total of 6648 dialogue acts.

The performance of a supervised machine
learning method depends on (1) the selection of
features (2) the type of classifier including the
settings of the hyper-parameters of the classi-
fiers (Daelemans et al., 2003), and (3) the quality
and the amount of training data (Reidsma, 2008;
Reidsma and Carletta, 2008). Since we measure
the classifier’s performance with a part of the an-
notated data it is interesting to see how human an-
notators (or, ‘human classifiers’) perform on this
task.

One of the AMI meetings3 has been annotated
with addressing information by four different an-
notators. We will use this to measure how am-
biguous the task of addressee labeling is. Table
1 shows the confusion matrix for two annotators:
s95 and vka. This shows the (dis-)agreements for
labelling the 412 dialogue acts as addressed to A,
B, C, D or to the Group. 4 However, because we
use our data differently, we will look at the con-
fusion matrices in a different way. We split it up
into 4 matrices, each from the view of one of the
four meeting participants. Table 2 is an example of
this, taking the view of participant A (i.e. for the
binary decision task “is Participant A being ad-
dressed?”, and having annotator s95 as gold stan-
dard.

Table 2 shows that when taking annotator s95
as gold standard, and considering annotator vka
as the classifier, he achieves an accuracy of 92.23
(380 out of 412 instances classified correctly).

3IS1003d
4Note that the annotators first independently segmented

the speaker’s turns into dialogue act segments; then labeled
them with a dialogue act type label and then labeled the dia-
logue acts with an addressee label. The 412 dialogues acts are
those segments that both annotators identified as a dialogue
act segment.

A B C D Group Total
A 29 10 39
B 14 8 22
C 32 7 39
D 1 1 49 18 69
Group 21 10 19 22 171 243
Total 51 24 52 71 214 412

Table 1: Confusion matrix for one pair of annota-
tors (� = 0.55).

A ¬A Total
A 29 10 39
¬A 22 351 373
Total 51 361 412

Table 2: Confusion matrix for one pair of anno-
tators, considering addressed to A or not (derived
from the matrix in Table 1).

We can argue that we can use these human an-
notators/classifiers scores as a measure of “max-
imum performance”, because it indicates a level
of task ambiguity. Classifiers can achieve higher
scores, because they can learn through noise in the
data. Thus, the inter-annotator confusion value is
not an absolute limit of actual performance, but
cases in which the classifier is “right” and the test-
set “wrong” would not be reflected in the results.
Since the inter-annotator confusion does also say
something about the inherent task ambiguity, it
can be used as a measure to compare a classifier
score with. Table 3 contains the overall scores
(taken over all 4 individual participants) for the
6 annotator pairs. The average values for Recall,
Precision, F-Measure and Accuracy in Table 3 are
considered as ceiling values for the performance
measures for this binary classification task5. The
Hypothesized Maximum Score (HMS) is the aver-
age accuracy value: 92.47.

Pair Rec Prec F Acc
s-v 73.37 62.63 67.58 92.78
m-s 59.75 70.59 64.72 91.87
m-v 69.92 74.78 72.27 93.11
m-d 37.77 81.61 51.64 91.79
v-d 42.04 80.49 55.23 92.22
s-d 43.68 77.55 55.88 93.02
Average: 54.42 74.61 61.22 92.47

Table 3: Recall, Precision, F-measure and Accu-
racy values for the 6 pairs of annotators.

5Inter-changing the roles of the two annotators, i.e. con-
sider vka as “gold standard” in Table 2, means inter-changing
the Recall and Precision values. The F-value remains the
same, though.
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The baseline (89.20 for all dialogue acts anno-
tated with addressing) and the HMS (92.47) accu-
racy values will be used for comparison with the
performance of our classifiers.

4 The Methods and Their Features

In the experiments, four different classifiers were
created:

1. Lexical and Context Classifier

2. Visual Focus of Attention Classifier

3. Combined Classifier

4. Topic and Role Extended Classifier

For each of these classifiers a large number of
experiments were performed with a varying num-
ber of 15 to 30 different machine learning meth-
ods -using Weka (Witten and Frank, 1999)- to se-
lect optimal feature sets. In this section we sum-
marize the most important findings. For a more
detailed analysis refer to (op den Akker, 2009).
Because of the large number of features and clas-
sifiers used, the various classifier hyper parame-
ters have largely been kept to their default val-
ues. Where it was deemed critical (Neural Net-
work training epochs and number of trees in Ran-
domForest classifier) these parameters were varied
afterwards to make sure that the performance did
not deviate too much from using the default val-
ues. It didn’t.

4.1 Lexical and Context Classifier
The lexical and context based classifier uses fea-
tures that can be derived from words and dialogue
acts only. A total of 14 features were defined,
7 of which say something about the dialogue act
(type, number of words, contains 1st person sin-
gular personal pronoun, and so on) and 7 of which
say something about the context of the dialogue
act (how often was I addressed in the previous 6 di-
alogue acts, how often did I speak in the previous
5 dialogue acts, and so on). Of these 14 features,
the optimal feature subset was selected by trying
out all the subsets. This was repeated using 15
different classifiers from the WEKA toolkit. The
best result was achieved with a subset of 10 fea-
tures, by the MultiLayerPerceptron classifier. In
this way an accuracy of 90.93 was reached. Given
the baseline of the used train and test set of 89.20
and the HMS of 92.47, this can be seen as 53% of
what ‘can’ be achieved.

4.2 Visual Focus of Attention Classifier

The VFOA classifier uses features derived from a
meeting participant’s visual focus of attention. A
total of 8 features were defined, such as: the total
time that the speaker looks at me, the total time
everyone is looking at me, and so on. The optimal
time interval in which to measure who is looking
at you was extensively researched by trying out
different intervals around the start of a dialogue
act, and training and testing a classifier on the fea-
ture. These optimal interval values differ for every
feature, but is usually somewhere between a few
seconds before the start of the dialogue act, to 1
second into the dialogue act. The difference in per-
formance for using the optimal interval compared
to using the start- and end times of the dialogue
act is sometimes as much as 0.93 accuracy (which
is a lot given a base score of 89.20 and HMS of
92.47). This shows, that when looking at VFOA
information, one should take into account the par-
ticipant’s gaze before the dialogue act, instead of
looking at the utterance duration as in (Jovanović,
2007; Frampton et al., 2009)6. The representation
of feature values was also varied by either nor-
malizing to the duration of the window or using
the raw values. Again the optimal feature subset
was calculated using brute-force. Because of the
reduced time complexity for 28 possible feature
subsets, 30 different classifiers from the WEKA
toolkit were trained and tested. One of the best re-
sults was achieved with a feature set of 4 features
again with the MultiLayerPerceptron: 90.80 accu-
racy. The train and test sets used for this classifier
are slightly smaller than those used for the Lex-
Cont classifier because not all dialogue acts are
annotated with VFOA. The base score for the data
here is 89.24, and given the HMS of 92.47, this re-
sult can be seen as 48% of what can be achieved.

4.3 Combined Classifier

The third classifier is a combination of the first
two. We tried three different methods of combin-
ing the results of the LexCont and VFOA classi-
fiers. First we tried to train a classifier using all
the features (14 lexical, 8 vfoa) which exploded
the feature subset search space to over 4 million
possibilities. A second approach was to combine
the output of the LexCont and VFOA classifiers
using a simple rule-based approach. The OR-rule

6Note that a dialogue act segment can be preceded by an
other utterance unit of the same speaker.
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(if either of the two classifiers thinks the DA is ad-
dressed to you, the outcome is ‘yes’) performed
the best (91.19% accuracy). But the best results
were achieved by training a rule based (Ridor)
classifier on the output of the first two. For these
experiments the test-set of the previous two clas-
sifiers was split again into a new train (3080 in-
stances) and test set (1540 instances). The features
are the outputs of the VFOA and LexCont classi-
fiers (both class and class-probabilities). For this
task, 35 classifiers have been trained with the best
results coming from the Ridor classifier: 92.53 ac-
curacy. The results of all the different techniques
for combining the classifiers can be seen in Table
4. The baseline score for this smaller test set is
89.87, so given the HMS of 92.47, this result can
be seen as 102% of what can be achieved. Note
that this is not ‘impossible’, because the Hypoth-
esized Maximum Score is merely an indication of
how humans perform on the task, not an absolute
ceiling.

4.4 Topic and Role Extended Classifier

As a final attempt to improve the results we used
topic and role information as features to our com-
bined classifier. In the AMI corpus, every meet-
ing participant has a certain role (project manager,
interface designer, etc. . . ) and the meetings were
segmented into broad topic (opening, discussion,
industrial designer presentation). Now the idea is
that participants with certain roles are more likely
to be addressed during certain topics. As an illus-
tration of how much these a-priori chances of be-
ing addressed can change, take the example of an
industrial designer during an ‘industrial designer
presentation’. The a-priori probability of you be-
ing addressed as industrial designer in the entire
corpus is 13%. This probability, given also the
fact that the current topic is ‘industrial designer
presentation’ becomes 46%. This is a huge differ-
ence, and this information can be exploited. For all
combinations of topic and role, the a-priori prob-
ability of you being addressed as having that role
and during that topic, have been calculated. These
values have been added as features to the features
used in the Combined Classifier, and the experi-
ments have been repeated. This time, the best per-
forming classifier is Logistic Model Trees with an
accuracy of 92.99%. Given the baseline of 89.87
and HMS of 92.47, this can be seen as 120% of
what ‘can’ be achieved, which is better by a fairly

large margin than the results of the inter-annotator
agreement values.

5 Summary of Results

Table 4 summarizes the results for the various
classifiers. The LexCont and VFOA classifiers in-
dividually achieve only about 50% of what can
be achieved, but if combined in a clever way,
their performance seems to reach the limit of what
is possible based on the comparison with inter-
annotator agreement. The fact that the topic-role
extended classifier achieves so much more than
100% can be ascribed to the fact that it is cheating.
It uses pre-calculated a-priori chances of ‘you’
being addressed given the circumstances. This
knowledge could be calculated by the machine
learner by feeding it the topic and role features,
and letting it learn these a-priori probabilities for
itself. But the classifier that uses these types of
features can not easily be deployed in any differ-
ent setting, where participants have different roles
and where different topics are being discussed.

Method Acc Rec Prec F PoM
HMS 92.47 54.42 74.61 61.22 -
LexCont 90.93 33.10 66.02 44.09 53
VFoA 90.80 27.77 67.65 39.38 48
CombinedFeat 91.56 36.62 70.82 48.28 72
ClassOfResults 43.68 77.55 55.88 93.02 102
LogComb(AND) 90.24 9.86 94.23 17.85 31
LogComb(OR) 91.19 47.08 61.90 53.48 60
TopicRoleExt 92.99 41.03 80.00 54.24 120

Table 4: Performance values of the Methods dis-
cussed in this paper: Accuracy, Recall, Precision,
F-measure and Percentage of Hypothezised Maxi-
mum Score (PoM).

6 How Does The Assistant Work?

At the time of writing, the assistant that has been
implemented is based on the simple visual focus
of attention classifier. The focus of attention is
inferred from the head pose and head movements
of a participant in the meeting room who is being
observed by a close-up camera. The real-time fo-
cus of attention module sends the coordinates of
the head pose to a central database 15 times per
second (Ba and Odobez, 2009). The coordinates
are translated into targets: objects and persons
in the meeting room. For the addressing module
most important are the persons and in particular
the screen in the meeting room where the remote
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participant is visible. The addressing module is
notified of updates of who is speaking and decides
whether the remote participant is being looked at
by the speaker.

If the remote participant (RP) is not attentive
(which can be detected automatically based on his
recent activity) he is called when he is addressed
or when the real-time keyword spotter has de-
tected a word or phrase that occurs on the list of
topics of interest to the RP. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the remote meeting assistant demonstrator
developed in the AMIDA project refer to (op den
Akker et al., 2009).

The meeting assistant allows the RP to dis-
tribute his attention over various tasks. The system
can give a transcript of the fragment of the meet-
ing that is of interest to the RP, so he can catch
up with the meeting if he was not following. The
simple focus of attention based addressing module
works fine. The question is now if an addressing
module that uses the output of the real-time dia-
logue act recognizer, which in turn uses the out-
put of the real-time speech recognizer will outper-
form the visual focus of attention based addressee
detector. Experiments make us rather pessimistic
about this: the performance drop of state of the art
real-time dialogue segmentation and labeling tech-
nology based on real-time ASR output is too large
in comparison with those based on hand-annotated
transcripts (Jovanović, 2007). For real-time au-
tomatic addressee detection more superficial fea-
tures need to be used, such as: speech/non-speech,
who is speaking, some prosodic information and
visual focus of attention, by means of head orien-
tation.

The most explicit way of addressing is by using
a vocative, the proper name of the addressed per-
son. In small group face-to-face meetings, where
people constantly pay attention and keep track of
others’ attentiveness to what is being said and
done, this method of addressing hardly ever oc-
curs. In remote meetings where it is often not clear
to the speaker if others are paying attention, people
call other’s names when they are addressing them.
Other properties of the participant relevant for ad-
dressee detection include his role and his topics
of interest. These can either be obtained directly
from the participant when he subscribes for the
meeting, or they can be recognized during an in-
troduction round that most business meetings start

with. For automatic topic detection further anal-
ysis of the meeting will be needed (Purver et al.,
2007). Probability tables for the conditional prob-
abilities of the chance that someone with a given
role is being addressed when the talk is about a
given topic, can be obtained from previous data,
and could be updated on the fly during the meet-
ing. Only when that has been achieved will it
be possible for our extended topic/role addressee
classifier to be fully exploited by a live meeting
assistant.
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Face-to-face dialogue is the basic site of language use. Our group’s program of research
focuses on unique features of face-to-face dialogue, especially the ways in which participants
collaborate moment-by-moment (e.g. Bavelas et al., 1995; Bavelas and Chovil, 1997; Bavelas
et al., 2000, 2002). Current experiments are showing that the availability of collaborative processes
in dialogue significantly affects whether speakers use the modality that Peirce called iconic and
Clark and Gerrig (1990) called demonstration. Demonstrations resemble their referents, creating
an image for the addressee; for example, hand gestures, facial displays, direct quotation, and
figurative language are all demonstrations. We have shown the effect of dialogue on these four
kinds of demonstration by using an experimental design with three conditions: a face-to-face
dialogue; a dialogue on the telephone; and a monologue to a tape recorder. The first experiment on
gesture (Bavelas et al., 2008) showed an independent effect of dialogue, over and above the effect
of visibility. The rate of hand gestures was higher in dialogue than in monologue, that is, both the
face-to-face and the telephone dialogues had significantly higher rates of gesturing than for the
same task in a monologue. Figurative language also showed a dialogue effect; for example, the
rate of figurative language was significantly higher in a telephone dialogue than a monologue to a
tape recorder. We have subsequently replicated these two effects in a different data set. The second
experiment with the same design examined the effects of dialogue on conversational facial displays
and direct quotations. Again, the dialogues produced significantly higher rates of these forms of
demonstration, while the monologues consisted almost entirely of conventional verbal description.
We propose that monologue suppresses both verbal and nonverbal forms of demonstration because
demonstrations require an addressee. Current research is investigating which particular feature of
speaker-addressee interaction is essential to the use of demonstrations.
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Abstract

In this paper we do two things: a) we dis-

cuss in general terms the task of incre-

mental reference resolution (IRR), in par-

ticular resolution of exophoric reference,

and specify metrics for measuring the per-

formance of dialogue system components

tackling this task, and b) we present a sim-

ple Bayesian filtering model of IRR that

performs reasonably well just using words

directly (no structure information and no

hand-coded semantics): it picks the right

referent out of 12 for around 50 % of real-

world dialogue utterances in our test cor-

pus. It is also able to learn to interpret not

only words but also hesitations, just as hu-

mans have shown to do in similar situa-

tions, namely as markers of references to

hard-to-describe entities.

1 Introduction

Like other tasks involved in language comprehen-

sion, reference resolution—that is, the linking of

natural language expressions to contextually given

entities—is performed incrementally by human

listeners. This was shown for example by Tanen-

haus et al. (1995) in a famous experiment where

addressees of utterances containing referring ex-

pressions made eye movements towards target ob-

jects very shortly after the end of the first word

that unambiguously specified the referent, even if

that wasn’t the final word of the phrase. In fact, as

has been shown in later experiments (Brennan and

Schober, 2001; Bailey and Ferreira, 2007; Arnold

et al., 2007), such disambiguating material doesn’t

even have to be lexical: under certain circum-

stances, a speaker’s hesitating already seems to be

understood as increasing the likelihood of subse-

quent reference to hard-to-describe entities.

Recently, efforts have begun to build dialogue

systems that make use of incremental processing

as well (Aist et al., 2006; Skantze and Schlangen,

2009). These efforts have so far focused on as-

pects other than resolution of references ((Stoness

et al., 2004) deals with the interaction of reference

and parsing). In this paper, we discuss in gen-

eral terms the task of incremental reference res-

olution (IRR) and specify metrics for evaluating

incremental components for this task. To make

the discussion more concrete, we also describe a

simple Bayesian filtering model of IRR in a do-

main with a small number of possible referents,

and show that it performs better wrt. our metrics

if given information about hesitations—thus pro-

viding computational support for the rationality of

including observables other than words into mod-

els of dialogue meaning.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-

lows: We discuss the IRR task in Section 2, and

suitable evaluation metrics in Section 3. In Sec-

tion 4 we describe and analyse the data for which

we present results with our Bayesian model for

IRR in Section 5.

2 Incremental Reference Resolution

To a first approximation, IRR can be modeled as

the ‘inverse’ as it were of the task of generating re-

ferring expressions (GRE; which is well-studied in

computational linguistics, see e. g. (Dale and Re-

iter, 1995)). Where in GRE words are added that

express features which reduce the size of the set

of possible distractors (with which the object that

the expression is intended to pick out can be con-

fused), in IRR words are encountered that express

features that reduce the size of the set of possible
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referents. To give a concrete example, for the ex-

pression in (1-a), we could imagine that the logical

representation in (1-b) is built on a word-by-word

basis, and at each step the expression is checked

against the world model to see whether the refer-

ence has become unique.

(1) a. the red cross

b. ιx(red(x) ∧ cross(x))

To give an example, in a situation where there

are available for reference only one red cross, one

green circle, and two blue squares, we can say

that after “the red” the referent should have been

found; in a world with two red crosses, we would

need to wait for further restricting information

(e. g. “. . . on the left”).

This is one way to describe the task, then: a

component for incremental reference resolution

takes expressions as input in a word-by-word fash-

ion and delivers for each new input a set (possibly

a singleton set) as output which collects those dis-

course entities that are compatible with the expres-

sion up to that point. (This description is meant

to be neutral as to whether reference is exophoric,

i. e. directly to entities in the world, or anaphoric,

via previous mentions; we will mainly discuss the

former case, though.)

As we will see below, this does however

not translate directly into a usable metric for

evaluation. While it is easy to identify the

contributions of individual words in simple,

constructed expressions like (1-a), reference in

real conversations is often much more complex,

and is a collaborative process that isn’t confined

to single expressions (Clark and Schaefer, 1987):

referring is a pragmatic action that is not reducible

to denotation. In our corpus (see below), we often

find descriptions as in (2), where the speaker

continuously adds (rather vague) material, typi-

cally until the addressee signals that she identified

the item, or proposes a different way to describe it.

(2) Also das S Teil sieht so aus dass es ein
einzelnes . Teilchen hat . dann . vier am Stück
im rechten Winkel .. dazu nee . nee warte ..
dann noch ein einzelnes das guckt auf der an-
deren Seite raus.
well, the S piece looks so that it has a single . piece .

and then . four together in a 90 degree angle .. and also

. no .. wait .. and then a single piece that sticks out on

the other side.

While it’s difficult to say in the individual case

what the appropriate moment is to settle on a hy-

pothesis about the intended referent, and what the

“correct” time-course of the development of hy-

potheses is, it’s easy to say what we want to be true

in general: we want a referent to be found as early

as possible, with as little change of opinion as pos-

sible during the utterance.1 Hence a model that

finds the correct referent earlier and makes fewer

wrong decisions than a competing one will be con-

sidered better. The metrics we develop in the next

section spell out this idea.

3 Evaluation Metrics for IRR

In previous work, we have discussed metrics for

evaluating the performance of incremental speech

recognition (Baumann et al., 2009). There, our

metrics could rely on time-aligned gold-standard

information against which the incremental results

could be measured. For the reasons discussed

in the previous section, we do not assume that

we have such temporally-aligned information for

evaluating IRR. Our measures described here sim-

ply assume that there is one intention behind the

referring utterances (namely to identify a certain

entity), and that this intention is there from the be-

ginning of the utterance and stays constant.2 This

is not to be understood as the claim that it is rea-

sonable to expect an IRR component to pick out a

referent even if the only part of the utterance that

has already been processed for example is “now

take the”—it just facilitates the “earlier is better”

ranking discussed above.

We use two kinds of metrics for IRR: posi-

tional metrics, which measure when (which per-

centage into the utterance) a certain event happens,

and edit metrics which capture the “jumpiness”

of the decision process (how often the component

changes its mind during an utterance).

Figure 1 shows a constructed example that il-

1We leave open here what “as early as possible” means—
a well-trained model might be able to resolve a reference
before the speaker even deems that possible, and hence ap-
pear to do unnatural (or supernatural?) ‘mind reading’. Con-
versely, frequent changes of opinion might be something that
human listeners would exhibit as well (e. g. in their gaze di-
rection). We abstract away from these finer details in our
heuristic.

2Note that our metrics would also work for corpora where
the correct point-of-identification is annotated; this would
simply move the reference point from the beginning of the
utterance to that point. Gallo et al. (2007) describe an anno-
tation effort in a simpler domain where entities can easily be
described which would make such information available.
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F F F

(sil)

F

f

Figure 1: Simple constructed example that illus-

trates the evaluation measures

lustrates these ideas. We assume that reference is

to an object that is internally represented by the

letter F. The example shows two models, no-sil

and sil (what exactly they are doesn’t matter for

now). The former model guesses that reference is

to object X already after the first word, and stays

with this opinion until it encounters the final word,

when it chooses F as most likely referent. (Why

the decision for the items sil is “-” will be ex-

plained below; here this can be read as “repetition

of previous decision”.) The other model changes

its mind more often, but also is correct for the first

time earlier and stays correct earlier. Our metrics

make this observation more precise:

• average fc (first correct): how deep into the ut-

terance do we make the first correct guess? (If the

decision component delivers n-best lists instead of

single guesses, “correct” means here and below “is

member of n-best list”.)

E. g., if the referent is recognised only after the

final word of the expression, the score for this met-

ric would be 1. In our example it is 2/5 for the

sil-model and 1 for the non-sil model.

• fc applicable: since the previous measure can

only be specified for cases where the correct refer-

ent has been found, we also specify for how many

utterances this is the case.

• average ff (first final): how deep into the utter-

ance do we make the correct guess and don’t sub-

sequently change our mind? This would be 4/5 for

the sil-model in our example and 1 for the no-sil-

model.

• ff applicable: again, the previous measure can

only be given where the final guess of the compo-

nent is correct, so we also need to specify how of-

ten this is the case. Note that whenever ff is appli-

cable, fc is applicable as well, so ff applicable≤fc

applicable.

• ed-utt (mean edits per utterance): an IRR mod-

ule may still change its mind even after it has al-

ready made a correct guess. This metric measures

how often the module changes its mind before it

comes back to the right guess (if at all). Since such

decision-revisions (edits) may be costly for later

modules, which possibly need to retract their own

hypotheses that they’ve built based on the output

of this module, ideally this number should be low.

In our example the number of edits between fc

and ff is 2 for the sil-model and 0 for the non-sil

model (because here fc and ff are at the same po-

sition).

• eo (edit overhead): ratio unnecessary edits / nec-

essary edits. (In the ideal case, there is exactly one

edit, from “no decision” to the correct guess.)

• correctness: how often the model guesses cor-

rectly. This is 3/5 for the sil-model in the example

and 1/5 for the non-sil-model.

• sil-correctness: how often the model guesses

correctly during hesitations. The correctness mea-

sure applied only to certain data-points; we use

this to investigate whether informing the model

about hesitations is helpful.

• adjusted error: some of our IRR models can re-

turn “undecided” as reply. The correctness mea-

sures defined above would punish this in the same

way as a wrong guess. The adjusted error measure

implements the idea that undecidedness is better

than a wrong guess, at least early in the utterance.

More precisely, it’s defined to be 0 if the guess is

correct, pos / pos
max

if the reply is “undecided”

(with pos denoting the position in the utterance),

and 1 if the guess is incorrect. That way uncer-

tainty is not punished in the beginning of the utter-

ance and counted like an error towards its end.

Note that these metrics characterise different as-

pects of the performance of a model. In practi-

cal cases, they may not be independent from each

other, and a system designer will have to decide

which one to optimize. If it is helpful to be in-

formed about a likely referent early, for example

to prepare a reaction, and is not terribly costly to

later have to revise hypotheses, then a low first cor-

rect may be the target. If hypothesis revisions are

costly, then a low edit overhead may be preferred

over a low first correct. (first final and ff applicable,

however, are parameters that are useful for global

optimisation.)
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Figure 2: The Twelve Pentomino Pieces with their

canonical names (which were not known to the di-

alogue participants). The pieces used in the dia-

logues all had the same colour.

In the remaining sections, we describe a prob-

abilistic model of IRR that we have implemented,

and evaluate it in terms of these metrics. We begin

with describing the data from which we learnt our

model.

4 Data

4.1 Our Corpora

As the basis for training and testing of our model

we used data from three corpora of task-oriented

dialogue that differ in some details of the set-up,

but use the same task: an Instruction Giver (IG) in-

structs an Instruction Follower (IF) on which puz-

zle pieces (from the “Pentomino” game, see Fig-

ure 2) to pick up. In detail, the corpora were:

• The Pento Naming corpus described in (Siebert

and Schlangen, 2008). In this variant of the task,

IG records instructions for an absent IF; so these

aren’t fully interactive dialogues. The corpus con-

tained 270 utterances out of which we selected

those 143 that contained descriptions of puzzle

pieces (and not of their position on the game-

board).

• Selections from the FTT/PTT corpus described

in (Fernández et al., 2007), where IF and IG are

connected through an audio-only connection, and

in some dialogues a simplex / push-to-talk one.

We selected all utterances from IG that contained

references to puzzle pieces (286 altogether).

• The third part of our corpus was constructed

specifically for the experiments described here.

We set-up a Wizard of Oz experiment where users

were given the task to describe puzzle pieces for

the “dialogue system” to pick up. The system

(i. e. the wizard) had available a limited number

of utterances and hence could conduct only a lim-

ited form of dialogue. We collected 255 utter-

ances containing descriptions of puzzle pieces in

this way.
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Figure 3: Silence rate per referent and corpus

(WOz:black, PentoNaming:red, FTT:green)

All utterances were hand-transcribed and the

transcriptions were automatically aligned with the

speech data using the MAUS system (Schiel,

2004); this way, we could automatically identify

pauses during utterances and measure their length.

For some experiments (see below), pauses were

“re-ified” through the addition of silence pseudo-

words (one for each 333 ms of silence).

The resulting corpus is not fully balanced in

terms of available material for the various pieces

or contributions by sub-corpora.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics

We were interested to see whether intra-utterance

silences (hesitations) could potentially be used as

an information source in our (more or less) real-

world data in the same way as was shown in

the much more controlled situations described in

the psycholinguistics literature mentioned above

in the introduction (Arnold et al., 2007). Fig-

ure 3 shows the mean ratio of within-utterance si-

lences per word for the different corpora and dif-

ferent referents. We can see that there are clear

differences between the pieces. For example, ref-

erences to the piece whose canonical name is X

contain very few or short hesitations, whereas ref-

erences to Y tend to contain many. We can also

see that the tendencies seem to be remarkably sim-

ilar between corpora, but with relatively stable off-

sets between them, PentoDescr having the longest,

PTT/FTT the shortest silences. We speculate that

this is the result of the differing degrees of inter-

activity (none in PentoDescr, restricted in WOz,

less restricted in PTT, free in FTT) which puts dif-

ferent pressures on speakers to avoid silences. To

balance our data with respect to this difference, we

performed some experiments with adjusted data
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where silence lengths in PentoDescr were adjusted

by 0.7 and in PTT/FTT by 1.3. This brings the si-

lence rates in the corpora, if plotted in the style of

Figure 3, almost in congruence.

To test whether the differences in silence rate

between utterances referring to different pieces

are significant, we performed an ANOVA and

found a main effect of silence rate, F (11, 672) =
6.2102, p < 8.714−10. A post-hoc t-test reveals

that there are roughly two groups whose members

are not significantly different within-group, but are

across groups: I, L, U, W and X form one group

with relatively low silence rate, F, N, P, T, V, Y, and

Z another with relatively high silence rate. We will

see in the next section whether our model picked

up on these differences.

5 A Bayesian Filtering Model of IRR

To explore incremental reference resolution, and

as part of a larger incremental dialogue system we

are building, we implemented a probabilistic refer-

ence resolver that works in the pentomino domain.

At its base, the resolver has a Bayesian Filtering

model (see e. g. (Thrun et al., 2005)) that with each

new observation (word) computes a belief distri-

bution over the available objects (the twelve puz-

zle pieces); in a second step, a decision for a piece

(or a collection of pieces in the n-best case) is de-

rived from this distribution. This model is incre-

mental in a very natural and direct way: new input

increments are simply treated as new observations

that update the current belief state. Note that this

model does not start with any assumptions about

semantic word classes: whether an observed word

carries information about what is being referred to

will be learnt from data.

5.1 The Belief-Update Model

We use a Bayesian model which treats the in-

tended referent as a latent variable generating a

sequence of observations (w1:n is the sequence of

words w1, w2, . . . , wn):

P (r|w1:n) = α ∗ P (wn|r, w1:n−1) ∗ P (r|w1:n−1)

where

• P (wn|r, w1:n−1) is the likelihood of the new

observation (see below for how we approximate

that); and

• the prior P (r|w1:n−1) at step n is the posterior

of the previous step. Before the first observation is

made (i. e., the first word is seen), the prior is sim-

ply a distribution over the possible referents, P (r).

F I L N P T U V W X Y Z

intended referent:  N

 nimm <sil−0> <sil−1> <sil−2> das teil <sil−0> <sil−1> <sil−2> <sil−3> das aus einer
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Figure 4: Example of Belief Distribution after Ob-

servation

In our experiment, we set this to a uniform distri-

bution, but if there is prior information from other

sources (e. g., because the dialogue state makes

certain pieces more salient), this can be reflected.

• α is a normalising constant, ensuring that the re-

sult is indeed a probability distribution.

The output of the model is a distribution of be-

lief over the 12 available entities, as shown in Fig-

ure 4. Figure 5 shows in a 3D plot the devel-

opment of the belief state (pieces from front to

back, strength of belief as height of the peaks) over

the course of a whole utterance (with observations

from left to right).

5.2 The Decision Step

We implemented several ways to derive a decision

for a referent from such a distribution:

i) In the arg max approach, at each state the ref-

erent with the highest posterior probability is cho-

sen. For Figure 4, that would be F (and hence,

a wrong decision). As Figure 5 shows (and the

example is quite representative for the model be-

haviour), there often are various local maxima

over the course of an utterance, and hence a model

that takes as its decision always the maximum can

be expected to perform many edits.

ii) In the adaptive threshold approach, we start

with a default decision for a special 13th class,

“undecided”, and a new decision is only made if

the maximal value at the current step is above a

certain threshold, where this threshold is reset ev-

ery time this condition is met. In other words, this

draws a plane into the belief space and only makes

a new decision when a peak rises above this plane

and hence above the previous peak. In effect, this

approach favours strong convictions and reduces
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utterance #: 230 intended referent:  N

 hast eine lange ule mit drei teilen <sil−0> <sil−1> und eine kurze mit zwei
Z, Y, X, W, V, U, T, P, N, L, I, F

as.matrix(norm.vect[, 1:12])
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Figure 5: Belief Update over Course of Utterance

the “jitter” in the decision making.

In our example from Figure 4, this would mean

that the maximum, F, would only be the decision

if its value was higher than the threshold and there

was no previous guess that was even higher.

iii) The final model implements a threshold n-

best approach, where not just a single piece is se-

lected but all pieces that are above a certain thresh-

old. Assuming that the threshold is 0.1 for exam-

ple this would select F, I, N, Y, and Z—and hence

would include the correct reference in Figure 4.

5.3 Implementation

To learn and query the observation likelihoods

P (wn|r, w1:n−1), we used referent-specific lan-

guage models. More precisely, we computed the

likelihood as P (r, w1:n)/P (r, w1:n−1) (definition

conditional probability), and approximated the

joint probabilities of referent and word sequence

via n-grams with specialised words. E. g., an ut-

terance like “take the long, narrow piece” refer-

ring to piece I (or tested for reference to this piece)

would be rewritten as “take I the I long I narrow I

piece I” and presented to the n-gram learner / in-

ference component. (Both taken from the SRI LM

package, (Stolcke, 2002).)

During evaluation of the models, the test utter-

ances are fed word-by-word to the model and the

decision is evaluated against the known intended

referent. Since we were interested in testing

whether disfluencies contained information that

would be learned, for one variant of the system

we also fed pseudo-words for silences and hesi-

tation markers like uhm, numbered by their posi-

tion (i. e., “take the ..” becomes “take the sil-1 sil-

2”), to both learning and inference for the silence-

sensitive variant; the silence-ignorant variant sim-

ply repeats the previous decision at such points

and does not update its belief state; this way, it

is guaranteed that both variants generate the same

number of decisions and can be compared directly.

(Cf. the dashes in the “no-sil-model” in Figure 1

above: those are points where no real computation

is made in the no-sil case.)

5.4 Experiments

All experiments were performed with 10-fold

cross-validation. We always ran both versions, the

one that showed silences to the model and the one

that didn’t. We tested various combinations of lan-

guage model parameters and deciders, of which

the best-performing ones are discussed in the next

section.

5.5 Results

Table 1 shows the results for the different deci-

sion methods and for models where silences are

included as observations and where they aren’t,

and, as a baseline, the result for a resolver that

makes a random decision after each observation.

As we can see, the different decision methods

have different characteristics wrt. individual mea-

sures. The threshold n-best approach performs

best across the board—but of course has a slightly

easier job since it does not need to make unam-

biguous decisions. We will look into the develop-

ment of the n-best lists in a second, but for now

we note that this model is for almost all utterances

correct at least once (97 % fc applicable) and if

so, typically very early (after 30 % of the utter-

ance). In over half of the cases (54.68 %), the fi-

nal decision is correct (i. e. is an n-best list that

contains the correct referent), and similarly for a

good third of all silence observations. Interest-

ingly, silence-correctness is decidedly higher for

the silence model (which does actually make new

decisions during silences and hence based on the

information that the speaker is hesitating) than for

the non-sil model (which at these places only re-

peats the previously made decision). The model

performs significantly bettern than a baseline that

randomly selects n-best lists of the same size (see

rnd-nb in Table 1).

As can be expected, the adaptive threshold ap-

proach is more stable with its decisions, as wit-

nessed by the low edit overhead. The fact that it

changes its decision not as often has an impact on

the other measures, though: in more cases, the

model is correct not even once (fc applicable is
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n-best rnd-nb adapt max random

Measure / Model w/ h w/o h w/ h w/ h w/o h w/ h w/o h w/ h

fc applicable 97.22 % 95.03 % 85.38 % 63.15 % 66.67 % 86.55 % 82.89 % 59.94 %

average fc 30.43 % 33.73 % 29.61 % 53.87 % 55.25 % 46.55 % 49.31 % 42.60 %

ff applicable 54.68 % 54.24 % 17.54 % 48.68 % 53.07 % 39.77 % 40.64 % 9.65 %

average ff 87.74 % 85.01 % 97.08 % 71.24 % 70.89 % 96.08 % 94.28 % 98.44 %

edit overhead 93.49 % 90.65 % 96.65 % 69.61 % 67.66 % 92.57 % 89.44 % 93.16 %

correctness 37.81 % 36.81 % 23.37 % 23.01 % 26.61 % 17.83 % 20.23 % 7.83 %

sil-correctness 36.60 % 31.09 % 26.39 % 18.71 % 22.58 % 13.67 % 19.34 % 8.63 %

adjusted error 60.07 % 56.96 % 76.63 % 76.29 % 70.90 % 82.17 % 79.42 % 92.16 %

Table 1: Results for different decision methods (n-best, adaptive, max arg and random) and for models

with and without silence-observations (w/ h and w/o h, respectively)

lower than for the other two models). But it is

still correct with almost half of its final decisions,

and these come even earlier than for the n-best

model. Silence information does not seem to help

this model; this suggests that the information pro-

vided by knowledge about the fact that the speaker

hesitates is too subtle to push through the thresh-

old in order to change decisions.

The arg max approach fares worst. Since nei-

ther the relative strength of the strongest belief (as

compared to that in the competing pieces) nor the

global strength (have I been more convinced be-

fore?) is taken into account, the model changes

its mind too often, as evidenced by the edit over-

head, and does not settle on the correct referent of-

ten (and if, then late). Again, silence information

does not seem to be helpful for this model.

As a more detailed look at what happens dur-

ing silence sequences, Figure 6 plots the average

change in probability from onset of silence to a

point at 1333 ms of silence. (Recall that the un-

derlying Bayesian model is the same for all mod-

els evaluated above, they differ only in how they

derive a decision.) We can see that the gains and

losses are roughly as expected from the analysis of

the corpora: pieces like L and P become more ex-

pected after a silence of that length, pieces like X

less. So the model does indeed seem to learn that

hesitations systematically occur together with cer-

tain pieces. (The reader can convince herself with

the help of Figure 2 that these shapes are indeed

comparatively hard-to-describe; but the interesting

point here is that this categorisation does not have

to be brought to the model but rather is discovered

by it.)

Finally, a look at the distribution and the sizes of

the n-best groupings: the most frequent decision is
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Figure 6: Average change in probability from on-

set of silence to 1333 ms into silence

“undecided” (474 times), followed by the group-

ings F N, N Y, and N Y P (343, 342 and 196, re-

spectively). Here again we find groupings that re-

flect the differences w.r.t. hesitation rate. The av-

erage size of the n-best lists is 2.58 (sd = 1.4).

6 Conclusions and Further Work

We discussed the task of incremental reference

resolution (IRR), in particular with respect to ex-

ophoric reference. From a theoretical perspective,

it might seem easy to specify what the ideal be-

haviour of an IRR component should be, namely

to always produce the set of entities (the exten-

sion) that is compatible with the part of the ex-

pression seen so far. In practice, however, this is

difficult to annotate, for both practical reasons as

well as theoretical (referring is a pragmatic activ-

ity that is not reducible to denotation). The met-

rics we defined for evaluation of IRR components

account for this in that they do not require a gold
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standard annotation that fixes the dynamics of the

resolution process; they simply make it possible

to quantify the assumption that “early and with

strong convictions” is best.

We then presented our probabilistic model of

IRR that works directly on word observations

without any further processing (POS tagging,

parsing). It achieves a reasonable success (as mea-

sured with our metrics); for example, in over half

of the cases, the final guess of the model is correct,

and comes before the utterance is over. As an ad-

ditional interesting feature, the model is able to in-

terpret hesitations (silences lifted to pseudo-word

status) in a way shown before only in controlled

psycholinguistic experiments, namely as making

reference to hard-to-describe pieces more likely.3

In future work, we want to explore the model’s

performance on ASR output. It is not clear a

priori that this would degrade performance much,

as it can be expected that the learning components

are quite robust against noise. Connected to

this, we want to explore more complex statis-

tical models, e. g. a hierarchical model where

one level generates parts of the utterance (e. g.

non-referential parts and referential parts) and the

second the actual words. We also want to test how

this approach scales up to worlds with a larger

number of possible referents, where consequently

approximation methods like particle filtering have

to be used. Finally, we will test how the module

contributes to a working dialogue system, where

further decisions (e. g. for clarification requests)

can be built on its output.
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Abstract

We describe an approach to dealing with
interpretation errors in a tutorial dialogue
system. Allowing students to provide ex-
planations and generate contentful talk can
be helpful for learning, but the language
that can be understood by a computer sys-
tem is limited by the current technology.
Techniques for dealing with understanding
problems have been developed primarily for
spoken dialogue systems in information-
seeking domains, and are not always appro-
priate for tutorial dialogue. We present a
classification of interpretation errors and our
approach for dealing with them within an
implemented tutorial dialogue system.

1 Introduction

Error detection and recovery is a known problem in
the spoken dialogue community, with much research
devoted to determining the best strategies, and learn-
ing how to choose an appropriate strategy from data.
Most existing research is focused on dealing with
problems in an interaction resulting from speech
recognition errors. This focus is justified, since the
majority of understanding problems observed in cur-
rent spoken dialogue systems (SDS) are indeed due
to speech recognition errors.

Recovery strategies, therefore, are sometimes de-
vised specifically to target speech recognition prob-
lems - for example, asking the user to repeat the ut-
terance, or to speak more softly, which only makes
sense if speech recognition is the source of trouble.

However, errors can occur at all levels of process-
ing, including parsing, semantic interpretation, in-
tention recognition, etc. As speech recognition im-
proves and more sophisticated systems are devel-
oped, strategies for dealing with errors coming from
higher (and potentially more complex) levels of pro-
cessing will have to be developed.

This paper presents a classification of non-
understandings, defined as the errors where the sys-
tem fails to arrive at an interpretation of the user’s
utterance (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005), and a set of
strategies for dealing with them in an implemented
tutorial dialogue system. Our system differs from
many existing systems in two ways. First, all di-
alogue is typed. This was done in part to avoid
speech recognition issues and allow for more com-
plex language input than would otherwise be pos-
sible. But it is also a valid modality for tutoring -
there are now many GUI-based tutoring systems in
existence, and as distance and online learning have
become more popular, students are increasingly fa-
miliar with typed dialogue in chat rooms and discus-
sion boards. Second, different genres impose dif-
ferent constraints on the set of applicable recovery
strategies - as we discuss in Section 2, certain help
strategies developed for task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems are not suitable for tutorial dialogue, because
tutoring systems should not give away the answer.

We propose a targeted help approach for dealing
with interpretation problems in tutorial dialogue by
providing help messages that target errors at differ-
ent points in the pipeline. In our system they are
combined with hints as a way to lead the student
to an answer that can be understood. While some
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parts of the system response are specific to tutorial
dialogue, the targeted help messages themselves can
serve as a starting point for developing appropriate
recovery strategies in other systems where errors at
higher levels of interpretation are a problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we motivate the need for error handling
strategies in tutorial dialogue. In Section 3 we de-
scribe the design of our system. Section 4 discusses
a classification of interpretation problems and our
targeted help strategy. Section 5 provides a prelim-
inary evaluation based on a set of system tests con-
ducted to date. Finally, we discuss how the approach
taken by our system compares to other systems.

2 Background and Motivation

Tutorial dialogue systems aim to improve learning
by engaging students in contentful dialogue. There
is a mounting body of evidence that dialogue which
encourages students to explain their actions (Aleven
and Koedinger, 2000), or to generate contentful talk
(Purandare and Litman, 2008), results in improved
learning. However, the systems’ ability to under-
stand student language, and therefore to encourage
contentful talk, is limited by the state of current lan-
guage technology. Moreover, student language may
be particularly difficult to interpret since students
are often unaware of proper terminology, and may
phrase their answers in unexpected ways. For exam-
ple, a recent error analysis for a domain-independent
diagnoser trained on a large corpus showed that a
high proportion of errors were due to unexpected
paraphrases (Nielsen et al., 2008).

In small domains, domain-specific grammars and
lexicons can cover most common phrasings used
by students to ensure robust interpretation (Aleven,
2003; Glass, 2000). However, as the size of the
domain and the range of possible questions and an-
swers grows, achieving complete coverage becomes
more difficult. For essays in large domains, sta-
tistical methods can be used to identify problems
with the answer (Jordan et al., 2006; Graesser et
al., 1999), but these approaches do not perform well
on relatively short single-sentence explanations, and
such systems often revert to short-answer questions
during remediation to ensure robustness.

To the best of our knowledge, none of these tu-

torial systems use sophisticated error handling tech-
niques. They rely on the small size of the domain
or simplicity of expected answers to limit the range
of student input. They reject utterances they cannot
interpret, asking the user to repeat or rephrase, or
tolerate the possibility that interpretation problems
will lead to repetitive or confusing feedback.

We are developing a tutorial dialogue system that
behaves more like human tutors by supporting open-
ended questions, as well as remediations that allow
for open-ended answers, and gives students detailed
feedback on their answers, similar to what we ob-
served with human tutors. This paper takes the first
step towards addressing the problem of handling er-
rors in tutorial dialogue by developing a set of non-
understanding recovery strategies - i.e. strategies
used where the system cannot find an interpretation
for an utterance.

In early pilot experiments we observed that if the
system simply rejects a problematic student utter-
ance, saying that it was not understood, then stu-
dents are unable to determine the reason for this
rejection. They either resubmit their answer mak-
ing only minimal changes, or else they rephrase the
sentence in a progressively more complicated fash-
ion, causing even more interpretation errors. Even
after interacting with the system for over an hour,
our students did not have an accurate picture as to
which phrasings are well understood by the system
and which should be avoided. Previous research also
shows that users are rarely able to perceive the true
causes of ASR errors, and tend to form incorrect the-
ories about the types of input a system is able to ac-
cept (Karsenty, 2001).

A common approach for dealing with these is-
sues in spoken dialogue systems is to either change
to system initiative with short-answer questions (“Is
your destination London?”), or provide targeted help
(“You can say plane, car or hotel”). Neither of these
is suitable for our system. The expected utterances
in our system are often more complex (e.g., “The
bulb must be in a closed path with the battery”), and
therefore suggesting an utterance may be equivalent
to giving away the entire answer. Giving students
short-answer questions such as “Are the terminals
connected or not connected?” is a valid tutoring
strategy sometimes used by the tutors. However,
it changes the nature of the question from a recall
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task to a recognition task, which may affect the stu-
dent’s ability to remember the correct solution in-
dependently. Therefore, we decided to implement
strategies that give the student information about the
nature of the mistake without directly giving infor-
mation about the expected answer, and encourage
them to rephrase their answers in ways that can be
understood by the system.

We currently focus on strategies for dealing
with non-understanding rather than misunderstand-
ing strategies (i.e. cases where the system finds an
interpretation, but an incorrect one). It is less clear
in tutorial dialogue what it means for a misunder-
standing to be corrected. In task-oriented dialogue,
if the system gets a slot value different from what
the user intended, it should make immediate correc-
tions at the user’s request. In tutoring, however, it
is the system which knows the expected correct an-
swer. So if the student gives an answer that does not
match the expected answer, when they try to correct
it later, it may not always be obvious whether the
correction is due to a true misunderstanding, or due
to the student arriving at a better understanding of
the question. Obviously, true misunderstandings can
and will still occur - for example, when the system
resolves a pronoun incorrectly. Dealing with such
situations is planned as part of future work.

3 System Architecture

Our target application is a system for tutoring ba-
sic electricity and electronics. The students read
some introductory material, and interact with a sim-
ulator where they can build circuits using batteries,
bulbs and switches, and measure voltage and cur-
rent. They are then asked two types of questions:
factual questions, like “If the switch is open, will
bulb A be on or off?”, and explanation questions.
The explanation questions ask the student to explain
what they observed in a circuit simulation, for exam-
ple, “Explain why you got the voltage of 1.5 here”,
or define generic concepts, such as “What is volt-
age?”. The expected answers are fairly short, one or
two sentences, but they involve complex linguistic
phenomena, including conjunction, negation, rela-
tive clauses, anaphora and ellipsis.

The system is connected to a knowledge base
which serves as a model for the domain and a rea-

soning engine. It represents the objects and rela-
tionships the system can reason about, and is used
to compute answers to factual questions.1 The stu-
dent answers are processed using a standard NLP
pipeline. All utterances are parsed to obtain syntac-
tic analyses.2 The lexical-semantic interpreter takes
analyses from the parser and maps them to seman-
tic representations using concepts from the domain
model. A reference resolution algorithm similar to
(Byron, 2002) is used to find referents for named ob-
jects such as “bulb A” and for pronouns.

Once an interpretation of a student utterance has
been obtained, it is checked in two ways. First, its
internal consistency is verified. For example, if the
student says “Bulb A will be on because it is in a
closed path”, we first must ensure that their answer
is consistent with what is on the screen - that bulb A
is indeed in a closed path. Otherwise the student
probably has a problem either with understanding
the diagrams or with understanding concepts such as
“closed path”. These problems indicate lack of basic
background knowledge, and need to be remediated
using a separate tutorial strategy.

Assuming that the utterance is consistent with the
state of the world, the explanation is then checked
for correctness. Even though the student utterance
may be factually correct (Bulb A is indeed in a
closed path), it may still be incomplete or irrelevant.
In the example above, the full answer is “Bulb A
is in a closed path with the battery”, hence the stu-
dent explanation is factually correct but incomplete,
missing the mention of the battery.

In the current version of our system, we are partic-
ularly concerned about avoiding misunderstandings,
since they can result in misleading tutorial feedback.
Consider an example of what can happen if there is
a misunderstanding due to a lexical coverage gap.
The student sentence “the path is broken” should be
interpreted as “the path is no longer closed”, corre-
sponding to the is-open relation. However, the

1Answers to explanation questions are hand-coded by tutors
because they are not always required to be logically complete
(Dzikovska et al., 2008). However, they are checked for consis-
tency as described later, so they have to be expressed in terms
that the knowledge base can reason about.

2We are using a deep parser that produces semantic analyses
of student’s input (Allen et al., 2007). However, these have to
undergo further lexical interpretation, so we are treating them
as syntactic analyses for purposes of this paper.
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most frequent sense of “broken” is is-damaged,
as in “the bulb is broken”. Ideally, the system lex-
icon would define “broken” as ambiguous between
those two senses. If only the “damaged” sense is
defined, the system will arrive at an incorrect inter-
pretation (misunderstanding), which is false by defi-
nition, as the is-damaged relation applies only to
bulbs in our domain. Thus the system will say “you
said that the path is damaged, but that’s not true”.
Since the students who used this phrasing were un-
aware of the proper terminology in the first instance,
they dismissed such feedback as a system error. A
more helpful feedback message is to say that the sys-
tem does not know about damaged paths, and the
sentence needs to be rephrased.3

Obviously, frequent non-understanding messages
can also lead to communication breakdowns and im-
pair tutoring. Thus we aim to balance the need to
avoid misunderstandings with the need to avoid stu-
dent frustration due to a large number of sentences
which are not understood. We approach this by us-
ing robust parsing and interpretation tools, but bal-
ancing them with a set of checks that indicate poten-
tial problems. These include checking that the stu-
dent answer fits with the sortal constraints encoded
in the domain model, that it can be interpreted un-
ambiguously, and that pronouns can be resolved.

4 Error Handling Policies

All interpretation problems in our system are han-
dled with a unified tutorial policy. Each message to
the user consists of three parts: a social response,
the explanation of the problem, and the tutorial re-
sponse. The social response is currently a simple
apology, as in “I’m sorry, I’m having trouble under-
standing.” Research on spoken dialogue shows that
users are less frustrated if systems apologize for er-
rors (Bulyko et al., 2005).

The explanation of the problem depends on the
problem itself, and is discussed in more detail below.

The tutorial response depends on the general tu-
torial situation. If this is the first misunderstanding,
the student will be asked to rephrase/try again. If

3This was a real coverage problem we encountered early on.
While we extended the coverage of the lexical interpreter based
on corpus data, other gaps in coverage may remain. We discuss
the issues related to the treatment of vague or incorrect termi-
nology in Section 4.

they continue to phrase things in a way that is mis-
understood, they will be given up to two different
hints (a less specific hint followed by a more spe-
cific hint); and finally the system will bottom out
with a correct answer. Correct answers produced by
the generator are guaranteed to be parsed and under-
stood by the interpretation module, so they can serve
as templates for future student answers.

The tutorial policy is also adjusted depending
on the interaction history. For example, if a non-
understanding comes after a few incorrect answers,
the system may decide to bottom out immediately in
order to avoid student frustration due to multiple er-
rors. At present we are using a heuristic policy based
on the total number of incorrect or uninterpretable
answers. In the future, such policy could be learned
from data, using, for example, reinforcement learn-
ing (Williams and Young, 2007).

In the rest of this section we discuss the explana-
tions used for different problems. For brevity, we
omit the tutorial response from our examples.

4.1 Parse Failures
An utterance that cannot be parsed represents the
worst possible outcome for the system, since detect-
ing the reason for a syntactic parse failure isn’t pos-
sible for complex parsers and grammars. Thus, in
this instance the system does not give any descrip-
tion of the problem at all, saying simply “I’m sorry,
I didn’t understand.”

Since we are unable to explain the source of the
problem, we try hard to avoid such failures. We use
a spelling corrector and a robust parser that outputs
a set of fragments covering the student’s input when
a full parse cannot be found. The downstream com-
ponents are designed to merge interpretations of the
fragments into a single representation that is sent to
the reasoning components.

Our policy is to allow the system to use such frag-
mentary parses when handling explanation ques-
tions, where students tend to use complex language.
However, we require full parses for factual ques-
tions, such as “Which bulbs will be off?” We found
that for those simpler questions students are able to
easily phrase an acceptable answer, and the lack of
a full parse signals some unusually complex lan-
guage that downstream components are likely to
have problems with as well.
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One risk associated with using fragmentary parses
is that relationships between objects from different
fragments would be missed by the parser. Our cur-
rent policy is to confirm the correct part of the stu-
dent’s answer, and prompt for the missing parts, e.g.,
“ Right. The battery is contained in a closed path.
And then?” We can do this because we use a diag-
noser that explicitly identifies the correct objects and
relationships in the answer (Dzikovska et al., 2008),
and we are using a deep generation system that can
take those relationships and automatically generate
a rephrasing of the correct portion of the content.

4.2 Lexical Interpretation Errors

Errors in lexical interpretation typically come from
three main sources: unknown words which the lex-
ical interpreter cannot map into domain concepts,
unexpected word combinations, and incorrect uses
of terminology that violate the sortal constraints en-
coded in the domain model.

Unknown words are the simplest to deal with in
the context of our lexical interpretation policy. We
do not require that every single word of an utter-
ance should be interpreted, because we want the
system to be able to skip over irrelevant asides.
However, we require that if a predicate is inter-
preted, all its arguments should be interpreted as
well. To illustrate, in our system the interpretation of
“the bulb is still lit” is (LightBulb Bulb-1-1)
(is-lit Bulb-1-1 true). The adverbial
“still” is not interpreted because the system is un-
able to reason about time.4 But since all arguments
of the is-lit predicate are defined, we consider
the interpretation complete.

In contrast, in the sentence “voltage is the mea-
surement of the power available in a battery”, “mea-
surement” is known to the system. Thus, its argu-
ment “power” should also be interpreted. However,
the reading material in the lessons never talks about
power (the expected answer is “Voltage is a mea-
surement of the difference in electrical states be-
tween two terminals”). Therefore the unknown word
detector marks “power” as an unknown word, and
tells the student “I’m sorry, I’m having a problem
understanding. I don’t know the word power.”

4The lexical interpretation algorithm makes sure that fre-
quency and negation adverbs are accounted for.

The system can still have trouble interpreting sen-
tences with words which are known to the lexical
interpreter, but which appear in unexpected combi-
nations. This involves two possible scenarios. First,
unambiguous words could be used in a way that
contradicts the system’s domain model. For exam-
ple, the students often mention “closed circuit” in-
stead of the correct term “closed path”. The former
is valid in colloquial usage, but is not well defined
for parallel circuits which can contain many differ-
ent paths, and therefore cannot be represented in a
consistent knowledge base. Thus, the system con-
sults its knowledge base to tell the student about the
appropriate arguments for a relation with which the
failure occurred. In this instance, the feedback will
be “I’m sorry, I’m having a problem understanding.
I don’t understand it when you say that circuits can
be closed. Only paths and switches can be closed.”5

The second case arises when a highly ambiguous
word is used in an unexpected combination. The
knowledge base uses a number of fine-grained rela-
tions, and therefore some words can map to a large
number of relations. For example, the word “has”
means circuit-component in “The circuit has
2 bulbs”, terminals-of in “The bulb has ter-
minals” and voltage-property in “The bat-
tery has voltage”. The last relation only applies to
batteries, but not to other components. These dis-
tinctions are common for knowledge representation
and reasoning systems, since they improve reason-
ing efficiency, but this adds to the difficulty of lex-
ical interpretation. If a student says “Bulb A has a
voltage of 0.5”, we cannot determine the concept to
which the word “has” corresponds. It could be either
terminals-of or voltage-property, since
each of those relations uses one possible argument
from the student’s utterance. Thus, we cannot sug-
gest appropriate argument types and instead we in-
dicate the problematic word combination, for exam-
ple, “I’m sorry, I’m having trouble understanding. I
didn’t understand bulb has voltage.”

Finally, certain syntactic constructions involving
comparatives or ellipsis are known to be difficult

5Note that these error messages are based strictly on the fact
that sortal constraints from the knowledge base for the relation
that the student used were violated. In the future, we may also
want to adjust the recovery strategy depending on whether the
problematic relation is relevant to the expected answer.
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open problems for interpretation. While we are
working on interpretation algorithms to be included
in future system versions, the system currently de-
tects these special relations, and produces a mes-
sage telling the student to rephrase without the prob-
lematic construction, e.g., “I’m sorry. I’m having a
problem understanding. I do not understand same
as. Please try rephrasing without the word as.”

4.3 Reference Errors

Reference errors arise when a student uses an am-
biguous pronoun, and the system cannot find a suit-
able object in the knowledge base to match, or on
certain occasions when an attachment error in a
parse causes an incorrect interpretation. We use a
generic message that indicates the type of the ob-
ject the system perceived, and the actual word used,
for example, “I’m sorry. I don’t know which switch
you’re referring to with it.”

To some extent, reference errors are instances of
misunderstandings rather than non-understandings.
There are actually 2 underlying cases for reference
failure: either the system cannot find any referent at
all, or it is finding too many referents. In the future
a better policy would be to ask the student which of
the ambiguous referents was intended. We expect to
pilot this policy in one of our future system tests.

5 Evaluation

So far, we have run 13 pilot sessions with our sys-
tem. Each pilot consisted of a student going through
1 or 2 lessons with the system. Each lesson lasts
about 2 hours and has 100-150 student utterances
(additional time is taken with building circuits and
reading material). Both the coverage of the interpre-
tation component and the specificity of error mes-
sages were improved between each set of pilots, thus
it does not make sense to aggregate the data from
them. However, over time we observed the trend
that students are more likely to change their behav-
ior when the system issues more specific messages.

Examples of successful and unsuccessful interac-
tions are shown in Figure 1. In (a), the student used
incorrect terminology, and a reminder about how the
word “complete” is interpreted was enough to get
the conversation back on track.

The dialogue fragment in (b) shows how mes-

sages which are not specific enough can cause a
breakdown in conversation. The system used an in-
sufficiently specific message at the beginning (omit-
ting the part that says that only switches and paths
can be closed). This led the student away from an
answer which was nearly correct with slightly im-
perfect terminology to an answer which was insuffi-
cient (it’s not enough for the components to be con-
nected, they have to be in a closed path), and then
to rephrase it in a more complicated way that was
impossible for the system to understand (consistent
with findings of Bulyko et al. (2005)).

The next step would be to conduct a formal evalu-
ation of our policy. We are planning to do this using
recovery rate after different strategies as our evalu-
ation measure (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005), which
is the percentage of times when the utterance imme-
diately following a non-understanding was success-
fully interpreted by the system.

6 Discussion

Our error handling policy attempts to balance ro-
bustness in interpretation with the need for pre-
cise tutorial feedback. Human tutors accept a wide
range of variation in terminology and phrasing.
However, there is a known trade-off between non-
understandings and misunderstandings. We decided
that misunderstandings are likely to cause more seri-
ous problems with respect to tutoring. Therefore we
set strict understanding requirements and focused on
developing a policy that would encourage students
to use constructions that the system can interpret re-
liably. This is also supported by our observations in
the human-human data – tutors believe that teaching
correct terminology is important, and we observed
them saying things like “It’s good to put it into your
own words like that. Just for the sake of the lesson,
could you also use the term closed path?”.

Our approach is similar to the TargetedHelp ap-
proach of (Hockey et al., 2003), where in the case of
an interpretation failure the task assistant produces
a report of what the recognizer heard, a description
of the problem, and a possible in-domain utterance
as an alternative. In a user evaluation such targeted
help messages resulted in significantly lower task
completion times compared to a system that pro-
duced a generic “I didn’t understand” message, and
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(a)
S: the open switch makes the path incomplete
T: I’m sorry, I’m having a problem understanding. Paths can’t be complete. Only circuits can be

complete. Please try again.
S: the open switch makes the path open
T: Right. An open switch creates a gap.

(b)
T: What are the conditions that are required to make a bulb light up?
S: The lightbulb has to be in a closed circuit with a battery
T: I’m sorry, I’m having a problem understanding. I don’t understand when you say that circuits

can be closed. Please try again.
S: The lightbulb has to be connected to a battery
T: Yes. You correctly mentioned a battery and a bulb. Keep trying.
S: Both the positive and negative connectors have to be connected to
T: I’m sorry, I’m having a problem understanding. Try rephrasing your answer.
S: The lightbulb has to be connected to the positive and negative connectors of the battery
T: I’m sorry, I didn’t understand. Here’s the answer. The battery and the bulb must be contained

in the same closed path.

Figure 1: Sample student-system interactions. S: is student, T: is tutor (system). (a) A successful interaction
where the student changes their language; (b) a failed interaction where system feedback was unhelpful.

subjects gradually learned how to talk to the sys-
tem, reducing the number of misunderstandings over
time. This gives us reason to believe that our sys-
tem can achieve similar effects in tutorial dialogue.
While we don’t suggest alternative domain utter-
ances due to the tutoring reasons described earlier,
the progressively more specific hints serve a simi-
lar function. To what extent this impacts learning
and interaction with the system will have to be de-
termined in future evaluations.

The error handling in our system is significantly
different from systems that analyze user essays be-
cause it needs to focus on a single sentence at a time.
In a system that does essay analysis, such as AUTO-
TUTOR (Graesser et al., 1999) or Why2-Atlas (Jor-
dan et al., 2006) a single essay can have many flaws.
So it doesn’t matter if some sentences are not fully
understood as long as the essay is understood well
enough to identify at least one flaw. Then that par-
ticular flaw can be remediated, and the student can
resubmit the essay. However, this can also cause stu-
dent frustration and potentially affect learning if the
student is asked to re-write an essay many times due
to interpretation errors.

Previous systems in the circuit domain focused on

troubleshooting rather than conceptual knowledge.
The SHERLOCK tutor (Katz et al., 1998) used only
menu-based input, limiting possible dialogue. Cir-
cuit Fix-It Shop (Smith and Gordon, 1997) was a
task-oriented system which allowed for speech in-
put, but with very limited vocabulary. Our system’s
larger vocabulary and complex input result in differ-
ent types of non-understandings that cannot be re-
solved with simple confirmation messages.

A number of researchers have developed er-
ror taxonomies for spoken dialogue systems (Paek,
2003; Möller et al., 2007). Our classification does
not have speech recognition errors (since we are us-
ing typed dialogue), and we have a more complex
interpretation stack than the domain-specific pars-
ing utilized by many SDSs. However, some types
of errors are shared, in particular, our “no parse”,
“unknown word” and “unknown attachment” errors
correspond to command-level errors, and our sor-
tal constraint and reference errors correspond to
concept-level errors in the taxonomy of Möller et al.
(2007). This correspondence is not perfect because
of the nature of the task - there are no commands in
a tutoring system. However, the underlying causes
are very similar, and so research on the best way
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to communicate about system failures would benefit
both tutoring and task-oriented dialogue systems. In
the long run, we would like to reconcile these differ-
ent taxonomies, leading to a unified classification of
system errors and recovery strategies.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we described our approach to handling
non-understanding errors in a tutorial dialogue sys-
tem. Explaining the source of errors, without giving
away the full answer, is crucial to establishing ef-
fective communication between the system and the
student. We described a classification of common
problems and our approach to dealing with different
classes of errors. Our experience with pilot studies,
as well as evidence from spoken dialogue systems,
indicates that our approach can help improve dia-
logue efficiency. We will be evaluating its impact on
both student learning and on dialogue efficiency in
the future.
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Abstract

This paper describes a probabilistic mech-

anism for the interpretation of sentence se-

quences developed for a spoken dialogue

system mounted on a robotic agent. The

mechanism receives as input a sequence of

sentences, and produces an interpretation

which integrates the interpretations of in-

dividual sentences. For our evaluation, we

collected a corpus of hypothetical requests

to a robot. Our mechanism exhibits good

performance for sentence pairs, but re-

quires further improvements for sentence

sequences.

1 Introduction

DORIS (Dialogue Oriented Roaming Interactive

System) is a spoken dialogue system under devel-

opment, which will eventually be mounted on a

household robot. The focus of our current work is

on DORIS’s language interpretation module called

Scusi?. In this paper, we consider the interpreta-

tion of a sequence of sentences.

People often utter several separate sentences to

convey their wishes, rather than producing a sin-

gle sentence that contains all the relevant informa-

tion (Zweig et al., 2008). For instance, people are

likely to say “Go to my office. Get my mug. It is

on the table.”, instead of “Get my mug on the table

in my office”. This observation, which was val-

idated in our corpus study (Section 4), motivates

the mechanism for the interpretation of a sequence

of sentences presented in this paper. Our mecha-

nism extends our probabilistic process for inter-

preting single spoken utterances (Zukerman et al.,

2008) in that (1) it determines which sentences in

a sequence are related, and if so, combines them

into an integrated interpretation; and (2) it pro-

vides a formulation for estimating the probability

of an interpretation of a sentence sequence, which

supports the selection of the most probable inter-

pretation. Our evaluation demonstrates that our

mechanism performs well in understanding textual

sentence pairs of different length and level of com-

plexity, and highlights particular aspects of our al-

gorithms that require further improvements (Sec-

tion 4).

In the next section, we describe our mechanism

for interpreting a sentence sequence. In Section 3,

we present our formalism for assessing the prob-

ability of an interpretation. The performance of

our system is evaluated in Section 4, followed by

related research and concluding remarks.

2 Interpreting a Sequence of Utterances

Scusi? employs an anytime algorithm to interpret

a sequence of sentences (Algorithm 1). The algo-

rithm generates interpretations until time runs out

(in our case, until a certain number of iterations

has been executed). In Steps 1–5, Algorithm 1

processes each sentence separately according to

the interpretation process for single sentences de-

scribed in (Zukerman et al., 2008).1 Charniak’s

probabilistic parser2 is applied to generate parse

trees for each sentence in the sequence. The parser

produces up to N (= 50) parse trees for each sen-

tence, associating each parse tree with a probabil-

ity. The parse trees for each sentence are then it-

eratively considered in descending order of proba-

bility, and algorithmically mapped into Uninstan-

tiated Concept Graphs (UCGs) — a representa-

1Although DORIS is a spoken dialogue system, our cur-
rent results pertain to textual input only. Hence, we omit the
aspects of our work pertaining to spoken input.

2
ftp://ftp.cs.brown.edu/pub/nlparser/
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Algorithm 1 Interpret a sentence sequence

Require: Sentences T1, . . . , Tn

{ Interpret Sentences }
1: for all sentences Ti do

2: Generate parse trees {Pi}, and UCGs {Ui}
3: Generate candidate modes {Mi}
4: For each identifier j in Ti, generate candi-

date referents {Rij}
5: end for

{ Combine UCGs }
6: while there is time do

7: Get {(U1,M1, R1), . . . , (Un,Mn, Rn)} —

a sequence of tuples (one tuple per sen-

tence)

8: Generate {UD}, a sequence of declara-

tive UCGs, by merging the declarative

UCGs in {(Ui,Mi, Ri)} as specified by

their identifier-referent pairs and modes

9: Generate {U I}, a sequence of imperative

UCGs, by merging each imperative UCG

in {(Ui,Mi, Ri)} with declarative UCGs

as specified by their identifier-referent pairs

and modes

10: Generate candidate ICG sequences {II
j } for

the sequence {U I}
11: Select the best sequence of ICGs {II∗}
12: end while

tion based on Concept Graphs (Sowa, 1984) —

one parse tree yielding one UCG (but several parse

trees may produce the same UCG). UCGs rep-

resent syntactic information, where the concepts

correspond to the words in the parent parse tree,

and the relations are derived from syntactic in-

formation in the parse tree and prepositions (Fig-

ure 1(a) illustrates UCGs UD and U I generated

from the sentences “The mug is on the table. Clean

it.”).

Our algorithm requires sentence mode (declar-

ative, imperative or interrogative3), and resolved

references to determine how to combine the sen-

tences in a sequence. Sentence mode is obtained

using a classifier trained on part of our corpus

(Section 2.2). The probability distribution for the

referents of each identifier is obtained from the

corpus and from rules derived from (Lappin and

Leass, 1994; Ng et al., 2005) (Section 2.3).

At this point, for each sentence Ti in a sequence,

we have a list of UCGs, a list of modes, and lists

3Interrogatives are treated as imperatives at present, so in
the remainder of the paper we do not mention interrogatives.
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Figure 1: Combining two sentences

of referents (one list for each identifier in the sen-

tence). In Step 7, Algorithm 1 generates a tu-

ple (Ui,Mi, Ri) for each sentence Ti by selecting

from these lists a UCG, a mode and a referent for

each identifier (yielding a list of identifier-referent

pairs). Each element in each (U,M,R) tuple is it-

eratively selected by traversing the appropriate list

in descending order of probability. For instance,

given sentences T1, T2, T3, the top UCG for T1 is

picked first, together with the top mode and the

top identifier-referent pairs for that sentence (like-

wise for T2 and T3); next the second-top UCG is

chosen for T1, but the other elements remain the

same; and so on.

Once the (U,M,R) tuples have been deter-

mined, the UCGs for the declarative sentences

are merged in the order they were given (Step 8).

This is done by first merging a pair of declara-

tive UCGs, then merging the resultant UCG with

the next declarative UCG, and so on. The idea is

that if the declarative sentences have co-referents,

then the information about these co-referents can

be combined into one representation. For exam-

ple, consider the sequence “The mug is on the ta-

ble. It is blue. Find it. The mug is near the phone.

Bring it to me.” Some of the UCG sequences ob-

tained from the declarative sentences (first, second

and fourth) are:

{UD
1 }1={mug(CLR blue)-

(on-table & near-phone)}
{UD

1 }2={mug-(on-table(CLR blue) &

near-phone)}
{UD

1 , UD
2 }3={mug(CLR blue)-on-table,

mug-near-phone}.4

4The different notations are because colour (and size) are
properties of objects, while prepositions indicate relations.
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The first two sequences contain one declarative

merged UCG, and the third contains two UCGs.

In Step 9, Algorithm 1 considers a UCG for

each imperative sentence in turn, and merges it

with declarative UCGs (which may have resulted

from a merger), as specified by the modes and

identifier-referent pairs of the sentences in ques-

tion. For example, consider the sentence sequence

“Find my mug. It is in my office. Bring it.” One of

the (U,M,R)-tuple sequences for this instruction

set is

{(find-obj-mug-owner-me, imperative, NIL),

(it1-in-office-owner-me, declarative, it1-mug),

(bring-obj-it2, imperative, it2-mug)}.

After merging the first two UCGs (imperative-

declarative), and then the second and third UCGs

(declarative-imperative), we obtain the imperative

UCG sequence{U I
1,U

I
2 }:

U I
1=find-obj-mug-(owner-me &

in-office-owner-me)

U I
2=bring-obj-mug-(in-office-owner-me).

This process enables Scusi? to iteratively merge

ever-expanding UCGs with subsequent UCGs,

eventually yielding UCG sequences which contain

detailed UCGs that specify an action or object. A

limitation of this merging process is that the infor-

mation about the objects specified in an impera-

tive UCG is not aggregated with the information

about these objects in other imperative UCGs, and

this sometimes can cause the merged imperative

UCGs to be under-specified. This limitation will

be addressed in the immediate future.

After a sequence of imperative UCGs has been

generated, candidate Instantiated Concept Graphs

(ICGs) are proposed for each imperative UCG,

and the most probable ICG sequence is selected

(Steps 10–11 of Algorithm 1). We focus on im-

perative UCGs because they contain the actions

that the robot is required to perform; these actions

incorporate relevant information from declarative

UCGs. ICGs are generated by nominating dif-

ferent instantiated concepts and relations from the

system’s knowledge base as potential realizations

for each concept and relation in a UCG (Zukerman

et al., 2008); each UCG can generate many ICGs.

Since this paper focuses on the generation of UCG

sequences, the generation of ICGs will not be dis-

cussed further.

2.1 Merging UCGs

Given tuples (Ui,Mi, Ri) and (Uj ,Mj , Rj) where

j > i, pronouns and one-anaphora in Uj are re-

placed with their referent in Ui on the basis of the

set of identifier-referent pairs in Rj (if there is no

referent in Ui for an identifier in Uj , the identifier

is left untouched). Ui and Uj are then merged into

a UCG Um by first finding a node n that is com-

mon to Ui and Uj , and then copying the sub-tree of

Uj whose root is n into a copy of Ui. If more than

one node can be merged, the node (head noun) that

is highest in the Uj structure is used. If one UCG

is declarative and the other imperative, we swap

them if necessary, so that Ui is imperative and Uj

declarative.

For instance, given the sentences “The mug is

on the table. Clean it.” in Figure 1, Step 4 of

Algorithm 1 produces the identifier-referent pairs

{(it, mug), (it, table)}, yielding two intermedi-

ate UCGs for the imperative sentence: (1) clean-

object-mug, and (2) clean-object-table. The first

UCG is merged with a UCG for the declarative

sentence using mug as root node, and the second

UCG is merged using table as root node. This

results in merged UCG sequences (of length 1)

corresponding to “Clean the table” and “Clean the

mug on the table” ({U I
1 }1 and {U I

1 }2 respectively

in Figure 1(b), which in turn produce ICG se-

quences {II
1}1 and {II

1}2 in Figure 1(c), among

others).

2.2 Determining modes

We use the MaxEnt classifier5 to determine the

mode of a sentence. The input features to the clas-

sifier (obtained from the highest probability parse

tree for this sentence) are: (1) top parse-tree node;

(2) position and type of the top level phrases under

the top parse-tree node, e.g., (0, NP), (1, VP), (2,

PP); (3) top phrases under the top parse-tree node

reduced to a regular expression, e.g., VP-NP+ to

represent, say, VP NP NP; (4) top VP head – the

head word of the first top level VP; (5) top NP head

– the head word of the first top level NP; (6) first

three tokens in the sentence; and (7) last token in

the sentence. Using leave-one-out cross valida-

tion, this classifier has an accuracy of 97.8% on

the test data — a 30% improvement over the ma-

jority class (imperative) baseline.

2.3 Resolving references

Scusi? handles pronouns, one-anaphora and NP

identifiers (e.g., “the book”). At present, we con-

sider only precise matches between NP identifiers

5
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/

s0450736/maxent_toolkit.html
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and referents, e.g., “the cup” does not match “the

dish”. In the future, we will incorporate similar-

ity scores based on WordNet, e.g., Leacock and

Chodorow’s (1998) scores for approximate lexical

matches; such matches occurred in 4% of our cor-

pus (Section 4).

To reduce the complexity of reference reso-

lution across a sequence of sentences, and the

amount of data required to reliably estimate prob-

abilities (Section 3), we separate our problem into

two parts: (1) identifying the sentence being re-

ferred to, and (2) determining the referent within

that sentence.

Identifying a sentence. Most referents in our

corpus appear in the current, previous or first sen-

tence in a sequence, with a few referents appear-

ing in other sentences (Section 4). Hence, we

have chosen the sentence classes {current, previ-
ous, first, other}. The probability of referring to

a sentence of a particular class from a sentence

in position i is estimated from our corpus, where

i = 1, . . . , 5, > 5 (there are only 13 sequences

with more than 5 sentences). We estimate this dis-

tribution for each leave-one-out cross-validation

fold in our evaluation (Section 4).

Determining a referent. We use heuristics

based on those described in (Lappin and Leass,

1994) to classify pronouns (an example of a non-

pronoun usage is “It is ModalAdjective that S”),

and heuristics based on the results obtained in (Ng

et al., 2005) to classify one-anaphora (an exam-

ple of a high-performing feature pattern is “one as

head-noun with NN or CD as Part-of-speech and

no attached of PP”). If a term is classified as a pro-

noun or one-anaphor, then a list of potential ref-

erents is constructed using the head nouns in the

target sentence. We use the values in (Lappin and

Leass, 1994) to assign a score to each anaphor-

referent pair according to the grammatical role of

the referent in the target UCG (obtained from the

highest probability parse tree that is a parent of this

UCG). These scores are then converted to proba-

bilities using a linear mapping function.

3 Estimating the Probability of a Merged

Interpretation

We now present our formulation for estimating the

probability of a sequence of UCGs, which sup-

ports the selection of the most probable sequence.

One sentence. The probability of a UCG gener-

ated from a sentence T is estimated as described

in (Zukerman et al., 2008), resulting in

Pr(U |T ) ∝
∑

P Pr(P |T )·Pr(U |P ) (1)

where T , P and U denote text, parse tree and UCG

respectively. The summation is taken over all pos-

sible parse trees from the text to the UCG, be-

cause a UCG can have more than one ancestor. As

mentioned above, the parser returns an estimate of

Pr(P |T ); and Pr(U |P ) = 1, since the process of

generating a UCG from a parse tree is determinis-

tic.

A sentence sequence. The probability of an in-

terpretation of a sequence of sentences T1, . . . , Tn

is

Pr(U1, . . . , Um|T1, . . . , Tn) =

Pr(U1, . . .,Un,M1, . . .,Mn,R1, . . .,Rn|T1, . . .,Tn)

where m is the number of UCGs in a merged se-

quence.

By making judicious conditional independence

assumptions, and incorporating parse trees into the

formulation, we obtain

Pr(U1, . . . , Um|T1, . . . , Tn) =
n∏

i=1

Pr(Ui|Ti)·Pr(Mi|Pi, Ti)·Pr(Ri|P1, . . . , Pi)

This formulation is independent of the num-

ber of UCGs in a merged sequence generated

by Algorithm 1, thereby supporting the compari-

son of UCG sequences of different lengths (pro-

duced when different numbers of mergers are per-

formed).

Pr(Ui|Ti) is calculated using Equation 1, and

Pr(Mi|Pi, Ti) is obtained as described in Sec-

tion 2.2 (recall that the input features to the clas-

sifier depend on the parse tree and the sentence).

In principle, Pr(Mi|Pi, Ti) and Pr(Ri|P1, . . . , Pi)
could be obtained by summing over all parse trees,

as done in Equation 1. However, at present we use

the highest-probability parse tree to simplify our

calculations.

To estimate Pr(Ri|P1, . . . , Pi) we assume con-

ditional independence between the identifiers in a

sentence, yielding

Pr(Ri|P1, . . . , Pi) =

ki∏

j=1

Pr(Rij |P1, . . . , Pi)

where ki is the number of identifiers in sentence

i, and Rij is the referent for identifier j in sen-

tence i. As mentioned in Section 2.3, this factor is
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separated into determining a sentence, and deter-

mining a referent in that sentence. We also include

in our formulation the Type of the identifier (pro-

noun, one-anaphor or NP) and sentence position i,

yielding

Pr(Rij |P1, . . . , Pi) =

Pr(Rij ref NPa in sent b, Type(Rij)|i, P1, . . . , Pi)

After additional conditionalization we obtain

Pr(Rij |P1, . . . , Pi) =

Pr(Rij ref NPa|Rij ref sent b,Type(Rij),Pi,Pb)×

Pr(Rij ref sent b|Type(Rij), i)×Pr(Type(Rij)|Pi)

As seen in Section 2.3, Pr(Type(Rij)|Pi) and

Pr(Rij ref NPa|Rij ref sent b,Type(Rij),Pi,Pb)
are estimated in a rule-based manner, and

Pr(Rij ref sent b|Type(Rij), i) is estimated from

the corpus (recall that we distinguish between

sentence classes, rather than specific sentences).

4 Evaluation

We first describe our experimental set-up, fol-

lowed by our results.

4.1 Experimental set-up

We conducted a web-based survey to collect a cor-

pus comprising multi-sentence requests. To this

effect, we presented participants with a scenario

where they are in a meeting room, and they ask

a robot to fetch something from their office. The

idea is that if people cannot see a scene, their in-

structions will be more segmented than if they can

view the scene. The participants were free to de-

cide which object to fetch, and what was in the

office. There were no restrictions on vocabulary

or grammatical form for the requests.

We collected 115 sets of instructions mostly

from different participants (a few people did the

survey more than once).6 The sentence sequences

in our corpus contain between 1 and 9 sentences,

with 74% of the sequences comprising 1 to 3 sen-

tences. Many of the sentences had grammatical

requirements which exceeded the capabilities of

our system. To be able to use these instruction

sets in our evaluation, we made systematic manual

changes to produce sentences that meet our sys-

tem’s grammatical restrictions (in the future, we

6We acknowledge the modest size of our corpus compared
to that of some publicly available corpora, e.g., ATIS. How-
ever, we must generate our own corpus since our task differs
in nature from the tasks where these large corpora are used.
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Figure 2: Our virtual environment (top view)

will relax these restrictions, as required by a de-

ployable system). Below are the main types of

changes we made.

• Indirect Speech Acts in the form of questions

were changed to imperatives. For instance,

“Can you get my tea?” was changed to “Get

my tea”.

• Conjoined verb phrases or sentences were sep-

arated into individual sentences.

• Composite verbs were simplified, e.g., “I think

I left it on” was changed to “it is on”, and out-

of-vocabulary composite nouns were replaced

by simple nouns or adjectives, e.g., “the diary

is A4 size” to “the diary is big”.

• Conditional sentences were removed.

Table 1 shows two original texts compared with

the corresponding modified texts (the changed

portions in the originals have been italicized).

Our evaluation consists of two experiments:

(1) ICGs for sentence pairs, and (2) UCGs for sen-

tence sequences.

Experiment 1. We extracted 106 sentence pairs

from our corpus — each pair containing one

declarative and one imperative sentence. To eval-

uate the ICGs, we constructed a virtual environ-

ment comprising a main office and a small office

(Figure 2). Furniture and objects were placed in

a manner compatible with what was mentioned in

the requests in our corpus; distractors were also

placed in the virtual space. In total, our environ-

ment contains 183 instantiated concepts (109 of-

fice and household objects, 43 actions and 31 re-

lations). The (x, y, z) coordinates, colour and di-

mensions of these objects were stored in a knowl-

edge base. Since we have two sentences and their

mode is known, no corpus-based information is

used for this experiment, and hence no training is

required.
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Original Get my book “The Wizard of Oz” from my office. It’s green and yellow. It has a picture

of a dog and a girl on it. It’s in my desk drawer on the right side of my desk, the second

drawer down. If it’s not there, it’s somewhere on my shelves that are on the left side of my

office as you face the window.

Modified Get my book from my office. It’s green. It’s in my drawer on the right of my desk.

Original DORIS, I left my mug in my office and I want a coffee. Can you go into my office and get

my mug. It is on top of the cabinet that is on the left side of my desk.

Modified My mug is in my office. Go into my office. Get my mug. It is on top of the cabinet on the

left of my desk.

Table 1: Original and modified text

Experiment 2. Since UCGs contain only syn-

tactic information, no additional setup was re-

quired. However, for this experiment we need to

train our mode classifier (Section 2.2), and esti-

mate the probability distribution of referring to a

particular sentence in a sequence (Section 2.3).

Owing to the small size of our corpus, we use

leave-one-out cross validation.

For both experiments, Scusi? was set to gener-

ate up to 300 sub-interpretations (including parse

trees, UCGs and ICGs) for each sentence in the

test-set; on average, it took less than 1 second

to go from a text to a UCG. An interpretation

was deemed successful if it correctly represented

the speaker’s intention, which was represented by

an imperative Gold ICG for the first experiment,

and a sequence of imperative Gold UCGs for the

second experiment. These Gold interpretations

were manually constructed by the authors through

consensus-based annotation (Ang et al., 2002). As

mentioned in Section 2, we evaluated only imper-

ative ICGs and UCGs, as they contain the actions

the robot is expected to perform.

4.2 Results

Table 2 summarizes our results. Column 1 shows

the type of outcome being evaluated (ICGs in Ex-

periment 1, and UCG sequences and individual

UCGs in Experiment 2). The next two columns

display how many sentences had Gold interpreta-

tions whose probability was among the top-1 and

top-3 probabilities. The average rank of the Gold

interpretation appears in Column 4 (“not found”

Gold interpretations are excluded from this rank).

The rank of an interpretation is its position in a

list sorted in descending order of probability (start-

ing from position 0), such that all equiprobable in-

terpretations have the same position. Columns 5

and 6 respectively show the median and 75%-ile

rank of the Gold interpretation. The number of

Gold interpretations that were not found appears in

Column 7, and the total number of requests/UCGs

is shown in the last column.

Experiment 1. As seen in the first row of Ta-

ble 2, the Gold ICG was top ranked in 75.5% of

the cases, and top-3 ranked in 85.8%. The aver-

age rank of 2.17 is mainly due to 7 outliers, which

together with the “not-found” Gold ICG, are due

to PP-attachment issues, e.g., for the sentence pair

“Fetch my phone from my desk. It is near the key-

board.”, the top parses and resultant UCGs have

“near the keyboard” attached to “the desk” (in-

stead of “the phone”). Nonetheless, the top-ranked

interpretation correctly identified the intended ob-

ject and action in 5 of these 7 cases. Median

and 75%-ile results confirm that most of the Gold

ICGs are top ranked.

Experiment 2. As seen in the second row of Ta-

ble 2, the Gold UCG sequence was top ranked for

51.3% of the requests, and top-3 ranked for 53.0%

of the requests. The third row shows that 62.4%

of the individual Gold UCGs were top-ranked,

and 65.4% were top-3 ranked. This indicates that

when Scusi? cannot fully interpret a request, it

can often generate a partially correct interpreta-

tion. As for Experiment 1, the average rank of

3.14 for the Gold UCG sequences is due to out-

liers, several of which were ranked above 30. The

median and 75%-ile results show that when Scusi?

generates the correct interpretation, it tends to be

highly ranked.

Unlike Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 there is

little difference between the top-1 and top-3 re-

sults. A possible explanation is that in Experi-

ment 1, the top-ranked UCG may yield several

probable ICGs, such that the Gold ICG is not top

ranked — a phenomenon that is not observable at

the UCG stage.

Even though Experiment 2 reaches only the
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Table 2: Scusi?’s interpretation performance

# Gold interps. with prob. in Average Median 75%-ile Not Total

top 1 top 3 rank rank rank found #

ICGs 80 (75.5%) 91 (85.8%) 2.17 0 0 1 (0.9%) 106 reqs.

UCG seqs. 59 (51.3%) 61 (53.0%) 3.14 0 1 36 (31.3%) 115 reqs.

UCGs 146 (62.4%) 153 (65.4%) NA NA NA 55 (23.5%) 234 UCGs

UCG stage, Scusi?’s performance for this exper-

iment is worse than for Experiment 1, as there

are more grounds for uncertainty. Table 2 shows

that 31.3% of Gold UCG sequences and 23.5% of

Gold UCGs were not found. Most of these cases

(as well as the poorly ranked UCG sequences

and UCGs) were due to (1) imperatives with

object specifications (19 sequences), (2) wrong

anaphora resolution (6 sequences), and (3) wrong

PP-attachment (6 sequences). In the near future,

we will refine the merging process to address the

first problem. The second problem occurs mainly

when there are multiple anaphoric references in a

sequence. We propose to include this factor in our

estimation of the probability of referring to a sen-

tence. We intend to alleviate the PP-attachment

problem, which also occurred in Experiment 1,

by interleaving semantic and pragmatic interpreta-

tion of prepositional phrases as done in (Brick and

Scheutz, 2007). The expectation is that this will

improve the rank of candidates which are pragmat-

ically more plausible.

5 Related Research

This research extends our mechanism for inter-

preting stand-alone utterances (Zukerman et al.,

2008) to the interpretation of sentence sequences.

Our approach may be viewed as an information

state approach (Larsson and Traum, 2000; Becker

et al., 2006), in the sense that sentences may up-

date different informational aspects of other sen-

tences, without requiring a particular “legal” set of

dialogue acts. However, unlike these information

state approaches, ours is probabilistic.

Several researchers have investigated proba-

bilistic approaches to the interpretation of spo-

ken utterances in dialogue systems, e.g., (Pfleger

et al., 2003; Higashinaka et al., 2003; He and

Young, 2003; Gorniak and Roy, 2005; Hüwel and

Wrede, 2006). Pfleger et al. (2003) and Hüwel

and Wrede (2006) employ modality fusion to com-

bine hypotheses from different analyzers (linguis-

tic, visual and gesture), and apply a scoring mech-

anism to rank the resultant hypotheses. They dis-

ambiguate referring expressions by choosing the

first object that satisfies a ‘differentiation crite-

rion’, hence their system does not handle situa-

tions where more than one object satisfies this cri-

terion. He and Young (2003) and Gorniak and

Roy (2005) use Hidden Markov Models for the

ASR stage. However, these systems do not han-

dle utterance sequences. Like Scusi?, the system

developed by Higashinaka et al. (2003) maintains

multiple interpretations, but with respect to dia-

logue acts, rather than the propositional content of

sentences. All the above systems employ seman-

tic grammars, while Scusi? uses generic, statisti-

cal tools, and incorporates semantic- and domain-

related information only in the final stage of the

interpretation process. This approach is supported

by the findings reported in (Knight et al., 2001) for

relatively unconstrained utterances by users unfa-

miliar with the system, such as those expected by

DORIS.

Our mechanism is also well suited for process-

ing replies to clarification questions (Horvitz and

Paek, 2000; Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005), since a

reply can be considered an additional sentence to

be incorporated into top-ranked UCG sequences.

Further, our probabilistic output can be used by a

utility-based dialogue manager (Horvitz and Paek,

2000).

6 Conclusion

We have extended Scusi?, our spoken language

interpretation system, to interpret sentence se-

quences. Specifically, we have offered a procedure

that combines the interpretations of the sentences

in a sequence, and presented a formalism for es-

timating the probability of the merged interpre-

tation. This formalism supports the comparison

of interpretations comprising different numbers of

UCGs obtained from different mergers.

Our empirical evaluation shows that Scusi? per-

forms well for textual input corresponding to

(modified) sentence pairs. However, we still need
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to address some issues pertaining to the integra-

tion of UCGs for sentence sequences of arbitrary

length. Thereafter, we propose to investigate the

influence of speech recognition performance on

Scusi?’s performance. In the future, we intend to

expand Scusi?’s grammatical capabilities.
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Abstract

We propose a framework for analyzing
episodic conversational activities in terms
of expressed relationships between the
participants and utterance content. We
test the hypothesis that linguistic features
which express such properties, e.g. tense,
aspect, and person deixis, are a useful ba-
sis for automatic intentional discourse seg-
mentation. We present a novel algorithm
and test our hypothesis on a set of inten-
tionally segmented conversational mono-
logues. Our algorithm performs better
than a simple baseline and as well as or
better than well-known lexical-semantic
segmentation methods.

1 Introduction

This paper concerns the analysis of conversations
in terms of communicative activities. Examples of
the kinds of activities we are interested in include
relating a personal experience, making a group de-
cision, committing to future action, and giving in-
structions. The reason we are interested in these
kinds of events is that they are part of partici-
pants’ common-sense notion of the goals and ac-
complishments of a dialogue. They are part of par-
ticipants’ subjective experience of what happened
and show up in summaries of conversations such
as meeting minutes. We therefore consider them
an ideal target for the practical, common-sense de-
scription of conversations.

Activities like these commonly occur as cohe-
sive episodes of multiple turns within a conver-
sation (Korolija, 1998). They represent an inter-
mediate level of dialogue structure – greater than
a single speech act but still small enough to have

a potentially well-defined singular purpose. They
have a temporal granularity of anywhere from a
few seconds to several minutes.

Ultimately, it would be useful to use descrip-
tions of such activities in automatic summariza-
tion technologies for conversational genres. This
would provide an activity-oriented summary de-
scribing what ’happened’ that would complement
one based on information content or what the con-
versation was ’about’. Part of our research goal is
thus to identify a set of discourse features for seg-
menting, classifying, and describing conversations
in this way.

1.1 Participant subjectivity and involvement

The approach we take to this problem is founded
upon two basic ideas. The first is that the activities
we are interested in represent a coarse level of the
intentional structure of dialogue (Grosz and Sid-
ner, 1986). In other words, each activity is unified
by a common purpose that is shared between the
participants. This suggests there may be linguis-
tic properties which are shared amongst the utter-
ances of a given activity episode.

The second idea concerns the properties which
distinguish different activity types. We propose
that activity types may be usefully distinguished
according to two complex properties of utterances,
both of which concern relationships between the
participants and the utterance: participant sub-
jectivity and participant involvement. Participant
subjectivity concerns attitudinal and perspectival
relationships toward the dialogue content. This
includes properties such as whether the utterance
expresses the private mental state of the speaker,
or the participants’ temporal relationship to a de-
scribed event. Participant involvement concerns
the roles participants play within the dialogue con-
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tent, e.g., as the agent of a described event.

1.2 Intentional segmentation
The hypothesis we test in this paper is that the
linguistic phenomena which express participant-
relational properties may be used as an effective
means of intentional discourse segmentation. This
is based on the idea that if adjacent discourse seg-
ments have different activity types, then they are
distinguishable by participant-relational features.
If we can reliably extract such features, then this
would allow segmentation of the dialogue accord-
ingly.

We test our hypothesis by constructing an algo-
rithm and examining its performance on an exist-
ing set of intentionally segmented conversational
monologues (i.e., one person speaks while another
listens) (Passonneau and Litman, 1997, henceforth
P&L). While our long term goal is to apply our
techniques to multi-party conversations (and to
a somewhat coarser-grained analysis), using this
dataset is a stepping-stone toward that end which
allows us to compare our results with existing in-
tentional segmentation algorithms.

An example dialogue extract from the dataset
is shown in Dialogue 1. Two horizontal lines in-
dicate a segment boundary which was identified
by at least 3 of 7 annotators. A single horizon-
tal line indicates a segment boundary which was
identified by 2 or fewer annotators. In the exam-

PearStories-09 (Chafe, 1980)
21.2 okay.
22.1 Meanwhile,
22.2 there are three little boys,
22.3 up on the road a little bit,
22.4 and they see this little accident.
23.1 And u-h they come over,
23.2 and they help him,
23.3 and you know,
23.4 help him pick up the pears and everything.
24.1 A-nd the one thing that struck me about the- three

little boys that were there,
24.2 is that one had ay uh I don’t know what you call

them,
24.3 but it’s a paddle,
24.4 and a ball-,
24.5 is attached to the paddle,
24.6 and you know you bounce it?
25.1 And that sound was really prominent.
26.1 Well anyway,
26.2 so- u-m tsk all the pears are picked up,
26.3 and he’s on his way again,

Dialogue 1: An example dialogue extract showing
intentional segment boundaries.

ple, there are three basic types of discourse activity
distinguishable according to the properties of par-
ticipant subjectivity and participant involvement.
The segments beginning at 22.1 and 26.2 share the
use of the historical present tense – a type of par-
ticipant subjectivity – in a narrative activity type.
Utterances 24.1 and 25.1, on the other hand, are
about the prior perceptions of the speaker, a type
of participant involvement in a past event. The
segment beginning at 24.2 is a type of generic de-
scription activity, exhibiting its own distinct con-
figuration of participant relational features, such
as the generic you and present tense.

We structure the rest of the paper as follows.
First, we begin by describing related and support-
ing theoretical work. This is followed by a test of
our main hypothesis. We then follow this with a
similar experiment which contextualizes our work
both theoretically and in practical terms with re-
spect to the most commonly studied segmentation
task: topic segmentation. We finish with a general
discussion of the implications of our experiments.

2 Background and Related Work

The influential work of Grosz and Sidner (1986)
provides a helpful starting point for understand-
ing our approach. Their theory suggests that in-
tentions (which equate to the goals and purposes
of a dialogue) are a foundation for the structure of
discourse. The individual discourse purposes that
emerge in a dialogue relate directly to the natural
aggregation of utterances into discourse segments.
The attentional state of the dialogue, which con-
tains salient objects and relations and allows for
the efficient generation and interpretation of utter-
ances, is then dependent upon this interrelated in-
tentional and linguistic structure in the emerging
dialogue.

Grosz and Sidner’s theory suggests that atten-
tional state is parasitic upon the underlying inten-
tional structure. This implication has informed
many approaches which relate referring expres-
sions (an attentional phenomenon) to discourse
structure. One example is Centering theory (Grosz
et al., 1995), which concerns the relationship of
referring expressions to discourse coherence. An-
other is P&L, who demonstrated that co-reference
and inferred relations between noun phrases are
a useful basis for automatic intentional segmen-
tation.

Our approach expands on this by highlighting
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the fact that objects that are in focus within the
attentional state have an important quality which
may be exploited: they are focused upon by the
participants from particular points of view. In ad-
dition, the objects may in fact be the participants
themselves. We would expect the linguistic fea-
tures which express such relationships (e.g., as-
pect, subjectivity, modality, and person deixis) to
therefore correlate with intentional structure, and
to do so in a way which is important to partici-
pants’ subjective experience of the dialogue.

This approach is supported by a theory put forth
by Chafe (1994), who describes how speakers can
express ideas from alternative perspectives. For
example, a subject who is recounting the events of
a movie of a man picking pears might say “the man
was picking pears”, “the man picks some pears”,
or “you see a man picking pears.” Each variant is
an expression of the same idea but reflects a dif-
ferent perspective toward, or manner of participa-
tion in, the described event. The linguistic vari-
ation one sees in this example is in the proper-
ties of tense and aspect in the main clause (and in
the last variant, a perspectival superordinate clause
which uses the generic you). We have observed
that discourse coheres in these perspectival terms,
with shifts of perspective usually occurring at in-
tentional boundaries.

Wiebe (1994; 1995) has investigated a phe-
nomenon closely related to this: point-of-view
and subjectivity in fictional narrative. She notes
that paragraph-level blocks of text often share a
common objective or subjective context. That
is, sentences may or may not be conveyed from
the point-of-view of individuals, e.g., the author
or the characters within the narrative. Sentences
continue, resume, or initiate such contexts, and
she develops automatic methods for determining
when the contexts shift and whose point-of-view
is being taken. Her algorithm provides a de-
tailed method for analyzing written fiction, but
has not been developed for conversational or non-
narrative genres.

Smith’s (2003) analysis of texts, however,
draws a more general set of connections between
the content of sentences and types of discourse
segments. She does this by analyzing texts at
the level of short passages and determines a non-
exhaustive list of five basic “discourse modes” oc-
curring at that level: narrative, description, report,
information, and argument. The mode of a pas-

sage is determined by the type of situations de-
scribed in the text (e.g., event, state, general sta-
tive, etc.) and the temporal progression of the sit-
uations in the discourse. Situation types are in
turn organized according to the perspectival prop-
erties of aspect and temporal location. A narrative
passage, for example, relates principally specific
events and states, with dynamic temporal advance-
ment of narrative time between sentences. On the
other hand, an information passage relates primar-
ily general statives with atemporal progression.

3 Automatic Segmentation Experiment

The analysis described in the previous sections
suggests that participant-relational features corre-
late with the intentional structure of discourse. In
this section we describe an experiment which tests
the hypothesis that a small set of such features, i.e.,
tense, aspect, and first- and second-person pro-
nouns, are a useful basis for intentional segmen-
tation.

3.1 Data

Our experiment uses the same dataset as P&L, a
corpus of 20 spoken narrative monologues known
as the Pear Stories (Chafe, 1980). Chafe asked
subjects to view a silent movie and then sum-
marize it for a second person. Their speech
was then manually transcribed and segmented into
prosodic phrases. This resulted in a mean 100
phrases per narrative and a mean 6.7 words per
phrase. P&L later had each narrative segmented
by seven annotators according to an informal defi-
nition of communicative intention. Each prosodic
phrase boundary was a possible discourse segment
boundary. Using Cochran’s Q test, they concluded
that an appropriate gold standard could be pro-
duced by using the set of boundaries assigned by
at least three of the seven annotators. This is the
gold standard we use in this paper. It assigns a
boundary at a mean 16.9% (σ = 4.5%) of the pos-
sible boundary sites in each narrative. The result is
a mean discourse segment length of 5.9 prosodic
phrases, (σ = 1.4 across the means of each narra-
tive).

3.2 Algorithm

The basic idea behind our algorithm is to distin-
guish utterances according to the type of activ-
ity in which they occur. To do this, we iden-
tify a set of utterance properties relating to par-
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ticipant subjectivity and participant involvement,
according to which activity types may be distin-
guished. We then develop a routine for automati-
cally extracting the linguistic features which indi-
cate such properties. Finally, the dialogue is seg-
mented at locations of high discontinuity in that
feature space. The algorithm works in four phases:
pre-processing, feature extraction, similarity mea-
surement, and boundary assignment.

3.2.1 Pre-processing
For pre-processing, disfluencies are removed by

deleting repeated strings of words and incomplete
words. The transcript is then parsed (Klein and
Manning, 2002), and a collection of typed gram-
matical dependencies are generated (de Marneffe
et al., 2006). The TTT2 chunker (Grover and To-
bin, 2006) is then used to perform tense and aspect
tagging.

3.2.2 Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the most important and

novel part of our algorithm. Each prosodic phrase
(the corpus uses prosodic phrases as sentence-like
units, see Data section) is assigned values for five
binary features. The extracted features correspond
to a set of utterance properties which were iden-
tified manually through corpus analysis. The first
four relate directly to individual activity types and
are therefore mutually exclusive properties.

first-person participation [1P] – helps to distin-
guish meta-discussion between the speaker
and hearer (e.g., “Did I tell you that?”)

generic second-person [2P-GEN] – helps to dis-
tinguish narration told from the perspective
of a generic participant (e.g., “You see a man
picking pears”)

third-person stative/progressive [3P-STAT]
– helps to distinguish narrative activities
related to “setting the scene” (e.g., “[There is
a man | a man is] picking pears”)

third-person event [3P-EVENT] – helps to dis-
tinguish event-driven third-person narrative
activities (e.g. “The man drops the pears”)

past/non-past [PAST] – helps to distinguish nar-
rative activities by temporal orientation (e.g.
“The man drops the pears” vs. “The man
dropped the pears”)

Feature extraction works by identifying the lin-
guistic elements that indicate each utterance prop-
erty. First, prosodic phrases containing a first- or
second-person pronoun in grammatical subject or
object relation to any clause are identified (com-
mon fillers like you know, I think, and I don’t know
are ignored). Of the identified phrases, those with
first-person pronouns are marked for 1P, while the
others are marked for 2P-GEN. For the remain-
ing prosodic phrases, those with a matrix clause
are identified. Of those identified, if either its
head verb is be or have, it is tagged by TTT2 as
having progressive aspect, or the prosodic phrase
contains an existential there, then it is marked for
3P-STAT. The others are marked for 3P-EVENT.
Finally, if the matrix clause was tagged as past
tense, the phrase is marked for PAST. In cases
where no participant-relational features are iden-
tified (e.g., no matrix clause, no pronouns), the
prosodic phrase is assigned the same features as
the preceding one, effectively marking a continua-
tion of the current activity type.

3.2.3 Similarity measurement
Similarity measurement is calculated according

to the cosine similarity cos(vi, ci) between the fea-
ture vector vi of each prosodic phrase i and a
weighted sum ci of the feature vectors in the pre-
ceding context. The algorithm requires a parame-
ter l to be set for the desired mean segment length.
This determines the window w = floor(l/2) of
preceding utterances to be used. The weighted
sum representing the preceding context is com-
puted as ci =

∑w
j=1((1 + w − j)/w)vi−j , which

gives increasingly greater weight to more recent
phrases.

3.2.4 Boundary assignment
In the final step, the algorithm assigns bound-

aries where the similarity score is lowest, namely
prior to prosodic phrases where cos is less than the
first 1/l quantile for that discourse.

3.3 Experimental Method and Evaluation

Our experiment compares the performance of
our novel algorithm (which we call NM09) with
a naive baseline and a well-known alternative
method – P&L’s co-reference based NP algorithm.
To our knowledge, P&L is the only existing publi-
cation describing algorithms designed specifically
for intentional segmentation of dialogue. Their
NP algorithm exploits annotations of direct and
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inferred relations between noun phrases in adja-
cent units. Inspired by Centering theory (Grosz
et al., 1995), these annotations are used in a com-
putational account of discourse focus to measure
coherence. Although adding pause-based features
improved results slightly, the NP method was the
clear winner amongst those using a single feature
type and produced very good results.

The NP algorithm requires co-reference anno-
tations as input, so to create a fully-automatic
version (NP-AUTO) we have employed a state-of-
the-art co-reference resolution system (Poesio and
Kabadjov, 2004) to generate the required input.
We also include results based on P&L’s original
human co-reference annotations (NP-HUMAN).

For reference, we include a baseline that ran-
domly assigns boundaries at the same mean fre-
quency as the gold-standard annotations, i.e., a se-
quence drawn from the Bernoulli distribution with
success probability p = 0.169 (this probability de-
termines the value of the target segment length pa-
rameter l in our own algorithm). As a top-line ref-
erence, we calculate the mean of the seven anno-
tators’ scores with respect to the three-annotator
gold standard.

For evaluation we employ two types of mea-
sure. On one hand, we use P (k) (Beeferman et al.,
1999) as an error measure designed to accommo-
date near-miss boundary assignments. It is useful
because it estimates the probability that two ran-
domly drawn points will be assigned incorrectly
to either the same or different segments. On the
other hand, we use Cohen’s Kappa (κ) to evalu-
ate the precise placement of boundaries such that
each potential boundary site is considered a binary
classification. While κ is typically used to evalu-
ate inter-annotator agreement, it is a useful mea-
sure of classification accuracy in our experiment
for two reasons. First, it accounts for the strong
class bias in our data. Second, it allows a direct
and intuitive comparison with our inter-annotator
top-line reference. We also provide results for the
commonly-used IR measures F1, recall, and pre-
cision. These are useful for comparing with pre-
vious results in the literature and provide a more
widely-understood measure of the accuracy of the
results. Precision and recall are also helpful in re-
vealing the effects of any classification bias the al-
gorithms may have.

The results are calculated for 18 of the 20 narra-
tives, as manual feature development involved the

Table 1: Mean results for the 18 test narratives.

P (k) κ F1 Rec. Prec.
Human .21 .58 .65 .64 .69

NP-HUMAN .35 .38 .40 .52 .46
NM09 .44 .11 .24 .23 .28

NP-AUTO .52 .03 .27 .71 .17
Random .50 .00 .15 .14 .17

use of two randomly selected narratives as devel-
opment data. The one exception is NP-HUMAN,
which is evaluated on the 10 narratives for which
there are manual co-reference annotations.

3.4 Results

The mean results for the 18 narratives, calculated
in comparison to the three-annotator gold stan-
dard, are shown in Table 1. NP-HUMAN and NM09
are both superior to the random baseline for all
measures (p≤0.05). NP-AUTO, however, is only
superior in terms of recall and F1 (p≤0.05).

3.5 Discussion

The results indicate that the simple set of features
we have chosen can be used for intentional seg-
mentation. While the results are not near human
performance, it is encouraging that such a simple
set of easily extractable features achieves results
that are 19% (κ), 24% (P (k)), and 18% (F1) of
human performance, relative to the random base-
line.

The other notable result is the very high recall
score of NP-AUTO, which helps to produce a re-
spectable F1 score. However, a low κ reveals that
when accounting for class bias, this system is ac-
tually not far from the performance of a high recall
random classifier.

Error analysis showed that the reason for the
problems with NP-AUTO was the lack of reference
chains produced by the automatic co-reference
system. While the system seems to have per-
formed well for direct co-reference, it did not do
well with bridging reference. Inferred relations
were an important part of the reference chains pro-
duced by P&L, and it is now clear that these play
a significant role in the performance of the NP al-
gorithm. Our algorithm is not dependent on this
difficult processing problem, which typically re-
quires world knowledge in the form of training on
large datasets or the use of large lexical resources.
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4 Topic vs. Intentional Segmentation

It is important to place our experiment on inten-
tional segmentation in context with the most com-
monly studied automatic segmentation task: topic-
based segmentation. While the two tasks are dis-
tinct, the literature has drawn connections between
them which can at times be confusing. In this sec-
tion, we attempt to clarify those connections by
pointing out some of their differences and similar-
ities. We also conduct an experiment comparing
our algorithm to well-known topic-segmentation
algorithms and discuss the results.

4.1 Automatic segmentation in the literature

One of the most widely-cited discourse segmen-
tation algorithms is TextTiling (Hearst, 1997).
Designed to segment texts into multi-paragraph
subtopics, it works by operationalizing the notion
of lexical cohesion (Halliday and Hasan, 1976).
TextTiling and related algorithms exploit the col-
location of semantically related lexemes to mea-
sure coherence. Recent improvements to this
method include the use of alternative lexical sim-
ilarity metrics like LSA (Choi et al., 2001) and
alternative segmentation methods like the mini-
mum cut model (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006)
and ranking and clustering (Choi, 2000). Re-
cently, Bayesian approaches which model top-
ics as a lexical generative process have been em-
ployed (Purver et al., 2006; Eisenstein and Barzi-
lay, 2008). What these algorithms all share is a
focus on the semantic content of the discourse.

Passonneau and Litman (1997) is another of the
most widely-cited articles on discourse segmenta-
tion. Their overall approach combines an investi-
gation of prosodic features, cue words, and entity
reference. As described above, their approach to
using entity reference is motivated by Centering
theory (Grosz et al., 1995) and the hypothesis that
intentional structure is exhibited in the attentional
relationships between discourse referents.

Hearst and P&L try to achieve different goals,
but their tasks are nonetheless related. One might
reasonably hypothesize, for example, that either
lexical similarity or co-reference could be use-
ful to either type of segmentation on the grounds
that the two phenomena are clearly related. How-
ever, there are also clear differences of intent be-
tween the two studies. While there is an ob-
vious difference in the dataset (written exposi-
tory text vs. spoken narrative monologue), the an-

notation instructions reflect the difference most
clearly. Hearst instructed naive annotators to mark
paragraph boundaries “where the topics seem to
change,” whereas P&L asked naive annotators to
mark prosodic phrases where the speaker had be-
gun a new communicative task.

The results indicate that there is a difference
in granularity between the two tasks, with inten-
tional segmentation relating to finer-grained struc-
ture. Hearst’s segments have a mean of about 200
words to P&L’s 40. Also, two hierarchical topic
segmentations of meetings (Hsueh, 2008; Gruen-
stein et al., 2008) have averages above 400 words
for the smallest level of segment.

To our knowledge, P&L is the only existing
study of automatic intention-based segmentation.
However, their work has been frequently cited as a
study of topic-oriented segmentation, e.g., (Galley
et al., 2003; Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008). Also,
recent research in conversational genres (Galley et
al., 2003; Hsueh and Moore, 2007) analyze events
like discussing an agenda or giving a presentation,
which resemble more intentional categories. Inter-
estingly, these algorithms demonstrate the bene-
fit of including non-lexical, non-semantic features.
The results imply that further analysis is needed to
understand the links between different types of co-
herence and different types of segmentation.

4.2 Experiment 2

We have extended the above experiment to com-
pare the results of our novel algorithm with ex-
isting topic segmentation methods. We employ
Choi’s implementations of C99 (Choi, 2000) and
TEXTTILING (Hearst, 1997) as examples of well-
known topic-oriented methods. While we ac-
knowledge that there are newer algorithms which
improve upon this work, these were selected for
being well studied and easy to apply out-of-the-
box. Our method and evaluation is the same as in
the previous experiment.

The mean results for the 18 narratives are shown
in Table 2, with the human and baseline score re-
produced from the previous table. All three auto-
matic algorithms are superior to the random base-
line in terms of P (k), κ, and F1 (p≤0.05). The
only statistically significant difference (p≤0.05)
between the three automatic methods is between
NM09 and TEXTTILING in terms of F1. The ob-
served difference between NM09 and TEXTTIL-
ING in terms of κ is only moderately significant
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Table 2: Results comparing our method to topic-
oriented segmentation methods.

NP-auto P (k) κ F1 Rec. Prec.
Human .21 .58 .65 .64 .69

NM09 .44 .11 .24 .24 .28
C99 .44 .08 .22 .20 .24

TEXTTILING .41 .05 .18 .16 .21
Random .50 .00 .15 .14 .17

(p≤0.08). The observed differences between be-
tween NM09 and C99 are minimally significant
(p≤0.24) .

4.3 Discussion

The comparable performance achieved by our
simple perspective-based approach in comparison
to lexical-semantic approaches suggests two main
points. First, it validates our novel approach in
practical applied terms. It shows that perspective-
oriented features, being simple to extract and ap-
plicable to a variety of genres, are potentially very
useful for automatic discourse segmentation sys-
tems.

Second, the results show that the teasing apart
of topic-oriented and intentional structure may be
quite difficult. Studies of coherence at the level of
short passages or episodes (Korolija, 1998) sug-
gest that coherence is established through a com-
plex interaction of topical, intentional, and other
contextual factors. In this experiment, the major
portion of the dialogues are oriented toward the
basic narrative activity which is the premise of the
Pear Stories dataset. This means that there are
many times when the activity type does not change
at intentional boundaries. At other times, the ac-
tivity type changes but neither the topic nor the set
of referents is significantly changed. The differ-
ent types of algorithms we have tried (i.e., topical,
referential, and perspectival) seem to be operating
on somewhat orthogonal bases, though it is dif-
ficult to say quantitatively how this relates to the
types of “communicative task” transitions occur-
ring at the boundaries. In a sense, we have pro-
posed an algorithm for performing “activity type
cohesion” which mimics the methods of lexical
cohesion but is based upon a different dimension
of the discourse. The results indicate that these are
both related to intentional structure.

5 General Discussion and Future Work

Future work in intentional segmentation is needed.
Our ultimate goal is to extend this work to more
conversational domains (e.g., multi-party planning
meetings) and to define the richer set of perspec-
tives and related deictic features that would be
needed for them. For example, we hypothesize
that the different uses of second-person pronouns
in conversations (Gupta et al., 2007) are likely to
reflect alternative activity types. Our feature set
and extraction methods will therefore need to be
further developed to capture this complexity.

The other question we would like to address is
the relationship between various types of coher-
ence (e.g., topical, referential, perspectival, etc.)
and different types (and levels) of discourse struc-
ture. Our current approach uses a feature space
that is orthogonal to most existing segmentation
methods. This has allowed us to gain a deeper
understanding of the relationship between certain
linguistic features and the underlying intentional
structure, but more work is needed.

In terms of practical motivations, we also plan
to address the open question of how to effectively
combine our feature set with other feature sets
which have also been demonstrated to contribute
to discourse structuring and segmentation.
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Abstract 

We present a taxonomy and classification 
system for distinguishing between differ-
ent types of paragraphs in movie reviews: 
formal vs. functional paragraphs and, 
within the latter, between description and 
comment. The classification is used for 
sentiment extraction, achieving im-
provement over a baseline without para-
graph classification. 

1 Introduction 

Much of the recent explosion in sentiment-
related research has focused on finding low-level 
features that will help predict the polarity of a 
phrase, sentence or text. Features, widely unders-
tood, may be individual words that tend to ex-
press sentiment, or other features that indicate 
not only sentiment, but also polarity. The two 
main approaches to sentiment extraction, the se-
mantic or lexicon-based, and the machine learn-
ing or corpus-based approach, both attempt to 
identify low-level features that convey opinion. 
In the semantic approach, the features are lists of 
words and their prior polarity, (e.g., the adjective 
terrible will have a negative polarity, and maybe 
intensity, represented as -4; the noun masterpiece 
may be a 5). Our approach is lexicon-based, but 
we make use of information derived from ma-
chine learning classifiers. 

Beyond the prior polarity of a word, its local 
context obviously plays an important role in 
conveying sentiment. Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) 
use the term ‘contextual valence shifters’ to refer 
to expressions in the local context that may 
change a word’s polarity, such as intensifiers, 
modal verbs, connectives, and of course negation. 

Further beyond the local context, the overall 
structure and organization of the text, influenced 
by its genre, can help the reader determine how 
the evaluation is expressed, and where it lies. 
Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) also cite genre con-
straints as relevant factors in calculating senti-
ment.  

Among the many definitions of genre, we take 
the view of Systemic Functional Linguistics that 
genres are purposeful activities that develop in 
stages, or parts (Eggins and Martin, 1997), which 
can be identified by lexicogrammatical proper-
ties (Eggins and Slade, 1997). Our proposal is 
that, once we have identified different stages in a 
text, the stages can be factored in the calculation 
of sentiment, by weighing more heavily those 
that are more likely to contain evaluation, an ap-
proach also pursued in automatic summarization 
(Seki et al., 2006). 

To test this hypothesis, we created a taxonomy 
of stages specific to the genre of movie reviews, 
and annotated a set of texts. We then trained 
various classifiers to differentiate the stages. 
Having identified the stages, we lowered the 
weight of those that contained mostly description. 
Our results show that we can achieve improve-
ment over a baseline when classifying the polar-
ity of texts, even with a classifier that can stand 
to improve (at 71.1% accuracy). The best per-
formance comes from weights derived from the 
output of a linear regression classifier. 

We first describe our inventory of stages and 
the manual annotation (Section 2), and in Sec-
tion 3 turn to automatic stage classification. After 
describing our approach to sentiment classifica-
tion of texts in Section 4, we describe experi-
ments to improve its performance with the in-
formation on stages in Section 5. Section 6 dis-
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cusses related work, and Section 7 provides con-
clusions.  

2 Stages in movie reviews 

Within the larger review genre, we focus on 
movie reviews. Movie reviews are particularly 
difficult to classify (Turney, 2002), because large 
portions of the review contain description of the 
plot, the characters, actors, director, etc., or 
background information about the film. 

Our approach is based on the work of Bieler et 
al. (2007), who identify formal and functional 
zones (stages) within German movie reviews. 
Formal zones are parts of the text that contribute 
factual information about the cast and the credits, 
and also about the review itself (author, date of 
publication and the reviewer’s rating of the mov-
ie). Functional zones contain the main gist of the 
review, and can be divided roughly into descrip-
tion and comment. Bieler et al. showed that func-
tional zones could be identified using 5-gram 
SVM classifiers built from an annotated German 
corpus.  

2.1 Taxonomy 

In addition to the basic Describe/Comment dis-
tinction in Bieler et al., we use a De-
scribe+Comment label, as in our data it is often 
the case that both description and comment are 
present in the same paragraph. We decided that a 
paragraph could be labeled as De-
scribe+Comment when it contained at least a 
clause of each, and when the comment part could 
be assigned a polarity (i.e., it was not only sub-
jective, but also clearly positive or negative).  

Each of the three high-level tags has a subtag, 
a feature also present in Bieler et al.’s manual 
annotation. The five subtags are: overall, plot, 
actors/characters, specific and general. ‘Specific’ 
refers to one particular aspect of the movie (not 
plot or characters), whereas ‘general’ refers to 
multiple topics in the same stage (special effects 
and cinematography at the same time). Outside 
the Comment/Describe scale, we also include 
tags such as Background (discussion of other 
movies or events outside the movie being 
reviewed), Interpretation (subjective but not 
opinionated or polar), and Quotes. Altogether, 
the annotation system includes 40 tags, with 22 
formal and 18 functional zones. Full lists of 
zone/stage labels are provided in Appendix A. 

2.2 Manual annotation 

We collected 100 texts from rottentomatoes.com, 
trying to include one positive and one negative 
review for the same movie. The reviews are part 
of the “Top Critics” section of the site, all of 
them published in newspapers or on-line maga-
zines. We restricted the texts to “Top Critics” 
because we wanted well-structured, polished 
texts, unlike those found in some on-line review 
sites. Future work will address those more in-
formal reviews. 

The 100 reviews contain 83,275 words and 
1,542 paragraphs. The annotation was performed 
at the paragraph level. Although stages may span 
across paragraphs, and paragraphs may contain 
more than one stage, there is a close relationship 
between paragraphs and stages. The restriction 
also resulted in a more reliable annotation, per-
formed with the PALinkA annotation tool (Ora-
san, 2003). 

The annotation was performed by one of the 
authors, and we carried out reliability tests with 
two other annotators, one another one of the au-
thors, who helped develop the taxonomy, and the 
third one a project member who read the annota-
tion guidelines1, and received a few hours’ train-
ing in the labels and software. We used Fleiss’ 
kappa (Fleiss, 1971), which extends easily to the 
case of multiple raters (Di Eugenio and Glass, 
2004). We all annotated four texts. The results of 
the reliability tests show a reasonable agreement 
level for the distinction between formal and 
functional zones (.84 for the 3-rater kappa). The 
lowest reliability was for the 3-way distinction in 
the functional zones (.68 for the first two raters, 
and .54 for the three raters). The full kappa val-
ues for all the distinctions are provided in Ap-
pendix B. After the reliability test, one of the 
authors performed the full annotation for all 100 
texts. Table 1 shows the breakdown of high-level 
stages for the 100 texts.  

 
Stage Count 
Describe 347 
Comment 237 
Describe+Comment 237 
Background 51 
Interpretation 22 
Quote 2 
Formal 646 

Table 1. Stages in 100 text RT corpus 

                                                 
1Available from http://www.sfu.ca/~mtaboada/nserc-

project.html 
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3 Classifying stages 

Our first classification task aims at distinguishing 
the two main types of functional zones, Com-
ment and Describe, vs. Formal zones.  

3.1 Features 

We test two different sets of features. The first, 
following Bieler et al. (2007), consists of 5-
grams (including unigrams, bigrams, 3-grams 
and 4-grams), although we note in our case that 
there was essentially no performance benefit 
beyond 3-grams. We limited the size of our fea-
ture set to n-grams that appeared at least 4 times 
in our training corpus. For the 2 class task (no 
formal zones), this resulted in 8,092 binary fea-
tures, and for the 3 and 4 class task there were 
9,357 binary n-gram features. 

The second set of features captures different 
aspects of genre and evaluation, and can in turn 
be divided into four different types, according to 
source. With two exceptions (features indicating 
whether a paragraph was the first or last para-
graph in text), the features were numerical (fre-
quency) and normalized to the length of the pa-
ragraph. 

The first group of genre features comes from 
Biber (1988), who attempted to characterize di-
mensions of genre. The features here include fre-
quency of first, second and third person pro-
nouns; demonstrative pronouns; place and time 
adverbials; intensifiers; and modals, among a 
number of others. 

The second category of genre features in-
cludes discourse markers, primarily from Knott 
(1996), that indicate contrast, comparison, causa-
tion, evidence, condition, and similar relations. 

The third type of genre features was a list of 
500 adjectives classified in terms of Appraisal 
(Martin and White, 2005) as indicating Apprec-
iation, Judgment or Affect. Appraisal categories 
have been shown to be useful in improving the 
performance of polarity classifiers (Whitelaw et 
al., 2005).  

Finally, we also include text statistics as fea-
tures, such as average length of words and sen-
tences and position of paragraphs in the text.  

3.2 Classifiers 

To classify paragraphs in the text, we use the 
WEKA suite (Witten and Frank, 2005), testing 
three popular machine learning algorithms: 
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Li-
near Regression (preliminary testing with Deci-
sion Trees suggests that it is not appropriate for 

this task). Training parameters were set to default 
values. 

In order to use Linear Regression, which pro-
vides a numerical output based on feature values 
and derived feature weights, we have to conceive 
of Comment/Describe/Describe+Comment not as 
nominal (or ordinal) classes, but rather as corres-
ponding to a Comment/Describe ratio, with 
“pure” Describe at one end and “pure” Comment 
at the other. For training, we assign a 0 value (a 
Comment ratio) to all paragraphs tagged De-
scribe and a 1 to all Comment paragraphs; for 
Describe+Comment, various options (including 
omission of this data) were tested. The time re-
quired to train a linear regression classifier on a 
large feature set proved to be prohibitive, and 
performance with smaller sets of features gener-
ally quite poor, so for the linear regression clas-
sifier we present results only for our compact set 
of genre features. 

3.3 Performance 

Table 2 shows the performance of classifi-
er/feature-set combinations for the 2-, 3-, and 4-
class tasks on the 100-text training set, with 10-
fold cross-validation, in terms of precision (P), 
recall (R) and F-measure 2 . SVM and Naïve 
Bayes provide comparable performance, al-
though there is considerable variation, particular-
ly with respect to the feature set; the SVM is a 
significantly (p<0.05) better choice for our genre 
features 3 , while for the n-gram features the 
Bayes classification is generally preferred. The 
SVM-genre classifier significantly outperforms 
the other classifiers in the 2-class task; these ge-
nre features, however, are not as useful as 5-
grams at identifying Formal zones (the n-gram 
classifier, by contrast, can make use of words 
such as cast). In general, formal zone classifica-
tion is fairly straightforward, whereas identifica-
tion of Describe+Comment is quite difficult, and 
the SVM-genre classifier, which is more sensi-
tive to frequency bias, elects to (essentially) ig-
nore this category in order to boost overall accu-
racy.  

To evaluate a linear regression (LR) classifier, 
we calculate correlation coefficient ρ, which re-
flects the goodness of fit of the line to the da-
ta. Table 3 shows values for the classifiers built 
from the corpus, with various Comment ratios
                                                 
2 For the 2- and 3-way classifiers, Describe+Comment pa-

ragraphs are treated as Comment. This balances the num-
bers of each class, ultimately improving performance. 

3 All significance tests use chi-square (χ2). 
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Classifier Comment Describe Formal Desc+Comm Overall 
Accuracy P R F P R F P R F P R F 

2-class-5-gram-Bayes .66 .79 .72 .70 .55 .62 - - - - - - 68.0 
2-class-5-gram-SVM .53 .63 .64 .68 .69 .69 - - - - - - 66.8 
2-class-genre-Bayes .66 .75 .70 .67 .57 .61 - - - - - - 66.2 
2-class-genre-SVM .71 .76 .74 .71 .65 .68 - - - - - - 71.1 
3-class-5-gram-Bayes .69 .49 .57 .66 .78 .71 .92 .97 .95 - - - 78.1 
3-class-5-gram-SVM .64 .63 .63 .68 .65 .65 .91 .97 .94 - - - 77.2 
3-class-genre-Bayes .68 .68 .66 .67 .46 .55 .84 .96 .90 - - - 74.0 
3-class-genre-SVM .66 .71 .68 .67 .56 .61 .90 .94 .92 - - - 76.8 
4-class-5-gram-Bayes .46 .35 .38 .69 .47 .56 .92 .97 .95 .42 .64 .51 69.0 
4-class-5-gram-SVM .43 .41 .44 .59 .62 .60 .91 .97 .94 .45 .41 .42 69.6 
4-class-genre-Bayes .38 .31 .34 .66 .30 .41 .86 .97 .90 .33 .60 .42 62.3 
4-class-genre-SVM .46 .32 .38 .53 .82 .65 .87 .94 .90 .26 .03 .06 67.4 

Table 2. Stage identification performance of various categorical classifiers 
 
(C) assigned to paragraphs with the De-
scribe+Comment tag, and with De-
scribe+Comment paragraphs removed from con-
sideration. 

 
Classifier ρ 
LR, Des+Com C = 0 .37 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.25 .44 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.5 .47 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.75 .46 
LR, Des+Com C = 1 .43 
LR, No Des+Com .50 

Table 3. Correlation coefficients for LR 
classifiers 

The drop in correlation when more extreme 
values are assigned to Describe+Comment sug-
gests that Describe+Comment paragraphs do in-
deed belong in the middle of the Comment spec-
trum. Since there is a good deal of variation in 
the amount of comment across De-
scribe+Comment paragraphs, the best correlation 
comes with complete removal of these somewhat 
unreliable paragraphs. Overall, these numbers 
indicate that variations in relevant features are 
able to predict roughly 50% of the variation in 
Comment ratio, which is fairly good considering 
the small number and simplistic nature of the 
features involved. 

4 Sentiment detection: SO-CAL 

In this section, we outline our semantic orienta-
tion calculator, SO-CAL. SO-CAL extracts 
words from a text, and aggregates their semantic 
orientation value, which is in turn extracted from 
a set of dictionaries. SO-CAL uses five dictionar-
ies: four lexical dictionaries with 2,257 adjec-
tives, 1,142 nouns, 903 verbs, and 745 adverbs, 

and a fifth dictionary containing 177 intensifying 
expressions. Although the majority of the entries 
are single words, the calculator also allows for 
multiword entries written in regular expression-
like language.  

The SO-carrying words in these dictionaries 
were taken from a variety of sources, the three 
largest a corpus of 400 reviews from Epin-
ions.com, first used by Taboada and Grieve 
(2004), a 100 text subset of the 2,000 movie re-
views in the Polarity Dataset (Pang and Lee, 
2004), and words from the General Inquirer dic-
tionary (Stone, 1997). Each of the open-class 
words were given a hand-ranked SO value be-
tween 5 and -5 (neutral or zero-value words are 
not included in the dictionary) by a native Eng-
lish speaker. The numerical values were chosen 
to reflect both the prior polarity and strength of 
the word, averaged across likely interpretations. 
For example, the word phenomenal is a 5, nicely 
a 2, disgust a -3, and monstrosity a -5. The dic-
tionary was later reviewed by a committee of 
three other researchers in order to minimize the 
subjectivity of ranking SO by hand. 

Our calculator moves beyond simple averag-
ing of each word’s semantic orientation value, 
and implements and expands on the insights of 
Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) with respect to con-
textual valence shifters. We implement negation 
by shifting the SO value of a word towards the 
opposite polarity (not terrible, for instance, is 
calculated as -5+4 = -1). Intensification is mod-
eled using percentage modifiers (very engaging: 
4x125% = 5). We also ignore words appearing 
within the scope of irrealis markers such as cer-
tain verbs, modals, and punctuation, and de-
crease the weight of words which appear often in 
the text. In order to counter positive linguistic 
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bias (Boucher and Osgood, 1969), a problem for 
lexicon-based sentiment classifiers (Kennedy and 
Inkpen, 2006), we increase the final SO of any 
negative expression appearing in the text. 

The performance of SO-CAL tends to be in 
the 76-81% range. We have tested on informal 
movie, book and product reviews and on the Po-
larity Dataset (Pang and Lee, 2004). The perfor-
mance on movie reviews tends to be on the lower 
end of the scale. Our baseline for movies, de-
scribed in Section 5, is 77.7%. We believe that 
we have reached a ceiling in terms of word- and 
phrase-level performance, and most future im-
provements need to come from discourse fea-
tures. The stage classification described in this 
paper is one of them.  

5 Results 

The final goal of a stage classifier is to use the 
information about different stages in sentiment 
classification. Our assumption is that descriptive 
paragraphs contain less evaluative content about 
the movie being reviewed, and they may include 
noise, such as evaluative words describing the 
plot or the characters. Once the paragraph clas-
sifier had assigned labels we used those labels to 
weigh paragraphs. 

5.1 Classification with manual tags 

Before moving on to automatic paragraph classi-
fication, we used the 100 annotated texts to see 
the general effect of weighting paragraphs with 
the “perfect” human annotated tags on sentiment 
detection, in order to show the potential im-
provements that can be gained from this ap-
proach.  

Our baseline polarity detection performance 
on the 100 annotated texts is 65%, which is very 
low, even for movie reviews. We posit that for-
mal movie reviews might be particularly difficult 
because full plot descriptions are more common 
and the language used to express opinion less 
straightforward (metaphors are common). How-
ever, if we lower the weight on non-Comment 
and mixed Comment paragraphs (to 0, except for 
Describe+Comment, which is maximized by a 
0.1 weight), we are able to boost performance to 
77%, an improvement which is significant at the 
p<0.05 level. Most of the improvement (7%) is 
due to disregarding Describe paragraphs, but 2% 
comes from Describe+Comment, and 1% each 
from Background, Interpretation, and (all) For-
mal tags. There is no performance gain, however, 
from the use of aspect tags (e.g., by increasing 

the weight on Overall paragraphs), justifying our 
decision to ignore subtags for text-level polarity 
classification.  

5.2 Categorical classification 

We evaluated all the classifiers from Table 2, but 
we omit discussion of the worst performing. The 
evaluation was performed on the Polarity Dataset 
(Pang and Lee, 2004), a collection of 2,000 on-
line movie reviews, balanced for polarity. The 
SO performance for the categorical classifiers is 
given in Figure 1. When applicable, we always 
gave Formal Zones (which Table 2 indicates are 
fairly easy to identify) a weight of 0, however for 
Describe paragraphs we tested at 0.1 intervals 
between 0 and 1. Testing all possible values of 
Describe+Comment was not feasible, so we set 
the weights of those to a value halfway between 
the weight of Comment paragraphs (1) and the 
weight of the Describe paragraph. 

Most of the classifiers were able to improve 
performance beyond the 77.7% (unweighted) 
baseline. The best performing model (the 2-
class-genre-SVM) reached a polarity identifica-
tion accuracy of 79.05%, while the second best 
(the 3-class 5-gram-SVM) topped out at 78.9%. 
Many of the classifiers showed a similar pattern 
with respect to the weight on Describe, increas-
ing linearly as weight on Describe was decreased 
before hitting a maximum in the 0.4-0.1 range, 
and then dropping afterwards (often precipitous-
ly). Only the classifiers which were more con-
servative with respect to Describe, such as the 4-
class-5-gram-Bayes, avoided the drop, which can 
be attributed to low precision Describe identifi-
cation: At some point, the cost associated with 
disregarding paragraphs which have been mis-
tagged as Describe becomes greater that the ben-
efit of disregarding correctly-labeled ones. In-
deed, the best performing classifier for each class 
option is exactly the one that has the highest pre-
cision for identification of Describe, regardless 
of other factors. This suggests that improving 
precision is key, and, in lieu of that, weighting is 
a better strategy than simply removing parts of 
the text. 

In general, increasing the complexity of the 
task (increasing the number of classes) decreases 
performance. One clear problem is that the iden-
tification of Formal zones, which are much more 
common in our training corpus than our test cor-
pus, does not add important information, since 
most Formal zones have no SO valued words. 
The delineation of an independent De-
scribe+Comment class is mostly ineffective, 
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Figure 1. SO Performance with various paragraph tagging classifiers, by weight on Describe 

 
probably because this class is not easily distin-
guishable from Describe and Comment (nor in 
fact should it be). 

We can further confirm that our classifier is 
properly distinguishing Describe and Comment 
by discounting Comment paragraphs rather than 
Describe paragraphs (following Pang and Lee 
2004). When Comment paragraphs tagged by the 
best performing classifier are ignored, SO-CAL’s 
accuracy drops to 56.65%, just barely above 
chance. 

5.3 Continuous classification 

Table 4 gives the results for the linear regression 
classifier, which assigns a Comment ratio to each 
paragraph used for weighting.  

 
Model Accuracy 
LR, Des+Com C = 0 78.75 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.25 79.35 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.5 79.00 
LR, Des+Com C = 0.75 78.90 
LR, Des+Com C = 1 78.95 
LR, No Des+Com 79.05 

Table 4. SO Performance with linear regression 
 
The linear regression model trained with a 

0.25 comment ratio on Describe+Comment para-
graphs provides the best performance of all clas-
sifiers we tested (an improvement of 1.65% from 
baseline). The correlation coefficients noted 
in Table 4 are reflected in these results, but the 
spike at C = 0.25 is most likely related to a gen-

eral preference for low (but non-zero) weights on 
Describe+Comment paragraphs also noted when 
weights were applied using the manual tags; 
these paragraphs are unreliable (as compared to 
pure Comment), but cannot be completely dis-
counted. There were some texts which had only 
Describe+Comment paragraphs.  

Almost a third of the tags assigned by the 2-
class genre feature classifier were different than 
the corresponding n-gram classifier, suggesting 
the two classifiers might have different strengths. 
However, initial attempts to integrate the various 
high performing classifiers—including collaps-
ing of feature sets, metaclassifiers, and double 
tagging of paragraphs—resulted in similar or 
worse performance. We have not tested all poss-
ible options (there are simply too many), but we 
think it unlikely that additional gains will be 
made with these simple, surface feature sets. Al-
though our testing with human annotated texts 
and the large performance gap between movie 
reviews and other consumer reviews both sug-
gest there is more potential for improvement, it 
will probably require more sophisticated and 
precise models. 

6 Related work 

The bulk of the work in sentiment analysis has 
focused on classification at either the sentence 
level, e.g., the subjectivity/polarity detection of 
Wiebe and Riloff (2005), or alternatively at the 
level of the entire text. With regards to the latter, 
two major approaches have emerged: the use of 
machine learning classifiers trained on n-grams 
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or similar features (Pang et al., 2002), and the 
use of sentiment dictionaries (Esuli and Sebas-
tiani, 2006; Taboada et al., 2006). Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) classifiers have been shown 
to out-perform lexicon-based models within a 
single domain (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006); 
however they have trouble with cross-domain 
tasks (Aue and Gamon, 2005), and some re-
searchers have argued for hybrid classifiers (An-
dreevskaia and Bergler, 2008). 

Pang and Lee (2004) attempted to improve the 
performance of an SVM classifier by identifying 
and removing objective sentences from the texts. 
Results were mixed: The improvement was mi-
nimal for the SVM classifier (though the perfor-
mance of a naïve Bayes classifier was signifi-
cantly boosted), however testing with parts of the 
text classified as subjective showed that the elim-
inated parts were indeed irrelevant. In contrast to 
our findings, they reported a drop in performance 
when paragraphs were taken as the only possible 
boundary between subjective and objective text 
spans. 

Other research that has dealt with identifying 
more or less relevant parts of the text for the pur-
poses of sentiment analysis include Taboada and 
Grieve (2004), who improved the performance of 
a lexicon-based model by weighing words to-
wards the end of the text; Nigam and Hurst 
(2006), who detect polar expressions in topic 
sentences; and Voll and Taboada (2007), who 
used a topic classifier and discourse parser to 
eliminate potentially off-topic or less important 
sentences. 

7 Conclusions 

We have described a genre-based taxonomy for 
classifying paragraphs in movie reviews, with 
the main classification being a distinction be-
tween formal and functional stages, and, within 
those, between mainly descriptive vs. comment 
stages. The taxonomy was used to annotate 100 
movie reviews, as the basis for building classifi-
ers.  

We tested a number of different classifiers. 
Our results suggest that a simple, two-way or 
continuous classification using a small set of lin-
guistically-motivated features is the best for our 
purposes; a more complex system is feasible, but 
comes at the cost of precision, which seems to be 
the key variable in improving sentiment analysis. 

Ultimately, the goal of the classification was 
to improve the accuracy of SO-CAL, our seman-
tic orientation calculator. Using the manual an-

notations, we manage to boost performance by 
12% over the baseline. With the best automatic 
classifier, we still show consistent improvement 
over the baseline. Given the relatively low accu-
racy of the classifiers, the crucial factor involves 
using fine-grained weights on paragraphs, rather 
than simply ignoring Describe-labeled para-
graphs, as Pang and Lee (2004) did for objective 
sentences.  

An obvious expansion to this work would in-
volve a larger dataset on which to train, to im-
prove the performance of the classifier(s). We 
would also like to focus on the syntactic patterns 
and verb class properties of narration, aspects 
that are not captured with simply using words 
and POS labels. Connectives in particular are 
good indicators of the difference between narra-
tion (temporal connectives) and opinion (contras-
tive connectives). There may also be benefit to 
combining paragraph- and sentence-based ap-
proaches. Finally, we would like to identify 
common sequences of stages, such as plot and 
character descriptions appearing together, and 
before evaluation stages. This generic structure 
has been extensively studied for many genres 
(Eggins and Slade, 1997). 

Beyond sentiment extraction, our taxonomy 
and classifiers can be used for searching and in-
formation retrieval. One could, for instance, ex-
tract paragraphs that include mostly comment or 
description. Using the more fine-grained labels, 
searches for comment/description on actors, di-
rectors, or other aspects of the movie are possible. 
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Appendix A: Full lists of formal and functional zones 
 

 
Figure A1. Functional zones 

 

 
Figure A2. Formal zones 

 

Describe

Comment

Plot
Character
Specific
General
Content
Plot
Actors+characters
Specific
General
Overall

Plot
Actors+characters
Specific
General
Content

Structural
elements

Information
about the
film

Tagline
Structure
Off-topic

Title, Title+year, Runtime,
Country+year, Director,
Genre, Audience-restriction,
Cast, Credits, Show-Loc+date,
Misc-Movie-Info

Source, Author, Author-Bio,
Place, Date, Legal-Notice,
Misc-Review-Info, Rating

 

 

Appendix B: Kappa values for annotation task 
 

Classes 2-rater 
kappa 

3-rater 
kappa 

Describe/Comment/Describe+Comment/Formal .82 .73 
Describe/Comment/Formal .92 .84 
Describe/Comment/Describe+Comment .68 .54 
Describe/Comment .84 .69 

Table B1. Kappa values for stage annotations 
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Abstract 

Our goal is to make note-taking easier in 

meetings by automatically detecting 

noteworthy utterances in verbal ex-

changes and suggesting them to meeting 

participants for inclusion in their notes. 

To show feasibility of such a process we 

conducted a Wizard of Oz study where 

the Wizard picked automatically tran-

scribed utterances that he judged as 

noteworthy, and suggested their contents 

to the participants as notes. Over 9 meet-

ings, participants accepted 35% of these 

suggestions. Further, 41.5% of their notes 

at the end of the meeting contained Wi-

zard-suggested text. Next, in order to per-

form noteworthiness detection automati-

cally, we annotated a set of 6 meetings 

with a 3-level noteworthiness annotation 

scheme, which is a break from the binary 

“in summary”/ “not in summary” labe-

ling typically used in speech summariza-

tion. We report Kappa of 0.44 for the 3-

way classification, and 0.58 when two of 

the 3 labels are merged into one. Finally, 

we trained an SVM classifier on this an-

notated data; this classifier’s performance 

lies between that of trivial baselines and 

inter-annotator agreement.  

1 Introduction 

We regularly exchange information verbally with 

others over the course of meetings. Often we 

need to access this information afterwards. Typi-

cally we record the information we consider im-

portant by taking notes. Note taking at meetings 

is a difficult task, however, because the partici-

pant must summarize and write down the infor-

mation in a way such that it is comprehensible 

afterwards, while paying attention to and partici-

pating in the ongoing discussion. Our goal is to 

make note-taking easier by automatically extract-

ing noteworthy items from spoken interactions in 

real time, and proposing them to the humans for 

inclusion in their notes.   

Judging which pieces of information in a 

meeting are noteworthy is a very subjective task. 

The subjectivity of this task is likely to be more 

acute than even that of meeting summarization, 

where low inter-annotator agreement is typical 

e.g. (Galley, 2006), (Liu & Liu, 2008), (Penn & 

Zhu, 2008), etc – whether a piece of information 

should be included in a participant’s notes de-

pends not only on its importance, but also on 

factors such as the participant’s need to remem-

ber, his perceived likelihood of forgetting, etc. 

To investigate whether it is feasible even for a 

human to predict what someone else might find 

noteworthy in a meeting, we conducted a Wizard 

of Oz-based user study where a human suggested 

notes (with restriction) to meeting participants 

during the meeting. We concluded from this 

study (presented in section 2) that this task ap-

pears to be feasible for humans.  

Assuming feasibility, we then annotated 6 

meetings with a 3-level noteworthiness scheme. 

Having 3 levels instead of the typical 2 allows us 

to explicitly separate utterances of middling 

noteworthiness from those that are definitely 

noteworthy or not noteworthy, and allows us to 

encode more human knowledge than a 2-level 

scheme. We describe this annotation scheme in 

more detail in section 3, and show high inter-

annotator agreement compared to that typically 

reported in the summarization literature. Finally 

in sections 4 and 5 we use this annotated data to 

train and test a simple Support Vector Machine-

based predictor of utterance noteworthiness. 

2 Can Humans Do this Task?  

As mentioned in the introduction, given the de-

gree of subjectivity involved in identifying note-
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worthy utterances, it is reasonable to ask whether 

the notes-suggestion task can be accomplished 

by humans, let alone by automatic systems. That 

is, we ask the question: Is it possible for a human 

to identify noteworthy utterances in a meeting 

such that  

(a) For at least some fraction of the suggestions, 

one or more meeting participants agree that 

the suggested notes should indeed be in-

cluded in their notes, and 

(b) The fraction of suggested notes that meeting 

participants find noteworthy is high enough 

that, over a sequence of meetings, the meet-

ing participants do not learn to simply ignore 

the suggestions.  

Observe that this task is more restricted than that 

of generic note-taking. While a human who is 

allowed to summarize discussions and produce 

to-the-point notes is likely to be useful, we as-

sume here that our system will not be able to 

create such abstractive summaries. Rather, our 

goal here is to explore the feasibility of an ex-

tractive summarization system that simply picks 

noteworthy utterances and suggests their con-

tents to the participants. To answer this question, 

we conducted a Wizard of Oz-based pilot user 

study, as follows. 

2.1 Wizard of Oz Study Design 

We designed a user study in which a human Wi-

zard listened to the utterances being uttered dur-

ing the meeting, identified noteworthy utter-

ances, and suggested their contents to one or 

more participants for inclusion in their notes. In 

order to minimize differences between the Wi-

zard and the system (except for the Wizard’s 

human-level ability to judge noteworthiness), we 

restricted the Wizard in the following ways: 

(a) The Wizard was allowed to only suggest the 

contents of individual utterances to the par-

ticipants, and not summarize the contents of 

multiple utterances.  

(b) The Wizard was allowed to listen to the 

meeting speech, but when suggesting the 

contents of an utterance to the participants, 

he was restricted to using a real-time auto-

matic transcription of the utterance. (He was 

allowed to withhold suggestions because 

they were too erroneously transcribed.) 

(c) In order to be closer to a system that has lit-

tle or no “understanding” of the meetings, 

we chose a human (to play the role of the 

Wizard) who had not participated in the 

meetings before, and thus had little prior 

knowledge of the meetings’ contents.  

2.2 Notes Suggestion Interface 

In order to suggest notes to meeting participants 

during a meeting – either automatically or 

through a Wizard – we have modified the 

SmartNotes system, whose meeting recording 

and note-taking features have been described 

earlier in (Banerjee & Rudnicky, 2007). Briefly, 

each meeting participant comes to the meeting 

with a laptop running SmartNotes. At the begin-

ning of the meeting, each participant’s Smart-

Notes client connects to a server, authenticates 

the participant and starts recording and transmit-

ting his speech to the server. In addition, Smart-

Notes also provides meeting participants with a 

note-taking interface that is split into two major 

panes. In the “notes” pane the participant types 

his notes that are then recorded for research pur-

poses. In the “suggestions” pane, Wizard-

suggested notes are displayed. If at any time dur-

ing the meeting a participant double-clicks on 

one of the suggested notes in the “suggestions” 

pane, its text gets included in his notes in the 

“notes” pane. The Wizard uses a different appli-

cation to select real-time utterance transcriptions, 

and insert them into each participant’s “sugges-

tions” pane. (While we also experimented with 

having the Wizard target his suggestions at indi-

vidual participants, we do not report on those 

experiments here; those results were similar to 

the ones presented below.)  

2.3 Results 

We conducted the Wizard of Oz study on 9 

meetings that all belonged to the same sequence. 

That is, these meetings featured a largely over-

lapping group of participants who met weekly to 

discuss progress on a single project. The same 

person played the role of the Wizard in each of 

these 9 meetings. The meetings were on average 

33 minutes long, and there were 3 to 4 partici-

pants in each meeting. Although we have not 

evaluated the accuracy of the speech recognizer 

on these particular meetings, the typical average 

word error rate for these speakers is around 0.4 – 

i.e., 4 out of 10 words are incorrectly transcribed.  

On average, the Wizard suggested the contents 

of 7 utterances to the meeting participants, for a 

total of 63 suggestions across the 9 meetings. Of 

these 63 suggestions, 22 (34.9%) were accepted 

by the participants and included in their notes. 

Thus on average, about 2.5 Wizard-suggested 

notes were accepted and included in participants’ 

notes in each meeting. On average, meeting par-

ticipants took a total of 5.9 lines of notes per 
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meeting; thus, 41.5% of the notes in each meet-

ing were Wizard-suggested.  

It cannot be ascertained if the meeting partici-

pants would have written the suggested notes on 

their own if they weren’t suggested to them. 

However the fact that some Wizard-suggested 

notes were accepted implies that the participants 

probably saw some value in including those sug-

gestions in their notes. Further, there was no 

drop-off in the fraction of meeting notes that was 

Wizard-suggested: the per-meeting average per-

centage of notes that was Wizard-suggested was 

around 41% for both the first 4 meetings, as well 

as the last 5. This implies that despite a seeming-

ly low acceptance rate (35%), participants did 

not “give up” on the suggestions, but continued 

to make use of them over the course of the 9-

meeting meeting sequence. We conclude that an 

extractive summarization system that detects 

noteworthy utterances and suggests them to 

meeting participants can be perceived as useful 

by the participants, if the detection of noteworthy 

utterances is “accurate enough”. 

3 Meeting Data Used in this Paper 

Assuming the feasibility of an extraction-based 

notes suggestion system, we turn our attention to 

developing a system that can automatically 

detect the noteworthiness of an utterance. Our 

goal here is to learn to do this task over a se-

quence of related meetings. Towards this end, we 

have recorded sequences of natural meetings – 

meetings that would have taken place even if 

they weren’t being recorded. Meetings in each 

sequence featured largely overlapping participant 

sets and topics of discussion. For each meeting, 

we used SmartNotes (Banerjee & Rudnicky, 

2007) (described in section 2 above) to record 

both the audio from each participant as well as 

his notes. The audio recording and the notes 

were both time stamped, associated with the par-

ticipant’s identity, and uploaded to the meeting 

server. After the meeting was completed the au-

dio was manually segmented into utterances and 

transcribed both manually and using a speech 

recognizer (more details in section 5.2).  

In this paper we use a single sequence of 6 

meetings held between April and June of 2006. 

(These were separate from the ones used for the 

Wizard of Oz study above.) The meetings were 

on average 28 minutes and 43 seconds long (± 3 

minutes and 48 seconds standard error) counting 

from the beginning of the first recorded utterance 

to the end of the last one. On average each meet-

ing had 28 minutes and 38 seconds of speech – 

this includes overlapped speech when multiple 

participants spoke on top of each other. Across 

the 6 meetings there were 5 unique participants; 

each meeting featured between 2 and 4 of these 

participants (average: 3.5 ± 0.31).  

The meetings had, on average, 633.67 (± 

85.60) utterances each, for a total of 3,796 utter-

ances across the 6 meetings. (In this paper, these 

3,796 utterances form the units of classification.) 

As expected, utterances varied widely in length. 

On average, utterances were 2.67 ± 0.18 seconds 

long and contained 7.73 (± 0.44) words.  

4 Multilevel Noteworthiness Annotation 

In order to develop approaches to automatically 

identify noteworthy utterances, we have manual-

ly annotated each utterance in the meeting data 

with its degree of “noteworthiness”. While re-

searchers in the related field of speech summari-

zation typically use a binary labeling – “in sum-

mary” versus “out of summary” (e.g. (Galley, 

2006), (Liu & Liu, 2008), (Penn & Zhu, 2008), 

etc) – we have observed that there are often 

many utterances that are “borderline” at best, and 

the decision to label them as “in summary” or 

“out” is arbitrary. Our approach instead has been 

to create three levels of noteworthiness. Doing so 

allows us to separate the “clearly noteworthy” 

utterances from the “clearly not noteworthy”, 

and to label the rest as being between these two 

classes. (Of course, arbitrary choices must still 

be made between the edges of these three 

classes. However, having three levels preserves 

more information in the labels than having two, 

and it is always possible to create two labels 

from the three, as we do in later sections.)  

These multilevel noteworthiness annotations 

were done by two annotators. One of them –

denoted as “annotator 1” – had attended each of 

the meetings, while the other – “annotator 2” – 

had not attended any of the meetings. Although 

annotator 2 was given a brief overview of the 

general contents of the meetings, his understand-

ing of the meeting was expected to be lower than 

that of the other annotator. By using such an an-

notator, our aim was to identify utterances that 

were “obviously noteworthy” even to a human 

being who lacks a deep understanding of the con-

text of the meetings. (In section 5.2 we describe 

how we merge the two sets of annotations.)  

The annotators were asked to make a 3-level 

judgment about the relative noteworthiness of 

each utterance. That is, for each utterance, the 
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annotators were asked to decide whether a note-

suggestion system should “definitely show” the 

contents of the utterance to the meeting partici-

pants, or definitely not show (labeled as “don’t 

show”). Utterances that did not quite belong to 

either category were asked to be labeled as 

“maybe show”. Utterances labeled “definitely 

show” were thus at the highest level of notewor-

thiness, followed by those labeled “maybe show” 

and those labeled “don’t show”.  Note that we 

did not ask the annotators to label utterances di-

rectly in terms of noteworthiness. Anecdotally, 

we have observed that asking people to label ut-

terances with their noteworthiness leaves the task 

insufficiently well defined because the purpose 

of the labels is unclear. On the other hand, asking 

users to identify utterances they would have in-

cluded in their notes leads to annotators taking 

into account the difficulty of writing particular 

notes, which is also not desirable for this set of 

labels. Instead, we asked annotators to directly 

perform (in some sense) the task that the even-

tual notes-assistance system will perform. 

In order to gain a modicum of agreement in 

the annotations, the two annotators discussed 

their annotation strategies after annotating each 

of the first two meetings (but not after the later 

meetings). A few general annotation patterns 

emerged, as follows: Utterances labeled 

“definitely show” typically included: 

(a) Progress on action items since the last week.  

(b) Concrete plans of action for the next week.  

(c) Announcements of deadlines. 

(d) Announcements of bugs in software, etc. 

In addition, utterances that contained the crux 

of any seemingly important discussion were 

labeled as “definitely show”. On the other hand, 

utterances that contained no information worth 

including in the notes (by the annotators’ 

judgment) were labeled as “don’t show”. 

Utterances that did contain some additional 

elaborations of the main point, but without which 

the main point could still be understood by future 

readers of the notes were typically labeled as 

“maybe show”. 

Table 1 shows the distribution of the three la-

bels across the full set of 3,796 utterances in the 

dataset for both annotators. Both annotators la-

beled only a small percentage of utterances as 

“definitely show”, a larger fraction as “maybe 

show” and most utterances as “don’t show”. Al-

though the annotators were not asked to shoot for 

a certain distribution, observe that they both la-

beled a similar fraction of utterances as “definite-

ly show”. On the other hand, annotator 2, who 

did not attend the meetings, labeled 50% more 

utterances as “maybe show” than annotator 1 

who did attend the meetings. This difference is 

likely due to the fact that annotator 1 had a better 

understanding of the utterances in the meeting, 

and was more confident in labeling utterances as 

“don’t show” than annotator 2 who, not having 

attended the meetings, was less sure of some ut-

terances, and thus more inclined to label them as 

“maybe show”.  

 

Annotator 

# 

Definitely 

show 

Maybe 

show 

Don’t 

show 

1 13.5% 24.4% 62.1% 

2 14.9% 38.8% 46.3% 
Table 1: Distribution of Labels for Each Annotator 

4.1 Inter-Annotator Kappa Agreement 

To gauge the level of agreement between the two 

annotators, we compute the Kappa score. Given 

labels from different annotators on the same data, 

this metric quantifies the difference between the 

observed agreement between the labels and the 

expected agreement, with larger values denoting 

stronger agreement.  

For the 3-way labeling task, the two annota-

tors achieve a Kappa agreement score of 0.44 (± 

0.04). This seemingly low number is typical of 

agreement scores obtained in meeting summari-

zation. (Liu & Liu, 2008) reported Kappa agree-

ment scores between 0.11 and 0.35 across 6 an-

notators while (Penn & Zhu, 2008) with 3 anno-

tators achieved Kappa of 0.383 and 0.372 on ca-

sual telephone conversations and lecture speech. 

(Galley, 2006) reported inter-annotator agree-

ment of 0.323 on data similar to ours. 

To further understand where the disagree-

ments lie, we converted the 3-way labeled data 

into 2 different 2-way labeled datasets by merg-

ing two labels into one. First we evaluate the de-

gree of agreement the annotators have in separat-

ing utterances labeled “definitely show” from the 

other two levels. We do so by re-labeling all ut-

terances not labeled “definitely show” with the 

label “others”. For the “definitely show” versus 

“others” labeling task, the annotators achieve an 

inter-annotator agreement of 0.46. Similarly we 

compute the agreement in separating utterances 

labeled “do not show” from the two other labels 

– in this case the Kappa value is 0.58. This im-

plies that it is easier to agree on the separation 

between “do not show” and the other classes, 

than between “definitely show” and the other 

classes.  
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4.2 Inter-Annotator Accuracy, Prec/Rec/F 

Another way to gauge the agreement between the 

two sets of annotations is to compute accuracy, 

precision, recall and f-measure between them. 

That is, we can designate one annotator’s labels 

as the “gold standard”, and use the other annota-

tor’s labels to find, for each of the 3 labels, the 

number of utterances that are true positives, false 

positives, and false negatives. Using these num-

bers we can compute precision as the ratio of 

true positives to the sum of true and false posi-

tives, recall as the ratio of true positives to the 

sum of true positives and false negatives, and f-

measure as the harmonic mean of precision and 

recall. (Designating the other annotator’s labels 

as “gold standard” simply swaps the precision 

and recall values, and keeps f-measure the same). 

Accuracy is the number of utterances that have 

the same label from the two annotators, divided 

by the total number of utterances.  

Table 2 shows the evaluation over the 6-

meeting dataset using annotator 1’s data as “gold 

standard”. The standard error for each cell is less 

than 0.08. Observe in Table 2 that while both the 

“definitely show” and “maybe show” classes 

have nearly equal f-measure, the precision and 

recall values for the “maybe show” class are 

much farther apart from each other than those for 

the “definitely show” class. This is due to the 

fact that while both annotators label a similar 

number of utterances as “definitely show”, they 

label very different numbers of utterances as 

“maybe show”. If the same accuracy, precision, 

recall and f-measure scores are computed for the 

“definitely show” vs. “others” split, the accuracy 

jumps to 87%, possibly because of the small size 

of the “definitely show” category. The accuracy 

remains at 78% for the “don’t show” vs. “others” 

split.  

 

 Definitely 

show 

Maybe 

show 

Don’t 

show 

Precision 0.57 0.70 0.70 

Recall 0.53  0.46 0.93 

F-measure 0.53  0.54 0.80 

Accuracy 69% 
Table 2 Inter-Annotator Agreement using Accuracy Etc.  

4.3 Inter-Annotator Rouge Scores 

Annotations can also be evaluated by computing 

the ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004). ROUGE, a pop-

ular metric for summarization tasks, compares 

two summaries by computing precision, recall 

and f-measure over ngrams that overlap between 

them. Following previous work on meeting 

summarization (e.g. (Xie, Liu, & Lin, 2008), 

(Murray, Renals, & Carletta, 2005), etc), we re-

port evaluation using ROUGE-1 F-measure, 

where the value “1” implies that overlapping un-

igrams are used to compute the metric. Unlike 

previous research that had one summary from 

each annotator per meeting, our 3-level annota-

tion allows us to have 2 different summaries: (a) 

the text of all the utterances labeled “definitely 

show” and, (b) the text of all the utterances la-

beled either “definitely show” or “maybe show”.  

On average (across both annotators over the 6 

meetings) the “definitely show” utterance texts 

are 18.72% the size of the texts of all the utter-

ances in the meetings, while the “definitely or 

maybe show” utterance texts are 61.6%. Thus, 

these two texts represent two distinct points on 

the compression scale. The average R1 F-

measure score is 0.62 over the 6 meetings when 

comparing the “definitely show” texts of the two 

annotators. This is twice the R1 score – 0.3 – of 

the trivial baseline of simply labeling every ut-

terance as “definitely show”. The inter-annotator 

R1 F-measure for the “definitely or maybe show” 

texts is 0.79, marginally higher than the trivial 

“all utterances” baseline of 0.71. In the next sec-

tion, we compare the scores achieved by the au-

tomatic system against these inter-annotator and 

trivial baseline scores.  

5 Automatic Label Prediction  

So far we have presented the annotation of the 

meeting data, and various analyses thereof. In 

this section we present our approach for the 

automatic prediction of these labels. We apply a 

classification based approach to the problem of 

predicting the noteworthiness level of an 

utterance, similar to (Banerjee & Rudnicky, 

2008). We use leave-one-meeting-out cross 

validation: for each meeting m, we train the 

classifier on manually labeled utterances from 

the other 5 meetings, and test the classifier on the 

utterances of meeting m. We then average the 

results across the 6 meetings. Given the small 

amount of data, we do not test on separate data, 

nor do we perform any tuning.  

Using the 3-level annotation described above, 

we train a 3-way classifier to label each utterance 

with one of the multilevel noteworthiness labels. 

In addition, we use the two 2-way merged-label 

annotations – “definitely show” vs. others and 

“don’t show” vs. others – to train two more 2-

way classifiers. In each of these classification 
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problems we use the same set of features and the 

same classification algorithms described below.  

5.1 Features Used 

Ngram features: As has been shown by 

(Banerjee & Rudnicky, 2008), the strongest 

features for noteworthiness detection are ngram 

features, i.e. features that capture the occurrence 

of ngrams (consecutive occurrences of one or 

more words) in utterances. Each ngram feature 

represents the presence or absence of a single 

specific ngram in an utterance. E.g., the ngram 

feature “action item” represents the occurrence 

of the bigram “action item” in a given utterance. 

Unlike (Banerjee & Rudnicky, 2008) where each 

ngram feature captured the frequency of a 

specific ngram in an utterance, in this paper we 

use boolean-valued ngram features to capture the 

presence/absence of ngrams in utterances. We do 

so because in tests on separate data, boolean-

valued features out-performed frequency-based 

features, perhaps due to data sparseness. Before 

ngram features are extracted, utterances are 

normalized: partial words, non-lexicalized filler 

words (like “umm”, “uh”), punctuations, 

apostrophes and hyphens are removed, and all 

remaining words are changed to upper case. Next, 

the vocabulary of ngrams is defined as the set of 

ngrams that occur at least 5 times in the entire 

dataset of meetings, for ngram sizes of 1 through 

6 word tokens. Finally, the occurrences of each 

of these vocabulary ngrams in an utterance are 

recorded as the feature vector for that utterance. 

In the dataset used in this paper, there are 694 

unique unigrams that occur at least 5 times 

across the 6 meetings, 1,582 bigrams, 1,065 

trigrams, 1,048 4-grams, 319 5-grams and 102 6-

grams. In addition to these ngram features, for 

each utterance we also include the number of Out 

of Vocabulary ngram – ngrams that occur less 

than 5 times across all the meetings.  

Overlap-based Features: We assume that we 

have access to the text of the agenda of the test 

meeting, and also the text of the notes taken by 

the participants in previous meetings (but not 

those taken in the test meeting). Since these 

artifacts are likely to contain important keywords 

we compute two sets of overlaps features. In the 

first set we compute the number of ngrams that 

overlap between each utterance and the meeting 

agenda. That is, for each utterance we count the 

number of unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, etc that 

also occur in the agenda of that meeting. 

Similarly in the second set we compute the 

number of ngrams in each utterance that also 

occur in the notes of previous meetings. Finally, 

we compute the degree of overlap between this 

utterance and other utterances in the meeting. 

The motivation for this last feature is to find 

utterances that are repeats (or near-repeats) of 

other utterances – repetition may correlate with 

importance.  

Other features: In addition to the ngram and 

ngram overlap features, we also include term 

frequency – inverse document frequency (tf-idf) 

features to capture the information content of the 

ngrams in the utterance. Specifically we compute 

the TF-IDF of each ngram (of sizes 1 through 5) 

in the utterance, and include the maximum, 

minimum, average and standard deviation of 

these values as features of the utterance. We also 

include speaker-based features to capture who is 

speaking when. We include the identity of the 

speaker of the current utterance and those of the 

previous and next utterances as features. Lastly 

we include the length of the utterance (in seconds) 

as a feature.  

5.2 Evaluation Results 

In this paper we use a Support Vector Machines-

based classifier, which is a popular choice for 

extractive meeting summarization, e.g. (Xie, Liu, 

& Lin, 2008); we use a linear kernel in this pa-

per. In the results reported here we use the output 

of the Sphinx speech recognizer, using speaker-

independent acoustic models, and language mod-

els trained on publicly available meeting data. 

The word error rate was around 44% – more  

details of the speech recognition process are in 

(Huggins-Daines & Rudnicky, 2007). For train-

ing purposes, we merged the annotations from 

the two annotators by choosing a “middle or 

lower ground” for all disagreements. Thus, if for 

an utterance the two labels are “definitely show” 

and “don’t show”, we set the merged label as the 

middle ground of “maybe show”. On the other 

hand if the two labels were on adjacent levels, 

we chose the lower one – “maybe show” when 

the labels were “definitely show” and “maybe 

show”, and “don’t show” when the labels were 

“maybe show” and “don’t show”. Thus only ut-

terances that both annotators labeled as “definite-

ly show” were also labeled as “definitely show” 

in the merged annotation. We plan to try other 

merging strategies in the future. For testing, we 

evaluated against each annotator’s labels sepa-

rately, and averaged the results. 
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 Definitely 

show 

Maybe 

show 

Don’t 

show 

Precision 0.21 0.47 0.72 

Recall 0.16  0.40 0.79 

F-measure 0.16  0.43 0.75 

Accuracy 61.4% 
Table 3 Results of the 3-Way Classification 

Table 3 presents the accuracy, precision, recall 

and f-measure results of the 3-way classification 

task. (We use the Weka implementation of SVM 

that internally devolves the 3-way classification 

task into a sequence of pair-wise classifications. 

We use the final per-utterance classification 

here.) Observe that the overall accuracy of 

61.4% is only 11% lower relative to the accuracy 

obtained by comparing the two annotators’ anno-

tations (69%, Table 2). However, the precision, 

recall and f-measure values for the “definitely 

show” class are substantially lower for the pre-

dicted labels than the agreement between the two 

annotators. The numbers are closer for the “may-

be show” and the “don’t show” classes. This im-

plies that it is more difficult to accurately detect 

utterances labeled “definitely show” than it is to 

detect the other classes. One reason for this dif-

ference is the size of each utterance class. Utter-

ances labeled “definitely show” are only around 

14% of all utterances, thus there is less data for 

this class than the others. We also ran the algo-

rithm using manually transcribed data, and found 

improvement in only the “Definitely show” class 

with an f-measure of 0.21. This improvement is 

perhaps because the speech recognizer is particu-

larly prone to getting names and other technical 

terms wrong, which may be important clues of 

noteworthiness. 

Table 4 presents the ROUGE-1 F-measure 

scores averaged over the 6 meetings. (ROUGE is 

described briefly in section 4.3 and in detail in 

(Lin, 2004)). Similar to the inter-annotator 

agreement computations, we computed ROUGE 

between the text of the utterances labeled “defi-

nitely show” by the system against that of utter-

ances labeled “definitely show” by the two anno-

tators. (We computed the scores separately 

against each of the annotators in turn and then 

averaged the two values.) We did the same thing 

for the set of utterances labeled either “definitely 

show” or “maybe show”. Observe that the R1-F 

score for the “definitely show” comparison is 

nearly 50% relative higher than the trivial base-

line of labeling every utterance as “definitely 

show”. However the score is 30% lower than the 

corresponding inter-annotator agreement. The 

corresponding R1-Fmeasure score using manual 

transcriptions is only marginally better – 0.47. 

The set of utterances labeled either definitely or 

maybe shows (second row of table 4) does not 

outperform the all-utterances baseline when us-

ing automatic transcriptions, but does so with 

manual transcriptions, whose R1-F value is 0.74.  

 
Comparing What R1-Fmeasure 

Definitely show 0.43 

Definitely or maybe show 0.63 
Table 4 ROUGE Scores for the 3-Way Classification 

These results show that while the detection of 

definitely show utterances is better than the trivi-

al baselines even when using automatic tran-

scriptions, there is a lot of room for improve-

ment, as compared to human-human agreement. 

Although direct comparisons to other results 

from the meeting summarization literature are 

difficult because of the difference in the datasets, 

numerically it appears that our results are similar 

to those obtained previously. (Xie, Liu, & Lin, 

2008) uses Rouge-1 F-measure solely, and 

achieve scores between 0.6 to 0.7. (Murray, 

Renals, & Carletta, 2005) also achieve Rouge-1 

scores in the same range with manual transcripts.  

The trend in the results for the two 2-way clas-

sifications is similar to the trend for the inter an-

notator agreements. Just as inter-annotator accu-

racy increased to 87% for the “definitely show” 

vs. “others” classification, so does accuracy of 

the predicted labels increase to 88.3%. The f-

measure for the “definitely show” class falls to 

0.13, much lower than the inter-annotator f-

measure of 0.53. For the “don’t show” vs. “oth-

ers” classification, the automatic system achieves 

an accuracy of 66.6%. For the “definitely plus 

maybe” class, the f-measure is 0.59, which is 

22% relatively lower than the inter-annotator f-

measure for that class. (As with the 3-way classi-

fication, these results are all slightly worse than 

those obtained using manual transcriptions.) 

5.3 Useful Features 

In order to understand which features contribute 

most to these results, we used the Chi-Squared 

test of association to find features that are most 

strongly correlated to the 3 output classes. The 

best features are those that measure word over-

laps between the utterances and the text in the 

agenda labels and the notes in previous meetings. 

This is not a surprising finding – the occurrence 

of an ngram in an agenda label or in a previous 

note is highly indicative of its importance, and 
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consequently that of the utterances that contain 

that ngram. Max and average TF-IDF scores are 

also highly ranked features. These features score 

highly for utterances with seldom-used words, 

signifying the importance of those utterances. 

Domain independent ngrams such as “action 

item” are strongly correlated with noteworthiness, 

as are a few domain dependent ngrams such as 

“time shift problem”. These latter features 

represent knowledge that is transferred from ear-

lier meetings to latter ones in the same sequence. 

The identity of the speaker of the utterance does 

not seem to correlate well with the utterance’s 

noteworthiness, although this finding could 

simply be an artifact of this particular dataset. 

6 Related Work  

Noteworthiness detection is closely related to 

meeting summarization. Extractive techniques 

are popular, e.g. (Murray, Renals, & Carletta, 

2005), and many algorithms have been attempted 

including SVMs (Xie, Liu, & Lin, 2008), Gaus-

sian Mixture Models and Maximal Marginal Re-

levance (Murray, Renals, & Carletta, 2005), and 

sequence labelers (Galley, 2006). Most ap-

proaches use a mixture of ngram features, and 

other structural and semantic features – a good 

evaluation of typical features can be found in 

(Xie, Liu, & Lin, 2008). Different evaluation 

techniques have also been tried, with ROUGE 

often being shown as at least adequate (Liu & 

Liu, 2008). Our work is an application and ex-

tension of the speech summarization field to the 

problem of assistive note-taking.  

7 Conclusions and Future Work  

In our work we investigated the problem of de-

tecting the noteworthiness of utterances pro-

duced in meetings. We conducted a Wizard-of-

Oz-based user study to establish the usefulness 

of extracting the text of utterances and suggest-

ing these as notes to the meeting participants. We 

showed that participants were willing to accept 

about 35% of these suggestions over a sequence 

of 9 meetings. We then presented a 3-level note-

worthiness annotation scheme that breaks with 

the tradition of 2-way “in/out of summary” anno-

tation. We showed that annotators have strong 

agreement for separating the highest level of 

noteworthiness from the other levels. Finally we 

used these annotations as labeled data to train a 

Support Vector Machine-based classifier which 

performed better than trivial baselines but not as 

well as inter-annotator agreement levels.  

     For future work, we plan to use automatic 

noteworthiness predictions to suggest notes to 

meeting participants during meetings. We are 

also interested in training the noteworthiness de-

tector directly from the notes that participants 

took in previous meetings, thus reducing the 

need for manually annotated data. 
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Abstract

A distinguishing feature of dialogue is that

more that one person can contribute to the

production of an utterance. However, un-

til recently these ‘split’ utterances have re-

ceived relatively little attention in mod-

els of dialogue processing or of dialogue

structure. Here we report an experiment

that tests the effects of artificially intro-

duced speaker switches on groups of peo-

ple engaged in a task-oriented dialogue.

The results show that splits have reliable

effects on response time and on the num-

ber of edits involved in formulating sub-

sequent turns. In particular we show that

if the second half of an utterance is ‘mis-

attributed’ people take longer to respond

to it. We also show that responses to ut-

terances that are split across speakers in-

volve fewer deletes. We argue that these

effects provide evidence that: a) speaker

switches affect processing where they in-

terfere with expectations about who will

speak next and b) that the pragmatic effect

of a split is to suggest to other participants

the formation of a coalition or sub-‘party’.

1 Introduction

Split utterances, defined simply as utterances

which are split between speakers1, are known

to occur in dialogue, as evidenced by Conversa-

1What we call split utterances have been variously re-
ferred to as collaborative turn sequences (Lerner, 1996;
Lerner, 2004), collaborative completions (Clark, 1996) co-
constructions (Helasvuo, 2004), co-participant completions
(Hayashi, 1999; Lerner and Takagi, 1999) collaborative pro-
ductions (Szczepek, 2000) and anticipatory completions (Fox
and others, 2007) amongst others.

tional Analysis (CA) studies, based on the anal-

ysis of naturally occuring dialogues. In addi-

tion to numerous analyses of split utterances in

generic English dialogues, there are cross lin-

guistic studies, and observations of conversations

with aphasics. In Finnish, split utterances within

a single clause conform to the strict syntactic

constraints of the language (which has a rich

inflectional morphology), despite the change in

speaker (Helasvuo, 2004). Similarly, in Japanese,

a verb-final language, speakers also engage in “co-

participant completions” (Hayashi, 1999; Lerner

and Takagi, 1999). There is also evidence of

split utterances in conversations with aphasics

(Oelschlaeger and Damico, 1998), demonstrat-

ing that the phenomenon is pervasive in dia-

logue. However, with the possible exception of

Szczepek (2000) who analysed some 200 splits

from 40 hours of recorded English conversation,

these studies tend to be unconcerned with frequen-

cies of occurrence; that split utterances occur at all

renders them worthy of study.

Split utterances are a clear and canonical exam-

ple of coordination in dialogue. In order for one

person to continue an utterance which has been be-

gun by another person requires the hearer to have

coordinated with the initial speaker up to the point

at which they take over the role of producer2.

Analysis of split utterances, when they can or

cannot occur and what effects they have on the co-

ordination of agents in dialogue, is therefore an

area of interest not only for conversational an-

alysts wishing to characterise sytematic interac-

tions in dialogue, but also linguists trying to for-

mulate grammars of dialogue, and psychologists

interested in alignment mechanisms in dialogue.

2Note that this says nothing about whether such a continu-
ation is the same as the initial speakers intended continuation.
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In this regard, studies of split utterances, in both

spontaneous dialogues and experimentally, as be-

low, provide a complementary way of studying

structural alignment to the traditional experimen-

tal set up exemplified by Branigan and colleagues

(Branigan et al., 2000; Branigan et al., 2003;

Branigan et al., 2006). Indeed, Poesio and Rieser

(In preparation) claim that “[c]ollaborative com-

pletions . . . are among the strongest evidence yet

for the argument that dialogue requires coordina-

tion even at the sub-sentential level” (italics origi-

nal).

Broadly speaking, there have been two types,

or levels, of explanations of split utterances of-

fered; pragmatic accounts and processing ac-

counts. Pragmatic accounts are favoured by Con-

versational Analysts, with various aspects of split

utterances analysed. However, in line with CA as-

sumptions, these analyses are almost exclusively

concerned with the conditions under which split

utterances can occur. Lerner (1991), for ex-

ample, identifies a number of ‘compound’ turn-

constructional units, such as the IF-THEN con-

struction (whereby the second participant is in

some sense licensed to provide the THEN part of

the structure). However, Lerner’s insistence on

identifying the circumstances in which split utter-

ances usually occur misses the important general-

isation that, syntactically, they can be anywhere in

a string (his opportunistic completions). His claim

that an anticipatory completion is ordinarily “de-

signed as a syntactic continuation of the utterance

part it follows at the point of onset”, seems to hold

for all split utterances.

The occurrence of split utterances also has im-

plications for the organisation of turn-taking, as

outlined in Sacks et al. (1974). According to Sche-

gloff (1995), turn-taking operates, not on individ-

ual conversational participants, but on ‘parties’.

For example, if a couple are talking to a third per-

son, they may organise their turns as if they are

one ‘party’, rather than two separate individuals.

Lerner (1991) suggests that split utterances can

clarify the formation of such parties; “collabora-

tively produced sentences reveal a relationship be-

tween syntax and social organisation. It provides

evidence of how syntax can be mobilised to organ-

ise participants into “groups”.”

The processing approach towards split utter-

ances is exemplified by the interactive alignment

model of Pickering and Garrod (2004). They

claim that;

. . . it should be more-or-less as easy

to complete someone else’s sentence as

one’s own, and this does appear to be the

case.

(Pickering and Garrod, 2004, p186)

According to this model, speaker and listener

ought to be interchangeable at any point, and this

is also the stance taken by the grammatical frame-

work of Dynamic Syntax (Cann et al., 2005). In

Dynamic Syntax (DS), parsing and production are

taken to use exactly the same mechanisms, lead-

ing to a prediction that split utterances ought to be

strikingly natural (Purver et al., 2006). Addition-

ally, for a third person to process an utterance that

appears to come from two separate speakers ought

not be more difficult than processing the same ut-

terance from a single speaker, regardless of where

in a string the changeover occurs.

According to Poesio and Rieser (In prepara-

tion), “the study of sentence completions can shed

light on a number of central issues. . . this type of

data may be used to compare competing claims

about coordination – i.e. whether it is best ex-

plained with an intentional model like Clark’s. . . or

with a model based on simpler alignment models

like Pickering and Garrod’s.” As they see inten-

tions as crucial to dialogue management, they con-

clude that a model which accounts for intentions

(such as their PTT account) better captures their

task specific split utterance data (See Poncin and

Rieser (2006) for details of the German data they

are modelling).

If this is the case, it ought to be more difficult

to process an utterance that appears to be split

between speakers, as opposed to one that comes

from one source, because the intentions of the two

different agents have to be considered in arriving

at an interpretation, and they may appear to have

formed a ‘party’ with respect to the subject of the

utterance. Additionally it ought to be more dis-

ruptive to the conversation if the utterance is at-

tributed to someone other than the person who

genuinely contributed it, because the hearer would

falsely attribute intentions to the wrong interlocu-

tor. This ought to be especially clear in cases

where the ‘conversational momentum’ appears to

be with the ‘wrong’ interlocutor. Contrarily, if a

processing model such as the interactive alignment

model is correct, then no such differences should
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be observed3.

To test these predictions, an experiment was set

up to alter genuine single-turn utterances into split

utterances at an arbitrary point in the string. Dif-

ferent types of intervention were introduced, in a 2

x 2 factorial design, in order to separate out the ef-

fects of an utterance appearing to come from two

different participants from effects caused by an ap-

parent change of floor.

2 Method

The effects of seeing an utterance split between

speakers or not were tested using the Dialogue

Experimentation Toolkit (DiET) chat tool, as de-

scribed in Healey et al. (2003), which enables dia-

logues to be experimentally manipulated.

The DiET chat tool allows interventions to be

introduced into a dialogue in real time, thus caus-

ing a minimum of disruption to the natural ‘flow’

of the conversation. In this case, a number of gen-

uine turns in a three way conversation were artifi-

cially split into two sections, with both parts either

appearing to originate from the genuine source, or

one or both parts being falsely attributed to another

participant.

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 The Balloon Task

The balloon task is an ethical dilemma re-

quiring agreement on which of three passengers

should be thrown out of a hot air balloon that will

crash, killing all the passengers, if one is not sac-

rificed. The choice is between a scientist, who be-

lieves he is on the brink of discovering a cure for

cancer, a 7 months pregnant woman, and her hus-

band, the pilot. This task was chosen on the basis

that it should stimulate discussion, leading to dia-

logues of a sufficient length to enable an adequate

number of interventions.

2.1.2 The DiET Chat Tool

The DiET chat tool itself is a custom built java

application consisting of two main components,

which will be outlined in turn; the user interface,

and the server console.

3This is, of course, an oversimplification, and note that in
contrast to pragmatic accounts, no claims are made regard-
ing higher level discourse effects of the split utterance, as the
focus is on the mechanisms which allow split utterances to
occur. Additional mechanisms could of course be posited in
processing models to account for any such differences.

2.1.3 User interface

The user interface is designed to look and feel

like instant messaging applications e.g. Microsoft

Messenger. It consists of a display split into two

windows, with a status bar, indicating whether any

other participant(s) are actively typing, between

them (see figure 1). The ongoing dialogue, con-

sisting of both the nickname of the contributor and

their transmitted text, is shown in the upper win-

dow. In the lower window, participants type and

revise their contributions, before sending them to

their co-participants. All key presses are time-

stamped and stored by the server.

Figure 1: The user interface chat window (as

viewed by participant ‘sam’)

2.1.4 Server Console

All text entered is passed to the server, from

where it is relayed to the other participants, not

relayed directly between participants. Prior to be-

ing relayed, some turns are altered by the server to

create fake split utterances.

This is carried out automatically such that a

genuine single-person turn is split around a space

character near the centre of the string. The part

of the turn before the space is relayed first, fol-

lowed by a short delay during which no other turns

may be sent. This is followed by the part of the

turn after the space, as if they were in fact two

quite separate, consecutive turns. In every case,

the server produces two variants of the split utter-

ance, relaying different information to both recip-

ients. Each time an intervention is triggered, one

of the two recipients receives both parts from the

actual source of the utterance (henceforth referred

to as an AA-split). The other recipient receives

one of three, more substantial, manipulations; the

first half could appear to be from the actual ori-

gin with the second part of the split appearing to

originate from the other recipient (an AB-split), or
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the inverse could be the case (a BA-split), or both

parts could be wrongly attributed to the other par-

ticipant (a BB-split). This design was in order to

separate the effects of a change in conversational

momentum (floor change) from the effects of split-

ting per se, hence the inclusion of the BB condi-

tion where who apparently has the floor is altered

without the utterance being attributable to differ-

ent participants. This contrast is shown in table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of split types

A types:

Should we start now

B sees (AA intervention):

A: Should we

A: start now

C sees (one of):

AB intervention: BA intervention: BB intervention:

A: Should we B: Should we B: Should we

B: start now A: start now B: start now

The intervention is triggered every 10 turns, and

restricted such that the participant who receives

the non AA-split is rotated (to ensure that each

participant only sees any of the more substantially

manipulated interventions every 30 turns). Which

of the three non AA-splits they see (AB, BA or

BB) is, however, generated randomly.

2.2 Subjects

41 male and 19 female native English speaking un-

dergraduate students were recruited for the exper-

iment, in groups of three to ensure that they were

familiar with each other. All had previous expe-

rience of internet chat software such as Microsoft

Messenger and each was paid £7.00 for their par-

ticipation.

2.3 Procedure

Each of the triad of subjects was sat in front of a

desktop computer in separate rooms, so that they

were unable to see or hear each other. Subjects

were asked to follow the on screen instructions,

and input their e-mail address and their username

(the nickname that would identify their contribu-

tions in the chat window). When they had en-

tered these, a blank chat window appeared, and

they were given a sheet of paper with the task de-

scription on. Participants were instructed to read

this carefully, and begin discussing the task with

their colleagues via the chat window once they

had done so. They were told that the experi-

ment was investigating the differences in commu-

nication when conducted using a text only inter-

face as opposed to face-to-face. Additionally, sub-

jects were informed that the experiment would last

approximately 20-30 minutes, and that all turns

would be recorded anonymously for later analy-

sis. Once all three participants had been logged

on, the experimenter went to sit at the server ma-

chine, a fourth desktop PC out of sight of all three

subjects, and made no further contact with them

until at least 20 minutes of dialogue had been car-

ried out.

3 Results

A post experimental questionnaire and debrief-

ing showed that participants felt the conversations

went as smoothly as face-to-face dialogue. With

the exception of one subject, who had taken part

in a previous chat tool experiment and was there-

fore aware that interventions may occur, none of

the participants reported awareness of any inter-

ventions.

As production and receipt of turns sometimes

occurs in overlap in text chat, it is not possible

to say definitively when one turn is made in di-

rect response to another4. We therefore chose two

separate measures; next turn – the first turn, by

the first recipient to start and complete a response,

after receipt of the intervention, and global – all

the turns produced by both recipients between the

most recent intervention and the next intervention,

averaged to produce one data point per recipient

per intervention. This means that in the next turn

condition, only one datapoint is analysed for each

intervention, despite two different people seeing

an intervention (and both usually producing a re-

sponse). This was to try and isolate the initial re-

sponse to an intervention; for the other person who

saw a split but did not respond first, it is not clear

if they are responding to the split utterance, or to

4In online chat, participants can compose their next turns
simultaneously, and turns under construction when another is
received can be subsequently revised, prior to transmission.
This means that a genuine response to a split utterance might
have a negative start time. However, the inclusion of cases
where the whole turn was constructed after receiving the split
(an arbitrary cut-off point, which would catch some turns that
were responses to earlier turns in the dialogue, and miss some
which were begun before the intervention was received and
subsequently revised) should impose the same level of noise
in all cases.
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the person who already responded to the split ut-

terance. In the global condition, in contrast, there

are two datapoints for each intervention (one for

each of the participants who saw a split utterance).

Of the 253 interventions to which at least one

recipient responded, 89 were AA/AB splits, 99

were AA/BA splits and 65 AA/BB splits. Table 2

shows the n values in each case.

Both next turn and global measures were anal-

ysed according to two factors in a 2 x 2 factorial

design; split – whether both parts of the utterance

had appeared to come from the same person, or

from different sources ([AA and BB] vs [AB and

BA]), and floor change – who appeared to have

produced the second part of the split, the genuine

source, or the other participant ([AA and BA] vs
[AB and BB]).
Measures selected for analysis were typing time

of turn (The time, in milliseconds, between the

first key press in a turn and sending the turn to

the other participants by hitting the return key) and

length of turn in characters as measures of produc-

tion; deletes per character (The number of keyed

deletes plus one (to prevent null values) divided

by the total number of characters) as a measure

of revisions; and typing time per character as a

measure of speed. Data in tables are displayed in

the original scale of measurement. However, as

inspection of the data showed that they were not

normally distributed, logarithmic transformations

(using loge) were applied to the data prior to all

formal analyses.

2 x 2 ANOVAs show a main effect of floor

change on the typing time of turn (see table 2).

This holds for next turns (F(3,249) = 7.13, p <

0.05) and globally (F(3,486) = 3.78, p < 0.05),
with participants taking longer over their turns in

the AB and BB conditions. There was no main

effect of split, and no effect of interaction. This

effect is greater locally than globally, with partici-

pants who respond first after seeing a floor change

condition taking more than 40% longer over their

turns than those who saw a non-floor change con-

dition. Globally the difference is in the order of

10%.

There was a main effect of split on the number

of deletes per character , which also held both in

the next turn condition (F(3,249) = 6.26, p < 0.05)
and globally (F(3,486) = 9.23, p < 0.05), with
subjects seeing a split condition (AB or BA) us-

ing fewer deletes per character than those seeing

a non-split condition (see table 3). There was no

main effect of floor change or interaction effect.

This effect is also stronger in the next turn con-

dition, with those not seeing a cross-person split

using over 50% more deletes. In the global condi-

tion, this difference is still 40%, though the overall

proportion of deletes is approximately 25% lower,

from 0.334 per character in the next turn condition

to 0.244 globally.

Table 2: Typing time of turn by type of interven-

tion

Condition Mean (s.d.) N (poss N)

Next Turn

AA 9475.54 (12258.5) 136 (253)

AB 14560.70 (18863.9) 37 (89)

BA 6968.24 (6437.0) 51 (99)

BB 14812.59 (20367.8) 29 (65)

Global

AA 11122.27 (14413.5) 246 (253)

AB 12500.98 (10944.6) 89 (89)

BA 9800.77 (8810.3) 92 (99)

BB 11561.67 (10138.4) 63 (65)

Table 3: Deletes per character by type of interven-

tion

Condition Mean (s.d.)

Next Turn

AA 0.435 (1.63)

AB 0.152 (0.30)

BA 0.202 (0.25)

BB 0.324 (0.61)

Global

AA 0.288 (0.83)

AB 0.192 (0.28)

BA 0.145 (0.18)

BB 0.287 (0.37)

Additional analyses showed an effect of floor

change on length of turn in characters (table 4)

in the next turn condition (F(3,249) = 5.57, p <

0.05) such that turns are longer in the AB and BB

conditions (note that though this might be thought

to be confounded by the typing time of turn, as you

would expect longer turns to take longer to type,

there are no significant effects when ANOVAs are

performed on typing time per character). There is

no main effect of split, or interaction effect. In the

global condition, however, there is a main effect

of split (F(3,486) = 4.08, p < 0.05) such that turns
are longer after seeing an utterance that appears

to be split between two different people (AB and

BA conditions). There is no main effect of floor

change, and no effect of interaction.
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As the experiment was looking for generic ef-

fects of splitting on coordination, the location of

the splits was random. A post-hoc analysis was

therefore carried out to ascertain whether the stan-

dalone coherence (as judged by the authors) of the

two separate parts of the utterance was a possible

confounding factor. Examples of coherence judge-

ments are shown in table 5.

Table 4: Length of turn in characters by type of

intervention

Condition Mean (s.d.)

Next Turn

AA 23.95 (22.0)

AB 37.76 (34.9)

BA 23.92 (18.4)

BB 26.52 (21.5)

Global

AA 26.41 (20.4)

AB 32.12 (23.9)

BA 28.27 (18.4)

BB 25.78 (13.6)

Table 5: Examples of standalone coherence judge-

ment examples

Part of Split Coherent

First Second 1st 2nd

what the hell is that Y N

the woman is pregnant she should stay Y Y

these people said you did something N Y

I think this is also the wish of the doctor N N

2 x 2 ANOVAs showed that in the next turn con-

dition, there are no main effects of first or sec-

ond part coherence, but there was an interaction

effect of first part coherence by second part co-

herence on deletes (F(3,249) = 4.05, p < 0.05),
such that if both parts are independently coherent,

or if neither part is independently coherent, there

are fewer deletes used in the turn immediately fol-

lowing the intervention (see table 6). There are no

significant global effects.

Table 6: Deletes per character by first and second

part standalone coherence (next turn condition)

Coherence
Mean (s.d.)

1st 2nd

Y
Y 0.198 (0.38)

N 0.651 (2.26)

N
Y 0.304 (0.66)

N 0.206 (0.30)

Running a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA with these ad-

ditional factors does not alter the main effects ob-

served for floor change or split, as detailed above.

There are no additional interaction effects on any

of the measures.

4 Discussion

As this is the first experimental study into split ut-

terances using the DiET chat tool, what follows is

necessarily exploratory. This discussion presents

our current hypotheses as to how best to interpret

the data, as summarised in table 7, below.

Table 7: Summary of significant effects

Effect of Condition on and direction

Floor Next Turn Typing Time

Change and Global (AB ∧BB) > (AA ∧BA)

Floor Next Turn Number of Chars

Change (AB ∧BB) > (AA ∧BA)

Split Next Turn Deletes

and Global (AA ∧BB) > (AB ∧BA)

Split Global Number of Chars

(AB ∧BA) > (AA ∧BB)

Taking longer over the production of a turn (in-

dependently of typing speed) indicates a lack of

confidence in the conversation (misattributing the

second part of the utterance thus reducing confi-

dence), and is also indicative of local organisation

of turn-taking. If a participant who has seen a floor

change intervention (Participant C) responds first,

then they may be taking longer over their turns be-

cause there is less pressure on them to take a turn.

This is because of the C’s expectations. They will

falsely believe that the fake source (Participant B)

has just completed a turn, and will therefore not

expect them to take the floor, and the genuine

source (Participant A) will not be taking the floor

because they have just completed a turn (though C

does not know this). It is probable that in the turn

immediately following a floor change intervention

both these factors are at play, whereas globally it

is the weaker effect of generic confidence loss that

is observed. This compounding of effects in the

next turn condition would also help explain the di-

vergent effects on the length of turn in characters

in next turn and global conditions.

Regardless of the precise reasons for it, this ef-

fect of floor change on typing time clearly demon-

strates that changing the apparent speaker is dis-

ruptive, perhaps because it alters the forward mo-
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mentum of the conversation.

More interestingly, independently of a change

of floor, seeing an utterance that appears to be split

between speakers also has an impact on the con-

versation, seen in the amount of revision under-

taken in formulating a response (deletes). One rea-

son why participants might worry less about pre-

cisely formulating their turns following a cross-

person split is that the production of a cross-person

split could have the effect on the recipient of sug-

gesting that the two other participants have formed

a ‘party’ (Schegloff, 1995) with respect to the de-

cision of who to throw out of the balloon. This

might be understood as signalling the formation

of a strong coalition between the other two partic-

ipants, therefore making the recipient behave as

though they are resigned to the decision of this

coalition. This is not the same as the effect on the

typing time of turn, whereby participants are less

rushed when seeing a change of floor. Deletes, on

the other hand, demonstrate how carefully partici-

pants are constructing their turns. Excerpt 1, taken

from the transcripts shows an example where this

appears to be the case.

Excerpt 1 AB-Split showing apparent coalition

between ‘Bhups’ and ‘Dan’ (‘fake’ part of split

shown in bold)

Bhups: and he can tell his formula

Dan: to tom and susie

If we take split utterances as an indicator of co-

ordination then it is likely that if we believe our

two conversational partners to be in coordination,

we will worry less about precisely formulating our

own contributions. This also backs up the idea that

people are not interchangeable.

The interaction of first and second part coher-

ence also underlines the effect of split on revi-

sions as outlined above. In the case were both

parts of the split could potentially stand as inde-

pendent utterances, they are treated as such and

the number of deletes per character is in line with

the global average (i.e. they are treated as nor-

mal dialogue). In the other non ambiguous case,

where neither part could be interpreted as an ut-

terance on its own, there are also fewer deletes,

in line with the result that there are fewer deletes

in strong split cases. Interestingly, the most dis-

ruptive case is that where the first part could have

been a standalone utterance, but the second part

could not. This could be seen as analogous to a

garden path effect, and provides some indication

that that the building up of interpretations is incre-

mental, and not concerned with who supplies the

input.

These results do not, of course, prejudice the

claim that, at a purely mechanistic level, people

could anticipate the structures needed to complete

a turn, as the interactive alignment model sug-

gests, because they are not concerned with the ac-

tual production of a split utterance, rather on the

effect it has on the conversation. They do indicate

that in terms of the effects of seeing split utter-

ances, the pragmatic approach offers a more fea-

sible level of analysis. For example, if we wish

to treat a jointly produced split utterance as sig-

nalling especially strong alignment, then we need

to account for more than simply syntax.

There is an issue with the design of the exper-

iment which means that the floor change effects

might be caused by a confounding variable; in

essence, because one of the recipients always re-

ceived an AA-split, in the cases which have been

labelled as cases of floor change, the two recipi-

ents will have been left with the impression that a

different person made the final contribution. This

means that there may well be a an effect of con-

founded listener expectation (though see Schober

and Brennan (2003) for discussion), although it

should be noted that this does not have any bear-

ing on the observed differences after an utterance

split between speakers. It is also possible that

split utterances might be particularly marked in a

chat environment, though preliminary results of a

corpus study show that, perhaps surprisingly, split

utterances also occur naturally and as frequently

in text-based chat (Eshghi, in prep) as they do in

face-to-face dialogue (Purver et al., 2009). Be-

cause of these issues, and the already noted po-

tential problems of linearity in text-based chat,

a follow-up study using a character-by-character

chat tool interface is underway. This more directly

enforces turn-taking, as it does not allow partici-

pants to formulate their turn before communicat-

ing it; each character is transmitted as and when it

is entered.

5 Conclusions

The experiment reported here offers clues towards

an understanding of split utterances as an exam-

ple of dialogue phenomena, and provides evidence
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that speaker switches affect processing where they

interfere with expectations about who will speak

next and that the pragmatic effect of a split is to

suggest to other participants the formation of a

coalition or sub-‘party’. It also clearly demon-

strates that this type of experiment provides a fruit-

ful line of future research in the ongoing attempt to

adequately characterise dialogue, though further

developments are needed.
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Abstract

Gestures are usually looked at in isola-
tion or from an intra-propositional per-
spective essentially tied to one speaker.
The Bielefeld multi-modal Speech-And-
Gesture-Alignment (SAGA) corpus has
many interactive gestures relevant for the
structure of dialogue (Rieser 2008, 2009).
To describe them, a dialogue theory is
needed which can serve as a speech-
gesture interface. PTT (Poesio and Traum
1997, Poesio and Rieser submitted a) can
do this job in principle, how this can be
achieved is the main topic of this paper.
As a precondition, the empirical research
procedure from systematic corpus annota-
tion via gesture typology to a partial on-
tology for gestures is described. It is then
explained how PTT is extended to provide
an incremental modelling of speech plus
gesture in an assertion-acknowledgement
adjacency pair where grounding between
dialogue participants is obtained through
gesture.

1 Introduction and Overview

We present work combining experimental meth-
ods, body-movement tracking techniques, corpus
linguistics and theoretical modelling in order to in-
vestigate the role of iconic gesture in dialogue. We
propose to map speech meaning and gesture mean-
ing into a single compositional meaning which is
then used in grounding and up-dating of infor-
mation states in discourse, using PTT (Poesio &
Traum 1997, Poesio & Rieser submitted 2009a)
to account for the speech-gesture interface. We
argue that several design features of PTT are es-

sential for this purpose, such as accepting sub-
propositional inputs, extracting information from
linguistic surface, using dynamic semantics, bas-
ing the dialogue engine on a theory of grounded-
ness and grounding, and allowing for the resolu-
tion of anaphora across turns.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 looks at the Bielefeld Speech-and-Gesture-
Alignment corpus SAGA from which the data
comes. Section 3 then deals with multi-modal acts
using one example from SAGA (Dial 1 p.??). In
section 4 a short introduction into PTT is provided.
Sections 5 and 6 explain how a gesture typology
and a partial ontology can be extracted from the
annotated data. Both (see Appendix) serve as the
basis for the integration of gesture meaning and
verbal meaning. In section 7 PTT is developed
as an interface for verbal and gestural meaning.
First a PTT description of Dial 1 is provided using
(Poesio and Rieser submitted b, Poesio to appear)
dealing inter alia with anaphora resolution (7.1).
Secondly, PTTs interface properties are detailed
(7.2), the semantic defaults for combining speech
and gesture meaning are set up (7.3), and a gestu-
ral dialogue act is described (7.4). Section 8 con-
tains some preliminary insights into the grounding
of multi-modal content.

2 The Multi-modal SAGA Corpus

The SAGA corpus contains 25 route-description
dialogues taken from three camera perspectives
using body tracking technologies.1 The setting
comes with a Router “riding on a car” through
a virtual landscape passing five landmarks. The
landmarks are connected by streets. Fig. 1a in Ap-
pendix B shows the Router, Fig. 1b the site, Fig.

1cf. Bergmann, K. et al. (2007, 2008)
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1c the town hall. After the ride the Router reports
his trip in detail to a Follower. We collected audio
and body movement data as well as eye-tracking
data from the Router. The dialogues have all been
annotated, use of functional predicates like IN-
DEXING, MODELLING, SHAPING2 etc. was
rated.

3 An Example from the SAGA corpus

In the dialogue passage (Dial 1) the Router uses
gestures to explain the looks of the town-hall.
We’ll focus on the numbered utterances in this pa-
per; utterances omitted in the reconstruction are
reported in italics, omitted phrases in brackets.

DIAL 1 [ROUTER:] [. . . ]
[. . . ]

und
and

[du]
[you]

folgst
follow

dann
then

dem
the

Straßenverlauf
street

einfach
simply

nur bis
until

du
you

ah
ah

vor
before

nem
a

größeren
larger

Gebäude
building

stehst.
stand.

(2.1) Das
That

ist
is

dann
then

das
the

Rathaus.
townhall.

(2.2) [Ahm]
[Ahm]

das
that

ist
is

ein
a

U-förmiges
U-shaped

Gebäude.
building.

(2.3) Du
You

blickst
look

[praktisch]
[practically]

da
into

rein.
it.

(2.4) [Das
[That

heißt]
is]

es
it

hat
has

vorne
to the front

zwei
two

Buchtungen
bulges

und
and

geht
closes

hinten
in the rear

zusammen dann.
then.

[FOLLOWER:] OK.

In (Dial 1) Router’s gestures first come with
two BEATS.3 Shortly after, the BEATs extend
into an ICONIC gesture overlapping town hall
in (2.1)(stills in Apendix B), cf. the still Two-
Handed-Prism-Segment-1. Then the Router’s
DRAWN U-shaped gesture (still One-Handed-
U-Shape) intersects the word U-shaped. Next
his SHAPING the sides of a prism (still Two-
Handed-U-Shaped-Prism-Segment) aligns with
[look pactically] into it. The gesture following
is two-handed: one hand SHAPES the U’s left
branch and the other both the U’s right branch
and its rear bend linking up to the left branch
(stills Two-Handed-Prism-Segment-2A and 2B).
The STROKE overlaps with the words and closes
in the rear. The Follower copies the two-handed

2Annotation PREDICATES are written in capital letters.
Cf. also fn. 5.

3BEATS largely rest on supra-segmentals and would de-
mand a paper of their own.

town hall gesture of the Router in his acknowl-
edgement (still Two-Handed-Prism-Segment-3).
In other words: the Follower’s gesture is aligned
to the Router’s. Being copies of each other, the se-
mantics of the Router’s and the Follower’s gesture
can enter the common ground (cf. 7.4 and 8). In
the reconstruction we will use the translation with
the English word order standardised.4

4 A Short Introduction to PTT

Explanation of dialogue rests on three things:
making clear how the succession of speakers’ con-
tributions emerges, stating what the impact of con-
tributions on speakers’ minds is and specifying
how information is extracted incrementally from
the contributions. Turning to emerging struc-
ture, PTT assumes that participants perform (often
fragmentary) contributions, discourse units (DUs),
which are dynamic propositions (DRSs in the
sense of (Muskens, 1996)). They contain locu-
tionary acts, conversational events/dialogue acts
plus their propositional contents/DRSs. DUs may
be sub-propositional micro-conversational events.
Dialogue acts are either core speech acts or
grounding acts. Core speech acts can be related to
the present like assert, towards the past like accept
or towards the future like commit. Grounding acts
are acknowledge or repair (Traum 2009). Putting
the distinctions above to work, we obviously can
already model adjacency pairs. For the problems
at issue we do not need more, cf. (Dial 1).

Which attitudes are assumed in current PTT
and which changes of participants’ minds are ac-
counted for? Agents can have individual and pri-
vate or common and public intentions. All sorts
of actions, verbal or domain ones, are as a rule
intended, at the outset of changes we have indi-
vidual intentions. Common intentions are for ex-
ample needed in order to explain completions and
repairs (Poesio and Rieser submitted a). Most of
the cooperation facts investigated in Clark (1996)
need common intentions, most prominently, the
intention to carry out a communicative task felic-
itously. Frequently, the vehicle for these types of
intentions are (partial) plans. Plans can also be in-
dividual or shared. In (Dial 1) for example, the
Router has an individual plan how to best map out
his ride and the intention to communicate it to the

4We will end up with a mixture of German gesture
and English wording here. However, for didactic purposes
(sketch the main ideas) this seems acceptable. Sometimes we
will simulate German constructions in English.
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Follower. The Follower in turn intends to let the
Router control her beliefs. Both have the collec-
tive intention to enable the Follower to follow the
Router’s route. Information presupposed or gener-
ated is contained in the discourse situation which,
in PTT, is just a normal situation with objects and
events, i.e., a DRS.

Conversational participants have command over
information states. An information state is up-
dated whenever a new event is perceived, includ-
ing events such as sub-sentential utterances, and
non-verbal events such as gestures or nods. Hence
the possibility is already implemented in PTT to
model accumulation of information due to ges-
ture. Information common to the dialogue par-
ticipants can be considered as grounded by de-
fault. This assumption connects PTT with other
dialogue theories, for example Clark’s (cf. Clark
and Marshall, 1981, Clark and Schaefer, 1989)
and Traum’s (Traum 2009). Acknowledged in-
formation is at the heart of the grounding pro-
cess. What is grounded is mutually believed ce-
teris paribus. Therefore, grounded information is
part of the pragmatic machinery driving a dialogue
forward (Rieser 2009). Grounding acts are taken
as meta-discoursive devices and not included in
discourse units proper. Besides beliefs and inten-
tions we have obligations as mental attitudes. In
PTT every conversational action induces an obli-
gation on the participant indicated to address that
action.

Information states raise the question of how
changes of information are brought about on the
basic grammatical level, viz. the interpretation
of incrementally produced locutionary acts. The
grammar in which syntactic and semantic interpre-
tation is implemented is LTAG (Abeilleé & Ram-
bow (eds), 2000). LTAG is a tree-grammar en-
coding syntactic projections which do the duty
of, say, HPSGs rules, principles and constraints.
Nodes and projecting leaves are decorated with se-
mantic information based on Compositional DRT
as developed in (Muskens, 1996, 2001). A spe-
cific trait of PTT is working with semantic non-
monotonicity at all compositional levels: PTT hy-
pothesizes that semantic computation is the result
of defeasible inferences over DRSs obtained con-
catenating updates of single contributions. These
default inference rules have the effect of seman-
tic composition rules. Due to the impact of inter-
preted LTAG one can say that PTT is well founded

in a bottom up fashion. Especially the default
mechanism of PTT is used to make it a workable
interface for speech and gesture (cf. 7.2 - 7.4).

5 Setting up the Speech-gesture
Interface: Typology and Partial
Ontology

As mentioned, this paper is based on the sys-
tematic annotation of SAGA carried out over the
years 2007-2009 (Rieser 2009). Like many ges-
ture researchers we assume that the semantic and
pragmatic centre of a gesture is its stroke. The
stroke overlaps as a rule with part of a com-
plex constituent, for example the head or the log-
ical subject. The range of speech-gesture over-
lap usually marks the functional position where
the gestures meaning has to be merged into the
speech content. Technically, the annotation is
an ELAN-grid. From the annotation, a set of
gesture types has been factored out in the fol-
lowing way (Rieser 2009). AGENCY5 is in-
stalled as a root feature dominating the role fea-
tures ROUTER and FOLLOWER. Next come the
Router’s and the Follower’s LEFT and RIGHT
HAND and BOTH their HANDS. HANDEDNESS
in turn is mapped onto single annotation fea-
tures like HANDSHAPE, WRISTMOVEMENT,
PATHOFWRISTMOVEMENT etc. Bundles of
features make feature CLUSTERs which yield
classes of objects like curved, straight etc. en-
tities. These build up SHAPES of different di-
mensions:6 ABSTRACT OBJECTs of 0 DIMEN-
SION and LINEs, one-dimensional entities of dif-
ferent curvature. Among the two dimensional
entities are LOCATIONs, RECTANGLEs, CIR-
CLEs7 etc. Then three dimensional sorts come
up: CUBOIDSs CYLINDERs, PRISMs and so on.
In the end we get COMPOSITEs of SHAPES,
for example a BENT LINE in a SPHERE, and
SEQUENCES OF COMPOSITEs.8 The central is-
sue of ‘How does a gesture acquire meaning’? is
answered in the following way: A gesture type is
mapped onto a partial ontology description, a stip-
ulation encoding the content attributed to a gesture
by raters. As a rule, gesture content is underspec-

5Gesture types, organised in an inheritance hierarchy
working with defaults (cf. Rieser 2009), are written in CAP-
ITAL ITALICS.

6In the following geometry terms are used mnemonically.
7SHAPEs can in general be fully developed or come in

SEGMENTs. We do not deal with SEGMENTs here.
8SEQUENCES encode evolution of SHAPEs in time.
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ified and will be completed to some extent when
interfacing with verbal meaning. As an example
of a gesture type and its partial ontology, see e.g.
TwoHandedPrismSegment1 and ‘Partial Ontolo-
gyTwoHandedPrismSegment1’ in Appendix A.

6 Setting up the Speech-gesture
Interface: Levels of Interaction

Our starting point is the hypothesis detailed in
(Rieser 2008) that a genuine understanding of di-
alogues like (Dial 1) requires integration of multi-
modal meaning at different levels of discourse,
from fine grained lexical definitions up to rhetor-
ical relations. In the rest of the paper, we will
specify how information from spoken utterances
merges with information from gestures, using
(Dial 1) as an example. Omitting the two BEATS
on that is [then], we have the following gestures
on the Router’s side (see stills in Appendix B):

6.1 the PRISM SEGMENT covering the town hall; cf. still
Two-Handed-Prism-Segment

6.2 the DRAWN U-shape overlapping the adjective U-
shaped; still One-Handed-U-Shape

6.3 the PRISM SEGMENT affiliated to [practically] look
into it; still Two-Handed-U-Shaped-Prism-Segment

6.4 the two-handed U-shaped PRISM SEGMENT going
with and closes in the rear; stills Two-Handed-Prism-
Segment-2A and 2B.

The Follower uses a variant of

6.5 the Router’s PRISM SEGMENT in (6.4) followed by
OK; still Two-Handed-Prism-Segment-3.

The key observation from Rieser (2009) is that
gestures interact with verbal contributions at dif-
ferent levels. (6.1) to (6.4) must be integrated at
the level of the semantic interpretation of LTAG.
(6.3) is involved since the stroke covers three con-
stituents in the German wording, the modal ad-
verb [practically], the pronoun it, and the separa-
ble prefix da rein/into of the verb blickst/you look.
We will develop a simplified solution here using
the “verb” look-into. Similarly, in (6.4) the ges-
ture contains information relevant for closes in the
rear, i.e. for the whole VP. The gesture informa-
tion has to be integrated into the Router’s dialogue
acts at the interface points mentioned. Therefrom
several side issues arise, for example the treatment
of anaphora across Router’s or Follower’s contri-
butions. In (Dial 1) the Follower uses gestural
information only to acknowledge. It is a multi-
modal example of acknowledging by imitating the

Router’s multi-modal acts. Her gesture and the
OK form a kind of “complex acknowledgement”.
This way the Router’s contributions (6.2) to (6.4)
and the Follower’s contribution (6.5) show the in-
teractive role of gesture, more specifically, gesture
content in its use for grounding. We will briefly
comment upon that in section 8.

7 Using PTT as an Interface for Verbal
Meaning and Gestural Meaning

7.1 The verbal part of (Dial 1)
According to PTT, the discourse situation after the
verbal updates brought about by (Dial 1) would be
as follows.9 (We only represent one aspect of the
content of the initial utterances of (Dial 1).):

[DU0, DU1, DU2, DU3, DU4, DU5 |
DU0 is [. . . K1, . . . |

K1 is [b1 | building(b1), large(b1)],
. . . ]

DU1 is [u2.1, K2, ce2.1 |
u2.1: utter(Router,“Das ist das Rathaus”),
sem(u2.1) is K2,
K2 is [th1, tnhl |

th1 is ιy1. K1; [ | y1 is b1],
tnhl is ιu. [ | town hall (u)],
th1 is tnhl,

ce2.1: assert(Router, Follower, K2),
generate(u2.1, ce2.1)],

DU2 is [u2.2, K4, ce2.2 |
u2.2: utter(Router, “das ist ein
U-förmiges Gebäude.”),
sem(u2.2) is K4,
K4 is [th2 | th2 is ιy2. K5; [ |s: y2 is b1],

building(th2), U-shaped(th2),
K5 is K1],

ce2.2: assert(Router, Follower, K4),
generate(u2.2, ce2.2)],

DU3 is [u2.3, K7, ce2.3|
u2.3: utter(Router, “Du blickst da rein”),
sem(u2.3) is K7,
K7 is [th3, s1 | th3 is ιy3. K8; [|s: y3 is b1],

s1: look-into(Follower, th3),10

K8 is K4],
ce2.3: assert(Router, Follower, K7),
generate(u2.3, ce2.3)],

DU4 is [u2.4, K9, ce2.4|
u4: utter(Router, “es hat vorne
zwei Buchtungen und geht hinten zus. dann”),
sem(u2.4) is K9,
K9 is [th4,bu1,bu2,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,
re1,re2 |

th4 is ιy4. K10;
[ | y4 is th3], K10 is
K7,
bulge(bu1), bulge(bu2),
s2: has(th4, bu1),

9Abbreviations used in the PTT-fragment: The prefixes
are usually followed by a number n ≥ 0. DU = discourse
unit, ce = conversational event, K = DRS, u = utterance, sem
= semantic function, x, y, z . . . = DRs, e: event, s: = situation.
In the DRSs ‘,’ stands for conjunction an ‘;’ between DRSs
for composition of DRSs.
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s3: has(th4, bu2),
to-front-of(bu1, th4),
to-front-of(bu2, th4),
rear(re1), s4: has(bu1,
re1), rear(re2)11,
s5:has(bu2, re2),
s6: meet(re1, re2)],

ce2.44: assert(Router, Follower, K9),
generate(u2.4, ce2.4)].

The model of anaphora resolution accounting for
the anaphoric cases is developed in (Poesio and
Rieser, submitted 2009 b). The anaphoric Das/this
in DU1 depends on the discourse entity a larger
building introduced at the beginning of the con-
versation in DRS K1: K1 is the resource situation
for the anaphoric definite. The second das/this
still depends on the same resource situation. The
pronouns, however, behave differently: Pronoun
da/there in DU3 takes up the antecedent a U-
shaped building, whereas the es/it in DU4 in turn
refers to the it in DU3. Observe that the verbal part
of (Dial 1) alone would already specify the inter-
pretation completely: nothing essential is missing.
As it will become clear below, what gestures do in
this example is to add details to the verbally deter-
mined models and restrict the model set.

7.2 Tying in Gestures with Utterances

What we have got so far is a PTT-representation
of the verbal part of (Dial 1). We now move on
to how the information coming from the Router’s
gestures gets integrated with the verbal informa-
tion – in particular, how this integration can take
place below the sentential level. Our account
builds on two key ideas from PTT. First of all,
gestures are part of the discourse situation – i.e.,
the occurrence of gestures is recorded in the infor-
mation state’s representation of the discourse sit-
uation. Second, every occurrence of a sentence
constituent counts as a conversational event – a
MICRO CONVERSATIONAL EVENT (MCE).
With these assumptions in place, the interaction
of speech meaning and gesture meaning – how
the two types of meanings combine to specify the
overall meaning of a contribution – can be spec-
ified using the same mechanisms that specify the
meaning of MCEs: i.e., with (prioritized) defaults
in the sense of (Reiter, 1980, Brewka 1989). One

10Observe that the town-hall and the U-shaped building are
the same.

11Observe that the gesture dynamically shapes two rears
which meet.

example of a default specifying semantic com-
position is the BINARY SEMANTIC COMPO-
SITION (BSC) developed in (Poesio to appear,
Poesio and Rieser submitted a) to specify the de-
fault way in which MCEs meanings can be derived
from the meanings of their constituents. (We use
the notation > to indicate defeasible inference, ↑
to indicate ‘dominated by’.)

BSC: u1↑u, u2↑u, sem(u1) is α〈σι〉 sem(u2) is
β σ , complete(u,u1,u2)
> sem(u) is α(β )

BSC can however be overridden in a number
of circumstances: most notably, when anaphora
interpretation processes identify a referent for a
definite description like uNP1: utter(“the build-
ing”), in which case sem(uNP1) will be the refer-
ent as opposed to a set of properties; or in cases
of metonymy such as those studied by Nunberg
(2004), in which the meaning of a MCE may be
derived even more indirectly. We hypothesize that
the integration of utterance meaning and gesture
meaning is specified by interface defaults that
may override the general meaning in a similar
way by enriching the normal meaning of MCEs.
We provide several examples of interface defaults
below. For reasons of space, we only specify
the results of default inference, without provid-
ing full derivations of the multi-modal meanings.
For the gestures only the semantics12 is speci-
fied, abstracted from the description of the par-
tial ontology (cf. Appendix A for details). Utter-
ance meaning then operates on the partial ontol-
ogy information. MM abbreviates “multi-modal”;
“lex-entry” means the word-form at stake, “lex-
definition” means an explict dictionary definition
for the word, for example in the style of the OED,
cast into PL1.

7.3 The Interface Defaults

The general heuristic strategy for setting up inter-
face defaults designed to combine verbal mean-
ing and gesture meaning is to probe into the PTT
structure as deep as you need in order to fit in the
gestural content properly. Gestures may be rele-
vant at any level of discourse, as shown in (Rieser,
2008) and demonstrated below; this means that
sometimes gestural content has to be stored “deep

12This is due to the fact that we do not integrate gestures
into the discourse situation here. If these are integrated one
will use their type description as syntax in AVM format. Ges-
tures do not have the normal category syntax.
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in” the lexical definition of a word, at other times
one has to remain on the top level of semantic
composition or even follow up the contributions
produced so far. The interface defaults mostly fol-
low the general schema:

λ -prefix mentioning the open parameters + lex-
icon definition + open parameters applied to iconic
meaning = λ -abstracted partial ontology descrip-
tion where the λ -bound parameters secure bind-
ing.

An exception to this is (7.3.5.1) which uses the
notion of satisfaction (see stills in Appendix B).

7.3.1 The PRISM SEGMENT aligned with
[the] town hall (6.1). To begin with, gestural
meaning can enrich the meaning of a nominal
utterance. The interface default allowing this is
called Noun meaning extended (NMExt)13

NMExt: Noun(u), sem(u) is λx lex-
definition(x), u↑u’, N’(u’), u overlaps g,
gesture(g), iconic-meaning(g) is λp partial
ontology(p)
>sem(u’) is λx (lex-definition(x)) iconic-
meaning(g)(x)

For instance in the dialogue under consideration
lex-definition is the predicate ‘large building used
for the administration of local government’ abbre-
viated as ‘λPλx [[ |s: large building(x), used for
the administration of local government(x)]; P(x)]’
and the Partial Ontology TwoHandedPrismSeg-
ment1 from the Appendix A, resulting in the fol-
lowing meaning for the utterance of ‘town hall’
accompanied by the gesture:

(7.3.1.1) λx [ ls, rs, loc|s: large building(x), used
for the administration of local government(x),
side(ls, x), left(ls, Router), side(rs, x), right(rs,
Router), location(loc, x)]

Observe that the fine-grained local information is
provided by the gesture.

7.3.2 The DRAWN U-shape overlapping the ad-
jective U-shaped is an example of gesture enrich-
ing an adjectival meaning through the interface de-
fault Adjective meaning extended (AdjMExt)

AdjMExt: Adjective(u), sem(u) is λPλx [|lex-
entry(x), P(x)], u↑u’, N’(u’), u overlaps g, ges-
ture(g), iconic-meaning(g) is λp partial ontol-
ogy(p)
> sem(u’) is λPλQλx([|lex-entry(x), P(x)];
Q(x)) iconic- meaning(g)(x).

13‘λp partial ontology (p)’ in NMExt and the following
defaults is used in the following way: The expression ‘partial
ontology’ refers to information from the partial ontology list
in the Appendix A. What has to be chosen can be seen from
the application of the default below.

Using AdjMExt and the meaning of the gesture
OneHanded-U-shape in the Partial Ontology we
obtain (7.3.2.1) as an enriched meaning for “U-
shaped”, ‘⊕’ denoting mereological composition:

(7.3.2.1) λQλx([|U-shaped(x), λus(strai- ght-
line(lr, us), arc(lb, us), straight-line(ll, us), us =
lr ⊕ lb ⊕ ll )(x)]; Q(x))

After fitting in the noun modified by the multi-
modal content into position ‘Q’, the DRs will have
to be correctly bound.

Observe that we could apply (NMext) and (Ad-
jMext) iteratively to arrive at a complex MM
Nom-meaning.

7.3.3 The PRISM SEGMENT affiliated to
[practically] look into it is computed using
the interface default Verb meaning extended
(VMExt).

VMExt: VP(u), V(u1), NP(u2), u1↑ u, u2↑ u,
sem(u1) is λPλx([|s: lex-definition(x), P(x)], u
overlaps g, gesture(g), iconic-meaning(g) is λp
partial ontology(p)
> sem(u) is λPλx([|s: lex-definition(x), P(x)])
iconic-meaning(g)(x)

VMExt gives us, again using the informa-
tion from the Partial Ontology TwoHanded-U-
shapedPrism from the Appendix:

(7.3.3.1) λx([|s: focus(agent, x), space(x),
bounded(x), empty(x), λp[hl, ls, lel, fs, hr, rs,
ler, d| prism(p), height(hl, ls), left-side(ls, p),
front-side(fs, p), left(ls, Router), height(hr, rs),
right-side(rs, p), length(ler, rs), right(rs, Router),
length(lel, ls), distance(d, ls, lr), lel = ler](x)])

Again we see that fine-grained information is
provided by the gesture, especially the prag-
matic anchoring of the space looked into from the
Router’s position.

7.3.4 Finally, the two-handed U-shaped PRISM
SEGMENT going with and closes in the rear
needs a default VP meaning extended (VPMex-
tended). The gesture information is distributed
among the verb “closes” and the PP “in the rear”,
the assumption being that the object closing does
so at a particular location which is part of the ob-
ject itself. So we have:

VPMExt: V(u) ↑ VP(uph1), P(u) ↑ PP(uph2),
Det(u) ↑ NP(uph3), Nom(uph4) ↑ NP(uph3),
PP(uph2) ↑ VP(uph1), sem(u) is λPλx([|lex-
definition(x)]; P(x)), u overlaps g, gesture(g),
iconic-meaning(g) is λp partial ontology(p)
> sem(uph1) = λPλx([|lex-definition(x), P(x)];
iconic-meaning(g)(x)

The default using Appendix A, Partial On-
tology TwoHanded-U-shapedPrism, generates the
following MM meaning:
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(7.3.4.1) λx([ |s: close(x), at(s, loc), prism(leftp),
prism(rightp), part(leftp, x), part(rightp, x), sec-
tion(sectl, leftp), leftside(lefts, leftp), length(ll,
lefts), left(lefts, Router), section(sectr, rightp),
rightside(rights, rightp), frontside(fronts, rightp),
bent(rightp), meet(lefts, rights, loc), right(rights,
Router), parallel(lefts, rights), distance(d, lfts,
rhts)]).

7.3.5 The Follower’s U-shaped gesture: So far,
gesture meaning constrained word meanings or
constituent meanings. In contrast, the Follower’s
U-shaped gesture invades dialogue structure. The
Follower’s reply has two steps. Her iconic ges-
ture yields a predicate U-shaped in much the same
way as the Router’s contribution in DU2 and DU4
does. This is combined with a DR anaphorically
linked to the Router’s preceding its and thats. The
gesture in turn takes up the Router’s U-shapes
from DU2 and DU4. So we get an anaphora
related to antecedent multi-modal information.14

Her “OK” then simply acknowledges her own
DU5 filled up. Acknowledgement of the Router’s
contributions is achieved indirectly. In order to
model all that, we have to Hook up the Gesture’s
Content with a DR. This is simply

(7.3.5.1) λp(iconic-meaning(p))DR for some
preceding discourse referent DR satisfying
iconic-meaning.

The relevant iconic meaning is taken from Par-
tial Ontology TwoHandedPrismSegment3: sec-
tion(sect, p), leftpart(lftp, p), lengthl(lftp),
left(leftp, Follower), rightpart(rtp, p), right(rightp,
Follower), lengthr(rtp), lftp = rtp, p = lftp ⊕ rtp.

7.4 A Gestural Dialogue Act of Assertion

Concerning dialogue structure, we have concen-
trated on the verbal part of (Dial 1) in 7.1. In the
SAGA corpus there are many data showing how
dialogue structure interfaces with gesture mean-
ing. In 7.3.5 a default for the follower’s U-shaped
gesture was given. Its embedding into the PTT-
description of (Dial 1) is shown in DU5 below:

(7.4) DU5 is [g1, K10|
g1: gesticulate(Follower, Router, U-shape),
sem(g1) is K10,
K10 is [ |s: th5 is th4, λp(section(sect, p),

leftpart(lftp, p), lengthl(lftp),
left(leftp, Follower), rightpart(rtp, p),
right(rightp, Follower), lengthr(rtp),
lftp is rtp, p is lftp ⊕ rtp)(th5))]

ce5: assert(Follower, Router, K10),
generate(g1, ce5)],],

14These anaphorical relations are not reconstructed here
but delegated to a follow-up paper.

[ce6, u6|
u6: utter(Follower,“OK”),
ce6: ack(Follower, DU5),
textbfgenerate(u6, ce6)]]

In the multi-modal dialogue passage we have
‘gesticulate’ instead of ‘utter’. The semantics, us-
ing the default (7.3.5.1) ‘Hook up the Gesture’s
Content with a DR’ and material from Appendix
A is provided in the standard way by K10. It is as-
sumed that gestural content can be generated and
asserted. The Follower’s acknowledgement is a
sort of self-acknowledgement that percolates up
through anaphora.

8 Grounding by Gesture: a Genuine
Case of Gestural Alignment

The different defaults, Noun-meaning ex-
tended (NMextended), Adjective meaning
extended (AdjMextended), Verb meaning ex-
tended (VMextended), VP meaning extended
(VPMextended) and Hook up the Gesture’s
Content with a DR, clearly indicate that integra-
tion of gesture meaning has to operate on levels of
different grain. Gesture can operate on a sub-word
level if one has to attach its meaning to parts of a
lexical definition, on the word level, on the level
of constituents, and, as a consequence of all that,
on specific dialogue acts. Furthermore, we have
seen gesture at two inter-propositional levels at
work, at the interface among the contributions of
one agent (see Router’s contributions which are
all “united” by communicating the appearance of
the town hall) and at the interface among contri-
butions of different agents (Router-Follower).The
Follower acknowledges by imitating gestures of
the Router; this is a genuine case of gestural align-
ment. Alternatively, she could also acknowledge
verbally, uttering ‘U-shaped’ but she chooses a
gestural content. Obviously, speakers think that
this works. Her ‘OK’ furthermore shows that
verbal and gestural means can work in tandem.
So, in the end, the U-shape of the town hall is
rooted in the common ground by default and the
Router can continue with describing the route
leading to the next landmark.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Gesture Types and Description of Partial Ontology

Due to limited space gesture types and ontology descriptions are only partially characterised.



TwoHandedPrismSegment 1
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape loose B spread
R.G.Left.HandPalmDirection PDN/PTR
R.G.Left.BackOfHandDirection BAB
R.G.Left.Practice grasping-indexing
R.G.Left.Perspective speaker
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape loose B spread
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection PDN/PTL
R.G.Right.BackOfHandDirection BAB
R.G.Right.Practice grasping-indexing
R.G.Right.Perspective speaker
R.Two-handed-configuration TT
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand 0





Partial Ontology TwoHandedPrismSegment 1
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape-loose B spread side(ls, p)
R.G.Left.HandPalmDirection-PDN/PTR left(ls, Router)
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape-loose B spread side(rs, p)
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection-PDN/PTL right(rs, Router)
R.Two-handed-configuration-TT location(loc, p)





OneHanded-U-shape
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape G
R.G.Right.PalmDirection PDN/PTL>PDN/PTB>PDN
R.G.Right.BackOfHandDirection BAB/BTL>BAB/BDN>BAB/BDN/BTL
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation ARC
R.G.Right.WristLocationMovementDirectio MR>MF>ML
R.G.Right.Extent MEDIUM
R.G.Right.Practice drawing
R.G.Right.Pespective speaker




Partial Ontology OneHanded-U-shape
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation-ARC U-shape(us)
R.G.Right.WristLocation straight-line(lr, us) ∧

MovementDirection-MR>MF>ML bent-line(lb, us) ∧
straight-line(ll, us)





TwoHandedPrismSegment 2
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape B spread
R.G.Left.HandPalmDirection PTR
R.G.Left.BackOfHandDirection BAB/BUP > BAB
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation LINE
R.G.Left.WristLocation MF

MovementDirection
R.G.Left.Practice shaping-modelling
R.G.Left.Perspective speaker
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape B spread
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection PTL
R.G.Right.BackOfHandDirection BAB/BUP > BAB
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation LINE
R.G.Right.WristLocation MF

MovementDirection
R.G.Right.Practice shaping-modelling
R.G.Right.Perspective speaker
R.Two-handed-configuration PF
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand SYNC





Partial Ontology TwoHandedPrismSegment 2
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape-B spread hight(hl, ls)
R.G.Left.HandPalmDirection-PTR leftside(ls, p)

∧ prism(p)
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation-LINE length(lel, ls)
R.G.Left.WristLocation frontside(fs, p)

MovementDirection-MF
R.G.Left.Perspective-speaker left(ls, speaker)
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape-B spread hight(hr, rs)
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection-PTL rightside(rs, p)

∧ prism(p)
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation-LINE length(ler, rs)
R.G.Right.WristLocation frontside(fs, p)

MovementDirection-MF
R.G.Right.Perspective-speaker right(rs, speaker)
R.Two-handed-configuration-PF distance(d, ls, lr)
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand-SYNC lel = ler




TwoHanded-U-shapedPrism
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape small C
R.G.Left.HandPalmDirection PAB
R.G.Left.BackOfHandDirection BAB/BTR
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation LINE
R.G.Left.WristLocation MF

MovementDirection
R.G.Left.Practice shaping
R.G.Left.Perspective speaker
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape small C
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection PAB/PTL>

PTL>PTB/PTL
R.G.Right.BackOfHandDirection BAB/BTR>

BAB>BAB/BTL
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation LINE>LINE
R.G.Right.WristLocation MF>ML

MovementDirection
R.G.Right.Practice shaping
R.G.Right.Perspective speaker
R.Two-handed-configuration BHA
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand SYNC





Partial Ontology TwoHanded-U-shapedPrism
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape-small C section(sectl, leftp)
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation-LINE leftside(lefts, leftp)
R.G.Left.WristLocation length(ll, lefts)

MovementDirection -MF
R.G.Left.Perspective-speaker left(lefts, speaker)
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape-small section(sectr, rightp)
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation-LINE>LINE rightside(rights, rightp) ∧

frontside(fronts, rightp)
R.G.Right.WristLocation>ML bent(rightp) ∧

MovementDirection-MF meet(lefts, rights)
R.G.Right.Perspective-speaker right(rights, speaker)
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand-SYNC parallel(lefts, rights) ∧

distance(d, lefts, rights)
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TwoHandedPrismSegment 3
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape C
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection PDN/PTR>

PAB/PUP
R.G.Left.BackOfHandDirection BAB>

BTL/BUP
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation ARC
R.G.Left.WristLocationMovementDirection ML>MB
R.G.Left.Practice shaping
R.G.Left.Perspective speaker
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape C
R.G.Right.HandPalmDirection PDN/PTL>

PAB/PUP
R.G.Right.BackOfHandDirection BAB>

BTR/BUP
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation ARC
R.G.Right.WristLocationMovementDirection MR>MB
R.G.Right.Practice shaping
R.G.Right.Perspective speaker
R.Two-handed-configuration BHA
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand Mirror-Sagittal





Partial Ontology TwoHandedPrismSegment 3
R.G.Left.HandShapeShape section(sect, p)
R.G.Left.PathOfWristLocation leftpart(lftp, p)
R.G.Left.WristLocationMovementDirection lengthl(lftp)
R.G.Left.Perspective left(leftp, speaker)
R.G.Right.HandShapeShape section(sect, p)
R.G.Right.PathOfWristLocation rightpart(rtp, p)
R.G.Right.WristLocationMovementDirection lengthr(rtp)
R.G.Right.Perspective speaker
R.Two-handed-configuration lftp = rtp
R.Movement-relative-to-other-hand p = lftp ⊕ rtp



Appendix B: Figure 1

(a) The Router on his trip. (b) The site traversed by the
Router. The U-shaped building
is the town hall

(c) Fig. 1c shows the town hall
as described and gestured by
the Router.

(d) Two-Handed-Prism-
Segment-1

(e) One-Handed-U-Shape (f) Two-Handed-U-Shaped-
Prism-Segment

(g) Two-Handed-Prism-
Segment-2A

(h) Two-Handed-Prism-
Segment-2B

(i) Two-Handed-Prism-
Segment-3

Figure 1: The SAGA Setting
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Abstract 

Demonstrative terms are highly context-
dependent elements both in deictic and 
anaphoric uses. When reference is 
transferred from a visual, three-
dimensional context to the textual 
domain, information-structure factors 
(i.e. the cognitive status of the 
antecedent, recency of mention, syntactic 
structure or the semantic type of the 
antecedent) have an effect on speaker 
preferences for selecting demonstrative 
anaphors over other referring expres-
sions. In certain languages, there seems 
to be a correlation between demonstra-
tives and tenses in discourse. For ex-
ample, proximal demonstratives correlate 
better with present tenses whereas distal 
demonstratives correlate with past tenses. 
In this paper, we present a corpus study 
of Spanish texts that analyzes the ways in 
which temporal expressions selectively 
favor the use of specific demonstratives 
thus confirming the contextual 
dependency of demonstrative anaphors. 

1 Introduction 

As referring expressions, adnominal and pro-
nominal demonstratives (this/that) can be used in 
two basic ‘modes’ that allow speakers to refer to 
entities in different discourse situations. In the 
deictic mode, speakers commonly use 
demonstratives to refer to physical, concrete 
entities in the real-world speech situation. Utter-
ance of the demonstrative (very likely accompa-
nied by a pointing gesture) has an important 
communicative effect, namely, that of focusing 
the attention of the addressee on a particular 
entity in the perceptual or visual field. This is 

accomplished by making the intended entity 
salient from among a set of (potentially) 
competing entities. Thus, both speaker and 
addressee focus their attention on the same 
element and the speaker’s intended 
communicative goal is achieved. This is the so-
called joint attention effect in the 
psycholinguistics literature (Diessel 2006) In 
these exophoric uses, the role of the pointing 
gesture (a pointing finger, a gaze or movement 
of the head) may become essential. It completes 
the meaning of the demonstrative expression and 
serves to disambiguate the speaker’s reference. 
Demonstratives can also be used exophorically 
without an accompanying ostension, but in such 
cases the entity referred to is already sufficiently 
salient in the visual field for the interlocutors to 
have focused their attention on it and, 
consequently, an accompanying gesture by the 
speaker would be redundant or irrelevant to 
achieve the intended communicative goal.  

There are certain uses of demonstrative ele-
ments that depart from the purely deictic mode. 
These uses, long and widely recognized, have 
been characterized as anaphoric or discourse 
anaphoric many authors (see inter alia Asher, 
1993; Diessel, 1999; Janssen, 1996; Gundel et al. 
2001, 2003; Hegarty et al. 2001). Thus, as de-
monstrative anaphors, demonstratives like En-
glish this/that are coreferential with a range of 
textual elements. From a syntactic point of view, 
the antecedents of demonstrative anaphors can 
be of a varied nature: NPs, subordinate clauses, 
entire sentences or larger textual fragments. 
Semantically, these antecedents comprise a rich 
ontology that ranges from individuals or 
propositions to event and event-types. Whether 
the anaphoric referring mode is derived from a 
primary deictic character or not is an issue quite 
beyond the purpose of this paper, but studies on 
language acquisition indicate that the deictic 
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features are learned at the earlier stages (Diessel 
2006).  

The only difference between the referential 
capabilities of deictic and anaphoric uses of 
demonstratives lies in the fact that these 
capabilities have been transferred from a real-
world context of utterance common to strict 
deictic uses to a textual (endophoric) domain in 
the anaphoric use. The communicative function 
remains the same. The pointing gesture, absent 
in demonstrative anaphors, seems to have 
evolved into derived pragmatic functions in the 
anaphoric use. A key feature that is common to 
both deictic and anaphoric uses is their high 
degree of contextual dependency. This issue will 
be explored in the next sections. 

2 Referential distance 

In deictic uses, pronominal and adnominal 
demonstratives are highly context dependent. In 
order to be properly used and fully interpreted, 
they require the aid of contextual parameters 
such as the speaker, the addressee, the location 
of the deictic center, the location of the object 
pointed at, the utterance time, etc. This is not 
only true of demonstratives like this (NP) or that 
(NP) but also of other indexical expressions like 
here, there, I, you, etc.  

Demonstrative anaphors also appear to be de-
pendent on contextual factors to a high degree. 
The most relevant parameter in anaphoric uses is 
textual context. Elements such as referential 
distance, lexical clues, or syntactic structure may 
have an effect on the speaker’s preferences for 
one demonstrative over the other(s), or over 
other referential expressions. For example, 
Gundel et al (2001, 2003) examined referential 
expressions, including demonstratives and the 
personal pronoun it, in different environments 
and came to the conclusion that several factors, 
most prominently information structure, have an 
effect in the way clausally-introduced entities are 
referred to with these expressions. Different 
referential expressions (demonstratives, indefi-
nites, the definite article, etc.) have the property 
of ‘marking’ the cognitive status of their antece-
dents. In the Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al. 
1993), the antecedents of demonstratives are 
cognitively ACTIVATED whereas those of the 
unstressed personal pronoun it are IN FOCUS. As 
they point out, “the entities IN FOCUS at a given 
point in the discourse will be that partially-
ordered subset of activated entities which are 
likely to be continued as topics of subsequent 

utterances.” (2001: 40). A very important factor 
in determining the status of an entity is syntactic 
structure. Consider the following discourses:  

 
(1) a. My neighbor ‘s Bull Mastiff bit a girl on 

 a bike. 
 b. It’s/That’s the same dog that bit Mary 

 last summer. 
(2) a. Sears delivered new siding to my 

 neighbors with the Bull Mastiff. 
 b. #It’s/That’s the same dog that bit Mary 

 last summer. 
 

In (1)1, the NP My neighbor’s Bull Mastiff 
occupies the subject position of a main clause 
and it is very likely the discourse topic. This 
brings the entity into the FOCUS of attention and, 
therefore, can be indistinctively referred to using 
personal and demonstrative pronouns. The 
anaphor ‘that’ can be used to refer to the NP for 
entities IN FOCUS are also ACTIVATED, namely, 
in working memory. On the other hand, entities 
introduced in subordinate clauses or preposi-
tional phrases are more likely to be rendered the 
cognitive status ACTIVATED upon their intro-
duction in discourse. This point is shown in 
example (2), where the same NP is introduced 
within a prepositional phrase. This peripheral 
syntactic position renders the cognitive status of 
the antecedent ACTIVATED hence banning the 
use of the personal pronoun it and licensing the 
use of the demonstrative pronoun. 

Another contextual factor that has been inves-
tigated as bearing clear implications on the use 
of demonstrative anaphors by language users is 
referential distance. By referential distance we 
mean the textual distance between the antecedent 
and the demonstrative anaphor. Textual or 
referential distance is commonly quantified as 
the number of intervening clauses between 
antecedent and anaphor. Hegarty et al. (2000) 
observed that English demonstrative pronouns 
and adjectives (this/that-(NP)) show a strong 
preference for their antecedents to be found in 
the clause immediately preceding the clause 
holding the demonstrative expression. 

In quite the same line, Kirsner et al. (1987) 
investigate the factors that affect demonstrative 
(deze ‘this’ vs die ‘that’) choice in written 
Dutch. One of these determining factors is the 
magnitude of referential distance. Based on texts 
from different subcorpora tested on native Dutch 
speakers and comprising various different dis-
                                                             
1 This example appears in Gundel et al. (2003) 
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course genres, these authors showed that the 
Dutch proximal demonstrative deze (‘this’) tends 
to be associated with referential distance ≥ 1 
(extrasentential retrieval of a referent) and distal 
die (‘that’) tends to be associated with referential 
distance = 0 (intrasentential retrieval of a refer-
ent). Their study showed that only 15% of NPs 
with deze (‘this’) have referential distance = 0, 
whereas a 40% of the NPs with die (‘that’) have 
referential distance = 0.  

In our empirical corpus study, we have 
analyzed the referential distance factor for 
Spanish demonstrative pronouns with the aim of 
checking whether this contextual parameter may 
have an influence on the speakers’ preferences 
for one demonstrative over the others. Let us 
first briefly characterize Spanish demonstratives. 
Unlike English, Spanish has a tripartite 
demonstrative system with three elements (este, 
ese and aquel) inflected for gender and number. 
As deictic elements, these demonstratives are 
commonly characterized as conveying  different 
degrees of distance with respect to the deictic 
center (the speaker): este (‘this’) is proximal, ese 
(‘that’) medial,  and aquel (‘that yonder’) is the 
distal demonstrative of the tripartite system. In 
addition, Spanish has three demonstrative 
pronouns (esto, eso and aquello), which do not 
inflect and have been traditionally labelled as 
neuter demonstrative pronouns in the Spanish 
grammatical tradition (even though there is not 
clearly a neuter grammatical gender in this 
language). Most likely these pronouns have been 
labelled as neuter for they are used, as in many 
other languages, as demonstrative anaphors to 
anaphorically and cataphorically refer to 
abstract, genderless, higher order entities like 
events, propositions, etc. in discourse.  

2.1 A first corpus study 

To test the referential distance (recency) fac-
tor, we carried out a corpus search2 on the three 

                                                             
2 The corpus CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español 
Actual) has been the source of data used throughout this 
paper and for all our corpus samples and illustrative 
examples. The CREA corpus of Spanish is a very large 
collection of texts. A dedicated search interface allows the 
user to search the corpus for words and phrases and display 
the search result as a concordance with limited context (the 
sufficient amount of context for the purposes of this paper.) 
The corpus comprises written texts (newspaper, novels, 
emails, etc.) as well as transcribed spoken discourse 
(interviews, speeches, etc.). For the purposes of this paper, 
we have included both written and spoken discourse in our 
corpus samples. The corpus is accessible at 
http://corpus.rae.es/creanet.html 

neuter demonstrative pronouns. To this aim, we 
obtained a sample of 193 cases to be scrutinized. 
Out of the total 193 occurrences, 82 were 
instances of demonstrative esto, 80 instances of 
eso and 31 of aquello. In order to restrict the 
high number of occurrences of demonstratives in 
our corpus we searched for combinations of a 
demonstrative in the subject position 
immediately followed by a past tense (e.g. esto 
ocurrió… (‘this happened…’). The sample is not 
even (82 vs 80 vs 31 cases) due to the lesser 
frequency of occurrence of demonstrative 
aquello in Spanish oral and written discourses.  

In order to find out the antecedent (and se-
mantic referent) of the demonstrative, we seg-
mented our sample texts into sentences as in (3). 
Note that each bracketed item corresponds to a 
discourse segment (a sentence), and each 
segment has been numbered with a subscript. 
The demonstrative anaphor is written in bold 
characters and the most likely antecedent has 
been underlined. In (3), for example, the 
antecedent to the demonstrative pronoun can be 
found in sentence #3 (subscript CL3), namely, in 
the third sentence relative to the position of the 
demonstrative anaphor in clause CL0. 
Antecedent and anaphor are subscripted to show 
coreference. An English translation of the 
original Spanish text is given below. 

(3) [Al fin y al cabo, si ustedes están aquí es 
porque quieren que les hable de la 
Operación Óperak, claro.]CL3 [¡Me cuesta 
tanto volver al pasado!]CL2 [Ya 
comprenderán, el tiempo aquí transcurre de 
otra manera.]CL1 [Y todo aquellok sucedió 
en el 92, hace ya…]CL0 ¡Pero sea! No voy a 
defraudarles. Les contaré la historia tal y 
como sucedió. 

 [After all, it is obvious that you are here 
because you want me to tell you about the 
Operation Opera]CL3 [It’s so hard for me 
to go back to the past!]CL2 [You see, here 
times goes by differently.]CL1 [And all that 
happened in 1992, about…]CL0 But OK! I 
won’t disappoint you. I’ll tell you the story 
exactly as it happened.  

 
The results from our study indicate that demon-
strative pronouns in Spanish show, like English, 
a strong preference for their antecedents to be 
found immediately prior to the occurrence of the 
anaphor. The results are shown in Figure 1. 
There are 7 different categories. Categories la-
belled 1CL, 2CL, 3CL and 4CL stand for the 
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sentence ID number where the antecedent was 
found (where 1CL is the closest to the anaphor). 
The category ≥5CL comprises all those cases in 
which the antecedent was found in the fifth 
clause preceding the anaphor and up. All those 
cases in which, for some reason, the proper 
antecedent could not be determined have been 
gathered under category N/A (e.g. not enough 
text to locate the antecedent, the antecedent was 
ambiguous, etc.). Finally, the category labelled 
CATAPH stands for cases of cataphora where 
reference via the demonstrative is made to a 
textual entity, which is subsequent to the ap-
pearance of the anaphor. In all instances of cata-
phoric reference considered, the antecedent was 
found in the clause immediately following the 
one holding the anaphor. 
 

 
Figure 1: textual distance of antecedent relative to demon-

strative anaphor 

 
The results seem to be relatively straightforward: 
in 123 instances (63.7%) out of the total 193 
cases examined, the antecedent was found in the 
sentence closest to the anaphor (1CL). This 
percentage increases substantially up to a 77.8% 
when we leave N/A cases out of the count. On 
the other hand, there are no relevant differences 
regarding individual demonstrative pronouns as 
the three elements obtained pretty similar results: 
78% of antecedents of proximal esto (‘this’), 
78.2% of eso (‘that’) and 76.0% of aquello (‘that 
yonder’) were found in 1CL. Even if we would 
collapse categories 2CL, 3CL, 4CL and ≥5CL  
into one single category (with label ≥2CL), the 
number of antecedents found in the clause 
closest to the demonstrative anaphor would still 
be much higher. The results of this study seem to 
confirm the data by Hegarty et al. (2000) for 
English, namely that demonstrative pronouns 
show a strong preference for their clausal 

antecedents to be introduced in the sentence 
preceding the one containing the anaphor. 
Unlike Dutch demonstratives deze and die 
(Kirsner et al. (1987), Spanish demonstrative 
pronouns do not exhibit any individual 
differences concerning referential distance. This 
does not entail that Spanish demonstratives do 
not show any semantic or pragmatic differences. 
As we will see in the next section, Spanish 
demonstratives show important differences in 
the way they are licensed in discourse by certain 
contextual elements like tenses, even denoting 
nominals and temporal adverbials.  

3 Tense and demonstration in discourse  

In the Spanish grammatical tradition, it was 
noticed that demonstratives and some particular 
tenses show a correlation in oral and written 
discourse (Fernández-Ramírez, 1951; cf. also 
Gutiérrez-Rexach (2002) for a more recent 
restatement). This parallelism arises when 
demonstratives are used as discourse anaphors, 
that is, when reference is intratextual. To date, 
the alleged correlation tense-demonstration has 
not been empirically tested. To this aim, we 
carried out a corpus study to check whether the 
alleged correlation can be sustained and 
explained.  

The alleged correlation tense-demonstration 
does not appear to be restricted to Spanish. In 
Dutch, Kirsner et al. (1987) studied the effect 
than tense may have on the speaker’s choice of 
demonstratives deze (‘this’) and die (‘that’). At 
the intrasentential level, they found that 59% of 
present tense verb forms co-occur with proximal 
deze and 67% of past tense forms co-occur with 
distal die. These figures are based on the study 
of 43-deze sentences and 42 die-sentences 
containing non-perfect verb forms. Nevertheless, 
as the authors of the study point out, when con-
text is added, other factors such as referential 
distance, the degree of detail with which the 
referent has been described, etc. override the 
influence of tense on demonstrative choice. It is 
worth noting that for Kirsner et al.’s the differ-
ences in meaning between Dutch demonstratives 
can be fundamentally explained on the basis of 
“the degree of attention which the addressee is 
instructed to give to the referent of the noun” (p. 
17).  

Regarding Spanish, our initial hypothesis is 
that contextual clues or elements such as tense, 
temporal adverbials, event denoting nominals 
and other temporal expressions favor the use of 
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certain demonstrative anaphors. In particular, we 
will hypothesize that distal demonstrative aquel 
(‘that yonder’), both in its pronominal and 
adnominal forms, needs a PAST-denoting 
contextual element to be licensed in discourse. 
As a consequence, anaphoric reference with the 
distal demonstrative aquel commonly involves  
past events, facts, situations, etc. On the other 
hand, the two other demonstratives of the 
tripartite system (proximal este (‘this’) and 
medial ese (‘that’)) do not need any particular 
contextual configuration to be used as 
demonstrative anaphors in discourse. In sum, 
there is a correlation between a PAST trigger and 
distal aquel, whereas este and ese are found in 
any context irrespective of their temporal frame 
in discourse.  

We carried out a second corpus study where 
we analyzed if the alleged correlation tense-
demonstration can be sustained on empirical 
grounds. For this purpose, we searched for oc-
currences of demonstrative pronouns and past 
and present tense verb forms where the demon-
strative anaphor played the syntactic role of 
subject of the verb. A sample query is shown in 
(4). All three demonstrative pronouns were 
combined with the tensed verb forms: past tense 
as in (4a) and present tense as in (4b). We lim-
ited our search to event predicates (‘happen’, 
‘occur’ and ‘finish’), to ensure the demonstra-
tives in question were referring back in the text 
to events, which are entities that are commonly 
referred to via demonstrative anaphors. At the 
same time, forcing a discourse referential read-
ing for the demonstrative would ensure that we 
were filtering out other actual uses of Spanish 
demonstratives as discourse particles. 

 
(4) a. Esto/Eso/Aquello         sucedió. 
  This/That/That yonder happen-3sg.Pret. 
 ‘This/That/That yonder happened.’ 

 b. Esto/Eso/Aquello sucede. 
  This/That/That yonder happen-3sg.Pres. 
  ‘This/That/That yonder happen.’ 
 
Regarding the tenses scrutinized, we looked for 
combinations of demonstratives and various 
PAST (past progressive, Spanish “imperfecto”, 
preterite) and PRESENT3 tenses (present progres-

                                                             
3 We have adopted in this paper a Reichenbachian  view of 
natural language tense (Reichenbach 1947) whereby the 
tenses of finite forms situate the event denoted by the 
semantics of the verb with respect to the time of the speech 
time (S).   

sive, simple present and Spanish “pretérito per-
fecto”)4.  The results are shown in figures 2 and 
3. As shown in the chart in 2, only 1 single 
occurrence of demonstrative aquello combined 
with a present tense was found. Compare these 
figures with the 573 occurrences of 
demonstrative pronoun esto and 209 occurrences 
of ‘medial’ demonstrative eso.  

 
Figure 2: total number of demonstrative plus pre-
sent tense combinations found in corpus search. 

 
On the other hand, the frequency of tokens of 
demonstrative aquello accompanied by a past 
tensed verb form increases dramatically as 
shown in graph 3 (45 occurrences). Thus, out of 
the total 46 tokens of demonstrative aquello 
found in our corpus search, only 2.17% were 
cases where the demonstrative was accompanied 
by a past tense. The other two demonstratives 
also show a high rate of occurrence along with 
past tenses in discourse (151 tokens of eso vs 
290 of proximal esto).  

The disparity in the total number of 
occurrences among demonstratives (46 of distal 
aquello; 360 of medial eso; 863 of proximal 
esto) clearly indicates that the use of 
demonstrative aquel is in general quite limited in 
modern Spanish; especially when compared to 
the overall frequency of use of demonstratives 
este and ese. This is a proven fact that equally 
applies to pronominal and adnominal 
demonstrative aquel when used anaphorically in 
discourse.  
 

                                                             
4 Some of these tenses do not have a direct or exact 
correspondence in English, while others do. Thus, for 
example, the Spanish “pretérito perfecto” is quite similar to 
the present perfect tense in English. While technically a 
past tense, Spanish pretérito perfecto is commonly 
characterized as having current relevance (i.e. the event 
conveyed by the tensed verb is relevant at a time that 
extends into or overlaps the speech time). For this reason 
we decided to include this tense in the group of PRESENT 
tenses.  
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Figure 3: total number of occurrences demonstra-

tive plus past tense found in corpus search. 
 

The numbers shown in figures 2 and 3 indi-
cate that the use of Spanish distal demonstrative 
aquello clearly correlates with past tense in 
discourse, whereas proximal esto and medial eso 
co-occur with past and present tenses in a similar 
proportion. Proximal demonstrative pronoun 
esto is the element of the tripartite system 
preferred by speakers for reference to events in 
discourse. Nevertheless, the picture is not as 
straightforward as it may appear from these 
figures. A non systematic look at the corpus 
reveals abundant cases of demonstrative aquel 
used in discourse along with a past tense in its 
immediate textual surroundings. A suitable 
explanation must be provided for these cases or, 
otherwise, the validity of our study could be 
questioned and the hypothesized correlation 
tense-demonstration in Spanish could not be 
sustained.  

In order to test whether the semantic nature of 
the entity referred to or the specific demonstra-
tive expression (pronominal vs adnominal) may 
have an effect on the clear correlation tense-
demonstration shown by demonstrative aquel, 
we carried out a second corpus study. In this 
case, we have searched the corpus for occur-
rences of the expression aquel hecho ‘that fact’ 
containing the demonstrative in an adnominal 
use (this/that-NP type). The main goal is to test 
whether other explicit contextual factors besides 
tense may have an influence in the licensing of 
demonstrative aquello. We looked at a 
substantial fragment of text surrounding the 
demonstrative anaphor (a discourse fragment 
consisting of an average of 10 sentences). In all, 
30 occurrences of the expression aquel hecho 
(‘that fact’) were scrutinized. The results are 
given in figure 4. The category acronyms stand 
for the following elements: NAPT (No Apparent 
Past Trigger), OTHER, EDN (Event denoting 
Noun), TE (Temporal Expression), PTPC (Past 

Tense(s) in Previous Clause(s), PTSC (Past Tense 
in the Same Clause as the demonstrative 
anaphor).  

 

 
Figure 4: number of potential licensing expressions 

for demonstrative aquel in immediate context. 
 
As figure 4 indicates, in only 3 out of the total 

30 tokens analyzed no past temporal expression 
could be found in the immediate discourse 
context of the demonstrative anaphor. In all 
other tokens, at least one past expression 
‘trigger’ could be found. In many cases, more 
than one past expression co-appeared in the 
anaphor’s immediate context. A series of 
examples are given in the appendix to this paper. 
What all the linguistic expressions included in 
these categories have in common is that they di-
rectly or indirectly denote a past time or, in other 
words, contribute to situate the event referred to 
at some interval preceding the speech time. 
Taking discourse as a coherent and fully 
cohesive semantic unit, what these expressions 
do is contribute to the setup and maintenance of 
the temporal referential frame of discourse. 
Thus, for example, past time denoting temporal 
expressions (dates; time adverbs like ‘tomorrow‘ 
and other past time denoting expressions like 
‘John visited Paris last year’) are found in 14 out 
of the 30 cases analyzed. Some event-denoting 
nominals like, for example, the Beijing Olympic 
Games or the murder of President Kennedy may 
also situate the event they denote at a particular 
past interval, namely, the summer of year 2008 
and year 1963, respectively. Of course, nothing 
in the morphology or the semantics of these 
nominals indicates obligatory reference to a past 
time. Rather, their interpretation as past event- 
denoting nominals is clearly dependent on the 
background knowledge of the conversation 
participants. Thus, if we assume that common 
ground and a certain amount of shared world 
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knowledge is essential to communication, event-
denoting nominals also contribute to the setup of 
the referential temporal frame of discourse. 
Finally, tense is another key contextual factor 
that contributes to the setup and maintenance of 
the temporal frame. In 13 of the tokens 
examined, a past tense could be found in the 
same clause as the demonstrative. In 21 cases, 
the past tense verb form(s) was found in the 
preceding discourse. For example, a good 
number of the instances analyzed were narratives 
where a certain past fact, event or action was 
described using a series of past tenses along a 
variable textual span.  

In principle, what all these elements (past 
tenses, event denoting nominals, temporal ad-
verbials) have in common is their ability to situate 
the discourse entity referred to at an interval interval 
preceding the actual speech time.  Whether this sort 
of meaning is wholly procedural or contains a 
mixture of conceptual and procedural elements is 
an issue that we will not discuss in this paper. 
Spanish distal demonstrative aquel in discourse 
anaphoric uses, and perhaps other demonstrative 
anaphors in different languages, appear to be 
somehow sensitive to the temporal information 
conveyed by these elements up to the point that 
demonstrative aquel needs a past denoting 
‘trigger’ in its textual surroundings to be fully 
licensed in context. As the data presented in this 
paper indicate, demonstratives este and ese do 
not seem to be sensitive to the past/present 
distinction. This, along with other data like the 
overall frequency of use of Spanish 
demonstrative anaphors, can be taken as an 
indication that the Spanish tripartite system is in 
the process of evolving into a binary system,  an 
issue we will not discuss here for reasons of 
space (see Gutiérrez-Rexach 2002 for a general 
theory along these lines). 

The fundamental conclusion that can be 
drawn from this paper is that a variety of 
contextual information may contribute to the 
differential behavior of demonstratives as 
discourse anaphors. How the particular 
“licensing” of the tense-demonstration relation 
in discourse takes place and how to explain 
and/or characterize it is not a trivial task. Many 
linguistic expressions are clearly context-
dependent in many languages in various ways. In 
some cases, such dependency can be explained 
on syntactic grounds (i.e. negative polarity 
items). In other cases, a suitable explanation has 
been provided on pragmatic or semantic grounds 
(the Spanish negative word tampoco 

‘neither/not…either’ needs either an overt 
negation or even a presupposed negation in the 
textual surroundings for it to be fully licensed in 
discourse (Schwenter and Zulaica, 2001). 
Evidence presented in this paper concerning 
referential-distance preferences for Spanish 
demonstrative anaphors indicate that the abstract 
discourse object is commonly found in the 
clause immediately preceding the anaphor. It has 
also been shown that other contextual factors 
need to be taken into account when dealing with 
demonstrative anaphors cross-linguistically. 
Thus, for example, Spanish demonstrative 
anaphor aquel strongly correlates with past time 
denoting expressions to the point that the 
presence of any of these triggers in the 
surrounding discourse context is needed for the 
demonstrative to be licensed.  This would seem 
to indicate that demonstrative aquel also binds a 
time variable thus establishing a referential 
relation between the anaphor and the temporal 
information conveyed by texts (along the lines 
defended by Setzer and Gaizauskas, 2000; Puste-
jovsky et al. 2003; Hobbs and Pustejovsky, 
2006.) 

4 Conclusions 

It is commonly assumed that demonstratives, 
when used as anaphors in discourse cross-
linguistically, convey additional information 
besides mere (co)-reference. For example, these 
elements (and other referential expressions) are 
said to mark the cognitive status of their 
antecedents or contribute to the joint attentional 
state of the participants in the conversation. The 
source of such supplementary information 
appears to be of a pragmatic nature: It arises in 
specific uses and discourse context plays a 
crucial role in its appearance. In this paper, we 
have shown that the tripartite system of 
demonstrative anaphors in Spanish seems to be 
sensitive to specific temporal contextual 
information. Thus, the Spanish distal 
demonstrative anaphor aquel requires the 
presence a past time denoting expression (i.e. 
past tensed verb forms, adverbs, event-denoting 
nominals and other temporal expressions) in its 
contextual environment for the anaphor to be 
properly used in discourse. In addition, we have 
also studied the influence that referential dis-
tance may have on Spanish demonstrative ana-
phors and the speaker's preferences for one ana-
phor over the other.  
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Nevertheless, our empirical study is far from 
being exhaustive. Future research would have to 
explore other contextual factors in more detail, 
such ase the amount of textual material between 
the anaphor and the antecedent, the syntactic and 
semantic type of specific lexical items involved, 
differences among discourse genres and/or syn-
tactic prominence of the antecedent, etc. as these 
factors may also help us better understand the 
complex mechanisms underlying the semantics 
and pragmatics of discourse anaphors.  
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Appendix 1.  

In this appendix, we present some contextualized 
examples of the Spanish distal demonstrative 
aquel (‘that yonder’). The corresponding English 
translation is given below each discourse sam-
ple. The demonstrative is highlighted in capital 
letters for an easy identification and the source is 
given in brackets at the end of every example. 
Other relevant information is given in bold char-
acters. All the labels (PTPC, PTSC, EDN, TE 
and Other) correspond to the corpus sample in 
figure 4. 

(I) This example is an instance of the 
temporal trigger labeled PTPC (Past 
tense(s) in previous clause(s) in our 
corpus study. The text tells a brief story 
about the movie Suddenly. The series of 
past tensed verb forms indicate the 
speaker is narrating a past event, which 
is the temporal frame that triggers the 
use of this particular demonstrative.  

"Suddenly" nunca se estrenó en España a pesar 
de que, además de un excelente filme policiaco, 
fue una película premonitoria. Nueve años des-
pués de su estreno, Kennedy fue asesinado y 
según dicen, el asesino oficial, Lee Oswald, se 
inspiró en ella. También se dice que cuando ya 
se había producido el magnicidio, su protagoni-
sta, Sinatra, intentó que la retiraran de la cir-
culación para "evitar que otras mentes insanas 
la utilizaran como modelo", aunque también 
para disociar su imagen con AQUEL HECHO. 

“Suddenly” was never showed in Spain in spite 
of the fact that it was a premonitory and excel-
lent cop movie. Nine years after the premiere, 
Kennedy was murdered and, as it is said, the 
alleged murderer, Lee Oswald, was inspired by 
it. It is said that once the assassination was 
committed, the main character, Sinatra, tried to 
withdraw the film “to prevent that other insane 
minds could use it as a model”, but also to 
dissociate his image from THAT FACT. 
(CREA: La Vanguardia, 31/08/1994) 
 
(II) The following example is ambiguous as 

it may be categorized as belonging to 
either category PTSC (Past tense in 
same clause as anaphor) or as EDN 
(Event denoting noun). On the one 
hand, a past tense is accompanying the 
demonstrative expression in the last 
sentence. On the other hand, demonstra-
tive reference is made to the past event 

denoting NP the French Revolution two 
clauses before the anaphor. It appears 
that this NP may be functioning as the 
element that licenses the use of distal 
demonstrative aquel. In cases like this, 
where a clear past event denoting NP is 
found, we believe the event denoting NP 
prevails over any other past denoting 
triggering expression. The reason behind 
this is that NPs are most commonly 
global or local discourse (sub)-topics. In 
consequence, we labeled this particular 
example as EDN.  

 
El editorial que publicó El País el pasado día 19 
de Julio lo podría firmar cualquier diario con-
servador. Sólo le ha faltado una arenga an-
ticomunista y una referencia a lo utópico de las 
revoluciones. En Nicaragua, y usted lo sabe 
bien, se ha avanzado mucho en lo que se refiere 
a libertades y a igualdades. El bicentenario de 
la revolución francesa parece que no ha servido 
ni siquiera para dejar claro cuál es la más im-
portante de las palabras que encabezaron 
AQUEL HECHO histórico. 

The leading article, published by El País last 
July 19th, could be signed by any conservative 
newspaper. It was only in need of an anti-comu-
nist harangue and a reference to the revolution-
ary utopia. In Nicaragua, and you know that 
well, much progress has been made regarding 
liberty and equality. It appears that the bicen-
tennial of the French Revolution was not even 
useful to make it clear whichword  is the most 
important one among those leading to THAT 
historical FACT.  
(CREA: El País, 01/08/1989) 
 
(III) In this example, there are, technically, no 

past tenses (Spanish uses subjunctive 
tenses in this case). There is, though, an 
expression that clearly contributes to 
locate the narrative at as past interval, 
namely, el año pasado (‘last year’). 
Therefore, the example has been catego-
rized as TE (temporal expression) for 
the purposes of our corpus study. 

   
Los profesores del instituto Móstoles IV están 
estos días en plena vorágine. Que el año pasado 
un alumno de 16 años disparara en mitad de un 
examen de matemáticas una escopeta de caza y 
el tiro pasara a metro y medio del profesor no 
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ha amedrentado a nadie. De AQUEL HECHO, 
ahora sólo queda una gran satisfacción. 

The teachers in the ‘Móstoles IV’ high school 
are going through a fuss these days. Nobody was 
scared by the fact that a 16 year old student fired 
a hunting rifle in the middle of a math exam last 
year and the bullet missed the teacher by only 
one and a half meters. Only great relief remains 
from the outcame of  THAT FACT.  
(CREA: El País, 1/10/1988) 
 

(IV) This paragraph describes a street where 
a notable person from Caracas once 
walked. Most verb forms are in the pre-
sent tense or conditional though. The 
explicit contextual element that helps 
establishing a past temporal frame for 
this discourse fragment is the date: 
March 25th 1799. The temporal 
expression also licenses the use of the 
distal demonstrative AQUEL HECHO. 
This is another clear instance of a TE 
(temporal expression) trigger. 

 
En el tramo de la calle Mercaderes comprendido 
entre Obrapía y Lamparilla, donde hoy radica la 
Casa Simón Bolívar, una tarja recuerda el paso 
por la ciudad, el 25 de marzo de 1799, de quien 
sería el más insigne de los caraqueños y el 
primero de los libertadores de Sudamérica. La 
embajada de Venezuela y la Universidad de Los 
Andes se han encargado de que cuantos tran-
siten por esa acera, tengan conocimiento de 
AQUEL HECHO. 

In the stretch of Mercaderes street that extends 
from Obrapía to Lamparilla streets, the current 
location of Casa Simón Bolívar, a plaque honors 
Bolivar’s march through the city on March 25th 
1799. He would eventually become the most 
notable individual born in Caracas and the first 
of the South American freedom fighters. The 
Venezuelan embassy and the Los Andes 
University have done the necessary work so that 
whoever walks on that sidewalk becomes aware 
of THAT FACT. 
(CREA: Granma Internacional, 09/1997) 
 
(V) This discourse fragment is the only 

instance included in the category 
OTHER in our study. It is a case of 
cataphoric use of demonstrative aquel 
whereby forward reference is made to an 
event introduced into discourse by the 

clause (underlined) immediately 
following the demonstrative anaphor. 
The verb form chosen to introduce this 
event is the non-finite perfect form 
haber dividido (‘have divided’). It 
appears that the element that triggers the 
use of the distal demonstrative anaphor 
is the past tense verb form demostró 
(‘showed’)  accompanying the anaphor.  

 
Clinton es un buen comunicador, capaz de com-
prender el asesoramiento que le ofrecen, lo 
trasmite, persuade a la gente, lucha. Ese es el 
papel de Clinton. Él está persuadido de todo eso 
que dijo. Pero los dos elementos claves, los dos 
cerebros del auge económico de los últimos 
años, los que han aconsejado cómo aprovechar 
bien las ventajas y privilegios que hoy disfrutan, 
son Rubin y Greenspan. No hay duda de eso. 
Creo que los gobiernos influirán de alguna 
manera sobre el Banco Central de la Unión 
Europea, lo demostró AQUEL HECHO de haber 
dividido en dos períodos los ocho años que le 
correspondían al primer Presidente del Banco 
Central, un alemán. 

Clinton is a good speaker, able to understand 
the advice he is being offered: he passes it on, he 
persuades people, he fights. That is Clinton’s 
role. He is convinced of everything he says. But 
the two key elements, the two brains of the eco-
nomic growth over the last years, those who 
advised him on how to take advantage of the 
benefits and privileges they are enjoying today, 
are Rubin and Greenspan. That is beyond any 
doubt. I think that governments will somehow 
have an influence on the European Community 
Central Bank, as shown by THAT FACT of 
having divided the eight years that corresponded 
to the first president of the Central Bank, a 
German guy, into two periods.  
(CREA: Transcription of press conference: 
http://www2.cuba.cu/gobierno/discursos) 
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Abstract 

The authors present a study of prosodic 

turn-taking indicators. The aim was to 

investigate whether some of the prosodic 

cues increase in quality or quantity if the 

optical feedback channel in the verbal 

conversation is missing. For the study we 

built up an experimental setup in which 

conversational partners held a conversa-

tion once with and once without an opti-

cal feedback channel. A detailed tran-

scription of the recorded speech material 

was segmented into turns. In each turn 

the topic units were identified and the 

syllables were labelled. We measured 

and compared prosodic feature character-

istics between turn-final and turn-medial 

topic units. 

1 Introduction 

In a verbal conversation the roles of speaker and 

listener have to be defined. Sacks et al. (1974) 

stated “minimize gap and overlap” as the first 

rule for a working turn-taking-mechanism. 

According to them, the end of turn has to be 

marked in some way. Since linguistic cues are 

rarely found, it is obvious that this marking has 

to be realized by prosodic features. This 

supposition was corroborated by the findings of 

Lehiste (1975), that listeners got the ability to 

identify the position of clauses within a turn, 

even if the clauses were represented in isolation. 

In the speaker’s turn several prosodic cues are 

presumed to indicate to the listener whether the 

speaker wants to keep or end the turn. At points 

with high speaker switch potential noticeable 

gestural and mimic cues can be found. It is 

unknown how important those non-verbal 

aspects are for the turn-taking indication. The 

main research question of the presented study is: 

Do prosodic cues compensate if the optical 

feedback channel is missing in the verbal 

conversation?  

2 Prosodic and non-verbal turn-taking 

indicators 

Duncan (1972) sorted turn-taking signals by their 

function. He classified the signals as turn-

yielding, turn-demanding (listener), attempt-

suppressing, and back-channel-communication 

(listener response). 

We focused on turn-yielding as those signals 

are easy to locate, and because most found pro-

sodic and non-verbal cues belong to this class. 

Beattie (1981) and Oreström (1983) showed that 

a noticeable rising or falling movement of fun-

damental frequency acts as a prosodic turn-

yielding cue. According to Oreström (1983), the 

final syllable of the turn is lengthened and some-

times the syllable frequency is increased. Duncan 

(1972) and Oreström (1983) documented a de-

crease of intensity at the end of a turn. 

In addition, non-verbal cues for turn-yielding 

have been suggested. Kendon (1967) noticed that 

a speaker often doesn’t look at the listener during 

an utterance but does so at the end of the turn. 

An explanation is that at those points of the con-

versation visual contact is required. Exline 

(1965) discovered that participants in a conversa-

tion look at their dialogue partner more often 

while they are listening. Duncan (1972) found 

several non-verbal cues in the behaviour of a 

speaker as turn-yielding signals: Relaxation of a 

tensed hand-position, completion of a gesture, 

regression of the torso, and relaxation of the fa-

cial expression.  

3 Data Retrieval 

3.1 Experimental setup 

In our experiment speakers held two conversa-

tions, both in two conditions: first with eye-
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contact and then without. Speakers didn’t know 

each other. The given task was to plan a party by 

seating guests on a map of the party location. For 

solving the task it was necessary that the conver-

sational partners share their information. 

3.2 Preparation of recorded speech mate-

rial 

There were four speakers in two bilateral conver-

sations. During the first half of a conversation 

the speakers could see each other. After they had 

accomplished half of the task a screen foreclosed 

eye-contact. The recordings were transliterated 

into orthographic text by a phonetic expert. This 

detailed transliteration contains information like 

word fragments, hesitations, pauses, and vocal 

events like laughter. The transcribed text was 

then segmented into turns. In each turn the topic 

units were identified according to our definition:  

• A topic unit can be considered as seman-

tically and grammatically complete and 

• there is no further division possible in 

grammatically and semantically complete 

units. 

Table 1 shows the number of topic units we 

found in our material. The syllables were la-

belled and the F0-contours were determined by 

manual judgment. 

 

Table 1: Numbers of topic units for each speaker. 

 

3.3 Acoustic Measurements 

In the analysis of the acoustic speech signal we 

focused on features that have been suspected as 

turn-yielding signals in former studies. Each end 

of a topic unit has the potential to be the end of 

the turn and to initiate a turn taking. We assumed 

that a speaker marks topic units in turn-final po-

sition compared to turn-medial topic units by 

prosodic differences and that those differences 

change if the optical feedback channel is miss-

ing. 

We observed the following prosodic features: 

• Speech rate (syllables per second) 

• Average intensity across topic units  

• Difference of intensity of final last three 

syllables and non-final last three syllable 

of topic units (in Hertz) 

• Mean F0 in topic units (in Hertz) 

• Mean range of F0 in topic units (in 

Hertz) 

• Difference in duration between final and 

non-final syllables of topic units (in ms) 

• Relative distribution of five different 

closing F0-contours in the topic units 

• Characteristic F0-values of five different 

closing F0-contours (manual judgment) 

4 Findings 

We intended to examine whether the differences 

between turn-final and turn-medial topic units 

differ in the feature characteristics between the 

two conditions. Feature characteristics could dif-

fer in quality or quantity. For a variation in quan-

tity the number of potential signals would in-

crease or decrease between the two conditions. A 

variation in quality could only be analyzed if the 

potential signal appears in both conditions and 

occurs as an increase or decrease of the strength 

of the feature. 

4.1 Duration 

The mean syllable rate of final topic unit and 

non-final topic unit was compared. Our results 

indicate an increased syllable frequency at the 

end of the turn in condition 2. But there is no 

significant difference between the two condi-

tions. One speaker even decreased syllable fre-

quency in turn-final positions compared to non-

turn-final positions. 

4.2 Intensity 

For the intensity we analyzed differences be-

tween 

• the overall intensity of the topic units in 

final and in non-final position, and 

• the internal reduction of intensity at the 

end of the topic units in final and non-final 

position (by comparing the last three syl-

lables to the others). 

The overall intensity of topic units in turn-

final position is significantly decreased for two 

(of four) speakers in the condition with sight and 

for three speakers in the condition without sight. 

That is, there seems to be a signal function which 
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is used by one more speaker in condition 2. 

However, this is just a quantitative difference 

between the two conditions. For the speakers, 

using this potential signal in both conditions, 

there’s no detectable qualitative variation in con-

dition 2 (no enhanced difference between the 

intensity of topic units in final and non-final po-

sition). 

For all topic units a decrease of intensity at the 

end has been found. Due to the decrease of air 

pressure during an utterance this was expected. 

This reduction of intensity is for all four speakers 

only significant for topic units in final position. 

That is, that in topic units at the end of a turn the 

final reduction of intensity is much greater than 

in the other topic units. One could assume a sig-

nal function. Further analyses showed that this 

distinction is intensified by two of the speakers 

in condition 2, while it is weaker for the other 

two speakers. The modifications in condition 2 

don’t have a mutual direction. 

4.3 Fundamental frequency 

Concerning the fundamental frequency, we ex-

amined the following issues by comparing the 

two conditions: 

• The over-all F0-mean and F0-range of 

the topic units in final and non-final posi-

tion 

• The percentage distribution of final F0-

contours at the end of the topic units in fi-

nal and non-final position 

• The representative last F0-values of 

these contours in final and non-final posi-

tion (last level tone for movements and 

F0-mean for sustained F0). 

The speakers (exception is one speaker in condi-

tion 2) realized the turn-final topic units with 

lower fundamental frequency; which is signifi-

cant only for two speakers in both conditions. 

These two speakers made a stronger distinction 

between final and non-final topic units in condi-

tion 2 by increasing the difference of mean F0. 

The other two speakers diminish this distinction 

in condition 2. 

Equivalent is the finding for the F0-range. The 

same two speakers who decreased the mean fre-

quency decreased also the F0-range in final topic 

units. For these speakers there’s also a noticeable 

intensification of the distinction in condition 2, 

while the other speakers behave contrarily. 

Analyzing the percentage distribution of F0-

movements, we distinguished five F0-contours at 

the end of the topic units: Sustain, Fall, Rise, 

Rise/fall, and Fall/rise. 

None of these contours seemed to appear more 

often in turn-final position. This includes the fal-

ling and rising F0-movements, which were as-

sumed to be turn-yielding signals. In contrast 

most of the topic units where realized with a fi-

nal sustain and there was no higher occurrence of 

rise or fall in turn-final position detectable.  

For the final level tone (F0-mean for sustain) 

we found only for sustain, fall and rise/fall dif-

ferences between final and non-final topic units. 

These contours had lower final level tones (lower 

F0-mean for sustain) in turn-final position for at 

least one speaker in condition 1 and 2 speakers in 

condition 2. These findings accounted for the 

general lowering of F0 in final topic units. Al-

though this distinction between final and non-

final position doesn’t change qualitatively be-

tween conditions, there’s some evidence for a 

quantitative change, because more speakers seem 

to use these signals in condition 2. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

To examine whether turn-yielding signals are 

intensified in the condition without sight, we 

constituted the criterion that a cue has to appear 

in one of the conditions for at least three of the 

speakers to be considered. For those cues we de-

veloped a comparison chart in which qualitative 

and quantitative changes between condition 1 

and 2 (with and without sight) were inscribed 

(Table 2). 

Qualitative differences could only occur if a 

speaker shows the signal in both conditions. 

They are treated dichotomous (as increased and 

decreased). Quantitative differences are marked 

as added or omitted signals for each speaker. 

Table 2 shows that none of the signals under-

goes changes of the same direction for more than 

two speakers. For syllable frequency there’s no 

change between the conditions at all. For inten-

sity of topic units, F0-mean of sustain, and last 

level-tone of fall there’s only a quantitative 

change for one speaker. That is, one more 

speaker added this signal in condition 2, while 

one or more speaker use it in both conditions, 

without qualitative shades.  

Only the last level-tone of rise/fall and the dif-

ference of intensity between final and non-final 

syllable groups show changes for more than one 

speaker. But while the difference of intensity 

between final and non-final syllable groups is 

increased in condition 2 for the conversation 
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partners in group 1, it is decreased for group 2. 

The results cancel each other.  

Only the last level-tone of rise/fall was modi-

fied in condition 2 by more than one speaker 

without being modified by other speakers in the 

contrary way. That is, it was added. For the mean 

F0 and the F0-range one speaker omitted the sig-

nals in condition 2 and one speaker increased 

their distinctive function.  

Taking a look at the sum of shown signals, we 

recognize that for none of the speakers there’s a 

remarkable raise in the total number of shown 

signals in condition 2. Finally, every increased 

distinctive function of a signal, which could be 

judged as compensation, has a negative counter-

part like decrease or omission. Based on the re-

sults of this study one can’t assume, that the ana-

lyzed prosodic cues compensate if the optical 

feedback channel is missing. This leaves the 

question whether optical cues are necessary sig-

nals or just added as redundant indicators to in-

tensify the effect of the prosodic cues. 

 

Table 2: Main results of the analysis of some analyzed prosodic features. 
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Abstract

This paper presents the first step in de-
signing a speech-enabled robot that is ca-
pable of natural management of mis-
communication. It describes the methods
and results of two WOz studies, in which 
dyads of naïve participants interacted in a 
collaborative task. The first WOz study 
explored human miscommunication 
management. The second study investi-
gated how shared visual space and moni-
toring shape the processes of feedback 
and communication in task-oriented inte-
ractions. The results provide insights for
the development of human-inspired and
robust natural language interfaces in ro-
bots.

1 Introduction

Robots are now escaping laboratory and indus-
trial environments and moving into our homes 
and offices. Research activities have focused on 
offering richer and more intuitive interfaces, 
leading to the development of several practical 
systems with Natural Language Interfaces
(NLIs).  However, there are numerous open chal-
lenges arising from the nature of the medium 
itself as well as the unique characteristics of 
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI).

1.1 Miscommunication in Human-Robot 
Interaction

HRI involves embodied interaction, in which 
humans and robots coordinate their actions shar-
ing time and space. As most speech-enabled ro-
bots remain in the labs, people are generally un-
aware of what robots can understand and do re-
sulting in utterances that are out of the functional 

and linguistic domain of the robot.  Physical co-
presence will lead people to make strong but 
misplaced assumptions of mutual knowledge
(Clark, 1996), increasing the use of underspeci-
fied referents and deictic expressions. Robots 
operate in and manipulate the same environment 
as humans, so failure to prevent and rectify errors 
has potentially severe consequences. Finally, 
these issues are aggravated by unresolved chal-
lenges with automatic speech recognition (ASR) 
technologies. In conclusion, miscommunication 
in HRI grows in scope, frequency and costs, im-
pelling researchers to acknowledge the necessity 
to integrate miscommunication in the design 
process of speech-enabled robots.

1.2 Aims of study

The goal of this study is two-fold; first, to incor-
porate “natural” and robust miscommunication 
management mechanisms (namely, prevention 
and repair) into a mobile personal robot, which is 
capable of learning by means of natural language 
instruction (Lauria et al., 2001). Secondly, it 
aims to offer some insights that are relevant for
the development of NLIs in HRI in general. This
research is largely motivated by models of hu-
man communication. It is situated within the lan-
guage-as-action tradition and its approach is to 
explore and build upon how humans manage
miscommunication.

2 Method

We designed and performed two rounds of Wiz-
ard of Oz (WOz) simulations. Given that the 
general aim of the study is to determine how ro-
bots should initiate repair and provide feedback 
in collaborative tasks, the simulations departed
from the typical WOz methodology in that the 
wizards were also naive participants. The domain 
of the task is navigation. In particular, the user 
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guided the robot to six designated locations in a 
simulated town. The user had full access to the 
map whereas the wizard could only see the sur-
rounding area of the robot. Thus, the wizard re-
lied on the user’s instructions on how to reach 
the destination. In this section we outline the aim 
and approach of each WOz study, the materials 
used and the experimental procedure. Sections 4 
and 5 focus on each study individually and their 
results.

2.1 The first WOz study

This study is a continuation of previous work by 
the authors (Koulouri and Lauria, 2009). In that
study, the communicative resources of the wizard 
were incrementally restricted, from “normal” 
dialogue capabilities towards the capabilities of a 
dialogue system, in three experimental condi-
tions:

� The wizard simulates a super-intelligent 
robot capable of using unconstrained, 
natural language with the user (henceforth,
Unconstrained Condition). 

� The wizard can select from a list of de-
fault responses but can also ask for clarifi-
cation or provide task-related information 
(henceforth, Semi-Constrained condition).

� The wizard is restricted to choose from a 
limited set of canned responses similar to 
a typical spoken dialogue system (SDS).

The current study investigates the first two con-
ditions and presents new findings.

2.2 The second WOz study

The second round of WOz experiments explored 
the effects of monitoring and shared visual in-
formation on the dialogue. 

2.3 Set-up

A custom Java-based system was developed and 
was designed to simulate the existing prototype 
(the mobile robot). The system consisted of two 
applications which sent and received coordinates 
and dialogue and were connected using the 
TCP/IP protocol over a LAN. The system kept a 
log of the interaction and the robot’s coordinates. 

The user’s interface displayed the full map of 
the town (Figure 1). The dialogue box was below 
the map. Similar to an instant messaging applica-
tion, the user could type his/her messages and see 
the robot’s responses appearing on the lower part 
of the box. In the first WOz study, the user’s in-
terface included a small “monitor” on the upper 

right corner of the screen that displayed the cur-
rent surrounding area of the robot, but not the 
robot itself. Then, for the purposes of the second 
study, this feature was removed (see Figure 1 in 
Appendix A).

Figure 1. The user’s interface.

The wizard’s interface was modified accord-
ing to the two experimental conditions. For both
conditions, the wizard could only see a fraction 
of the map- the area around the robot’s current 
position. The robot was operated by the wizard 
using the arrow keys on the keyboard. The dialo-
gue box of the wizard displayed the most recent
messages of both participants as well as a history 
of the user’s messages. The buttons on the right 
side of the screen simulated the actual robot’s 
ability to remember previous routes: the wizard 
clicked on the button that corresponded to a 
known route and the robot automatically ex-
ecuted. In the interface for the Unconstrained 
condition, the wizard could freely type and send 
messages (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The wizard’s interface in the Uncon-
strained condition.

In the version for the Semi-Constrained condi-
tion, the wizard could interact with the user in 
two ways: first, they could click on the buttons,
situated on the upper part of the dialogue box, to 
automatically send the canned responses, “Hel-
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lo”, “Goodbye”, “Yes”, “No”, “Ok” and the 
problem-signalling responses, “What?”, “I don’t 
understand” and “I cannot do that”. The second 
way was to click on the “Robot Asks Question” 
and “Robot Gives Info” buttons which allowed 
the wizard to type his/her own responses (see 
Figure 2 in Appendix A).

2.4 Procedure

A total of 32 participants were recruited, 16 users 
and 16 wizards. The participants were randomly 
assigned to the studies, experimental conditions 
and to the roles of wizard or user. The pairs were 
seated in different rooms equipped with a desk-
top PC. The wizards were given a short demon-
stration and a trial period to familiarise with the 
operation of the system and were also informed 
about whether the users would be able to monitor 
them. The users were told that they would inte-
ract with a robot via a computer interface; this 
robot was very fluent in understanding spatial 
language and could give appropriate responses, it 
could learn routes but had limited vision. The 
users were asked to begin each task whenever 
they felt ready by clicking on the links on their 
computer screen, start the interaction with “Hel-
lo”, which opened the wizard’s application, and 
end it with “Goodbye” which closed both appli-
cations. The participants received verbal and 
written descriptions of the experiment. They 
were not given any specific guidelines on how to 
interact or what routes to take. However, the us-
ers were asked not to use directions such as 
“north”, “south”, “up”, “down” etc. The wizards 
were also advised not to try to “sound like a ro-
bot”, but respond normally. 

3 Data analysis

The dialogues collected were annotated on the 
basis of dialogue acts (DAs), miscommunication, 
and task status. An example of an annotated di-
alogue is shown in Table 1.
ID (x,y@TIME)  

MESSAGE 
T.S. MISC HCRC TAG  

U1 (899,445@10:44:34)  
go  straight on. 

  instruct  

R2 (880,286@10:44:59)  
There is a wall straight on. 

 Rej explain Imp 

U3 (884,286@10:45:28)  
ok turn left here then take the 
third right 

  acknowledge/ 
instruct 

 

R4 (352,216@10:45:58)  
Before the bridge? 

 Non check Imp 

U5 (351,68@10:46:17)  
this is the wrong place 

WE Corr explain  

R6 (351,68@10:46:39)  
Wrong place. Should Robot go 

  acknowledge/ 
query-yn 

 

back? 
U7 (351,68@10:46:55)  

go forward and at the cros-
sroads keep going forward and 
the tube is at the end of the 
road 

  instruct  

R8 (351,0@10:47:14) 
 Out of bounds. 

WE  explain  

R9 (351,608@10:47:47)  
Where to go? 

   query-w   

U10 (364,608@10:48:12)  
the tube is in front of you 

  instruct  

R11 (402,547@10:48:23)  
Is it this one? 

BOT  query-yn  

U12 (402,547@10:49:7)  
yes it is. 

SUC  reply-y  

Table 1. Example of an annotated dialogue. ID 
denotes the speaker (User or Robot), T.S. stands
for task status and MISC for miscommunication.

3.1 Annotation of dialogue acts

The DAs in the corpus were annotated following 
the HCRC coding scheme (Carletta et al., 1996).
Motivated by Skantze (2005), the last column in 
Table 1 contains information on the explicitness 
of the response. This feature was only relevant 
for repair initiations by the wizards. For instance, 
responses like “What?” and the the ones in Table 
3 were considered to be explicit (EX) signals of 
miscommunication, whereas lines 2 and 4 in the 
dialogue above were labelled as implicit (IMP).

3.2 Annotation of task execution status

The coordinates (x,y) of the robot’s position re-
corded for every exchanged message were placed 
on the map of the town (of dimensions 1024x600
pixels) allowing the analysts to retrace the 
movements of the robot. Wrong executions (WE) 
were determined by juxtaposing the user’s in-
struction with the robot’s execution, as indicated
by the coordinates. Back-on-Track (BOT) was 
tagged when the first user instruction after a 
wrong execution was executed correctly. Finally,
task success (SUC) was labelled when the robot 
reached the destination and it was confirmed by 
the user. 

3.3 Annotation of miscommunication

The annotation of instances of miscommunica-
tion in the dialogues is based on the definitions 
given by Hirst et al. (1994). Miscommunication 
includes three categories of problems: misunder-
standings, non-understandings and misconcep-
tions. First, misunderstandings occur when the 
hearer obtains an interpretation which is not 
aligned to what the speaker intended him/her to 
obtain. In this study, without attempting to unveil 
the intention of the user, misunderstandings were 
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tagged when the user (who was monitoring the 
understanding) signalled a wrong execution (see 
line 5 in Table 1). These correction tags (Corr) 
did not always coincide with wrong execution
tags, but were used when the user became aware 
of the error (after receiving visual or verbal in-
formation). Following the same definition, mis-
understandings were also tagged as rejections 
(tag: Rej) when the wizard expressed inability to 
execute the instruction (for instance, given the 
robot’s current location, as shown in line 2 in the 
dialogue), although he/she was able to interpret 
it. Secondly, non-understandings (tag: Non, line 
4) occurred when the wizards obtained no inter-
pretation at all or too many. Non-understandings 
also included cases in which wizards were uncer-
tain about their interpretation (as suggested by 
Gabsdil, 2003). Lastly, misconceptions happen 
when the beliefs of the interlocutors clash, and 
are outside the scope of this study.

4 First WOz study

Skantze (2005) and Williams and Young (2004) 
performed variations of WOz studies to explore 
how humans handle ASR errors, using a real or 
simulated speech recogniser. They discovered 
that even after highly inaccurate recognition out-
put, the participants rarely signalled non-
understanding explicitly. Accordingly, the expe-
rimental hypothesis of the present study is that 
wizards in both conditions will not choose expli-
cit responses to signal miscommunication (such 
as “I don’t understand” or “What?”) but res-
ponses that contribute with information.

ASR is a major source of errors in SDS. But as 
miscommunication is ubiquitous in interaction, 
there are many other sources of ambiguity that 
give rise to problematic understanding. Thus, for 
the current purposes of this work, it was decided 
that ASR would have an overwhelming effect on 
the interaction that might prevent the observation 
of other interesting dialogue phenomena. 

This section describes further work on the Un-
constrained and Semi-Constrained conditions 
(see Section 2.1). Twenty participants were re-
cruited and randomly allocated to each condition.

4.1 Results 

Analysis of the dialogues of the Unconstrained 
condition reinforced previous findings and con-
firmed the experimental hypothesis. In particular, 
wizards never used explicit repairs, but preferred 
to describe their location, request clarification 
and further instructions. Integrating finer classi-

fication of clarification requests (CRs) and the 
original dialogue act tagging, the DAs used by 
the wizards to signal non-understandings and 
rejections were categorised as shown in Table 2.
Dialogue Act Explanation 
Explain The wizard gives description of robot’s location. 

E.g., “I crossed the bridge.”, “I am at a cross-
road”. 

Check This category covers CRs. The corpus contained 
two types of CRs: first, task-level reformulations 
(as in line 4 in Table 1), which reformulate the 
utterance on the basis of its effects on the task, 
showing the wizard’s subjective understanding 
(Gabsdil, 2003). Second, alternative CRs which 
occur when the wizard gives two alternative 
interpretations, trying to resolve referential 
ambiguity. For instance, “back to the bridge or 
to the factory”, to resolve “go back to last loca-
tion”.  

Query-w The wizard asks for further instructions. E.g., 
“Please give me further instructions.” 

Explain+Query-
w 

A combo of actions; the wizard provides infor-
mation on location and asks for further instruc-
tions. E.g., “crossroads, now where?” 

Table 2.Wizard DAs after miscommunication.

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of these re-
sponses to signal non-understandings and rejec-
tions (columns labelled “Uncons-NON” and 
“Uncons-REJ”, respectively). Evidently, there is 
a much greater variety of CRs than the two CR 
types reported here, as described in the work of 
Purver (2006) and Schlangen (2004). However, 
for a navigation task and having excluded ASR 
errors, problems occurred mainly in the meaning 
recognition level (explained below) and aimed 
for reference resolution.

Figure 3. Use of strategies to signal non-
understandings or rejections, for either condition.

In conclusion, wizards in the Unconstrained 
condition did not directly signal problems in un-
derstanding but, instead, they attempted to ad-
vance the dialogue by providing task-related in-
formation in either the form of CRs or simple 
statements. The study contributes to the findings 
presented in Skantze (2005) and Williams and 
Young (2004) in that it demonstrates the use of 
similar strategies to deal with different sources of 
problems.
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In the Semi-Constrained condition, a degree of 
restrain and control over the error handling ca-
pacity of the wizards was introduced. In particu-
lar, the wizards could explicitly signal communi-
cation problems in the utterance, meaning and 
action level using three predefined responses.
This is inspired by the models of Clark (1996)
and Allwood (1995), according to which, mis-
communication can occur in any of these levels 
and people select repair initiations that point to 
the source of the problem. The model (adapted 
from Mills and Healey, 2006) and the responses 
are schematically shown in Table 3 below.

Levels of Communication Wizard Responses 
Level 1 Securing Attention - 
Level 2 Utterance Recognition “What?” 
Level 3 Meaning Recognition “Sorry, I don’t understand.” 
Level 4 Action Recognition “I cannot do that.” 

Table 3. Levels of communication.

Moreover, based on the classification of the 
wizard’s error handling strategies in the Uncon-
strained condition (Table 2), we collapsed the 
observed strategies in two categories of re-
sponses which resulted in adding two more error 
handling buttons; namely, the button denoted as 
“Robot Asks Question” corresponded to the 
“Check” and “Query-w” strategies. The “Robot 
Gives Info” was associated with “Explain”. This 
clear labelling of error handling actions pre-
sented to the wizards of the Semi-Constrained 
condition aimed to “coerce” them to use the 
strategies in a more transparent way. This could 
allow us a glimpse to the mechanisms and proc-
esses underlying human miscommunication 
management.

Analysis of the dialogues revealed that in the 
Semi-Constrained condition wizards employed
both explicit and implicit strategies. Figure 4
shows the distribution of explicit and implicit 
responses to signal non-understandings and re-
jections. Figure 3 shows the frequency of each
implicit strategy to signal non-understandings
(Semi-NON) and rejections (Semi-REJ).

The initial prediction was that wizards will not 
use explicit signals of problems in the dialogue. 
This was contradicted by the results. It can be 
argued that the physical presence of the buttons 
and the less effort required account for this phe-
nomenon. On the other hand, it is also plausible 
to assume that these strategies matched what the
wizards wanted to say. Finally, there were no 
significant differences between conditions in 
terms of user experience, task success and time 
on task (as reported in Koulouri and Lauria, 
2009).

Figure 4. Occurrence of implicit and explicit 
miscommunication signals (Semi-Constrained).

4.2 Discussion and future work

The findings of this study could be extrapolated 
to HRI. Classification of the responses of the 
wizards resulted in a limited set of error signal-
ling strategies. Therefore, in the presence of mis-
communication the robot could use the static, 
explicit strategies. But these strategies alone are 
inadequate (as shown by Koulouri and Lauria, 
2009). They need to be supplemented, but not 
entirely replaced, with dynamic error handling 
strategies; namely, posing relevant questions and 
providing descriptions of location. Yet this en-
tails several challenges. Gabsdil (2003) identifies 
the complexity of adding clarification requests to 
systems with deep semantic processing. With 
regard to alternative clarifications, systems 
would need to generate two alternative interpre-
tations for one referent. Task-level reformula-
tions would also require the system to have the 
capability to identify the effects of all possible 
executions of the instruction. As a next step, we 
will focus on issues concerning the implementa-
tion of such functionality.

Schlangen (2004) suggests that “general-
purpose” repair initiations, such as “What?”,
which request repetition of the whole utterance,
are more severe for the dialogue compared to 
reprise fragments (e.g., “Turn where?”) that ac-
cept part of the utterance. Mills and Healey 
(2006) also found that “What’s” were more dis-
ruptive to the dialogue than reprise fragments.
Guided by these insights, our current work looks 
at how each error strategy affects the subsequent 
unfolding of the dialogue.

5 The second WOz study

Research in human communication has shown 
that in task-oriented interactions visual informa-
tion has a great impact on dialogue patterns and 
improves performance in the task. In particular, 
Gergle at al. (2004), Clark and Krych (2004) and 
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Brennan (2005) explored different communica-
tion tasks and compared a condition, in which 
visual and verbal information was available, with
a speech-only condition. In their experiments, a 
person gave instructions to another participant on 
how to complete a task. Their findings seem to 
resonate. In terms of time for task completion 
and number of words per turn, the interactions in 
the visual information condition were more effi-
cient. The physical actions of the person follow-
ing the instructions functioned as confirmations 
and substituted for verbal grounding. Regarding
errors, no significant differences were observed 
between visual and speech-only conditions. Mo-
tivated by these findings in human-human inte-
raction, the second study aims to identify the dif-
ferences in the processes of communication de-
pending on whether the user can or cannot moni-
tor the actions of the robot. 

5.1 Experimental design

The study followed a between-subjects factorial 
design. Experiments were performed for four 
different conditions, as illustrated in Table 4. The 
conditions “Monitor, Unconstrained” and “Moni-
tor, Semi-Constrained” were the same as in the 
first study. Five pairs of participants were re-
cruited to each of the Monitor Conditions and 
three pairs to each of the No Monitor Conditions. 

Unconstrained Semi-Constrained 

Monitor 
Monitor, Uncon-
strained 

Monitor, Semi-
Constrained 

No Monitor 
No Monitor, Uncon-
strained 

No Monitor, Semi-
Constrained 

Table 4. The design of the 2nd study.

5.2 Results

The data collection resulted in 96 dialogues, 93 
of which were used in the analysis. The data 
were analysed using a two-way ANOVA. All 
effects that were found to be significant were 
verified by T-tests. The efficiency of interaction 
was determined using the following measures: 
time per task, number of turns, words, miscom-
munication-tagged turns, wrong executions and 
task success.

Time per task: The second column of Table 5
displays the average completion time per task in
the four conditions. As expected, a main effect of 
the Monitor factor was found (F=4.879, df=1,11, 
p<0.05). Namely, when the user could monitor 
the robot’s area the routes were completed faster. 
The interaction effect between factors was also 
marginally significant (F=4.225, df=1,11, p<0.1); 
pairs in the No Monitor, Semi-Constrained con-

dition could not compensate for the lack of visual 
information and took longer for each task. 

Number of turns and words: The aforemen-
tioned studies correlate task efficiency with 
number of turns and words. In terms of the mean 
number of turns per interaction, no significant 
differences were found across the groups.   Nev-
ertheless, we measured the number of words 
used per task and in accordance with previous 
research, we observed that pairs in the No Moni-
tor conditions used more words (F=4.602, 
df=1,11, p=0.05). However, it was the wizards 
under the No Monitor conditions that had to be 
more “talkative” and descriptive (F=10.324, 
df=1,11, p<0.01).  Figure 5 shows the “word-
possession” rates attributed to wizards in the four 
conditions. Moreover, there seems to be a differ-
ence (F=4.397, df=1,11, p=0.05) in the mean 
number of words per turn. In particular, when the 
wizards’ actions were visible to the users, the 
wizards required fewer words per turn. There is 
also an interaction effect showing more signifi-
cant differences between the Monitor, Semi-
Constrained condition and the No Monitor, 
Semi-Constrained condition (F=5.970, df=1,11, 
p<0.05); in the former, wizards managed with 
less than 2 words per utterance, taking full ad-
vantage of the luxury of the buttons and the fact 
that they were supervised. In the latter, wizards
used more than 6 words per turn.

Figure 5. Words used by wizards over total.

Frequency of miscommunication: We meas-
ured the number of turns that were tagged as con-
taining miscommunication. Surprisingly, mis-
communication rates were much lower in the No 
Monitor conditions (F=13.316, df=1,11, p<0.01) 
and not in the conditions in which the user could 
check at all times the actions and understanding 
of the robot. The same pattern was found for us-
er-initiated and robot-initiated miscommunica-
tion. The rates of miscommunication are in-
cluded in the third column of Table 5.

Wrong executions: Analysis of number of
wrong executions per task reveals a similar ef-
fect; wrong executions occurred much less fre-
quently when the wizards were not supervised by 
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the users (F=6.046, df=1,11, p<0.05).  They 
made on average 1 mistake per task, whereas the 
average number of wrong executions for the 
pairs in the Monitor conditions was 5 (fourth 
column in Table 5).

Task success rates: There were no differences 
in the number of interrupted or aborted tasks.

Condition 
Time per 

Task 
(min) 

Miscommunication 
Turns/Total Turns 

#Wrong 
Executions 

per Task 
Mon, Uncons 4.57 8.21% 4.2 
Mon, Semi 4.63 8.82% 5.8 
No Mon, Uncons 5.67 2.55% 1.0 
No Mon, Semi 7.41 1.71% 0.7 

Table 5. Summary of results (mean values).

5.3 Discussion and future work

These results are consistent with previous re-
search.  The conditions in which the user could 
see exactly what the robot saw and did resulted 
in faster task completion and shorter dialogues. 
However, a finding emerged which was not ex-
pected based on the aforementioned studies: in 
the conditions in which users could not monitor 
the robot’s actions, the wizards were more accu-
rate, leading to low occurrence of wrong execu-
tions and miscommunication (see column 3 and 4 
in Table 5). The “least collaborative effort” is 
balanced and compromised against the need to 
ensure understanding. Thus, wizards provided 
rich and timely feedback to the users in order to 
compensate for the lack of visual information.
This feedback acted in a proactive way and pre-
vented miscommunication and wrong executions. 
In the Monitor conditions, asymmetries in per-
ceived responsibility and knowledge between the 
participants could have encouraged wizards to be 
less cautious to act. In other words, as the user 
had access to the full map and the location of the 
wizard, the wizard felt less “obliged” to contri-
bute to the interaction. However, due to the com-
plex nature of the task, unless the wizard could 
sufficiently communicate the relevant position of 
the robot, the directions of the user would more 
likely be incorrect.  It could also be assumed that 
since visual feedback is instant, the users were 
also more inclined to issue commands in a “trial 
and error” process. Irrespectively to the underly-
ing motives, these findings show that despite 
higher costs in time and word count, linguistic 
resources were adequate for completing complex 
tasks successfully. The findings also resonate
with the collaborative view of communication. 
The wizards adapted their behaviour in response 
to variations in the knowledge state of their part-
ners and made up for the lack of visual informa-

tion with rich verbal descriptions of their loca-
tions.

We are currently performing more experi-
ments to balance the data sets of the study and 
validate the initial results. Moreover, a fine-
grained analysis of the dialogues is under way 
and focuses on the linguistic content of the inte-
ractions. The aim is identical to the first WOz 
study, that is, to identify the strategies of the wi-
zards in the presence and absence of visual in-
formation.

These results have important implications for 
HRI. As in human collaborative interaction, the 
robot’s communicative actions have direct im-
pact on the actions of the users. In real-world 
settings, there will be situations in which the us-
ers cannot monitor the robot’s activities or their 
information and knowledge are either con-
strained or outdated. Robots that can dynamically 
determine and provide appropriate feedback 
could help the users avoid serious errors. Never-
theless, this is not a straightforward process; pro-
viding excessive, untimely feedback compromis-
es the “naturalness” and efficiency of the interac-
tion. The amount and placement of feedback 
should be decided upon several knowledge 
sources, combined in a single criterion that is 
adaptive within and between interactions. These 
issues are the object of our future work and im-
plementation. 

6 Concluding remarks

One of the most valuable but complex processes
in the design of a NLI for a robot is enacting a 
HRI scenario to obtain naturally-occurring data 
which is yet generalisable and relevant for the 
future implementation of the system. The present 
study recreated a navigation scenario in which 
non-experienced users interacted with and taught
a mobile robot. It also simulated two different 
setups which corresponded to the realistic situa-
tions of supervised and unsupervised interaction.
The current trend in the fields of linguistics and
robotics is the unified investigation of spatial 
language and dialogue (Coventry et al., 2009). 
Exploring dialogue-based navigation of a robot, 
our study aimed to contribute to this body of re-
search. It can be argued that there were limita-
tions in the simulation as compared to the expe-
rimental testing of a real system and, thus, the 
study was primarily explorative. However, it 
yielded natural dialogues given that naive “con-
federates” and no dialogue script were used. The 
data analysis was more qualitative than quantita-
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tive and followed established methods from pre-
vious research. Finally, the results of the study
matched and extended these findings and pro-
vided useful information for the next version of 
the system as well as some insight into the 
processes of conversation and social psychology.

The next step in our research is to develop the 
dialogue manager of the robot to incorporate the 
feedback and miscommunication management 
strategies, as observed in the collected data. This 
holds the promise for a robust NLI that can han-
dle uncertainties arising from language and the 
environment. However, miscommunication in 
HRI reaches beyond preventing and repairing
recognition errors. Mills and Healey (2008) 
demonstrate that miscommunication does not 
inhibit but, on the contrary, it facilitates semantic 
coordination. Martinovsky and Traum (2003) 
suggest that through miscommunication, people 
gain awareness of the state and capabilities of 
each other. Miscommunication, thus, is seen as 
an opportunity for communication. Under this 
light, natural miscommunication management is 
not only the end, but also the means to shape and 
advance HRI, so that robots are not tools but 
partners that play a positive, practical and long-
lasting role in human life.
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Appendix A. Screenshot images of the in-
terface

Figure 1. The interface of the user without the 
monitor (as used in the second WOz study).

Figure 2. The interface of the wizard in the Semi-
Constrained condition.
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Abstract
We present a new two-tier user simula-
tion model for learning adaptive referring
expression generation (REG) policies for
spoken dialogue systems using reinforce-
ment learning. Current user simulation
models that are used for dialogue pol-
icy learning do not simulate users with
different levels of domain expertise and
are not responsive to referring expres-
sions used by the system. The two-
tier model displays these features, that
are crucial to learning an adaptive REG
policy. We also show that the two-tier
model simulates real user behaviour more
closely than other baseline models, using
the dialogue similarity measure
based on Kullback-Leibler divergence.

1 Introduction

We present a new user simulation model for
learning adaptive referring expression generation
(REG) policies for spoken dialogue systems us-
ing reinforcement learning methods. An adap-
tive REG policy equips a dialogue system to dy-
namically modify its utterances in order to adapt
to user’s domain knowledge level. For instance,
to refer to domain objects, the system might use
simple descriptive expressions with novices and
technical jargon with experts. Such adaptations
help grounding between the dialogue partners (Is-
sacs and Clark, 1987). Since the user’s knowl-
edge level is unknown, the system must be able to
adapt dynamically during the conversation. Hand-
coding such a policy could be extremely difficult.
(Janarthanam and Lemon, 2009b) have shown
that such policies can be learned using simula-
tion based reinforcement learning (RL) methods.

The quality of such learned policies is directly de-
pendent on the performance of the user simula-
tions used to train them. So far, only hand-coded
user simulations have been employed. In contrast,
we now present a data driven two-tier user sim-
ulation model trained on dialogue data collected
from real users. We also show that the two-tier
model simulates real users more faithfully than
other data driven baseline n-gram models (Eckert
et al., 1997).

In section 2 we briefly discuss other work re-
lated to user simulations for dialogue policy learn-
ing using RL. In section 3 we describe the data
used to build the simulation. Section 4 describes
the simulation models in detail. In section 5 and
6 we present the evaluation metrics used and the
results.

2 Related work

Several user simulation models have been pro-
posed for dialogue management policy learning
(Schatzmann et al., 2006; Schatzmann et al.,
2007). However, these models cannot be directly
used for REG policy learning because they inter-
act with the dialogue system only using high-level
dialogue acts. Also, they do not simulate differ-
ent user groups like experts, novices, etc. In order
to learn adaptive REG policies, user simulations
need to respond to the system’s choice of referring
expressions and simulate user groups with differ-
ent knowledge levels. We propose a two-tier simu-
lation which simulates users with different knowl-
edge levels and is sensitive to the system’s choice
of referring expressions.
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3 Corpus

The “Wizard-of-Oz” (WOZ) methodology is a
widely accepted way of collecting dialogue data
for user simulation modeling (Whittaker et al.,
2002). In this setup, real users interact with a hu-
man wizard disguised as a dialogue system. The
wizard interprets the users responses and passes
them on to the dialogue system. The dialogue sys-
tem updates the dialogue state and decides the re-
sponses to user’s moves. The task of the partici-
pant is to interact with the dialogue system to get
instructions to setup a broadband Internet connec-
tion. The referring expression generation strategy
is chosen before the dialogue starts and stays the
same for the whole session. The strategies used
were “jargon”, “descriptive” and “tutorial”. In the
jargon strategy the system instructs the user us-
ing technical terms (e.g. “Plug the broadband
filter into the phone socket.”). In the de-
scriptive strategy, it uses descriptive terms (e.g.
“Plug the small white box into the square
white box on the wall.”). In the tutorial
strategy, the system uses both jargon and descrip-
tive terms together. The system provides clari-
fications on referring expressions when users re-
quest them. The participant’s domain knowledge
is also recorded during the task. Please refer to (Ja-
narthanam and Lemon, 2009a) for a more details
on our Wizard-of-Oz environment for data collec-
tion. The dialogues were collected from 17 par-
ticipants (one dialogue each) with around 24 to 35
turns per dialogue depending on the strategy and
user’s domain knowledge.

4 User Simulation models

The dialogue data and knowledge profiles were
used to build user simulation models. These mod-
els take as input the system’s dialogue act As,t (at
turn t) and choice of referring expressions RECs,t

and output the user’s dialogue Au,t and environ-
ment EAu,t acts. User’s observation and manipu-
lation of the domain objects is represented by the
environment act.

4.1 Advanced n-gram model
A simple approach to model real user behaviour
is to model user responses (dialogue act and
environment act) as advanced n-gram models
(Georgila et al., 2006) based on many context vari-
ables - all referring expressions used in the utter-
ance (RECs,t), the user’s knowledge of the REs

(DKu), history of clarification requests on the
REs (H), and the system’s dialogue act (As,t), as
defined below:

P (Au,t|As,t, RECs,t, DKu,H)

P (EAu,t|As,t, RECs,t, DKu,H)

Although this is an ideal model of the real user
data, it covers only a limited number of contexts
owing to the limited size of the corpus. Therefore,
it cannot be used for training as there may be a
large number of unseen contexts which the model
needs to respond to. For example, this model can-
not respond when the system uses a mix of jar-
gon and descriptive expressions in its utterance be-
cause such a context does not exist in our corpus.

4.2 A Two-tier model
Instead of using a complex context model, we di-
vide the large context in to several sub-contexts
and model the user’s response based on them. We
propose a two-tier model, in which the simulation
of a user’s response is divided into two steps. First,
all the referring expressions used in the system’s
utterance are processed as below:

P (CRu,t|REs,t, DKRE,u,HRE , As,t)

This step is repeated for each expression REs,t

separately. The above model returns a clarifi-
cation request based on the referring expression
REs,t used, the user’s knowledge of the expres-
sion DKRE,u, and previous clarification requests
on the expression HRE and the system dialogue
act As,t. A clarification request is highly likely in
case of the jargon strategy and less likely in other
strategies. Also, if a clarification has already been
issued, the user is less likely to issue another re-
quest for clarification. In such cases, the clarifica-
tion request model simply returns none.

In the next step, the model returns a user di-
alogue act Au,t and an environment act EAu,t

based on the system dialogue act As,t and the clar-
ification request CRu,t, as follows:

P (Au,t|As,t, CRu,t)

P (EAu,t|As,t, CRu,t)

By dividing the complex context into smaller
sub-contexts, the two-tier model simulates real
users in contexts that are not directly observed in
the dialogue data. The model will therefore re-
spond to system utterances containing a mix of
REG strategies (for example, one jargon and one
descriptive expression in the same utterance).
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4.3 Baseline Bigram model

A bigram model was built using the dialogue data
by conditioning the user responses only on the sys-
tem’s dialogue act (Eckert et al., 1997).

P (Au,t|As,t)

P (EAu,t|As,t)

Since it ignores all the context variables except
the system dialogue act, it can be used in contexts
that are not observed in the dialogue data.

4.4 Trigram model

The trigram model is similar to the bigram model,
but with the previous system dialogue act As,t−1

as an additional context variable.

P (Au,t|As,t, As,t−1)

P (EAu,t|As,t, As,t−1)

4.5 Equal Probability model baseline

The equal probability model is similar to the bi-
gram model, except that it is not trained on the
dialogue data. Instead, it assigns equal probabil-
ity to all possible responses for the given system
dialogue act.

4.6 Smoothing

We used Witten-Bell discounting to smooth all
our models except the equal probability model,
in order to account for unobserved but possible
responses in dialogue contexts. Witten-Bell dis-
counting extracts a small percentage of probability
mass, i.e. number of distinct responses observed
for the first time (T ) in a context, out of the to-
tal number of instances (N ), and redistributes this
mass to unobserved responses in the given context
(V − T ) (where V is the number of all possible
responses) . The discounted probabilities P ∗ of
observed responses (C(ei) > 0) and unobserved
responses (C(ei) = 0) are given below.

P ∗(ei) = C(ei)
N+T if(C(ei) > 0)

P ∗(ei) = t
(N+T )(V−T ) if(C(ei) = 0)

On analysis, we found that the Witten-Bell
discounting assigns greater probability to unob-
served responses than to observed responses, in
cases where the number of responses per con-
text is very low. For instance, in a partic-
ular context, the possible responses, their fre-
quencies and their original probabilities were -
provide info (3, 0.75), other (1, 0.25),

request clarification (0, 0). After dis-
counting, the revised probabilities P ∗ are 0.5,
0.167 and 0.33. request clarification
gets the whole share of extracted probability as
it is the only unobserved response in the context
and is more than the other responses actually
observed in the data. This is counter-intuitive for
our application. Therefore, we use a modified ver-
sion of Witten-Bell discounting (given below) to
smooth our models, where the extracted proba-
bility is equally divided amongst all possible re-
sponses. Using the modified version, the revised
probabilities for the illustrated example are 0.61,
0.28 and 0.11 respectively.

P ∗(ei) = C(ei)
N+T + T

(N+T )V

5 Metrics for evaluation of simulations

While there are many proposed measures to rank
user simulation models with respect to real user
data (Schatzmann et al., 2005; Georgila et al.,
2006; Rieser and Lemon, 2006a; Williams, 2008),
we use the Dialogue Similarity measure
based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) (Cuayahuitl et
al., 2005; Cuayahuitl, 2009) divergence to mea-
sure how similar the probability distributions of
the simulation models are to the original real hu-
man data.

5.1 Dialogue Similarity

Dialogue Similarity is a measure of divergence be-
tween real and simulated dialogues and can mea-
sure how similar a model is to real data. The mea-
sure is based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
and is defined as follows:

DS(P ||Q) = 1
N

∑N
i=1

DKL(P ||Q)+DKL(Q||P )
2

DKL(P ||Q) =
∑M

i=1 pi ∗ log(pi
qi

)

The metric measures the divergence between
distributions P and Q in N different contexts
with M responses per context. Ideally, the dia-
logue similarity between two similar distributions
is close to zero.

6 Evaluation results

We consider the Advanced N-gram model to be
a realistic model of the real human dialogue cor-
pus, as it takes into account all context variables
and is reasonably smoothed to account for unob-
served user responses. Therefore, we compare the
probability distributions of all the other models to
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Model Au,t EAu,t

Two-tier 0.078 0.018
Bigram 0.150 0.139
Trigram 0.145 0.158
Equal Probability 0.445 0.047

Table 1: Dialogue Similarity with Modified
Witten-Bell discounting w.r.t Advanced N-gram
model

the advanced n-gram model using the dialogue
similarity measure. The results of the evalu-
ation are given in table 1.

The results show that the two-tier model is
much closer (0.078, 0.018) to the Advanced N-
gram model than the other models. This is due to
the fact that the bigram and trigram models don’t
take into account factors like the user’s knowl-
edge, the strategy used, and the dialogue history.
By effectively dividing the RE processing and the
environment interaction, the two-tier simulation
model is not only realistic in observed contexts but
also usable in unobserved contexts (unlike the Ad-
vanced N-gram model).

7 Conclusion

We have presented a data driven user simulation
model called the two-tier model for learning REG
policies using reinforcement learning. We have
also shown that the two-tier model is much closer
to real user data than the other baseline models.
We will now train REG policies using the two-tier
model and test them on real users in the future.
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Abstract

Our aim is to build listening agents that

can attentively listen to the user and sat-

isfy his/her desire to speak and have him-

self/herself heard. This paper investigates

the characteristics of such listening-oriented

dialogues so that such a listening process

can be achieved by automated dialogue sys-

tems. We collected both listening-oriented

dialogues and casual conversation, and ana-

lyzed them by comparing the frequency of

dialogue acts, as well as the dialogue flows

using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The

analysis revealed that listening-oriented dia-

logues and casual conversation have charac-

teristically different dialogue flows and that

it is important for listening agents to self-

disclose before asking questions and to utter

more questions and acknowledgment than in

casual conversation to be good listeners.

1 Introduction

Although task-oriented dialogue systems have been

actively researched over the years (Walker et al.,

2001), systems that perform more flexible (less task-

oriented) dialogues such as chats are beginning to be

actively investigated from their social and entertain-

ment aspects (Bickmore and Cassell, 2001; Higuchi

et al., 2008).

This paper deals with dialogues in which one con-

versational participant attentively listens to the other

(hereafter, listening-oriented dialogue). Our aim is

to build listening agents that can implement such a

listening process so that a user can satisfy his/her

desire to speak and have him/herself heard. Such

agents would lead the user’s state of mind for the

better as in a therapy session, although we want our

listening agents to help users mentally in everyday

conversation. It should also be noted that the pur-

pose of the listening-oriented dialogue is to simply

listen to users, not to elicit information as in inter-

views.

L: The topic is “travel”, so did you
travel during summer vacation?

(QUESTION)

S: I like traveling. (SELF-DISCLOSURE)
L: Oh! I see! (SYMPATHY)

Why do you like to travel? (QUESTION)
S: This summer, I just went back

to my hometown.
(SELF-DISCLOSURE)

I was busy at work, but I’m
planning to go to Kawaguchi
Lake this weekend.

(SELF-DISCLOSURE)

I like traveling because it is
stimulating.

(SELF-DISCLOSURE)

L: Going to unusual places
changes one’s perspective,
doesn’t it?

(SYMPATHY)

You said you’re going to go to
Kawaguchi Lake this weekend.
Is this travel?

(QUESTION)

Will you go by car or train? (QUESTION)

Figure 1: Excerpt of a typical listening-oriented di-

alogue. Dialogue acts corresponding to utterances

are shown in parentheses (See Section 3.1 for their

meanings). The dialogue was originally in Japanese

and was translated by the authors.

There has been little research on listening agents.

One exception is (Maatman et al., 2005), which

showed that systems can make the user have the

sense of being heard by using gestures, such as nod-

ding and shaking of the head. Although our work is

similar to theirs, the difference is that we focus more

on verbal communication instead of non-verbal one.

For the purpose of gaining insight into how to

build our listening agents, we collected listening-

oriented dialogues as well as casual conversation,

and compared them in order to reveal the charac-

teristics of the listening-oriented dialogue. Figure 1

shows an example of a typical listening-oriented di-

alogue. In the figure, the conversational participants

talk about travel with the listener (L), repeatedly ask-

ing the speaker (S) to make self-disclosure.

2 Approach

We analyze the characteristics of listening-oriented

dialogues by comparing them with casual conversa-

tion. Here, casual conversation means a dialogue

where conversational participants have no prede-

fined roles (i.e., listeners and speakers). In this
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study, we collect dialogues in texts because we want

to avoid the particular problems of voice, such as

filled pauses and interruptions, although we plan to

deal with speech input in the future.

As a procedure, we first collect listening-oriented

dialogues and casual conversation using human sub-

jects. Then, we label the collected dialogues with

dialogue act tags (see Section 3.1 for details of the

tags) to facilitate the analysis of the data. In the anal-

ysis, we examine the frequency of the tags in each

type of dialogue. We also look into the difference of

dialogue flows by modeling each type of dialogue by

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and comparing the

obtained models. We employ HMMs because they

are useful for modeling sequential data especially

when the number of states is unknown. We check

whether the HMMs for the listening-oriented dia-

logue and casual conversation can be successfully

distinguished from each other to see if the listen-

ing process can be successfully modeled. We also

analyze the transitions between states in the created

HMMs to examine the dialogue flows. We note that

HMMs have been used to model task-oriented dia-

logues (Shirai, 1996) and casual conversation (Iso-

mura et al., 2006). In this study, we use HMMs to

model and analyze listening-oriented dialogues.

3 Data collection

We recruited 16 participants. Eight participated as

listeners and the other eight as speakers. The male-

to-female ratio was even. The participants were 21

to 29 years old. Each participant engaged in four di-

alogues: two casual conversations followed by two

listening-oriented dialogues with a fixed role of lis-

tener/speaker. In listening-oriented dialogue, the lis-

teners were instructed to make it easy for the speak-

ers to say what they wanted to say. When col-

lecting the casual conversation, listeners were not

aware that they would be listeners afterwards. Lis-

teners had never met nor talked to the speakers prior

to the data collection. The listeners and speakers

talked over Microsoft Live MessengerTMin different

rooms; therefore, they could not see each other.

In each conversation, participants chatted for 30

minutes about their favorite topic that they selected

from the topic list we prepared. The topics were

food, travel, movies, music, entertainers, sports,

health, housework and childcare, personal comput-

ers and the Internet, animals, fashion and games. Ta-

ble 1 shows the number of collected dialogues, utter-

ances and words in each utterance of listeners and

Listening Casual
# dialogues 16 16
# utterances 850 720

# words Listener 20.60 17.92
per utt. Speaker 26.46 21.44

Table 1: Statistics of collected dialogues.

speakers. Generally, utterances in listening-oriented

dialogue were longer than those in casual conversa-

tion, probably because the subjects explained them-

selves in detail to make themselves better under-

stood.

At the end of each dialogue, the participants

filled out questionnaires that asked for their sat-

isfaction levels of dialogue, as well as how well

they could talk about themselves to their conver-

sational partners on the 10-point Likert scale. The

analysis of the questionnaire results showed that, in

listening-oriented dialogue, speakers were having a

better sense of making themselves heard than in ca-

sual conversation (Welch’s pairwise t-test; p=0.016)

without any degradation in the satisfaction level of

dialogue. This indicates that the subjects were suc-

cessfully performing attentive listening and that it is

meaningful to investigate the characteristics of the

collected listening-oriented dialogues.

3.1 Dialogue act

We labeled the collected dialogues using the dia-

logue act tag set: (1) SELF-DISCLOSURE (disclo-

sure of one’s preferences and feelings), (2) INFOR-

MATION (delivery of objective information), (3) AC-

KNOWLEDGMENT (encourages the conversational

partner to speak), (4) QUESTION (utterances that ex-

pect answers), (5) SYMPATHY (sympathetic utter-

ances and praises) and, (6) GREETING (social cues

to begin/end a dialogue).

We selected these tags from the DAMSL tag set

(Jurafsky et al., 1997) that deals with general con-

versation and also from those used to label therapy

conversation (Ivey and Ivey, 2002). Since our work

is still preliminary, we selected only a small num-

ber of labels that we thought were important for

modeling utterances in our collected dialogues, al-

though we plan to incorporate other tags in the fu-

ture. We expected that self-disclosure would occur

quite often in our data because the subjects were to

talk about their favorite topics and the participants

would be willing to communicate about their expe-

riences and feelings. We also expected that the lis-

teners would sympathize often to make others talk

with ease. Note that sympathy has been found useful

to increase closeness between conversational partic-
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Listener Speaker
Casual Listening Casual Listening

DISC 66.6% 44.5% 53.3% 57.3%
INFO 6.5% 1.4% 5.6% 5.2%
ACK 8.0% 12.3% 6.6% 6.9%

QUES 4.1% 25.8% 21.3% 14.0%
SYM 2.6% 3.7% 3.2% 3.3%
GR 10.9% 9.8% 7.2% 9.6%

OTHER 1.3% 2.5% 2.9% 3.7%

Table 2: Rates of dialogue act tags.

DISC INFO ACK QUES SYM GR

Increase 0 0 8 8 5 4
Decrease 8 8 0 0 3 4

Table 3: Number of listeners whose tags in-

creased/decreased in listening-oriented dialogue.

ipants (Reis and Shaver, 1998).

A single annotator, who is not one of the authors,

labeled each utterance using the seven tags (six di-

alogue act tags plus OTHER). As a result, 1,177

tags were labeled to the utterances in the listening-

oriented dialogues and 1,312 tags to those in casual

conversation. The numbers of tags and utterances do

not match because, in text dialogue, an utterance can

be long and may be annotated with several tags.

4 Analysis

4.1 Comparing the frequency of dialogue acts

We compared the frequency of the dialogue act tags

in listening-oriented dialogues and casual conversa-

tion. Table 2 shows the rates of the tags in each type

of dialogue. In the table, OTHER means the expres-

sions that did not fall into any of our six dialogue

acts, such as facial expressions and mistypes. Table

3 shows the number of listeners whose rates of tags

increased or decreased from casual conversation to

listening-oriented dialogue.

Compared to casual conversation, the rates of

SELF-DISCLOSURE and INFORMATION decreased

in the listening-oriented dialogue. On the other

hand, the rates of ACKNOWLEDGMENT and QUES-

TION increased. This means that the listeners tended

to hold the transmission of information and focused

on letting speakers self-disclose or deliver informa-

tion. It can also be seen that the speakers decreased

QUESTION to increase self-disclosure.

4.2 Modeling dialogue act sequences by HMM

We analyzed the flow of listening-oriented dialogue

and casual conversation by modeling their dialogue

act sequences using HMMs. We defined 14 obser-

vation symbols, corresponding to the seven tags for

a listener and the same number of tags for a speaker.

L:Greeting:0.483
S:Greeting:0.39

L:Self-disclosure:0.107
L:Question:0.456

S:Ack:0.224
S:Self-disclosure:0.828

L:Self-disclosure:0.579
L:Ack:0.132

0.1

0.58

0.13

0.38

0.83

0.41

0.55

0.51

①

②
③

④

Figure 2: Ergodic HMM for listening-oriented dia-

logue. Circled numbers represent state IDs.

We trained the following two types of HMMs for

each type of dialogue.

Ergodic HMM: Each state emits all 14 observation

symbols. All states are connected to each other.

Speaker HMM: Half the states in this HMM only

emit one speaker’s dialogue acts and the other

half emit other speaker’s dialogue acts. All

states are connected to each other.

The EM algorithm was used to train the HMMs.

To find the best fitting HMM with minimal states,

we trained 1,000 HMMs for each type of HMM by

increasing the number of states from one to ten and

training 100 HMMs for each number of states. This

was necessary because the HMMs severely depend

on the initial probabilities. From the 1,000 HMMs,

we chose the most fitting model using the MDL

(Minimum Description Length) criterion.

4.2.1 Distinguishing Dialogue Types

We performed an experiment to examine whether

the trained HMMs can distinguish listening-oriented

dialogues and casual conversation. For this exper-

iment, we used eight listening-oriented dialogues

and eight casual conversations to train HMMs and

made them classify the remaining 16 dialogues. We

found that Ergodic HMM can distinguish the dia-

logues with an accuracy of 87.5%, and the Speaker

HMM achieved 100% accuracy. This indicates that

we can successfully train HMMs for each type of

dialogue and that investigating the trained HMMs

would show the characteristics of each type of di-

alogue. In the following sections, we analyze the

HMMs trained using all 16 dialogues of each type.

4.2.2 Analysis of Ergodic HMM

Figure 2 shows the Ergodic HMM for listening-

oriented dialogue. It can be seen that the major flow
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L:Greeting:0.888

L:Self-disclosure:0.445
L:Question:0.492 S:Self-disclosure:0.835

L:Self-disclosure:0.556
L:Ack:0.27

S:Greeting:0.98

S:Self-disclosure:0.125
S:Ack:0.661

0.42 0.370.43

0.38

0.11
0.56

0.51

0.18
0.92

0.47

0.63

0.25

① ②

③ ④

⑤ ⑥

Figure 3: Speaker HMM for listening-oriented dia-

logue.

S2:Greeting:0.775

S2:Self-disclosure:0.523
S2:Question:0.414

S1:Self-disclosure:0.644
S1:Question:0.26

S2:Self-disclosure:0.629
S2:Ack:0.12

S1:Greeting:0.848

S1:Self-disclosure:0.662
S1:Ack:0.135

0.45 0.350.45

0.45
0.110.16

0.32 0.42

0.43

0.1

0.740.51

0.12

0.76
0.15

①
②

③ ④

⑤ ⑥

Figure 4: Speaker HMM for casual conversation.

of dialogue acts are: 2© L’s question → 3© S’s self-

disclosure → 4© L’s self-disclosure → 2© L’s ques-

tion. This flow indicates that listeners tend to self-

disclose before the next question, showing the cycle

of reciprocal self-disclosure. This indicates that lis-

tening agents would need to have the capability of

self-disclosure in order to become human-like lis-

teners.

4.2.3 Analysis of Speaker HMM

Figures 3 and 4 show the Speaker HMMs for

listening-oriented dialogue and casual conversation,

respectively. Here, L and S correspond to S1 and

S2. It can be clearly seen that the two HMMs

have very similar structures. From the probabili-

ties, states with the same IDs seem to correspond to

each other. When we compare state IDs 3 and 5, it

can be seen that, when speakers take the role of lis-

teners, they reduce self-disclosure while increasing

questions and acknowledgment. Questions seem to

have more importance in listening-oriented dialogue

than in casual conversation, indicating that listening

agents need to have a good capability of generating

questions. The agents would also need to explicitly

increase acknowledgment in their utterances. Note

that, compared to spoken dialogue, acknowledgment

has to be performed consciously in text-based dia-

logue. When we compare state ID 4, we see that

the speaker starts questioning in casual conversation,

whereas the speaker only self-discloses in listening-

oriented dialogue. This shows that, in our data, the

speakers are successfully concentrating on making

self-disclosure in listening-oriented dialogue.

5 Conclusion and Future work

We collected listening-oriented dialogue and ca-

sual conversation, and compared them to find the

characteristics of listening-oriented dialogues that

are useful for building automated listening agents.

Our analysis found that it is important for listen-

ing agents to self-disclose before asking questions

and that it is necessary to utter more questions and

acknowledgment than in casual conversation to be

good listeners. As future work, we plan to use a

more elaborate tag set to further analyze the dia-

logue flows. We also plan to extend the HMMs

to Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes

(POMDPs) (Williams and Young, 2007) to achieve

dialogue management of listening agents from data.
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Abstract

Most studies on speech-based emotion
recognition are based on prosodic and
acoustic features, only employing artifi-
cial acted corpora where the results cannot
be generalized to telephone-based speech
applications. In contrast, we present an
approach based on utterances from 1,911
calls from a deployed telephone-based
speech application, taking advantage of
additional dialogue features, NLU features
and ASR features that are incorporated
into the emotion recognition process. De-
pending on the task, non-acoustic features
add 2.3% in classification accuracy com-
pared to using only acoustic features.

1 Introduction

Certainly, the most relevant employment of
speech-based emotion recognition is that of a
telephone-based Interactive Voice Response Sys-
tem (IVR).

Emotion recognition for IVR differs insofar
to “traditional” emotion recognition, that it can
be reduced to a binary classification problem,
namely the distinction between angry and non-
angry whereas studies on speech-based emotion
recognition analyze complete and relatively long
sentences covering the full bandwidth of human
emotions. In a way, emotion recognition in the
telephone domain is less challenging since a dis-
tinction between two different emotion classes,
angry and non-angry, is sufficient. We don’t have
to expect callers talking to IVRs in a sad, anxious,
happy, disgusted or bored manner. I.e., even if a
caller is happy, the effect on the dialogue will be
the same as if he is neutral. However, there still

remain challenges for the system developer such
as varying speech quality caused by, e.g., vary-
ing distance to the receiver during the call lead-
ing to loudness variations (which emotion recog-
nizers might mistakenly interpret as anger). But
also bandwidth limitation introduced by the tele-
phone channel and a strongly unbalanced distribu-
tion of non-angry and angry utterances with more
than 80% non-angry utterances make a reliable
distinction of the caller emotion difficult. While
hot anger with studio quality conditions can be de-
termined with over 90% (Pittermann et al., 2009)
studies on IVR anger recognition report lower ac-
curacies due to these limitations. However, there
is one advantage of anger recognition in IVR sys-
tems that can be exploited: additional information
is available from the dialogue context, the speech
recognizer and the natural language parser.

This contribution is organized as follows: first,
we introduce related work and describe our cor-
pus. In Section 4 we outline our employed features
with emphasis on the non-acoustic ones. Experi-
ments are shown in Section 5 where we analyze
the impact of the newly developed features before
we summarize our work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Speech-based emotion research regarding tele-
phone applications has been increasingly dis-
cussed in the speech community. While in early
studies acted corpora were used, such as in (Ya-
coub et al., 2003), training and testing data in later
studies has been more and more based on real-
life data, see (Burkhardt et al., 2008),(Burkhardt
et al., 2009). Most studies are limited to acous-
tic/prosodic features that have been extracted out
of the audio data. Linguistic information was ad-
ditionaly exploited in (Lee et al., 2002) resulting in
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a 45.7% accuracy improvement compared to using
only acoustic features. In (Liscombe et al., 2005)
the lexical and prosodic features were additionaly
enriched with dialogue act features leading to an
increase in accuracy of 2.3%.

3 Corpus Description

For our studies we employed a corpus of 1,911
calls from an automated agent helping to resolve
internet-related problems comprising 22,724 utter-
ances. Three labelers divided the corpus into an-
gry, annoyed and non-angry utterances (Cohen’s
κ = 0.70 on whole corpus; L1 vs. L2 κ = 0.8,
L1 vs. L3 κ = 0.71, L2 vs. L3 κ = 0.59). The
reason for choosing three emotion classes instead
of a binary classification lies in the hope to find
clearer patterns for strong anger. A distinction be-
tween non-angry and somewhat annoyed callers
is rather difficult even for humans. The final la-
bel was defined based on majority voting resulting
in 90.2% non-angry, 5.1% garbage, 3.4% annoyed
and 0.7% angry utterances. 0.6% of the samples in
the corpus were sorted out since all three raters had
different opinions. The raters were asked to label
“garbage” when the utterance is incomprehensible
or consists of non-speech events. While the num-
ber of angry and annoyed utterances seems very
low, 429 calls (i.e. 22.4%) contained annoyed or
angry utterances.

4 Features

We created two different feature sets: one based
on typical acoustic/prosodic features and another
one to which we will refer as ’non-acoustic’ fea-
tures consisting of features from the Automatich
Speech Recognition (ASR), Natural Language
Understanding (NLU), Dialogue Manager (DM)
and Context features.

4.1 Acoustic Features

The acoustic/prosodic features were extracted
with the aid of Praat (Boersma, 2001) and con-
sist of power, mean, rms, mean harmonicity, pitch
(mean, deviation, voiced frames, time step, mean
slope, minimum, maximum, range), voiced pitch
(mean, minimum mean, maximum mean, range),
intensity (mean, maximum, minimum, deviation,
range), jitter points, formants 1-5, MFCC 1-12.
The extraction was performed on the complete
short utterance.

4.2 Non-Acoustic Features

The second, i.e. non-acoustic, feature set is based
on features logged with the aid of the speech plat-
form hosting the IVR application and is presented
here in more detail. They include:

ASR features: raw ASR transcription of
caller’s utterance (Utterance) (unigram bag-of-
words); ASR confidence of returned utterance
transcription, as floating point number between 0
(least confident) and 1 (most confident) (Confi-
dence); names of all grammars active (Grammar-
Name); name of the grammar that returned the
parse (TriggeredGrammarName); did the caller
begin speaking before the prompt completed?
(’yes’, ’no’) (BargedIn); did the caller communi-
cate with speech (’voice’) or keypad (’dtmf’) (In-
putModeName); was the speech recognizer suc-
cessful (’Complete’) or not and if it was not suc-
cessful, an error message is recorded such as
’NoInput’ or ’NoMatch’ (RecognitionStatus)

NLU-Features: the semantic parse of the caller
utterance as returned by the activated grammar in
the current dialog module (Interpretation); given
caller speech input, we need to try and recognize
the semantic meaning. The first time we try to do
this, this is indicated with a value of ’Initial’. If
we were not returned a parse then we have to re-
prompt (’Retry1’ or ’Timeout1’). Similar for if the
caller asks for help or a repetition of the prompt.
Etc. (LoopName)

DM-Features: the text of what the auto-
mated agent said prior to recording the user input
(PromptName); the number of tries to elicit a de-
sired response. Integer values range from 0 (first
try) to 7 (6th try) (RoleIndex); an activity may re-
quest substantive user input (’Collection’) or con-
firm previous substantive input (’Confirmation’)
(RoleName); within a call each event is sequen-
tially organized by these numbers (SequenceID);
the name of the activity (aka dialog module) that
is active (ActivityName); type of activity. Possible
values are: Question, PlatformValue, Announce-
ment, Wait, Escalate (ActivityType)

Context-Features: We further developed addi-
tional cumulative features based on the previous
ones in order to keep track of the NoMatch, NoIn-
puts and similar parameters serving as an indicator
for the call quality: number of non-empty NLU
parses (CumUserTurns); number of statements
and questions by the system (CumSysTurns); num-
ber of questions (CumSysQuestions); number of
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help requests by the user (CumHelpReq); num-
ber of operator requests (CumOperatorReq); num-
ber of NoInput events (CumNoInputs); number
of NoMatch events (CumNoMatchs) number of
BargeIns (CumBargeIns).

5 Experiments

In order to prevent an adaption of the anger model
to specific callers we seperated the corpus ran-
domly into 75% training and 25% testing material
and ensured that no speaker contained in training
was used for testing. To exclude that we receive a
good classification result by chance, we performed
50 iterations in each test and calculated the per-
formance’s mean and standard deviation over all
iterations.

Note, that our aim in this study is less finding
an optimum classifer, than finding additional fea-
tures that support the distinction between angry
and non-angry callers. Support Vector Machines
and Artificial Neural Networks are thus not con-
sidered, although the best performances are re-
ported with those learning algorithms. A simi-
lar performance, i.e. only slightly poorer, can be
reached with Rule Learners. They enable a thor-
ough study of the features, leading to the decision
for one or the other class, since they produce a
human readable set of if-then-else rules. Our hy-
potheses on a perfect feature set can thus easily be
confirmed or rejected.

We performed experiments with two differ-
ent classes: ’angry’ vs. ’non-angry’ and ’an-
gry+annoyed’ vs. ’non-angry’. Merging angry
and annoyed utterances aims on finding all callers,
where the customer satisfaction is endangered. In
both tasks, we employ a) only acoustic features
b) only ASR/NLU/DM/Context features and c) a
combination of both feature sets. The number of
utterances used for training and testing is shown in
Table 1.

As result we expect acoustic features to per-
form better than non-acoustic features. Among
the relevant non-acoustic features we assume as
an indicator for angry utterances low ASR confi-
dences and high barge-in rates, which we consider
as signal for the caller’s impatience. All tests have
been performed with the machine learning frame-
work RapidMiner (Mierswa et al., 2006) featuring
all common supervised and unsupervised learning
schemes.

Results are listed in Table 2, including preci-

Test A Test B
angry+

annoyed non-a. angry non-a.
Training ∼ 320 ∼ 320 ∼ 80 ∼ 80

Testing ∼ 140 ∼ 140 ∼ 40 ∼ 40

Table 1: Number of utterances employed for both
tests per iteration. Since the samples are selected
randomly and the corpus was separated by speak-
ers before training and testing, the numbers may
vary in each iteration.

sion and recall values. As expected, Test B (an-
gry vs. non-angry) has the highest accuracy with
87.23% since the patterns are more clearly sep-
arable compared to Test A (annoyed vs. non-
angry, 72.57%). Obviously, adding non-acoustic
features increases classification accuracy signifi-
cantly, but only where the acoustic features are
not expressive enough. While the additional in-
formation increases the accuracy of the combined
angry+annoyed task by 2.3 % (Test A), it does
not advance the distinction between only angry vs.
non-angry (Test B).

5.1 Emotional History

One could expect, that the probability of
an angry/annoyed turn following another an-
gry/annoyed turn is rather high and that this in-
formation could be exploited. Thus, we further
included two features PrevEmotion and PrevPre-
vEmotion, taking into account the two previous
hand-labeled emotions in the dialogue discourse.
If they would contribute to the recognition pro-
cess, we would replace them by automatically la-
belled ones. All test results, however, did not im-
prove.

5.2 Ruleset Analysis

For a determination of the relevant features in the
non-acoustic feature set, we analyzed the ruleset
generated by the RuleLearner in Test A. Interest-
ingly, a dominant feature in the resulting ruleset is
’AudioDuration’. While shorter utterances were
assigned to non-angry (about <2s), longer utter-
ances tended to be assigned to angry/annoyed. A
following analysis of the utterance length confirms
this rule: utterances labeled as angry averaged
2.07 (+/-0.73) seconds, annoyed utterances lasted
1.82 (+/-0.57) s and non-angry samples were 1.57
(+/- 0.66) s in average. The number of NoMatch
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Test A: Angry/Annoyed vs. Non-angry only Acoustic only Non-Acoustic both
Accuracy 70.29 (+-2.94) % 61.43 (+-2.75) % 72.57 (+-2.37) %

Precision/Recall Class ’Ang./Ann.’ 71.51% / 61.57% 68.35% / 42.57% 73.67% / 70.14%
Precision/Recall Class ’Non-angry’ 69.19% / 73.00% 58.30% / 80.29% 71.57% / 75.00%

Test B: Angry vs. Non-angry only Acoustic only Non-Acoustic both
Accuracy 87.06 (+-3.76) % 64.29 (+-1.32) % 87.23 (+-3.72) %

Precision/Recall Class ’Angry’ 87.13% / 86.55% 66.0% / 58.9% 86.88% / 87.11%
Precision/Recall Class ’Non-angry’ 86.97% / 87.53% 62.9% 69.9% 87.55% / 87.33%

Table 2: Classification results for angry+annoyed vs. non-angry and angry vs. non-angry utterances.

events (CumNoMatch) up to the angry turn played
a less dominant role than expected: only 8 samples
were assigned to angry/annoyed due to reoccur-
ring NoMatch events (>5 NoMatchs). Utterances
that contained ’Operator’, ’Agent’ or ’Help’ were,
as expected, assigned to angry/annoyed, however,
in combination with high AudioDuration values
(>2s). Non-angry utterances were typically better
recognized: average ASR confidence values are
0.82 (+/-0.288) (non-angry), 0.71 (+/- 0.36) (an-
noyed) and 0.56 (+/- 0.41) (angry).

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In IVR systems, we can take advantage of non-
acoustic information, that comes from the dia-
logue context. As demonstrated in this work,
ASR, NLU, DM and contextual features sup-
port the distinction between angry and non-angry
callers. However, where the samples can be sepa-
rated into clear patterns, such as in Test B, no ben-
efit from the additional feature set can be expected.
In what sense a late fusion of linguistic, dialogue
and context features would improve the classifier,
i.e. by building various subsystems whose opin-
ions are subject to a voting mechanism, will be
evaluated in future work. We will also analyze
why the linguistic features did not have any vis-
ible impact on the classifier. Presumably a combi-
nation of n-grams, bag-of-words and bag of emo-
tional salience will improve classification.
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Abstract

For a spoken dialog system to make good

use of a speech recognition N-Best list, it is

essential to know how much trust to place

in each entry. This paper presents a method

for assigning a probability of correctness to

each of the items on the N-Best list, and to

the hypothesis that the correct answer is not

on the list. We find that both multinomial lo-

gistic regression and support vector machine

models yields meaningful, useful probabili-

ties across different tasks and operating con-

ditions.

1 Introduction

For spoken dialog systems, speech recognition er-

rors are common, and so identifying and reducing

dialog understanding errors is an important problem.

One source of potentially useful information is the

N-Best list output by the automatic speech recog-

nition (ASR) engine. The N-Best list contains N
ranked hypotheses for the user’s speech, where the

top entry is the engine’s best hypothesis. When the

top entry is incorrect, the correct entry is often con-

tained lower down in the N-Best list. For a dialog

system to make use of the N-Best list, it is useful to

estimate the probability of correctness for each en-

try, and the probability that the correct entry is not

on the list. This paper describes a way of assigning

these probabilities.

2 Background and related work

To begin, we formalize the problem. The user takes

a communicative action u, saying a phrase such as

“Coffee shops in Madison New Jersey”. Using a lan-

guage model g, the speech recognition engine pro-

cesses this audio and outputs an ordered list of N
hypotheses for u, ũ = {ũ1, . . . ũN}, N ≥ 2. To

the N-Best list we add the entry ũ∗, where u = ũ∗

indicates that u does not appear on the N-Best list.

The ASR engine also generates a set of K recog-

nition features f = [f1, . . . , fK ]. These features

might include properties of the lattice, word confu-

sion network, garbage model, etc. The aim of this

paper is to estimate a model which accurately as-

signs the N + 1 probabilities P (u = ũn|ũ, f) for

n ∈ {∗, 1, . . . , N} given ũ and f . The model also

depends on the language model g, but we don’t in-

clude this conditioning in our notation for clarity.

In estimating these probabilities, we are most

concerned with the estimates being well-calibrated.

This means that the probability estimates we ob-

tain for events should accurately represent the em-

pirically observed proportions of those events. For

example, if 100 1-best recognitions are assigned a

probability of 60%, then approximately 60 of those

100 should in fact be the correct result.

Recent work proposed a generative model of the

N-Best list, P (ũ, f |u) (Williams, 2008). The main

motivation for computing a generative model is

that it is a component of the update equation used

by several statistical approaches to spoken dialog

(Williams and Young, 2007). However, the diffi-

culty with a generative model is that it must estimate

a joint probability over all the features, f ; thus, mak-

ing use of many features becomes problematic. As

a result, discriminative approaches often yield bet-

ter results. In our work, we propose a discrimina-

tive approach and focus on estimating the probabil-

ities conditioned on the features. Additionally, un-

der some further fairly mild assumptions, by apply-

ing Bayes Rule our model can be shown equivalent

to the generative model required in the dialog state

update. This is a desirable property because dialog

systems using this re-statement have been shown to

work in practice (Young et al., 2009).

Much past work has assigned meaningful proba-
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bilities to the top ASR hypothesis; the novelty here

is assigning probabilities to all the entries on the list.

Also, our task is different to N-Best list re-ranking,

which seeks to move more promising entries toward

the top of the list. Here we trust the ordering pro-

vided by the ASR engine, and only seek to assign

meaningful probabilities to the elements.

3 Model

Our task is to estimate P (u = ũn|ũ, f) for n ∈
{∗, 1, . . . , N}. Ideally we could view each element

on the N-Best list as its own class and train an

(N +1)-class regression model. However this is dif-

ficult for two reasons. First, the number of classes is

variable: ASR results can have different N-Best list

lengths for different utterances. Second, we found

that the distribution of items on the N-Best list has

a very long tail, so it would be difficult to obtain

enough data to accurately estimate late position class

probabilities.

As a result, we model the probability P in two

stages: first, we train a (discriminative) model Pa to

assign probabilities to just three classes: u = ũ∗,

u = ũ1, and u ∈ ũ2+, where ũ2+ = {ũ2, . . . , ũN}.

In the second stage, we use a separate probability

model Pb to distribute mass over the items in ũ2+:

P (ũn = u|ũ, f) = (1)










Pa(u = ũ1|f) if n = 1,

Pa(u ∈ ũ2+|f)Pb(u = ũn|f) if n > 1,

Pa(u = ũ∗|f) if n = ∗

To model Pa, multinomial logistic regression

(MLR) is a natural choice as it yields a well-

calibrated estimator for multi-class problems. Stan-

dard MLR can over-fit when there are many features

in comparison to the number of training examples;

to address this we use ridge regularized MLR in our

experiments below (Genkin et al., 2005).

An alternative to MLR is support vector machines

(SVMs). SVMs are typically formulated including

regularization; however, their output scores are gen-

erally not interpretable as probabilities. Thus for Pa,

we use an extension which re-scales SVM scores to

yield well-calibrated probabilities (Platt, 1999).

Our second stage model Pb, distributes mass

over the items in the tail of the N-best list (n ∈
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Figure 1: Empirical cumulative distribution of cor-

rect recognitions for N-Best lists, and the Beta dis-

tribution model for Pb on 1, 000 business search ut-

terances (Corpus 1 training set, from Section 4.)

{2, . . . , N}). In our exploratory analysis of N-Best

lists, we noticed a trend that facilitates modeling this

distribution. We observed that the distribution of the

fraction of the correction position n/N was rela-

tively invariant to N . For example, for both short

(N < 100) and long (N ≥ 100) lists, the proba-

bility that the answer was in the top half of the list

was very similar (see Figure 1). Thus, we chose a

continuous distribution in terms of the fractional po-

sition n/N as the underlying distribution in our sec-

ond stage model. Given the domain of the fractional

position [0, 1], we chose a Beta distribution. Our fi-

nal second stage model is then an appropriately dis-

cretized version of the underlying Beta, namely, Pb:

Pb(u = ũn|f) = Pb(u = ũn|N) =

Pbeta(
n− 1

N − 1
;α, β) − Pbeta(

n− 2

N − 1
;α, β)

where Pbeta(x;α, β) is the standard Beta cumula-

tive distribution function parametrized by α and β.

Figure 1 shows an illustration. In summary, our

method requires training the three-class regression

model Pa, and estimating the Beta distribution pa-

rameters α and β.

4 Data and experiments

We tested the method by applying it to three cor-

pora of utterances from dialog systems in the busi-

ness search domain. All utterances were from
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Corpus WCN SVM MLR

1 -0.714 -0.697 -0.703

2 -0.251 -0.264 -0.222

3 -0.636 -0.605 -0.581

Table 1: Mean log-likelihoods on the portion of the

test set with the correct answer on the N-Best list.

None of the MLR nor SVM results differ signifi-

cantly from the WCN baseline at p < 0.02.2

users with real information needs. Corpus 1 con-

tained 2, 000 high-quality-audio utterances spoken

by customers using the Speak4It application, a

business search application which operates on mo-

bile devices, supporting queries containing a listing

name and optionally a location.1 Corpus 2 and 3

contained telephone-quality-audio utterances from

14, 000 calls to AT&T’s “411” business directory

listing service. Corpus 2 contained locations (re-

sponses to “Say a city and state”); corpus 3 con-

tained listing names (responses to “OK what list-

ing?”). Corpus 1 was split in half for training and

testing; corpora 2 and 3 were split into 10, 000 train-

ing and 4, 000 testing utterances.

We performed recognition using the Watson

speech recognition engine (Goffin et al., 2005), in

two configurations. Configuration A uses a sta-

tistical language model trained to recognize busi-

ness listings and optionally locations, and acous-

tic models for high-quality audio. Configuration B

uses a rule-based language model consisting of all

city/state pairs in the USA, and acoustic models for

telephone-quality audio. Configuration A was ap-

plied to corpora 1 and 3, and Configuration B was

applied to corpus 2. This experimental design is in-

tended to test our method on both rule-based and

statistical language models, as well as matched and

mis-matched acoustic and language model condi-

tions.

We used the following recognition features in f :

f1 is the posterior probability from the best path

through the word confusion network, f2 is the num-

ber of segments in the word confusion network,

f3 is the length of the N-Best list, f4 is the aver-

age per-frame difference in likelihood between the

1http://speak4it.com
22-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test; 10-way partitioning.

Corpus WCN SVM MLR

1 -1.12 -0.882 -0.890

2 -0.821 -0.753 -0.734

3 -1.00 -0.820 -0.824

Table 2: Mean log-likelihoods on the complete test

set. All MLR and SVM results are significantly bet-

ter than the WCN baseline (p < 0.0054).2

highest-likelihood lattice path and a garbage model,

and f5 is the average per-frame difference in likeli-

hood between the highest-likelihood lattice path and

the maximum likelihood of that frame on any path

through the lattice. Features are standardized to the

range [−1, 1] and MLR and SVM hyperparameters

were fit by cross-validation on the training set. The

α and β parameters were fit by maximum likelihood

on the training set.

We used the BMR toolkit for regularized multi-

nomial logistic regression (Genkin et al., 2005), and

the LIB-SVM toolkit for calibrated SVMs (Chang

and Lin, 2001).

We first measure average log-likelihood the mod-

els assign to the test sets. As a baseline, we use the

posterior probability estimated by the word confu-

sion network (WCN), which has been used in past

work for estimating likelihood of N-Best list entries

(Young et al., 2009). However, the WCN does not

assign probability to the u = ũ∗ case – indeed, this

is a limitation of using WCN posteriors. So we re-

ported two sets of results. In Table 1, we report the

average log-likelihood given that the correct result

is on the N-Best list (higher values, i.e., closer to

zero are better). This table includes only the items

in the test set for which the correct result appeared

on the N-Best list (that is, excluding the u = ũ∗

cases). This table compares our models to WCNs

on the task for which the WCN is designed. On this

task, the MLR and SVM methods are competitive

with WCNs, but not significantly better.

In Table 2, we report average log-likelihood for

the entire test set. Here the WCNs use a fixed

prior for the u = ũ∗ case, estimated on the training

sets (u = ũ∗ class is always assigned 0.284; other

classes are assigned 1 − 0.284 = 0.716 times the

WCN posterior). This table compares our models

to WCNs on the task for which our model is de-

signed. Here, the MLR and SVM models yielded
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Figure 2: Calibration and histogram of probabilities

assigned by MLR on corpus 1 (test set).

significantly better results than the WCN baseline.

We next investigated the calibration properties of

the models. Results for the MLR model on the

u = ũ1 class from corpus 1 test set are shown in

Figure 2. This illustrates that the MLR model is rel-

atively well-calibrated and yields broadly distributed

probabilities. Results for the SVM were similar, and

are omitted for space.

Finally we investigated whether the models

yielded better accept/reject decisions than their in-

dividual features. Figure 3 shows the MLR model

a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for

corpus 1 test set for the u = ũ1 class. This con-

firms that the MLR model produces more accurate

accept/reject decisions than the individual features

alone. Results for the SVM were similar.

5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a method for assigning

useful, meaningful probabilities to elements on an

ASR N-Best list. Multinomial logistic regression

(MLR) and support vector machines (SVMs) have

been tested, and both produce significantly better

models than a word confusion network baseline, as

measured by average log likelihood. Further, the

models appear to be well-calibrated and yield a bet-

ter indication of correctness than any of its input fea-

tures individually.

In dialog systems, we are often more interested in

the concepts than specific words, so in future work,

we hope to assign probabilities to concepts. In the
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Figure 3: ROC curve for MLR and the 3 most infor-

mative input features on corpus 1 (test set).

meantime, we are applying the method to our dialog

systems, to verify their usefulness in practice.
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Abstract

There is a long history of using logic to
model the interpretation of indirect speech
acts. Classical logical inference, how-
ever, is unable to deal with the combina-
tions of disparate, conflicting, uncertain
evidence that shape such speech acts in
discourse. We propose to address this by
combining logical inference with proba-
bilistic methods. We focus on responses
to polar questions with the following prop-
erty: they are neither yes nor no, but
they convey information that can be used
to infer such an answer with some de-
gree of confidence, though often not with
enough confidence to count as resolving.
We present a novel corpus study and asso-
ciated typology that aims to situate these
responses in the broader class of indirect
question–answer pairs (IQAPs). We then
model the different types of IQAPs using
Markov logic networks, which combine
first-order logic with probabilities, empha-
sizing the ways in which this approach al-
lows us to model inferential uncertainty
about both the context of utterance and in-
tended meanings.

1 Introduction

Clark (1979), Perrault and Allen (1980), and Allen
and Perrault (1980) study indirect speech acts,
identifying a wide range of factors that govern how
speakers convey their intended messages and how
hearers seek to uncover those messages. Prior dis-
course conditions, the relationship between the lit-
eral meaning and the common ground, and spe-
cific lexical, constructional, and intonational cues

all play a role. Green and Carberry (1992, 1994)
provide an extensive computational model that in-
terprets and generates indirect answers to polar
questions. Their model focuses on inferring cat-
egorical answers, making use of discourse plans
and coherence relations.

This paper extends such work by recasting the
problem in terms of probabilistic modeling. We
focus on the interpretation of indirect answers
where the respondent does not answer with yes or
no, but rather gives information that can be used
by the hearer to infer such an answer only with
some degree of certainty, as in (1).

(1) A: Is Sue at work?
B: She is sick with the flu.

In this case, whether one can move from the re-
sponse to a yes or no is uncertain. Based on typical
assumptions about work and illness, A might take
B’s response as indicating that Sue is at home, but
B’s response could be taken differently depending
on Sue’s character — B could be reproaching Sue
for her workaholic tendencies, which risk infect-
ing the office, or B could be admiring Sue’s stead-
fast character. What A actually concludes about
B’s indirect reply will be based on some combi-
nation of this disparate, partially conflicting, un-
certain evidence. The plan and logical inference
model of Green and Carberry falters in the face of
such collections of uncertain evidence. However,
natural dialogues are often interpreted in the midst
of uncertain and conflicting signals. We therefore
propose to enrich a logical inference model with
probabilistic methods to deal with such cases.

This study addresses the phenomenon of indi-
rect question–answer pairs (IQAP), such as in (1),
from both empirical and engineering perspectives.
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First, we undertake a corpus study of polar ques-
tions in dialogue to gather naturally occurring in-
stances and to determine how pervasive indirect
answers that indicate uncertainty are in a natu-
ral setting (section 2). From this empirical base,
we provide a classification of IQAPs which makes
a new distinction between fully- and partially-
resolving answers (section 3). We then show how
inference in Markov logic networks can success-
fully model the reasoning involved in both types
of IQAPs (section 4).

2 Corpus study

Previous corpus studies looked at how pervasive
indirect answers to yes/no questions are in dia-
logue. Stenström (1984) analyzed 25 face-to-face
and telephone conversations and found that 13%
of answers to polar questions do not contain an
explicit yes or no term. In a task dialogue, Hockey
et al. (1997) found 38% of the responses were
IQAPs. (This higher percentage might reflect the
genre difference in the corpora used: task dialogue
vs. casual conversations.) These studies, how-
ever, were not concerned with how confidently one
could infer a yes or no from the response given.

We therefore conducted a corpus study to ana-
lyze the types of indirect answers. We used the
Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus (Jurafsky et al.,
1997) which has been annotated for approximately
60 basic dialog acts, clustered into 42 tags. We
are concerned only with direct yes/no questions,
and not with indirect ones such as “May I remind
you to take out the garbage?” (Clark, 1979; Per-
rault and Allen, 1980). From 200 5-minute con-
versations, we extracted yes/no questions (tagged
“qy”) and their answers, but discarded tag ques-
tions as well as disjunctive questions, such as in
(2), since these do not necessarily call for a yes
or no response. We also did not take into account
questions that were lost in the dialogue, nor ques-
tions that did not really require an answer (3). This
yielded a total of 623 yes/no questions.

(2) [sw 0018 4082]

A: Do you, by mistakes, do you mean just
like honest mistakes

A: or do you think they are deliberate sorts
of things?

B: Uh, I think both.

(3) [sw 0070 3435]

A: How do you feel about your game?
A: I guess that’s a good question?
B: Uh, well, I mean I’m not a serious

golfer at all.

To identify indirect answers, we looked at the
answer tags. The distribution of answers is given
in Table 1. We collapsed the tags into 6 categories.
Category I contains direct yes/no answers as well
as “agree” answers (e.g., That’s exactly it.). Cate-
gory II includes statement–opinion and statement–
non-opinion: e.g., I think it’s great, Me I’m in the
legal department, respectively. Affirmative non-
yes answers and negative non-no answers form
category III. Other answers such as I don’t know
are in category IV. In category V, we put utterances
that avoid answering the question: by holding (I’m
drawing a blank), by returning the question — wh-
question or rhetorical question (Who would steal
a newspaper?) — or by using a backchannel in
question form (Is that right?). Finally, category
VI contains dispreferred answers (Schegloff et al.,
1977; Pomerantz, 1984).

We hypothesized that the phenomenon we are
studying would appear in categories II, III and VI.
However, some of the “na/ng” answers are dis-
guised yes/no answers, such as Right, I think so,
or Not really, and as such do not interest us. In the
case of “sv/sd” and “nd” answers, many answers
include reformulation, question avoidance (see 4),
or a change of framing (5). All these cases are not
really at issue for the question we are addressing.

(4) [sw 0177 2759]

A: Have you ever been drug tested?
B: Um, that’s a good question.

(5) [sw 0046 4316]

A: Is he the guy wants to, like, deregulate
heroin, or something?

B: Well, what he wants to do is take all the
money that, uh, he gets for drug
enforcement and use it for, uh, drug
education.

A: Uh-huh.
B: And basically, just, just attack the

problem at the demand side.
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Definition Tag Total
I yes/no answers ny/nn/aa 341
II statements sv/sd 143
III affirmative/negative non-yes/no answers na/ng 91
IV other answers no 21
V avoid answering ˆh/qw/qh/bh 18
VI dispreferred answers nd 9
Total 623

Table 1: Distribution of answer tags to yes/no questions.

(6) [sw 0046 4316]

A: That was also civil?
B: The other case was just traffic, and you

know, it was seat belt law.

We examined by hand all yes/no questions for
IQAPs and found 88 examples (such as (6), and
(7)–(11)), which constitutes thus 14% of the total
answers to direct yes/no questions, a figure simi-
lar to those of Stenström (1984). The next section
introduces our classification of answers.

3 Typology of indirect answers

We can adduce the general space of IQAPs from
the data assembled in section 2 (see also Bolinger,
1978; Clark, 1979). One point of departure is that,
in cooperative dialogues, a response to a ques-
tion counts as an answer only when some relation
holds between the content of the response and the
semantic desiderata of the question. This is suc-
cinctly formulated in the relation IQAP proposed
by Asher and Lascarides (2003), p. 403:

IQAP(α,β) holds only if there is a true
direct answer p to the question JαK, and
the questioner can infer p from JβK in
the utterance context.

The apparent emphasis on truth can be set aside
for present purposes; Asher and Lascarides’s no-
tions of truth are heavily relativized to the current
discourse conditions. This principle hints at two
dimensions of IQAPs which must be considered,
and upon which we can establish a classification:
(i) the type of answer which the proffered response
provides, and (ii) the basis on which the inferences
are performed. The typology established here ad-
heres to this, distinguishing between fully- and
partially-resolving answers as well as between the
types of knowledge used in the inference (logical,
linguistic, common ground/world).

3.1 Fully-resolving responses
An indirect answer can fully resolve a question
by conveying information that stands in an inclu-
sion relation to the direct answer: if q ⊆ p (or
¬p), then updating with the response q also re-
solves the question with p (or ¬p), assuming the
questioner knows that the inclusion relation holds
between q and p. The inclusion relation can be
based on logical relations, as in (7), where the re-
sponse is an “over-answer”, i.e., a response where
more information is given than is strictly neces-
sary to resolve the question. Hearers supply more
information than strictly asked for when they rec-
ognize that the speaker’s intentions are more gen-
eral than the question posed might suggest. In (7),
the most plausible intention behind the query is
to know more about B’s family. The hearer can
also identify the speaker’s plan and any necessary
information for its completion, which he then pro-
vides (Allen and Perrault, 1980).

(7) [sw 0001 4325]

A: Do you have kids?
B: I have three.

While logical relations between the content of
the question and the response suffice to treat exam-
ples such as (7), other over-answers often require
substantial amounts of linguistic and/or world-
knowledge to allow the inference to go through,
as in (8) and (9).

(8) [sw 0069 3144]

A: Was that good?
B: Hysterical. We laughed so hard.

(9) [sw 0057 3506]

A: Is it in Dallas?
B: Uh, it’s in Lewisville.
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In the case of (8), a system must recognize
that hysterical is semantically stronger than good.
Similarly, to recognize the implicit no of (9), a sys-
tem must recognize that Lewisville is a distinct
location from Dallas, rather than, say, contained
in Dallas, and it must include more general con-
straints as well (e.g., an entity cannot be in two
physical locations at once). Once the necessary
knowledge is in place, however, the inferences are
properly licensed.

3.2 Partially-resolving responses
A second class of IQAPs, where the content of
the answer itself does not fully resolve the ques-
tion, known as partially-resolved questions (Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof, 1984; Zeevat, 1994; Roberts,
1996; van Rooy, 2003), is less straightforward.
One instance is shown in (10), where the gradable
adjective little is the source of difficulty.

(10) [sw 0160 3467]

A: Are they [your kids] little?
B: I have a seven-year-old and a

ten-year-old.
A: Yeah, they’re pretty young.

The response, while an answer, does not, in and
of itself, resolve whether the children should be
considered little. The predicate little is a grad-
able adjective, which inherently possesses a de-
gree of vagueness: such adjectives contextually
vary in truth conditions and admit borderline cases
(Kennedy, 2007). In the case of little, while some
children are clearly little, e.g., ages 2–3, and some
clearly are not, e.g., ages 14–15, there is another
class in between for which it is difficult to as-
sess whether little can be truthfully ascribed to
them. Due to the slippery nature of these predi-
cates, there is no hard-and-fast way to resolve such
questions in all cases. In (10), it is the questioner
who resolves the question by accepting the infor-
mation proffered in the response as sufficient to
count as little.

The dialogue in (11) shows a second example of
an answer which is not fully-resolving, and inten-
tionally so.

(11) [sw 0103 4074]

A: Did he raise him [the cat] or
something1?

1The disjunct or something may indicate that A is open

B: We bought the cat for him and so he’s
been the one that you know spent the
most time with him.

Speaker B quibbles with whether the relation
his son has to the cat is one of raising, instead cit-
ing two attributes that go along with, but do not
determine, raising. Raising an animal is a com-
posite relation, which typically includes the rela-
tions owning and spending time with. However,
satisfying these two sub-relations does not strictly
entail satisfying the raising relation as well. It
is not obvious whether a system would be mis-
taken in attributing a fully positive response to the
question, although it is certainly a partially posi-
tive response. Similarly, it seems that attributing
a negative response would be misguided, though
the answer is partly negative. The rest of the dia-
logue does not determine whetherA considers this
equivalent to raising, and the dialogue proceeds
happily without this resolution.

The preceding examples have primarily hinged
upon conventionalized linguistic knowledge, viz.
what it means to raise X or for X to be little. A
further class of partially-resolving answers relies
on knowledge present in the common ground. Our
initial example (1) illustrates a situation where dif-
ferent resolutions of the question were possible de-
pending on the respondent’s intentions: no if sym-
pathetic, yes if reproachful or admiring.

The relationship between the response and
question is not secured by any objective world
facts or conventionalized meaning, but rather
is variable — contingent on specialized world
knowledge concerning the dialogue participants
and their beliefs. Resolving such IQAPs positively
or negatively is achieved only at the cost of a de-
gree of uncertainty: for resolution occurs against
the backdrop of a set of defeasible assumptions.

3.3 IQAP classification
Table 2 is a cross-classification of the examples
discussed by whether the responses are fully- or
partially-resolving answers and by the types of
knowledge used in the inference (logical, linguis-
tic, world). It gives, for each category, the counts
of examples we found in the corpus. The partially-
resolved class contains more than a third of the an-
swers.
to hearing about alternatives to raise. We abstract away from
this issue for present purposes and treat the more general case
by assuming A’s contribution is simply equivalent to “Did he
raise him?”
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Logic Linguistic World Total
Fully-Resolved 27 (Ex. 7) 18 (Ex. 8) 11 (Ex. 9) 56
Partially-Resolved – 20 (Ex. 10;11) 12 (Ex. 1) 32

Table 2: Classification of IQAPs by knowledge type and resolvedness: counts and examples.

The examples given in (7)–(9) are fully resolv-
able via inferences grounded in logical relations,
linguistic convention or objective facts: the an-
swer provides enough information to fully resolve
the question, and the modeling challenge is secur-
ing and making available the correct information.
The partially-resolved pairs are, however, qualita-
tively different. They involve a degree of uncer-
tainty that classical inference models do not ac-
commodate in a natural way.

4 Towards modeling IQAP resolution

To model the reasoning involved in all types of
IQAPs, we can use a relational representation, but
we need to be able to deal with uncertainty, as
highlighted in section 3. Markov logic networks
(MLNs; Richardson and Domingos, 2006) exactly
suit these needs: they allow rich inferential reason-
ing on relations by combining the power of first-
order logic and probabilities to cope with uncer-
tainty. A logical knowledge-base is a set of hard
constraints on the set of possible worlds (set of
constants and grounded predicates). In Markov
logic, the constraints are “soft”: when a world vi-
olates a relation, it becomes less probable, but not
impossible. A Markov logic network encodes a
set of weighted first-order logic constraints, such
that a higher weight implies a stronger constraint.
Given constants in the world, the MLN creates a
network of grounded predicates which applies the
constraints to these constants. The network con-
tains one feature fj for each possible grounding of
each constraint, with a value of 1 if the grounded
constraint is true, and 0 otherwise. The probability
of a world x is thus defined in terms of the con-
straints j satisfied by that world and the weights w
associated with each constraint (Z being the parti-
tion function):

P (X = x) =
1
Z

∑
j

wjfj(x)

In practice, we use the Alchemy implemen-
tation of Markov logic networks (Kok et al.,
2009). Weights on the relations can be hand-set
or learned. Currently, we use weights set by hand,

which suffices to demonstrate that an MLN han-
dles the pragmatic reasoning we want to model,
but ultimately we would like to learn the weights.

In this section, we show by means of a few
examples how MLNs give a simple and elegant
way of modeling the reasoning involved in both
partially- and fully-resolved IQAPs.

4.1 Fully-resolved IQAPs
While the use of MLNs is motivated by partially-
resolved IQAPs, to develop the intuitions behind
MLNs, we show how they model fully-resolved
cases, such as in (9). We define two distinct places,
Dallas and Lewisville, a relation linking a per-
son to a place, and the fact that person K is in
Lewisville. We also add the general constraint that
an individual can be in only one place at a time,
to which we assign a very high weight. Markov
logic allows for infinite weights, which Alchemy
denotes by a closing period. We also assume that
there is another person L, whose location is un-
known.

Constants and facts:
Place = {Dallas, Lewisville}
Person = {K,L}
BeIn(Person,Place)
BeIn(K,Lewisville)

Constraints:
// “If you are in one place, you are not in another.”
(BeIn(x,y) ∧ (y != z))⇒ !BeIn(x,z).

Figure 1 represents the grounded Markov network
obtained by applying the constraint to the con-
stants K, L, Dallas and Lewisville. The graph
contains a node for each predicate grounding, and
an arc between each pair of nodes that appear to-
gether in some grounding of the constraint. Given
that input, the MLN samples over possible worlds,
and infers probabilities for the predicate BeIn,
based on the constraints satisfied by each world
and their weights. The MLN returns a very low
probability for K being in Dallas, meaning that the
answer to the question Is it in Dallas? is no:

BeIn(K,Dallas): 4.9995e-05
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BeIn(K, Dallas) BeIn(K, Lewisville)

BeIn(L, Lewisville)BeIn(L, Dallas)

Figure 1: Grounded Markov network obtained by applying the constraints to the constants K, L, Dallas
and Lewisville.

Since no information about L’s location has been
given, the probabilities of L being in Dallas or
Lewisville will be equal and low (0.3), which is
exactly what one would hope for. The probabili-
ties returned for each location will depend on the
number of locations specified in the input.

4.2 Partially-resolved IQAPs
To model partially-resolved IQAPs appropriately,
we need probabilities, since such IQAPs feature
reasoning patterns that involve uncertainty. We
now show how we can handle three examples of
partially-resolved IQAPs.

Gradable adjectives. Example (10) is a bor-
derline case of gradable adjectives: the question
bears on the predicate be little for two children of
ages 7 and 10. We first define the constants and
facts about the world, which take into account the
relations under consideration, “BeLittle(X)” and
“Age(X, i)”, and specify which individuals we are
talking about, K and L, as well as their ages.

Constants and facts:
age = {0 . . . 120}
Person = {K, L}
Age(Person,age)
BeLittle(Person)
Age(K,7)
Age(L,10)

The relation between age and being little involves
some uncertainty, which we can model using a lo-
gistic curve. We assume that a 12-year-old child
lies in the vague region for determining “little-
ness” and therefore 12 will be used as the center
of the logistic curve.

Constraints:
// “If you are under 12, you are little.”
1.0 (Age(x,y) ∧ y < 12)⇒ BeLittle(x)
// “If you are above 12, you are not little.”

1.0 (Age(x,y) ∧ y > 12)⇒ !BeLittle(x)
// The constraint below links two instances of Be-
Little.
(Age(x,u)∧Age(y,v)∧ v>u∧BeLittle(y))⇒Be-
Little(x).

Asking the network about K being little and L
being little, we obtain the following results, which
lead us to conclude that K and L are indeed little
with a reasonably high degree of confidence, and
that the indirect answer to the question is heavily
biased towards yes.

BeLittle(K): 0.92
BeLittle(L): 0.68

If we now change the facts, and say that K and L
are respectively 12 and 16 years old (instead of 7
and 10), we see an appropriate change in the prob-
abilities:

BeLittle(K): 0.58
BeLittle(L): 0.16

L, the 16-year-old, is certainly not to be consid-
ered “little” anymore, whereas the situation is less
clear-cut for K, the 12-year-old (who lies in the
vague region of “littleness” that we assumed).

Ideally, we would have information about the
speaker’s beliefs, which we could use to update
the constraints’ weights. Absent such information,
we could use general knowledge from the Web to
learn appropriate weights. In this specific case, we
could find age ranges appearing with “little kids”
in data, and fit the logistic curve to these.

This probabilistic model adapts well to cases
where categorical beliefs fit uneasily: for border-
line cases of vague predicates (whose interpreta-
tion varies by participant), there is no determinis-
tic yes or no answer.
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Composite relations. In example (11), we want
to know whether the speaker’s son raised the cat
inasmuch as he owned and spent time with him.
We noted that raise is a composite relation, which
entails simpler relations, in this case spend time
with and own, although satisfying any one of the
simpler relations does not suffice to guarantee the
truth of raise itself. We model the constants, facts,
and constraints as follows:

Constants and Facts:
Person = {K}
Animal = {Cat}
Raise(Person,Animal)
SpendTime(Person,Animal)
Own(Person,Animal)
SpendTime(K,Cat)
Own(K,Cat)

Constraints:
// “If you spend time with an animal, you help
raise it.”
1.0 SpendTime(x,y)⇒ Raise(x,y)
// “If you own an animal, you help raise it.”
1.0 Own(x,y)⇒ Raise(x,y)

The weights on the relations reflect how central we
judge them to be in defining raise. For simplicity,
here we let the weights be identical. Clearly, the
greater number of relevant relations a pair of en-
tities fulfills, the greater the probability that the
composite relation holds of them. Considering
two scenarios helps illustrate this. First, suppose,
as in the example, that both relations hold. We will
then have a good indication that by owning and
spending time with the cat, the son helped raise
him:

Raise(K,Cat): 0.88

Second, suppose that the example is different in
that only one of the relations holds, for instance,
that the son only spent time with the cat, but did
not own it, and accordingly the facts in the net-
work do not contain Own(K,Cat). The probability
that the son raised the cat decreases:

Raise(K,Cat): 0.78

Again this can easily be adapted depending on the
centrality of the simpler relations to the composite
relation, as well as on the world-knowledge con-
cerning the (un)certainty of the constraints.

Speaker beliefs and common ground knowl-
edge. The constructed question–answer pair
given in (1), concerning whether Sue is at work,
demonstrated that how an indirect answer is mod-
eled depends on different and uncertain evidence.
The following constraints are intended to capture
some background assumptions about how we re-
gard working, being sick, and the connections be-
tween those properties:

// “If you are sick, you are not coming to work.”
Sick(x)⇒ !AtWork(x)
// “If you are hardworking, you are at work.”
HardWorking(x)⇒ AtWork(x)
// “If you are malicious and sick, you come to
work.”
(Malicious(x) ∧ Sick(x))⇒ AtWork(x)
// “If you are at work and sick, you are malicious
or thoughtless.”
(AtWork(x) ∧ Sick(x)) ⇒ (Malicious(x) ∨
Thoughtless(x))

These constraints provide different answers about
Sue being at work depending on how they are
weighted, even while the facts remain the same
in each instance. If the first constraint is heavily
weighted, we get a high probability for Sue not
being at work, whereas if we evenly weight all the
constraints, Sue’s quality of being a hard-worker
dramatically raises the probability that she is at
work. Thus, MLNs permit modeling inferences
that hinge upon highly variable common ground
and speaker beliefs.

Besides offering an accurate treatment of fully-
resolved inferences, MLNs have the ability to deal
with degrees of certitude. This power is required
if one wants an adequate model of the reasoning
involved in partially-resolved inferences. Indeed,
for the successful modeling of such inferences, it
is essential to have a mechanism for adding facts
about the world that are accepted to various de-
grees, rather than categorically, as well as for up-
dating these facts with speakers’ beliefs if such in-
formation is available.

5 Conclusions

We have provided an empirical analysis and ini-
tial treatment of indirect answers to polar ques-
tions. The empirical analysis led to a catego-
rization of IQAPs according to whether their an-
swers are fully- or partially-resolving and accord-
ing to the types of knowledge used in resolving
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the question by inference (logical, linguistic, com-
mon ground/world). The partially-resolving indi-
rect answers injected a degree of uncertainty into
the resolution of the predicate at issue in the ques-
tion. Such examples highlight the limits of tradi-
tional logical inference and call for probabilistic
methods. We therefore modeled these exchanges
with Markov logic networks, which combine the
power of first-order logic and probabilities. As
a result, we were able to provide a robust model
of question–answer resolution in dialogue, one
which can assimilate information which is not cat-
egorical, but rather known only to a degree of cer-
titude.
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Abstract

In this work we examine user adaptation
to a dialog system’s choice of realiza-
tion of task-related concepts. We ana-
lyze forms of the time concept in the Let’s
Go! spoken dialog system. We find that
users adapt to the system’s choice of time
form. We also find that user adaptation
is affected by perceived system adapta-
tion. This means that dialog systems can
guide users’ word choice and can adapt
their own recognition models to gain im-
proved ASR accuracy.

1 Introduction
Considerable research has now demonstrated that
human dialog partners exhibit lexical and syntac-
tic convergence; that is, that in a human-human
conversation the participants become more simi-
lar in their use of language over time (Brennan
and Clark, 1996; Lockridge and Brennan, 2002;
Pickering and others, 2000; Reitter et al., 2006).
Several Wizard-of-Oz studies have also shown ev-
idence of convergence in human-computer dia-
log (Branigan and others, 2003; Brennan, 1996;
Gustafson and others, 1997).
In recent work, we examined user adaptation1

to the system’s choice of verb and preposition us-
ing the deployed Let’s Go! spoken dialog system
(Stoyanchev and Stent, 2009a). This was the first
study to look at convergence with real users of a
real dialog system and examined user adaptation
to verbs and prepositions. The study described
in this paper is a follow-on to our previous study.

1In this paper, we use the term adaptation to indicate di-
rectional convergence, e.g. user adaptation to a system. We
make no claims about the psycholinguistic models underly-
ing this adaptation.

Here we look at user adaptation to the system’s
choice of realization of task-related concepts. In
this paper, we: (1) Confirm our previous results
showing that users adapt to the system’s choice of
words, using transcribed data rather than ASR out-
put; (2) Show that adaptation can persist over time;
and (3) Show that user adaptation is strengthened
by perceived system adaptation.
In addition to providing further evidence of con-

vergence in human-computer dialog, our results
have implications for dialog system design. Cur-
rently, much dialog systems research is devoted to
improving ASR accuracy, because this is a signifi-
cant contributor to task success rates and to dialog
length. One way to improve ASR accuracy is to
use targeted language models. Since users adapt to
the system’s choices of realization for task-related
concepts, we can predict the user’s choice of real-
ization and use this to adjust the ASR’s language
model, improving ASR accuracy specifically on
concept words. Another way to improve ASR ac-
curacy is to guide the user into using words that are
likely to be recognized correctly (Hockey and oth-
ers, 2003; Sheeder and Balogh, 2003; Tomko and
Rosenfeld, 2006). Our results imply that if the de-
signer of a dialog system wants to improve ASR
accuracy, system prompts should be designed to
use word choices that are more recognizable; and,
when, possible, to be adaptive to the user’s choice
of form for task-related concepts.

2 System
We conducted our experiment using the Let’s Go!
deployed telephone-based spoken dialog system
which provides information about bus routes in
Pittsburgh (Raux and others, 2005). Let’s Go! an-
swers the phones at the transit authority’s website
outside of normal business hours. Its users are
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SYS: Welcome to the CMU Let’s Go! Bus Information
System. How may I help you?

USR: I’d like to go to Forbes and Murray.
SYS: To Forbes and Murray. Where are you leaving

from?
USR: Carnegie Mellon.
SYS: From Carnegie Mellon. What time would you like

to leave?
USR: Ten thirty p.m.
SYS: Leaving at ten thirty p. m.?
USR: Yes
SYS: There are five buses running between Carnegie

Mellon and Forbes and Murray. . .

Figure 1: Sample dialog with Let’s Go!

Time form Example realizations Frequency
TIME four, five, six thirty. . . 31.1%
APM four a.m., ten p.m., one

fifteen p. m.
43.5%

POD four in the morn-
ing/evening/afternoon/

4.6%

OCLOCK five o’clock 16%
OTHER four o’clock p. m., sixteen

hundred hours
4.8%

Table 1: Time forms in users’ utterances and their
relative frequencies in one month of Let’s Go!
2006 data.

naive callers from the general population with a
real task to perform. In order to provide bus route
information, Let’s Go! elicits values for several
task-related concepts: an optional bus route num-
ber, a departure place, a destination and a desired
travel time. Each concept is explicitly confirmed.
Figure 1 shows a sample dialog with the system.
In this work we investigate adaptation to the

time concept because it has multiple different re-
alizations, as shown in Table 1. This variability
is not unique to time; however, it is the only task-
related concept in Let’s Go! that is not usually
realized using named entities (which exhibit less
variability).

3 Method

In order to study adaptation, we need to identify a
prime, a point in the conversation where one part-
ner introduces a realization. In Let’s Go! the sys-
tem always asks the user to specify a departure
time. The user then typically says a time, which
the system confirms (see Figure 1). We simulate
an ASR error on the user’s response to the sys-
tem’s time request, so that when the system con-
firms the departure time it confirms a time other
than that recognized in the user’s response. To
make the system’s error more realistic, the time
in the simulated error is a time that is phonetically

close to the time (hour and minute) recognized in
the user’s response. The system’s confirmation
prompt is our prime.
The system runs in one of the three condi-

tions: SYS TIME, SYS APM, or SYS POD. In
each condition it uses the corresponding time for-
mat (TIME, APM, or POD as shown in Table 1).
TIME is the most frequent form in the 2006 Let’s
Go! corpus, but it is potentially ambiguous as it
can mean either night or day. APM is the shortest
unambiguous form. POD is longer and has a very
low frequency in the 2006 Let’s Go! corpus.2
We collected approximately 2000 dialogs with

Let’s Go! using this setup. We used the ASR
output to identify dialogs where a time appears
in the ASR output at least twice3. We manually
transcribed 50 dialogs for each experimental con-
dition. Some of these turned out not to contain
mentions of time either before or after the system’s
time confirmation prompt, so we excluded them.
We examine whether the user adapts to the

system’s choice of form for realizing the time
concept, both in the first time-containing post-
confirmation utterance, and in the rest of the dialog
(until the user hangs up or says “New query”).

4 Results
In this section we first examine user adaptation to
system’s choice of time expression, and then look
at how perceived system adaptation affects user
adaptation.

4.1 User adaptation to system time form

If the user adapts to the system’s time form, then
we would expect to see a greater proportion of the
system’s time form in user utterances following
the prime. We compare the proportion of three
time forms (APM, TIME, and POD) in each sys-
tem condition for 1) Unprimed, 2) First After, and
3) All After user’s utterances, as shown in Table 2.
Unprimed utterances are the user’s time specifica-
tion immediately prior to the prime (the system’s
confirmation prompt). First After utterances are
user utterances immediately following the prime.
All After utterances are all user utterances from the
prime until the user either hangs up or says “New

2We would have liked to also include OCLOCK in the
experiment. However, due to resource limitations we had to
choose only three conditions.

3The most frequent user response to the system’s request
to specify a departure time is “Now”; we exclude these from
our experiment.
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Unprimed
system/user Usr:APM Usr:TIME Usr:POD
SYS APM 25% 42% 8%
SYS TIME 30% 52% 2%
SYS POD 24% 49% 4%

First After
system/user Usr:APM Usr:TIME Usr:POD
SYS APM 49% 29% ! 2%
SYS TIME 21% " 58% 0%
SYS POD 29% 45% 5%

All After
system/user Usr:APM Usr:TIME Usr:POD
SYS APM 63% 19% " 3%
SYS TIME 21% " 50% 2%
SYS POD 37% " 38% 4%

Table 2: Proportions of time forms in different
system prompt conditions. The highest propor-
tion among system conditions for each time form
is highlighted. Occurrences of time forms other
than the three examined time forms are excluded
from this table. ! indicates a statistically signif-
icant difference from the highlighted value in the
column (p < .05 with Bonferroni adjustment). "
indicates a statistically significant difference from
the highlighted value in the column (p < .01 with
Bonferroni adjustment).

query”. To test the statistical significance of our
results we perform inference on proportions for a
large sample.
APM There are no statistically significant differ-
ences in the proportions of Usr:APM4 forms in
Unprimed utterances for the different system con-
ditions. The proportion of Usr:APM forms in
First After utterances is significantly higher in the
SYS APM condition than in the SYS TIME con-
dition (p < .01), although not significantly dif-
ferent than in the SYS POD condition. The pro-
portion of Usr:APM forms in the All After ut-
terances is significantly higher in the SYS APM
condition than in both the SYS TIME and the
SYS POD conditions (p < .01). We conclude that
there is user adaptation to system time form in the
SYS APM condition.
TIME There are no statistically significant dif-
ferences in the proportions of Usr:TIME forms in
Unprimed utterances for the different system con-
ditions. The proportions of Usr:TIME forms in the
First After utterances in the SYS TIME condition
is significantly higher than that in the SYS APM
condition (p < .01), but not significantly higher
than that in the SYS POD condition. The same
is true of Usr:TIME forms in the All After utter-

4Usr:time-form refers to the occurrence of the time-form
in a user’s utterance.

condition keep adapt switch total
adaptive 81.8% - 18.2% 33

non-adaptive 37.5% 29.1% 35.4% 48

Table 3: Proportions of user actions in First After
confirmation utterances

ances. We conclude that there is user adaptation to
system time form in the SYS TIME condition.
POD We did not find statistically significant dif-
ferences in Usr:POD forms for the different sys-
tem conditions in either the Unprimed, First After
or All After data. Because this is the long unam-
biguous form, users may have felt that it would
not be recognized or that it would be inefficient to
produce it.
Figures 2 illustrates the effect of user adaptation

on time form for the SYS APM and SYS TIME
conditions.

4.2 The effect of system adaptation on user
adaptation

Sometimes the user happens to use the same form
in their initial specification of time that the system
uses in its confirmation prompt. This gives the il-
lusion that the system is adapting its choice of time
form to the user. We examined whether users’ per-
ception of system adaptation affected user adapta-
tion in First After confirmation utterances.
For this analysis we used only the dialogs in

the SYS APM and SYS TIME conditions since
the POD form is rare in the Unprimed utterances.
We distinguish between three possible user actions
following the system’s confirmation prompt: 1)
keep - use the same form as in the unprimed ut-
terance; 2) adapt – switch to the same form as in
the system’s confirmation prompt; and 3) switch -
switch to a different form than the one used in the
system’s confirmation prompt or in the unprimed
utterance.
Table 3 shows the proportions for each possible

user action. In the adaptive condition users are
twice as likely to keep the time form than in the
non-adaptive condition (81.8% vs. 37.5%). This
difference is statistically significant (p < .001).
In the non-adaptive system condition users who
change time form are slightly more likely to switch
(35.4%) than to adapt (29.1%).
These results suggest that when the system does

not adapt to the user, the user’s choice is unpre-
dictable. However, if the system adapts to the
user, the user is likely to keep the same form. This
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Figure 2: User Utterances with TIME APM and TIME ONLY.

means that if the system can adapt to the user when
the user chooses a form that is more likely to be
recognized correctly, that provides positive rein-
forcement, making the user more likely to use that
felicitous form in the future. Furthermore, if the
system does adapt to the user then it may be pos-
sible with high accuracy to predict the user’s form
for subsequent utterances, and to use this infor-
mation to improve ASR accuracy for subsequent
utterances (Stoyanchev and Stent, 2009b).

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we analyzed user adaptation to a dia-
log system’s choice of task-related concept forms.
We showed that users do adapt to the system’s
word choices, and that users are more likely to
adapt when the system appears to adapt to them.
This information may help us guide users into
more felicitous word choices, and/or modify the
system to better recognize anticipated user word
choices. In future work we plan to analyze the
effect of ASR adaptation to user word choice on
speech recognition performance in spoken dialog.
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Abstract

We demonstrate DUDE1 (Dialogue

and Understanding Development En-

vironment), a prototype development

environment that automatically generates

dialogue systems from business-user

resources and databases. These generated

spoken dialogue systems (SDS) are then

deployed on an industry standard Voice

XML platform. Specifically, the deployed

system works by dynamically generating

context-sensitive Voice XML pages. The

dialogue move of each page is determined

in real time by the dialogue manager,

which is an Information State Update

engine. Firstly, we will demonstrate the

development environment which includes

automatic generation of speech recogni-

tion grammars for robust interpretation of

spontaneous speech, and uses the appli-

cation database to generate lexical entries

and grammar rules. A simple graphical

interface allows users (i.e. developers) to

easily and quickly create and the modify

SDS without the need for expensive

service providers. Secondly, we will

demonstrate the deployed system which

enables participants to call up and speak

to the SDS recently created. We will also

show a pre-built application running on

the iPhone and Google Android phone for

searching for places such as restaurants,

hotels and museums.

1Patent Pending

1 Introduction

With the advent of new mobile platforms such as

the iPhone and Google Android, there is a need for

a new way to interact with applications and search

for information on the web. Google Voice Search

is one such example. However, we believe that

this simple “one-shot” search using speech recog-

nition is not optimal for the user. A service that

allows the user to have a dialogue via their phone

opens up a wider set of possibilities. For exam-

ple, the user may be visiting a foreign city and

would like to have a discussion about the types

of restaurants, their cuisine, their price-range and

even ask for recommendations from the system or

their friends on social networking sites. The Di-

alogue Understanding Development Environment

or DUDE makes this possible by providing a flex-

ible, natural, mixed initiative dialogue using an in-

formation state update dialogue engine (Bos et al.,

2003).

Currently, if a company wishes to deploy such

a spoken dialogue system, they have to employ

a costly service provider with a long turn around

time for any changes to the system, even minor

ones such as a special promotion offer. In addi-

tion, there is steep competition on application sites

such as Google Market Place and Apple App Store

which are populated with very cheap applications.

DUDE’s Development Environment takes existing

business-user resources and databases and auto-

matically generates the dialogue system. This re-

duces development time and, therefore, costs and

opens up the technology to a wider user-base. In

addition, the DUDE environment is so easy to use

that it gives the control back into the business-user

and away from independent services providers.

In this paper, we describe the architecture and
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technology of the DUDE Development Environ-

ment and then discuss how the deployed system

works on a mobile platform.

2 The DUDE Development Environment

Figure 1 shows the DUDE Development Envi-

ronment architecture whereby the main algorithm

takes the business-user resources and databases as

input and uses these to automatically generate the

spoken dialogue system which includes a Voice

XML generator. Advantages of using business-

user resources such as Business Process Mod-

els (BPM) (Williams, 1967) include the fact that

graphical interfaces and authoring environments

are widely available (e.g. Eclipse). In addition,

business-user resources can contain a lot of addi-

tional information as well as call flow including

context, multi-media and multiple customer inter-

actions.

Figure 1: The DUDE Architecture

2.1 Spoken Dialogue System Generation

Many sophisticated research systems are devel-

oped for specific applications and cannot be eas-

ily transferred to another, even very similar task or

domain. The problem of components being do-

main specific is especially prevalent in the core

area of dialogue management. For example MIT’s

Pegasus and Mercury systems (Seneff, 2002) have

dialogue managers (DM) that use approximately

350 domain-specific hand-coded rules each. The

sheer amount of labour required to construct sys-

tems prevents them from being more widely and

rapidly deployed. We present a solution whereby

BPMs and related authoring tools are used to spec-

ify domain-specific dialogue interactions which

are combined with domain-general dialogue man-

agers. Specifically, the DM consults the BPM to

determine what task-based steps to take next, such

as asking for price range after establishing pre-

ferred cuisine type. General aspects of dialogue,

such as confirmation and clarification strategies,

are handled by the domain-general DM. Values

for constraints on transitions and branching in the

BPM, for example “present insurance offer if the

user is business-class”, are compiled into domain-

specific parts of the Information State. XML for-

mat is used for BPMs, and they are compiled into

finite state machines consulted by the spoken dia-

logue system. The domain-general dialogue man-

ager was mostly abstracted from the TALK system

(Lemon et al., 2006).

Using DUDE, developers do not have to write

a single line of grammar code. There are three

types of grammars: (1) a core grammar, (2) a

grammar generated from the database and BPM,

and (3) dynamically generated grammars created

during the dialogue. The core grammar (1) was

developed to cover basic information-seeking in-

teractions. In addition (2), the system com-

piles relevant database entries and their proper-

ties into the appropriate “slot-filling” parts of a

SRGS GRXML (Speech Recognition Grammar

Specification) grammar for each specific BPM

node. Task level grammars are used to allow a

level of mixed initiative, for example, if the sys-

tem asks “what type of cuisine?” the user can

reply with cuisine and also any other slot type,

such as, “cheap Italian”. The dynamically gen-

erated grammars (3), such as for restaurants cur-

rently being recommended, minimizes grammar

size and makes the system more efficient. In ad-

dition to the above-mentioned grammars, devel-

opers are able to provide task spotter phrases and

synonyms reflecting how users might respond by

using the DUDE Development Environment. If

these are not already covered by the existing gram-

mar, DUDE automatically generates rules to cover

them.

The generated SRGS GRXML grammars are

used to populate the Voice XML pages and conse-

quently used by the Voice XML Platform Speech

recogniser. In this case, we deploy our system to

the Voxeo Platform (http://www.voxeo.com). As

well as the W3C standard SRGS GRXML, DUDE

is able to generate alternative grammar specifica-

tions such as SRGS ABNF (Augmented Backus-

Naur Form), JSGF ABNF (Java Speech Grammar

Format) and Nuance’s GSL (Grammar Specifica-
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Figure 2: Example: using the DUDE Development Environment to define spotter phrases and other

information for the different BPM tasks

tion Language).

2.2 The Development Environment

As mentioned above, the DUDEDevelopment En-

vironment can be used to define system prompts

and add task spotter phrases and synonyms to the

grammars. Figure 2 shows the GUI with the BPM

on the left hand side and the properties pane for

the restaurants task on the right hand side. In this

pane the developer can define the system prompt,

the information to be presented to the user and the

spotter phrases. Here the developer is associating

the phrases “restaurants, restaurant, somewhere to

eat....” with the restaurant task. This means that

if the user says “I want somewhere to eat”, the

restaurant part of the BPM will be triggered. Note

that multi-word phrases may also be defined. The

defined spotters are automatically compiled into

the grammar for parsing and speech recognition.

By default all the lexical entries for answer-types

for the subtasks will already be present as spotter

phrases. DUDE checks for possible ambiguities,

for example if “pizza’ is a spotter for both cui-

sine type for a restaurant task and food type for a

shopping task, the system uses a clarification sub-

dialogue to resolve them at runtime.

Figure 3 shows the developer specifying the re-

quired linguistic information to automate the cui-

sine subtask of the restaurants task. Here the de-

veloper specifies the system prompt “What type

of cuisine do you want?” and a phrase for im-

plicit confirmation of provided values, e.g. “a [X]

restaurant”, where [X] is a variable that will be

replaced with the semantics of the speech recogni-

tion hypothesis for the user input. The developer

also specifies here the answer type that will resolve

the system prompt. There are predefined answer-

types extracted from the databases, and the devel-

oper can select and/or edit these, adding phrases

and synonyms. In addition, they have the ability

to define their own answer-types.

Figure 3: Example: using the DUDE Develop-

ment Environment to define prompts, answer sets,

and database mappings for the cuisine subtask
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3 Deployment of the Generated Spoken

Dialogue System

The second part of the demonstration shows

a pre-built multimodal application running on

the iPhone (http://www.apple.com) and Google

Android phone (http://code.google.com//android).

This application allows the user to have a dialogue

about places of interest using The List website

(http://www.list.co.uk). Figure 4 shows screen-

shots of the iPhone, firstly with The List home-

page and then a page with content on Bar Roma,

an “italian restaurant in Edinburgh” as requested

by the user through spoken dialogue.

Figure 4: DUDE-generated iPhone List Applica-

tion pushing relevant web content

Figure 5 shows the architecture of this system

whereby the DUDE server runs the spoken dia-

logue system (as outputted from the DUDEDevel-

opment Environment). This system dynamically

generates Voice XML pages whose dialogue move

and grammar is determined by the Information

State Update Dialogue Model. These Voice XML

pages are sent in real time to the Voice XML plat-

form (in our case Voxeo) which the user talks to by

placing a regular phone call. In addition, DUDE

communicates the relevant URL via a server con-

nection.

4 Summary

This paper describes a demonstration of the

DUDE Development Environment and its result-

ing spoken dialogue systems as deployed on a mo-

bile phone, specifically the iPhone and Google

Android. With the emergence of web-enabled

smart-phones, a new and innovative interactive

method is needed that combines web-surfing and

Figure 5: Architecture of deployed DUDE Appli-

cation on a mobile phone (e.g. the iPhone)

dialogue in order to get the user exactly the infor-

mation required in real time.
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Abstract

In this demonstration we present a mixed-
initiative dialog system for address recog-
nition that lets users to specify a complete
addresses in a single sentence with ad-
dress components spoken in their natural
sequence. Users can also specify fewer ad-
dress components in several ways, based
on their convenience. The system extracts
specified address components, prompts for
missing information, disambiguates items
independently or collectively all the while
guiding the user so as to obtain the de-
sired valid address. The language mod-
eling and dialog management techniques
developed for this purpose are also briefly
described. Finally, several use cases with
screen shots are presented. The combined
system yields very high task completion
accuracy on user tests.

1 Introduction

In recent years, speech recognition has been em-
ployed for address input by voice for GPS nav-
igation and similar applications. Users are typi-
cally directed to speak address components one at
a time - first a state name, then city, street and fi-
nally the house number - typically taking four or
more turns. In this demonstration we present a
mixed-initiative dialog system that makes address
input by voice more natural, so users can speak
the complete address (in normal order) (for e.g.
“Fifteen State Street Boston Massachusetts”), in a
single turn. They could also specify fewer address
components as per their convenience, and the sys-
tem would be expected to guide them to obtain a
complete and valid address.

2 System Description

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture and
key components of the system. A programmable
framework consisting of a system bus that con-
nects various components (called plugins) forms
the core of the speech-dialog system. Key compo-
nents include plugins to connect to the ASR (Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition) and TTS (Text-To-
Speech ) engines, the GUI (Graphical User Inter-
face), the Natural Language Processor and the Di-
alog Manager.

2.1 Speech Recognition and component
Extraction

Speech recognition is carried out using a statisti-
cal Language Model (LM) with Embedded Gram-
mars (Gillett and Ward, 1998) to represent Named
Entities such as city names, numbers etc. This pro-
vides flexibility for the user, while allowing for dy-
namic content to be updated when required, sim-
ply by swapping associated embedded grammars.
For e.g., the grammar of street names could be up-
dated based on the selected city. The IBM Embed-
ded Via Voice (EVV) (Sicconi et al., 2009) (Beran
et al., 2004) ASR engine provides this functional-
ity and is used in this system.

In this system, a two-pass speech recognition
technique (Balchandran et al., 2009) is employed,
based on multiple LMs where, the first pass is used
to accurately recognize some components, and the
values of these components are used to dynam-
ically update another LM which is used for the
second pass to recognize remaining components.
Specifically, the first LM is used to recognize the
city and state while the second is used to recognize
the street name and number. The street names and
optionally the house number embedded grammars
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Figure 1: System Architecture

in the second LM are updated based on the city and
state recognized using the first LM. This is carried
out transparent to the user - so the user perceives
full address recognition in one step.

2.2 Dialog management

A key part of this system is the dialog manage-
ment component that handles incompletely spec-
ified input, various types of ambiguities and er-
ror conditions, all the while having an intelligent
dialog with the user so as to correct these er-
rors and obtain a valid address at the end. A
goal oriented approach for managing the dialog
that does not require manual identification of all
possible scenarios was employed and is described
in (Balchandran et al., 2009). The algorithm iter-
atively tries to achieve the goal (getting valid val-
ues for all address components), validating avail-
able input components, and prompting for miss-
ing input components, as defined by a priority or-
der among components. This algorithm was im-
plemented on a state based, programmable dialog
manager as shown in Figure 1.

3 Scenarios

The following scenarios illustrate different situa-
tions that need to be handled by the dialog system
when processing addresses.

3.1 Successful one-turn address recognition

Figure 2 shows the scenario where the user speaks
a complete address in one sentence and the system
recognizes it correctly.

3.2 One-turn address with error correction
The user speaks a complete address, but the sys-
tem mis-recognizes the street name and number
(Figure 3 (b)). The user requests to “go back” and
the system re-prompts the user for the street name
and number. User repeats the number in a different
way (Figure 3 (c)) and the system gets it correctly.

3.3 Street and number around current
location

In addition to complete addresses, the language
models are built to include streets and numbers
around the “current location” of the car. This data
could be periodically updated based on changing
car positions. In this example, (Figure 4) the user
just specifies, “15 Lake View Drive” and the sys-
tem defaults to the current city – Shelter Island,
NY.

3.4 Ambiguous city
In this example, the user specifies an ambiguous
city name (Figure 5 (a)). The system prompts the
user to disambiguate by selecting a state. Once
the user has done this, the system re-processes the
street name and number to obtain the full address
without needing the user to specify it again. The
same concept is applied to other address compo-
nents.
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(a) User specifies address (b) System gets correct address

Figure 2: Successful one-turn address recognition

(a) User specifies address (b) System makes mistake

(c) User corrects erroneous components (d) System gets correct address

Figure 3: One-turn address recognition with error recovery
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(a) User specifies street and number

(b) System locates street and number around current location

(c) System gets correct address

Figure 4: Street and number around current loca-
tion (Shelter Island)

(a) User specifies address with city which is ambiguous

(b) User selects state and system combines previously speci-
fied information to get complete address

(c) System gets correct address

Figure 5: Ambiguous city example
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Abstract

We have developed a complete spoken di-
alogue framework that includes rule-based
and trainable dialogue managers, speech
recognition, spoken language understand-
ing and generation modules, and a com-
prehensive web visualization interface.

We present a spoken dialogue system
based on Reinforcement Learning that
goes beyond standard rule based models
and computes on-line decisions of the best
dialogue moves. Bridging the gap between
handcrafted (e.g. rule-based) and adap-
tive (e.g. based on Partially Observable
Markov Decision Processes - POMDP) di-
alogue models, this prototype is able to
learn high rewarding policies in a number
of dialogue situations.

1 Reinforcement Learning in Dialogue

Machine Learning techniques, and particularly
Reinforcement Learning (RL), have recently re-
ceived great interest in research on dialogue man-
agement (DM) (Levin et al., 2000; Williams and
Young, 2006). A major motivation for this choice
is to improve robustness in the face of uncertainty
due for example to speech recognition errors. A
second important motivation is to improve adap-
tivity w.r.t. different user behaviour and applica-
tion/recognition environments.

The RL approach is attractive because it offers a
statistical model representing the dynamics of the
interaction between system and user. This con-
trasts with the supervised learning approach where
system behaviour is learnt based on a fixed cor-
pus. However, exploration of the range of dialogue
management strategies requires a simulation en-
vironment that includes a simulated user (Schatz-
mann et al., 2006) in order to avoid the prohibitive
cost of using human subjects.

We demonstrate various parameters that influ-
ence the learnt dialogue management policy by
using pre-trained policies (section 5). The appli-
cation domain is a tourist information system for
accommodation and events in the local area. The
domain of the trained DMs is identical to that of a
rule-based DM that was used by human users (sec-
tion 4), allowing us to compare the two directly.

2 POMDP demonstration system

The POMDP DM implemented in this work is
shown in figure 1: at each turn at time t, the incom-
ing N user act hypotheses an,u split the state space
St to represent the complete set of interpretations
from the start state (N=2). A belief update is per-
formed resulting in a probability assigned to each
state. The resulting ranked state space is used as
a basis for action selection. In our current imple-
mentation, belief update is based on probabilistic
user responses that include SLU confidences. Ac-
tion selection to determine system action am,s is
based on the best state (m is a counter for actions
in action set A). In each turn, the system uses an
ε-greedy action selection strategy to decide prob-
abilistically if to exploit the policy or explore any
other action at random. (An alternative would be
softmax, for example.) At the end of each dia-
logue/session a reward is assigned and policy en-
tries are added or updated for each state-action
pair involved. These pairs are stored in tabular
form. We perform Monte Carlo updating similar
to (Levin et al., 2000):

Qt(s, a) = R(s, a)/n + Qt−1 · (n − 1)/n (1)

where n is the number of sessions, R the reward
and Q the estimate of the state-action value.

At the beginning of each dialogue, a user goal
UG (a set of concept-value pairs) is generated ran-
domly and passed to a user simulator. The user
simulator takes UG and the current dialogue con-
text to produce plausible SLU hypotheses. These
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Figure 1: POMDP Dialogue Manager

are a subset of the concept-value pairs in UG along
with a confidence estimate bootstrapped from a
small corpus of 74 in-domain dialogs. We assume
that the user ‘runs out of patience’ after 15 turns
and ends the call.

The system visualizes POMDP-related infor-
mation live for the ongoing dialogue (figure 2).
The visualization tool shows the internal represen-
tation of the dialogue manager including the the
N best dialogue states after each user utterance
and the reranking of the action set. At the end
of each dialogue session, the reward and the pol-
icy updates are shown, i.e. new or updated state
entries and action values. Moreover, the system
generates a plot that relates the current dialogue’s
reward to the reward of previous dialogues.

3 User Simulation

To conduct thousands of simulated dialogues, the
DM needs to deal with heterogeneous but plau-
sible user input. We designed a User Simulator
(US) which bootstraps likely user behaviors start-
ing from a small corpus of 74 in-domain dialogs,
acquired using a rule-based version of the system
(section 4). The role of the US is to simulate
the output of the SLU module to the DM during
the whole interaction, fully replacing the ASR and
SLU modules. This differs from other user sim-
ulation approaches where n-gram models of user
dialog acts are represented.

For each simulated dialogue, one or more user
goals are randomly selected from a list of possible
user goals stored in a database table. A goal is rep-

resented as the set of concept-value pairs defining
a task. Simulation of the user’s behaviour happens
in two stages. First, a user model, i.e. a model
of the user’s intentions at the current stage of the
dialogue, is created. This is done by mining the
previous system move to obtain the concepts re-
quired by the DM and their corresponding values
(if any) from the current user goal. Then, the out-
put of the user model is passed to an error model
that simulates the “noisy channel” recognition er-
rors based on statistics from the dialogue corpus.
Errors produce perturbations of concept values as
well as phenomena such as noInput, noMatch and
hangUp. If the latter phenomena occur, they are
directly propagated to the DM; otherwise, plau-
sible confidences (based on the dialogue corpus)
are attached to concept-value pairs. The probabil-
ity of a given concept-value observation at time
t + 1 given the system move at time t, as,t, and
the session user goal gu, called P (ot+1|as,t, gu),
is obtained by combining the outputs of the error
model and the user model:

P (ot+1|au,t+1) · P (au,t+1|as,t, gu)

where au,t+1 is the true user action. Finally,
concept-value pairs are combined in an SLU hy-
pothesis and, as in the regular SLU module, a cu-
mulative utterance-level confidence is computed,
determining the rank of each of the N hypotheses
output to the DM.

4 Rule-based Dialogue Management

A rule-based DM was developed as a meaning-
ful comparison to the trained DM, to obtain train-
ing data from human-system interaction for the
US, and to understand the properties of the do-
main. Rule-based dialog management works in
two stages: retrieving and preprocessing facts (tu-
ples) taken from a dialogue state database, and
inferencing over those facts to generate a system
response. We distinguish between the ‘context
model’ of the first phase – essentially allowing
more recent values for a concept to override less
recent ones – and the ‘dialog move engine’ of the
second phase. In the second stage, acceptor rules
match SLU results to dialogue context, for ex-
ample perceived user concepts to open questions.
This may result in the decision to verify the ap-
plication parameter in question, and the action is
verbalized by language generation rules. If the
parameter is accepted, application dependent task
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the online visualization tool. Left: user goal (top), evolving ranked state space
(bottom). Center: per state action distribution at turn ti. Right: consequent reward computation (top) and
policy updates (bottom). See video at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69QR0tKKhCw.
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Figure 3: Left Pane: overview of a selection of dialogues in our visualization tool. Right Pane: visual-
ization of a system opening prompt followed by the user’s activity request. All distinct SLU hypotheses
(concept-value combinations) deriving from ASR are ranked based on concept-level confidence (2 in this
turn).

rules determine the next parameter to be acquired,
resulting in the generation of an appropriate re-
quest. See (Varges et al., 2008) for more details.

5 Visualization Tool

In addition to the POMDP-related visualization
tool (figure 2), we developed another web-based
dialogue tool for both rule-based and POMDP sys-
tem that displays ongoing and past dialogue ut-
terances, semantic interpretation confidences and
distributions of confidences for incoming user acts
(see dialogue logs in figure 3).

Users are able to talk with several systems
(via SIP phone connection to the dialogue system
server) and see their dialogues in the visualization
tool. They are able to compare the rule-based
system, a randomly exploring learner that has not
been trained yet, and several systems that use vari-
ous pre-trained policies. The web tool is available
at http://cicerone.dit.unitn.it/
DialogStatistics/.
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Abstract 

Nowadays, most commercial and research 
dialogue applications for call centers are 
created using sophisticated and fully-
feature development platforms. Surpris-
ingly, most of them lack of some kind of 
acceleration strategy based on an automatic 
analysis of the contents or structure of the 
backend database. This paper describes our 
efforts to incorporate this kind of informa-
tion which continues the work done in 
(D’Haro et al, 2006). Our main proposed 
strategies are: the generation of automatic 
state proposals for defining the dialogue 
flow network, the automatic selection of 
slots to be requested using mixed-initiative, 
the semi-automatic generation of SQL 
statements, and the quick generation of the 
data model of the application and the con-
nection with the database fields. Subjective 
and objective evaluations demonstrate the 
advantages of using the accelerations and 
their high acceptance, both in our current 
proposals and in previous work. 

1 Introduction 

Currently, the growing demand of automatic dia-
logue services for different domains, user profiles, 
and languages has led to the development of a 
large number of sophisticated commercial and re-
search platforms that provide all the necessary 
components for designing, executing, deploying 
and maintaining such services with minimum ef-
fort and with innovative functions that make them 
interesting for developers and final users. 

In their effort for accelerating the design, most 
commercial platforms provide several high-level 

tools to build multimodal and multilingual dia-
logue applications using widespread standards 
such as VoiceXML, CCXML, J2EE, RCP, SRGS, 
etc. In addition, they include state-of-the-art mod-
ules such as speech recognizers, high quality 
speech synthesizers, language identification capa-
bilities, etc., that guarantees user satisfaction and 
interaction. In addition, they present a very user-
friendly graphical interface that makes easy the 
development of very complex dialogues, besides 
the incorporation of predefined libraries for typical 
dialogues states such as requesting card or social 
security numbers, etc., and additional assistants for 
debugging, logging and simulate the service. 

In contrast to commercial platforms, research or 
academic platforms (e.g. CSLU-RAD 1 , Dialog-
Designer2, Olympus3, Trindi-kit 4, etc.) do not nec-
essary incorporate all the above-mentioned fea-
tures; especially because they are limited to the 
number of standards that they are able to handle 
and to the integration level with other platforms, as 
well as the number of capabilities that they can 
offer to the users and programmers. However, they 
allow more complex dialogue interactions, most of 
them are freely available as open source, and using 
third party modules it is possible to extend their 
functionalities. 

Surprisingly, these platforms do not include any 
kind of acceleration strategies based on the con-
tents or in the structure of the backend database 
that, as we will show, can provide important in-
formation for the design. Next, we will describe 
some examples of applications or dialogue systems 
that use data mining techniques or heuristic infor-

                                                 
1 http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/toolkit/  
2 http://spokendialogue.dk/  
3 http://www.ravenclaw-olympus.org/  
4 http://www.ling.gu.se/projekt/trindi/trindikit/ 
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mation extracted from the database contents in or-
der to create automatic dialogue services. 

In (Polifroni and Walker, 2006), different data 
mining techniques are used to automate the selec-
tion of content data to be used in system initiative 
queries and to provide summarized answers. At 
runtime, the system automatically selects the at-
tributes to constrain the prompt queries that narrow 
down best the interaction flow with the final users. 

In (Chung, 2004), the database is used together 
with a simulation system in order to generate thou-
sands of unique dialogues that can be used to train 
the speech recognizer and the understanding mod-
ule, as well as to diagnose the system behaviour 
against problematic user’s interactions or answers. 

In (Pargellis et al, 2004), a complete platform to 
build voice services where the database contents 
change constantly is described. At runtime, the 
system retrieves information that the user is inter-
ested in according to his personal profile. In addi-
tion, the system is able to create automatically dy-
namic speech grammars and prompts, as well as 
the dialogue flow for presenting information to the 
user, or for solving some interaction errors through 
predefined dialogue templates. 

Finally, (Feng et al, 2003) proposes a very dif-
ferent approach, not using a database but mining 
the content of corporate websites for automatically 
creating spoken and text-based dialogue applica-
tions for custom care. Although the dialogue flow 
is predefined, it is interesting to see that important 
knowledge, for the different modules of the dia-
logue system, can also be extracted and used from 
a well-designed content. 

In this work, we have solved some of the limita-
tions of current platforms by incorporating suc-
cessfully heuristic information into the different 
assistants of the platform and allowing them to 
collaborate between each other in several ways, as 
they collect the information already provided in the 
first stages of the design to improve and accelerate 
the design in the last stages. This way, the platform 
assistants classify which fields of the database 
could be relevant for the design, generate different 
kinds of automatic proposals according to the de-
sign step, reduce the information displayed to the 
designer, and accelerate different typical proce-
dures required to define the application. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 
provides an overview of the overall architecture of 
the platform, including a brief description of the 

main assistants and layers that makes it up. Section 
3 describes previous accelerations in the platform 
related with the current work; Sections 4, 5, and 6 
describe in detail the new strategies and the assis-
tants that include them. Section 7 describes the 
subjective and objective evaluations, and section 8 
outlines some conclusions and future work. 

2 Platform Architecture 

The Application Generation Platform (AGP), cre-
ated during the European project GEMINI, is an 
open and modular architecture made up of differ-
ent assistants and tools that simplifies the genera-
tion of multimodal and multilingual dialogue ap-
plications with a high adaptability to different 
kinds of services (see Figure 4 in Appendix A). 
The platform consists of three main layers inte-
grated into a common graphical user interface 
(GUI) that guides the designer step-by-step and 
lets him go back and forth.  

In the first layer, called Framework Layer, the 
designer specifies global aspects related to the ap-
plication and the data. This layer includes the Data 
Model Assistant (DMA), where the database struc-
ture is created, and the Data Connector Model As-
sistant (DCMA), where the application specific 
database access functions are created.  

The next layer, called Retrieval layer, includes 
the State Flow Model Assistant (SFMA) and the 
Retrieval Model Assistant (RMA). The former is 
used to create the dialogue flow at an abstract 
level, by specifying the high-level states of the dia-
logue, plus the slots to ask to the user and the tran-
sitions among states. Then, the later is used to in-
clude all the actions (e.g., variables, loops, if-
conditions, math or string operations, conditions 
for making transitions between states, calls to dia-
logs to provide/obtain information to/from the 
user) to be done in each state defined previously.  

Finally, the third layer, called Dialogs Layer, 
contains the assistants that complete the general 
flow specifying for each dialogue the details that 
are modality and language dependent. For instance, 
the prompts and grammars for each language and 
modality, the definition of user profiles, the ap-
pearance and contents of the Web pages, the error 
treatment for speech recognition errors or Internet 
access, the presentation of information on screen or 
using speech, etc., are defined. Furthermore, the 
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VoiceXML and xHTML scripts used by the real-
time system are automatically generated. 

3 Previous Acceleration Strategies 

In (D’Haro et al, 2006) and (D’Haro et al, 2004), 
we described several acceleration strategies based 
on using the data model structure and applied them 
successfully to different assistants of the platform, 
with a special emphasis in the assistant for defining 
the actions to be done in each dialogue (i.e. RMA). 
The data model information was used to:  

a.) Create configurable and generic dialogue 
proposals for obtaining (called DGet) and for 
showing (called DSay) information from/to the 
user. In this case, the assistant creates a DGet or 
DSay dialogue for each class and attribute defined. 

b.) Automatically propose the actions required 
for completing the information for each state of the 
dialogue flow; basically, the assistant proposes the 
dialogues to ask information to the user, the data-
base access functions, and the dialogues to show 
information to the user. Figure 1 shows an example 
of the proposals for a banking application. In this 
example, the designer is editing a dialogue where 
given a currency name the system provides its spe-
cific information (buy and sell price, general in-
formation, etc.). Using the proposal window, all 
the designer would need to do is to select the cor-
responding DGet in the window 
(DGet_CurrencyName_IN_CLASS_Currency), 
then the database access function GetCurrencyBy-
Name, and finally the DSays that provide the de-
sired attributes from the currency. In order to pro-
vide these proposals, we use the information of the 
relationships between slots and arguments of the 
database functions and the attributes and classes in 
the data model (section 5 and 6). When there is no 
relationship specified, we apply relaxed filters such 
as matching in types, similarity in names, or same 
number of arguments and slots in the state. 

c.) Automate the process of passing information 
among actions/dialogues by proposing the vari-
ables that best match the connections or allowing 
the creation of new variables when no match ex-
ists. This is a critical aspect of dialogue applica-
tions design. Several actions and states have to be 
‘connected’ as they use the information from the 
preceding dialogues. In general, most current de-
sign platforms allow the same kind of functional-
ity, offering the user a selectable list of all the 

available variables in the dialogue. In other cases, 
especially considering the connections with data-
base access functions, some platforms only allow 
the designer to define the matching by modifying 
by hand the script code. In this acceleration, we 
have tried to provide a better solution by automat-
ing the connection through automatic proposals. 
The assistant detects the input/output variables re-
quired in each action and offers the most suitable 
already defined variable of a compatible type; if 
there are more than one variable to show, the assis-
tant sorts them according to the name similarity 
between variable and dialogue. If there is no com-
patible variable already defined in the system or 
the name proposed is not desired, the assistant al-
lows the creation of a new local/global variable. 
Additionally, the assistant includes a window 
where all this matching can be edited. 

Other accelerations included in this assistant 
were the quick creation of mixed-initiative dia-
logues, dialogues with over-answering (that do not 
exist in any current dialogue platform) and the 
quick definition of dialogue variables. 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of automatic dialogues and 

database access function proposals 
In the present work, the new accelerations addi-

tionally exploit the database contents and have 
been incorporated into the assistant to define the 
data model structure (section 4), into the assistant 
for defining the database access functions (section 
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5), and into the assistant to define the states of the 
dialogue flow (section 6). The next sections de-
scribe in detail these assistants and accelerations. 

4 Strategies Applied to the Data Model 
Assistant (DMA)  

This assistant helps in the creation of the data 
model structure of the service through a visual rep-
resentation of all possible fields to be requested 
and presented to the user, which consists of object 
oriented classes and attributes. The goal with these 
classes and attributes is to provide information to 
the next assistants in the platform about which 
fields in the database are relevant for the service 
and the relationships between tables and fields. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of class and attributes 

Each class, see Figure 2, can be characterized by 
a list of attributes, a description, and optionally a 
list of base classes (inheriting their attributes). The 
attributes may be: a) of atomic types (e.g., string, 
Boolean, float, date, etc., e.g., AvailableBalance), 
b) complex objects, obtained by embedding or re-
ferring to an existing class (e.g., AccountHolder), 
or c) lists of either atomic type items or complex 
objects (e.g., LastTransactionList). 

The main acceleration strategies, previously in-
cluded in this assistant, are: a) re-utilization of li-
braries with models created beforehand, which can 
be copied totally or partially, or used to create a 
new class by mixing them, b) automatic creation of 
a class when it is referenced as an attribute inside 
another one, and c) definition of classes inheriting 
the attributes of a base class. Since this is one of 
the first assistants of the platform, a significant 
effort was done to accelerate the creation of the 
database structure and to include information about 
the relationships between the class attributes and 
the fields and tables in the database. To start with, 

the system generates and analyzes automatically 
heuristic information from the database contents. 
Then, with this information, the system proposes 
full custom classes and attributes that the designer 
can use when creating the data structure. 

4.1 Extraction of heuristic information 

The process is done using an open SQL query to 
retrieve information of every table, field and record 
in the database. This information includes the 
name and number of the tables and fields, and the 
number of records for every table. In addition, the 
following features for each field are also gener-
ated: a) field type, b) average length, c) number of 
empty records, d) language dependent fields, and 
e) the proportion of records that are different. This 
information is shared among the assistants in order 
to simplify the design or to improve the presenta-
tion of information in the posterior assistants. For 
instance, they are used for: (a) to accelerate the 
creation of the data model structure (section 4.2), 
(b) and (e) to unify slots as mixed initiative or not 
(see section 6.1), (c) to sort by relevance the attrib-
utes displayed by the wizard when creating the da-
tabase structure (section 4.2), and (d) to not gener-
ate states for these fields in the SFMA since the 
dialogue flow in this assistant is language inde-
pendent (section 6.1). 

An important issue we found when retrieving 
the field type was that sometimes the metadata in-
formation provided by the SQL function was in-
correct due to: a) the driver for accessing the data-
base was only able to return a limited number of 
types, e.g. Boolean or dates were mapped as inte-
ger or string types respectively, b) the designer of 
the database defined the field using a generic type 
such as string or float when the visual inspection of 
the records showed that they actually corresponded 
to dates or integers, c) there were problems to map 
special types such as hyperlinks, binary, etc. into 
the types supported by our platform. 

In order to solve these problems, we imple-
mented a post-processing step based on using regu-
lar expressions to detect the following types: inte-
gers, floats, dates, strings, Boolean, mixed or 
empty fields. In general, the process is to analyze 
all non-empty records in a given field and to select 
as field type the one with more than the 90% of 
occurrences. Exceptions to this rule are: a) a nu-
meric field is considered integer if all its records 
are classified as such, if not it is classified as float, 
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b) the empty type is assigned to fields with more 
than 95% of empty records. 

In order to analyse the performance of the post-
processing step, an objective evaluation was car-
ried out. In this evaluation, twenty-one databases, 
most of them available online, were retrieved and 
visually inspected field by field. In total, there 
were 109 tables (an average of 5 tables per data-
base), 767 fields and 610.506 records, which were 
classified by a human evaluator. 

In our results, the average recognition was 
89.6%, obtaining the best rates for dates, strings, 
and numeric quantities, which are the most com-
mon types in most databases. Analyzing in detail 
the misrecognitions, 0.9% of floats were incor-
rectly detected as integers due to values such as 
2.0, 30.0, etc. which were automatically returned 
by the database driver without the decimal part. 
Another source of errors was detecting some nu-
meric quantities due to special symbols such as 
dashes, percentages, or the euro symbol, which 
were incorrectly interpreted as a string type (3.3% 
and 1.6%). The major problems occurred for dis-
tinguishing between the String type and what we 
called Mixed type (i.e. fields containing: URLs, 
emails, long strings, etc.) since they are, in prac-
tice, the same. However, we wanted to separate 
them since for a speech recognizer they may be 
handled using different strategies (e.g. spelling, 
general grammars, etc.). The importance of these 
results is that they mean a reduction in the number 
of times the designer will need to change the pro-
posed type for a given attribute when creating the 
classes (section 4.2). 

4.2 Semi-automatic classes proposals 

After collecting all the heuristics, the assistant pro-
vides a wizard window that allows the designer to 
create the attributes for a new class from the tables 
and fields of the database or from already existing 
classes in the model. The information of the se-
lected field and table is saved in the definition of 
the class attribute allowing future assistants in the 
platform to access this information easily (section 
5.1 and 6.1). The heuristic information is used to 
set automatically the field types in the wizard, al-
though it can be edited by the designer. Besides, 
the wizard also proposes automatic alternative 
names for the new class and attributes when it de-
tects duplicated names with already defined ones. 

Finally, if the number of tables in the database is 
too high the designer can select those that will be 
really needed during the design, this way reducing 
the information displayed on the screen. In addi-
tion, it is also possible to customize the name of 
the tables in the database in order to make them 
more intuitive to the dialogue designer. 

5 Strategies Applied to the Data Connec-
tor Model Assistant (DCMA) 

This assistant allows the definition of the proto-
types (i.e. only the input and output parameters) of 
the database access functions used in the runtime 
system. The advantage of using prototypes is that 
their actual implementation is not required during 
the design of the dialogue flow. 

The main acceleration strategy, previously in-
cluded in this assistant, was the possibility of relat-
ing the input/output arguments to the attributes and 
classes of the data model. This information is used 
by the retrieval model assistant to create dialogue 
proposals and to automatically propose database 
access functions for a given dialogue in the design 
(section 3). In this work, we have introduced a new 
acceleration by incorporating a wizard window that 
allows the creation and debugging of the SQL 
statements used at run-time. 

5.1 Semi-automatic generation of SQL que-
ries 

The main motivation behind this wizard window 
was to simplify the process of creating the function 
prototypes (API), reducing the necessity of learn-
ing a new programming language (SQL), and to 
simplify the process of adding the query into the 
real-time modules and scripts. The new wizard 
semi-automatically creates the SQL statements for 
the given prototype and provides a pre-view of the 
results that the system would retrieve in the real-
time system (see Figure 5 in Appendix A). This 
new acceleration is interesting since currently few 
development platforms include such kind of wizard 
forcing the designer to use third party software. 
Besides, current wizards only provide debugging 
tools, nice GUI features or support for many DB 
standards, but no automatic query proposals. 

In order to automatically create the SQL state-
ment, the assistant uses the input arguments (de-
fined in the function prototype) as constraints for 
the WHERE clause, and the information of the 
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output arguments as returned fields for the SE-
LECT clause. The assistant allows the inclusion of 
new input or output arguments if the function pro-
totype is not complete or if the designer wants to 
test new combinations of arguments. 

Finally, the wizard allows the designer to pre-
view the records that the proposed SQL statement 
will retrieve at real-time. In order to debug the 
query, the designer specifies, using a pop-up win-
dow, the values for the input arguments of the 
function to test the query (as acceleration, the wiz-
ard automatically proposes real values retrieved 
from the database). 

6 Strategies Applied to the State Flow 
Model Assistant (SFMA) 

This assistant is used to define the dialogue flow at 
an abstract level, i.e. specifying only the high-level 
states of the dialogue, the slots to be asked to the 
user, and the transitions between states, but not the 
specific details of each state. The flow is specified 
using a state transition network representation that 
is common in this kind of platforms and dialogue 
modelling. The GUI allows the definition of new 
states using wizard-driven steps and a drag-and-
drop interface. An important acceleration strategy 
from the previous version is the possibility of 
specifying the slots through attributes offered 
automatically from the data model. The new accel-
erations are the automatic proposal of the slots to 
be requested using system or mixed initiative dia-
logues (section 6.1) and the automatic generation 
of proposals of states for defining the dialogue 
flow (section 6.2). 

6.1 Automatic unification of slots for mixed 
initiative 

The idea of this acceleration is to allow the system 
to propose automatically when two or more slots 
must be requested one by one (using directed 
forms) or at the same time (using mixed initiative 
forms) according to the VoiceXML standard.  

This functionality is only available when the 
slots to be analyzed have been defined from a table 
and field in the backend database. In this case, the 
assistant uses the heuristics obtained for the given 
fields and applies a set of customizable rules used 
to decide which slots can be unified and which 
ones cannot. Some examples of the rules applied to 
not propose the unification are: a) one of the slots 

is defined as a string with an average length greater 
than 20 characters, an average number of words 
per record greater than 3, and the other slot is an 
integer/float number greater than 5 characters. In 
this case, the rule avoids the recognition of long 
strings, e.g. an address or name, plus the recogni-
tion of long numeric quantities, e.g. phone or ac-
count numbers, b) when two slots are defined as 
strings and the sum of the average length of both is 
greater than 20 characters; in this case, the system 
tries to avoid the recognition of very long sen-
tences. c) there are two numeric slots with a pro-
portion of different values close to one, and the 
total number of records of both fields is high (con-
figurable value), then the system determines that 
these slots have a large vocabulary and a high 
probability of misrecognition. So, in all these 
cases, the system decides that it is better to ask one 
slot at a time (system initiative). In case there are 
more than two slots, the system checks different 
combinations of the slots in order to find those that 
can be requested at the same time and leaving the 
other one to be requested alone. 

6.2 Automatic states 

In this strategy, the assistant creates automatically 
dialogue states that include the slots to be re-
quested to the user. Using the information of the 
database structure and the database access func-
tions, the wizard allows the designer to access to 
the following state proposals: 

Empty states and already created states: The 
first one allows the creation of a new empty state, 
with no defined slots inside, that the designer can 
define completely afterwards. This way, we allow 
a top-down design. The second one allows the de-
signer to re-use already defined states. 

From attributes with database dependency: 
This kind of states is created from any attribute 
defined in the database model (DMA) that refers to 
a database field only if the attribute has been used 
as an input argument of any database access func-
tion. The proposed states contain only one slot and 
its name corresponds to the name of the attribute in 
the data model. However, the designer can select 
several states to create states with multiple slots. 

From the database access functions: In this 
case, the system analyzes all the defined database 
functions containing input arguments defined as 
atomic types. Then, the system uses the name of 
the function as proposal for the name of the state, 
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and the input arguments as slots for that state. The 
assistant allows the designer to select several of 
these proposals in order to create more complex 
states. For instance, in case there is a database ac-
cess function called convertCurrencies, which re-
ceives three input arguments (i.e. fromCurrency, 
toCurrency, and Amount), the system automati-
cally creates a new state proposal called convert-
Currencies that includes these three slots. Apply-
ing similar rules to the ones described in section 
6.1 the system would propose to request the first 
two at the same time (mixed-initiative) and the 
Amount separately (directed forms). 

From classes defined in the data model struc-
ture: In this case, the assistant creates a template 
that the designer can drag and drop into the work-
space (see Figure 6 in Appendix A). Then, a pop-
up window allows the designer to select the attrib-
utes to be used as slots. The assistant expands 
complex attributes (with inheritance and objects) 
allowing only the selection of atomic attributes.  

7 Evaluation 

With the objective of evaluating the performance 
of each of the acceleration strategies and assistants 
described above, we carried out a subjective and 
objective evaluation with 9 developers with differ-
ent experience levels and profiles (4 novices, 3 
intermediates, and 2 experts) on designing dia-
logue services. They were requested to fulfil dif-
ferent typical tasks covering each of the proposed 
accelerations and assistants to evaluate. Further 
details can be obtained in (D’Haro, 2009). 

For the subjective evaluation, the participants 
were asked to answer a questionnaire that consists 
of four questions per assistant and seventeen for 
the overall platform, with a range between 1 and 
10. This subjective evaluation confirms the de-
signer-friendliness of the assistants, as well as their 
usability, since all the assistants obtained a global 
score higher than 8.0, which is a nice result. In de-
tail, the DMA and DCMA obtained an 8.3, the 
SFMA a 9.0, the RMA an 8.6, and Diagen a 4.5. 
Regarding the acceleration strategies, see Figure 
3a, the evaluators scored the automatic states with 
9.3, the SQL generation and the unification of slots 
for mixed initiative with 9.0, and the class propos-
als with 8.9. Regarding the RMA and the accelera-
tions related with the information extracted from 
the database (see section 3), the passing of argu-

ments between actions and the proposal of dia-
logue actions obtained a 9.8 and 8.6 respectively. 

For the objective evaluation, we collected the 
metrics proposed in (Jung et al, 2008): elapsed 
time, number of clicks, number of keystrokes, and 
number of corrections using the keyboard (key-
stroke errors). We compared our assistants with a 
built-in editor called Diagen, created during the 
GEMINI project and improved later on by 
(Hamerich, 2008), which features fewer accelera-
tions but generates the same information specified 
by our assistants. As accelerations, Diagen only 
provides default templates that the designer has to 
complete and a guided procedure using different 
pop-up windows to fulfil the templates. The results 
confirm that the design time can be reduced, in 
average for all the assistants and tasks, in more 
than 45%, the number of keystrokes in 81%, and 
the number of clicks in 40%. Especially relevant is 
the high reduction (85%) obtained in the RMA 
considering that it is the main task in the design. 

8 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we have described the main accelera-
tions incorporated into a complete platform for 
designing multimodal and multilingual dialogue 
applications. The proposed accelerations strategies 
are based on using information extracted from the 
contents of the backend database. The proposed 
accelerations include the creation of automatic 
state proposals, the unification of slots to be re-
quested using mixed-initiative dialogues, and the 
semi-automatic creation and debugging of SQL 
statements for accessing the database, among oth-
ers. Subjective and objective evaluations confirm 
that the proposed strategies are useful and contrib-
ute to simplify and accelerate the design. 

As future work, we propose the extraction of 
new heuristic information, the creation of new 
rules for unifying slots for mixed-initiative dia-
logues. Considering the negative values in Figure 
3b, we propose to improve the GUI for defining 
the connections among states in the SFMA, and to 
improve the DCMA by offering new automated 
methods for creating the prototypes. 
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Figure 3. Average result for the: a) subjective evaluation for the accelerations, b) objective results 
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Appendix A. Additional Figures 

 
Figure 4. Platform architecture. In yellow colour the assistants with the new accelerations described in 

this paper. In pink colour assistants with previous accelerations (section 3) 
 

 
Figure 5. Wizard for creating and debugging the SQL statements for accessing the backend database. 
In the example, the proposed query allows the selection of all account numbers for a given customer 

(using his/her authentication code) and type of account (i.e. passbook saving accounts) 
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Figure 6. Workspace for creating the state transition network and pop up window with state proposals. 
In the example, the designer creates the state Transaction from the Class_Transaction template (cre-

ated in the DMA, see Figure 2) and selects as slots the TransactionAmount, CreditAccountNumber and 
DebitAccountNumber (not shown) 
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Abstract 

Models for predicting judgments about 
the quality of Spoken Dialog Systems 
have been used as overall evaluation 
metric or as optimization functions in 
adaptive systems. We describe a new 
approach to such models, using Hidden 
Markov Models (HMMs). The user’s 
opinion is regarded as a continuous 
process evolving over time. We present 
the data collection method and results 
achieved with the HMM model. 

1 Introduction 

Spoken Dialog Systems (SDSs) are now widely 
used, and are becoming more complex as a result 
of the increased solidity of advanced techniques, 
mainly in the realm of natural language 
understanding (Steimel et al. 2008). At the same 
time, the evaluation of such systems increasingly 
demands for testing the entire system, as 
components for speech recognition, language 
understanding and dialog management are 
interacting more deeply. For example, the system 
might search for web content on the basis of 
meaning extracted from an n-best list, and 
generate the reply and speech recognition 
grammars depending on the content found 
(Wootton et al. 2007). The performance of single 
components strongly depends on each other 
component in this case. 

While performance parameters become less 
meaningful in such a system, the system’s 
overall quality, which can only be measured by 
asking the user (Jekosch 2005), gains interest for 
the evaluation. Typically, users fill out 

questionnaires after the interaction, which cover 
various perceptional dimensions such as 
efficiency, dialog smoothness, or the overall 
evaluation of the system (Hone and Graham, 
2001; ITU-T Rec. P.851, 2003; Möller 2005a). 
Judgments of the system’s overall quality can be 
used to compare systems with respect to a single 
measure, which however comprises all relevant 
aspects of the interaction. Thus, the complexity 
of the evaluation task is reduced. 

In addition, user simulation is increasingly 
used to address the difficulty of foreseeing all 
possible problems a user might encounter with 
the system (e.g. Ai and Weng, 2008; Engelbrecht 
et al., 2008a; Chung, 2004; López-Cózar et al., 
2003). In order to evaluate results from such 
simulations, some approaches utilize prediction 
models of user judgments (e.g. Ai and Weng, 
2008; Engelbrecht et al., 2008a). 

Currently, prediction models for user 
judgments are based on the PARADISE 
framework introduced by Walker et al. (1997). 
PARADISE assumes that user satisfaction 
judgments describe the overall quality of the 
system, and are causally related to task success 
and dialog costs, i.e. efficiency and quality of the 
dialog. Therefore, a linear regression function 
can be trained with interaction parameters 
describing dialog costs and task success as 
predictors, and satisfaction ratings as the target. 
The resulting equation can then be used to 
predict user satisfaction with unseen dialogs. 

In follow-up studies, it could be shown that 
such models are to some degree generalizable 
(Walker et al., 2000). However, also limitations 
of the models in predicting judgments for other 
user groups, or for systems with different levels 
of ASR performance, were reported (Walker et 
al., 1998). In the same study, prediction 
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functions for user satisfaction were proposed to 
serve as optimization function in a system 
adapting its dialog strategy during the interaction. 
This idea is taken up by Rieser and Lemon 
(2008).  

The prediction accuracy of PARADISE 
functions typically lies around an R2 of 0.5, 
meaning that 50% of the variance in the 
judgments is explained by the model. While this 
number is not absolutely satisfying, it could be 
shown that mean values for groups of dialogs 
(e.g. with a specific system configuration) can be 
predicted more accurately than single dialogs 
with the same models (Engelbrecht and Möller, 
2007). Low R2 for the predictions of ratings of 
individual dialogs seems to be due to inter-rater 
differences at least to some degree. Such 
differences have been described, and may 
concern the actual perception of the judged issue 
(Guski, 1999), or the way the perception is 
described by the participant (Okun and Weir, 
1990; Engelbrecht et al., 2008b) 

We have tested the PARADISE framework 
extensively, using different classifier models and 
interaction parameters. Precise and general 
models are hard to achieve, even if the set of 
parameters describing the interaction is widely 
extended (Möller et al., 2008). In an effort to 
improve such prediction models, we developed 
two ideas: 

• Predict the distribution of ratings which 
can be expected for a representative group 
of users given the same stimulus. This 
takes into account that in most cases the 
relevant user characteristics determining 
the judgment cannot be tracked, or even 
are unknown. 

• Consider the time relations between 
events by modeling user opinion as a 
variable evolving over the course of the 
dialog. This way, time relations like co-
occurrence of events, which affect quality 
perception, attention, or memory can be 
modeled most effectively. 

In this paper, we present a new modeling 
approach considering these ideas. In Section 2, 
we introduce the topology of the model. 
Following this, we report how training data for 
the model were obtained from user tests in 
Section 3. Evaluation results are presented in 
Section 4 and discussed in Section 5, before we 
conclude with some remarks on follow-up 
research. 

2 Modeling Judgments with HMMs 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are often used 
for classifying sequential stochastic processes, 
e.g. in computational linguistics or bio-
informatics. An HMM models a sequence of 
events as a sequence of states, in which each 
state emits certain symbols with some probability. 
In addition, the transitions between states are 
probabilistic. The model is defined by a set of 
state symbols, a set of emission symbols, the 
probabilities for the initial state, the state 
transition matrix, and the emission matrix. The 
transition matrix contains the probabilities for 
transitions from each state to each other state or 
itself. The emission matrix contains the 
probabilities for each emission symbol to occur 
at each state.  

While the sequence of emissions can be 
observed, the state sequence is hidden. However, 
given an emission sequence, standard algorithms 
defined for the HMM allow to calculate the 
probability of each state at each point in the 
sequence. The probability for the model to be in 
a state is dependent on the previous state and the 
emissions observed at the current state. 

As illustrated by Figure 1, the development of 
the users’ opinions can be modelled as an HMM. 
The user judgment about the dialog is modelled 
as states, each state representing a specific 
judgment (think of it as “emotional states”). A 
prediction is made at each dialog turn. In the 
model depicted, the user judgment can either be 
“bad” or “good”. Each judgment has a 
probabilistic relation to the current events in the 
dialog. In the picture, the events are described in 
the form of understanding errors and 
confirmation types, i.e. there are two features 
which can take a number of different values, 
each with a certain probability.  

Although the judgments do not “emit” the 
events at each turn (the causal relation is 
opposite), the probabilistic relation between them 
can be captured and evaluated with the HMM 
and the associated algorithms. 

Apart from the dialog events, the current 
judgment is also determined by the previous 
judgment. For example, we expect that the 
judgments are varying smoothly, i.e. the 
probability for a transition becomes lower with 
increasing (semantic) distance between the state 
labels. 

Although events in previous turns cannot 
impact the current judgment given this model 
topology, it is possible to incorporate dialog 
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history by creating features with a time lag. E.g., 
a feature could represent the understanding error 
in the previous turn. Also, simultaneity of 
different events affecting the quality perception 
can be evaluated by calculating probabilities for 
each judgment given the observed combination 
of features. If the features are interacting (i.e. the 
probability of one feature changes in dependence 
of another feature), this is modelled by directly 
specifying the emission probabilities for each 
combination of features. We call this a layer of 
emissions. Additional layers with other features 
can be created. In this case, the likelihood of 
each judgment given probabilities from each 
layer can be calculated by multiplication of the 
probabilities from each layer. 

For the calculation of state probabilities, we 
can use forward recursion (Rabiner, 1989). The 
algorithm proceeds through the observed 
sequence, and at each step calculates the 
probability for each state given the probabilities 
of the observation, the probabilities of each state 
at the previous step, and the transition 
probabilities. 

 
Figure 1. Topology of an HMM to model user 
judgments (“good” or “bad”) in their 
probabilistic relation to dialog events (error and 
confirmation strategy) and the previous rating. 

3 Data Collection 

In order to train the model, data is needed in 
which the association between dialog events and 
judgments at each turn is represented. Therefore, 
we conducted an experiment in which users 
interacted with an SDS and judged the 
interaction after each dialog turn. In addition, all 
users followed the same five dialogs, which was 
possible by using the Wizard-of-Oz technique 
(Fraser and Gilbert 1991) and relatively strict 
scenario descriptions. 

As the interactions were predefined, care was 
taken that a representative sample of relevant 

usability problems were passed in the 
interactions. Such problems were collected in a 
brainstorming session, and comprise 
understanding errors, task failure, prompt 
wording issues (such as incomplete information), 
missing control options, or not being able to 
input one of the criteria specified in the scenario 
description. As further features of the dialog, 
which might impact the quality judgment, the 
number of concepts which can be specified, as 
well as the confirmation strategy, should vary 
along the interactions. 

We then designed a dialog system with a 
consistent strategy, which however allowed for 
the quality-relevant issues mentioned above to 
occur in the dialogs. The system was derived 
from the BoRIS restaurant information system 
(Möller 2005b), which enables the search of 
restaurants in the German city Bochum 
according to the criteria day, time, location, type 
of cuisine and pricing. For our system, we 
simplified the dialog strategy to system initiative, 
however, at the first turn, the users could say 
both day and time. If both were recognized, 
explicit confirmation was requested. If just one 
constraint was understood, confirmation was im-
plicit. The last constraint specified (pricing) was 
not confirmed, and instead the restaurant 
information was output directly. If no restaurant 
was found according to the specified criteria, the 
user could change one of the constraints. Table 1 
shows an example of a dialog with the system. 

We also reformulated some prompts to fit the 
changed dialog strategy, and partly to 
incorporate potential wording problems. Prompts 
were recorded with a non-professional speaker, 

S: Welcome to the telephone-based restaurant 
information system for Bochum. When would you 
like to eat? 
U: Tomorrow night. 
S: So you want to eat tonight? 
U: No. 
S: On which day would you like to eat? 
…. 
U: Medium pricing 
S: Unfortunately, I could not find a restaurant 
matching your query. Would you like to change 
time, location, cuisine or pricing? 
U: Yes, cuisine. 
S: Which type of cuisine are you searching for? 
U: Italian. 
S: The possible restaurants are: {name, address}  

Table 1. Example dialog with the BoRIS 
restaurant information system, version as used 
in the experiment. 
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using high-quality audio equipment. During the 
interactions, the wizard simply replayed the 
prompt foreseen at the current state of the 
predefined dialog script. In addition to the 
foreseen prompts, the wizard had at hand no-
input and help prompts in case the user would 
behave unexpectedly. 

25 users (13 females, 12 males), recruited 
from the campus, but not all students, 
participated in the experiment. Participants were 
aged between 20 and 46 years (M=26.5; 
STD=6.6). Ratings were given on a 5-point scale, 
where the points were labeled “bad”, “poor”, 
“fair”, “good”, and “excellent”. Ratings were 
input through a number pad attached to the scale. 
Each participant rehearsed the procedure with a 
test dialog. Before the experiment, all users filled 
out a questionnaire measuring their technical 
affinity. 

As the data collected in the described experi-
ment are all needed to train the prediction model 
for as many combinations of feature values as 
possible, we conducted a second experiment to 
generate test data. For this test, we asked 17 per-
sons from our lab to conduct two dialogs with 
the system mock-up. The test setup was the same 
as in the previous experiment, except that new 
dialogs were created without particular 
requirements or restrictions. 

In both experiments, not all users behaved as 
we hoped. Therefore, not all of the predefined 
dialog scripts were judged by all participants 
(N=15…23 for training corpus, N=9…13 for test 

corpus; N: number of valid dialogs). For one 
dialog script in the training corpus, the deviating 
interactions were all equal (N=9), so 
distributions of ratings per turn could be 
calculated for comparison with the predicted 
distributions for this dialog. For the training and 
calculation of initial state probabilities, all dia-
logs in the training corpus were used. 

The model derived from the data includes five 
possible states (one for each rating). For a list of 
features annotated in the dialogs see Figure 2. 

4 Results 

In order to evaluate the modeling approach, we 
first searched for the best model given the 
training data from the first experiment. We then 
applied this model to the test data from the 
second experiment in order to evaluate the model 
accuracy given unseen data. Afterwards, we 
examined if another model trained on the 
training set can predict the test set better, i.e. we 
“optimized” the model on the test data. Finally, 
we cross-check how well the model optimized on 
the test data performs on the training data, which 
gives a glimpse at how much the model is biased 
towards the test data. 

As the criterion for the optimization, we deter-
mined the mean squared error (MSE), and 
averaged across all dialog script in the corpus on 
which the model was optimized. For each dialog 
script, all 5 probabilities (ratings “bad” to 
“excellent”) at each dialog turn were taken into 
account, i.e. the squared prediction errors were 
added. If rate is the rating, then 

 
As this measure, in the particular way we 

applied it here, is not easily comparable to other 
results, we add two pictures illustrating the 
accuracy represented either by a rather low or by 
a rather high MSE. In addition, we report the 
mean absolute error (MAEmax) of the models in 
predicting the most likely rating at each state 
(mean rating if two ratings with equal probability) 
and the baseline performance when the 
unconditional distribution of ratings is predicted. 

We first optimized a model on the training 
data, meaning that we selected parameters, 
trained the HMM with these parameters on the 
training data and then predicted results for all 6 
dialog scripts contained in the training set (top of 

Feature Values 

understanding 
errors 

PA:PA (partially correct) 
PA:FA (failed) 
PA:IC (incorrect) 

confirmation 
strategy 

explicit 
implicit 
none 

system speech 
act 

ask for 2 constraints 
ask for 1 constraint 
ask for selection of a constraint 
provide info 

user speech act 
 

provide info 
repeat info  
confirm 
meta communication 
no-input 

contextual 
appropriateness 
(Grice’s 
maxims) 

manner 
quality 
quantity 
relevance 

task success success 
failure 

Table 2. Annotated dialog features. 
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Table 3). The optimized model was chosen as the 
one returning the smallest MSE (mean of all 
tasks). The best model included understanding 
errors interacting with confirmation type at each 
turn, and interacting with task success. As we 
analyzed the prediction results, we found that 
whenever the system changed from asking two 
constraints at a time to just one (which is done in 
order to avoid multiple errors in a row), the 
predictions were too positive. We therefore 
introduced a new feature, which is annotated 
whenever the system asks for a single constraint 
which has been asked in a more complex 
question before (“dummy”). In the model 
optimized on training data, this parameter was 
included on a separate feature layer. That is, this 
feature impacts quality perception independent 
of the other features’ values. 

 We then used this model to predict the test 
data collected in the second experiment (top of 
Table 4). As expected, the MSE clearly increases; 
however, this was partly due to the difference in 

the sample of participants. As in the second 
experiment participants were recruited from our 
lab, their technical affinity was relatively high. 
Therefore, we retrained the HMM with only 
those 50% of the users from the training set who 
got the highest score on the technical affinity 
questionnaire. With this model, the prediction of 
test data improved.  

In a next step, we optimized the model on the 
test set meaning that we searched for the 
parameter combination achieving the best result 
on the two test dialogs. However, the model was 
still trained on the training data from the first 
experiment. As expected, the MSE could be 
improved. However, only minor changes in the 
feature configuration are necessary: Still, errors 
and confirmation type are interacting on the 
same layer. However, task success is included as 
independent variable on a second layer, and 
instead, the error in the previous turn determines 
the impact of errors and confirmation on the 
ratings. Again, we tested if the prediction can be 

 

Predicted: training dialogs 

 

Dial 1 

 

Dial 2 

 

Dial 3 

 

Dial 4 

 

Dial 5 

 

Dial 6 

 

Mean (basel.) 

Optimized on training 
dialogs 

Layer 1: Error, Confirm, Task Success 

Layer 2: Dummy 
MSE: 0.0185 0.0307 0.0166 0.0216 0.0333 0.0477 0.0281 (0.1201) 

MAEmax: 0.7000 0.5714 0.2857 0.0556 0.3636 0.3333 0.3849 (0.6167) 
Optimized on test dialogs 
 

Layer 1: Errors, Errors_lag, Confirmation 

Layer 2: TaskSuccess 
MSE: 0.0272 0.0358 0.0247 0.0374 0.0400 0.0574 0.0371 (0.1201) 

MAEmax: 0.5000 0.4286 0.4286 0.3889 0.4545 0.3333 0.4223 (0.6167) 
Number of valid dialogs (N): 22 15 23 17 17 9  

Table 3. Evaluation of predictions of training dialogs (mean squared error and mean absolute error 
in predicting the most probable state at each turn). Baseline results are given in brackets. The feature 
combinations with which results were obtained are also reported. 

 

Predicted: test dialogs Dial 1 Dial 2 Mean (baseline) 

Optimized on training dialogs Layer 1: Error, Confirm, Task Success 
Layer 2: Dummy 

MSE: 0.1039 0.0429 0.0734 (0.1583) 
MAEmax: 0.4444 0.6250 0.5347 (0.6944) 

Optimized on training dialogs (tah) Layer 1: Error, Confirm, Task Success 

Layer 2: Dummy 
MSE: 0.0957 0.0387 0.0672 (0.1636) 

MAEmax: 0.3333 0 0.1667 (0.6944) 
Optimized on test dialogs (rf) Layer 1: Errors, Errors_lag, Confirm 

Layer 2: TaskSuccess 
MSE: 0.0789 0.0349 0.0569 (0.1583) 

MAEmax: 0.4444 0.6250 0.5347 (0.6944) 
Optimized on test dialogs (tah; rf) Layer 1: Errors, Confirm 

MSE: 0.0860 0.0374 0.0617 (0.1636) 
MAEmax: 0.3333 0 0.1667 (0.6944) 

Number of valid dialogs (N): 9 13  

Table 4. Evaluation of predictions of training dialogs (tah=model trained on users with high 
technical affinity; rf=user speech act feature exclude from analysis) 
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improved by considering differences between the 
users’ technical affinity. However, repeating the 
procedure for only those users with high 
technical affinity did not improve the result this 
time. Concerning the parameters, error and 
confirmation type were confirmed to be 
significant predictors of quality judgments. The 
dummy parameter created to improve the 
accuracy on training data was not proven useful 
for the prediction of the test set ratings.  

In order to cross-check the validity of the 
model optimized on test data, we finally 
predicted the ratings of the 6 dialogs from the 
training set with the same model (bottom of 
Table 3). As can be seen, the prediction is worse 
than that from the model optimized on the 
training set. However, the quality of the 
prediction is still reasonable, showing that the 
two datasets do not demand for completely 
different models. All predictions are above the 
baseline. 

5 Discussion 

In the previous section, we presented results 
achieved with our models in terms of MSE. In 
order to gain meaning to the values of MSE, we 
added the mean absolute error of predicting the 
most probable judgment at each state. A closer 
look at the relation between MSE and MAEmax 
reveals that both measures are not strictly 
correlated (see e.g. the first two models in Table 
4). While the MSE measures the distance at each 
measurement point in the distribution, the 
MAEmax is a rough indicator of the similarity of 
the shape of the predicted and observed 
probability curves. The results for MAEmax are 
promising, as predictions of test data are in the 
range of predictions of training data and better 
than the baseline. Also, predictions made from 
participants with high technical affinity achieve 
better results on the test data in all cases, which 
was expected, but not found for the MSE results. 

Figure 2 presents examples of prediction 
results graphically. We chose one example of an 
average, and one of a relatively bad prediction, to 
allow extrapolation to other results presented. 
The pictures show that even a relatively high 
MSE corresponds to a fair quality of the 
prediction. The probability curves are mostly 
similar, mainly smoother than the observed 
probability distributions. Sometimes the 
predictions are too optimistic, however, usually 
the change in judgments is predicted, just not the 
extent of this change. We can only hypothesize 

 
 
Figure 2. Examples of predictions on test 
data made with the model, illustrating the 
meaning of MSE values. Depicted are two 
dialogs (columns) with 9 (left) and 8 (right) 
turns (rows).  For each turn, the empirical 
(solid line) and predicted (dotted line) rating 
distributions are given. Left: MSE=0.0957; 
N(emp)=9. Right: MSE=0.0349; 
N(emp)=13. 
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about the reasons for the participants to judge the 
respective dialog worse than predicted by the 
model. A possible reason is that users more 
easily decrease their judgments when the dialog 
has a longer history of problematic situations. 
According to our data, the users were relatively 
forgiving and increased their judgments if the 
dialog went well, even if previously errors had 
occurred. However, the errors might not really be 
forgot, and be reflected in the judgment of later 
problems and errors. Unfortunately, for reasons 
of data scarcity, the wider dialog history cannot 
be considered in the models. 

Another source of prediction error might be 
the sample size available for the predicted 
dialogs. If sample size (N) and MSE values are 
compared among the dialogs, it can be observed 
that both values are correlated. This might be due 
to less smooth probability distribution curves if 
few ratings are available at each turn. While the 
curves depicted in Figure 2 are sometimes spiky, 
with increasing sample size normal distribution 
should be more likely. This might to some 
degree explain the clearly higher MSE for the test 
data predictions despite the relatively small error 
in predicting the most probable ratings.  

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a new approach to the 
prediction of user judgments about SDSs, using 
HMMs. The approach allows predicting the 
users’ judgments at each step of a dialog. In 
predicting the distribution of ratings of many 
users, the approach takes into account 
differences between the users’ judgment 
behaviors. This increases the usefulness of the 
model for a number of applications. E.g., in 
adaptive systems, the decision process can take 
into account differences between the users which 
cannot be attributed to user characteristics known 
to the system. If the model is applied to 
automatically generated dialogs, e.g. in the 
MeMo workbench (Engelbrecht et al., 2008a), a 
more detailed prediction of user satisfaction is 
enabled, allowing analysis on a turn-by-turn 
basis. 

In addition, the approach facilitates the 
analysis of models and features affecting the 
quality ratings, as results can be compared to the 
empirical ratings with more detail. We hope to 
gain further insight into the relations between 
interaction parameters and user judgments by 
running simulations under different assumptions 
of relations between these entities. 

A drawback of the approach is the generation 
of training data. The models presented in this 
paper cannot be assumed to be general, and in 
particular are lacking important parameters 
reflecting the timing in the dialogs. Therefore, as 
a next step the acquisition of judgments should 
be improved to be less disruptive for the 
interaction. In addition, it would be interesting to 
find a method for deriving the correct 
distributions of ratings at each dialog turn from a 
corpus of different dialogs, e.g. by grouping 
situations which are comparable. At the moment, 
we are also investigating if judgments can be 
acquired after the interactions without a loss in 
validity. 

After all, the results we achieved with the 
model suggest that HMMs are suitable for 
modeling the users’ quality perception of dialogs 
with SDSs. Further research on the topic will 
hopefully show if the dialog history has to be 
considered to a wider degree than in our present 
models.  

Concerning dialog features and their relation 
to the judgments, the role of understanding errors 
in combination with the confirmation type could 
be established so far. More rich data are needed 
to work towards a general model for judgment 
predictions, including all relevant parameters. If 
judgments can be acquired after the interactions, 
we will be able to easily get the data needed for a 
better (and maybe complete) model. In any case, 
we are confident that the approach taken will 
allow a deeper analysis of the quality judgment 
process, which will enable progress by more 
analytical methods, such as formulating and 
testing hypotheses about this process. 
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Abstract 

This paper is part of our broader investi-
gation into the utility of discourse struc-
ture for performance analysis. In our pre-
vious work, we showed that several in-
teraction parameters that use discourse 
structure predict our performance metric. 
Here, we take a step forward and show 
that these correlations are not only a sur-
face relationship. We show that redesign-
ing the system in light of an interpreta-
tion of a correlation has a positive impact. 

1 Introduction 

The success of a spoken dialogue system (SDS) 
depends on a large number of factors and the 
strategies employed to address them. Some of 
these factors are intuitive. For example, problems 
with automated speech recognition can derail a 
dialogue from the normal course: e.g. non-
understandings, misunderstandings, end-
pointing, etc. (e.g. (Bohus, 2007; Raux and Es-
kenazi, 2008)). The strategies used to handle or 
avoid these situations are also important and re-
searchers have experimented with many such 
strategies as there is no clear winner in all con-
texts (e.g. (Bohus, 2007; Singh et al., 2002)). 
However, other factors can only be inferred 
through empirical analyses. 

A principled approach to identifying important 
factors and strategies to handle them comes from 
performance analysis. This approach was pio-
neered by the PARADISE framework (Walker et 
al., 2000). In PARADISE, the SDS behavior is 
quantified in the form of interaction parameters: 
e.g. speech recognition performance, number of 
turns, number of help requests, etc. (Möller, 
2005).These parameters are then used in a multi-

variate linear regression to predict a SDS per-
formance metric (e.g. task completion, user satis-
faction: (Singh et al., 2002)). Finally, SDS redes-
ign efforts are informed by the parameters that 
make it in the regression model. 

Conceptually, this equates to investigating two 
properties of interaction parameters: predictive-
ness and informativeness1. Predictiveness looks 
at the connection between the parameter and sys-
tem performance via predictive models (e.g. mul-
tivariate linear regression in PARADISE). Once 
the predictiveness is established, it is important 
to look at the parameter informativeness. Infor-
mally, informativeness looks at how much the 
parameter can help us improve the system. We 
already know that the parameter is predictive of 
performance. But this does not tell us if there is a 
causal link between the two. In fact, the main 
drive is not to prove a causal link but to show 
that the interaction parameter will inform a modi-
fication of the system and that this modification 
will improve the system. 

This paper is part of our broader investigation 
into the utility of discourse structure for per-
formance analysis. Although each dialogue has 
an inherent structure called the discourse struc-
ture (Grosz and Sidner, 1986), this information 
has received little attention in performance 
analysis settings. In our previous work (Rotaru 
and Litman, 2006), we established the predic-
tiveness of several interaction parameters derived 
from discourse structure. Here we take a step 
further and demonstrate the informativeness of 
these parameters. 

We show that one of the predictive discourse 
structure-based parameters (PopUp-Incorrect) 
informs a promising modification of our system. 

                                                 
1 Although this terminology is not yet established in the 
SDS community, the investigations behind these properties 
are a common practice in the field. 
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We implement this modification and we compare 
it with the original version of the system through 
a user study. Our analyses indicate that the modi-
fication leads to objective improvements for our 
system (e.g. performance improvements for cer-
tain users but not at the population level and 
fewer system turns). 

2 Background 

ITSPOKE (Intelligent Tutoring Spoken Dia-
logue System) (Litman et al., 2006) is a speech-
enabled version of the text-based Why2-Atlas 
conceptual physics tutoring system (VanLehn et 
al., 2007). The interaction between ITSPOKE 
and users is mediated through a graphical web 
interface supplemented with a headphone-
microphone unit. ITSPOKE first analyzes a user 
typed essay response to a physics problem for 
mistakes and omissions. Then it engages in a 
spoken dialogue to remediate the identified prob-
lems. Finally, users revise their essay and 
ITSPOKE either does another round of tutor-
ing/essay revision if needed or moves on to the 
next problem. 

While for most information access SDS per-
formance is measured using task completion or 
user satisfaction, for the tutoring SDS the pri-
mary performance metric is learning. To measure 
learning, users take a knowledge test before and 
after interacting with ITSPOKE. The Normalized 
Learning Gain (NLG) is defined as (posttest-
pretest)/(1-pretest) and measures the percentage 
improvement relative to the perfect improve-
ment: an NLG of 0.0 means no improvement 
while an NLG of 1.0 means maximum improve-
ment. 

2.1 Discourse structure 

We use the Grosz & Sidner theory of discourse 
(Grosz and Sidner, 1986). According to this the-
ory, dialogue utterances naturally aggregate into 
discourse segments, with each segment having an 
associated purpose or intention. These segments 
are hierarchically organized forming the dis-
course structure hierarchy. This hierarchical as-
pect of dialogue has inspired several generic dia-
logue management frameworks (e.g. RavenClaw 
(Bohus, 2007)). We briefly describe our auto-
matic annotation of this hierarchy and its use 
through discourse transitions. A sample example 
is shown in Appendix 1. For more details see 
(Rotaru and Litman, 2006). 

Since dialogues with ITSPOKE follow a “tu-
tor question - user answer - tutor response” for-

mat, which is hand-authored beforehand in a hi-
erarchical structure, we can easily approximate 
the discourse structure hierarchy. After the essay 
analysis, ITSPOKE selects a group of questions 
which are asked one by one. These questions 
form the top-level discourse segment (e.g. DS1 
in Appendix 1). For incorrect answers to more 
complex questions (e.g. applying physics laws), 
ITSPOKE will engage in a remediation subdia-
logue that attempts to remediate the student’s 
lack of knowledge or skills. These subdialogues 
form the embedded discourse segments (e.g. DS2 
in Appendix 2). 

We define six discourse transitions in the dis-
course structure hierarchy and use them to label 
each system turn. A NewTopLevel label is used 
for the first question after an essay submission. If 
the previous question is at the same level with 
the current question we label the current question 
as Advance. The first question in a remediation 
subdialogue is labeled as Push. After a remedia-
tion subdialogue is completed, ITSPOKE will 
pop up and a heuristic determines whether to ask 
again the question that triggered the remediation 
dialogue. Reasking is labeled as a PopUp, while 
moving on to the next question is labeled as 
PopUpAdv. Rejections due to speech problems or 
timeouts are labeled as SameGoal. 

Our transitions partially encode the hierarchi-
cal information of discourse structure: they cap-
ture the position of each system turn in this hier-
archy relative to the previous system turn. 

2.2 Discourse structure-based interaction  
parameters 

To derive interaction parameters, we look at 
transition–phenomena and transition–transition 
bigrams. The first type of bigrams is motivated 
by our intuition that dialogue phenomena related 
to performance are not uniformly important but 
have more weight depending on their position in 
the dialogue. For example, it is more important 
for users to be correct at specific places in the 
dialogue rather than overall in the dialogue. We 
use two phenomena related to performance in our 
system/domain: user correctness (e.g. correct, 
incorrect) and user certainty (e.g. uncertain, neu-
tral, etc.). For example, a PopUp-Incorrect event 
occurs whenever users are incorrect after being 
reasked the question that initially triggered the 
remediation dialogue. The second type of bi-
grams is motivated by our intuition that “good” 
and “bad” dialogues have different discourse 
structures. To compare two dialogues in terms of 
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the discourse structure we look at consecutive 
transitions: e.g. Push-Push. 

For each bigram we compute 3 interaction pa-
rameters: a total (e.g. the number of PopUp-
Incorrect events), a percentage (e.g. the number 
of PopUp-Incorrect relative to the number of 
turns) and a relative percentage (e.g. the percent-
age of times a PopUp is followed by an incorrect 
answer). 

3 Predictiveness 

In (Rotaru and Litman, 2006), we demonstrate 
the predictiveness of several discourse structure-
based parameters. Here we summarize the results 
for parameters derived from the PopUp–Correct 
and PopUp–Incorrect bigrams (Table 1). These 
bigrams caught our attention as their predictive-
ness has intuitive interpretations and generalizes 
to other corpora. Predictiveness was measured by 
looking at correlations (i.e. univariate linear re-
gression) between our interaction parameters and 
learning2. We used a corpus of 95 dialogues from 
20 users (2334 user turns). For brevity, we report 
in Table 1 only the bigram, the best Pearson’s 
Correlation Coefficient (R) associated with pa-
rameters derived from that bigram and the statis-
tical significance of this coefficient (p).  

R p
PopUp-Correct 0.45 0.05
PopUp-Incorrect -0.46 0.05

Bigram

 
Table 1. Several discourse structure-based parameters 

significantly correlated with learning  
(for complete results see (Rotaru and Litman, 2006)) 

The two bigrams shed light into user’s learn-
ing patterns. In both cases, the student has just 
finished a remediation subdialogue and the sys-
tem is popping up by reasking the original ques-
tion again (a PopUp transition). We find that cor-
rect answers after a PopUp are positively corre-
lated with learning. In contrast, incorrect answers 
after a PopUp are negatively correlated with 
learning. We hypothesize that these correlations 
indicate whether the user took advantage of the 
additional learning opportunities offered by the 
remediation subdialogue. By answering correctly 
the original system question (PopUp–Correct), 
the user demonstrates that he/she has absorbed 
the information from the remediation dialogue. 
This bigram is an indication of a successful 
learning event. In contrast, answering the origi-
                                                 
2 As it is commonly done in the tutoring research (e.g. (Lit-
man et al., 2006)), we use partial Pearson’s correlations 
between our parameters and the posttest score that account 
for the pretest score. 

nal system question incorrectly (PopUp–
Incorrect) is an indication of a missed learning 
opportunity; the more such events happen the 
less the user learns. 

In  (Rotaru and Litman, 2006) we also demon-
strate that discourse structure is an important 
source for producing predictive parameters. In-
deed, we found that simple correctness parame-
ters (e.g. number of incorrect answers) are sur-
prisingly not predictive in our domain. In con-
trast, parameters that look at correctness at spe-
cific places in the discourse structure hierarchy 
are predictive (e.g. PopUp–Incorrect). 

4 Informativeness 

We investigate the informativeness of the 
PopUp–Incorrect bigram as in (Rotaru, 2008) we 
also show that its predictiveness generalizes to 
two other corpora. We need 3 things for this: an 
interpretation of the predictiveness (i.e. an inter-
pretation of the correlation), a new system strat-
egy derived from this interpretation and a valida-
tion of the strategy. 

As mentioned in Section 3, our interpretation 
of the correlation between PopUp–Incorrect 
events and learning is that these events signal 
failed learning opportunities. The remediation 
subdialogue is the failed learning opportunity: 
the system had a chance to correct user’s lack of 
knowledge and failed to achieve that. The more 
such events we see, the lesser the system per-
formance. 

How can we change the system in light of this 
interpretation? We propose to give additional 
explanations after a PopUp–Incorrect event as 
the new strategy. To arrive at this strategy, we 
hypothesized why the failed opportunity has oc-
curred. The simplest answer is that the user has 
failed to absorb the information from the reme-
diation dialogue. It is possible that the user did 
not understand the remediation dialogue and/or 
failed to make the connection between the reme-
diation dialogue and the original question. The 
current ITSPOKE strategy after a PopUp–
Incorrect is to give away the correct answer and 
move on. The negative correlations indicate that 
this strategy is not working. Thus, maybe it 
would be better if the system will engage in addi-
tional explanations to correct the user. If we can 
make the user understand, then we transform the 
failed learning opportunity into a successful 
learning opportunity. This will be equivalent to a 
PopUp–Correct event which we have seen is 
positively correlated with learning (Section 3). 
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While other interpretation and hypotheses 
might also be true, our results (Section 5) show 
that the new strategy is successful. This validates 
the interpretation, the strategy and consequently 
the informativeness of the parameter. 

 

4.1 Modification 

To modify the system, we had to implement the 
new PopUp–Incorrect strategy: provide addi-
tional explanations rather than simply giving 
away the correct answer and moving on. But how 
to deliver the additional explanations? One way 
is to engage in an additional subdialogue. How-
ever, this was complicated by the fact that we did 
not know exactly what information to convey 
and/or what questions to ask. It was crucial that 
the information and/or the questions were on tar-
get due to the extra burden of the new subdia-
logue. 

Instead, we opted for a different implementa-
tion of the strategy: interrupt the conversation at 
PopUp–Incorrect events and offer the additional 
explanations in form of a webpage that the user 
will read (recall that ITSPOKE uses in addition a 
graphical web interface – Section 2). Each poten-
tial PopUp–Incorrect event had an associated 
webpage that is displayed whenever the event 
occurs. Because the information was presented 
visually, users can choose which part to read, 
which meant that we did not have to be on target 
with our explanations. To return to the spoken 
dialogue, users pressed a button when done read-
ing the webpage. 

All webpages included several pieces of in-
formation we judged to be helpful. We included 
the tutor question, the correct answer and a text 
summary of the instruction so far and of the 
remediation subdialogue. We also presented a 
graphical representation of the discourse struc-
ture, called the Navigation Map. Our previous 
work (Rotaru and Litman, 2007) shows that users 
prefer this feature over not having it on many 
subjective dimensions related to understanding. 
Additional information not discussed by the sys-
tem was also included if applicable: intuitions 
and examples from real life, the purpose of the 
question with respect to the current problem and 
previous problems and/or possible pitfalls. See 
Appendix 2 for a sample webpage. 

The information we included in the PopUp–
Incorrect webpages has a “reflective” nature. For 
example, we summarize and discuss the relevant 
instruction. We also comment on the connection 
between the current problem and previous prob-

lems. The value of “reflective” information has 
been established previously e.g. (Katz et al., 
2003). 

All webpages and their content were created 
by one of the authors. All potential places for 
PopUp–Incorrect events (i.e. system questions) 
were identified and a webpage was authored for 
each question. There were 24 such places out of 
a total of 96 questions the system may ask during 
the dialogue. 

5 Results 

There are several ways to demonstrate the suc-
cess of the new strategy. First, we can investigate 
if the correlation between PopUp–Incorrect and 
learning is broken by the new strategy. Our re-
sults (5.2) show that this is true. Second, we can 
show that the new system outperforms the old 
system. However, this might not be the best way 
as the new PopUp–Incorrect strategy directly 
affects only people with PopUp–Incorrect events. 
In addition, its effect might depend on how many 
times it was activated. Indeed, we find no sig-
nificant effect of the new strategy in terms of 
performance at the population level. However, 
we find that the new strategy does produce a per-
formance improvement for users that “needed” it 
the most: users with more PopUp–Incorrect 
events (5.3). 

We begin by describing the user study and 
then we proceed with our quantitative evalua-
tions. 

5.1 User study 

To test the effect of the new PopUp–Incorrect 
strategy, we designed and performed a between-
subjects study with 2 conditions. In the control 
condition (R) we used the regular version of 
ITSPOKE with the old PopUp–Incorrect strategy 
(i.e. give the current answer and move on). In the 
experimental condition (PI), we had the regular 
version of ITSPOKE with the new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy (i.e. give additional informa-
tion). 

The resulting corpus has 22 R users and 25 PI 
users and it is balanced for gender. There are 235 
dialogues and 3909 user turns. The experiment 
took 2½ hours per user on average. 

5.2 Breaking the correlation 

The predictiveness of the PopUp–Incorrect bi-
gram (i.e. its negative correlation with learning) 
means that PopUp–Incorrect events signal lower 
performance. One way to validate the effective-
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ness of the new PopUp–Incorrect strategy is to 
show that it breaks down this correlation. In 
other words, PopUp–Incorrect events no longer 
signal lower performance. Simple correlation 
does not guarantee that this is true because corre-
lation does not necessarily imply causality. 

In our experiment, this translates to showing 
that that PopUp–Incorrect bigram parameters are 
still correlated with learning for R students but 
the correlations are weaker for PI students. 
Table 2 shows these correlations. As in Table 1, 
we show only the bigrams for brevity. 

R p R p
PopUp-Correct 0.60 0.01 0.18 0.40
PopUp-Incorrect -0.65 0.01 -0.18 0.40

Bigram
R  users PI users

 
Table 2. Correlation with learning in each condition 

We find that the connection between user be-
havior after a PopUp transition and learning con-
tinues to be strong for R users. PopUp–Incorrect 
events continue to signal lower performance (i.e. 
a strong significant negative correlation of           
-0.65). PopUp–Correct events signal increased 
performance (i.e. a strong significant positive 
correlation of +0.60). The fact that these correla-
tions generalize across experiments/corpora fur-
ther strengthens the predictiveness of the 
PopUp–Incorrect parameters. 
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Figure 1. Correlations between a PopUp-Incorrect 

parameter and NLG 

In contrast, for PI users these correlations are 
much weaker with non-significant correlation 
coefficients of -0.18 and 0.18 respectively. In 
other words the new PopUp–Incorrect strategy 
breaks down the observed correlation: PopUp–
Incorrect events are no longer a good indicator of 
lower performance. 

It is interesting to visualize these correlations 
graphically. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of the 
PopUp–Incorrect relative percentage parameter 
and NLG for each PI and R user. The regression 
lines for the correlation between PopUp–
Incorrect and NLG for PI and R are shown. The 
graph shows that users with less PopUp–
Incorrect events (e.g. less than 30% relative) tend 
to have a higher NLG (0.5 or higher) regardless 
of the condition. However, for users with more 
PopUp–Incorrect events, the behavior depends 
on the condition: R users (crosses) tend to have 
lower NLG (0.5 or lower) while PI users (cir-
cles) tend to cover the whole NLG spectrum (0.2 
to 0.73). Our next analysis will provide objective 
support for this observation. 

5.3 Performance improvements 

The simplest way to investigate the effect of the 
new PopUp–Incorrect strategy is to compare the 
two systems in terms of performance (i.e. learn-
ing). Table 3 shows in the second column the 
learning (NLG) in each condition. We find that 
the new strategy provides a small 0.02 perform-
ance improvement (0.48 vs. 0.46), but this effect 
is far from being significant. A one-way 
ANOVA test finds no significant effect of the 
condition on the NLG (F(1,45)=0.12, p<0.73). 

All Low High
PI 0.48 (0.19) 0.49 (0.21) 0.48 (0.17)
R 0.46 (0.19) 0.56 (0.13) 0.30 (0.18)

PI Split

 
Table 3. System performance (NLG) in each condi-

tion  
(averages and standard deviation in parentheses) 

There are several factors that contribute to this 
lack of significance. First, the new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy is only activated by users that 
have PopUp–Incorrect events. Including users 
without such events in our comparison could 
weaken the effect of the new strategy. Second, 
the impact of the new strategy might depend on 
how many times it was activated. This relates 
back to our hypothesis that that a PopUp–
Incorrect is an instance of a failed learning op-
portunity. If this is true and our new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy is effective, then we should see 
a stronger impact on PI users with a higher 
number of PopUp–Incorrect events compared 
with the similar R users. 

To test if the impact of the strategy depends on 
how many times it was engaged, we split users 
based on their PopUp–Incorrect (PISplit) behav-
ior into two subsets: Low and High. We used the 
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mean split based on the PopUp–Incorrect relative 
percentage parameter (see the X axis in Figure 
1): users with a parameter value less than 30% go 
into the Low subset (15 PI and 14 R users) while 
the rest go into the High subset (10 PI and 8 R 
users). 

Results are shown in the third and the fourth 
columns in Table 3. To test the significance of 
the effect, we run a two-way factorial ANOVA 
with NLG as the dependent variable and two fac-
tors: PISplit (Low vs. High) and Condition (PI 
vs. R). We find a significant effect of the combi-
nation PISplit × Condition (F(1,43)=5.13, 
p<0.03). This effect and the results of the post-
hoc tests are visualized in Figure 2. We find that 
PI users have a similar NLG regardless of their 
PopUp–Incorrect behavior while for R, High PI-
Split users learn less than Low PISplit users. 
Posthoc tests indicate that High PISplit R users 
learn significantly less than Low PISplit R users 
(p<0.01) and both categories of PI users 
(p<0.05). In other words, there is an inherent and 
significant performance gap between R users in 
the two subsets. The effect of the new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy is to bridge this gap and bring 
High PISplit users to the performance level of 
the Low PISplit users. This confirms that the new 
PopUp–Incorrect strategy is effective where it is 
most needed (i.e. High PISplit users). 

pi r
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0.5

0.6
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 L
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Figure 2. PISplit × Condition effect on NLG 

(bars represent 95% confidence intervals) 

It is interesting to note that Low PISplit R us-
ers learn better than both categories of PI users 
although the differences are not significant. We 
hypothesize this happens because not all learning 
issues are signaled by PopUp–Incorrect events: a 
user might still have low learning even if he/she 

does not exhibit any PopUp–Incorrect events. 
Indeed, there are two PI users with a single 
PopUp–Incorrect event but with very low learn-
ing (NLG of 0.00 and 0.14 respectively). It is 
very likely that other things went wrong for these 
users rather than the activation of the new 
PopUp–Incorrect strategy (e.g. they might have 
other misconceptions that are not addressed by 
the remediation subdialogues). In fact, removing 
these two users results in identical NLG averages 
for the two low PISplit subsets. 

5.4 Dialogue duration 

We also wanted to know if the new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy has an effect on measures of 
dialogue duration. The strategy delivers addi-
tional explanations which can result in an in-
crease in the time users spend with the system 
(due to reading of the new instruction). Also, 
when designing tutoring systems researchers 
strive for learning efficiency: deliver increased 
learning as fast as possible.  

Total time
(min)

No. of sys. 
turns

PI 44.2 (6.2) 86.4 (6.8)
R 45.5 (5.7) 90.9 (9.3)  
Table 4. Dialogue duration metrics  

(averages and standard deviation in parentheses) 

We look at two shallow dialogue metrics: dia-
logue time and number of turns. Table 4 shows 
that, in fact, the dialogue duration is shorter for 
PI users on both metrics. A one way ANOVA 
finds a non-significant effect on dialogue time 
(F(1,45)=0.57, p<0.45) but a trend effect for 
number of system turns (F(1,45)=3.72, p<0.06). 
We hypothesize that 2 factors are at play here. 
First, the additional information activated by the 
new PopUp–Incorrect strategy might have a 
positive effect on users’ correctness for future 
system questions especially on questions that 
discuss similar topics. As a result, the system has 
to correct the user less and, consequently, finish 
faster. Second, the average total time PI users 
spend reading the additional information is very 
small (about 2 minutes) compared to the average 
dialogue time. 

6 Related work 

Designing robust, efficient and usable spoken 
dialogue systems (SDS) is a complex process 
that is still not well understood by the SDS re-
search community (Möller and Ward, 2008). 
Typically, a number of evaluation/performance 
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metrics are used to compare multiple (versions 
of) SDS. But what do these metrics and the re-
sulting comparisons tell us about designing SDS? 
There are several approaches to answering this 
question, each requiring a different level of su-
pervision.  

One approach that requires little human super-
vision is to use reinforcement learning. In this 
approach, the dialogue is modeled as a (partially 
observable) Markov Decision Process (Levin et 
al., 2000; Young et al., 2007). A reward is given 
at the end of the dialogue (i.e. the evaluation 
metric) and the reinforcement learning process 
propagates back the reward to learn what the best 
strategy to employ at each step is. Other semi-
automatic approaches include machine learning 
and decision theoretic approaches (Levin and 
Pieraccini, 2006; Paek and Horvitz, 2004). How-
ever, these semi-automatic approaches are feasi-
ble only in small and limited domains though 
recent work has shown how more complex do-
mains can be modeled (Young et al., 2007). 

An approach that works on more complex 
domains but requires more human effort is 
through performance analysis: finding and tack-
ling factors that affect the performance (e.g. 
PARADISE (Walker et al., 2000)). Central to 
this approach is the quality of the interaction pa-
rameters in terms of predicting the performance 
metric (predictiveness) and informing useful 
modifications of the system (informativeness). 
An extensive set of parameters can be found in 
(Möller, 2005). 

Our use of discourse structure for performance 
analysis extends over previous work in two im-
portant aspects. First, we exploit in more detail 
the hierarchical information in the discourse 
structure through the domain-independent con-
cept of discourse structure transitions. Most pre-
vious work does not use this information (e.g. 
(Möller, 2005)) or, if used, it is flattened (Walker 
et al., 2001). Also, to our knowledge, previous 
work has not employed parameters similar to our 
transition–phenomena (transition–correctness in 
this paper) and transition–transition bigram pa-
rameters. In addition, several of these parameters 
are predictive (Rotaru and Litman, 2006). 

Second, in our work we also look at the in-
formativeness while most of the previous work 
stops at the predictiveness step. A notable excep-
tion is the work by (Litman and Pan, 2002). The 
factor they look at is user’s having multiple 
speech recognition problems in the dialogue. 
This factor is well known in the SDS field and it 
has been shown to be predictive of system per-

formance by previous work (e.g. (Walker et al., 
2000)). To test the informativeness of this factor, 
Litman and Pan propose a modification of the 
system in which the initiative and confirmation 
strategies are changed to more conservative set-
tings whenever the event is detected. Their re-
sults show that the modified version leads to im-
provements in terms of system performance (task 
completion). We extend over their work by look-
ing at a factor (PopUp–Incorrect) that was not 
known to be predictive of performance before-
hand. We discover this factor through our em-
pirical analyses of existing dialogues and we 
show that by addressing it (the new PopUp–
Incorrect strategy) we also obtain performance 
improvements (at least for certain users). In addi-
tion, we are looking at a performance metric for 
which significant improvements are harder to 
obtain with small system changes (e.g. (Graesser 
et al., 2003)). 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we finalize our investigation into 
the utility of discourse structure for SDS per-
formance analysis (at least for our system). We 
use the discourse structure transition information 
in combination with other dialogue phenomena 
to derive a number of interaction parameters (i.e. 
transition–phenomena and transition–transition). 
Our previous work (Rotaru and Litman, 2006) 
has shown that these parameters are predictive of 
system performance. Here we take a step further 
and show that one of these parameters (the 
PopUp–Incorrect bigram) is also informative. 
From the interpretation of its predictiveness, we 
inform a promising modification of our system: 
offer additional explanations after PopUp–
Incorrect events. We implement this modifica-
tion and we compare it with the original system 
through a user study. We find that the modifica-
tion breaks down the negative correlation be-
tween PopUp–Incorrect and system performance. 
In addition, users that need the modification the 
most (i.e. users with more PopUp–Incorrect 
events) show significant improvement in per-
formance in the modified system over corre-
sponding users in the original system. However, 
this improvement is not strong enough to gener-
ate significant differences at the population level. 
Even though the additional explanations add ex-
tra time to the dialogue, overall we actually see a 
small reduction in dialogue duration. 

Our work has two main contributions. First, 
we demonstrate the utility of discourse structure 
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for performance analysis. In fact, our other work 
(Rotaru and Litman, 2007) shows that discourse 
structure is also useful for other SDS tasks. Sec-
ond, to our knowledge, we are the first to show a 
complete application of the performance analysis 
methodology. We discover a new set of predic-
tive interaction parameters in our system and we 
show how our system can be improved in light of 
these findings. Consequently, we validate per-
formance analysis as an iterative, “debugging” 
approach to dialogue design. By analyzing cor-
pora collected with an initial version of the sys-
tem, we can identify semi-automatically prob-
lems in the dialogue design. These problems in-
form a new version of the system which will be 
tested for performance improvements. In terms 
of design methodology for tutoring SDS, our re-
sults suggest the following design principle: “do 
not give up but try other approaches”. In our 
case, we do not give up after a PopUp-Incorrect 
but give additional explanations. 

In the future, we would like to extend our 
work to other systems and domains. This should 
be relatively straightforward as the main ingredi-
ents, the discourse transitions, are domain inde-
pendent. 
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DS 1 
TUTOR1: Consider Newton's laws applied to two 

objects that move together.  What three 
quantities does Newton's Second Law 
describe the relationship between? 

 Student answer1: correct (e.g. force, mass, accel.) 
TUTOR2: If two bodies are connected so that they move 

together and you know the acceleration of the 
first body, what is the acceleration of the 
second body? 

 Student answer2: incorrect (e.g. zero) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TUTOR5: If a force acts on one body such 

that it moves, what happens to the second 
body? 

 Student answer5: incorrect but rejected (e.g. stays) 
TUTOR6: Could you please repeat that? 
… 

DS 2 
TUTOR3: If the two bodies always move 

together and one body speeds up, 
what happens to the other? 

 Student answer3: incorrect (e.g. lags behind) 
TUTOR4: The second body will speed up too. If 

the first body accelerates at a 
particular rate, will the second body 
accelerate at an equal or different 
rate? 

 Student answer4: correct (e.g. equal) 

ESSAY SUBMISSION & ANALYSIS 

 
Appendix 1. Automatic annotation of discourse structure hierarchy and of discourse structure transitions 

 
Discourse structure hierarchy annotation: DS1 is the top level discourse segment. Its purpose is 
to correct misconceptions in user’s essay and/or to elicit more complete explanations for the 
essay. DS2 is an embedded discourse segment which corresponds to the remediation subdia-
logue for question Tutor2. 
 
Discourse structure transition annotation: Each transition labels the system turn at the tip of the 
arrow (e.g. Tutor2 is labeled with Advance). Please note that Tutor2 will not be labeled with 
PopUp because, in such cases, an extra system turn will be created between Tutor4 and Tutor5 
with the same content as Tutor2. This extra turn also includes variations of “Ok, back to the 
original question” to mark the discourse segment boundary transition. 
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Appendix 2. Sample additional instructions webpage 

 
Problem discussed by ITSPOKE: Suppose a man is running in a straight line at constant speed. 
He throws a pumpkin straight up. Where will it land? Explain. 
 
Location in the dialogue: For this problem, ITSPOKE discusses what happens during three 
time frames: before pumpkin toss, during pumpkin toss and after pumpkin toss. ITSPOKE is 
currently discussing the forces and the net force on the pumpkin during the toss.  
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Abstract

Motivated by the psycholinguistic finding
that human eye gaze is tightly linked to
speech production, previous work has ap-
plied naturally occurring eye gaze for au-
tomatic vocabulary acquisition. However,
unlike in the typical settings for psycholin-
guistic studies, eye gaze can serve differ-
ent functions in human-machine conver-
sation. Some gaze streams do not link
to the content of the spoken utterances
and thus can be potentially detrimental to
word acquisition. To address this prob-
lem, this paper investigates the incorpo-
ration of interactivity in identifying the
close coupling of speech and gaze streams
for word acquisition. Our empirical re-
sults indicate that automatic identification
of closely coupled gaze-speech streams
leads to significantly better word acquisi-
tion performance.

1 Introduction

Spoken conversational interfaces have become in-
creasingly important in many applications such
as remote interaction with robots (Lemon et al.,
2002), intelligent space station control (Aist et
al., 2003), and automated training and educa-
tion (Razzaq and Heffernan, 2004). As in any con-
versational system, one major bottleneck in con-
versational interfaces is robust language interpre-
tation. To address this problem, previous multi-
modal conversational systems have utilized pen-
based or deictic gestures (Bangalore and John-
ston, 2004; Qu and Chai, 2006) to improve in-
terpretation. Besides gestures, eye movements
that naturally occur during interaction provide an-
other important channel for language understand-
ing, for example, reference resolution (Byron et
al., 2005; Prasov and Chai, 2008). Recent work

has also shown that what users look at on the inter-
face (e.g., natural scenes or generated graphic dis-
plays) during speech production provides unique
opportunities for word acquisition, namely auto-
matically acquiring semantic meanings of spoken
words by grounding them to visual entities (Liu
et al., 2007) or domain concepts (Qu and Chai,
2008).

Psycholinguistic studies have shown that eye
gaze indicates a person’s attention (Just and Car-
penter, 1976), and eye movement can facilitate
spoken language comprehension (Tanenhaus et
al., 1995; Eberhard et al., 1995). It has been
found that users’ eyes move to the mentioned ob-
ject directly before speaking a word (Meyer et
al., 1998; Rayner, 1998; Griffin and Bock, 2000).
This parallel behavior of eye gaze and speech pro-
duction motivates our previous work on word ac-
quisition (Liu et al., 2007; Qu and Chai, 2008).
However, in interactive conversation, human gaze
behavior is much more complex than in the typ-
ical controlled settings used in psycholinguistic
studies. There are different types of eye move-
ments (Kahneman, 1973). The naturally occur-
ring eye gaze during speech production may serve
different functions, for example, to engage in the
conversation or to manage turn taking (Nakano et
al., 2003). Furthermore, while interacting with a
graphic display, a user could be talking about ob-
jects that were previously seen on the display or
something completely unrelated to any object the
user is looking at. Therefore using every speech-
gaze pair for word acquisition can be detrimental.
The type of gaze that is mostly useful for word
acquisition is the kind that reflects the underlying
attention and tightly links to the content of the co-
occurring speech. Thus, one important question
is how to identify the closely coupled speech and
gaze streams to improve word acquisition.

To address this question, we develop an ap-
proach that incorporates interactivity (e.g., speech,
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user activity, conversation context) with eye gaze
to identify closely coupled speech and gaze
streams. We further use the identified speech
and gaze streams to acquire words with a trans-
lation model. Our empirical evaluation demon-
strates that automatic identification of closely cou-
pled gaze-speech streams can lead to significantly
better word acquisition performance.

2 Related Work

Previous work has explored word acquisition by
grounding words to visual entities. In (Roy and
Pentland, 2002), given speech paired with video
images of objects, mutual information between
auditory and visual signals was used to acquire
words by associating acoustic phone sequences
with the visual prototypes (e.g., color, size, shape)
of objects. Given parallel pictures and descrip-
tion texts, generative models were used to acquire
words by associating words with image regions in
(Barnard et al., 2003). Different from this previous
work, in our work, the visual attention foci accom-
panying speech are indicated by eye gaze. As an
implicit and subconscious input, eye gaze brings
additional challenges in word acquisition.

Eye gaze has been explored for word acqui-
sition in previous work. In (Yu and Ballard,
2004), given speech paired with eye gaze and
video images, a translation model was used to
acquire words by associating acoustic phone se-
quences with visual representations of objects and
actions. Word acquisition from transcribed speech
and eye gaze during human-machine conversa-
tion has been investigated recently. In (Liu et
al., 2007), a translation model was developed to
associate words with visual objects on a graphi-
cal display. In our previous work (Qu and Chai,
2008), enhanced translation models incorporat-
ing speech-gaze temporal information and domain
knowledge were developed to improve word ac-
quisition. However, none of these previous works
has investigated the role of interactivity in word
acquisition, which is the focus of this paper.

3 Data Collection

We collected speech and eye gaze data through
user studies. This data set is different from the data
set used in our previous work (Qu and Chai, 2008).
The difference lies in two aspects: 1) the data for
this investigation was collected during mixed ini-
tiative human-machine conversation whereas the

data in (Qu and Chai, 2008) was based only on
question and answering; 2) user studies were con-
ducted in a more complex domain for this investi-
gation, which resulted in a richer data set that con-
tains a larger vocabulary.

3.1 Domain

Figure 1: Treasure hunting domain

Figure 1 shows the 3D treasure hunting domain
used in our work. In this application, the user
needs to consult with a remote “expert” (i.e., an ar-
tificial system) to find hidden treasures in a castle
with 115 3D objects. The expert has some knowl-
edge about the treasures but can not see the cas-
tle. The user has to talk to the expert for advice
regarding finding the treasures. The application is
developed based on a game engine and provides an
immersive environment for the user to navigate in
the 3D space. During the experiment, each user’s
speech was recorded, and the user’s eye gaze was
captured by a Tobii eye tracker.

3.2 Data Preprocessing
From 20 users’ experiments, we collected 3709 ut-
terances with accompanying gaze fixations. We
transcribed the collected speech. The vocabulary
size of the speech transcript is 1082, among which
227 are either nouns or adjectives. The user’s
speech was also automatically recognized online
by the Microsoft speech recognizer with a word
error rate (WER) of 48.1% for the 1-best recog-
nition. The vocabulary size of the 1-best speech
recognition is 3041, among which 1643 are either
nouns or adjectives.

The collected speech and gaze streams were au-
tomatically paired together by the system. Each
time the system detected a sentence boundary (in-
dicated by a long pause of 500 milliseconds) of the
user’s speech, it paired the recognized speech with
the gaze fixations that the system had been ac-
cumulating since the previously detected sentence
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[table_vase]

speech stream

gaze stream

[fixated entity]

ts te

gaze fixation

[vase_purple] [vase_greek3][vase_greek3] [vase_greek3][vase_greek3]

There’s orangevase in anpurplea face

Figure 2: Accompanying gaze fixations and the 1-best recognition of a user’s utterance “There’s a purple
vase and an orange vase.” (There are two incorrectly recognized words “in” and “face” in the 1-best
recognition)

boundary. Figure 2 shows a pair of user speech
and accompanying stream of gaze fixations. In
the speech stream, each spoken word was times-
tamped by the speech recognizer. In the gaze
stream, each gaze fixation has a starting timestamp
ts and an ending timestamp te provided by the eye
tracker. Each gaze fixation results in a fixated en-
tity (3D object). When multiple entities are fixated
by one gaze fixation due to the overlapping of en-
tities, the one in the forefront is chosen.

Given the paired speech and gaze streams, we
build a set of parallel word sequence and gaze fix-
ated entity sequence {(w, e)} for the task of word
acquisition. In section 6, we will evaluate word
acquisition in two settings: 1) word sequence w
contains all of the nouns/adjectives in the speech
transcript, and 2) w contains all of the recognized
nouns/adjectives in the 1-best speech recognition.

4 Word Acquisition With Eye Gaze

The task of word acquisition in our application is
to ground words to the visual entities. Specifi-
cally, given the parallel word and entity sequences
{(w, e)}, we want to find the best match between
the words and the entities. Following our previ-
ous work (Qu and Chai, 2008), we formulate word
acquisition as a translation problem and use trans-
lation models for word acquisition. For each en-
tity e, we first estimate the word-entity association
probability p(w|e) with a translation model, then
choose the words with the highest probabilities as
acquired words for e.

Inspired by the psycholinguistic findings that
users’ eyes move to the mentioned object before
speaking a word (Meyer et al., 1998; Rayner,
1998; Griffin and Bock, 2000), in our previous
work (Qu and Chai, 2008), we have incorpo-
rated the gaze-speech temporal information in the
translation model as follows (referred as Model-2t

through the rest of this paper):

p(w|e) =
m∏
j=1

l∑
i=0

pt(aj = i|j, e,w)p(wj |ei)

where l and m are the lengths of entity and word
sequences respectively. In this equation, pt(aj =
i|j, e,w) is the temporal alignment probability
representing the probability thatwj is aligned with
ei, which is further defined by:

pt(aj = i|j, e,w) ={
0 d(ei, wj) > 0

exp[α·d(ei,wj)]∑
i exp[α·d(ei,wj)]

d(ei, wj) ≤ 0

where α is a scaling factor, and d(ei, wj) is the
temporal distance between ei and wj . Based on
the psycholinguistic finding that eye gaze happens
before a spoken word, wj is not allowed to be
aligned with ei when wj happens earlier than ei
(i.e., d(ei, wj) > 0). When wj happens no earlier
than ei (i.e., d(ei, wj) ≤ 0), the closer they are, the
more likely they are aligned. An EM algorithm is
used to estimate p(w|e) and α in the model.

Our evaluation in (Qu and Chai, 2008) has
shown that Model-2t that incorporates temporal
alignment between speech and eye gaze achieves
significantly better word acquisition performance
compared to the model where no temporal align-
ment is introduced. Therefore, this model is used
for the investigation in this paper.

5 Identification of Closely Coupled
Gaze-Speech Pairs

Successful word acquisition with the translation
models relies on the tight coupling between the
gaze fixations and the speech content. As men-
tioned earlier, not all gaze-speech pairs have this
tight coupling. In a gaze-speech pair, if the speech
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does not have any word that relates to any of the
gaze fixated entities, this instance only adds noise
to word acquisition. Therefore, we should identify
the closely coupled gaze-speech pairs and only use
them for word acquisition.

In this section, we first describe the feature ex-
traction, then evaluate the application of a logis-
tic regression classifier to predict whether a gaze-
speech pair is a closely coupled gaze-speech in-
stance – an instance where at least one noun or
adjective in the speech stream describes some en-
tity fixated by the gaze stream. For the training of
the classifier, we manually labeled each instance
as either a coupled instance or not based on the
speech transcript and the gaze fixations.

5.1 Feature Extraction
For a gaze-speech instance, the following sets of
features are automatically extracted.

5.1.1 Speech Features (S)
The following features are extracted from

speech:

• cw – count of nouns and adjectives.
More nouns and adjectives are expected in
the user’s utterance describing entities.

• cw/ls – normalized noun/adjective count.
The effect of speech length ls on cw is con-
sidered.

5.1.2 Gaze Features (G)
For each fixated entity ei, let lie be its temporal

fixation length. Note that several gaze fixations
may have the same fixated entity, lie is the total
length of all the gaze fixations that fixate on entity
ei. We extract the following features from gaze
stream:

• ce – count of different gaze fixated entities.
Fewer fixated entities are expected when the
user is describing entities while looking at
them.

• ce/ls – normalized entity count.
The effect of temporal spoken utterance
length ls on ce is considered.

• maxi(lie) – maximal fixation length.
At least one fixated entity’s fixation is ex-
pected to be long enough when the user is
describing entities while looking at them.

• mean(lie) – average fixation length.
The average gaze fixation length is expected

to be longer when the user is describing enti-
ties while looking at them.

• var(lie) – variance of fixation lengths.
The variance of the fixation lengths is ex-
pected to be smaller when the user is describ-
ing entities while looking at them.

The number of gaze fixated entities is not only
determined by the user’s eye gaze, but also af-
fected by the visual scene. Let cse be the count
of all the entities that have been visible during the
time period concurrent with the gaze stream. We
also extract the following scene related feature:

• ce/cse – scene-normalized fixated entity
count.
The effect of the visual scene on ce is consid-
ered.

5.1.3 User Activity Features (UA)
While interacting with the system, the user’s ac-

tivity can also be helpful in determining whether
the user’s eye gaze is tightly linked to the content
of the speech. The following features are extracted
from the user’s activities:

• maximal distance of the user’s movements –
the maximal change of user position (3D co-
ordinates) during speech.
The user is expected to move within a smaller
range while looking at entities and describing
them.

• variance of the user’s positions
The user is expected to move less frequently
while looking at entities and describing them.

5.1.4 Conversation Context Features (CC)
While talking to the system (i.e., the “expert”),

the user’s language and gaze behavior are influ-
enced by the state of the conversation. For each
gaze-speech instance, we use the previous sys-
tem response type as a nominal feature to predict
whether this is a closely coupled gaze-speech in-
stance.

In our treasure hunting domain, there are 8 types
of system responses in 2 categories:

System Initiative Responses:
• specific-see – the system asks whether the

user sees a certain entity, e.g., “Do you see
another couch?”.

• nonspecific-see – the system asks whether the
user sees anything, e.g., “Do you see any-
thing else?”, “Tell me what you see”.
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• previous-see – the system asks whether the
user has previously seen something, e.g.,
“Have you previously seen a similar object?”.

• describe – the system asks the user to de-
scribe in detail what the user sees, e.g., “De-
scribe it”, “Tell me more about it”.

• compare – the system asks the user to com-
pare what the user sees, e.g., “Compare these
objects”.

• repair-request – the system asks the user to
make clarification, e.g., “I did not understand
that”, “Please repeat that”.

• action-request – the system asks the user to
take action, e.g., “Go back”, “Try moving it”.

User Initiative Responses:

• misc – the system hands the initiative back
to the user without specifying further require-
ments, e.g., “I don’t know”, “Yes”.

5.2 Evaluation of Gaze-Speech Identification

Given the extracted features and the “closely cou-
pled” label of each instance in the training set, we
train a logistic regression classifier (le Cessie and
van Houwelingen, 1992) to predict whether an in-
stance is a closely coupled gaze-speech instance.

Since the goal of identifying closely coupled
gaze-speech instances is to improve word acqui-
sition and we are only interested in acquiring
nouns and adjectives, only the instances with rec-
ognized nouns/adjectives are used for training the
logistic regression classifier. Among the 2969 in-
stances with recognized nouns/adjectives and gaze
fixations, 2002 (67.4%) instances are labeled as
“closely coupled”. The prediction is evaluated by
a 10-fold cross validation.

Feature sets Precision Recall
Null (baseline) 0.674 1

S 0.686 0.995
G 0.707 0.958

UA 0.704 0.942
CC 0.688 0.936

G + UA 0.719 0.948
G + UA + S 0.741 0.908

G + UA + CC 0.731 0.918
G + UA + CC + S 0.748 0.899

Table 1: Gaze-speech prediction performance for
the instances with 1-best speech recognition

Table 1 shows the prediction precision and re-
call when different sets of features are used. As
seen in the table, as more features are used, the
prediction precision goes up and the recall goes
down. It is important to note that prediction pre-
cision is more critical than recall for word acqui-
sition when sufficient amount data is available.
Noisy instances where the gaze is not coupled with
the speech content will only hurt word acquisi-
tion since they will guide the translation models
to ground words to the wrong entities. Although
higher recall can be helpful, its effect is expected
to be reduced when more data becomes available.

The results show that speech features (S) and
conversation context features (CC), when used
alone, do not improve prediction precision much
compared to the baseline of predicting all in-
stances as closely coupled (with a precision of
67.4%). When used alone, gaze features (G) and
user activity features (UA) are the two most use-
ful feature sets for increasing prediction precision.
When they are used together, the prediction pre-
cision is further increased. Adding either speech
features or conversation context features to gaze
and user activity features (G + UA + S/CC) further
increases the prediction precision. Using all fea-
tures (G + UA + CC + S) achieves the highest pre-
diction precision, which is significantly better than
the baseline: z = 5.93, p < 0.001. Therefore, we
choose to use all feature sets to identify the closely
coupled gaze-speech instances for word acquisi-
tion.

To compare the effects of the automatic gaze-
speech identification on word acquisition from
various speech input (1-best speech recognition,
speech transcript), we also use the logistic re-
gression classifier with all feature sets to iden-
tify the closely coupled gaze-speech instances for
the instances with speech transcript. For the in-
stances with speech transcript, there are 2948 in-
stances with nouns/adjectives and gaze fixations,
2128 (72.2%) of them being labeled as “closely
coupled”. The prediction precision is 77.9% and
the recall is 93.8%. The prediction precision is
significantly better than the baseline of predicting
all instances as coupled: z = 4.92, p < 0.001.

6 Evaluation of Word Acquisition

Every conversational system has an initial vocabu-
lary where words are associated with domain con-
cepts of entities. In our evaluation, we assume that
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the system’s vocabulary has one default word for
each entity that indicates the semantic type of the
entity. For example, the word “barrel” is the de-
fault word for the entity barrel. For each entity,
we only evaluate those new words that are not in
the system’s vocabulary.

The acquired words are evaluated against the
“gold standard” words that were manually com-
piled for each entity and its properties based on
all users’ speech transcripts. For the 115 entities
in our domain, each entity has 1 to 20 “gold stan-
dard” words. The average number of “gold stan-
dard” words for an entity is 6.7.

6.1 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the n-best acquired words (words
grounded to domain concepts of entities) using
precision, recall, and F-measure. When a differ-
ent n is chosen, we will have different precision,
recall, and F-measure.

We also evaluate the whole ranked candidate
word list on Mean Reciprocal Rank Rate (MRRR)
as in (Qu and Chai, 2008):

MRRR =

∑
e

∑Ne
i=1 1/index(wi

e)∑Ne
i=1 1/i

#e

where Ne is the number of all “gold standard”
words {wie} for entity e, index(wie) is the index
of word wie in the ranked list of candidate words
for entity e.

MRRR measures how close the ranks of the
“gold standard” words in the candidate word lists
are to the best-case scenario where the top Ne

words are the “gold standard” words for e. The
higher the MRRR, the better is the acquisition per-
formance.

6.2 Evaluation Results
We evaluate the effect of the closely coupled gaze-
speech instances on word acquisition from the 1-
best speech recognition and speech transcript. The
predicted closely coupled gaze-speech instances
are generated by a 10-fold cross validation with
the logistic regression classifier.

Figure 3 shows the precision, recall, and F-
measure of the n-best words acquired from 1-best
speech recognition by Model-2t using all instances
(all), predicted coupled instances (predicted), and
true (manually labeled) coupled instances (true).
As shown in the figure, using predicted coupled
instances achieves consistently better performance
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Figure 3: Performance of word acquisition on 1-
best speech recognition

than using all instances. These results show that
the identification of coupled gaze-speech predic-
tion helps word acquisition. When the true cou-
pled instances are used, the performance is further
improved. This means that reliable identification
of coupled gaze-speech instances can lead to bet-
ter word acquisition.

Figure 4 shows the precision, recall, and F-
measure of the n-best words acquired from speech
transcript by Model-2t using all instances, pre-
dicted coupled instances, and true coupled in-
stances. Consistent with the performance based
on the 1-best speech recognition, we can observe
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Figure 4: Performance of word acquisition on
speech transcript

that automatic identification of coupled instances
results in better word acquisition performance and
using the true coupled instances results in even
better performance.

Table 2 presents the MRRRs achieved by
Model-2t when words are acquired from differ-
ent speech input (speech transcript, 1-best recog-
nition) with different set of instances (all in-
stances, predicted coupled instances, true coupled
instances). These results also show the consis-
tent behavior. Using predicted coupled instances
achieves significantly better MRRR than using all
instances no matter the words are acquired from 1-

best speech recognition (t = 2.59, p < 0.006) or
speech transcript(t = 3.15, p < 0.002). When the
true coupled instances are used, the performances
are further improved for both 1-best recognition
(t = 2.29, p < 0.013) and speech transcript
(t = 5.21, p < 0.001) compared to using pre-
dicted coupled instances.

Instances All Predicted True
Transcript 0.462 0.480 0.526
1-best reco 0.343 0.369 0.390

Table 2: MRRRs based on different data set

The quality of speech recognition is critical to
word acquisition performance. Comparing word
acquisition based on speech transcript and 1-best
speech recognition, as expected, word acquisition
performance on speech transcript is much better
than on recognized speech. However, the acqui-
sition performance based on speech transcript is
still comparably low. For example, the recall of
acquired words is still below 55% even when the
10 best word candidates are acquired for each en-
tity. This is mainly due to the scarcity of words.
Many words appear less than three times in the
data, which makes them unlikely to be associated
with any entity by the translation model. When
more data is available, we expect to see better ac-
quisition performance.

Note that our current evaluation is based on a
two-stage approach, i.e., first identifying closely-
coupled streams based on supervised classifica-
tion and then automatically establishing mappings
between words and entities in an unsupervised
manner. There could be other approaches to ad-
dress the word acquisition problem (e.g., super-
vised learning to directly identify whether a word
is mapped to an object). Our two-stage approach
has the advantage of requiring minimum super-
vision since the models learned from the first
stage is application-independent and is potentially
portable to different domains.

7 Conclusions

Unlike in the typical settings for psycholinguistic
studies, human eye gaze can serve different func-
tions during human machine conversation. Some
gaze and speech streams may not be tightly cou-
pled and thus can be detrimental to word acqui-
sition. Therefore, this paper describes an ap-
proach that incorporates features from the interac-
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tion context to identify closely coupled gaze and
speech streams. Our empirical results indicate
that the word acquisition based on these automati-
cally identified gaze-speech streams achieves sig-
nificantly better performance than the word acqui-
sition based on all gaze-speech streams. Our fu-
ture work will combine gaze-based word acquisi-
tion with multiple speech recognition hypotheses
(e.g., word lattices) to further improve word acqui-
sition and language interpretation performance.
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Abstract

Our hypothesis is that conversational im-
plicatures are a rich source of clarification
questions. In this paper we do two things.
First, we motivate the hypothesis in theo-
retical, practical and empirical terms. Sec-
ond, we present a framework for generat-
ing the clarification potential of an instruc-
tion by inferring its conversational impli-
catures with respect to a particular con-
text. General means-ends inference, be-
yond classical planning, turns out to be
crucial.

1 Introduction

Practical interest in clarification requests (CRs)
no longer needs to be awakened in dialogue
system designers (Gabsdil, 2003; Purver, 2004;
Rodrı́guez and Schlangen, 2004; Rieser and
Moore, 2005; Skantze, 2007). In sociolinguistics
and discourse analysis, repair has been an even
more favored theme for almost three decades now;
see (Schegloff, 1987) as a representative example.
However, the theoretical scope of the phenomena
and its implications for a theory of meaning are
still being delineated. Recently, it has been pro-
posed that clarification should be a basic compo-
nent in an adequate theory of meaning:

The basic criterion for adequacy of a theory of
meaning is the ability to characterize for any ut-
terance type the update that emerges in the after-
math of successful mutual understanding and the
full range of possible clarification requests other-
wise — this is the early 21st century analogue of
truth conditions. (Ginzburg, 2009, p.4)

In this view, repairs are not a necessary evil but
an intrinsic mechanism of language. In fact, inter-

preting an utterance centrally involves characteriz-
ing the space of possible requests of clarification
of the utterance, that is its clarification potential.
We believe that Ginzburg’s comment points in the
right direction; we discuss the motivations from
a theoretical perspective in Section 2.1. In Sec-
tion 2.2 we review a state-of-the-art definition of
the notion of clarification from the perspective of
dialogue system designers. This review makes ev-
ident the necessity of further refining the notion
of clarification if it is going to play such a cen-
tral role in a theory of meaning. In Section 2.3 we
present our findings in the corpus SCARE (Stoia et
al., 2008) which empirically motivates our work.

We believe that it is crucial to redefine the no-
tion of clarification in functional terms. Because
we know that the task is difficult, we restrict our-
selves to one utterance type, instructions, and to
a particular interaction level, the task-level. In the
rest of the paper (Sections 3 and 4), we present
a framework that generates the task-level clarifi-
cation potential of an instruction by inferring its
particularized conversational implicatures.

The following exchange illustrate the kinds of
interactions our framework models:

(1) A(1): Turn it on.
B(2): By pushing the red button?
(Rodrı́guez and Schlangen, 2004, p.102)

Roughly speaking, our framework takes as in-
put sentences like A(1) and explains how B(2)
can be generated. In particular, the framework in-
dicates what kinds of information resources and
what kind of inferences are involved in the process
of generating utterances like B(2). In other words,
the goal of the framework is to explain why A(1)
and B(2) constitute a coherent dialogue by saying
how B(2) is relevant to A(1).
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2 Background and motivation

In this section, we motivate our framework from
the theoretical perspective of pragmaticists inter-
ested in the relevance of clarifications for a theory
of meaning, from the practical perspective of di-
alogue system designers, and from the empirical
perspective of a human-human corpus that pro-
vides evidence for the necessity of such a frame-
work.

2.1 Theoretical: Relevance of clarifications

Modeling how listeners draw inferences from
what they hear, is a basic problem for theories
of understanding natural language. An important
part of the information conveyed is inferred in con-
text, given the nature of conversation as a goal-
oriented enterprise; as illustrated by the following
classical example by Grice:

(2) A: I am out of petrol.
B: There is a garage around the corner.
; B thinks that the garage is open.
(Grice, 1975, p.311)

B’s answer conversationally implicates (;) in-
formation that is relevant to A. In Grice’s terms, B
made a relevance implicature: he would be flout-
ing the conversational maxim of relevance unless
he believes that it’s possible that the garage is
open. A conversational implicature (CI) is dif-
ferent from an entailment in that it is cancelable
without contradiction. B can append material that
is inconsistent with the CI — “but I don’t know
whether it’s open”. Since the CI can be canceled,
B knows that it does not necessarily hold and then
both B or A are able to reinforce or clarify it with-
out repetition.

It is often controversial whether something is
actually a CI or not (people have different intu-
itions, which is not surprising given that people
have different background assumptions). In dia-
logue, CRs provide good evidence of the impli-
catures that have been made simply because they
make implicatures explicit. Take for instance the
clarification request which can naturally follow
Grice’s example.

(3) A: and you think it’s open?

B will have to answer and support the impli-
cature (for instance with “yes, it’s open till mid-
night”) if he wants to get it added to the common

ground; otherwise, if he didn’t mean it, he can well
reject it without contradiction with “well, you have
a point there, they might have closed”.

Our hypothesis is that CIs are a rich source of
clarification requests. And our method for gener-
ating the potential CRs of an utterance will be then
to infer (some of) the CIs of that utterance with re-
spect to a particular context.

2.2 Practical: Kinds of clarifications

Giving a precise definition of a clarification re-
quest is more difficult than might be thought at
first sight. Rodrı́guez and Schlangen (2004) rec-
ognize this problem by saying:

Where we cannot report reliability yet is for the
task of identifying CRs in the first place. This is
not a trivial problem, which we will address in fu-
ture work. As far as we can see, Purver, Ginzburg
and Healey have not tested for reliability for doing
this task either. (Rodrı́guez and Schlangen, 2004,
p.107)

One of the most developed classifications of
CRs is the one presented in (Purver, 2004). How-
ever, Purver’s classification relies mainly on the
surface form of the CRs. The attempts found in the
literature to give a classification of CRs accord-
ing to their functions (Rodrı́guez and Schlangen,
2004; Rieser and Moore, 2005) are based on the
four-level model of communication independently
developed by Clark (1996) and Allwood (1995).
The model is summarized in Figure 1 (from the
point of view of the hearer).

Level Clark Allwood
4 consideration reaction
3 understanding understanding
2 identification perception
1 attention contact

Figure 1: The four levels of communication

Most of the previous work on clarifications has
concentrated on levels 1 to 3 of communication.
For instance, Schlangen (2004) proposed a fined-
grained classification of CRs but only for level
3. Gabsdil (2003) proposes a test for identifying
CRs. The test says that CRs cannot be preceded
by explicit acknowledgements. But in the follow-
ing example, presented by Gabsdil himself, the CR
uttered by F can well start with an explicit “ok”.
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(4) G: I want you to go up the left hand side of it
towards the green bay and make it a slightly
diagonal line, towards, sloping to the right.
F: So you want me to go above the carpen-
ter? (Gabsdil, 2003, p.30)

The kind of CR showed in 4, also called clarifi-
cation of intentions or task level clarifications,
are in fact very frequent in dialogue; they have
been reported to be the second or third most com-
mon kind of CR (the most common being ref-
erence resolution). (Rodrı́guez and Schlangen,
2004) reports that 22% of the CRs found by them
in a German task-oriented spoken dialogue be-
longed to level 4, while (Rieser and Moore, 2005)
reports 8% (a high percentage considering that the
channel quality was poor and caused a 31% of
acoustic problems).

Fourth level CRs are not only frequent but
there are studies that show that the hearer in fact
prefers them. That is, if the dialogue shows a
higher amount of task related clarifications (in-
stead of, conventional CRs such as “what?”) hear-
ers qualitative evaluate the task as more success-
ful (Skantze, 2007). (Gabsdil, 2003) and (Rieser
and Moore, 2005) also agree that for task-oriented
dialogues the hearer should present a task-level re-
formulation to be confirmed rather than asking for
repetition, thereby showing his subjective under-
standing to the other dialogue participants. Gabs-
dil briefly suggests a step in this direction:

Task-level reformulations might benefit from sys-
tems that have access to effects of action opera-
tors or other ways to compute task-level implica-
tions. (Gabsdil, 2003, p.29 and p.34)

In the rest of the paper we propose a framework
that formalizes how to compute task-level impli-
catures and that suggests a finer-grained classifi-
cation for CRs in level 4. But first, in Section 2.3
we present empirical findings that motivate such a
framework.

2.3 Empirical: The SCARE corpus
The SCARE corpus (Stoia et al., 2008) consists
of fifteen English spontaneous dialogues situated
in an instruction giving task1. It was collected
using the Quake environment, a first-person vir-
tual reality game. The task consists of a direction
giver (DG) instructing a direction follower (DF)

1The corpus is freely available for research in
http://slate.cse.ohio-state.edu/quake-corpora/scare/

on how to complete several tasks in a simulated
game world. The corpus contains the collected au-
dio and video, as well as word-aligned transcrip-
tions.

The DF had no prior knowledge of the world
map or tasks and relied on his partner, the DG, to
guide him on completing the tasks. The DG had
a map of the world and a list of tasks to complete
(detailed in Appendix A.3). The partners spoke
to each other through headset microphones; they
could not see each other. As the participants col-
laborated on the tasks, the DG had instant feed-
back of the DF’s location in the simulated world,
because the game engine displayed the DF’s first
person view of the world on both the DG’s and
DF’s computer monitors.

We analyzed the 15 transcripts that constitute
the SCARE corpus while watching the associated
videos to get familiarized with the experiment and
evaluate its suitability for our purposes. Then, we
randomly selected one dialogue; its transcript con-
tains 449 turns and its video lasts 9 minutes and 12
seconds. Finally, we classified the clarification re-
quests according to the levels of communication
(see Figure 1). We found 29 clarification requests;
so 6.5% of the turns are CRs. From these 29 CRs,
65% belong to the level 4 of Table 1, and 31% be-
longed to level 3 (most of them related to reference
resolution). Only 4% of the CRs were acoustic
(level 2) since the channel used was very reliable.

In fact we only found one CR of the form
“what?” and it was a signal of incredulity of the
effect of an action as can be seen below:

DG(1): and then cabinet should open
DF(2): did it
DF(3): nothing in it
DG(4): what?
DG(5): There should be a silencer there

Interestingly, the “what?” form of CR was re-
ported as the most frequently found in “ordinary”
dialogue in (Purver et al., 2003). This is not the
case in the SCARE corpus. Furthermore, “what?”
is usually assumed to be a CR that indicates a low
level of coordination and is frequently classified as
belonging to level 1 or 2. However, this is not the
case in our example in which the CR is evidently
related to the task structure and thus belongs to
level 4. This is an example of why surface form is
not reliable when classifying CRs.
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2.4 Preliminary conclusions

In this preliminary study, the SCARE corpus
seems to present more CRs than the corpus ana-
lyzed by previous work (which reports that 4% of
the dialogue turns are CR). Furthermore, in dis-
tinction to results reported in Ginzburg (2009),
most CRs occur at level 4. We believe this is nat-
urally explained in politeness theory (Brown and
Levinson, 1987).

The participants were punished if they per-
formed steps of the task that they were not sup-
posed to (see the instructions in Appendix A.1).
This punishment might take precedence over the
dispreference for CRs that is universal in dialogue
due to politeness. CRs are perceived as a form of
disagreement which is universally dispreferred ac-
cording to politeness theory. The pairs of partici-
pants selected were friends so the level of intimacy
among them was high, lowering the need of polite-
ness strategies; a behavior that is also predicted
by politeness theory. Finally, the participants re-
ceived a set of instructions before the task started
(see Appendix A) that includes information on the
available actions in the simulated world and their
expected effects. The participants make heavy use
of this to produce high level clarification requests,
instead of just signaling misunderstanding.

From these observations we draw the prelim-
inary conclusion that clarification strategies de-
pend on the information that is available to the
dialogue participants (crucially including the in-
formation available before the dialogue starts) and
on the constraints imposed on the interaction, such
as politeness constraints. In Section 3 we describe
the four information resources of our framework
whose content depends on the information avail-
able to the dialogue participants. In Section 4 we
introduce the reasoning tasks that use the informa-
tion resources to infer the clarification potential of
instructions. The study of the interaction between
politeness constraints and clarification strategies
seems promising, and we plan to address it in fu-
ture work.

3 The information resources

The inference framework uses four information re-
sources whose content depends on the information
available to the dialogue participants. We describe
each of them in turn and we illustrate their content
using the SCARE experimental setup.

3.1 The world model

Since the kind of utterance that the framework
handles are instructions that are supposed to be
executed in a simulated world, the first required
information resource is a model of this world. The
world model is a knowledge base that represents
the physical state of the simulated world. This
knowledge base has complete and accurate infor-
mation about the world that is relevant for com-
pleting the task at hand. It specifies properties of
particular individuals (for example, an individual
can be a button or a cabinet). Relationships be-
tween individuals are also represented here (such
as the relationship between an object and its loca-
tion). Such a knowledge base can be thought as a
first-order model.

The content of the world model for the SCARE
setup is a representation of the factual information
provided to the DG before the experiment started,
namely, a relational model of the map he received
(see Figure 3 in Appendix A.3). Crucially, such
a model contains all the functions associated with
the buttons in the world and the contents of the
cabinets (which are indicated on the map).

3.2 The dialogue model

Usually, this knowledge base starts empty; it is as-
sumed to represent what the DF knows about the
world. The information learned, either through
the contributions made during the dialogue or by
navigating the simulated world, are incrementally
added to this knowledge base. The knowledge is
also represented as a relational model and in fact
this knowledge base will usually (but not neces-
sarily) be a submodel of the world model.

The DF initial instructions in the SCARE setup
include almost no factual information (as you
can verify looking at his instructions in Ap-
pendix A.2). The only factual information that
he received were pictures of some objects in the
world so that he is able to recognize them. Such
information is relevant mainly for referent resolu-
tion and this is not the focus of the current paper.
Therefore, for our purposes we can assume that the
dialogue model of the SCARE experiment starts
empty.

3.3 The world actions

Crucially, the framework also includes the defi-
nitions of the actions that can be executed in the
world (such as the actions take or open). Each ac-
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tion is specified as a STRIPS-like operator (Fikes
et al., 1972) detailing its arguments, preconditions
and effects. The preconditions indicate the condi-
tions that the world scenario must satisfy so that
the action can be executed; the effects determine
how the action changes the world when it is exe-
cuted. These actions specify complete and accu-
rate information about how the world behaves and
together with the world model is assumed to rep-
resent what the DG knows about the world.

The SCARE world action database will contain
a representation of the specification of the quake
controls (see Appendix A.1) received by both par-
ticipants and the extra action information that the
DG received. First, he received a specification of
the action hide that was not received by the DF.
Second, if the DG read the instructions carefully,
he knows that pressing a button can also cause
things to move. The representation of this last ac-
tion schema is shown in Appendix A.3.1.

3.4 The potential actions
The potential actions include representation of ac-
tions that the DF learned from the instructions he
received before beginning the task. This includes
the quake controls (see Appendix A.1) and also
the action knowledge that he acquired during his
learning phase (see appendix A.2). In the learning
phase the direction follower learned that the effect
of pressing a button can open a cabinet (if it was
closed) or close it (if it was opened). Such knowl-
edge is represented as a STRIPS-like operator like
one showed in Appendix A.2.1.

3.5 Preliminary conclusions
An action language like PDDL (Gerevini and
Long, 2005) can be used to specify the two action
databases introduced above (in fact, the STRIPS
fragment is enough). PDDL is the official lan-
guage of the International Conference on Auto-
mated Planning and Scheduling since 1998. This
means that most off-the-shelf planners that are
available nowadays support this language, such as
FF (Hoffmann and Nebel, 2001) and SGPlan (Hsu
et al., 2006).

As we said in the previous section, the world
model and the dialogue model are just relational
structures like the one showed in Figure 3 (in the
appendix). These relational structures can be di-
rectly expressed as a set of literals which is the
format used to specify the initial state of a plan-
ning problem.

The information resources then constitute al-
most everything that is needed in order to specify a
complete planning problem, as expected by cur-
rent planners, the only element that the framework
is missing is the goal. With a set of action schemas
(i.e. action operators), an initial state and a goal as
input, a planner is able to return a sequence of ac-
tions (i.e. a plan) that, when executed in the initial
state, achieves the goal.

Planning is a means-end inference task, a
kind of practical inference as defined by Kenny
in (Kenny, 1966); and is a very popular inference
task indeed as evidenced by the amount of work
done in the area in the last two decades. However,
planning is not the only interesting means-end in-
ference task. One of the goals of the next section
is to show exactly this: there is more to practical
inference than planning.

4 The inference tasks

In this section we do two things. First, we say how
current off-the-shelf planners can be used to infer
part of the clarification potential of instructions.
In particular we define what the missing element,
the goal, is and we illustrate this with fragments of
human-human dialogue of the SCARE corpus. In-
cidentally, we also show that clarification potential
can not only be used for generating and interpret-
ing CRs but also for performing acceptance and
rejection acts. Second, we motivate and start to
define one means-ends inference task that is not
currently implemented, but that is crucial for in-
ferring the clarification potential of instructions.

In order to better understand the examples be-
low you may want to read the Appendix A first.
The information in the Appendix was available to
the participants when they performed the experi-
ments and it’s heavily used in the inferences they
draw.

4.1 Planning: A means-end inference task

Shared-plan recognition —and not artificial intel-
ligence planning— has been used for utterance in-
terpretation (Lochbaum, 1998; Carberry and Lam-
bert, 1999; Blaylock and Allen, 2005). In such
plan recognition approaches each utterance adds
a constraint to the plan that is partially filled out,
and the goal of the conversation has to be inferred
during the dialogue; that is, a whole dialogue is
mapped to one shared plan. In our approach, each
instruction is interpreted as a plan instead; that is,
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we use planning at the utterance level and not at
dialogue level.

Artificial intelligence planning has been used at
utterance level (called micro-planning) for gener-
ation (Koller and Stone, 2007). We use artificial
intelligence planning for interpretation of instruc-
tions instead.

In our framework, the goal of the planning
problem are the preconditions of instruction for
which the clarification potential is being calcu-
lated. Now, the planning problem has a goal,
but there are two action databases and two initial
states. Which one will be used for finding the clar-
ification potential? In fact, all four.

When the DG gives an instruction, the DF has
to interpret it in order to know what actions he has
to perform (step 1 of the inference). The interpre-
tation consists in trying to construct a plan that,
when executed in the current state of the game
world, achieves the goals of the instruction. The
specification of such planning problem is as fol-
lows. The preconditions of the instruction are the
goal of the planning problem, the dialogue model
is the initial state and the potential actions are the
action operators. With this information the off-
the-shelf planner will find a plan, a sequence of
actions that are the implicatures of the instruction.

Then (step 2 of the inference), an attempt to ex-
ecute the plan on the the world model and using
the world actions occurs. Whenever the plan fails,
there is a potential clarification.

Using clarification potential to clarify: In the
dialogue below, the participants are trying to move
a picture from a wall to another wall (task 1 in Ap-
pendix A.3). The instruction that is being inter-
preted is the one uttered by the DG in (1). Using
the information in the potential action database,
the DF infers a plan that involves two implicatures,
namely picking up the picture (in order to achieve
the precondition of holding the picture), and going
to the wall (inference step 1). However, this plan
will fail when executed on the world model be-
cause the picture is not takeable and thus it cannot
be picked, resulting in a potential clarification (in-
ference step 2). This potential clarification, fore-
shadowed by (3), is finally made explicit by the
CR in (4).

DG(1): well, put it on the opposite wall
DF(2): ok, control picks the .
DF(3): control’s supposed to pick things up and .
DF(4): am I supposed to pick this thing?

A graphical representation of both steps of in-
ference involved in this example is shown in Sec-
tion B of the Appendix2.

But also to produce evidence of rejection: In
the dialogue below, the DG utters the instruction
(1) knowing that the DF will not be able to follow
it; the DG is just thinking aloud. If taken seriously,
this instruction would involve the action resolve
the reference ”cabinet nine”. A precondition of
this action is that the DF knows the numbers of the
cabinets, but both participants know this is not the
case, only the DG can see the map. That’s why the
rejection in (2) is received with laughs and the DG
continues his loud thinking in (3) while looking at
the map.

DG(1): we have to put it in cabinet nine .
DF(2): yeah, they’re not numbered [laughs]
DG(3): [laughs] where is cabinet nine .

And to produce evidence of acceptance: The
following dialogue fragment continues the frag-
ment above. Now, the DG finally says where cab-
inet nine is in (4). And the DF comes up with the
plan that he incrementally grounds making it ex-
plicit in (5), (7), and (9) while he is executing it;
the plan achieves the precondition of the instruc-
tion put of being near the destination of the action,
in this case “near cabinet nine”. Uttering the steps
of the plan that were not made explicit by the in-
struction is indeed a frequently used method for
performing acceptance acts.

DG(4): it’s . kinda like back where you started .
so
DF(5): ok . so I have to go back through here .
DG(6): yeah
DF(7): and around the corner .
DG(8): right
DF(9): and then do I have to go back up the steps
DG(10): yeah
DF(11): alright, this is where we started
DG(12): ok . so your left ca- . the left one
DF(13): alright, so how do I open it?

In (13) the DF is not able to find a plan that
achieves another precondition of the action put,
namely that the destination container is opened, so
he directly produces a CR about the precondition.

2The correct plan to achieve (1) involves pressing button
12, as you (and the DG) can verify on the map (in the Ap-
pendix).
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4.2 Beyond classical planning: Other
important means-end inference tasks

Consider the following example, here the DG just
told the DF to press a button, in turn (1), with no
further explanation. As a result of the action a cab-
inet opened, and the DF predicted that the follow-
ing action requested would be (5). In (6) the DG
confirms this hypothesis.

DG(1): press the button on the left [pause]
DG(2): and . uh [pause]
DF(3): [pause]
DG(4): [pause]
DF(5): put it in this cabinet?
DG(6): put it in that cabinet, yeah

The inference that the DF did in order to pro-
duce (5) can be defined as another means-end in-
ference task which involves finding the next rele-
vant actions. The input of such task would also
consist of an initial state, a set of possible ac-
tions but it will contain one observed action (in
the example, action (1)). Inferring the next rele-
vant action consists in inferring the affordabilities
(i.e. the set of executable actions) of the initial
state and the affordabilities of the state after the
observed action was executed. The next relevant
actions will be those actions that were activated
by the observed action. In the example above, the
next relevant action that will be inferred is “put
the thing you are carrying in the cabinet that just
opened”, just what the DF predicted in (5).

The definition of this inference task needs refin-
ing but it already constitutes an interesting exam-
ple of a new form of means-ends reasoning.

There are further examples in the corpus that
suggest the need for means-end inferences in situ-
ations in which a classical planner would just say
“there is no plan”. These are cases in which no
complete plan can be found but the DF is anyway
able to predict a possible course of action. For in-
stance, in the last dialogue of Section 4.1, the DF
does not stops in (13) and waits for an answer but
he continues with:

DF(14): one of the buttons?
DG(15): yeah, it’s the left one

Other CRs similar to this one, where a param-
eter of the action is ambiguous, is missing or is
redundant, were also found in the corpus.

4.3 Preliminary Conclusions

The inference-tasks we discussed or just hinted to
in this paper do not give a complete characteriza-
tion of the kinds of clarification requests of level
4. It covers 14 of the 19 CRs in the SCARE di-
alogue analyzed in Section 2.3. CRs not covered
at all have to do mainly with the fact that people
do not completely remember (or trust) the instruc-
tions during the experiments or what themselves
(or their partner) said a few turns before, such as
the following one:

DG(1): you’ve to . like jump on it or something .
DF(2): I don’t know if I can jump

Here, the DF does not remember that he can
jump using the Spacebar as stated in the instruc-
tions he received (Appendix A.1).

In order to account for these cases it is nec-
essary to consider how conversation is useful for
overcoming also this issue. The fact that people’s
memory is non reliable is intrinsic to communica-
tion and here again, communication must provide
intrinsic mechanisms to deal with it. Modeling
such things are challenges that a complete theory
of communication will have to face.

5 Conclusions

Conversational implicatures are negotiable, this
is the characteristic that distinguishes them from
other kinds of meanings (like entailments). Dia-
logue provides an intrinsic mechanism for carry-
ing out negotiations of meaning, namely clarifi-
cations. So our hypothesis is that conversational
implicatures are a rich source of clarification re-
quests.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, we re-
viewed theoretical work from pragmatics, prac-
tical work from the dialogue system community
and we presented empirical evidence from spon-
taneous dialogues situated in an instruction giving
task. Also, we presented a framework in which
(part of) the clarification potential of an instruc-
tion is generated by inferring its conversational
implicatures. We believe that this is a step towards
defining a clear functional criteria for identifying
and classifying the clarification requests at level 4
of communication.

But much more remains to be done. The empir-
ical results we present here are suggestive but pre-
liminary; we are currently in the process of eval-
uating their reliability measuring inter-annotator
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agreement. Moreover, in the course of this work
we noticed a promising link between clarifica-
tion strategies and politeness constraints which we
plan to develop in future work. Also, we are par-
ticularly interested in means-ends reasoning other
than planning, something we have merely hinted
at in this paper; these tasks still need to be for-
mally defined, implemented and tested. Finally,
we are considering the GIVE challenge (Byron et
al., 2009) as a possible setting for evaluating our
work (our framework could predict potential clar-
ification requests from the users).

There is lot to do yet, but we believe that the
interplay between conversational implicatures and
clarification mechanisms will play a crucial role in
future theories of communication.
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A Instructions for the DG and DF

In this section, we specify the information that
was available to the DG and the DF before the
SCARE experiment started (adapted from (Stoia,
2007)). These instructions are crucial for our
study since they define the content of the infor-
mation resources of the inference framework de-
scribed in this paper.

A.1 Instructions for both
The following specification of the Quake controls,
that is, the possible actions in the simulated world,
were received by all participants.

1. Use the arrow keys for movement:
• Walk forward: ↑
• Walk backward: ↓
• Turn right: →
• Turn left: ←

2. To jump: use Spacebar.

3. To press a button: Walk over the button.
You will see it depress.

4. To pick up an object: Step onto the item
then press Ctrl (Control key).

5. To drop an object: Hit TAB to see the list of
items that you are currently carrying. Press
the letter beside the item you wish to drop.
Press TAB again to make the menu go away.

The participants also received the following pic-
tures of possible objects in the simulated world so
that they are able to recognize them.

Buttons Cabinet

The following things were indicated as being
objects that the DF can pick up and move:

Quad damage Rebreather Silencer

They also received the following warning: You
will not be timed, but penalty points will be taken
for pushing the wrong buttons or placing things in
the wrong cabinets.

A.2 Instructions for the Direction Follower

Only the DF received the following information:

Phase 1: Learning the controls First you will
be put into a small map with no partner, to get ac-
customed to the quake controls (detailed in Sec-
tion A.1). Practice moving around using the arrow
keys. Practice these actions:

1. Pick up the Rebreather or the Quad Damage.
2. Push the blue button to open the cabinet.
3. Drop the Quad Damage or the Rebreather in-

side the cabinet and close the door by pushing
the button again.

Phase 2: Completing the task In this phase you
will be put in a new location. Your partner will
direct you in completing 5 tasks. He will see the
same view that you are seeing, but you are the only
one that can move around and act in the world.

A.2.1 Implications for the Potential Actions
In phase 1, when the DF is learning the con-

trols, he learns that buttons can have the effect
of opening closed cabinets and closing open cab-
inets. Such action is formalized as follows in
PDDL (Gerevini and Long, 2005) and is included
in the possible action database:
(:action press_button

:parameters (?x ?y)
:precondition

(button ?x)
(cabinet ?y)
(opens ?x ?y)

:effects
(when (open ?y) (closed ?y))
(when (closed ?y) (open ?y)))

Notice that this action operator has conditional
effects in order to specify the action more suc-
cinctly. However, it is not mandatory for the action
language to support conditional effects. This ac-
tion could be specified with two actions in which
the antecedent of the conditional effect is now a
precondition.

A.3 Instructions for the Direction Giver

Only the DG received the following information:

Phase 1: Planning the task Your packet con-
tains a map of the quake world with 5 objectives
that you have to direct your partner to perform.
Read the instructions and take your time to plan
the directions you want to give to your partner.
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Figure 2: Map received by the DG (upper floor)

Phase 2: Directing the follower In this phase
your partner will be placed into the world in the
start position. Your monitor will show his/her
view of the world as he/she moves around. He/she
has no knowledge of the tasks, and has not re-
ceived a map. You have to direct him/her through
speech in order to complete the tasks. The objec-
tive is to complete all 5 tasks, but the order does
not matter.

The tasks are:

1. Move the picture to the other wall.
2. Move the boxes on the long table so that the

final configuration matches the picture below.

Picture Long table

3. Hide the Rebreather in Cabinet9. To hide an
item you have to find it, pick it up, drop it in
the cabinet and close the door.

4. Hide the Silencer in Cabinet4.
5. Hide the Quad Damage in Cabinet14.
6. At the end, return to the starting point.

A.3.1 Implications for the World Actions
The functions of the buttons that can move

things can be represented in the following action
schema. If the thing is in it’s original location (its
location when the game starts), we say that is thing
is not-moved. If the thing is in the goal position
then we say that the thing is moved.

(:action press_button
:parameters (?x ?y)
:precondition

(button ?x)
(thing ?y)
(moves ?x ?y)

:effects
(when (moved ?y) (not-moved ?y))
(when (not-moved ?y) (moved ?y)))

A.3.2 Implications for the World Model
The world model is a relational model that rep-

resents the information provided by the map, in-
cluding the functions of the buttons and the con-
tents of the cabinets.

Figure 3: Fragment of the SCARE world model

B Clarification Potential Inference Steps

The following pictures illustrate how the impli-
catures of the instruction “put the picture on the
opposite wall” are calculated using the dialogue
model (Figure 4) and used to predict the CR “Am
I supposed to pick up this thing?” (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Step 1 - Calculating the implicatures

Figure 5: Step 2 - Predicting the CR
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Abstract

Given the increasing amount of conversa-
tion data, techniques to automatically ac-
quire information about conversation par-
ticipants have become more important.
Towards this goal, we investigate the prob-
lem of conversation entailment, a task
that determines whether a given conversa-
tion discourse entails a hypothesis about
the participants. This paper describes
the challenges related to conversation en-
tailment based on our collected data and
presents a probabilistic framework that in-
corporates conversation context in entail-
ment prediction. Our preliminary exper-
imental results have shown that conver-
sation context, in particular dialogue act,
plays an important role in conversation en-
tailment.

1 Introduction

Conversation is a joint activity between its partic-
ipants (Clark, 1996). Their goals and their under-
standing of mutual beliefs of each other shape the
linguistic discourse of conversation. In turn, this
linguistic discourse provides tremendous informa-
tion about conversation participants. Given the
increasing amount of available conversation data
(e.g., conversation scripts such as meeting scripts,
court records, and online chatting), an important
question is what do we know about conversation
participants? The capability to automatically ac-
quire such information can benefit many appli-
cations, for example, development of social net-
works and discovery of social dynamics.

Related to this question, previous work has de-
veloped techniques to extract profiling informa-
tion about participants from conversation inter-
views (Jing et al., 2007) and to automatically iden-
tify dynamics between conversation participants

such as agreement/disagreement from multiparty
meeting scripts (Galley et al., 2004). We approach
this question from a different angle as a conversa-
tion entailment problem: given a conversation dis-
course D and a hypothesis H concerning its par-
ticipant, the goal is to identify whether D entails
H. For instance, in the following example, the first
hypothesis can be entailed from the dialogue seg-
ment while the second hypothesis cannot.

Example 1:
Dialogue Segment:

A: And where about were you born?
B: Up in Person Country.

Hypothesis:
(1) B was born in Person Country.
(2) B lives in Person Country.

Inspired by textual entailment (Dagan et al.,
2005; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al.,
2007), conversation entailment provides an inter-
mediate step towards acquiring information about
conversation participants. What we should know
or would like to know about a participant can be
rather open. The type of information needed about
participants is also application-dependent and dif-
ficult to generalize. In conversation entailment, we
will not face this problem since hypotheses can be
used to express any type of information about a
participant one might be interested in. Although
hypotheses are currently given in our investiga-
tion, they can potentially be automatically gener-
ated based on information needs and/or theories
on cognitive status/mental models of conversation
participants. The capability to make correct entail-
ment judgements based on these hypotheses will
benefit many applications such as information ex-
traction, question answering, and summarization.

As a first step in our investigation, we collected
a corpus of conversation entailment data from
nineteen human annotators. Our data showed that
conversation entailment is more challenging than
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the textual entailment task due to unique charac-
teristics about conversation and conversational im-
plicature. To predict entailment, we developed a
probabilisitic framework that incorporates seman-
tic representation of conversation context. Our
preliminary experimental results have shown that
conversation context, in particular dialogue acts,
play an important role in conversation entailment.

2 Related Work

Recent work has applied different approaches
to acquire information about conversation par-
ticipants based on human-human conversation
scripts, for example, to extract profiling infor-
mation from conversation interviews (Jing et al.,
2007) and to identify agreement/disagreement
between participants from multiparty meeting
scripts (Galley et al., 2004). In human-machine
conversation, inference about conversation partic-
ipants has been studied as a part of user modeling.
For example, earlier work has investigated infer-
ence of user intention from utterances to control
clarification dialogue (Horvitz and Paek, 2001)
and recognition of user emotion and attitude from
utterances for intelligent tutoring systems (Litman
and Forbes-Riley, 2006). In contrast to previous
work, we propose a new angle to address informa-
tion acquisition about conversation participants,
namely, through conversation entailment.

This work is inspired by a large body of recent
work on textual entailment initiated by the PAS-
CAL RTE Challenge (Dagan et al., 2005; Bar-
Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007). Nev-
ertheless, conversation discourse is very different
from written monologue discourse. The conversa-
tion discourse is shaped by the goals of its partici-
pants and their mutual beliefs. The key distinctive
features include turn-taking between participants,
grounding between participants, and different lin-
guistic phenomena of utterances (e.g., utterances
in conversation tend to be shorter, with disfluency,
and sometimes incomplete or ungrammatical). It
is the goal of this paper to explore how techniques
developed for textual entailment can be extended
to address these unique behaviors in conversation
entailment.

3 Experimental Data

The first step in our investigation is to collect en-
tailment data to help us better understand the prob-
lem and facilitate algorithm development and eval-

uation.

3.1 Data Collection Procedure

We selected 50 dialogues from the Switchboard
corpus (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997). In each of
these dialogues, two participants discuss a topic
of interest (e.g., sports activities, corporate cul-
ture, etc.). To focus our work on the entailment
problem, we use the transcribed scripts of the di-
alogues in our experiments. We also make use of
available annotations such as syntactic structures,
disfluency markers, and dialogue acts.

We had 15 volunteer annotators read the se-
lected dialogues and create hypotheses about par-
ticipants. As a result, a total of 1096 entailment
examples were created. Each example consists of
a snippet from the dialogue (referred to as dia-
logue segment in the rest of this paper), a hypothe-
sis statement, and a truth value indicating whether
the hypothesis can be inferred from the snippet
given the whole history of that dialogue session.
During annotation, we asked the annotators to pro-
vide balanced examples for each dialogue. That is,
roughly half of the hypotheses are truly entailed
and half are not. Special attention was given to
negative entailment examples. Since any arbitrary
hypotheses that are completely irrelevant can be
negative examples, a special criteria is enforced
that any negative examples should have a major-
ity word overlap with the snippet. In addition, in-
spired by previous work (Jing et al., 2007; Galley
et al., 2004), we particularly asked annotators to
provide hypotheses that address the profiling in-
formation of the participants, their opinions and
desires, as well as the dynamic communicative re-
lations between participants.

A recent study shows that for many NLP an-
notation tasks, the reliability of a small number
of non-expert annotations is on par with that of
an expert annotator (Snow et al., 2008). It also
found that for tasks such as affection recogni-
tion, an average of four non-expert labels per item
are capable of emulating expert-level label qual-
ity. Based on this finding, in our study the en-
tailment judgement for each example was further
independently annotated by four annotators (who
were not the original contributors of the hypothe-
ses). As a result, on average each entailment ex-
ample (i.e., a pair of snippet and hypothesis) re-
ceived five judgements.
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Figure 1: Agreement histogram of entailment
judgements

3.2 Data and Examples
Figure 1 shows a histogram of the agreements of
collected judgements. It indicates that conversa-
tion entailment is in fact a quite difficult task even
for humans. Only 53% of all the examples (586
out of 1096) are agreed upon by all human annota-
tors. The disagreement between users sometimes
is caused by language ambiguity since conversa-
tion scripts are often short and without clear sen-
tence boundaries. For example,

Example 2:
Dialogue Segment:

A: Margaret Thatcher was prime minister, uh,

uh, in India, so many, uh, women are heads

of state.

Hypothesis:
A believes that Margaret Thatcher was prime

minister of India.

In the utterance of speaker A, the prepositional
phrase in India is ambiguous because it can either
be attached to the preceding sentence, which suffi-
ciently entails the hypothesis; or it can be attached
to the succeeding sentence, which leaves it unclear
which country A believes Margaret Thatcher was
prime minister of.

Difference in recognition and handling of con-
versational implicature is another issue that led to
disagreement among annotators. For example:

Example 3:
Dialogue Segment:

A: Um, I had a friend who had fixed some, uh,

chili, buffalo chili and, about a week before

we went to see the movie.
Hypothesis:
A ate some buffalo chili.

Example 4:
Dialogue Segment:

B: Um, I’ve visited the Wyoming area. I’m

not sure exactly where Dances with Wolves

was filmed.

Hypothesis:
B thinks Dances with Wolves was filmed in

Wyoming.

In the first example, a listener could assume
that A follows the maxim of relevance. Therefore,
a natural inference that makes “fixing of buffalo
chili” relevant is that A ate the buffalo chili. Sim-
ilarly, in the second example, the speaker A men-
tions a visit to Wyoming, which can be considered
relevant to the filming place of DANCES WITH
WOLVES. Some annotators recognized such rele-
vance and some did not.

Given the discrepencies between annotators, we
selected 875 examples which have at least 75%
agreement among the judgements in our current
investigation. We further selected one-third of this
data (291 examples) as our development data. The
experiments reported in Section 5 are based on this
development set.

3.3 Types of Hypotheses

The hypotheses collected from our study can be
categorzied into the following four types:
Fact. Facts about the participants. This includes:
(1) profiling information about individual partici-
pants (e.g., occupation, birth place, etc.); (2) activ-
ities associated with individual participants (e.g.,
A bikes to work everyday); and (3) social rela-
tions between participants (e.g., A and B are co-
workers, A and B went to college together).
Belief. Participants’ beliefs and opinions about the
physical world. Any statement about the physical
world in fact is a belief of the speaker. Technically,
the state of the physical world that involves the
speaker him/herself is also a type of belief. How-
ever, here we assume a statement about oneself is
true and is considered as a fact.
Desire. Participants’ desire of certain actions or
outcomes (e.g., A wants to find a university job).
These desires represent the states of the world the
participant finds pleasant (although they could be
conflicting to each other).
Intent. Participants’ deliberated intent, in partic-
ular communicative intention which captures the
intent from one participant on the other partici-
pant such as whether A agrees/disagrees with B
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on some issue, whether A intends to convince B
on something, etc.

Most of these types are motivated by the Belief-
Desire-Intention (BDI) model, which represents
key mental states and reflects the thoughts of
a conversation participant. Desire is different
from intention. The former arises subconsciously
and the latter arise from rational deliberation that
takes into consideration desires and beliefs (Allen,
1995). The fact type represents the facts about
a participant. Both thoughts and facts are criti-
cal to characterize a participant and thus impor-
tant to serve many other downstream applications.
The above four types account for 47.1%, 34.0%,
10.7%, and 8.2% of our development set respec-
tively.

4 A Probabilistic Framework

Following previous work (Haghighi et al., 2005;
de Salvo Braz et al., 2005; MacCartney et al.,
2006), we approach conversation entailment using
a probabilistic framework. To predict whether a
hypothesis statement H can be inferred from a di-
alogue segment D, we estimate the probability

P (D � H|D,H)

Suppose we have a representation of a dia-
logue segment D in m clauses d1, . . . , dm and a
representation of the hypothesis H in n clauses
h1, . . . , hn. Since a hypothesis is the conjunc-
tion of the decomposed clauses, whether it can be
inferred from a segment is equivalent to whether
all of its clauses can be inferred from the seg-
ment. We further simplify the problem by assum-
ing that whether a clause is entailed from a dia-
logue segment is conditionally independent from
other clauses. Note that this conditional indepen-
dence assumption is an over-simplification, but it
gets things started. Therefore:

P (D � H|D,H)
= P (d1 . . . dm � h1 . . . hn|d1, . . . , dm, h1, . . . , hn)
= P (D � h1, . . . , D � hn|D,h1, . . . , hn)

=
n∏

j=1

P (D � hj |D = d1 . . . dm, hj)

=
n∏

j=1

P (d1 . . . dm � hj |d1, . . . , dm, hj) (1)

If this likelihood is above a certain threshold
(e.g., 0.5 in our experiments), then H is consid-
ered as a true entailment from D.

Given this framework, two important questions
are: (1) how to represent and automatically create
the clauses from each pair of dialogue segment and
hypothesis; and (2) how to estimate probabilities
as shown in Equation 1?

4.1 Clause Representation

Our clause representation is inspired by previ-
ous work on textual entailment (Dagan et al.,
2005; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al.,
2007). Clause representation has several advan-
tages. First, it can be acquired automatically from
a parse tree (e.g., dependency parser). Second,
it can be used to facilitate both logic-based rea-
soning as in (Tatu and Moldovan, 2005; Bos and
Markert, 2005; Raina et al., 2005) or probabilis-
tic reasoning as in (Haghighi et al., 2005; de
Salvo Braz et al., 2005; MacCartney et al., 2006).
The key difference between our work and previ-
ous work on textual entailment is the representa-
tion of conversation discourse, which has not been
considered in previous work but is important for
conversation entailment, as we will see later.

More specifically, a clause is made up by two
components: Term and Predicate.
Term: A term can be an entity or an event. An
entity refers to a person, a place, an organization,
or other real world entities. This follows the con-
cept of mention in the Automatic Content Extrac-
tion (ACE) evaluation (Doddington et al., 2004).
An event refers to an action or an activity. For
example, from the sentence “John married Eva in
1940” we can identify an event of marriage. Fol-
lowing the neo-Davidsonian representation (Par-
sons, 1990), all the events are reified as terms in
our representation.
Predicate: A predicate represents either a prop-
erty (i.e., unary) for a term or a relation (i.e., bi-
nary) between two terms. For example, an entity
company has a property of Russian as in the phrase
“a Russian company” (i.e., Russian(company)).
An event visit has a property of recently (i.e.,
recently(visit)) as in the phrase “visit Brazil re-
cently”. From the phrase “Prime Minister re-
cently visited Brazil”, there are binary relations:
Prime Minister is the subject of the event visit (i.e.,
subj(visit, Prime Minister)) and Brazil is the
object of the visit (i.e., obj(visit, Brazil)).

This representation is a direct conversion from
the dependency structure and can be used to rep-
resent the semantics of utterances in the dialogue
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segments and the semantics of hypotheses. For ex-
ample,

Example 5:
Dialogue Segment:

B: Have you seen Sleeping with the Enemy?
A: No. I’ve heard that’s really great, though.
B: You have to go see that one.

Hypothesis:
B suggests A to watch Sleeping with the Enemy.

Appendix A shows the dependency structure of
the dialogue utterances and the hypothesis from
Example 5. Appendix B shows the correspond-
ing clause representation of the dialogue segment
and the hypothesis. Note that in this represen-
tation, you and I are replaced with the respec-
tive participants. Since the clauses are generated
based on parse trees, most relational predicates are
syntactic-driven.

To facilitate conversation entailment, we fur-
ther augment the representation of a dialogue seg-
ment by incorporating conversation context. Ap-
pendix C shows the augmented representation for
Example 5. It represents the following additional
information:

• Utterance: A group of pseudo terms u1,
u2, . . . are used to represent individual utter-
ances.

• Participant: A relational clause
speaker(·, ·) is used to represent the speaker
of this utterance, e.g., speaker(u1, B).

• Content: A relational clause content(·, ·) is
used to represent the content of an utterance
where the second term is the head of the ut-
terance as identified in the parsing structure.
e.g., content(u3, heard)

• Dialogue act: A relational clause act(·, ·)
is used to represent the dialogue act of the
speaker for a particular utterance. e.g.,
act(u2, no answer). A set of 42 dialogue
acts from the Switchboard annotation are
used here (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997).

• Utterance flow: A relational clause
follow(·, ·) is used to connect each pair of
adjacent utterances. e.g., follow(u2, u1).
We currently do not consider overlap in utter-
ances, but our representation can be modified
to handle this situation by introducing
additional predicates.

4.2 Entailment Prediction
Given the clause representation for a conversation
segment and a hypothesis, the next step is to make
an entailment prediction (as in Equation 1) based
on two models: an Alignment Model and an Infer-
ence Model.

4.2.1 Alignment Model
The alignment model is to find alignments (or
matches) between terms in the clause representa-
tion for a hypothesis and those in the clause rep-
resentation for a conversation segment. We define
an alignment as a mapping function g between a
term x in the dialogue segment and a term y in the
hypothesis. g(x, y) = 1 if x and y are aligned;
otherwise g(x, y) = 0. Note that a verb can be
aligned to a noun as in g(sell, sale) = 1. It is also
possible that there are multiple terms from the seg-
ment mapped to one term in the hypothesis, or vice
versa.

For any two terms x and y, the problem of pre-
dicting the alignment function g(x, y) can be for-
mulated as a binary classification problem. We
used several features to train the classifier, which
include whether x and y are the same (or have the
same stem), whether one term is an acronym of the
other, and their WordNet and distributional simi-
larities (Lin, 1998).

Given an augmented representation with con-
versation context (as in Appendix C), we also
align event terms in the hypothesis (e.g., suggest
in Example 5) to (pseudo) utterance terms in the
dialogue segment. We call it a pseudo alignment.
This is currently done by a set of rules which asso-
ciate event terms in the hypotheses with dialogue
acts. For example, the event term suggest may be
aligned to an utterance with dialogue act of opin-
ion. Appendix D gives a correct alignment for Ex-
ample 5, in which g(u4, x1) = 1 is a pseudo align-
ment.

4.2.2 Inference Model
As shown in Equation 1, to predict the infer-
ence of the entire hypothesis, we need to calculate
the probability that the dialogue segment entails
each clause from the hypothesis. More specifi-
cally, given a clause from the hypothesis hj , a set
of clauses from the dialogue segment d1, . . . , dm,
and an alignment function g between them derived
by the method described in Section 4.2.1, we pre-
dict whether d1, . . . , dm entails hj under the align-
ment g using two different classification models,
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depending on whether hj is a property or a rela-
tion (i.e. whether it takes one argument (hj(·)) or
two arguments (hj(·, ·))):

Given a property clause from the hypothe-
sis, hj(x), we look for all the property clauses
in the dialogue segment that describes the
same term as x, i.e. a clause set D′ =
{di(x′)|di(x′) ∈ D, g(x′, x) = 1}. Then we pre-
dict whether hj(x) can be inferred from the
clauses in D′ by binary classification, using a set
of features similar to those used in the alignment
model.

Given a relational clause from the hypothe-
sis, hj(x, y), we look for the relation between
the counterparts of x and y in the dialogue seg-
ment. That is, we find the set of terms X ′ =
{x′|x′ ∈ D, g(x′, x) = 1} and the set of terms
Y ′ = {y′|y′ ∈ D, g(y′, y) = 1} and look for the
closest relation between these two sets of terms in
the dependency structure. If there is a path be-
tween any x′ ∈ X ′ and any y′ ∈ Y ′ in the de-
pendency structure with a length smaller than a
threshold λL, we predict that hj(x, y) can be in-
ferred. Note that our current handling of the re-
lational clauses is rather simplified. It only cap-
tures whether two terms from an hypothesis are
connected by any relation in the dialogue segment.

Appendix E shows the inference procedure of
the four hypothesis clauses in Example 5. For
each relational clause hj(x, y), the shortest path
between the correspondingX ′ and Y ′ has a length
of 3 or less, so each of these four clauses is en-
tailed from the dialogue segment. Based on Equa-
tion 1 we can conclude that the overall hypothesis
is entailed.

We trained the alignment model and the in-
ference model (e.g.,the threshold λL) based on
the development data provided by the PASCAL 3
challenges on textual entailment.

5 Experimental Results

To understand unique behaviors of conversation
entailment, we focused our current experiments
on the development dataset (see Section 3.2).
We are particularly interested in how the tech-
niques for textual entailment can be improved for
conversation entailment. To do so, we applied
our entailment framework on the test data of the
PASCAL-3 RTE Challenge (Giampiccolo et al.,
2007). Among 800 testing examples, our ap-
proach achieved an accuracy of 60.6%. This re-

sult is on par with the performance of the me-
dian system of accuracy 61.8% (z-test, p=0.63) in
the PASCAL-3 RTE Challenge. Our current ap-
proach is very lean on the use of external knowl-
edge. Its competitive performance sets up a rea-
sonable baseline for our investigation on conversa-
tion entailment. This same system, modified to tai-
lor linguistic characteristics of conversation (e.g.,
removal of disfluency), was used as the baseline in
our experiments.

5.1 Event Alignment

To understand the effect of conversation context
in the event alignment, we compared two configu-
rations of alignment model for events. The first
configuration is based on the clause representa-
tion of semantics of utterances (as shown in Ap-
pendix B). This is the same configuration as used
in textual entailment. The second configuration
is based on representation of both semantics from
utterances and conversation context (as shown in
Appendix C). We evaluate how well each config-
uration aligns the event terms based on the pair-
wise alignment decision: for any event term tH in
the hypothesis and any term tD in the dialogue,
whether the model can correctly predict that the
two terms should be aligned.

Figure 2(a) shows the comparison of F-measure
between the two models. Depending on the thresh-
old of alignment prediction, the precision and re-
call of the prediction vary. When the thresh-
old is lower, the models tend to give more align-
ments, resulting in lower precision and higher re-
call. When the threshold is higher, the models tend
to give fewer alignments, thus resulting in higher
precision but lower recall. When the threshold
is around 0.5, the alignment reaches its best F-
measure. Regardless of what threshold is cho-
sen, the model based on both utterance and con-
text consistently works better. Figure 2(b) shows
the breakdown based on the types of hypothesis (at
threshold 0.5). The model that incorporates con-
versation context consistently performs better for
all types. Its improvement is particularly signifi-
cant for the intent type of hypothesis.

These results are not surprising. Many event
terms in hypotheses (e.g., suggest, think, etc.) do
not have their counterparts directly expressed in
utterances in the dialogue discourse. Only through
the modeling of dialog acts, these terms can be
aligned to potential pseudo terms in the dialogue
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segment. For the fact type hypotheses, the event
terms in the hypotheses generally have their coun-
terparts in the dialogue discourse. That explains
why the improvement for the fact type using con-
versation context is minimal.

(a) Overall comparison on F-measure

(b) Comparison for different types of hypothesis

Figure 2: Experimental results on event alignment

5.2 Entailment Prediction
Given correct alignments, we further evaluated
entailment prediction based on three configura-
tions of the inference model: (1) the same infer-
ence model learned from the textual entailment
data and tested on the PASCAL-3 RTE Challenge
(Text); (2) an improved model incorporating a
number of features relevant to dialogues (espe-
cially syntactic structure of utterances) based on
representations without conversation context as in
Appendix B (+Dialogue); (3) a further improved
model based on augmented representations of con-
versation context and using dialogue acts during
the prediction of entailment as in Appendix C
(+Context).

System Acc Prec Recall F
Text 53.6% 71.6% 29.3% 41.6%

+Dialogue 58.4% 84.1% 32.3% 46.7%
+Context 67.7% 91.7% 47.0% 62.1%

Table 1: Experimental results on entailment pre-
diction

For each configuration we present two evalua-
tion metrics: an accuracy of the overall prediction
and a precision-recall measurement for the posi-
tive entailment examples. All the evaluations are
performed on our development data, which has
56.4% of positive examples and 43.6% of negative
examples.

The evaluations results are shown in Table 1.
The system learned from textual entailment per-
forms lower than the prediction based on the
majority class (56.4%). Incorporating syntactic
features of dialogues did better but the differ-
ence is not statistically significant. Incorporat-
ing conversation context, especially dialogue acts,
achieves significantly better performance (z-test,
p < 0.005).

Table 2 shows the comparison of the three con-
figurations based on different types of hypothesis.
As expected, the basic system trained on textual
entailment is not capable for any intent type of
hypotheses. Modeling conversation context with
dialogue acts improves inference for all types of
hypothesis, with most significant improvement for
the belief, desire, and intent types of hypothesis.

6 Conclusion

This paper describes our initial investigation on
conversation entailment to address information ac-
quisition about conversation participants. Since
there are so many variables involved in the pre-
diction, our experiments have been focused on a
set of development data where most of the features
are annotated. This allowed us to study the effect
of conversation context in both alignment and en-
tailment. Our future work will enhance the cur-
rent approach by training the models based on our
development data and evaluate them on the test-
ing data. Conversation entailment is an important
task. Although the current exercise is targeted to
process conversation scripts from human-human
conversation, it can potentially benefit human ma-
chine conversation by enabling automated agents
to gain better understanding of their conversation
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Fact Belief Desire Intent
System Acc F Acc F Acc F Acc F

Text 58.4% 51.3% 52.5% 37.3% 51.6% 34.8% 33.3% 0
+Dialogue 68.6% 62.6% 53.5% 36.1% 48.4% 33.3% 33.3% 0
+Context 70.8% 64.9% 67.7% 62.8% 58.1% 47.8% 62.5% 60.9%

Table 2: Experimental results on entailment prediction for different types of hypotheses

partners.
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APPENDIX

A Dependency Structure of Dialogue Utterances and Hypothesis in Example 5

Dialogue Segment:
B: Have you seen Sleeping with the Enemy?

A: No. I've heard that's really great, though.

B: You have to go see that one.

x1 A

x2

x3

A

x4

x5

x6 though(⋅)

A
x7

x8

x9

x10

B

A

x1

x2

x3

Hypothesis:
B suggests A to watch Sleeping with the Enemy.

terms

predicates

B Clause Representation of Dialogue Segment and Hypothesis for Example 5

subj(x1,B), obj(x1,A), obj(x1,x2), obj(x2,x3)
x1=suggests, x2=watch, 
x3=Sleeping with the Enemy, A, B

Hypothesis:
subj(x7,A), obj(x7,x8), obj(x8,x9), obj(x9,x10)x7=have, x8=go, x9=see, x10=one, AB:

subj(x4,A), obj(x4,x6), subj(x6,x5), though(x4)
x4=have heard, x5=that, 
x6=is really great, A

A:

subj(x2,A), obj(x2,x3), aux(x2,x1)
x1=have, x2=seen, 
x3=Sleeping with the Enemy, A

B:

ClausesTerms

Dialogue Segment:

C Augmented Clause Representation of Dialogue Segment in Example 5

speaker(u4,B), content(u4,x7), act(u4,opinion), 
subj(x7,A), obj(x7,x8), obj(x8,x9), obj(x9,x10)

u4, x7=have, x8=go, x9=see, 
x10=one, A, BB:

follow(u2,u1), follow(u3,u2), follow(u4,u3)

speaker(u2,A), content(u2,-), act(u2,no_answer), 
speaker(u3,A), content(u3,x4), act(u3,statement),
subj(x4,A), obj(x4,x6), subj(x6,x5), though(x4)

u2, u3, x4=have heard, x5=that, 
x6=is really great, A

A:

speaker(u1,B), content(u1,x2), act(u1,wh_question), 
subj(x2,A), obj(x2,x3), aux(x2,x1)

u1, x1=have, x2=seen, 
x3=Sleeping with the Enemy, A, B

B:

ClausesTerms

Dialogue Segment (with context representation):
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D The Alignment for Example 5

x2=seen

x3=Sleeping with the Enemy 

B

A

x5=that

x7=have

u4: act(u4,opinion)

Dialogue Segment

x1=suggests

x3=Sleeping with the Enemy 

B

A

x2=watch

Hypothesis

x4=have heard

x8=go

x9=see

x10=one

x6=is really great

u3: act(u3,statement)

u2: act(u2,no_answer)

u1: act(u1,wh_question)

x1=have

E The Prediction of Inference for the Hypothesis Clauses in Example 5

x3, x5, 
x10

x3

x2, x9

x2

A

A

B

B

yesyesyesyesHypothesis Clause 
Entailed?

1321Path Length

obj(x9,x10)
content(u4,x7), 

obj(x7,x8), 
obj(x8,x9)

content(u4,x7), 
subj(x7,A)speaker(u4,B)

Shortest Path between the 
Aligned Terms in the 
Dependency Structure of 
Dialogue Segment

x2, x9u4u4u4
Aligned Terms in the 
Dialogue Segment

x2x1x1x1Terms in this Clause

relationrelationrelationrelationClause Type

obj(x2,x3)obj(x1,x2)obj(x1,A)subj(x1,B) Hypothesis Clause
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COMPANIONS is an EU project that aims to change the way we think about the relationships
of people to computers and the Internet by developing a virtual conversational ‘Companion’. This
is intended as an agent or ‘presence’ that stays with the user for long periods of time, developing
a relationship and ‘knowing’ its owners preferences and wishes. The Companion communicates
with the user primarily through speech. This paper describes the functionality and system modules
of the Senior Companion, one of two initial prototypes built in the first two years of the project.
The Senior Companion provides a multimodal interface for eliciting and retrieving personal in-
formation from the elderly user through a conversation about their photographs. The Companion
will, through conversation, elicit their life memories, often prompted by discussion of their pho-
tographs; the aim is that the Companion should come to know a great deal about its user, their
tastes, likes, dislikes, emotional reactions etc, through long periods of conversation. It is a further
assumption that most life information will be stored on the internet (as in the Memories for Life
project: http://www.memoriesforlife.org/) and the SC is linked directly to photo in-
ventories in Facebook, to gain initial information about people and relationships, as well as to
Wikipedia to enable it to respond about places mentioned in conversations about images. The
overall aim of the SC, not yet achieved, is to produce a coherent life narrative for its user from
these materials, although its short term goals are to assist, amuse, entertain and gain the trust of
the user. The Senior Companion uses Information Extraction to get content from the speech input,
rather than conventional parsing, and retains utterance content, extracted internet information and
ontologies all in RDF formalism over which it does primitive reasoning about people. It has a
dialogue manager virtual machine intended to capture mixed initiative, between Companion and
user, and which can be a basis for later replacement by learned components.
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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental
study that analyzes how conversational
agents activate human communication in
thought-evoking multi-party dialogues be-
tween multi-users and multi-agents. A
thought-evoking dialogue, which is a kind
of interaction in which agents act on user
willingness to provoke user thinking, has
the potential to stimulate multi-party in-
teraction. In this paper, we focus on
quiz-style multi-party dialogues between
two users and two agents as an example
of a thought-evoking multi-party dialogue.
The experiment results showed that the
presence of a peer agent significantly im-
proved user satisfaction and increased the
number of user utterances. We also found
that agent empathic expressions signifi-
cantly improved user satisfaction, raised
user ratings of a peer agent, and increased
user utterances. Our findings will be use-
ful for stimulating multi-party communi-
cation in various applications such as ed-
ucational agents and community facilita-
tors.

1 Introduction

Conversational interfaces including dialogue sys-
tems and conversational agents have been typi-
cally used as a single interface to a single user (Zue
et al., 1994; Allen et al., 2001; Cassell et al.,
2000). On the other hand, a new area of re-
search in conversational interfaces is dealing with
multi-party interaction (Traum and Rickel, 2002;
Liu and Chee, 2004; Zheng et al., 2005). Multi-
party conversational interfaces have been applied

to such tasks as training decision-making in team
activities (Traum and Rickel, 2002), collabora-
tive learning (Liu and Chee, 2004), and coordinat-
ing and facilitating interaction in a casual social
group (Zheng et al., 2005).

The advantage of such multi-party dialogues
over two-party cases is that the multi-party case
encourages group interaction and collaboration
among human users. This advantage can be ex-
ploited to foster such human activities as student
learning in more social settings and to build and
maintain social relationships among people. How-
ever, unless users actively engage in the interac-
tion, these multi-party dialogue qualities cannot
be adequately exploited. Our objective is to stim-
ulate human communication in multi-party dia-
logues between multi-users and multi-agents by
raising user willingness to engage in the interac-
tion and increasing the number of user utterances.

As the first step toward this objective, we ex-
ploit a new style of dialogue called thought-
evoking dialogue and experimentally investigate
the impact of a peer agent’s presence and agent
emotional expressions on communication activa-
tion in thought-evoking multi-party dialogues. A
thought-evoking dialogue, an interaction in which
agents act on the willingness of users to provoke
user thinking and encourage involvement in the
dialogue, has the potential to activate interaction
among participants in multi-party dialogues.

Previous work proposed a quiz-style informa-
tion presentation dialogue system (hereafter quiz-
style dialogue system) (Higashinaka et al., 2007a)
that is regarded as a kind of thought-evoking di-
alogue system. This system conveys contents as
biographical facts of famous people through quiz-
style interaction with users by creating a ”Who
is this?” quiz and individually presenting hints.
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The hints are automatically created from the bi-
ographical facts of people and ordered based on
the difficulty naming the people experienced by
the users (Higashinaka et al., 2007b). Since the
user has to consider the hints to come up with rea-
sonable answers, the system stimulates user think-
ing. This previous work reported that, for in-
teraction between a single user and a computer,
a quiz-style dialogue improved user understand-
ing and willingness to engage in the interaction.
In this paper, we focus on a quiz-style informa-
tion presentation multi-party dialogue (hereafter
quiz-style multi-party dialogue) as an example of
a thought-evoking multi-party dialogue.

A peer agent acts as a peer of the users and par-
ticipates in the interactions in the same way that
the users do. We are interested in the peer agent’s
role in quiz-style multi-party dialogues since the
positive effects of a peer agent on users have been
shown in the educational domain (Chou et al.,
2003; Maldonado et al., 2005), which is a promis-
ing application area for quiz-style dialogues. In
the educational domain, a user could benefit not
only from direct communication with a peer agent
but also from overhearing dialogues between a
peer agent and a tutor. Learning by observing oth-
ers who are learning is called vicarious learning
and positively affects user performance (Craig et
al., 2000; Stenning et al., 1999). To the best of our
knowledge, detailed experimental investigations
on the effect of a peer agent on communication
activation have not been reported in multi-party
dialogues between multi-users and multi-agents,
which are our main concern in this paper.

The topic of emotion has gained widespread
attention in human-computer interaction (Bates,
1994; Picard, 1997; Hudlicka, 2003; Prendinger
and Ishizuka, 2004). The impact of an agent’s
emotional behaviors on users has also recently
been studied (Brave et al., 2005; Maldonado et
al., 2005; Prendinger et al., 2005). However, these
previous studies addressed scenario-based interac-
tion in which a user and an agent acted with prede-
termined timing. In this paper, we investigate the
impact of agent emotional expressions on users in
multi-party dialogues in which multiple users and
agents can make utterances with more flexible tim-
ing.

Resembling work by Brave et al. (2005), we
classify agent emotional expressions into em-
pathic and self-oriented ones and investigate their

impact on users in a thought-evoking multi-party
dialogue system. As stated above, Brave et
al. (2005) addressed scenario-based Black-jack in-
teraction, but we deal with multi-party dialogues
that enable more flexible turn-taking. Previous
studies (Bickmore and Picard, 2005; Higashinaka
et al., 2008) showed that agent empathic expres-
sions have a positive psychological impact upon
users, but they only examined two-party cases.
Although Traum et al. (2002) and Gebhard et
al. (2004) exploited the role of agent emotion in
multi-party dialogues, they did not adequately ex-
amine the effects of agent emotion on communi-
cation activation by experiment.

In this work, we deal with disembodied agents
and focus on their linguistic behaviors. We believe
that our results are useful for designing embodied
conversational agents using other modalities.

This paper presents an experimental study that
analyzes how agents stimulate human communi-
cation in quiz-style multi-party dialogues between
two users and two agents. We are especially inter-
ested in how the presence of a peer agent and agent
emotional expressions improve user satisfaction,
enhance user opinions about the peer agent, and
increase the number of user utterances. Our find-
ings will be useful for stimulating human com-
munication in various applications such as educa-
tional agents and community facilitators.

In the following, Section 2 shows an overview
of our quiz-style multi-party dialogue system.
Section 3 explains the experiment design, and Sec-
tion 4 describes the results. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Thought-Evoking Multi-Party
Dialogue System

We implemented a quiz-style multi-party dialogue
system between multi-users and multi-agents. The
system is a Japanese keyboard-based dialogue sys-
tem with a chat-like interface. The users can make
utterances any time they want. A user utterance
is completed and displayed on the chat window
when the Enter key is pressed.

Our experiment dealt with cases where two
users and two agents engaged in a dialogue. The
two agents are a quizmaster and a peer. The quiz-
master agent creates a ”Who is this?” quiz about
a famous person and presents hints one by one to
the users and the peer agent who guess the correct
answer.
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1 Whowho Who is this? First hint: Graduated
from the University of Tokyo.

2 Mary I don’t know.
3 Kinoko Yoshida Shigeru.
4 Whowho No, not even close!
5 Jane That’s very difficult.
6 Kinoko Difficult for me, too.
7 Whowho Second hint: Born in Ushigome,

Edo.
...

8 Whowho Third hint: Novelist and scholar of
British literature.

9 Mary Murakami Haruki.
10 Whowho Close!
11 Kinoko You are close. Excellent.
12 Jane Well then, who is it?
13 Whowho Fourth hint: Familiar with Haiku,

Chinese poetry, and calligraphy.
14 Mary Natsume Soseki.
15 Whowho That’s right. Wonderful.
16 Kinoko Mary, excellent. I’m happy for

you.
17 Jane Mary, that’s the right answer. Good

job.

Figure 1: Sample dialogue

Figure 1 shows a sample dialogue. Mary and
Jane are human users. Whowho is the quizmaster
agent, and Kinoko is the peer agent. Quizmaster
agent Whowho presents hints in lines 1, 7, 8, and
13. Users Mary and Jane and peer agent Kinoko
give answers in lines 3, 9, and 14.

The hints were automatically created using
biographical facts (in Japanese) of people in
Wikipedia 1 based on a previously reported
method (Higashinaka et al., 2007b).

2.1 Dialogue acts
The users and the two agents perform several dia-
logue acts based on the dialogue context.

Present-hint: The quizmaster agent presents
hints one by one (lines 1, 7, 8, and 13) in the
sample dialogue shown in Figure 1.

Give-ans: Users and the peer agent give answers
(lines 3, 9, and 14).

Show-difficulty: Users and the peer agent offer
opinions about the quiz difficulty (lines 2, 5,
6, and 12).

1http://ja.wikipedia.org/

Evaluate-ans: When the answer is wrong, the
quizmaster agent evaluates the answer based
on the person-name similarity score (Hi-
gashinaka et al., 2007a) and utters ”very
close!,” ”close!,” ”a little close!,” ”a little far,”
”far,” or ”not even close!” (lines 4 and 10).

Complete-quiz-with-success: When the right
answer is given, the quizmaster agent in-
forms the dialogue participants that the
current quiz is completed (line 15).

Complete-quiz-with-failure: If all hints have
been generated and no right answer is given,
the quizmaster agent gives the right answer,
and the current quiz is completed.

Feedback-on-wrong-ans: Users and the peer
agent give feedback when their own or the
other’s answers are wrong during the current
quiz (line 11).

Feedback-on-success: Users and the peer agent
give feedback when their own or the other’s
answers are right and the current quiz session
is completed (lines 16 and 17).

Feedback-on-failure: Users and the peer agent
give feedback when the current quiz is com-
pleted without the right answer.

Address-hearer: Users and the two agents spec-
ify an intended addressee by uttering the
other’s name (lines 16 and 17).

When a user utterance is input, the system sep-
arates it into word tokens using a Japanese mor-
phological analyzer and converts it into dialogue
acts using hand-crafted grammar. The system can
recognize 120,000 proper names of persons.

2.2 Utterance generation

Surface realization forms were prepared for each
dialogue act by the agents. Agent utterances are
generated by randomly selecting one of the forms.

Some agent dialogue acts can be generated
with emotional expressions. Agent emotional ex-
pressions are categorized into empathic and self-
oriented ones (Brave et al., 2005). The agent
self-oriented emotional expressions (self-oriented
expressions) are oriented to their own state, and
the agent empathic expressions are oriented to the
other’s state and are congruent with the other’s
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Dialog act Emotion Expressions
Show-
difficulty

EMP Difficult for me, too.

Show-
difficulty

SELF I don’t remember.
That’s so frustrating.

Show-
difficulty

NONE I don’t know.

Feedback-
on-success

EMP You’re right. I’m
happy for you.

Feedback-
on-success

SELF I’m really glad I got
the correct answer.

Feedback-
on-success

NONE You’re right / I’m
right.

Feedback-
on-failure

EMP Too bad you didn’t
know the right an-
swer.

Feedback-
on-failure

SELF I’m disappointed
that I didn’t know
the right answer.

Feedback-
on-failure

NONE I/You didn’t know
the right answer.

Table 1: Examples of agent expressions. EMP
shows empathic expressions, SELF shows self-
oriented expressions, and NONE shows neutral
expressions when neither emotion is present.

welfare. As explained in 3.1, we prepared differ-
ent experimental conditions to determine the pres-
ence/absence of agent empathic and self-oriented
expressions. Based on the conditions, we con-
trolled the agent emotional expressions. Table 1
shows examples of agent empathic, self-oriented,
and neutral expressions.

2.3 Dialogue management

The system maintains a dialogue state in which
the history of the participant’s dialogue acts is
recorded with the time of each act. We prepared
preconditions of each dialogue act by the agents.
For example, the quizmaster agent’s Evaluate-
ans can be executed after the users or the peer
agent provides a wrong answer. The peer agent’s
Feedback-on-success can be executed after the
quizmaster agent performs Complete-quiz-with-
success. We also used the following turn-taking
rules:

1. Either agent must talk when neither the users
nor the agents make utterances within a given
time (4 sec.).

Condition Peer
agent

Empathic Self-
oriented

(0) Absent Absent Absent
(1) Present Absent Absent
(2) Present Present Absent
(3) Present Absent Present
(4) Present Present Present

Table 2: Experimental conditions based on pres-
ence/absence of peer agent and agent empathic
and self-oriented expressions

2. Agents must not talk for a given time (0.5
sec.) after the others talk.

3. The quizmaster agent must move to the next
hint when neither the users nor the peer agent
give a correct answer within a given time (30
sec.).

Based on the dialogue state, the preconditions
of the dialogue acts and the turn-taking rules, the
system chooses the next speaker and its dialogue
act.

3 Experiment

3.1 Experimental conditions
To evaluate the effects of the presence of the peer
agent and the agent emotional expressions, we
prepared five systems under different experimen-
tal conditions, (0), (1), (2), (3), and (4), based on
the presence/absence of the peer agent and agent
empathic and self-oriented expressions. They are
shown in Table 2. In condition (0), the peer agent
was absent, and only the quizmaster agent was
present. In other conditions, both the quizmas-
ter and peer agents were present. In conditions
(0) and (1), neither empathic nor self-oriented ex-
pressions were exhibited. In condition (2), only
empathic expressions were exhibited. In condition
(3), only self-oriented expressions were exhibited.
In condition (4), both empathic and self-oriented
expressions were exhibited.

We evaluated the effects of the presence of the
peer agent by comparing conditions (0) and (1).
We evaluated the effects of agent empathic and
self-oriented expressions by comparing conditions
(1), (2), (3), and (4).

3.2 Measures
We used three measures: user satisfaction, user
opinions about the peer agent, and the number of
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Questionnaire items
Q1 Did you want to converse with this sys-

tem again? (Willingness to engage in di-
alogue)

Q2 Was the dialogue enjoyable? (Pleasant-
ness of dialogue)

Q3 Did you feel satisfied using the dialogue
system? (Satisfaction of system usage)

Q4 Was the peer agent friendly? (Agent’s
closeness)

Q5 Did you feel that the peer agent cared
about you? (Agent’s caring)

Q6 Was the peer agent likable? (Agent’s lik-
ability)

Q7 Did the peer agent support you?
(Agent’s support)

Table 3: Questionnaire items to evaluate user sat-
isfaction (Q1, Q2, and Q3) and user opinions
about the peer agent (Q4, Q5, Q6, and Q7)

user utterances. Among these measures, we re-
garded the number of user utterances as an ob-
jective measure to evaluate communication activa-
tion. User satisfaction and opinions about the peer
agent are subjective measures based on the ques-
tionnaires (ten-point Likert scale). Table 3 shows
the questionnaires used in the experiment. We ex-
pected that a high level of user satisfaction and
positive opinions about the peer agent would lead
to a high level of user engagement, which would
promote user utterances.

User satisfaction was evaluated from different
perspectives with three questions: Q1, Q2, and
Q3. Q1 focused on user willingness to engage in
the dialogue; Q2 focused on the user experience
of the dialogue’s pleasantness; Q3 focused on user
satisfaction with the system. We evaluated user
satisfaction with averages of the ratings of Q1, Q2,
and Q3. Using the averaged ratings of Likert ques-
tions allows us to apply such parametric statistical
tests as a multi-factor ANOVA since the summed
or averaged responses to Likert questions tend to
follow a normal distribution.

User opinions about the peer agent were evalu-
ated in terms of how the user perceived the peer
agent’s closeness (Q4), its caring (Q5), its likabil-
ity (Q6), and its support (Q7). We evaluated user
opinions about the peer agent with the averaged
ratings of these items. Previous studies showed
that empathic behaviors exhibited by an agent im-

proved user opinions about the agent in a Black-
jack scenario (Brave et al., 2005) and in a social
dialogue between a single user and an agent (Hi-
gashinaka et al., 2008). We examined these items
in multi-party dialogues with flexible turn-taking.

3.3 Procedure

We recruited and paid 64 Japanese adults (32
males and 32 females) for their participation. The
mean ages of the male and female groups were
32.0 and 36.2, respectively (male group: SD=9.2
, min=22, max=59, female group: SD=9.6,
min=20, max=50). The participants were divided
into 32 pairs of the same gender: 16 pairs of males
and 16 pairs of females. The participants in each
pair were unacquainted.

The experiment had a within-participants de-
sign. Each pair of participants successively en-
gaged in dialogues using the five systems under
different experimental conditions. The order of
using the systems was counter-balanced to prevent
order effect.

Before starting the experiment, the participants
were informed that, after completing a dialogue
with each system, they would fill out question-
naires. The questionnaires on user opinions about
the peer agent were used only when it was present
(conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4)). The participants
were also told that the agents were computer pro-
grams and not human participants. During the ex-
periment, each pair of participants was seated in
separate rooms in front of a computer display, a
keyboard, and a mouse, and they could only com-
municate with each other through the system.

In the dialogue with each system, five ”Who
is this?” quizzes about famous people were pre-
sented. The quiz subjects were chosen so that
the difficulty level of the quizzes was approxi-
mately the same in all the systems. For this pur-
pose, we first sorted people in Wikipedia in de-
scending order by their PageRank TM score based
on Wikipedia’s hyper-link structure. We then ex-
tracted the top-50 people and divided them from
the top into five groups of 10. Next we randomly
selected five people from each group to make
five sets of five people of approximately identical
PageRank scores. Each set of five people was used
for quizzes in each system.

On average, a pair of participants took 18 min-
utes to complete a dialogue with each system. The
number of hints that were actually presented in a
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Figure 2: User satisfaction

quiz averaged 7.5.

4 Results

4.1 User satisfaction
For questions Q1, Q2, and Q3, Cronbach’s alpha
was 0.83, which justified combining these items
into a single index. Therefore we evaluated user
satisfaction with averages of the ratings of these
items. Figure 2 shows user satisfaction under each
experimental condition.

To evaluate the effect of the peer agent’s pres-
ence on user satisfaction, we compared conditions
(0) and (1). The F-test results showed that vari-
ances were assumed to be equal across groups
(p > 0.2), and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test re-
sults showed that the assumption of normality was
satisfied (p > 0.6). By applying the paired t-test
to both the male and female groups, we found that
the peer agent’s presence significantly improved
user satisfaction (male group: t(31) = 4.2, p <
0.001, female group: t(31) = 2.8, p < 0.008).

To evaluate the effect of the empathic and self-
oriented expressions exhibited by the agents on
user satisfaction, we compared conditions (1),
(2), (3), and (4). A three-factor ANOVA was
conducted with two within-participant factors of
empathic and self-oriented expressions and one
between-participant factor of gender. The F-test
for the homogeneity of variances (p > 0.1) and
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test (p > 0.1)
showed that the data met the ANOVA assump-
tions. As a result of the ANOVA, a signifi-
cant main effect was found for empathic expres-
sions with respect to user satisfaction, F (1, 62) =
92.7, p < 0.001. No significant main effects were
found for either self-oriented expressions or gen-
der, and there were no significant interactions.

Figure 3: User ratings of peer agent

These results showed that the peer agent’s pres-
ence and the agent empathic expressions signif-
icantly improved user satisfaction in quiz-style
multi-party dialogues.

4.2 User opinions about the peer agent

For questions Q4, Q5, Q6, and Q7, Cronbach’s
alpha was 0.92, which justified combining these
items into a single index. Therefore we evaluated
user opinions about the peer agent with the aver-
aged ratings of these items under each experimen-
tal condition. Figure 3 shows the user ratings of
the peer agent under each condition.

To evaluate the effect of agent empathic and
self-oriented expressions on the user ratings of the
peer agent, we compared conditions (1), (2), (3)
and (4). A three-factor ANOVA was conducted
with two within-participant factors of empathic
and self-oriented expressions and one between-
participant factor of gender. The F-test for the
homogeneity of variances (p > 0.3) and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test (p > 0.2)
showed that the data met the ANOVA assump-
tions. As a result of the ANOVA, a significant
main effect was found for empathic expressions
with respect to the user ratings of the peer agent,
F (1, 62) = 77.4, p < 0.001. There was a
moderate main effect for self-oriented expressions
with respect to the user ratings of the peer agent,
F (1, 62) = 4.38, p < 0.04. There were no sig-
nificant main effects for gender, and there were no
significant interactions.

These results showed that agent empathic ex-
pressions significantly improved user ratings of
the peer agent in quiz-style multi-party dialogues.
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Figure 4: User utterances per quiz hint

4.3 Number of user utterances

Figure 4 shows the number of user utterances per
quiz hint under each condition.

To evaluate the effect of the peer agent’s pres-
ence on the number of user utterances per quiz
hint, we compared conditions (0) and (1). Based
on the F-test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
the assumptions of variance homogeneity (p >
0.6) and normality (p > 0.5) were met. By apply-
ing the paired t-test to both the male and female
groups, we found that the presence of the peer
agent significantly increased the number of user
utterances per hint (male group: t(31) = 3.1, p <
0.004, female group: t(31) = 5.6, p < 0.001).

To evaluate the effect of empathic and self-
oriented expressions by agents on the number
of user utterances, we compared conditions (1),
(2), (3), and (4). A three-factor ANOVA was
conducted with two within-participant factors of
empathic and self-oriented expressions and one
between-participant factor of gender. The F-test
for the homogeneity of variances (p > 0.05) and
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test (p > 0.6)
showed that the data met the ANOVA assump-
tions. As a result of the ANOVA, a significant
main effect was found for empathic expressions
with respect to the number of user utterances,
F (1, 62) = 18.9, p < 0.001. No significant main
effects were found for either self-oriented expres-
sions or gender, and there were no significant in-
teractions.

These results showed that the peer agent’s pres-
ence and agent empathic expressions increased
the number of user utterances and stimulated hu-
man communication in quiz-style multi-party dia-
logues.

5 Conclusion

This paper experimentally analyzed how conver-
sational agents stimulate human communication
in thought-evoking multi-party dialogues between
multi-users and multi-agents. As an example of
such multi-party dialogue, we focused on quiz-
style multi-party dialogues between two users and
two agents. We investigated how a peer agent’s
presence and agent emotional expressions influ-
enced user satisfaction, the user ratings of the peer
agent, and the number of user utterances. The
user ratings of the peer agent included user’s per-
ceived closeness, likability and caring from the
peer agent, and the user’s feeling of being sup-
ported by the peer agent.

The experiment results showed that the peer
agent’s presence significantly improved user sat-
isfaction and increased the number of user utter-
ances. We also found significant effects that agent
empathic expressions improved user satisfaction
and user positive ratings of the peer agent and that
they further increased the number of user utter-
ances. These results indicate that employing a peer
agent and agent empathic behaviors in thought-
evoking multi-party dialogues will stimulate inter-
action among people in computer-mediated com-
munication. Our findings will be useful for a
broader class of applications such as educational
agents and community facilitators.

Many directions for future work remain. First,
we plan to extend our work to deal with various
modalities such as speech, gestures, body posture,
facial expressions, and the direction of eye gazes
to investigate the effects of agent representation
(embodied or disembodied) and other modalities
in thought-evoking multi-party dialogues. Second,
we will analyze how agent behaviors influence
users and dialogues in more detail and develop a
more sophisticated dialogue management method
based on our detailed analysis. Learning optimal
dialogue management strategies in multi-party di-
alogues is a challenging research topic. Third, ex-
amining the relationship between user personality
traits and the impact of agents on users is valuable.
Previous work reported that the effect of embodi-
ment depended on user personalities (Lee et al.,
2006). This direction is important to the stimula-
tion of multi-party interaction for therapeutic and
emotional support.
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Abstract 

We present computational models that allow 

spoken dialog systems to handle multi-

participant engagement in open, dynamic envi-

ronments, where multiple people may enter and 

leave conversations, and interact with the sys-

tem and with others in a natural manner. The 

models for managing the engagement process 

include components for (1) sensing the en-

gagement state, actions and intentions of mul-

tiple agents in the scene, (2) making engage-

ment decisions (i.e. whom to engage with, and 

when) and (3) rendering these decisions in a set 

of coordinated low-level behaviors in an embo-

died conversational agent. We review results 

from a study of interactions "in the wild" with a 

system that implements such a model.  

1 Introduction 

To date, nearly all spoken dialog systems research has 

focused on the challenge of engaging single users on 

tasks defined within a relatively narrow context.  Efforts 

in this realm have led to significant progress including 

large-scale deployments that now make spoken dialog 

systems common features in the daily lives of millions 

of people. However, research on dialog systems has 

largely overlooked important challenges with the initia-

tion, maintenance, and suspension of conversations that 

are common in the course of natural communication and 

collaborations among people. In (Bohus and Horvitz, 

2009) we outlined a set of core challenges for extending 

traditional closed-world dialog systems to systems that 

have competency in open-world dialog. The work de-

scribed here is part of a larger research effort aimed at 

addressing these challenges, and constructing computa-

tional models to support the core interaction skills re-

quired for open-world dialog. In particular, we focus our 

attention in this paper on the challenges of managing 

engagement – “the process by which two (or more) par-

ticipants establish, maintain and end their perceived 

connection during interactions they jointly undertake”, 

cf. Sidner et al. (2004) in open-world settings.  

We begin by reviewing the challenges of managing 

engagement in the open-world in the next section. In 

Section 3, we survey the terrain of related efforts that 

provides valuable context for the new work described in 

this paper. In Section 4, we introduce a computational 

model for multiparty situated engagement. The model 

harnesses components for sensing the engagement state, 

actions, and intentions of people in the scene for making 

high-level engagement decisions (whom to engage with, 

and when), and for rendering these decisions into a set 

of low-level coordinated behaviors (e.g., gestures, eye 

gaze, greetings, etc.). Then, we describe an initial ob-

servational study with the proposed model, and discuss 

some of the lessons learned through this experiment. 

Finally, in Section 6, we summarize this work and out-

line several directions for future research.  

2 Engagement in Open-World Dialog 

In traditional, single-user systems the engagement prob-

lem can often be resolved in a relatively simple manner. 

For instance, in telephony-based applications, it is typi-

cally safe to assume that a user is engaged with a dialog 

system once a call has been received. Similarly, push-

to-talk buttons are often used in multimodal mobile ap-

plications. Although these solutions are sufficient and 

even natural in closed, single-user contexts, they be-

come inappropriate for open-world systems that must 

operate continuously in open, dynamic environments, 

such as robots, interactive billboards, or embodied con-

versational agents.  

Interaction in the open-world is characterized by two 

aspects that capture key departures from assumptions 

traditionally made in spoken dialog systems (Bohus and 

Horvitz, 2009). The first one is the dynamic, multiparty 

nature of the interaction, i.e., the world typically con-

tains not just one, but multiple agents that are relevant 
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to the interactive system. Engagements in open worlds 

are often dynamic and asynchronous, i.e. relevant agents 

may enter and leave the observable world at any time, 

may interact with the system and with each other, and 

their goals, needs, and intentions may change over time. 

Managing the engagement process in this context re-

quires that a system explicitly represents, models, and 

reasons about multiple agents and interaction contexts, 

and maintains and leverages long-term memory of the 

interactions to provide support and assistance.  

A second important aspect that distinguishes open-

world from closed-world dialog is the situated nature of 

the interaction, i.e., the fact that the surrounding physi-

cal environment provides rich, streaming context that is 

relevant for conducting and organizing the interactions. 

Situated interactions among people often hinge on 

shared information about physical details and relation-

ships, including structures, geometric relationships and 

pathways, objects, topologies, and communication af-

fordances.  The often implicit, yet powerful physicality 

of situated interaction, provides opportunities for mak-

ing inferences in open-world dialog systems, and chal-

lenges system designers to innovate across a spectrum 

of complexity and sophistication. Physicality and em-

bodiment also provide important affordances that can be 

used by a system to support the engagement process. 

For instance, the use of a rendered or physically embo-

died avatar in a spoken dialog system provides a natural 

point of visual engagement between the system and 

people, and allows the system to employ natural signal-

ing about attention and engagement with head pose, 

gaze, facial expressions, pointing and gesturing. 

We present in this paper methods that move beyond 

the realm of closed-world dialog with a situated multi-

party engagement model that can enable a computation-

al system to fluidly engage, disengage and re-engage 

one or multiple people, and support natural interactions 

in an open-world context. 

3 Related Work 

The process of engagement between people, and be-

tween people and computational systems has received a 

fair amount of attention. Observational studies in the 

sociolinguistics and conversational analysis communi-

ties have revealed that engagement is a complex, mixed-

initiative, highly-coordinated process that often involves 

a variety of non-verbal cues and signals, (Goffman, 

1963; Kendon, 1990), spatial trajectory and proximity 

(Hall, 1966; Kendon, 1990b), gaze and mutual attention 

(Argyle and Cook, 1976), head and hand gestures (Ken-

don, 1990), as well as verbal greetings. 

A number of researchers have also investigated is-

sues of engagement in human-computer and human-

robot interaction contexts. Sidner and colleagues (2004) 

define engagement as “the process by which two (or 

more) participants establish, maintain and end their per-

ceived connection during interactions they jointly un-

dertake”, and focus on the process of maintaining en-

gagement. They show in a user study (Sidner et al., 

2004; 2005) that people directed their attention to a ro-

bot more often when the robot made engagement ges-

tures throughout the interaction (i.e. tracked the user’s 

face, and pointed to relevant objects at appropriate times 

in the conversation.) Peters (2005; 2005b) uses an alter-

native definition of engagement as “the value that a par-

ticipant in an interaction attributes to the goal of being 

together with the other participant(s) and of continuing 

the interaction,” and present the high-level schematics 

for an algorithm for establishing and maintaining en-

gagement. The algorithm highlights the importance of 

mutual attention and eye gaze and relies on a heuristi-

cally computed “interest level” to decide when to start a 

conversation. Michalowski and colleagues (2006) pro-

pose and conduct experiments with a model of engage-

ment grounded in proxemics (Hall, 1966) which classi-

fies relevant agents in the scene in four different catego-

ries (present, attending, engaged  and interacting) based 

on their distance to the robot. The robot’s behaviors are 

in turn conditioned on the four categories above.  

In our work, we follow Sidner’s definition of en-

gagement as a process (Sidner et al., 2004) and describe 

a computational model for situated multiparty engage-

ment. The proposed model draws on several ideas from 

the existing body of work, but moves beyond it and 

provides a more comprehensive framework for manag-

ing the engagement process in a dynamic, open-world 

context, where multiple people with different and 

changing goals may enter and leave, and communicate 

and coordinate with each other and with the system.  

4 Models for Multiparty Engagement 

The proposed framework for managing engagement is 

centered on a reified notion of interaction, defined here 

as a basic unit of sustained, interactive problem-solving. 

Each interaction involves two or more participants, and 

this number may vary in time; new participants may 

join an existing interaction, or current participants may 

leave an interaction at any point in time. The system is 

actively engaged in at most one interaction at a time 

(with one or multiple participants), but it can simulta-

neously keep track of additional, suspended interactions. 

In this context, engagement is viewed as the process 

subsuming the joint, coordinated activities by which 

participants initiate, maintain, join, abandon, suspend, 

resume, or terminate an interaction. Appendix A shows 

by means of an example the various stages of an interac-

tion and the role played by the engagement process.  

Successfully modeling the engagement process in a 

situated, multi-participant context requires that the sys-

tem (1) senses and reasons about the engagement state, 
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 not-engaged engaged 

EA=disengage | 
SEA=disengage 

Figure 2. Engagement state transition diagram. EA is the 

agent’s engagement action; SEA is the system’s action. 

EA=maintain & 
SEA=maintain 

EA=engage & 
SEA=engage 

EA=no-action | 
SEA=no-action 

Figure 3. Graphical model showing key variables and 

dependencies in managing engagement. 
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actions and intentions of multiple agents in the scene, 

(2) makes high-level engagement control decisions (i.e. 

about whom to engage or disengage with, and when) 

and (3) executes and signals these decisions to the other 

participants in an appropriate and expected manner (e.g. 

renders them in a set of coordinated behaviors such as 

gestures, greetings, etc.). The proposed model subsumes 

these three components, which we discuss in more de-

tail in the following subsections. 

4.1 Engagement State, Actions, Intentions 

As a prerequisite for making informed engagement de-

cisions, a system must be able to recognize various en-

gagement cues, and to reason about the engagement 

actions and intentions of relevant agents in the scene. To 

accomplish this, the sensing subcomponent of the pro-

posed engagement model tracks over time three related 

engagement variables for each agent 𝑎 and interaction 𝑖: 
the engagement state 𝐸𝑆𝑎

𝑖 (𝑡) , the engagement action 

𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡) and the engagement intention 𝐸𝐼𝑎

𝑖 (𝑡).  

The engagement state, 𝐸𝑆𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡), captures whether an 

agent 𝑎 is engaged in interaction 𝑖 and is modeled as a 

deterministic variable with two possible values: en-

gaged and not-engaged. The state is updated based on 

the joint actions of the agent and the system (see Figures 

3 and 4). Since engagement is a collaborative process, 

the transitions to the engaged state require that both the 

agent and the system take either an engage action (if the 

agent was previously not engaged) or a maintain action 

(if the agent was already engaged); we discuss these 

actions in more detail shortly. On the other hand, disen-

gagement can be a unilateral act: an agent transitions to 

the not-engaged state if either the agent or the system 

take a disengage action or a no-action. 

The second engagement variable, 𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡), models the 

actions that an agent takes to initiate, maintain or termi-

nate engagement. There are four engagement actions: 

engage, no-action, maintain, disengage. The first two 

are possible only from the not-engaged state, while the 

last two are possible only from the engaged state. The 

engagement actions are estimated based on a condition-

al probabilistic model of the form: 
 

𝑃(𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡)|𝐸𝑆𝑎

𝑖  𝑡 , 𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖  𝑡 − 1 , 𝑆𝐸𝐴𝑎

𝑖  𝑡 − 1 , Ψ(𝑡)) 
 

The inference is conditioned on the current engage-

ment state, on the previous agent and system actions, 

and on additional sensory evidence Ψ(t). Ψ t  includes 

the detection of explicit engagement cues such as: salu-

tations (e.g. “Hi!”, “Bye bye”); calling behaviors (e.g. 

“Laura!”); the establishment or the breaking of an F-

formation (Kendon, 1990b), i.e. the agent approaches 

and positions himself in front of the system and attends 

to the system; an expected, opening dialog move (e.g. 

“Come here!”). Note that each of these cues is explicit, 

and marks a committed engagement action.  

A third variable in the proposed model, 𝐸𝐼𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡) , 

tracks the engagement intention of an agent with respect 

to a conversation. Like the engagement state, the inten-

tion can either be engaged or not-engaged. Intentions 

are tracked separately from actions since an agent might 

intend to engage or disengage the system, but not yet 

take an explicit engagement action. For instance, let us 

consider the case in which the system is already en-

gaged in an interaction and another agent is waiting in 

line to interact with the system.  Although the waiting 

agent does not take an explicit, committed engagement 

action, she might still intend to engage in a new conver-

sation with the system once the opportunity arises. She 

might also signal this engagement intention via various 

cues (e.g. pacing around, glances that make brief but 

clear eye contact with the system, etc.) More generally, 

the engagement intention variable captures whether or 

not an agent would respond positively should the system 

initiate engagement. In that sense, it roughly corres-

ponds to Peters’ (2005; 2005b) “interest level”, i.e. to 

the value the agent attaches to being engaged in a con-

versation with the system.  

Like engagement actions, engagement intentions are 

inferred based on a direct conditional model: 
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𝑃(𝐸𝐼𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡)|𝐸𝑆𝑎

𝑖  𝑡 , 𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖  𝑡 , 𝑆𝐸𝐴𝑎

𝑖  𝑡 − 1 , 𝐸𝐼𝑎
𝑖  t − 1 , Ψ(𝑡)) 

 

This model leverages information about the current 

engagement state, the previous agent and system ac-

tions, the previous engagement intention, as well as ad-

ditional evidence Ψ(𝑡)  capturing implicit engagement 

cues. Such cues include the spatiotemporal trajectory of 

the participant and the level of sustained mutual atten-

tion. The models for inferring engagement actions and 

intentions are generally independent of the application. 

They capture the typical behaviors and cues by which 

people signal engagement, and, as such, should be reus-

able across different domains. In other work (Bohus and 

Horvitz, 2009b), we describe these models in more de-

tail and show how they can be learned automatically 

from interaction data. 

4.2 Engagement Control Policy 

Based on the inferred state, actions and intentions of the 

agents in the scene, as well as other additional evidence 

to be discussed shortly, the proposed model outputs 

high-level engagement actions, denoted by SEA deci-

sion node in Figure 3. The action-space on the system 

side contains the same four actions previously dis-

cussed: engage, disengage, maintain and no-action. 

Each action is parameterized with a set of agents {𝑎𝑘} 

and an interaction 𝑖. Additional parameters that control 

the lower level execution of these actions, such as spe-

cific greetings, waiting times, urgency, etc. may also be 

specified. The actual execution mechanisms are dis-

cussed in more detail in the following subsection. 

In making engagement decisions in an open-world 

setting, a conversational system must balance the goals 

and needs of multiple agents in the scene and resolve 

various tradeoffs (for instance between continuing the 

current interaction or interrupting it temporarily to ad-

dress another agent), all the while observing rules of 

social etiquette in interaction. Apart from the detected 

engagement state, actions and intentions of an agent 

𝑬𝑎
𝑖 =  𝐸𝑆𝑎

𝑖 , 𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖 , 𝐸𝐼𝑎

𝑖   , the control policy can be en-

hanced through leveraging additional observational evi-

dence, including high-level information 𝑯𝑎  about the 

various agents in the scene, such as their long-term 

goals and activities, as well as other global context (𝚪), 

including the multiple tasks at hand, the history of the 

interactions, relationships between various agents in the 

scene (e.g. which agents are in a group together), etc. 

For instance, a system might decide to temporarily 

refuse engagement even though an agent takes an en-

gage action, because it is currently involved in a higher 

priority interaction. Or, a system might try to take the 

initiative and engage an agent based on the current con-

text (e.g. the system has a message to deliver) and activ-

ity of the agent (e.g. the agent is passing by), even 

though the agent has no intention to engage.  

Engagement control policies have therefore the form,  
 

𝜋𝑆𝐸𝐴({𝑬𝑎
𝑖 }𝑎 ,𝑖 ,  𝑯𝑎  𝑎 , 𝚪) 

 

where we have omitted the time index for simplicity. In 

contrast to the models for inferring engagement inten-

tions and action, the engagement control policy can of-

ten be application specific. Such policies can be au-

thored manually to capture the desired system behavior.  

We will discuss a concrete example of this in Section 

5.2. In certain contexts, a more principled solution can 

be developed by casting the control of engagement as an 

optimization problem for scheduling collaborations with 

multiple parties under uncertainties about the estimated 

goals and needs, the duration of the interactions, time 

and frustration costs, social etiquette, etc. We are cur-

rently exploring such models, where the system also 

uses information-gathering actions (e.g. “Are the two of 

you together?” “Are you here for X?,” etc.), based on 

value-of-information computations to optimize in the 

nature and flow of attention and collaboration in multi-

party interactions. 

4.3 Behavioral Control Policy 

At the lower level, the engagement decisions taken by 

the system have to be executed and rendered in an ap-

propriate manner. With the use of a rendered or physical 

embodied agent, these actions are translated into a set of 

coordinated lower-level behaviors, such as head ges-

tures, making and breaking eye contact, facial expres-

sions, salutations, interjections, etc. The coordination of 

these behaviors is governed by a behavioral control pol-

icy, conditioned on the estimated engagement state, 

actions and intentions of the considered agents, as well 

as other information extracted from the scene: 
 

𝜋𝑆𝐸𝐵(𝑆𝐸𝐴, {𝑬𝑎
𝑖 }𝑎 ,𝑖 , Ψ) 

 

For example, in the current implementation, the en-

gage system action subsumes three sub-behaviors per-

formed in a sequence: EstablishAttention, Greeting, and 

Monitor. First, the system attempts to establish sus-

tained mutual attention with the agent(s) to be engaged. 

This is accomplished by directing the gaze towards the 

agents, and if the agent’s focus of attention is not on the 

system, triggering an interjection like “Excuse me!” 

Once mutual attention is established, on optional Greet-

ing behavior is performed; a greeting can be specified as 

an execution parameter of the engage action. Finally, 

the system enters a Monitor behavior, in which it moni-

tors for the completion of engagement. The action com-

pletes successfully once the agent(s) are in an engaged 

state. Alternatively if a certain period of time elapses 

and the agent(s) have not yet transitioned to the engaged 

state, the engage system action completes with failure 

(which is signaled to the engagement control layer).  

Like the high-level engagement control policies, the 

behavioral control policies can either be authored ma-

nually, or learned from data, either in a supervised (e.g. 
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from a human-human interaction corpus) or unsuper-

vised learning setting. Also, like the engagement sens-

ing component, the behavioral control component is 

decoupled from the task at hand, and should be largely 

reusable across multiple application domains.  

5 Observational Study 

As an initial step towards evaluating the proposed si-

tuated multiparty engagement models, we conducted a 

preliminary observational study with a spoken dialog 

system that implements these models. The goals of this 

study were (1) to investigate whether a system can use 

the proposed engagement models to effectively create 

and conduct multiparty interactions in an open-world 

setting, (2) to study user behavior and responses in this 

setting, and (3) to identify some of the key technical 

challenges in supporting multiparty engagement and 

dialog in open-world context. In this section, we de-

scribe this study and report on the lessons learned.  

5.1 Experimental platform 

Studying multiparty engagement and more generally 

open-world interaction poses significant challenges. 

Controlled laboratory studies are by their very nature 

closed-world. Furthermore, providing participants with 

instructions, such as “Go interact with this system”, or 

“Go join the existing interaction” can significantly 

prime and alter the engagement behaviors they would 

otherwise display upon encountering the system in an 

unconstrained setting. This can in turn cast serious 

doubts on the validity of the results. Open-world inte-

raction is best observed in the open-world.  

To provide an ecologically valid basis for studying 

situated, multiparty engagement we therefore developed 

a conversational agent that implements the proposed 

model, and deployed it in the real-world. The system, 

illustrated in Figure 4, takes the form of an interactive 

multi-modal kiosk that displays a realistically rendered 

avatar head which can interact via natural language. The 

avatar can engage with one or more participants and 

plays a simple game, in which the users have to respond 

to multiple-choice trivia questions.  

The system’s hardware and software architecture is 

illustrated in Figure 4. Data gathered from a wide-angle 

camera, a 4-element linear microphone array, and a 19” 

touch-screen is forwarded to a scene analysis module 

that fuses the incoming streams and constructs in real-

time a coherent picture of the dynamics in the surround-

ing environment. The system detects and tracks the lo-

cation of multiple agents in the scene, tracks the head 

pose for engaged agents, tracks the current speaker, and 

infers the focus of attention, activities, and goals of each 

agent, as well as the group relationships among different 

agents. An in-depth description of the hardware and 

scene analysis components falls beyond the scope of 

this paper, but details are available in (Bohus and Hor-

vitz, 2009). The scene analysis results are forwarded to 

the control level, which is structured in a two-layer reac-

tive-deliberative architecture. The reactive layer imple-

ments and coordinates various low-level behaviors, in-

cluding engagement, conversational floor management 

and turn-taking, and coordinating spoken and gestural 

outputs. The deliberative layer plans the system’s dialog 

moves and high-level engagement actions. 

Overall, the game task was purposefully designed to 

minimize challenges in terms of speech recognition or 

dialog management, and allow us to focus our attention 

on the engagement processes. The avatar begins the 

interactions by asking the engaged user if they would 

like to play a trivia game. If the user agrees, the avatar 

goes through four multiple-choice questions, one at a 

time. After each question, the possible answers are dis-

played on the screen (Figure 4) and users can respond 

by either speaking an answer or by touching it. When 

the answer provided by the user is incorrect, the system 

provides a short explanation regarding the correct an-

swer before moving on to the next question.  

The system also supports multi-participant interac-

tions. The engagement policy used to attract and engage 

Dialog Management 

Behavioral Control 

Scene Analysis Output Planning 

Vision Speech Synthesis Avatar 

wide-angle camera 

4-element linear microphone array  

touch screen 

speakers 

Figure 4. Trivia game dialog system: prototype, architectural overview, and runtime scene analysis 
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multiple users in a game is the focus of this observa-

tional study, and is discussed in more detail in the next 

subsection. Once the system is engaged with multiple 

users, it uses a multi-participant turn taking model 

which allows it to continuously track who the current 

speaker is, and who has the conversational floor (Bohus 

and Horvitz, 2009). At the behavioral level, the avatar 

orients its head pose and gaze towards the current 

speaker, or towards the addressee(s) of its own utter-

ances. During multiplayer games, the avatar alternates 

between the users when asking questions. Also, after a 

response is received from one of the users, the avatar 

confirms the answer with the other user(s), e.g. “Do you 

agree with that?” A full sample interaction with the sys-

tem is described in Appendix A, and the corresponding 

video is available online (Situated Interaction, 2009).  

5.2 Multiparty Engagement Policy 

The trivia game system implements the situated, multi-

party engagement model described in Section 4. The 

sensing and behavioral control components are applica-

tion independent and were previously described. We 

now describe the system’s engagement policy, which is 

application specific.  

As previously discussed, apart from using the in-

ferred engagement state, actions and intentions for the 

agents in the scene, the proposed model also uses in-

formation about the high-level goals and activities of 

these agents when making engagement decisions. Spe-

cifically, the system tracks the goal of each agent in the 

scene, which can be play, watch, or other, and their cur-

rent activity, which can be passing-by, interacting, play-

ing, watching, or departing. The goal and activity rec-

ognition models are application specific, and in this case 

are inferred based on probabilistic conditional models 

that leverage information about the spatiotemporal tra-

jectory of each agent and their spoken utterances, as 

well as global scene information (e.g. is the system en-

gaged in an active interaction, etc.).  

Initially, when the system is idle, it uses a conserva-

tive engagement policy and waits for the user to initiate 

engagement via an explicit action. Such actions include 

the user approaching and entering in an F-formation 

(Kendon, 1990b) with the system, i.e. standing right in 

front of it, swiping their badge, or pushing the start but-

ton (in the idle state the GUI displays “swipe your 

badge or press here to begin” below the avatar head).  

While engaged in an interaction, the system attempts 

to engage bystanders in an effort to create a collabora-

tive, multi-participant game. In this case, the engage-

ment policy is conditioned on the inferred activities of 

the agents in the scene. Specifically, if a watching bys-

tander is detected, the system temporarily disengages 

the current participant, and engages and attempts to 

“convince” the watching bystander to join the existing 

game. The prompts in this side interaction depend on 

the current game context, as shown in Table 1. If the 

watching bystander agrees to join in, the system adds 

him to the existing interaction, and continues a multi-

participant game (see Table 1.A.) Conversely, if the 

bystander refuses, the system re-engages the previous 

participant and resumes the single-user game (see Table 

1.B.) Additional examples are available in Appendix A. 

Finally, if the system is already engaged and a watch-

ing bystander is detected but only during the last ques-

tion, the system engages them temporarily to let them 

know that the current game will end shortly and, if they 

wait, they can also start a new game (see Table 1.D).  

5.3 Results and Lessons Learned 

We deployed the system described above for 20 days 

near one of the kitchenettes in our building. The system 

attracted attention of passer-bys with the tracking mo-

tion of its virtual face that followed people as they 

passed by. Most people that interacted with the system 

did so for the first time; only a small number of people 

interacted several times. No instructions were provided 

for interacting with the system. We shall now review 

results from analysis of the collected data.  

Throughout the 20 days of deployment, the system 

engaged in a total of 121 interactive events. Of these, in 

54 cases (44%), a participant engaged the system but 

did not play the game. Typically, the participant would 

approach and enter in an F-formation with the system, 

If a watching bystander B is detected during the first 3 questions  

 and the engaged participant E has not made any mistakes 

A 

 [S to E]: Hold on a second. 
[S to B]: Hi. Excuse me, would you like to join in? 
[B]:  Okay.  
[S to E&B]: Great. So let’s see how well you can do together. 
 Next question […] 

 and the engaged participant E has just made a mistake, and 
the system did not previously engage the bystander B. 

B 

 [S to E]: Perhaps you can use some help. Hold on a 
 second. 
[S to B]: Hi. Do you think you could help out? 
[B]:  No thanks 
[S to B]: Okay. Well, I guess you can just watch for now 
 and if you wait for a bit we’ll be done and you can 
 start a new game yourself 
[S to E]: Guess you’re still on your own. Next question […] 

 and  the engaged participant E has just made a mistake, and 
the system did previously attempt to engage the bystander B. 

C 

 [S to E]: I think you could really use some help. Hold on a 
 second. 
[S to B]: Are you sure you don’t want to help out? Come 
 on, this is fun. 
[B]:  Sure 
[S to E&B]: Great. So let’s see how well you can do together. 
 Next question […] 

If a watching bystander B is detected during the last question 

D 

[S to E]: Excuse me for one moment. 
[S to B]: We’re almost done here. If you wait for a bit we can start 
 a new game right after 
[S to E]: Sorry about that […] 

 Table 1. Multiparty engagement policy 
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but, once the system engaged and asked if they would 

like to play the trivia game, they responded negatively 

or left without responding. In 49 cases (40%), a single 

participant engaged and played the game, but no bys-

tanders were observed during these interactions. In one 

case, two participants approached and engaged simulta-

neously; the system played a multi-participant game, but 

no other bystanders were observed. Finally, in the re-

maining 17 cases (14% of all engagements, 25% of ac-

tual interactions), at least one bystander was observed 

and the system engaged in multiparty interaction. These 

multiparty interactions are the focus of our observation-

al analysis, and we will discuss them in more detail.  

In 2 of these 17 cases, bystanders appeared only late 

in the interaction, after the system had already asked the 

last question. In these cases, according to its engage-

ment policy, the system notified the bystander that they 

would be attended to momentarily (see Table 1.D), and 

then proceeded to finish the initial game. In 8 of the 

remaining 15 cases (53%), the system successfully per-

suaded bystanders to join the current interaction and 

carried on a multi-participant game. In the remaining 7 

cases (47%), bystanders turned down the offer to join 

the existing game. Although this corpus is still relatively 

small, these statistics indicate that the system can suc-

cessfully engage bystanders and create and manage 

multi-participant interactions in the open world.  

Next, we analyzed more closely the responses and 

reactions from bystanders and already engaged partici-

pants to the system’s multiparty engagement actions. 

Throughout the 17 multiparty interactions, the system 

planned and executed a total of 23 engagement actions 

soliciting a bystander to enter the game, and 6 engage-

ment actions letting a bystander know that they will be 

engaged momentarily. The system actions and res-

ponses from bystanders and engaged participants are 

visually summarized in Figure 5, and are presented in 

full in Appendix B. Overall, bystanders successfully 

recognize that they are being engaged and solicited by 

the system and respond (either positively or negatively) 

in the large majority of cases (20 out of 23). In 2 of the 

remaining 3 cases, the previously engaged participant 

responded instead of the bystander; finally, in one case 

the bystander did not respond and left the area.  

While bystanders generally respond when engaged 

by the system, the system’s engagement actions towards 

bystanders also frequently elicits spoken responses from 

the already engaged participants; this happened in 14 

out of 23 cases (61%). The responses are sometimes 

addressed to the system e.g. “Yes he does,” or towards 

the bystander, e.g. “Say yes!”, or they reflect general 

comments, e.g. “That’s crazy!” These results show that, 

when creating the side interaction to solicit a bystander 

to join the game, the system should engage both the 

bystander and the existing user in this side interaction, 

or at least allow the previous user to join this side inte-

raction (currently the system engages only the bystander 

in this interaction; see example from Appendix A.)  

Furthermore, we noticed that, in several cases, bys-

tanders provided responses to the system’s questions 

even prior to the point the system engaged them in inte-

raction (sometimes directed toward the system, some-

times toward the engaged participant.) We employed a 

system-initiative engagement policy towards bystanders 

in the current experiment. The initiative being taken by 

participants highlights the potential value of implement-

ing a mixed-initiative policy for engagement. If a rele-

vant response is detected from a bystander, this can be 

interpreted as an engagement action (recall from subsec-

tion 4.1 that engagement actions subsume expected 

opening dialog moves), and a mixed-initiative policy 

can respond by engaging the bystander, e.g. “Did you 

want to join in?” or “Please hang on, let’s let him finish. 

We can play a new game right after that.” This policy 

could be easily implemented under the proposed model.  

We also noted side comments by both bystander and 

the existing participant around the time of multiparty 

engagement. These remarks typically indicate surprise 

and excitement at the system’s multiparty capabilities. 

Quotes include: “That’s awesome!”, “Isn’t that great!”, 

“That’s funny!”, “Dude!”, “Oh my god that’s creepy!”, 

“That’s cool!”, “It multitasks!”, “That is amazing!”, 

“That’s pretty funny”, plus an abundance of laughter 

and smiles. Although such surprise might be expected 

today with a first-time exposure to an interactive system 

that is aware of and can engage with multiple parties, 

we believe that expectations will change in the future, as 

these technologies become more commonplace.  

Figure 5. System multiparty engagement actions and responses from bystanders and already engaged participants.  

For bystander responses,     denotes a positive response;      denotes a negative response;    denotes no response. For responses 

from previously engaged participant,      denotes utterances addressed to the bystander,      denotes side comments,      denotes 

responses directed to the system 

response from  
previously engaged 

participant 

Excuse me for one second … Hi, would you like to join in? 

[12 cases] 

Y Y Y N Y N T N N N N N N N N N N Y Y Y Y 

Perhaps you can use some 
help… Do you think you could 

help out? [6 cases] 

[after non-understanding] 
Sorry, did you want to join 

in? [5 cases] 

We’re almost done here. If you 
wait for a bit we can start a new 

game right after  [6 cases] 

response from  
solicited bystander 

system 
prompt 

B B 

Y N 

B 

B B S S S S S S C C C C C 

S C 
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Overall, this preliminary study confirmed that the 

system can effectively initiate engagement in multiparty 

settings, and also highlighted several core challenges for 

managing engagement and supporting multiparty inte-

ractions in the open world. A first important challenge 

we have identified is developing robust models for 

tracking the conversational dynamics in multiparty situ-

ations, i.e. identifying who is talking to whom at any 

given point. Secondly, the experiment has highlighted 

the opportunity for using more flexible, mixed-initiative 

engagement policies. Such policies will rely heavily on 

the ability to recognize engagement intentions; in (Bo-

hus and Horvitz, 2009b), we describe the automated 

learning of engagement intentions from interaction data. 

Finally, another lesson we learned from these initial 

experiments is the importance of accurate face tracking 

for supporting multiparty interaction. Out of the 17 mul-

tiparty interactions, 7 were affected by vision problems 

(e.g. the system momentarily lost a face, or swapped the 

identity of two faces); 4 of these were fatal errors that 

eventually led to interaction breakdowns.  

6 Summary and Future Work 

We have described a computational model for managing 

engagement decisions in open-world dialog. The model 

harnesses components for sensing and reasoning about 

the engagement state, actions, and intentions of multiple 

participants in the scene, for making high-level en-

gagement control decisions about who and when to en-

gage, and for executing and rendering these actions in 

an embodied agent. We reviewed an observational study 

that showed that, when weaved together, these compo-

nents can provide support for effectively managing en-

gagement, and for creating and conducting multiparty 

interactions in an open-world context.  

We believe that the components and policies we have 

presented provide a skeleton for engagement and inte-

raction in open-world settings. However, there are im-

portant challenges and opportunities ahead. Future re-

search includes developing methods for fine tuning and 

optimizing each of these subcomponents and their inte-

ractions. Along these lines, there are opportunities to 

employ machine learning to tune and adapt multiple 

aspects of the operation of the system. In (Bohus and 

Horvitz, 2009b) we introduce and evaluate an approach 

to learning models for inferring engagement actions and 

intentions online, through interaction.  On another direc-

tion, we are investigating the use of decision-theoretic 

approaches for optimizing mixed-initiative engagement 

policies by taking into account the underlying uncertain-

ties, the costs and benefits of interruption versus contin-

uing collaboration, queue etiquette associated with ex-

pectations of fairness, etc. Another difficult challenge is 

the creation of accurate low-level behavioral models, 

including the fine-grained control of pose, gesture, and 

facial expressions. Developing such methods will likely 

have subtle, yet powerful influences on the effectiveness 

of signaling and overall grounding in multiparty set-

tings. We believe that research on these and other prob-

lems of open-world dialog will provide essential and 

necessary steps towards developing computational sys-

tems that can embed interaction deeply into the natural 

flow of everyday tasks, activities, and collaborations. 
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[approaching] 
 

[engaging]  
Hi! 
 

Would you like to play a trivia game? If you answer three 
out of four questions correctly I can enter you in a raffle 
for a Zune player. 
Sure. 
Okay. First, could you please swipe your badge below 
so I can email you the raffle ticket? 
[swipes badge; in the meantime, bystander 2 appears] 
Got it! Here is the first question.  
The state with the most shark attacks each year is 
California, Florida or Hawaii? 
Florida. 
Florida. Is that final? 
Yup 
That’s right 
 

[disengaging] 
Excuse me for one second.  
 

[engaging] 
Hi 
 

Would you like to join in? 
Uh. No thanks. 
Sorry, did you want to join in? 
No.  
Well, you can just watch for now. And if you wait for a 
bit, we’ll be done and then you can start a new game 
yourself 
 

[disengaging] 
 

[engaging] 
Sorry about that.  
 

Next question.Which mammal lives the longest? 
The human 
You think it’s human, right? 
Uh no, no no.  
So what’s the correct answer? 
Elephant.  
Elephant. Is that final? 
Yup.  
Sorry but that’s actually incorrect. Current scientific 
thought is that the longest possible human life span is 
120 years, making humans the longest lived among the 
mammals. Perhaps you could use some help. Hold on 
one more second.  
 

[disengaging] 
 

[engaging] 
 

Are you sure you don’t want to help out? Come on, this 
is fun.  
Okay. 
Sorry, so did you wanna join in? 
Yes.  
Great 
 

[disengaging] 
 

[re-engaging with both 1 and 2] 
 

So let’s see if you can do better together. So far you 
have one correct answer. Now on to the next question. 
Is it true that Black Friday, the Friday after Thanksgiving 
is the busiest shopping day in the year? 
I heard that it wasn’t true actually… false. 
Do you also think that’s false? 
I guess. 
You got it! Okay, so far you have 2 out of 3 correct 
answers. If you get this last question right you can enter 
the raffle to win a Zune. How many people are killed by 
vending machines at the beach in a typical year? 
It’s probably more than one… I’ll say thirteen.  
Do you think that’s correct? 
No, thirteen.  
Is that final? 
Yes.  
Congratulations, you had 3 correct answers out of 4 
questions. I will record an entry for you in the Zune 
raffle.  
Great, thanks 
 

Bye-bye 
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Appendix A. Sample multiparty interaction with trivia game dialog system (not part of the experiment) 
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Appendix B. User responses to multiparty engagement actions.  

 

S denotes the system, E denotes the already engaged participant, B denotes a watching bystander.  

 

Actions and Resposes Response from B Response from E Timing 

[S to E]: Hold on one second. 
[S to B]: Excuse me, would you like to join in? 
   
4 positive answers from B 
7 negative answers from B 
1 no answer from B (E answers) 

Yes  B only 

Yes Say yes Overlap 

Sure  B only 

Yes [to B]: Would you like to join 
in? 

E first 

No That’s crazy! B first 

Oh, no. No + [moves away] That’s funny! B first 

No thank you  B only 

No No? B first 

Woah, no.  That’s cool! B first 

No + [moves away] + That’s 
pretty funny. 

[laughs looking at B] B first 

[laughs] [laughs] Yes. Oh yes. E only 

[S to E]: Perhaps you could use some help. 
 Excuse me for one second. 
[S to B]: Hi, do you think you could help out? 
 
3 positive answers from B 
2 negative answers from B 
1 no-answer from B (moves away) 

Yes. Yes. B first 

Yes Yes he does. Overlap 

[laughs] + No.  B only 

[to E]: Isn’t that weird? 
[to S]: No. 
[to E]: Isn’t that great? 

[to B]: That is amazing! B first 

[laughs] + [moves out] Quit E only 

[laughs] + Sure Sure B first 

If the initial response from B was not unders-
tood by the system, system asks one more time 
[S to B]: Sorry, did you want to join in? 
 
1 positive answer from B 
3 negative answer from B 
1 no-answer from B (E answers) 

No. 
Please. 

Yes, I don’t know, help me! B first 

No.  B only 

No.  B only 

No.  B only 

 No. E only 

[S to B]: We’re almost done here. If you wait 
 for a bit we can start a new game 
 right after. 
 
1 answer from B 
1 answer from E 
4 no-answer from either B or E 

Great, thanks.  B only 

 That’s awesome E only 
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Abstract

We use directed graphical models (DGMs)
to automatically detect decision discus-
sions in multi-party dialogue. Our ap-
proach distinguishes between different di-
alogue act (DA) types based on their role
in the formulation of a decision. DGMs
enable us to model dependencies, includ-
ing sequential ones. We summarize deci-
sions by extracting suitable phrases from
DAs that concern the issue under discus-
sion and its resolution. Here we use a
semantic-similarity metric to improve re-
sults on both manual and ASR transcripts.

1 Introduction

In work environments, people share information
and make decisions in multi-party conversations
known as meetings. The demand for systems that
can automatically process, understand and sum-
marize information contained in audio and video
recordings of meetings is growing rapidly. Our
own research, and that of other contemporary
projects (Janin et al., 2004), aim at meeting this
demand.

At present, we are focusing on the automatic
detection and summarization of decision discus-
sions. Our approach for detecting decision dis-
cussions involves distinguishing between differ-
ent dialogue act (DA) types based on their role
in the decision-making process. Two of these
types are DAs which describe the Issue under dis-
cussion, and DAs which describe its Resolution.
To summarize a decision discussion, we identify
words and phrases in the Issue and Resolution
DAs, which can be used to produce a concise, de-
scriptive summary.

This paper describes new experiments in both
detecting and summarizing decision discussions.
In the detection stage, we investigate the use of
Directed Graphical Models (DGMs). DGMs are
attractive because they can be used to model se-
quence and dependencies between predictor vari-
ables. In the summarization stage, we attempt to
improve phrase selection with a new feature that
measures the level of semantic similarity between
candidate Issue phrases and Resolution utterances,
and vice-versa. The feature is generated by a
semantic-similarity metric which uses WordNet as
a knowledge source. The motivation is that ordi-
narily, the Issue and Resolution components in a
decision summary should be semantically similar.

The paper proceeds as follows. Firstly, Sec-
tion 2 describes related work, and Section 3, our
data-set and annotation scheme for decision dis-
cussions. Section 4 then reports our decision de-
tection experiments using DGMs, and Section 5,
the summarization experiments. Finally, Section
6 draws conclusions and proposes ideas for future
work.

2 Related Work

User studies (Banerjee et al., 2005) have con-
firmed that meeting participants consider deci-
sions to be one of the most important meeting
outputs, and (Whittaker et al., 2006) found that
the development of an automatic decision detec-
tion component is critical to the re-use of meet-
ing archives. With the new availability of substan-
tial meeting corpora such as the AMI corpus (Mc-
Cowan et al., 2005), recent years have therefore
seen an increasing amount of research on decision-
making dialog. This research has tackled issues
such as the automatic detection of agreement and
disagreement (Galley et al., 2004), and of the
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level of involvement of conversational participants
(Gatica-Perez et al., 2005). In addition, (Verbree
et al., 2006) created an argumentation scheme in-
tended to support automatic production of argu-
ment structure diagrams from decision-oriented
meeting transcripts. As yet, there has been rela-
tively little work which specifically addresses the
automatic detection and summarization of deci-
sions.

Decision discussion detection: (Hsueh and
Moore, 2007) used the AMI Meeting Corpus, and
attempted to automatically identify DAs in meet-
ing transcripts which are “decision-related”. For
each meeting, two manually created summaries
were used to judge which DAs were decision-
related: an extractive summary of the whole meet-
ing, and an abstractive summary of its decisions.
Those DAs in the extractive summary which sup-
port any of the decisions in the abstractive sum-
mary were manually tagged as decision-related.
(Hsueh and Moore, 2007) then trained a Maxi-
mum Entropy classifier to recognize this single
DA class, using a variety of lexical, prosodic, DA
and conversational topic features. They achieved
an F-score of 0.35.

Unlike (Hsueh and Moore, 2007), (Fernández et
al., 2008b) made an attempt at modelling the struc-
ture of decision-making dialogue. The authors de-
signed an annotation scheme that takes account of
the different roles which utterances can play in the
decision-making process—for example it distin-
guishes between DDAs (decision DAs) which ini-
tiate a discussion by raising an issue, those which
propose a resolution, and those which express
agreement for a proposed resolution. The authors
annotated a portion of the AMI corpus, and then
applied what they refer to as “hierarchical classi-
fication”. Here, one sub-classifier per DDA class
hypothesizes occurrences of that DDA class, and
then based on these hypotheses, a super-classifier
determines which regions of dialogue are deci-
sion discussions. All of the classifiers, (sub and
super), were linear kernel binary Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs). Results were better than
those obtained with (Hsueh and Moore, 2007)’s
approach—the F1-score for detecting decision dis-
cussions in manual transcripts was .58 vs. .50.
Note that (Purver et al., 2007) had previously pur-
sued the same basic approach as (Fernández et al.,
2008b) in order to detect action items.

In this paper, we build on the promising results

of (Fernández et al., 2008b), by using Directed
Graphical Models (DGMs) in place of SVMs.
DGMs are attractive because they provide a natu-
ral framework for modelling sequence and depen-
dencies between variables including the DDAs.
We are especially interested in whether DGMs
better exploit non-lexical features. (Fernández et
al., 2008b) obtained much more value from lexi-
cal than non-lexical features (and indeed no value
at all from prosodic features), but lexical features
have disadvantages. In particular, they can be do-
main specific, increase the size of the feature space
dramatically, and deteriorate more than other fea-
tures in quality when ASR is poor.

Decision summarization: Recent years have
seen research on spoken dialogue summarization
(e.g. (Zechner, 2002)). Most has attempted to gen-
erate summaries of full dialogues, but some very
recent research has focused on specific dialogue
events, namely action items (Purver et al., 2007),
and decisions (Fernández et al., 2008a).

(Fernández et al., 2008a) used the DDA an-
notation scheme mentioned above, and began by
extracting the DDAs which raise issues or pro-
vide accepted resolutions. Only manual tran-
scripts were used and the DDAs were extracted
by hand rather than automatically. The next step
was to parse each DDA with a general rule-based
parser (Dowding et al., 1993), producing multi-
ple short fragments rather than one full utterance
parse. Then, for each DDA, an SVM regression
model used various features (including parse, se-
mantic and lexical features) to select the fragment
which was most likely to appear in a gold-standard
extractive decision summary. The entire manual
utterance transcriptions were used as the baseline,
and although the SVM’s precision was high, it was
not enough to offset the baseline’s perfect recall,
and so its F-score was lower. The “Oracle”, which
always chooses the fragment with the highest F1-
score produced very good results. This motivates
deeper investigation into how to improve the frag-
ment/parse selection phase, and so we assess the
usefulness of a semantic-similarity feature for the
SVM. We conduct experiments with ASR as well
as manual transcripts.

3 Data

For the experiments reported in this study, we used
17 meetings from the AMI Meeting Corpus (Mc-
Cowan et al., 2005), a freely available corpus of
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multi-party meetings with both audio and video
recordings, and a wide range of annotated in-
formation including DAs and topic segmentation.
Conversations are in English, but some partici-
pants are non-native English speakers. The meet-
ings last around 30 minutes each, and are scenario-
driven, wherein four participants play different
roles in a company’s design team: project man-
ager, marketing expert, interface designer and in-
dustrial designer.

3.1 Modelling Decision Discussions

We use the same annotation scheme as (Fernández
et al., 2008b) to model decision-making dialogue.
As stated in Section 2, this scheme distinguishes
between a small number of DA types based on the
role which they perform in the formulation of a de-
cision. Apart from improving the initial detection
of decision discussions (Fernández et al., 2008b),
such a scheme also aids their subsequent summa-
rization, because it indicates which utterances con-
tain particular types of information.

The annotation scheme is based on the observa-
tion that a decision discussion contains the follow-
ing main structural components: (a) a topic or is-
sue requiring resolution is raised, (b) one or more
possible resolutions are considered, (c) a particular
resolution is agreed upon and so becomes the de-
cision. Hence the scheme distinguishes between
three main decision dialogue act (DDA) classes:
issue (I), resolution (R), and agreement (A). Class
R is further subdivided into resolution proposal
(RP) and resolution restatement (RR). I utterances
introduce the topic of the decision discussion, ex-
amples being “Are we going to have a backup?”
and “But would a backup really be necessary?”
in Dialogue 1. On the other hand, R utterances
specify the resolution which is ultimately adopted
as the decision. RP utterances propose this reso-
lution (e.g. “I think maybe we could just go for
the kinetic energy. . . ”), while RR utterances close
the discussion by confirming/summarizing the de-
cision (e.g. “Okay, fully kinetic energy”) . Finally,
A utterances agree with the proposed resolution,
signalling that it is adopted as the decision, (e.g.
“Yeah”, “Good” and “Okay”). Note that an utter-
ance can be assigned to more than one DDA class,
and within a decision discussion, more than one
utterance can be assigned to the same DDA class.

We use both manual and ASR one-best tran-

scripts1 in the experiments described here. DDA
annotations were first made on the manual tran-
scripts, and then transferred onto the ASR tran-
scripts. Inter-annotator agreement was satisfac-
tory, with kappa values ranging from .63 to .73 for
the four DDA classes. Due to different segmen-
tation, the manual and ASR transcripts contain a
total of 15,680 and 8,357 utterances respectively,
and on average, 40 and 33 DDAs per meeting.
Hence DDAs are slightly less sparse in the ASR
transcripts: for all DDAs, 6.7% vs. 4.3% of the to-
tal number of utterances, for I, 1.6% vs. 0.9%, for
RP, 2% vs. 1%, for RR, 0.5% vs. 0.4%, and for A,
2.6% vs. 2%.

(1) A: Are we going to have a backup? Or we do
just–
B: But would a backup really be necessary?
A: I think maybe we could just go for the

kinetic energy and be bold and innovative.
C: Yeah.
B: I think– yeah.
A: It could even be one of our selling points.
C: Yeah –laugh–.
D: Environmentally conscious or something.
A: Yeah.
B: Okay, fully kinetic energy.
D: Good.2

4 Decision Discussion Detection using
Directed Graphical Models

A directed graphical model (DGM) M, (see Mur-
phy (2002)), is a directed acyclic graph consisting
of nodes which represent random variables, arcs
which represent dependencies among these vari-
ables, and a probability distribution P over the
variables. Let X = {X1, X2, ..., Xn} be a set of
random variables that are associated with nodes in
a DGM and Pa(Xi) be parents of Xi. The proba-
bility distribution of the model M satisfies:

P (X1, X2, ..., Xn) =
n∏

i=1

(P (Xi)|Pa(Xi))

When a DGM is used as a classifier, the goal is to
correctly infer the value of the class node Xc ∈ X
given a vector of values for the observed node(s)

1We used SRI’s Decipher for which (Stolcke et al., 2008)
reports a word error rate of 26.9% on AMI meetings.

2This example was extracted from the AMI dialogue
ES2015c and has been modified slightly for presentation pur-
poses.
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Xo ⊆ X\Xc. This is done by using M to find the
value of Xc which gives the highest conditional
probability P (Xc|Xo).

To detect each individual DDA class, we ex-
amined the four simple DGMs in Figure 1 (see
Appendix). The DDA node is binary where
value 1 indicates the presence of a DDA and 0
its absence. The evidence node (E) is a multi-
dimensional vector of observed values of non-
lexical features. These include utterance features
(UTT) such as length in words, duration in mil-
liseconds, position within the meeting (as percent-
age of elapsed time), manually annotated dialogue
act (DA) features3 such as inform, assess, suggest,
and prosodic features (PROS) such as energy and
pitch. These features are the same as the non-
lexical features used by Fernández et al. (2008b).
The hidden component node (C) represents the
distribution of observable evidence E as a single
Gaussian in the -sim models, and a mixture in the
-mix models. For the -mix models, the number
of Gaussian components is hand-tuned during the
training phase.

More complex models are constructed from the
four simple models in Figure 1 to allow for depen-
dencies between different DDAs. For example, the
model in Figure 2 (see Appendix) generalizes Fig-
ure 1c with arcs connecting the DDA classes based
on analysis of the annotated AMI data.

4.1 Experiments
The DGM classifiers in Figures 1 and 2 were im-
plemented in Matlab using the BNT software4.
Since the current BNT version does not sup-
port multiple time series training for fully observ-
able Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs), we ex-
tended the software for training models using this
structure (e.g., Figure 1c and Figure 2).

A DGM classifier is considered to have hy-
pothesized a DDA if the marginal probability of
its DDA node is above a hand-tuned threshold.
We tested the DGMs on manual and ASR tran-
scripts in a 17-fold cross-validation, and evaluated
their performance on both a per-utterance basis,
and also with the same lenient-match metric as
Fernández et al. (2008b). This allows a margin
of 20 seconds preceding and following a hypoth-
esized DDA, and so we refer to it as the 40 sec-
ond metric. In addition, we hypothesized decision

3We use the AMI DA annotations. These are only avail-
able for manual transcripts.

4http://www.cs.ubc.ca/∼murphyk/Software/BNT/bnt.html

discussion regions using the DGM output and the
following two simple rules:

• A decision discussion region begins with an
Issue DDA.

• A decision discussion region contains at least
one Issue DDA and one Resolution DDA.

To evaluate the accuracy of these hypothesized re-
gions, like Fernández et al. (2008b), we divided
the dialogue into 30-second windows and evalu-
ated on a per window basis.

4.2 Results
Tables 1 and 2 show the F1-scores for each
DGM when using the best feature sets (I:
UTT+DA+PROS, RP: UTT+DA, RR: UTT, A:
UTT+DA). The BN-mix model gives the highest
F1-score for A on both evaluation metrics, and the
DBN-mix model, the highest for I, RP, and RR,
but there are no statistically significant differences
between any of the alternative DGMs.

Classifier I RP RR A
BN-mix .09 .09 .04 .19
DBN-mix .16 .14 .05 .17
BN-sim .12 .09 .04 .17
DBN-sim .15 .11 .04 .16

Table 1: F1-score (per utterance) of the DGMs us-
ing the best combination of non-lexical features.

Classifier I RP RR A
BN-mix .19 .24 .07 .38
DBN-mix .27 .24 .07 .32
BN-sim .23 .22 .06 .36
DBN-sim .25 .22 .06 .31

Table 2: F1-score (40 seconds) of the DGMs using
the best combination of non-lexical features.

To determine whether modeling dependencies
between DDAs improves performance, we exper-
imented with the DGMs that are generalized from
the DBN-sim (Figure 2) and DBN-mix models.
The F1-scores did not improve for I, RP, and RR,
while for A, the DGM generalized from DBN-sim
gave a .03 improvement according to the 40 sec-
onds metric, but this was not statistically signifi-
cant.

For each DDA, Table 3 compares the results of
the best DGM and the hierarchical SVM classi-
fication method of Fernández et al. (2008b) (see
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Section 2). The DGM performs better for all
DDAs on both evaluation metrics (p < 0.005).
Note that while prosodic features proved useless
to SVM classifiers (Fernández et al. (2008b)), with
DGMs, they have some predictive power.

Per utterance 40 seconds
Classifier DDA Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1
SVM I .03 .62 .05 .04 .89 .08
DGM .11 .28 .16 .20 .44 .27
SVM RP .03 .60 .07 .05 .90 .10
DGM .09 .35 .14 .16 .57 .24
SVM RR .01 .49 .02 .01 .80 .03
DGM .02 .42 .05 .04 .58 .07
SVM A .05 .70 .10 .07 .90 .13
DGM .13 .31 .19 .29 .55 .38

Table 3: Performance of the DGM classifier vs.
the SVM classifier. Both use the best combination
of non-lexical features.

We also generated results without DA features.
Here, the best F1-scores for I, RP, and A degrade
between .07 and .09 (p < 0.05), but they are still
higher than the equivalent SVM results with DA
features. Since (Fernández et al., 2008b) report
that lexical features are the most useful for the
SVM classifiers, it will be interesting to see how
well the DGMs perform when they use lexical as
well as non-lexical features.

Detecting DDAs in ASR transcripts: Table 4
compares the DGM F1-scores when using ASR
one-best and manual transcripts. The DGMs per-
form well on ASR output. For I and RP, the results
on ASR are actually higher, perhaps because the
DDAs are less sparse. In the absence of DA fea-
tures, prosodic features improve the performance
for A in both sources.

UTT UTT+PROS
I RP RR A I RP RR A

ASR .20 .21 .06 .24 .16 .24 .07 .28
Man .18 .17 .07 .27 .16 .15 .05 .30

Table 4: F1-scores (40 seconds) computed using
ASR one-best vs. manual transcriptions.

Detecting decision discussion regions: Table 5
shows that according to the 30-second window
metric, rule-based classification with DGM output
compares well with hierarchical SVM classifica-
tion (Fernández et al., 2008b). In fact, even when
the latter uses lexical as well as non-lexical fea-
tures, its F1-score is still about the same as the
DGM-based classifier. Our future work will in-
volve dispensing with the rule-based approach and

designing a DGM which can detect decision dis-
cussion regions.

Classifier Pr Re F1
SVM .35 .88 .50
DGM .39 .93 .55

Table 5: Results in detecting decision discussion
regions for the SVM super-classifier and rule-
based DGM classifier, both using the best com-
bination of non-lexical features.

5 Decision Summarization

We now turn to the task of extracting useful
phrases for summarization. Since a summary of a
decision discussion should minimally contain the
issue under discussion, and its resolution, we leave
Agreement (A) utterances aside, and concentrate
on extracting phrases from Issues (I) and Resolu-
tions (R).

Our basic approach is the same taken in
(Fernández et al., 2008a): The WCN5 of each I
and R utterance is parsed by the Gemini parser
(Dowding et al., 1993) to produce multiple short
fragments, and then an SVM regression model
uses certain features in order to select the parse
that is most likely to match a gold-standard extrac-
tive summary. Our work is new in two respects:
summarizing from ASR output in addition to man-
ual transcriptions, and using a semantic-similarity
feature in the SVM. This new feature is generated
using Ted Pedersen’s semantic-similarity package
(Pedersen, 2002), and is motivated by the fact that
ordinarily the Issue summary should be semanti-
cally similar to the Resolution and vice versa.

The next section describes the lexical resources
used by Gemini, and Section 5.2, the metric for
calculating semantic similarity.

5.1 Open-Domain Semantic Parser

Since human-human spoken dialogue, especially
after being processed by an imperfect recognizer,
is likely to be highly ungrammatical, we have de-
veloped a semantic parser that only attempts to
find basic predicate-argument structures of the ma-
jor phrase types (S, VP, NP, and PP) and has access
to a broad-coverage lexicon. To build a broad-
coverage lexicon, we used publicly available lex-
ical resources for English, including COMLEX,

5When using manual transcripts, we create “dummy
WCNs”: WCNs with a single path.
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VerbNet, WordNet, and NOMLEX.
COMLEX provides detailed syntactic informa-

tion for the 40k most common words of En-
glish, and VerbNet, detailed semantic information
for verbs, including verb class, verb frames, the-
matic roles, mappings of syntactic position to the-
matic roles, and selection restrictions on thematic
role fillers. From WordNet we extracted another
15K nouns and the semantic class information for
all nouns. These semantic classes were hand-
aligned to the selectional classes used in Verb-
Net, based on the upper ontology of EuroWord-
Net. NOMLEX provides syntactic information for
event nominalizations, and information for map-
ping the noun arguments to the corresponding verb
syntactic positions.

These resources were combined and converted
to the Prolog-based format used in the Gemini
framework, which includes a fast bottom-up ro-
bust parser in which syntactic and semantic in-
formation is applied interleaved. Gemini can
compute parse probabilities on the context-free
skeleton of the grammar. In the experiments de-
scribed here these parse probabilities are trained
on Switchboard tree-bank data.

5.2 Semantic Similarity Metric: Normalized
Path Length

Ted Pedersen’s semantic similarity package (Ped-
ersen, 2002) can be used to apply a number of
different metrics that use WordNet as a knowl-
edge base. The metric used here, Normalized Path
Length (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998), defines
the semantic similarity sim between words w1 and
w2 as:

simc1,c2 = − log
len(c1, c2)

2×D
(1)

where c1 and c2 are concepts corresponding to w1

and w2, len(c1, c2) is the length of the shortest
path between them, and D is the maximum depth
of the taxonomy.

5.3 Experiments
Data: For the manual transcripts in our sub-
corpus, the average length in words of I and R ut-
terances is 12.2 and 11.9 respectively, and for the
ASR, 22.4 and 18.1. To provide a gold-standard,
phrases from I and R utterances in the man-
ual transcriptions were annotated as summary-
worthy. The aim was to select those phrases
which should appear in an extractive summary, or

could be the basis of a generated abstractive sum-
mary. As a general guideline, we tried to select
the phrase(s) which describe the issue/resolution
as succinctly as possible. This does not include
phrases which express the speaker’s attitude to-
wards the issue/resolution. Dialogue 2 is an exam-
ple where square brackets indicate which phrases
were selected as summary-worthy.

(2) A:(I) So we we’re looking at [sliders for both
volume and channel change]

B:(R)I was thinking kind of [just for the
volume]

Regression models: We use SVMlight
(Joachims, 1999) to learn separate SVM re-
gression models for Issues and Resolutions.
These rank the Gemini parses for each utterance
according to their likelihood of matching the
gold-standard summary. The top-ranked parse
is then entered into the automatically-generated
decision summary.

Features: We train the regression models with
various types of feature (see Table 6), including
properties of the WCN paths, parse, semantic and
lexical features. As lexical features are likely to be
more domain-specific, and they dramatically in-
crease size of the feature space, we prefer to avoid
them if possible.

To generate the semantic-similarity feature for
an I/R parse, we compute its semantic similarity
with the full transcripts of each of the R/I utter-
ances within the same decision discussion. The
feature’s value is then equal to the greatest of the
resulting semantic-similarity scores. Since Ted
Pedersen’s package operates on the noun portion
of WordNet, we must first extract all of the nouns
in the parse/utterance transcription. Next, we form
all of the possible pairs containing one noun from
the parse, and one from the utterance transcrip-
tion. Then we compute the semantic similarity
for each pair, and take their sum to be the level
of semantic similarity between the parse and the
utterance transcription. We experimented with av-
eraging rather than summing these scores, but the
resulting semantic-similarity feature was less pre-
dictive.

Evaluation: The models are evaluated in 10-
fold cross-validations using the same metric as
(Fernández et al., 2008a): Recall is the total pro-
portion of the gold-standard extractive summary
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WCN phrase length (WCN arcs)
start/end point (absolute & percentage)

Parse parse probability
phrase type (S/VP/NP/PP)

Semantic main verb VerbNet class
head noun WordNet synset

Sem-sim Normalized Path Length
Lexical main verb, head noun

Table 6: Features for parse fragment ranking

Issue Resolution
Re Pr F1 Re Pr F1

Baseline 1.0 .50 .67 1.0 .60 .75
Oracle .77 .96 .85 .74 .99 .84
WCN,parse,sem .63 .69 .66 .61 .66 .64
+ sem-sim .65 .71 .68 .64 .69 .67
+ lexical .65 .67 .66 .65 .70 .67

Table 7: Parse ranking results for I & R Utterances
using manual transcriptions.

covered by the selected parse; precision is the to-
tal proportion of the chosen parse which overlaps
with the gold-standard summary. The baseline is
the entire transcription, and we also compare to
an “oracle” that always chooses a parse with the
highest F1-score. Note that we use the extractive
summaries from the manual transcriptions as the
gold-standard for the evaluation of the results ob-
tained with ASR.

Results and analysis: Results with manual tran-
scriptions are shown in Table 7, and those with
ASR, in Table 8. In all cases, when starting with
a feature set containing WCN, parse and seman-
tic features, the F1-score is improved by adding
the semantic-similarity feature. For Issues, the F1-
score improves from .66 to .68 with manual tran-
scripts, and from .30 to .32 with ASR. The im-
provements for Resolutions are highly significant:
with manual transcripts, the F1 score increases
from .64 to .67 (p < 0.005), and with ASR, from
.33 to .37 (p < 0.005). Note that the further addi-
tion of lexical features only produces a significant
improvement in the case of I summarization with
ASR.

Compared to the full transcript baseline, we
achieve higher F1-scores for Issues—.68 vs. .67
with manual transcriptions, and .35 vs. .31 with
ASR—but slightly lower for Resolutions. There
remains a fairly large gap between our best scores
and their corresponding oracles (especially with
ASR), and so there may still be potential for sub-
stantial improvement.

Issue Resolution
Re Pr F1 Re Pr F1

Baseline .77 .20 .31 .80 .27 .40
Oracle .61 .87 .72 .59 .91 .72
WCN,parse,sem .28 .33 .30 .31 .35 .33
+ sem-sim .30 .34 .32 .35 .38 .36
+ lexical .35 .35 .35 .34 .39 .37

Table 8: Parse ranking results for I & R Utterances
using ASR.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented work on the detec-
tion and summarization of decision discussions
in multi-party dialogue. In the detection experi-
ments, we investigated the use of directed graph-
ical models (DGMs), and found that when us-
ing non-lexical features, the DGMs outperform
the hierarchical SVM classification method of
Fernández et al. (2008b). The F1-score for the
four DDA classes increased between .04 and .19
(p < .005), and for identifying decision discus-
sion regions, by .05. This is encouraging because
lexical features have disadvantages—for example
they can be domain specific and greatly increase
the feature space. In addition, modelling the de-
pendencies between the DDA classes increased
performance for Agreement utterances, and the
DGMs were robust to ASR.

In the summarization experiments, we sum-
marized decision discussions by extracting key
words/phrases from their Issue (I) and Resolu-
tion (R) utterances. Each utterance’s Word Confu-
sion Network was parsed with an open-domain se-
mantic parser, thus producing multiple candidate
phrases, and then an SVM regression model se-
lected one of these phrases to enter into the sum-
mary. The experiments here investigated the use-
fulness of a new SVM feature which measures the
level of semantic similarity between candidate I
parses and R utterances, and vice-versa. This fea-
ture was generated with a semantic-similarity met-
ric which uses WordNet as a knowledge source.
It was found to improve performance with both
manual transcripts and ASR, and for R summa-
rization, the improvements were highly significant
(p < .005).

In future work, we plan to integrate lexical fea-
tures into our DGMs by using a switching Dy-
namic Bayesian Network similar to that reported
in (Ji and Bilmes, 2005). We also plan to extend
the decision discussion annotation scheme so that
we can try to automatically extract supporting ar-
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guments for decisions.
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Figure 1: Simple DGMs for individual decision
detection. During training, the shaded nodes are
hidden, and the clear nodes are observable.
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Figure 2: A DGM that takes the dependencies be-
tween decisions into account.
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Abstract 

We describe a machine learning approach that 

allows an open-world spoken dialog system to 

learn to predict engagement intentions in situ, 

from interaction. The proposed approach does 

not require any developer supervision, and le-

verages spatiotemporal and attentional features 

automatically extracted from a visual analysis 

of people coming into the proximity of the sys-

tem to produce models that are attuned to the 

characteristics of the environment the system is 

placed in. Experimental results indicate that a 

system using the proposed approach can learn 

to recognize engagement intentions at low false 

positive rates (e.g. 2-4%) up to 3-4 seconds 

prior to the actual moment of engagement.  

1 Introduction 

We address the challenge of predicting the forthcoming 

engagement of people with open-world conversational 

systems (Bohus and Horvitz, 2009a), i.e. systems that 

operate in relatively unconstrained environments, where 

multiple participants might come and go, establish, 

maintain and break the communication frame, and si-

multaneously interact with a system and with others. 

Examples of such systems include interactive billboards 

in a mall, robots in a home environment, intelligent 

home control systems, interactive systems that provide 

assistance and support during procedural tasks, etc. 

In traditional closed-world dialog systems the en-

gagement problem is generally resolved via simple, un-

ambiguous signals.  For example, engagement is gener-

ally assumed once a phone call is answered by a tele-

phony dialog system. Similarly, a push-to-talk button 

can provide a clear engagement signal for a speech 

enabled mobile application. These solutions are howev-

er inappropriate for systems that must operate conti-

nuously in open, dynamic environments, and engage 

with multiple people and groups over time. Such sys-

tems should ideally be ready to initiate dialog in a fluid, 

natural manner. They should manage engagement with 

participants who are close by, and with those who are at 

a distance, with participants who have a standing plan to 

interact with a system, and with those whom opportu-

nistically decide to engage, in-stream with their other 

ongoing activities.  In recognizing engagement inten-

tions, such systems need to minimize false positives, 

while also minimizing the unnatural delays and discon-

tinuities that come with false negatives about engage-

ment intentions. 

The work described in this paper is set in the larger 

context of a computational model for supporting fluid 

engagement in open-world dialog systems that we have 

previously described in (Bohus and Horvitz, 2009b). 

The above mentioned model harnesses components for 

sensing the engagement state, actions, and intentions of 

multiple participants in the scene, for making engage-

ment control decisions, and for rendering these deci-

sions into coordinated low-level behaviors, such as the 

changing pose and expressions of the face of an embo-

died agent. In this paper, we focus on the sensing sub-

component of this larger model and describe an ap-

proach for automatically learning to detect engagement 

intentions from interaction. 

2 Related Work 

The challenges of engagement between people, and be-

tween people and computational systems, have already 

received some attention in the conversational analysis, 

sociolinguistics, and human-computer interaction com-

munities. For instance, in an early treatise Goffman 

(1963) discusses how people use cues to detect engage-

ment in an effort to avoid the social costs of engaging in 

interaction with an unwilling participant. In later work, 

Kendon (1990a) presents a detailed investigation of 

video sequences of greetings in human-human interac-

tion, and identifies several stages of complex coordi-

nated action (pre-sighting, sighting, distance salutation, 
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approach, close salutation), together with the head and 

body gestures that they typically involve. In (1990b), 

Kendon also introduces the notion of an F-formation, a 

pattern said to arise when “two or more people sustain a 

spatial and orientational relationship in which they have 

equal, direct, and exclusive access,” and discusses the 

role of F-formations in establishing and maintaining 

social interactions. Argyle and Cook (1976) as well as 

others (e.g., Duncan, 1972; Vertegaal et al., 2001) have 

identified and discussed the various functions of eye 

gaze in maintaining social and communicative engage-

ment. Overall, this body of work suggests that engage-

ment is a rich, mixed-initiative, and well-coordinated 

process that involves non-verbal cues and signals, such 

as spatial trajectory and proximity, gaze and mutual 

attention, head and hand gestures, and verbal greetings.  

More recently, several researchers have investigated 

issues of engagement in human-computer and human-

robot interaction contexts. Sidner et al. (2004; 2005) 

define engagement as “the process by which two (or 

more) participants establish, maintain and end their per-

ceived connection during interactions they jointly un-

dertake,” and conduct a user study that explores the 

process of maintaining engagement. They show that 

people direct their attention to a robot more often when 

the robot makes engagement gestures throughout an 

interaction, i.e. tracks the user’s face, and points to rele-

vant objects at appropriate times in the conversation. 

Peters et al (2005a; 2005b) use an alternative defini-

tion of engagement as “the value that a participant in an 

interaction attributes to the goal of being together with 

the other participant(s) and of continuing the interac-

tion,” and present the high-level schematics for an algo-

rithm for establishing and maintaining engagement. The 

proposed algorithm highlights the importance of eye 

gaze and mutual attention in this process and relies on a 

heuristically computed interest level to decide when to 

begin a conversation.  

Michalowski et al (2006) propose and conduct expe-

riments with a spatial model of engagement, grounded 

in proxemics (Hall, 1966). Their model classifies rele-

vant agents in the scene in four different categories 

based on their distance to the robot: present (standing 

far), attending (standing closer), engaged (next to the 

robot), and interacting (standing right in front of the 

robot). The robot’s behaviors are in turn conditioned on 

these categories: the robot turns towards attending 

people, greets engaged people and verbally prompts 

interacting people for input. The authors discuss several 

lessons learned from an observational study conducted 

with this robot in a building lobby.  They find that the 

fast-paced movements of people in the environment 

pose a number of challenges: often the robot greeted 

people too late (earlier anticipation was needed), or 

greeted people that did not intend to engage (more accu-

rate anticipation was needed). The authors recognize 

that these limitations stem partly from their reliance on 

static models, and hypothesize that temporal informa-

tion such as speed and trajectory may provide additional 

cues regarding a person’s engagement with the robot. 

In this paper, we expand on our previous work on a 

situated multiparty engagement model (Bohus and Hor-

vitz, 2009b). Specifically, we focus on a key subcom-

ponent in this model: detecting whether or not a user 

intends to engage in an interaction with a system. We 

introduce an approach that improves upon the existing 

work (Peters 2005a, 2005b; Michalowski et. al, 2006) in 

several significant ways. First, the approach is data-

driven: the use of machine learning techniques allows 

the system to adapt to the specific characteristics of its 

physical location and to the behaviors of the surround-

ing population of potential participants. Second, we 

leverage a wide array of observations, including tem-

poral features. Finally, no developer supervision is re-

quired for training the model: the supervision signal is 

extracted automatically, in-stream with the interactions, 

allowing for online learning and adaptation.  

3 Situated Multiparty Engagement Model 

To set the broader context for the work described in this 

paper, we now briefly review the overall model for 

managing engagement in an open-world setting intro-

duced in (Bohus and Horvitz, 2009b). The model is cen-

tered on a reified notion of interaction, defined as a ba-

sic unit of sustained, interactive problem-solving. Each 

interaction can involve two or more participants, and 

this number may vary in time; new participants may 

join an existing interaction and current participants may 

leave an interaction at any point in time. The system is 

actively engaged in at most one interaction at a time 

(with one or multiple participants), but it can simulta-

neously keep track of additional, suspended interactions. 

In this context, engagement is viewed as the process 

subsuming the joint, coordinated activities by which 

participants initiate, maintain, join, abandon, suspend, 

resume, or terminate an interaction. 

Successfully managing this process requires that the 

system (1) senses and reasons about the engagement 

state, actions and intentions of multiple agents in the 

scene, (2) makes high-level engagement control deci-

sions (i.e. about whom to engage or disengage with, and 

when) and (3) executes and signals these decisions to 

the other participants in an appropriate manner (e.g. via 

a set of coordinated behaviors such as gestures, greet-

ings, etc.) The proposed model, illustrated in Figure 1, 

subsumes these three components. 

The sensing subcomponent in the model tracks the 

engagement state, engagement actions, and engagement 

intention for each agent in the visual scene. The en-

gagement state, 𝐸𝑆𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡), denotes whether an agent 𝑎 is 
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Figure 1. Graphical model showing key variables and 

dependencies in managing engagement. 
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engaged in interaction 𝑖 and is modeled as a determinis-

tic variable with two possible values: engaged and not-

engaged. The state is updated based on the joint actions 

of the system and the agent.  

A second engagement variable, 𝐸𝐴𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡), models the 

actions that an agent takes to initiate, maintain or termi-

nate engagement. There are four possible engagement 

actions: engage, no-action, maintain, disengage. These 

actions are tracked by means of a conditional probabilis-

tic model that takes into account the engagement state 

𝐸𝑆𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡), the previous agent and system actions, as well 

as additional sensory evidence Ψ capturing committed 

engagement actions, such as: salutations (e.g. “Hi!”); 

calling behaviors (e.g. “Laura!”); the establishment or 

the breaking of an F-formation (Kendon, 1990b); ex-

pected opening dialog moves (e.g. “Come here!”) etc.  

A third variable in the proposed model, 𝐸𝐼𝑎
𝑖 (𝑡) , 

tracks whether or not each agent intends to be engaged 

in a conversation with the system. Like the engagement 

state, the intention can either be engaged or not-

engaged. Intentions are tracked separately from actions 

since an agent might intend to engage or disengage the 

system, but not yet take an explicit engagement action. 

For instance, let us consider the case in which the sys-

tem is already engaged in an interaction and another use 

is waiting in line to interact with the system: although 

the waiting user does not take an explicit, committed 

engagement action, she might signal (e.g. via a glance 

that makes brief but clear eye contact with the interac-

tive system) that her intention is to engage in a new 

conversation once the opportunity arises. More general-

ly, the engagement intention captures whether or not an 

agent would respond positively should the system in-

itiate engagement. In that sense, it roughly corresponds 

to Peters’ (2005; 2005b) “interest level”, i.e. to the value 

the agent attaches to being engaged in a conversation 

with the system. Like engagement actions, engagement 

intentions are inferred based on probabilistic models 

that take into account the current engagement state, the 

previous agent and system actions, the previous en-

gagement intention, as well as additional evidence that 

captures implicit engagement cues, e.g. the spatiotem-

poral trajectory of the participant, the level of sustained 

mutual attention, etc.  

Based on the inferred engagement state, actions, and 

intentions of the agents in the scene, as well as other 

additional high-level evidence such as the agents’ in-

ferred goals (𝐺), activities (𝐴) and relationships (Γ), the 

proposed model outputs engagement actions – denoted 

by the 𝑆𝐸𝐴 decision node in Figure 1. The action-space 

consists of the same four actions previously discussed: 

engage, disengage, maintain and no-action. At the low-

er level, the engagement decisions taken by the system 

are translated into a set of coordinated lower-level be-

haviors (𝑆𝐸𝐵) such as head gestures, making eye con-

tact, facial expressions, salutations, interjections, etc. 

In related work (Bohus and Horvitz, 2009a; 2009b), 

we have demonstrated how this model can be used to 

effectively create and support multiparty interactions in 

an open-world context. Here, we focus on one specific 

subcomponent of this framework: the model for detect-

ing engagement intentions.  

4 Approach 

To illustrate the problem of detecting engagement inten-

tions, consider for instance a situated conversational 

system that examines through its sensors the scenes 

from Figure 3. How can such a system detect whether 

the person in the image intends to engage in a conversa-

tion or is just passing-by? Studies of human-human 

conversational engagement (Goffman, 1963; Argyle and 

Cook, 1976; Duncan, 1972; Kendon, 1990, 1990b) indi-

cate that people signal and detect engagement intentions 

by producing and monitoring for a variety of cues, in-

cluding gaze and sustained attention, trajectory and 

proximity, head and hand gestures, body pose, etc.  

In the proposed approach, we use machine learning 

techniques, and leverage a wide array of observations 

from the sensors to create a model that allows an open-

world interactive system to detect the specific patterns 

characterizing an engagement intention. Existing work 

on detecting engagement intentions has focused on stat-

ic heuristic models that leverage proximity and attention 

features (Peters, 2005, 2005b; Michalowski, 2006). As 

previously discussed, psychologists have shown the 

important role played by geometric relationships, trajec-

tories, and sustained attention in signaling and detecting 

engagement. The use of machine learning allows us to 

consider a wide array of such features, including trajec-

tory, speed, and the attention of agents over time. 
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Figure 3. Placement and visual fields of view for  

side (right) and front (left) orientations. 
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In general, as discussed in the previous section, the 

engagement intentions of an agent may evolve tempo-

rally under the proposed model, as a function of the 

various system actions and behaviors (e.g. an embodied 

system that makes eye contact, or smiles, or moves to-

ward a participant might alter the engagement intention 

of that participant). In this work we concentrate on a 

simplified problem, in which the system’s behavior is 

fixed (e.g. system always tracks people that pass by), 

and the engagement intention can be assumed constant 

within a limited time window. 

The central idea of the proposed approach is to start 

by using a very conservative (i.e., low false-positives) 

detector for engagement intentions, such as a push-to-

engage button, and automatically gather sensor data 

surrounding the moments of engagement, together with 

labels that indicate whether someone actually engaged 

or not. Note that the system eventually finds out if a 

person becomes engaged with it. If we assume that an 

intention to engage existed for a limited window of time 

prior to the moment of engagement, the collected data 

can be used to learn a model for predicting this intention 

ahead of the actual moment of engagement. The pro-

posed approach therefore enables a system to learn in-

situ models for predicting forthcoming engagement, and 

the models are attuned to the specifics of the environ-

ment the system is in. No explicit developer supervision 

is required, as the training labels are extracted automati-

cally from interaction.  

5 Experimental Setup 

To provide an ecologically valid basis for data collec-

tion and for evaluating the proposed approach, we de-

veloped a situated conversational agent and deployed it 

in the real-world. The system, illustrated in Figure 2, is 

an interactive multimodal kiosk that displays a realisti-

cally rendered avatar head. The avatar can engage and 

interact via natural language with one or more partici-

pants, and plays a simple game in which the users have 

to respond to multiple-choice trivia questions. The sys-

tem, and sample interactions are described in more de-

tail in (Bohus and Horvitz, 2009.) 

The hardware and software architecture is also illu-

strated in Figure 2. Data gathered from a wide-angle 

camera, a 4-element linear microphone array, and a 19” 

touch-screen is forwarded to a scene analysis module 

that fuses the incoming streams and constructs in real-

time a coherent picture of the dynamics in the surround-

ing environment. The system detects and tracks the lo-

cation of multiple agents in the scene, tracks the head 

pose for engaged agents, and infers the focus of atten-

tion, activities, goals and (group) relationships among 

different agents in the scene. An in-depth description of 

these scene analysis components falls beyond the scope 

of this paper, but more details are available in (Bohus 

and Horvitz, 2009). The scene analysis results are for-

warded to the control level, which is structured in a two-

layer reactive-deliberative architecture. The reactive 

layer implements and coordinates low-level behaviors, 

including engagement, conversational floor manage-

ment and turn-taking, and coordinating spoken and ges-

tural outputs. The deliberative layer plans the system’s 

dialog moves and high-level engagement actions. 

We deployed the system described above in an open-

space near the kitchenette area in our building. As we 

were interested in exploring the influence of the spatial 

setup on the engagement models, we deployed the sys-

tem in two different spatial orientations, illustrated to-

gether with the resulting visual fields of view in Figure 

3. Even though the location is similar, the two orienta-

tions create considerable differences in the relative tra-

jectories of people that go by (dashed lines) and people 

that engage with the system (continuous lines). In the 

side orientation, people typically enter the system’s field 

Figure 2. System prototype and architectural overview. 
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of view and approach it from the sides. In the front 

orientation, people enter the field of view and approach 

either frontally, or from the immediate right side.  

6 Data and Modeling 

The system was deployed during regular business hours 

for 10 days in each of the two orientations described 

above, for a total of 158 hours and 32 minutes. No in-

structions were provided and most people that interacted 

with the system did so for the first time.  

6.1 Corpus and Implicit Labels 

Throughout the data collection, the system used a con-

servative heuristic to detect engagement intentions: it 

considered that a user wanted to engage when they ap-

proached the system and entered in an F-formation 

(Kendon, 1990b) with it. Specifically, if a sufficiently 

large (close by) frontal face was detected in front of it, 

the system triggered an engaging action and started the 

interaction. We found this F-formation heuristic to be 

fairly robust, having a false-positive rate of 0.18% (6 

false engagements out of 3274 total faces tracked). In 2 

of these cases the face tracker committed an error and 

falsely identified a large nearby face, and in 4 cases a 

person passed by very close to the system but without 

any visible intention to engage.   

Although details on false-negative statistics have not 

yet been calculated (this would require a careful exami-

nation of all 158 hours of data), our experience with the 

face detector suggests this number is near 0. In months 

of usage, we never observed a case where the system 

failed to detect a close by, frontal face. At the same time, 

we note that there is an important distinction between 

people who actually engage with the system, and people 

who intend to engage, but perhaps not come in close-

enough proximity for the system to detect this intention 

(according to the heuristic described above). In this 

sense, while our heuristic can detect people who engage 

at a 0 false-negative rate, the false-negative rate with 

respect to engagement intentions is non-zero. Despite 

these false-negatives, we found that the proposed heu-

ristic still represents a good starting point for learning to 

detect engagement intentions. As we shall see later, em-

pirical results indicate that, by learning to detect who 

actually engages, the system can learn to also detect 

people who might intend to engage, but who ultimately 

do not engage with the dialog system.  

In the experiments described here, we focus on de-

tecting engagement intentions for people that ap-

proached while the system was idle. We therefore au-

tomatically eliminated all faces that were temporally 

overlapping with the periods when the system was al-

ready engaged in an interaction. For the remaining face 

traces, we automatically generate labels as follows: 

 if a person entered in an F-formation and became 

engaged in interaction with the system at time 𝑡𝑒 , 

the corresponding face trace was labeled with a 

positive engagement intention label from 𝑡𝑒-20sec; 

until 𝑡𝑒 ; the initial portion of the trace, from the 

moment it was detected until 𝑡𝑒-20sec was marked 

with a negative engagement intention label. Final-

ly, the remainder of the trace (from 𝑡𝑒  until the 

face disappeared) was discarded, as the user was 

actively engaged with the system during this time.  

 if the face was never engaged in interaction (i.e. a 

person was just passing by), the entire trace was 

labeled with a negative engagement intention.  

Note that in training the models described below we 

used these automatic labels, which are not entirely accu-

rate: they include a small number of false-positives, as 

discussed above. However, for evaluation purposes, we 

used the corrected labels (no false-positives). 

6.2 Models 

To review, the task at hand is to learn a model for pre-

dicting engagement intentions, based on information 

that can be extracted at runtime from face traces, includ-

ing spatiotemporal trajectory and cues about attention. 

We cast this problem as a frame-by-frame binary classi-

fication task: at each frame, the model must classify 

each visible face as either intending to engage or not. 

We used a maximum entropy model to make this pre-

diction:  
 

𝑃 𝐸𝐼 𝑋 =
1

𝑍(𝑋)
𝑒𝑥𝑝   𝜆𝑖 ∙ 𝑓𝑖(𝑋)

𝑖

  

 

The key role in the proposed maximum entropy 

model is played by the set of features 𝑓𝑖(𝑋), which must 

capture cues that are relevant for detecting an engage-

ment intention. We designed several subsets of features, 

summarized in Table 2. The location subset, loc, in-

cludes the x and y location of the detected face in the 

visual scene, and the width and height of the face region, 

which indirectly reflect the proximity of the agent. The 

second feature subset, loc+ff, also includes a probability 

score (and a binarized version of it) produced by the 

face detector which reflects the confidence that the face 

is frontal and thus provides an automatic measure of the 

focus-of-attention of the agent. Apart from these auto-

Table 1. Corpus statistics. 

 Side Front Total 

Size (hours:minutes) 83:16 75:15 158:32 

# face traces 2025 1249 3274 

# engaged 
% engaged  

72 
3.55% 

74 
5.92% 

146 
4.46% 

# false-positive engaged 
% false-positive engaged 

1 
0.04% 

5 
0.40% 

6 
0.18% 

# not-engaged  
% not-engaged  

1953 
96.45% 

1175 
94.08% 

3128 
95.54% 
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matically generated attention features, we also experi-

mented with a manually annotated binary attention 

score, attn. The attention of each detected face was ma-

nually tagged throughout the entire dataset. This infor-

mation is not available to the system at runtime; we use 

it only to identify an upper performance baseline.   

The maximum entropy model is not temporally struc-

tured. The temporal structure of the spatial and atten-

tional trajectory is captured via a set of additional fea-

tures, derived as follows. Given an existing feature f, we 

compute a set of trajectory features traj.w(f) by accumu-

lating aggregate statistics for the feature f over a past 

window of size w frames. We explored windows of size 

5, 10, 20, 30. For continuous features, the trajectory 

statistics include the min, max, mean, and variance of 

the features in the specified window. In addition, we 

performed a linear and a quadratic fit of f in this window, 

and used the resulting coefficients (2 for the linear fit 

and 3 for the quadratic fit) as features (see the example 

in Figure 4). For the binary features, the trajectory sta-

tistics include the number and proportion of times the 

feature had a value of 1 in the given window, and the 

number of frames since the feature last had a value of 1.  

7 Experimental Results 

We trained and evaluated (using a 10-fold cross-

validation process) a set of models for each of the two 

system orientations shown in Figure 3 and for each of 

the 5 feature subsets shown in Table 2. The results on 

the per-frame classification task, including the ROC 

curves for the different models are presented and dis-

cussed in more detail in Appendix A.  

At runtime, the system uses these frame-based mod-

els to predict across time the likelihood that a given 

agent intends to engage (see Figure 5). In this context, 

an evaluation that counts the errors per person (i.e., per 

trace), rather than errors per frame is more informative. 

Furthermore, since early detection is important for sup-

porting a natural engagement process, an informative 

evaluation should also capture how soon a model can 

detect a positive engagement intention (see Figure 5).  

Making decisions about an agent’s engagement in-

tentions typically involves comparing the probability of 

engagement against a preset threshold. Given a thre-

shold, we can compute for each model the number of 

false-positives at the trace level: if the prediction ex-

ceeds the threshold at any point in the trace, we consider 

that a positive detection. We note that, if we aim to 

detect people who will actually engage, there are no 

false negatives at the trace level. The system can use the 

machine learned models in conjunction with the pre-

vious heuristic (a user is detected standing in front of 

the system), to eventually detect when people engage. 

Also, given a threshold, we can identify how early a 

model can correctly detect the intention to engage 

(compared to the existing F-formation heuristic that 

defined the moment of engagement in the training data). 

These durations are illustrated for a threshold of 0.5 in 

Figure 5, and are referred to in the sequel as early detec-

tion time. By varying the threshold between 0 and 1, we 

can obtain a profile that links the false-positive rate at 

the trace level to how early the system can detect en-

gagement, i.e. to the mean early detection time.  

Figure 6 shows the false-positive rate as a function of 

the mean early detection time for models trained using 

each of the five feature subsets shown in Table 2, in the 

side orientation. The model that uses only location in-

formation (including the size of the face and proximity) 

performs worst. Adding automatically extracted infor-

mation about attention leads only to a marginal im-

provement. However, adding information about the tra-

Feature sets Description [total # of features in set] 

Loc location features: x, y, width and height [4] 

loc+ff 
location features plus a confidence score indicat-
ing whether the face is frontal (ff), as well as a 
binary version of this score (ff=1) [6] 

traj(loc) 
location features plus trajectory of location fea-
tures over windows of 5, 10, 20, 30 frames [118] 

traj(loc+ff) 
location and face frontal features, as well as 
trajectory of location and of face-frontal features 
over windows of 5, 10, 20, 30 frames [172] 

traj(loc+attn) 
location and manually labeled attention features, 
as well as trajectory of location and of attention 
over windows of 5, 10, 20, 30 frames [133] 

 
Table 2. Feature sets for detecting engagement intention. 
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Figure 4. Trajectory features extracted by fitting linear and 

quadratic functions. 

Figure 5. Example predictions for three different models. 
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jectory of location and of attention, leads to larger cu-

mulative gains. Adding the more accurate (manually 

tagged) information about attention yields the best mod-

el. The relative performance of these models (which can 

be observed at the frame-level in Appendix A) confirms 

our expectations and the importance of trajectory fea-

tures (both spatial and attentional) in detecting engage-

ment intentions. The results also indicate that the differ-

ences, and hence the importance of these features, are 

larger when trying to detect engagement early on, i.e. at 

larger early detection times. Tables 3 and 4 further high-

light these differences. For instance, when detecting 

engagement intentions at a mean early detection above 3 

seconds, the model that uses trajectory information, 

traj(loc+ff), decreases the false positive rate by a factor of 

3 compared to the location-only model.  

Figure 7 and Tables 5 and 6 show the results for the 

front orientation. The relative trends are similar to those 

observed in the side orientation, highlighting again the 

importance of trajectory features. At the same time, the 

models are performing slightly worse in absolute terms, 

which is consistent with the increased difficulty of the 

task. Several contributing factors can be identified in 

Figure 3: people may simply pass by in closer proximity 

to the system; people who come from the corridor are 

generally frontally oriented towards the system, making 

frontal face cues less informative; and finally, people 

who will engage need to deviate less from the regular 

trajectory of people who are just passing by.   

Next, we review how well the models trained gene-

ralize across the two different setups, by evaluating the 

trajectory models traj(loc+ff) across the two datasets. The 

results indicate that the models are attuned to the dataset 

they are trained on (see Figure 7). As we discussed ear-

lier, we expect this result given the different geometry 

of the relative trajectories of engagement in the two 

orientations. These results highlight the importance of 

learning in situ, and show that the proposed approach 

can be used to learn the specific patterns of engagement 

in a given environment automatically, without explicit 

developer supervision.  

Finally, we performed an error analysis. We focused 

on the side orientation and visually inspected the 79 

(4%) false-positive errors committed by the traj(loc+ff) 

Model 

Early detection time 

FP=2.5% FP=5% FP=10% FP=20% 

loc 1.14 1.97 2.29 2.92 

loc+ff 1.70 2.25 2.74 3.18 

traj(loc) 1.93 2.57 3.13 3.66 

traj(loc+ff) 1.99 2.64 3.44 4.02 

traj(loc+attn) 1.97 2.47 3.52 4.15 

 

Model 

Early detection time 

FP=2.5% FP=5% FP=10% FP=20% 

loc 2.18 2.72 3.09 3.59 

loc+ff 2.25 2.74 3.08 3.63 

traj(loc) 2.51 3.03 3.53 4.07 

traj(loc+ff) 2.68 3.20 3.68 4.22 

traj(loc+attn) 3.08 3.52 4.13 4.49 

 

Figure 6. False-positives vs. early detection time (side). 
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Table 3. *False-positive rate at different EDT (side) Table 5. *False-positive rate at different EDT (front) 

Table 4.*Early detection times at different FP rates (side). Table 6 * Early detection times at different FP rates (front). 

 

Figure 7. False-positives vs. early detection time (front). 

Model 

False positive rate 

EDT=1 EDT=2 EDT=2.5 EDT=3 EDT=3.5 EDT=4 

loc 0.31% 1.6% 4.3% 9.4% 18.4% 32.6% 

loc+ff 0.31% 1.5% 4.1% 8.7% 18.3% 28.6% 

traj(loc) 0.31% 1.1% 2.6% 4.8% 9.3% 18.6% 

traj(loc+ff) 0.15% 0.9% 2.0% 4.0% 7.1% 14.3% 

traj(loc+attn) 0.26% 0.6% 1.1% 2.2% 5.1% 8.9% 

 

Model 

False positive rate 

EDT=1 EDT=2 EDT=2.5 EDT=3 EDT=3.5 EDT=4 

loc 2.3% 5.8% 11.3% 23.0% 35.2% 44.5% 

loc+ff 1.6% 3.7% 7.3% 15.8% 28.5% 41.7% 

traj(loc) 1.1% 3.1% 4.7% 8.2% 15.6% 36.8% 

traj(loc+ff) 1.2% 2.7% 4.7% 7.2% 10.9% 19.8% 

traj(loc+attn) 0.8% 2.9% 5.4% 5.4% 10.3% 16.1% 

 

*shaded cells in Tables 3-6 show statistically significant improvements in performance (p<0.05) over the corresponding model that uses the immediately previous 

feature set (e.g. the cell right above). The traj(loc), traj(loc+ff), traj(loc+attn) always statistically significantly (p<0.05) improve upon the loc models 
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model when using a threshold corresponding to a mean 

early detection time of 3 seconds. This analysis indi-

cates that in 22 out of these 79 errors (28%) the person 

did actually exhibit behaviors consistent with an inten-

tion to engage the system, such as stopping by or turn-

ing around after passing the system, and approaching 

and maintaining sustained attention for a significant 

amount of time. These cases represent false-negatives 

committed by our conservative F-formation heuristic 

with respect to engagement intention; the user did not 

approach close enough for the system to trigger en-

gagement. The actual false-positive rate of the trained 

model is therefore 2.9% rather than 4%. The system was 

able to correctly identify these cases because the beha-

vioral patterns are similar to the ones exhibited by 

people who did approach close enough for the heuristic 

detector to fire. We plan to assess the false-negative rate 

of the current heuristic more closely and explore how 

many false negatives are actually recovered by the 

trained model.  This analysis will require that multiple 

judges assess engagement intentions on all 3274 traces.  

8 Summary and Future Work 

We described an approach to learning engagement in-

tentions in a situated conversational system. The pro-

posed models fit into a larger framework for supporting 

multiparty, situated engagement and open-world dialog 

(Bohus and Horvitz, 2009a; 2009b). Experimental re-

sults indicate that a system using the proposed approach 

can learn to detect engagement intentions at low false 

positive rates up to 3-4 seconds prior to the actual mo-

ment of engagement. The models leverage features that 

capture spatiotemporal and attentional cues that are 

tuned to the specifics of the physical environment in 

which the system operates. Furthermore, the models can 

be trained in previously unseen environments, without 

any explicit developer supervision. 

We believe the methods and results described 

represent a first step towards supporting fluid, natural 

engagement in open-world interaction. Numerous chal-

lenges remain. While we confirmed the importance of 

spatiotemporal and attentional features in detecting en-

gagement intentions, we believe that leveraging addi-

tional and more accurate sensory information (e.g. body 

pose, eye gaze, more accurate depth information, agent 

identity coupled with longer term memory features) 

may improve performance. Secondly, while the current 

models where trained in a batch fashion, the proposed 

method naturally lends itself to an online approach, 

where the system starts with a prior model for detecting 

engagement intentions, and refines this model online. 

More importantly, rather than just learning to detect 

engagement intentions, we plan to focus on the more 

general problem of controlling the engagement process: 

how should the system time its actions (i.e. gaze and 

sustained attention, smiles, greeting, etc.) to create natu-

ral, fluid engagements in the open world. Introducing 

mobility to dialog systems brings yet another interesting 

dimension to this problem: how can a mobile system, 

such as a robot, detect engagement intentions and re-

spond to support a natural engagement process? We 

believe that there is great opportunity to address these 

challenges by learning predictive models from data.  
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Appendix A. Per-frame evaluation of maximum entropy models for detecting engagement intentions 

 

Model Avg. log-likelihood Hard error 

Base Train CV Base Train CV 

loc -0.1651 -0.1222 -0.1259 3.91% 3.22% 3.25% 

loc+ff -0.1651 -0.0962 -0.0984 3.91% 3.01% 3.07% 

traj(loc) -0.1651 -0.0947 -0.1073 3.91% 2.88% 3.06% 

traj(loc+ff) -0.1651 -0.0836 -0.0904 3.91% 2.69% 2.85% 

traj(loc+attn) -0.1651 -0.0765 -0.0810 3.91% 2.47% 2.56% 

 

Figure 1. Per-frame ROC for side orientation models 
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Figure 2. Per-frame ROC for front orientation models 
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Model Avg. log-likelihood Hard error 

Base Train CV Base Train CV 

loc -0.1875 -0.1451 -0.1498 4.63% 4.58% 4.72% 

loc+ff -0.1875 -0.1326 -0.1392 4.63% 4.22% 4.39% 

traj(loc) -0.1875 -0.1262 -0.1338 4.63% 3.99% 4.24% 

traj(loc+ff) -0.1875 -0.1159 -0.1298 4.63% 3.91% 4.38% 

traj(loc+attn) -0.1875 -0.1150 -0.1267 4.63% 4.04% 4.47% 

 
Table 1. Baseline, training-set and cross-validation 

performance (data average log-likelihood and classifi-

cation error) for side orientation models 

Table 2. Baseline, training-set and cross-validation 

performance (data average log-likelihood and classifi-

cation error) for front orientation models 
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Abstract

We examine a number of objective, au-
tomatically computable TURN-YIELDING

CUES — distinct prosodic, acoustic and
syntactic events in a speaker’s speech that
tend to precede a smooth turn exchange —
in the Columbia Games Corpus, a large
corpus of task-oriented dialogues. We
show that the likelihood of occurrence of
a turn-taking attempt from the interlocu-
tor increases linearly with the number of
cues conjointly displayed by the speaker.
Our results are important for improving
the coordination of speaking turns in in-
teractive voice-response systems, so that
systems can correctly estimate when the
user is willing to yield the conversational
floor, and so that they can produce their
own turn-yielding cues appropriately.

1 Introduction and Previous Research

Users of state-of-the-art interactive voice response
(IVR) systems often find interactions with these
systems to be unsatisfactory. Part of this reac-
tion is due to deficiencies in speech recognition
and synthesis technologies, but some can also be
traced to coordination problems in the exchange
of speaking turns between system and user (Ward
et al., 2005; Raux et al., 2006). Users are not sure
when the system is ready to end its turn, and sys-
tems are not sure when users are ready to relin-
quish theirs. Currently, the standard method for
determining when a user is willing to yield the
conversational floor is to wait for a silence longer
than a prespecified threshold, typically ranging
from 0.5 to 1 second (Ferrer et al., 2003). How-
ever, this strategy is rarely used by humans, who

rely instead on cues from sources such as syntax,
acoustics and prosody to anticipate turn transitions
(Yngve, 1970). If such TURN-YIELDING CUES

could be modeled and incorporated in IVR sys-
tems, it should be possible to make faster, more
accurate turn-taking decisions, thus leading to a
more fluent interaction. Additionally, a better un-
derstanding of the mechanics of turn-taking could
be used to vary the speech output of IVR systems
to (i) produce turn-yielding cues when the sys-
tem is finished speaking and the user is expected
to speak next, and (ii) avoid producing such cues
when the system has more things to say. In this
paper we examine the existence of turn-yielding
cues in a large corpus of task-oriented dialogues
in Standard American English (SAE).

The question of what types of cues humans ex-
ploit for engaging in synchronized conversation
has been addressed by several studies. Duncan
(1972, inter alia) conjectures that speakers dis-
play complex signals at turn endings, composed
of one or more discrete turn-yielding cues, such
as the completion of a grammatical clause, or any
phrase-final intonation other than a plateau. Dun-
can also hypothesizes that the likelihood of a turn-
taking attempt by the listener increases linearly
with the number of such cues conjointly displayed
by the speaker. Subsequent studies have investi-
gated some of these hypotheses (Ford and Thomp-
son, 1996; Wennerstrom and Siegel, 2003). More
recent studies have investigated how to improve
IVR system’s the turn-taking decisions by incor-
porating some of the features found to correlate
with turn endings (Ferrer et al., 2003; Atterer et
al., 2008; Raux and Eskenazi, 2008). All of these
models are shown to improve over silence-based
techniques for predicting turn endings, motivating
further research. In this paper we present results
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of a large, corpus-based study of turn-yielding
cues in the Columbia Games Corpus which veri-
fies some of Duncan’s hypotheses and adds addi-
tional cues to turn-taking behavior.

2 Materials and Method

The materials for our study are taken from the
Columbia Games Corpus (Gravano, 2009), a col-
lection of 12 spontaneous task-oriented dyadic
conversations elicited from 13 native speakers of
SAE. In each session, two subjects were paid to
play a series of computer games requiring verbal
communication to achieve joint goals of identify-
ing and moving images on the screen, while seated
in a soundproof booth divided by a curtain to en-
sure that all communication was verbal. The sub-
jects’ speech was not restricted in any way, and
the games were not timed. The corpus contains
9 hours of dialogue, which were orthographically
transcribed; words were time-aligned to the source
by hand. Around 5.4 hours have also been into-
nationally transcribed using the ToBI framework
(Beckman and Hirschberg, 1994).

We automatically extracted a number of acous-
tic features from the corpus using the Praat toolkit
(Boersma and Weenink, 2001), including pitch,
intensity and voice quality features. Pitch slopes
were computed by fitting least-squares linear re-
gression models to the F0 track extracted from
given portions of the signal. Part-of-speech
(POS) tags were labeled automatically using Rat-
naparkhi’s maxent tagger trained on a subset of the
Switchboard corpus in lower-case with all punctu-
ation removed, to simulate spoken language tran-
scripts. All speaker normalizations were calcu-
lated using z-scores: z = (x − µ)/σ, where x
is a raw measurement, and µ and σ are the mean
and standard deviation for a speaker.

For our turn-taking studies, we define an
INTER-PAUSAL UNIT (IPU) as a maximal se-
quence of words surrounded by silence longer than
50 ms.1 A TURN then is defined as a maximal se-
quence of IPUs from one speaker, such that be-
tween any two adjacent IPUs there is no speech
from the interlocutor. Boundaries of IPUs and
turns are computed automatically from the time-
aligned transcriptions. Two trained annotators
classified each turn transition in the corpus using a
labeling scheme adapted from Beattie (1982) that
identifies, inter alia, SMOOTH SWITCHES — tran-

150 ms was identified empirically to avoid stopgaps.

sitions from speaker A to speaker B such that (i)
A manages to complete her utterance, and (ii) no
overlapping speech occurs between the two con-
versational turns. Additionally, all continuations
from one IPU to the next within the same turn
were labeled automatically as HOLD transitions.
The complete labeling scheme is shown in the Ap-
pendix.

Our general approach consists in contrasting
IPUs immediately preceding smooth switches
(S) with IPUs immediately preceding holds (H).
(Note that in this paper we consider only non-
overlapping exchanges.) We hypothesize that
turn-yielding cues are more likely to occur before
S than before H. It is important to emphasize the
optionality of all turn-taking phenomena and de-
cisions: For H, turn-yielding cues — whatever
their nature — may still be present; and for S, they
may sometimes be absent. However, we hypothe-
size that their likelihood of occurrence should be
much higher before S. Finally, note that we do
not make claims regarding whether speakers con-
sciously produce turn-yielding cues, or whether
listeners consciously perceive and/or use them to
aid their turn-taking decisions.

3 Individual Turn-Yielding Cues

Figures 1 and 2 show the speaker-normalized
mean of a number of objective, automatically
computed variables for IPUs preceding S and H.
In all cases, one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis
tests reveal significant differences (at p < 0.001)
between the two groups. We we discuss these re-
sults in detail below.

3.1 Intonation
The literature contains frequent mention of the
propensity of speaking turns to end in any into-
nation contour other than a plateau (a sustained
pitch level, neither rising nor falling). We first
analyze the categorical prosodic labels in the por-
tion of the Columbia Games Corpus annotated us-
ing the ToBI annotations. We tabulate the phrase

S H
H-H% 484 22.1% 513 9.1%

[!]H-L% 289 13.2% 1680 29.9%
L-H% 309 14.1% 646 11.5%
L-L% 1032 47.2% 1387 24.7%

No boundary tone 16 0.7% 1261 22.4%
Other 56 2.6% 136 2.4%
Total 2186 100% 5623 100%

Table 1: ToBI phrase accents and boundary tones.
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Figure 1: Individual turn-yielding cues: intonation, speaking rate and IPU duration.

accent and boundary tone labels assigned to the
end of each IPU, and compare their distribution
for the S and H turn exchange types, as shown
in Table 1. A chi-square test indicates that there
is a significant departure from a random distribu-
tion (χ2 =1102.5, df=5, p≈0). Only 13.2% of
all IPUs immediately preceding a smooth switch
(S) — where turn-yielding cues are most likely
present — end in a plateau ([!]H-L%); most of the
remaining ones end in either a falling pitch (L-L%)
or a high rise (H-H%). For IPUs preceding a hold
(H) the counts approximate a uniform distribution,
with the plateau contours being the most common,
supporting the hypothesis that this contour func-
tions as a TURN-HOLDING CUE (that is, a cue that
typically prevents turn-taking attempts from the
listener). The high counts for the falling contour
preceding a hold (24.7%) may be explained by the
fact that, as discussed above, taking the turn is
optional for the listener, who may choose not to
act despite hearing some turn-yielding cues. It is
not entirely clear what the role is of the low-rising
contour (L-H%), as it occurs in similar proportions
before S and before H. Finally, we note that the ab-
sence of a boundary tone works as a strong indi-
cation that the speaker has not finished speaking,
since nearly all (98%) IPUs without a boundary
tone precede a hold transition.

Next, we examine four objective acoustic ap-
proximations of this perceptual feature: the ab-
solute value of the speaker-normalized F0 slope,
both raw and stylized, computed over the final 200
and 300 ms of each IPU. The case of a plateau
corresponds to a value of F0 slope close to zero;
the other case, of either a rising or a falling pitch,
corresponds to a high absolute value of F0 slope.
As shown in Figure 1, we find that the final slope
before S is significantly higher than before H in

all four cases. These findings provide additional
support to the hypothesis that turns tend to end in
falling and high-rising final intonations, and pro-
vide automatically identifiable indicators of this
turn-yielding cue.

3.2 Speaking rate

Duncan (1972) hypothesizes a “drawl on the fi-
nal syllable or on the stressed syllable of a termi-
nal clause” [p. 287] as a turn-yielding cue, which
would probably correspond to a noticeable de-
crease in speaking rate. We examine this hypothe-
sis in our corpus using two common definitions of
speaking rate: syllables per second and phonemes
per second. Syllable and phoneme counts were
estimated from dictionary lookup, and word dura-
tions were extracted from the manual orthographic
alignments. Figure 1 shows that both measures,
computed over either the whole IPU or its final
word, are significantly higher before S than be-
fore H, which indicates an increase in speaking
rate before turn boundaries rather than Duncan’s
hypothesized drawl.

Furthermore, the speaking rate is, in both cases
(before S and before H), significantly slower on
the final word than over the whole IPU, a finding
that is in line with phonological theories that pre-
dict a segmental lengthening near prosodic phrase
boundaries (Wightman et al., 1992). This finding
may indeed correspond to the drawl or lengthen-
ing described by Duncan before turn boundaries.
However, it seems to be the case — at least for
our corpus — that the final lengthening tends to
occur at all phrase final positions, not just at turn
endings. In fact, our results indicate that the fi-
nal lengthening is more prominent in turn-medial
IPUs than in turn-final ones.
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Figure 2: Individual turn-yielding cues: intensity, pitch and voice quality.

3.3 IPU duration and acoustic cues

In the Columbia Games Corpus, we find that turn-
final IPUs tend to be significantly longer than turn-
medial ones, both when measured in seconds and
in number of words (Figure 1). This suggests that
IPU duration could function as a turn-yielding cue,
supporting similar findings in perceptual experi-
ments by Cutler and Pearson (1986).

We also find that IPUs followed by S have a
mean intensity significantly lower than those fol-
lowed by H (computed over the IPU-final 500 and
1000 ms, see Figure 2). Also, the differences in-
crease when moving towards the end of the IPU.
This suggests that speakers tend to lower their
voices when approaching potential turn bound-
aries, whereas they reach turn-internal pauses with
a higher intensity.

Phonological theories conjecture a declination
in the pitch level, which tends to decrease grad-
ually within utterances, and across utterances
within the same discourse segment, as a conse-
quence of a gradual compression of the pitch range
(Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990). For con-
versational turns, then, we would expect to find
that speakers tend to lower their pitch level as they
reach potential turn boundaries. This hypothesis
is verified by the dialogues in our corpus, where
we find that IPUs preceding S have a significantly
lower mean pitch than those preceding H (Figure
2). In consequence, pitch level may also work as a
turn-yielding cue.

Next we examine three acoustic features asso-
ciated with the perception of voice quality: jit-
ter, shimmer and noise-to-harmonics ratio (NHR)
(Bhuta et al., 2004), computed over the IPU-final
500 and 1000 ms (Figure 2). We compute jit-
ter and shimmer only over voiced frames for im-
proved robustness. For all three features, the mean
value for IPUs preceding S is significantly higher

than for IPUs preceding H, with the difference in-
creasing towards the end of the IPU. Therefore,
voice quality seems to play a clear role as a turn-
yielding cue.

3.4 Lexical cues
Stereotyped expressions such as you know or I
think have been proposed in the literature as lex-
ical turn-yielding cues. However, in the Games
Corpus we find that none of the most frequent
IPU-final unigrams and bigrams, both preceding
S and H, correspond to such expressions (see Ta-
ble A.1 in the Appendix). Instead, such unigrams
and bigrams are specific to the computer games
in which the subjects participated. For example,
the game objects tended to be spontaneously de-
scribed by subjects from top to bottom and from
left to right, as shown in the following excerpt
(pauses are indicated with #):

A: I have a blue lion on top # with a lemon
in the bottom left # and a yellow crescent
moon in- # i- # in the bottom right

B: oh okay [...]

In consequence, bigrams such as lower right and
bottom right are common before S, while on top
or bottom left are common before H. These are all
task-specific lexical constructions and do not con-
stitute stereotyped expressions in the traditional
sense.

Also very common among the most frequent
IPU-final expressions are AFFIRMATIVE CUE

WORDS — heavily overloaded words, such as
okay or yeah, that are used both to initiate and
to end discourse segments, among other functions
(Gravano et al., 2007). The occurrence of these
words does not constitute a turn-yielding or turn-
holding cue per se; rather, additional contextual,
acoustic and prosodic information is needed to dis-
ambiguate their meaning.
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While we do not find clear examples of lexical
turn-yielding cues in our task-oriented corpus, we
do find two lexical turn-holding cues: word frag-
ments (e.g., incompl-) and filled pauses (e.g., uh,
um). Of the 8123 IPUs preceding H, 6.7% end
in a word fragment, and 9.4% in a filled pause.
By constrast, only 0.3% of the 3246 IPUs preced-
ing S end in a word fragment, and 1% in a filled
pause. These differences suggest that, after either
a word fragment or a filled pause, the speaker is
much more likely to intend to continue holding
the floor. This notion of disfluencies functioning
as a turn-taking cue has been studied by Goodwin
(1981), who shows that they may be used to secure
the listener’s attention at turn beginnings.

3.5 Textual completion

Several authors (Duncan, 1972; Ford and Thomp-
son, 1996; Wennerstrom and Siegel, 2003) claim
that some form of syntactic or semantic comple-
tion, independent of intonation and interactional
import, functions as a turn-yielding cue. Although
some call this syntactic completion, since all au-
thors acknowledge the need for semantic and dis-
course information in judging it, we choose the
more neutral term TEXTUAL COMPLETION for
this phenomenon. We annotated a portion of
our corpus with respect to textual completion and
trained a machine learning (ML) classifier to auto-
matically label the whole corpus. From these an-
notations we then examined how textual comple-
tion labels relate to turn-taking categories in the
corpus.

3.5.1. Manual labeling: In conversation, lis-
teners judge textual completion incrementally and
without access to later material. To simulate these
conditions in the labeling task, annotators were
asked to judge the textual completion of a turn up
to a target pause from the written transcript alone,
without listening to the speech. They were al-
lowed to read the transcript of the full previous
turn by the other speaker (if any), but they were
not given access to anything after the target pause.
These are two sample tokens:

A: the lion’s left paw our front
B: yeah and it’s th- right so the

A: and then a tea kettle and then the wine
B: okay well I have the big shoe and the wine

We selected 400 tokens at random from the Games
Corpus; the target pauses were also chosen at ran-

dom. Three annotators labeled each token inde-
pendently as either complete or incomplete ac-
cording to these guidelines: Determine whether
you believe what speaker B has said up to this
point could constitute a complete response to what
speaker A has said in the previous turn/segment.
Note: If there are no words by A, then B is begin-
ning a new task, such as describing a card or the
location of an object. To avoid biasing the results,
annotators were not given the turn-taking labels of
the tokens. Inter-annotator reliability is measured
by Fleiss’ κ at 0.814, which corresponds to the
‘almost perfect’ agreement category. The mean
pairwise agreement between the three subjects is
90.8%. For the cases in which there is disagree-
ment between the three annotators, we adopt the
MAJORITY LABEL as our gold standard; that is,
the label chosen by two annotators.

3.5.2. Automatic classification: Next, we
trained a ML model using the 400 manually anno-
tated tokens as training data to automatically clas-
sify all IPUs in the corpus as either complete or in-
complete. For each IPU we extracted a number of
lexical and syntactic features from the current turn
up to the IPU itself: lexical identity of the IPU-
final word (w); POS tags and simplified POS tags
(N, V, Adj, Adv, Other) of w and of the IPU-final
bigram; number of words in the IPU; a binary flag
indicating if w is a word fragment; size and type of
the biggest (bp) and smallest (sp) phrase that end
in w; binary flags indicating if each of bp and sp is
a major phrase (NP, VP, PP, ADJP, ADVP); binary
flags indicating if w is the head of each of bp and
sp. We chose these features in order to capture as
much lexical and syntactic information as possible
from the transcripts. The syntactic features were
computed using two different parsers: the Collins
statistical parser (Collins, 2003) and CASS, a par-
tial parser especially designed for use with noisy
text (Abney, 1996). We experimented with the
learners listed in Table 2, using the implementa-
tions provided in the WEKA ML toolkit (Witten
and Frank, 2000). Table 2 shows the accuracy of
the majority-class baseline and of each classifier,
using 10-fold cross validation on the 400 train-
ing data points, and the mean pairwise agreement
by the three human labelers. The linear-kernel
support-vector-machine (SVM) classifier achieves
the highest accuracy, significantly outperforming
the baseline, and approaching the mean agreement
of human labelers.
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Classifier Accuracy
Majority-class (‘complete’) 55.2%

C4.5 (decision trees) 55.2%
Ripper (propositional rules) 68.2%

Bayesian networks 75.7%
SVM, RBF kernel (c = 1, ε = 10−12) 78.2%

SVM, linear kernel (c = 1, ε = 10−12) 80.0%
Human labelers (mean agreement) 90.8%

Table 2: Textual completion: ML results.

3.5.3. Results: First we examine the tokens that
were manually labeled by the human annotators.
Of the 100 tokens followed by S, 91 were labeled
textually complete, a significantly higher propor-
tion than the 42% followed by H that were labeled
complete (χ2=51.7, df=1, p≈0). Next, we used
our highest performing classifier, the linear-kernel
SVM, to automatically label all IPUs in the cor-
pus. Of the 3246 IPUs preceding S, 2649 (81.6%)
were labeled textually complete, and about half of
all IPUs preceding H (4272/8123, or 52.6%) were
labeled complete. The difference is also signifi-
cant (χ2 =818.7, df = 1, p≈ 0). These results
suggest that textual completion as defined above
constitutes a necessary, but not sufficient, turn-
yielding cue.

4 Combining Turn-Yielding Cues

So far, we have shown strong evidence supporting
the existence of individual acoustic, prosodic and
textual turn-yielding cues. Now we shift our atten-
tion to the manner in which they combine together
to form more complex turn-yielding signals. For
each individual cue type, we choose two or three
features shown to correlate strongly with smooth
switches, as shown in Table 3 (e.g., the speaking
rate cue is represented by two automatic features:
syllables and phonemes per second over the whole
IPU). We consider a cue c to be PRESENT on IPU
u if, for any feature f modeling c, the value of f
on u is closer to fS than to fH , where fS and fH

are the mean values of f across all IPUs preced-
ing S and H, respectively. Otherwise, we say c is
ABSENT on u. Also, we automatically annotate all
IPUs in the corpus for textual completion using the
linear-kernel SVM classifier described in Section
3.5. IPUs classified as complete are considered to
bear the textual completion turn-yielding cue.

We first analyze the frequency of occurrence
of conjoined individual turn-yielding cues. Ta-
ble 4 shows the top frequencies of complex turn-
yielding cues for IPUs immediately before smooth

Individual cues Automatic features

Intonation Abs(F0 slope) over IPU-final 200 ms
Abs(F0 slope) over IPU-final 300 ms

Speaking rate Syllables per second over whole IPU
Phonemes per second over whole IPU

Intensity level Mean intensity over IPU-final 500 ms
Mean intensity over IPU-final 1000 ms

Pitch level Mean pitch over IPU-final 500 ms
Mean pitch over IPU-final 1000 ms

IPU duration IPU duration in ms
Number of words in IPU

Voice quality
Jitter over IPU-final 500 ms
Shimmer over IPU-final 500 ms
NHR over IPU-final 500 ms

Table 3: Features used to estimate the presence of
individual turn-yielding cues.

switches (S) and holds (H). The most frequent
cases before S correspond to all, or almost all, cues
present at once. For IPUs preceding a hold (H),
the opposite is true: those with no cues, or with
just one or two, represent the most frequent cases.

S H
Cues Count Cues Count
1234567 267 ...4... 392
.234567 226 ......7 247
1234.67 138 ....... 223
.234.67 109 ...4..7 218
.23..67 98 ...45.. 178
..34567 94 .2....7 166
123..67 93 1234.67 163
.2.4567 73 .2..5.7 157

... ...
Total 3246 Total 8123

Table 4: Top frequencies of complex turn-yielding
cues for IPUs preceding S and H. A digit indicates
the presence of a specific cue; a dot, its absence.
1: Intonation; 2: Speaking rate; 3: Intensity level;
4: Pitch level; 5: IPU duration; 6: Voice quality;
7: Textual completion.

Table 5 shows the same results, now grouping
together all IPUs with the same number of cues,
independently of the cue types. Again, we observe
that larger proportions of IPUs preceding S present
more conjoined cues than IPUs preceding H.

Next we look at how the likelihood of a turn-
taking attempt varies with respect to the number
of individual cues displayed by the speaker, a rela-
tion hypothesized to be linear by Duncan (1972).
Figure 3 shows the proportion of IPUs with 0-7
cues present that are followed by a turn-taking at-
tempt from the interlocutor.2 The dashed line cor-

2 The proportion of turn-taking attempts is computed for
each cue count as the number of S and PI divided by the num-
ber of S, PI, H and BC, according to our labeling scheme.
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Cue count S H
0 4 0.1% 223 2.7%
1 52 1.6% 970 11.9%
2 241 7.4% 1552 19.1%
3 518 16.0% 1829 22.5%
4 740 22.8% 1666 20.5%
5 830 25.6% 1142 14.1%
6 594 18.3% 611 7.5%
7 267 8.2% 130 1.6%

Total 3246 100% 8123 100%

Table 5: Distribution of the number of turn-
yielding cues displayed in IPUs preceding smooth
switches (S) and hold transitions (H).

Figure 3: Percentage of turn-taking attempts from
the listener (either S or PI) following IPUs con-
taining 0-7 turn-yielding cues.

responds to a linear model fitted to the data (Pear-
son’s correlation test: r2 = 0.969), and the contin-
uous line, to a quadratic model (r2 = 0.995). The
high correlation coefficient of the linear model
supports Duncan’s hypothesis, that the likelihood
of a turn-taking attempt by the interlocutor in-
creases linearly with the number of individual cues
displayed by the speaker. However, an ANOVA test
reveals that the quadratic model fits the data sig-
nificantly better than the linear model (F (1, 5) =
23.01; p = 0.005), even though the curvature of
the quadratic model is only moderate, as can be
observed in the figure.

5 Speaker Variation

To investigate possible speaker dependence in our
turn-yielding cues, we examine evidence for each
cue for each of our thirteen speakers. Table 6
summarizes this data. For each speaker, a check
(
√

) indicates that there is significant evidence of
the speaker producing the corresponding individ-
ual turn-yielding cue (at p < 0.05, using the same
statistical tests described in the previous sections).
Five speakers show evidence of all seven cues,

Speaker 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113

Intonation
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Spk. rate
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Intensity
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Pitch
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Completion
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Voice quality
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

IPU duration
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

LM r2 .92 .93 .82 .88 .97 .96 .95 .95 .97 .91 .95 .97 .89
QM r2 .98 .95 .95 .92 .98 .98 .96 .95 .99 .94 .98 .99 .90

Table 6: Summary of results for each individual
speaker.

while the remaining eight speakers show either
five or six cues. Pitch level is the least reliable
cue, present only for seven subjects. Notably, the
cues related to speaking rate, textual completion,
voice quality, and IPU duration are present for all
thirteen speakers.

The two bottom rows in Table 6 show the cor-
relation coefficients (r2) of linear and quadratic
regressions performed on the data from each
speaker. In all cases, the coefficients are very high.
The fit of the quadratic model is significantly bet-
ter for six speakers (shown in bold typeface); for
the remaining seven speakers, both models pro-
vide statistically indistinguishable explanations of
the data.

6 Discussion

We have examined seven turn-yielding cues —
i.e., seven measurable events that take place with
a significantly higher frequency on IPUs preced-
ing smooth turn switches than on IPUs preceding
hold transitions. These events may be summarized
as follows: (i) a falling or high-rising intonation at
the end of the IPU; (ii) an increased speaking rate;
(iii) a lower intensity level; (iv) a lower pitch level;
(v) a longer IPU duration; (vi) a higher value of
three voice quality features: jitter, shimmer, and
NHR; and (vii) a point of textual completion. We
have also shown that, when several turn-yielding
cues occur simultaneously, the likelihood of a sub-
sequent turn-taking attempt by the interlocutor in-
creases in an almost linear fashion.

We propose that these findings can be used to
improve some turn-taking decisions of state-of-
the-art IVR systems. For example, if a system
wishes to yield the floor to a user, it should in-
clude in its output as many of the described cues
as possible. Conversely, when the user is speak-
ing, the system may detect appropriate moments
to take the turn by estimating the presence of turn-
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yielding cues at every silence. If the number of de-
tected cues is high enough, then the system should
take the turn; otherwise, it should remain silent.

Two assumptions of our study are that turn-
yielding cues are binary and all contribute equally
to the overall “count”. In future research we
will explore alternative methods of combining and
weighting the different features — by means of
multiple linear regression, for example — in or-
der to experiment with more sophisticated models
of turn-yielding behavior. We also plan to exam-
ine new turn-yielding cues, paying special atten-
tion to additional voice quality features, given the
promising results obtained for jitter, shimmer and
noise-to-harmonics ratio.
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For each turn by speaker S2, where S1 is the other speaker, label S2’s turn as follows:

Is S2’s utterance in response to S1’s utterance and indicates only
“I’m still here / I hear you and please continue”?(1)

��
���

no

Simultaneous speech present?
���

��
yes

S2 is successful?
�

����
yes

S1’s utterance
complete?(2)

�����
yes

Overlap
(O)

HHH
Hj

no

Interruption
(I)

H
HHHj

no

Butting-in
(BI)

HH
HHj
no

S1’s utterance
complete?(2)

��
���

yes

Smooth
switch (S)

HH
HHj
no

Pause interruption
(PI)

HH
HHj
yes

Simultaneous speech present?
��

���
yes

Backchannel
with overlap

(BC O)

HHH
Hj

no

Backchannel
(BC)

Figure A.1: Turn-taking labeling scheme.

Appendix: Turn-Taking Labeling Scheme

We adopt a slightly modified version of Beat-
tie’s (1982) labeling scheme, depicted in Fig-
ure A.1. We incorporate backchannels (excluded
from Beattie’s study) by adding the decision
marked (1) at the root of the decision tree, for
which we use the annotations described in Gra-
vano et al. (2007). For the decision marked (2), we
use Beattie’s informal definition of utterance com-
pleteness: “Completeness [is] judged intuitively,
taking into account the intonation, syntax, and
meaning of the utterance” [p. 100]. All continu-
ations from one IPU to the next within the same
turn are labeled automatically H, for ‘hold’. Also,
we identify three special cases that do not corre-
spond to actual turn exchanges:
Task beginnings: Turns beginning a new game
task are labeled X1.
Continuations after BC or BC O: If a turn t is a
continuation after a backchannel b from the other
speaker, it is labeled X2 O if t and b overlap, or
X2 if not.
Simultaneous starts: Fry (1975) reports that hu-
mans require at least 210 ms to react verbally to a
verbal stimulus.3 Thus, if two turns begin within
210 ms of each other, they are most probably con-
nected to preceding events than to one another. In
Figure A.2, A1, A2 and B1 represent turns from
speakers A and B. Most likely, A2 is simply a
continuation from A1, and B1 occurs in response

3D. B. Fry. 1975. Simple reaction-times to speech and
non-speech stimuli. Cortex, 11(4):355-60.

to A1. Thus, B1 is labeled with respect to A1 (not
A2), and A2 is labeled X3.

A1 A2x

B1y

Figure A.2: Simultaneous start (|y−x| < 210ms).

S Count H Count
okay 241 okay 402
yeah 167 on top 172
lower right 85 um 136
bottom right 74 the top 117
the right 59 of the 67
hand corner 52 blue lion 57
lower left 43 bottom left 56
the iron 37 with the 54
the onion 33 the um 54
bottom left 31 yeah 53
the ruler 30 the left 48
mm-hm 30 and 48
right 28 lower left 46
right corner 27 uh 45
the bottom 26 oh 45
the left 24 and a 45
crescent moon 23 alright 44
the lemon 22 okay um 43
the moon 20 the uh 42
tennis racket 20 the right 41
blue lion 19 the bottom 39
the whale 18 I have 39
the crescent 18 yellow lion 37
the middle 17 the middle 37
of it 17 I’ve got 34

... ...
Total 3246 Total 8123

Table A.1: 25 most frequent final bigrams preced-
ing smooth turn switches (S) and hold transitions
(H). (See Section 3.4.)
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Abstract
This paper presents a preliminary English
corpus study of split utterances (SUs), sin-
gle utterances split between two or more
dialogue turns or speakers. It has been
suggested that SUs are a key phenomenon
of dialogue, which this study confirms: al-
most 20% of utterances were found to fit
this general definition, with nearly 3% be-
ing the between-speaker case most often
studied. Other claims/assumptions in the
literature about SUs’ form and distribu-
tion are investigated, with preliminary re-
sults showing: splits can occur within syn-
tactic constituents, apparently at any point
in the string; it is unusual for the sepa-
rate parts to be complete units in their own
right; explicit repair of the antecedent does
not occur very often. The theoretical con-
sequences of these results for claims in
the literature are pointed out. The prac-
tical implications for dialogue systems are
mentioned too.

1 Introduction

Split utterances (SUs) – single utterances split be-
tween two or more dialogue turns/speakers – have
been claimed to occur regularly in dialogue, espe-
cially according to the observations reported in the
Conversational Analysis (CA) literature, which is
based on the analysis of naturally occurring di-
alogues. SUs are of interest to dialogue theo-
rists as they are a clear sign of how turns cohere
with each other at all levels – syntactic, seman-
tic and pragmatic. They also indicate the radi-
cal context-dependency of conversational contri-
butions. Turns can, in general, be highly ellip-
tical and nevertheless not disrupt the flow of the

dialogue. SUs are the most dramatic illustration
of this: contributions spread across turns/speakers
rely crucially on the dynamics of the unfolding
context, linguistic and extra-linguistic, in order to
guarantee successful processing and production.

Utterances that are split across speakers also
present a canonical example of participant coor-
dination in dialogue. The ability of one partic-
ipant to continue another interlocutor’s utterance
coherently, both at the syntactic and the seman-
tic level, suggests that both speaker and hearer are
highly coordinated in terms of processing and pro-
duction. The initial speaker must be able to switch
to the role of hearer, processing and integrating the
continuation of their utterance, whereas the ini-
tial hearer must be closely monitoring the gram-
mar and content of what they are being offered
so that they can take over and continue in a way
that respects the constraints set up by the first part
of the utterance. In fact there is (anecdotal) ev-
idence that such constraints are fully respected
across speaker and hearer in such utterances (see
e.g. Gregoromichelaki et al. (2009)). A large pro-
portion of the CA literature on SUs tries to iden-
tify the conditions under which SUs usually oc-
cur (see section 2). However, this emphasis seems
to miss the important generalisation, confirmed
by the present study, that, syntactically, a speaker
switch may be able to occur anywhere in a string.

From a theoretical point of view, the implica-
tions of the above are that, if such observations
have an empirical foundation, the grammar em-
ployed by the interlocutors must be able to license
and the semantics interpret chunks much smaller
than the usual sentence/proposition units. More-
over, these observations have implications for the
nature of the grammar itself: dynamic, incremen-
tal formalisms seem more amenable to the mod-
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elling of this phenomenon as the switch of roles
while syntactic/semantic dependencies are pend-
ing can be taken as evidence for direct involve-
ment of the grammar in the successful process-
ing/production of such utterances. Indeed, Poesio
and Rieser (to appear) claim that “[c]ollaborative
completions . . . are among the strongest evidence
yet for the argument that dialogue requires coor-
dination even at the sub-sentential level” (italics
original).

From a psycholinguistic point of view, the phe-
nomenon of SUs is compatible with mechanis-
tic approaches as exemplified by the Interactive
Alignment model of Pickering and Garrod (2004)
where it is claimed that it should be as easy to
complete someone else’s sentence as one’s own
(Pickering and Garrod, 2004, p186). According
to this model, speaker and listener ought to be in-
terchangeable at any point. This is also the stance
taken by the grammatical framework of Dynamic
Syntax (DS) (Kempson et al., 2001; Cann et al.,
2005). In DS, parsing and production are taken
to employ the same mechanisms, leading to a pre-
diction that split utterances ought to be strikingly
natural (Purver et al., 2006). However, from a
pragmatic point of view, utterance continuation
by another speaker might involve some kind of
guessing1 or preempting the other interlocutor’s
intended content. It has therefore been claimed
that a full account of this phenomenon requires
a complete model of pragmatics that can handle
intention recognition and formation. Indeed, Poe-
sio and Rieser (to appear) claim that “the study
of sentence completions . . . may be used to com-
pare competing claims about coordination – i.e.
whether it is best explained with an intentional
model like Clark (1996)’s . . . or with a model
based on simpler alignment models like Pickering
and Garrod (2004)’s.” They conclude that a model
which includes modelling of intentions better cap-
tures the data.

For computational models of dialogue, how-
ever, SUs pose a challenge. While Poesio and
Rieser (to appear) and Purver et al. (2006) pro-
vide general foundational models for various parts
of the phenomenon, there are many questions that
remain if we are to begin automatic processing.
A computational dialogue system must be able
to identify SUs, match up their two (or more)

1Note that this says nothing about whether such a contin-
uation is the same as the initial speaker’s intended continua-
tion.

parts (which may not necessarily be adjacent), in-
tegrate them into some suitable syntactic and/or
semantic representation, and determine the over-
all pragmatic contribution to the dialogue context.
SUs also have implications for the organisation of
turn-taking in such models (see e.g. Sacks et al.
(1974)), as regards what conditions (if any) allow
or prevent successful turn transfer. Additionally,
from a socio-linguistic point of view, turn-taking
operates (according to Schegloff (1995)) not on
individual conversational participants, but on ‘par-
ties’. Lerner (1991) suggests that split utterances
can clarify the formation of such parties in that
they reveal evidence of how syntax can be em-
ployed to organise participants into ‘groups’.

Analysis of SUs, when they can or cannot oc-
cur, and what effects they have on the coordina-
tion of agents in dialogue, is therefore an area of
interest not only for conversational analysts wish-
ing to characterise systematic interactions in di-
alogue, but also for linguists trying to formulate
grammars of dialogue, psychologists and sociolin-
guists interested in alignment mechanisms and so-
cial interaction, and those interested in building
automatic dialogue processing systems. In this pa-
per we present and examine empirical corpus data
in order to shed light on some of the questions and
controversies around this phenomenon.

2 Related Work

Most previous work on what we call SUs has ex-
amined specific sub-cases, generally of the cross-
speaker type, and have referred to these vari-
ously as collaborative turn sequences (Lerner,
1996; Lerner, 2004), collaborative completions
(Clark, 1996; Poesio and Rieser, to appear),
co-constructions (Sacks, 1992), joint produc-
tions (Helasvuo, 2004), co-participant comple-
tions (Hayashi, 1999; Lerner and Takagi, 1999),
collaborative productions (Szczepek, 2000) and
anticipatory completions (Fox and others, 2007)
(amongst others). Here we discuss some of these
views.

Conversation Analysis Lerner (1991) identifies
various structures typical of SUs which contain
characteristic split points. Firstly he gives a
number of ‘compound’ turn-constructional units
(TCUs), i.e., structures that include an initial con-
stituent that hearers can identify as introducing
some later final component. Examples include the
IF X-THEN Y, WHEN X-THEN Y and INSTEAD
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OF X-Y constructions:
(1) A: Before that then if they were ill

G: They get nothing. [BNC H5H 110-111]
Other cues for potential anticipatory completions
include quotation markers (e.g. SHE SAID), paren-
thetical inserts and lists, as well as non-syntactic
cues such as contrast stress or prefaced disagree-
ments. Rühlemann (2007) uses corpus analysis to
examine sentence relatives as typical expansions
of another interlocutor’s turn (see also (16)):
(2) A: profit for the group is a hundred and

ninety thousand pounds.
B: Which is superb. [BNC FUK 2460-2461 ]

Opportunistic Cases Although Lerner focuses
on these projectable turn completions, he also
mentions that splits can occur at other points such
as “intra-turn silence”, hesitations etc. which he
terms opportunistic completions:
(3) A: Well I do know last week thet=uh Al was

certainly very 〈 pause 0.5〉
B: pissed off [(Lerner, 1996, p260)]

As he makes no claims regarding the frequency
of such devices for SUs, it would be interesting to
know how common these are (insomuch as they
occur at all and can be accordingly classified), es-
pecially as studies on SUs in Japanese (Hayashi,
1999) show that although SUs do occur, they do
not rely on compound TCUs.

Expansions vs. Completions Other classifica-
tions of SUs often distinguish between expansions
and completions (Ono and Thompson, 1993). Ex-
pansions are continuations which add, e.g., an ad-
junct, to an already complete syntactic element:
(4) T: It’ll be an E sharp.

G: Which will of course just be played as an
F. [BNC G3V 262-263]

whilst completions involve the addition of syntac-
tic material which is required to make the whole
utterance complete:
(5) A: . . . and then we looked along one deck, we

were high up, and down below there were
rows of, rows of lifeboats in case you see

B: There was an accident.
A: of an accident [BNC HDK 63-65]

In terms of frequency, the only estimate we
know of is Szczepek (2000), where there are ap-
parently 200 cross-person SUs in 40 hours of En-
glish conversation (there is no mention of the num-
ber of sentences or turns this equates to), of which

75% are completions.2 As briefly outlined above,
CA analyses of SUs tend to be broadly descriptive
of what they reveal for conversational practices.
Because such analyses present real examples they
establish that the phenomenon is a genuine one;
however, there is no discussion of its scale (with
the exception of Szczepek (2000), which offers ex-
tremely limited figures). Even though as a gen-
uine phenomenon it is of theoretical interest, the
lack of frequency statistics prevents generalisabil-
ity. Therefore, any claims that SUs are pervasive
in dialogue need empirical backing.

Linguistic Models Purver et al. (2006) present
a grammatical model for split utterances, using an
inherently incremental grammar formalism, Dy-
namic Syntax (Kempson et al., 2001; Cann et al.,
2005). This model shows how syntactic and se-
mantic processing can be accounted for no mat-
ter where the split occurs in a sentence; how-
ever, as their interest is in grammatical process-
ing, they give no account of any higher-level in-
ferences which may be required. Poesio and
Rieser (to appear) present a general model for col-
laborative completions based in the PTT frame-
work, using an incremental LTAG-based gram-
mar and an information-state-based approach to
context modelling. While many parts of their
model are compatible with a simple alignment-
based communication model like Pickering and
Garrod (2004)’s, they see intention recognition as
crucial to dialogue management. They conclude
that an intention-based model, more like Clark
(1996)’s, is more suitable. Their primary concern
is to show how such a model can account for the
hearer’s ability to infer a suitable continuation, but
their use of an incremental interpretation method
also allows an explanation of the low-level utter-
ance processing required. Nevertheless, the use
of an essentially head-driven grammar formalism
suggests that some syntactic splits that appear in
our corpus might be more problematic than oth-
ers.

Corpus Studies Skuplik (1999), as reported by
Poesio and Rieser (to appear), collected data from
German two-party task-oriented dialogue, and an-
notated for split utterance phenomena. She found
that expansions (cases where the part before the
split can be considered already complete) were

2However, this could be affected by her decision not to
include what she calls appendor questions in her data which
could also be argued to be expansion SUs.
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more common than completions (where the first
part is incomplete as it stands). Given that this
study focuses on task-oriented dialogue, it needs
to be shown that its results can be replicated in nat-
urally occurring dialogue. In addition, de Ruiter
and van Dienst (in preparation) are also in the pro-
cess of studying other-initiated completions, in the
above sense, and their effect on the progressivity
of dialogue turns; however no results are available
to us at this point in time.

Dialogue Models We are not aware of any
system/model which treats other-person splits,
but same-person ones are now being looked at.
Skantze and Schlangen (2009) present an incre-
mental system design (for a limited domain) which
can react to user feedback, e.g., backchannels, and
resume with utterance completion if interrupted.
Some related empirical work regarding the issue
of turn-switch addressed here is also presented in
Schlangen (2006) but the emphasis there centered
mostly on prosodic rather than grammar/theory-
based factors.

3 Method

3.1 Terminology

In this paper, as our interest is general, we use the
term split utterances (SUs) to cover all instances
where an utterance is spread across more than one
dialogue contribution – whether the contributions
are by the same or different speakers. We there-
fore use the term split point to refer to the point at
which the utterance is split (rather than e.g. tran-
sition point which is associated with a speaker
change). Cases where speaker does change across
the split will be called other-person splits; oth-
erwise same-person splits. One of the reasons
for including same-person splits is that there are
claims in the literature that the initial speaker may
strategically continue completing their own utter-
ance, after another person’s intervention, as an al-
ternative to acceptance or rejection of this inter-
vention (delayed completion, (Lerner, 1996)). In
addition, both grammatical formalisms (Purver et
al., 2006) and psycholinguistic models (Picker-
ing and Garrod, 2004) predict that SUs should be
equally natural in both the same- and other- person
conditions.

As not all cases will lead to complete contri-
butions, and not all will be split over exactly two
contributions, we also avoid terms like first-half,

second-half and completion: instead the contri-
butions on either side of a split point will be re-
ferred to as the antecedent and the continuation.
In cases where an utterance has more than one split
point, some portions may therefore act as the con-
tinuation for one split point, and the antecedent for
the next.

3.2 Questions
General Our first interest is in the general statis-
tics regarding SUs: how often do they occur, and
what is the balance between same- and other-
person splits? Do they usually fall into the specific
categories (with specific preferred split points) ex-
amined by e.g. Lerner (1991), or can the split
point be anywhere?

Completeness For a grammatical treatment
of SUs, as well as for implementing pars-
ing/production mechanisms for their processing,
we need to know about the likely completeness
of antecedent and continuation (if they are al-
ways complete in their own right, a standard head-
driven grammar may be suitable; if not, some-
thing more fundamentally incremental may be re-
quired). In addition, CA and other strategic anal-
yses of dialogue phenomena predict that split ut-
terances should occur at turn-transfer points that
are foreseeable by the participants. Complete syn-
tactic units serve this purpose from this point of
view and lack of such completeness will seem
to weaken this general claim. We therefore ask
how often antecedents and continuations are them-
selves complete,3 and look at the syntactic and lex-
ical categories which occur either side of the split.

Repair and Overlap Thirdly, we look at how
often splits involve explicit repair of antecedent
material, and how this depends on antecedent
completeness. Although, sometimes, repair might
be attributed to overlap or speaker uncertainty, it
also might indicate issues regarding preemptive
tactics on the part of the current speaker who needs
to reformulate the original contribution in order
to accommodate their novel offering or take into
account feedback offered while constructing their
utterance. Amount of repair also indicates the de-
gree of attempt the current speaker is making to

3For antecedents, we are more interested in whether they
end in a way that seems complete (they may have started ir-
regularly due to overlap or another split); for continuations,
whether they start in such a way (they may not get finished
for some other reason, but we want to know if they would be
complete if they do get finished).
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Tag Value Explanation
end-complete y/n For all sentences: does this sentence end in such a way as to

yield a complete proposition or speech act?
continues sentence ID For all sentences: does this sentence continue the proposition

or speech act of a previous sentence? If so, which one?
repairs number of words For continuations: does this continuation explicitly repair

words in the antecedent? If so, how many?
start-complete y/n For continuations: does this continuation start in such a way as

to be able to stand alone as a complete proposition or speech
act?

Table 1: Annotation Tags

integrate syntactically their contribution with the
antecedent. However, we also examine how often
continuations involve overlap, which also has im-
plications for turn-taking management, and how
this depends on antecedent completeness.

3.3 Corpus

For this exercise we used the portion of the
BNC (Burnard, 2000) annotated by Fernández and
Ginzburg (2002), chosen to maintain a balance be-
tween context-governed dialogue (tutorials, meet-
ings, doctor’s appointments etc.) and general con-
versation. This portion comprises 11,469 sen-
tences taken from 200-turn sections of 53 separate
dialogues.

The BNC transcripts are already annotated for
overlapping speech, for non-verbal noises (laugh-
ter, coughing etc.) and for significant pauses.
Punctuation is included, based on the original au-
dio and the transcribers’ judgements; as the au-
dio is not available, we allowed annotators to use
punctuation where it aided interpretation. The
BNC transcription protocol provides a sentence-
level annotation as well as an utterance (turn)-level
one, where turns may be made of several sentences
by the same speaker. We annotated at a sentence-
level, to allow self-continuations within a turn to
be examined. The BNC also forces turns to be
presented in linear order, which is vital if we are
to accurately assess whether turns are continua-
tions of one another; however, this has a side-
effect of forcing long turns to appear split into sev-
eral shorter turns when interrupted by intervening
backchannels. We will discuss this further below.

Annotation Scheme The initial stage of manual
annotation involved 4 tags: start-complete,
end-complete, continues and repairs –
these are explained in Table 1 above. Sentences
which somehow require continuation (whether

they receive it or not) are therefore those marked
end-complete=n; sentences which act as
continuations are those marked with non-empty
continues tags; and their antecedents are the
values of those continues tags. Further specific
information about the syntactic or lexical nature of
antecedent or continuation components could then
be extracted (semi-)automatically, using the BNC
transcript and part-of-speech annotations.

Inter-Annotator Agreement Three annotators
were used, all linguistically knowledgeable. First,
all three annotators annotated one dialogue inde-
pendently, then compared results and discussed
differences. They then annotated 3 further di-
alogues independently to assess inter-annotator
agreement; kappa statistics (Carletta, 1996) are
shown in Table 2 below.

Tag KND KBG KB0
end-complete .86-.92 .80-1.0 .73-.90
continues (y/n) .89-.81 .76-.85 .77-.89
continues (ant) .90-.82 .74-.85 .76-.86

repairs 1.0-1.0 .55-.81 1.0-1.0

Table 2: Inter-Annotator κ statistic (min-max)

With the exception of the repairs tag for one
annotator pair for one dialogue, all are above 0.7;
the low figure results from a few disagreements
in a dialogue with only a very small number of
repairs instances. The remaining dialogues
were divided evenly between the three annotators.

4 Results and Discussion

The 11,469 sentences annotated yielded 2,228
SUs, of which 1,902 were same-person and 326
other-person splits; 111 examples involved an ex-
plicit repair by the continuation of some part of the
antecedent.
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person: same other
overlapping 0 17

adjacent 840 260
sep. by overlap 320 10

sep. by backchnl 460 17
sep. by 1 sent 239 16
sep. by 2 sents 31 4
sep. by 3 sents 5 1
sep. by 4 sents 4 0
sep. by 5 sents 1 0
sep. by 6 sents 2 1

Total 1902 326

Table 3: Antecedent/continuation separation

General Same-person splits are much more
common than other-person; however, this is partly
an artefact of the BNC transcription protocol
(which forces contributions to be linearly ordered)
and our choice to annotate at the sentence level.
Around 44% of same-person cases are splits be-
tween sentences within the same-speaker turn;
and a further 17% are separated only by other-
speaker material which entirely overlaps with the
antecedent and therefore does not necessarily ac-
tually interrupt the turn. Both of these might be
considered as single utterances under some views.
However, we believe that splits between same-
turn sentences must be investigated in that the
transcription into separate sentences does indicate
some pause or other separating prosody and, from
a processing/psycholinguistic point of view, it
should be determined whether other-person splits
occur in the same places as same-person split
boundaries. Even in cases of overlap, one can-
not exclude the fact that the shape of the current
speaker’s utterance is influenced by receipt of the
feedback. Nevertheless, we will examine these
issues in further research and hence we exclude
within-turn splits of this type from here on.

Many splits are non-adjacent (see Table 3), with
the antecedent and continuation separated by at
least one intervening sentence. In same-person
cases, once we have excluded the within-turn
splits described above, this must in fact always
be the case; the intervening material is usually a
backchannel (62% of remaning cases) or a sin-
gle other sentence (32%, often e.g. a clarification
question), but two intervening sentences are possi-
ble (4%) with up to six being seen. In other-person
cases, 88% are adjacent or separated only by over-
lapping material, but again up to six intervening

person: same other
and/but/or 748 116
so/whereas 257 39

because 77 3
(pause) 56 5

which/who/etc 26 4
instead of 4 1

said/thought/etc 14 0
if then 1 0

when then 1 1
(other) 783 161

Table 4: Continuation categories

sentences were seen, with a single sentence most
common (10%, in half of which the intervening
sentence was a backchannel).

Many utterances have more than one split. In
same-person cases, a single utterance can be split
over as many as thirteen individual sentence con-
tributions; although such extreme cases occur gen-
erally within one-sided dialogues such as tutori-
als, many multi-split cases are also seen in general
conversation. Only 63% of cases consisted of only
two contributions. Antecedents can also receive
more than one competing continuation, although
this is rare: two continuations are seen in 2% of
cases.

CA Categories We searched for examples
which match CA categories (Lerner, 1991;
Rühlemann, 2007) by looking for particular lex-
ical items on either side of the split. Matching was
done loosely, to allow for the ungrammatical na-
ture of dialogue – for example, an instance was
taken to match the IF X-THEN Y pattern if the con-
tinuation began with ‘then’ (modulo filled pauses
and non-verbal material) and the antecedent con-
tained ‘if’ at any point) – so the counts may be
over-estimates. For Lerner (1996)’s opportunistic
cases, we looked for filled pauses (‘er/erm’ etc.)
or pauses explicitly annotated in the transcript, so
counts in this case may be underestimates.4 We
also chose some other broad categories based on
our observations of the most common cases. Re-
sults are shown in Table 4.5

The most common of the CA categories can be
4In further research we will examine other features as spe-

cialised laugh tokens, repetitions etc. as well as their particu-
lar positioning

5Note that the categories in Table 4 are not all mutually
exclusive (e.g. an example may have both an ‘and’-initial
continuation and an antecedent ending in a pause), so column
sums will not match Table 3.
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seen to be Lerner (1996)’s hesitation-related op-
portunistic cases, which make up at least 2-3% of
both same- and other-person splits. Rühlemann
(2007)’s sentence relative clause cases are next,
with over 1%; the others make up only small pro-
portions.

In contrast, by far the most common pattern (for
both same- and other-) is the addition of an ex-
tending clause, either a conjunction introduced by
‘and/but/or/nor’ (35-40%), or other clause types
with ‘so/whereas/nevertheless/because’. Other
less obviously categorisable cases make up 40-
50% of continuations, with the most common first
words being ‘you’, ‘it’, ‘I’, ‘the’, ‘in’ and ‘that’.

Completeness and repair Examination of the
end-complete annotations shows that about
8% of sentences in general are incomplete, but
that (perhaps surprisingly) only 63% of these get
continued. For both same- and other-person con-
tinuations, the vast majority (72% and 74%) con-
tinue an already complete antecedent, with only
26-28% therefore being completions in the sense
of e.g. de Ruiter and van Dienst (in preparation).
This does, however, mean that continuations are
significantly more likely than other sentences to
follow an incomplete antecedent (p < 0.001 us-
ing χ2

(1)). Interestingly, though, continuations are
no more likely than other sentences to be complete
themselves.

The frequent clausal categories from Table 4 are
all more likely to continue complete antecedents
than incomplete ones, with the exception of the
(other) category; this suggests that split points
often occur at random points in a sentence, without
regard to particular clausal constructions (see also
A.1 for more examples and context):

(6) D: you know what the actual variations
U: entails
D: entails. you know what the actual quality

of the variations are.
[BNC G4V 114-117]

For the less frequent (e.g. ‘if/then’, ‘instead of’)
categories, the counts are too low to be sure.

Excluding all the clausal constructions (i.e.
looking only at the general (other) category),
and looking only at other-person cases, we see that
antecedents often end in a complete way (53%) but
that continuations do not often start in a complete
way (24%). Continuations are more than twice
as likely to start in a non-complete as opposed

to complete way, even after complete antecedents.
Explicit repair of some portion of the antecedent
is not common, only occurring in just under 5%
of splits. As might be expected, incomplete an-
tecedents are more likely to be repaired (13% vs.
2%, p < 0.001 using χ2

(1)). Other-continuations
are also significantly more likely to repair their an-
tecedents than same-person cases (10% vs. 4%,
p < 0.001 using χ2

(1)).

Problematic cases Examination of the data
shows that SUs is not necessarily an autonomous
well-defined category independent of other frag-
ment classifications in the literature. Besides cases
where it is not easy to identify whether a fragment
is a continuation or not or what the antecedent
is (see A.2), there are also cases where, as has
already been pointed out in the literature (Gre-
goromichelaki et al., 2009; Bunt, 2009), fragments
exhibit multifunctionality. This can be illustrated
by the following where the continuation could be
taken also as request for confirmation/question (7)
or a reply to a clarification request (8):

(7) M: It’s generated with a handle and
J: Wound round?

M: Yes [BNC K69 109-112]

(8) S: Quite a good word processor.
J: A word processor?
S: Which is vag- it’s basically a subset of

Word. [BNC H61 37-39]

In this respect, an interesting category is Lerner’s
delayed completions where often the continuation
also serves as some kind of repair or reformulation
(see e.g. (6) and A.3 (26)).

5 Conclusions

Although most of Lerner (1991)’s categories ap-
pear, they are not necessarily the most frequent.
On the other hand, the general results seem to in-
dicate that splits can occur anywhere in a string,
both in the same- or other- conditions. Both these
are consistent with models that advocate highly
coordinated resources between interlocutors and,
moreover, the need for highly incremental means
of processing (Purver et al., 2006; Skantze and
Schlangen, 2009). From a computational mod-
elling point of view, the results also indicate that
start-completeness of continuations is rare, which
means that a dialogue system has a chance of spot-
ting continuations from surface characteristics of
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the input. This is hampered though by the fact
that the split can occur within any type of syn-
tactic constituent, hence no reliable grammatical
features can be employed securely. On the other
hand, end-incompleteness of antecedents is not as
common as would be expected and long distances
between antecedent and continuation are possible.
In this respect, locating the antecedent is not a
straightforward task for automated systems, espe-
cially again as this can be any type of constituent.
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A Examples

A.1 Split points

(6) D: Yeah I mean if you’re looking at quan-
titative things it’s really you know how
much actual- How much variation hap-
pens whereas qualitative is 〈pause〉 you
know what the actual variations

U: entails
D: entails. you know what the actual quality

of the variations are.
[BNC G4V 114-117]

(9) A: All the machinery was
G: [[All steam.]]6

A: [[operated]] by steam
[BNC H5G 177-179]

(10) K: I’ve got a scribble behind it, oh annual re-
port I’d get that from.

S: Right.
K: And the total number of [[sixth form stu-

dents in a division.]]
S: [[Sixth form stu-

dents in a division.]] Right.
[BNC H5D 123-127]

(11) M: 292 And another sixteen percent is the
other Ne- Nestle coffee 〈pause〉 erm
Blend Thirty Seven which I used to drink
a long time ago and others 〈laugh〉 and
twenty two percent is er 〈pause〉

U: Maxwell.
M: Maxwell House, which has become the

other local brand now seeing as how
Maxwell House is owned by Kraft, and
Kraft now own Terry’s.

[BNC G3U 292-294]

(12) A: Erm because as Moira said that Kraft is
erm 〈pause〉 now what was she saying,
what was she saying Kraft is the same as
〈pause〉

M: Craft? [BNC G3U 412-413]

(13) J: And I couldn’t remember whether she
said at the end of the three months or

A: End of the month. [BNC H4P 17-18]
6Overlapping material is shown in double square brackets,

aligned with the material with which it co-occurs.

(14) G: Had their own men
A: unload the boats?
G: unload the boats, yes. [BNC H5H 91-93]

(15) G: That’s right they had to go on a rota.
A: Run by the Dock Commission?
G: Run by the Dock Commission.

[BNC H5H 100-102]

(16) A: So I thought, oh, I think I’ll put lace over
it, it’ll tone the lilac [[down.]]

B: [[down.]] Yes.
Which it is has done

[BNC KBC 3195-3198]

A.2 Uncertain antecedents
(17) C: Look you’re cleaning this 〈pause〉

[[with erm]]
G: [[That box.]]
C: [[This.]]
G: [[With]] this. [[And this.]]
C: [[And this.]] [[And this.]]
G: [[And this.]]

Whoops! [BNC KSR 9-17]

(18) S: You’re trying to be everything 〈pause〉
and they’re pushing it away cos it’s not
what they really want 〈pause〉 and they, I
mean, all, all you can get from him is how
marvellous, you’re right, how marvellous
his brothers are 〈pause〉 and yet, what I’ve
heard of the brothers they’re not

C: Not much, [[yeah.]]
S: [[they’re]] not all that marvel-

lous, they’re not really that much to look
[[up]]

C: [[Ah]].
S: to.
C: No [BNC KBG 76-81]

(19) S: Well this is why I think he’d be better
off, hi- his needs 〈pause〉 are not met by a
class teacher. And I don’t think they have
been for this last

C: Mm, we need a support teacher [[to go
there.]]

S: [[for the
last]] year. But yo-, you need somebody
who’s gonna work with him every day
〈pause〉 and 〈pause〉 with an individual
programme and you just can’t offer that
〈pause〉 in a class. [BNC KBG 56-60]
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(20) M: I might be a bit biased, I think they still
do that but I think erm 〈pause〉

J: The television has 〈pause〉
M: the television has made a difference. I

think not only just at fire stations, I think
in the whole of life, hasn’t it?

[BNC K69 51-54]

(21)A5: I’ll definitely use that
U: 〈reading〉:[ Get a headache ]?

A5: [[in getting to know ]]
A2: [[Year seven ]]
A5: new [[year seven]]
A2: [[Oh yeah]] for year seven

[BNC J8D 190-195]

(22) G: Well a chain locker is where all the spare
chain used to like coil up

A: So it 〈unclear〉 came in and it went round
G: round the barrel about three times round

the barrel then right down into the chain
locker but if you kept, let it ride what we
used to call let it ride well 〈unclear〉 well
now it get so big then you have to run it
all off cos you had one lever, that’s what
you had and the steam valve could have
all steamed. [BNC H5G 174:176]

A.3 Multifunctionality of fragments
(7) Completion and confirmation request:

J: How does it generate?
M: It’s generated with a handle and
J: Wound round?

M: Yes, wind them round and this should,
should generate a charge which rang bells
and sounded bells and then er you lift up a
telephone and plug in a jack and, and take
a message in that way.

[BNC K69 109-112]

(23) Completion and confirmation request:
G: Had their own men
A: unload the boats?
G: unload the boats, yes. [BNC H5H 91-93]

(24) Late completion and (repetitive) confir-
mation:

N: Alistair [last or full name] erm he’s, he’s
made himself er he has made himself co-
ordinator.

U: And section engineer.

N: And section engineer.
N: I didn’t sign it as coordinator.

[BNC H48 141-144]

(25) Completion and clarification reply:
John: If you press N

Sarah: N?
John: N for name, it’ll let you type in the docu

document name. [BNC G4K 84-86]

(26) Expansion and reformulation/repair:
S: Secondly er
J: We guarantee P five.
S: We we are we’re guaranteeing P five plus

a noise level.
J: Yeah. [BNC JP3 167-170]

(27) Expansion and question:
I: I can’t remember exactly who lived on

the right hand side, I’ve forgotten but th
I know the Chief Clerk lived just a little
way down [address], you see, er

A: In one of those little red brick cottages?
[BNC HDK 124-125]

(28) Answer and expansion:
A: We could hear it from outside 〈unclear〉.
R: Oh you could hear it?
A: Occasionally yeah. [BNC J8D 13-15]

(29) Answer/reformulation and expansion:
G: [address], that was in the middle, more or

less in the middle of the town.
A: And you called that the manual?
G: The manual school, yes.

[BNC H5G 96-98]
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Abstract
In real-world applications, modelling di-
alogue as a POMDP requires the use of
a summary space for the dialogue state
representation to ensure tractability. Sub-
optimal estimation of the value func-
tion governing the selection of system re-
sponses can then be obtained using a grid-
based approach on the belief space. In
this work, the Monte-Carlo control tech-
nique is extended so as to reduce training
over-fitting and to improve robustness to
semantic noise in the user input. This tech-
nique uses a database of belief vector pro-
totypes to choose the optimal system ac-
tion. A locally weighted k-nearest neigh-
bor scheme is introduced to smooth the de-
cision process by interpolating the value
function, resulting in higher user simula-
tion performance.

1 Introduction

In the last decade dialogue modelling as a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
has been proposed as a convenient way to improve
spoken dialogue systems (SDS) trainability, nat-
uralness and robustness to input errors (Young et
al., 2009). The POMDP framework models dia-
logue flow as a sequence of unobserved dialogue
states following stochastic moves, and provides a
principled way to model uncertainty.

However, to deal with uncertainty, POMDPs
maintain distributions over all possible states. But
then training an optimal policy is an NP hard
problem and thus not tractable for any non-trivial
application. In recent works this issue is ad-
dressed by mapping the dialog state representation

∗Fabrice Lefèvre is currently on leave from the Univer-
sity of Avignon, France.

space (the master space) into a smaller summary
space (Williams and Young, 2007). Even though
optimal policies remain out of reach, sub-optimal
solutions can be found by means of grid-based al-
gorithms.

Within the Hidden Information State (HIS)
framework (Young et al., 2009), policies are rep-
resented by a set of grid points in the summary be-
lief space. Beliefs in master space are first mapped
into summary space and then mapped into a sum-
mary action via the dialogue policy. The resulting
summary action is then mapped back into master
space and output to the user.

Methods which support interpolation between
points are generally required to scale well to large
state spaces (Pineau et al., 2003). In the current
version of the HIS framework, the policy chooses
the system action by associating each new belief
point with the single, closest, grid point. In the
present work, a k-nearest neighbour extension is
evaluated in which the policy decision is based on
a locally weighted regression over a subset of rep-
resentative grid points. This method thus lies be-
tween a strictly grid-based and a point-based value
iteration approach as it interpolates the value func-
tion around the queried belief point. It thus re-
duces the policy’s dependency on the belief grid
point selection and increases robustness to input
noise.

The next section gives an overview of the
CUED HIS POMDP dialogue system which we
extended for our experiments. In Section 3, the
grid-based approach to policy optimisation is in-
troduced followed by a presentation of the k-
nn Monte-Carlo policy optimization in Section 4,
along with an evaluation on a simulated user.
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2 The CUED Spoken Dialogue System

2.1 System Architecture

The CUED HIS-based dialogue system pipelines
five modules: the ATK speech recogniser, an
SVM-based semantic tuple classifier, a POMDP
dialogue manager, a natural language generator,
and an HMM-based speech synthesiser. During
an interaction with the system, the user’s speech
is first decoded by the recogniser and an N-best
list of hypotheses is sent to the semantic classifier.
In turn the semantic classifier outputs an N-best
list of user dialogue acts. A dialogue act is a se-
mantic representation of the user action headed by
the user intention (such as inform, request,
etc) followed by a list of items (slot-value pairs
such as type=hotel, area=east etc). The
N-best list of dialogue acts is used by the dialogue
manager to update the dialogue state. Based on
the state hypotheses and the policy, a machine ac-
tion is determined, again in the form of a dialogue
act. The natural language generator translates the
machine action into a sentence, finally converted
into speech by the HMM synthesiser. The dia-
logue system is currently developed for a tourist
information domain (Towninfo). It is worth not-
ing that the dialogue manager does not contain any
domain-specific knowledge.

2.2 HIS Dialogue Manager

The unobserved dialogue state of the HIS dialogue
manager consists of the user goal, the dialogue his-
tory and the user action. The user goal is repre-
sented by a partition which is a tree structure built
according to the domain ontology. The nodes in
the partition consist mainly of slots and values.
When querying the venue database using the par-
tition, a set of matching entities can be produced.
The dialogue history consists of the grounding
states of the nodes in the partition, generated us-
ing a finite state automaton and the previous user
and system action. A hypothesis in the HIS ap-
proach is then a triple combining a partition, a user
action and the respective set of grounding states.
The distribution over all hypotheses is maintained
throughout the dialogue (belief state monitoring).
Considering the ontology size for any real-world
problem, the so-defined state space is too large for
any POMDP learning algorithm. Hence to obtain a
tractable policy, the state/action space needs to be
reduced to a smaller scale summary space. The set
of possible machine dialogue acts is also reduced
in summary space. This is mainly achieved by re-
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...
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status
p

status
last
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Summary Space
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with hyp 1?
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Policy

No

Try next

Add items
from hyp 1

Sort

Figure 1: Master-summary Space Mapping.

moving all act items and leaving only a reduced set
of dialogue act types. When mapping back into
master space, the necessary items (i.e. slot-value
pairs) are inferred by inspecting the most likely
dialogue state hypotheses.

The optimal policy is obtained using reinforce-
ment learning in interaction with an agenda based
simulated user (Schatzmann et al., 2007). At the
end of each dialogue a reward is given to the sys-
tem: +20 for a successful completion and -1 for
each turn. A grid-based optimisation is used to ob-
tain the optimal policy (see next section). At each
turn the belief is mapped to a summary point from
which a summary action can be determined. The
summary action is then mapped back to a master
action by adding the relevant information.

3 Grid-based Policy Optimisation

In a POMDP, the optimal exact value function can
be found iteratively from the terminal state in a
process called value iteration. At each iteration
t, policy vectors are generated for all possible ac-
tion/observation pairs and their corresponding val-
ues are computed in terms of the policy vectors
at step t − 1. However, exact optimisation is
not tractable in practice, but approximate solutions
can still provide useful policies. Representing a
POMDP policy by a grid of representative belief
points yields an MDP optimisation problem for
which many tractable solutions exist, such as the
Monte Carlo Control algorithm (Sutton and Barto,
1998) used here.

In the current HIS system, each summary belief
point is a vector consisting of the probabilities of
the top two hypotheses in master space, two dis-
crete status variables summarising the state of the
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Algorithm 1 Policy training with k-nn Monte
Carlo
1: LetQ(b̂, âm) = expected reward on taking action âm from belief point b̂
2: LetN(b̂, âm) = number of times action âm is taken from belief point b̂
3: Let B be a set of grid-points in belief space, {b̂} any subset of it
4: Let πknn : b̂→ âm; ∀b̂ ∈ B be a policy

5: repeat
6: t← 0
7: âm,0 ← initial greet action

8: b = b0 [= all states in single partition ]

Generate dialogue using ε-greedy policy
9: repeat
10: t← t + 1

11: Get user turn au,t and update belief state b

12: b̂t ← SummaryState(b)
13: {b̂k}knn ← k-Nearest(b̂t,B)

14: âm,t ←
{

RandomAction with probability ε
πknn(b̂t) otherwise

15: record 〈b̂t, {b̂k}knn, âm,t〉, T ← t

16: until dialogue terminates with rewardR from user simulator

Scan dialogue and update B, Q and N
17: for t = T downto 1 do
18: if ∃b̂i ∈ B, |b̂t − b̂i| < δ then ← update nearest pt in B
19: for all b̂k in {b̂k}knn do
20: w ← Φ(b̂t, b̂k) ←Φ weighting function

21: Q(b̂k, âm,t)←
Q(b̂k,âm,t)∗N(b̂k,âm,t)+R∗w

N(b̂k,âm,t)+w

22: N(b̂k, âm,t)← N(b̂k, âm,t) + w

23: end for
24: else ← create new grid point
25: add b̂t to B
26: Q(b̂t, âm,t)← R,N(b̂t, âm,t)← 1

27: end if
28: R← γR ← discount the reward
29: end for
30: until converged

top hypothesis and its associated partition, and the
type of the last user act.

In order to use such a policy, a simple distance
metric in belief space is used to find the closest
grid point to a given arbitrary belief state:

|b̂i − b̂j | =
2∑

d=1

αd ·
√

(b̂i(d)− b̂j(d))2

+
5∑

d=3

αd · (1− δ(b̂i(d), b̂j(d)))(1)

where the α’s are weights, d ranges over the 2 con-
tinuous and 3 discrete components of b̂ and δ(x, y)
is 1 iff x = y and 0 otherwise.

Associated with each belief point is a function
Q(b̂, âm) which records the expected reward of
taking summary action âm when in belief state b̂.
Q is estimated by repeatedly executing dialogues
and recording the sequence of belief point-action
pairs 〈b̂t, âm,t〉. At the end of each dialogue, each
Q(b̂t, âm,t) estimate is updated with the actual dis-
counted reward. Dialogues are conducted using
the current policy π but to allow exploration of un-
visited regions of the state-action space, a random
action is selected with probability ε.

Once theQ values have been estimated, the pol-

icy is found by setting

π(b̂) = argmax
âm

Q(b̂, âm), ∀b̂ ∈ B (2)

Belief points are generated on demand during the
policy optimisation process. Starting from a sin-
gle belief point, every time a belief point is en-
countered which is sufficiently far from any ex-
isting point in the policy grid, it is added to the
grid as a new point. The inventory of grid points
is thus growing over time until a predefined maxi-
mum number of stored belief vectors is reached.

The training schedule adopted in this work is
comparable to the one presented in (Young et al.,
2009). Training starts in a noise free environment
using a small number of grid points and it con-
tinues until the performance of the policy asymp-
totes. The resulting policy is then taken as an ini-
tial policy for the next stage in which the noise
level is increased, the set of grid points is ex-
panded and the number of iterations is increased.
In practice a total of 750 to 1000 grid points have
been found to be sufficient and the total number of
simulated dialogues needed for training is around
100,000.

4 k-nn Monte-Carlo Policy Optimization

In this work, we use the k nearest neighbor method
to obtain a better estimate of the value function,
represented by the belief points’ Q values. The al-
gorithm maintains a set of sample vectors b̂ along
with their Q value vector Q(b̂, a). When a new
belief state b̂′ is encountered, its Q values are ob-
tained by looking up its k-nearest neighbours in
the database, then averaging their Q-values.

To obtain good estimates for the value func-
tion interpolation, local weights are used based
on the belief point distance. A Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence (relative entropy) could be used
as a distance function between the belief points.
However, while the KL-divergence between two
continuous distributions is well defined, this is
not the case for sample sets. In accordance with
the locally weighted learning theory (Atkeson et
al., 1997), a simple weighting scheme based on a
nearly Euclidean distance (eq. 1) is used to inter-
polate the policy over a set of points:

πknn(b̂) = argmax
âm

∑
{b̂k}knn

Q(b̂k, âm)× Φ(b̂k, b̂)

In our experiments, we set the weighting co-
efficients with the kernel function Φ(b̂1, b̂2) =
e−|b̂1−b̂2|2 .
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Since it can be impossible to construct a full
system act from the best summary act, a back-off
strategy is used: an N -best list of summary acts,
ranked by their Q values, is scrolled through un-
til a feasible summary act is found. The resulting
overall process of mapping between master and
summary space and back is illustrated in Figure 1.
The complete k-nn version policy optimisation al-
gorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

The user simulator results for semantic error
rates ranging from 0 to 50% with a 5% step are
shown in Figure 2 for k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}, averaged
over 3000 dialogues. The results demonstrate that
the k-nn policies outperform the baseline 1-nn pol-
icy, especially on high noise levels. While our
initial expectations are met, increasing k above 3
does not improve performances. This is likely to
be due to the small size of the summary space as
well as the use of discrete dimensions. However
enlarging the summary space and the sample set is
conceivable with k-nn time-efficient optimisations
(as in (Lefèvre, 2003)).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an extension to a grid-based pol-
icy optimisation technique has been presented and
evaluated within the CUED HIS-based dialogue
system. The Monte-Carlo control policy optimi-
sation algorithm is complemented with a k-nearest
neighbour technique to ensure a better generaliza-
tion of the trained policy along with an increased
robustness to noise in the user input. Preliminary
results from an evaluation with a simulated user
confirm that the k-nn policies outperform the 1-nn
baseline on high noise, both in terms of successful
dialogue completion and accumulated reward.
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Abstract

In this paper we compare two Ma-
chine Learning approaches to the task
of pronominal anaphora resolution: a
conventional classification system based
on C5.0 decision trees, and a novel
perceptron-based ranker. We use coref-
erence links annotated in the Prague De-
pendency Treebank 2.0 for training and
evaluation purposes. The perceptron sys-
tem achieves f-score 79.43% on recogniz-
ing coreference of personal and possessive
pronouns, which clearly outperforms the
classifier and which is the best result re-
ported on this data set so far.

1 Introduction

Anaphora Resolution (AR) is a well established
task in Natural Language Processing (Mitkov,
2002). Classification techniques (e.g., single can-
didate model aimed at answering: “Is there a
coreference link between the anaphor and this
antecedent candidate, or not?”) are very often
used for the task, e.g. in Mccarthy and Lehnert
(1995) and Soon et al. (2001). However, as ar-
gued already in Yang et al. (2003), better results
are achieved when the candidates can compete in
a pairwise fashion. It can be explained by the
fact that in this approach (called twin-candidate
model), more information is available for the de-
cision making. If we proceed further along this
direction, we come to the ranking approach de-
scribed in Denis and Baldridge (2007), in which
the entire candidate set is considered at once and

∗The work on this project was supported by the
grants MSM 0021620838, GAAV ČR 1ET101120503 and
1ET201120505, MŠMT ČR LC536, and GAUK 4383/2009

which leads to further significant shift in perfor-
mance, more recently documented in Denis and
Baldridge (2008).

In this paper we deal with supervised ap-
proaches to pronominal anaphora in Czech.1 For
training and evaluation purposes, we use corefer-
ences links annotated in the Prague Dependency
Treebank, (Jan Hajič, et al., 2006). We limit our-
selves only to textual coreference (see Section 2)
and to personal and possessive pronouns. We
make use of a rich set of features available thanks
to the complex annotation scenario of the tree-
bank.

We experiment with two of the above men-
tioned techniques for AR: a classifier and a ranker.
The former is based on a top-down induction of
decision trees (Quinlan, 1993). The latter uses
a simple scoring function whose optimal weight
vector is estimated using perceptron learning in-
spired by Collins (2002). We try to provide both
implementations with as similar input information
as possible in order to be able to compare their
performance for the given task.

Performance of the presented systems can be
compared with several already published works,
namely with a rule-based system described in
Kučová and Žabokrtský (2005), some of the “clas-
sical” algorithms implemented in Němčı́k (2006),
a system based on decision trees (Ngu. y, 2006),
and a rule-based system evaluated in Ngu. y and
Žabokrtský (2007). To illustrate the real complex-
ity of the task, we also provide performance eval-
uation of a baseline solution.

1Currently one can see a growing interest in unsupervised
techniques, e.g. Charniak and Elsner (2009) and Ng (2008).
However, we make only a very tiny step in this direction:
we use a probabilistic feature based on collocation counts in
large unannotated data (namely in the Czech National Cor-
pus).
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The most important result claimed in this pa-
per is that, to the best of our knowledge, the pre-
sented ranker system outperforms all the previ-
ously published systems evaluated on the PDT
data. Moreover, the performance of our ranker (f-
score 79.43%) for Czech data is not far from the
performance of the state-of-the-art system for En-
glish described in Denis and Baldridge (2008) (f-
score for 3rd person pronouns 82.2 %).2

A side product of this work lies in bringing
empirical evidence – for a different language and
different data set – for the claim of Denis and
Baldridge (2007) that the ranking approach is
more appropriate for the task of AR than the clas-
sification approach.

The paper is structured as follows. The data
with manually annotated links we use are de-
scribed in Section 2. Section 3 outlines prepro-
cessing the data for training and evaluation pur-
poses. The classifier-based and ranker-based sys-
tems are described in Section 4 and Section 5 re-
spectively. Section 6 summarizes the achieved re-
sults by evaluating both approaches using the test
data. Conclusions and final remarks follow in Sec-
tion 7.

2 Coreference links in the Prague
Dependency Treebank 2.0

The Prague Dependency Treebank 2.03 (PDT 2.0,
Jan Hajič, et al. (2006)) is a large collection of
linguistically annotated data and documentation,
based on the theoretical framework of Functional
Generative Description (FGD; introduced by Sgall
(1967) and later elaborated, e.g. in by Sgall et al.
(1986)). The PDT 2.0 data are Czech newspaper
texts selected from the Czech National Corpus4

(CNC).
The PDT 2.0 has a three-level structure. On the

lowest morphological level, a lemma and a posi-
tional morphological tag are added to each token.
The middle analytical level represents each sen-
tence as a surface-syntactic dependency tree. On
the highest tectogrammatical level, each sentence
is represented as a complex deep-syntactic depen-

2However, it should be noted that exact comparison is not
possible here, since the tasks are slightly different for the
two languages, especially because of typological differences
between Czech and English (frequent pro-drop in Czech)
and different information available in the underlying data re-
source on the other hand (manually annotated morphological
and syntactical information available for Czech).

3http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/
4http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz/

dency tree, see Mikulová and others (2005) for de-
tails. This level includes also annotation of coref-
erential links.

The PDT 2.0 contains 3,168 newspaper texts
(49,431 sentences) annotated on the tectogram-
matical level. Coreference has been annotated
manually in all this data. Following the FGD,
there are two types of coreference distinguished:
grammatical coreference and textual coreference
(Panevová, 1991). The main difference between
the two coreference types is that the antecedent in
grammatical coreference can be identified using
grammatical rules and sentence syntactic struc-
ture, whereas the antecedent in textual coreference
can not.

The further division of grammatical and textual
coreference is based on types of anaphors:

Grammatical anaphors: relative pronouns, re-
flexive pronouns, reciprocity pronouns, re-
stored (surface-unexpressed) “subjects” of
infinitive verbs below verbs of control,

Textual anaphors: personal and possessive pro-
nouns, demonstrative pronouns.

The data in the PDT 2.0 are divided into three
groups: training set (80%), development test set
(10%), and evaluation test set (10%). The training
and development test set can be freely exploited,
while the evaluation test data should serve only for
the very final evaluation of developed tools.

Table 1 shows the distribution of each anaphor
type. The total number of coreference links in the
PDT 2.0 data is 45,174.5 Personal pronouns in-
cluding those zero ones and possessive pronouns
form 37.4% of all anaphors in the entire corpus
(16,888 links).

An example tectogrammatical tree with de-
picted coreference links (arrows) is presented in
Figure 1. For the sake of simplicity, only three
node attributes are displayed below the nodes: tec-
togrammatical lemma, functor, and semantic part
of speech (tectogrammatical nodes themselves are
complex data structures and around twenty at-
tributes might be stored with them).

Tectogrammatical lemma is a canonical word
form or an artificial value of a newly created node

5In terms of the number of coreference links, PDT 2.0
is one of the largest existing manually annotated resources.
Another comparably large resource is BBN Pronoun Coref-
erence and Entity Type Corpus (Weischedel and Brunstein,
2005), which contains a stand-off annotation of coreference
links in the Penn Treebank texts.
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Type/Count train dtest etest

Personal pron. 12,913 1,945 2,030

Relative pron. 6,957 948 1,034

Under-control pron. 6,598 874 907

Reflexive pron. 3,381 452 571

Demonstrative pron. 2,582 332 344

Reciprocity pron. 882 110 122

Other 320 35 42

Total 34,983 4,909 5,282

Table 1: Distribution of the different anaphor
types in the PDT 2.0.

on the tectogrammatical level. E.g. the (artifi-
cial) tectogrammatical lemma #PersPron stands
for personal (and possessive) pronouns, be they
expressed on the surface (i.e., present in the orig-
inal sentence) or restored during the annotation
of the tectogrammatical tree structure (zero pro-
nouns).

Functor captures the deep-syntactic dependency
relation between a node and its governor in the
tectogrammatical tree. According to FGD, func-
tors are divided into actants (ACT – actor, PAT –
patient, ADDR – addressee, etc.) and free modi-
fiers (LOC – location, BEN – benefactor, RHEM
– rhematizer, TWHEN – temporal modifier, APP
– appurtenance, etc.).

Semantic parts of speech correspond to ba-
sic onomasiological categories (substance, fea-
ture, factor, event). The main semantic POS dis-
tinguished in PDT 2.0 are: semantic nouns, se-
mantic adjectives, semantic adverbs and semantic
verbs (for example, personal and possessive pro-
nouns belong to semantic nouns).

3 Training data preparation

The training phase of both presented AR systems
can be outlined as follows:

1. detect nodes which are anaphors (Sec-
tion 3.1),

2. for each anaphor ai, collect the set of an-
tecedent candidates Cand(ai) (Section 3.2),

3. for each anaphor ai, divide the set of
candidates into positive instances (true an-
tecedents) and negative instances (Sec-
tion 3.3),

4. for each pair of an anaphor ai and an an-
tecedent candidate cj ∈ Cand(ai), compute

the feature vector Φ(c, ai) (Section 3.4),

5. given the anaphors, their sets of antecedent
candidates (with related feature vectors), and
the division into positive and negative candi-
dates, train the system for identifying the true
antecedents among the candidates.

Steps 1-4 can be seen as training data prepro-
cessing, and are very similar for both systems.
System-specific details are described in Section 4
and Section 5 respectively.

3.1 Anaphor selection

In the presented work, only third person per-
sonal (and possessive) pronouns are considered,6

be they expressed on the surface or reconstructed.
We treat as anaphors all tectogrammatical nodes
with lemma #PersPron and third person stored in
the gram/person grammateme. More than 98 %
of such nodes have their antecedents (in the sense
of textual coreference) marked in the training data.
Therefore we decided to rely only on this highly
precise rule when detecting anaphors.7

In our example tree, the node #PersPron rep-
resenting his on the surface and the node #Per-
sPron representing the zero personal pronoun he
will be recognized as anaphors.

3.2 Candidate selection

In both systems, the predicted antecedent of a
given anaphor ai is selected from an easy-to-
compute set of antecedent candidates denoted as
Cand(ai). We limit the set of candidates to se-
mantic nouns which are located either in the same
sentence before the anaphor, or in the preced-
ing sentence. Table 2 shows that if we disregard
cataphoric and longer anaphoric links, we loose
a chance for correct answer with only 6 % of
anaphors.

6The reason is that antecedents of most other types of
anaphors annotated in PDT 2.0 can be detected – given
the tree topology and basic node attributes – with precision
higher than 90 %, as it was shown already in Kučová and
Žabokrtský (2005). For instance, antecedents of reflexive
pronouns are tree-nearest clause subjects in most cases, while
antecedents of relative pronouns are typically parents of the
relative clause heads.

7It is not surprising that no discourse status model (as used
e.g. in Denis and Baldridge (2008)) is practically needed
here, since we limit ourselves to personal pronouns, which
are almost always “discourse-old”.
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Antecedent location Percnt.
Previous sentence 37 %
Same sentence, preceding the anaphor 57 %
Same sentence, following the anaphor 5 %
Other 1 %

Table 2: Location of antecedents with respect to
anaphors in the training section of PDT 2.0.

3.3 Generating positive and negative
instances

If the true antecedent of ai is not present in
Cand(ai), no training instance is generated. If it is
present, the sets of negative and positive instances
are generated based on the anaphor. This prepro-
cessing step differs for the two systems, because
the classifier can be easily provided with more
than one positive instance per anaphor, whereas
the ranker can not.

In the classification-based system, all candi-
dates belonging to the coreferential chain are
marked as positive instances in the training data.
The remaining candidates are marked as negative
instances.

In the ranking-based system, the coreferential
chain is followed from the anaphor to the nearest
antecedent which itself is not an anaphor in gram-
matical coreference.8 The first such node is put on
the top of the training rank list, as it should be pre-
dicted as the winner (E.g., the nearest antecedent
of the zero personal pronoun he in the example
tree is the relative pronoun who, however, it is a
grammatical anaphor, so its antecedent Brien is
chosen as the winner instead). All remaining (neg-
ative) candidates are added to the list, without any
special ordering.

3.4 Feature extraction

Our model makes use of a wide range of features
that are obtained not only from all three levels of
the PDT 2.0 but also from the Czech National Cor-
pus and the EuroWordNet. Each training or test-
ing instance is represented by a feature vector. The
features describe the anaphor, its antecedent can-
didate and their relationship, as well as their con-

8Grammatical anaphors are skipped because they usually
do not provide sufficient information (e.g., reflexive pronouns
provide almost no cues at all). The classification approach
does not require such adaptation – it is more robust against
such lack of information as it treats the whole chain as posi-
tive instances.

texts. All features are listed in Table 4 in the Ap-
pendix.

When designing the feature set on personal pro-
nouns, we take into account the fact that Czech
personal pronouns stand for persons, animals and
things, therefore they agree with their antecedents
in many attributes and functions. Further we use
the knowledge from the Lappin and Leass’s al-
gorithm (Lappin and Leass, 1994), the Mitkov’s
robust, knowledge-poor approach (Mitkov, 2002),
and the theory of topic-focus articulation (Kučová
et al., 2005). We want to take utmost advantage of
information from the antecedent’s and anaphor’s
node on all three levels as well.

Distance: Numeric features capturing the dis-
tance between the anaphor and the candidate, mea-
sured by the number of sentences, clauses, tree
nodes and candidates between them.

Morphological agreement: Categorial features
created from the values of tectogrammatical gen-
der and number9 and from selected morphological
categories from the positional tag10 of the anaphor
and of the candidate. In addition, there are features
indicating the strict agreement between these pairs
and features formed by concatenating the pair of
values of the given attribute in the two nodes (e.g.,
masc neut).

Agreement in dependency functions: Catego-
rial features created from the values of tec-
togrammatical functor and analytical functor (with
surface-syntactic values such as Sb, Pred, Obj) of
the anaphor and of the candidate, their agreement
and joint feature. There are two more features in-
dicating whether the candidate/anaphor is an ac-
tant and whether the candidate/anaphor is a sub-
ject on the tectogrammatical level.11

Context: Categorial features describing the con-
text of the anaphor and of the candidate:

• parent – tectogrammatical functor and the se-
mantic POS of the effective parent12 of the

9Sometimes gender and number are unknown, but we can
identify the gender and number of e.g. relative or reflexive
pronouns on the tectogrammatical level thanks to their an-
tecedent.

10A positional tag from the morphological level is a string
of 15 characters. Every positions encodes one morphological
category using one character.

11A subject on the tectogrammatical level can be a node
with the analytical functor Sb or with the tectogrammatical
functor Actor in a clause without a subject.

12The ”true governor” in terms of dependency relations.
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anaphor and the candidate, their agreement
and joint feature; a feature indicating the
agreement of both parents’ tectogrammatical
lemma and their joint feature; a joint feature
of the pair of the tectogrammatical lemma
of the candidate and the effective parent’s
lemma of the anaphor; and a feature indicat-
ing whether the candidate and the anaphor are
siblings.13

• coordination – a feature that indicates
whether the candidate is a member of a coor-
dination and a feature indicating whether the
anaphor is a possessive pronoun and is in the
coordination with the candidate

• collocation – a feature indicating whether the
candidate has appeared in the same colloca-
tion as the anaphor within the text14 and a
feature that indicates the collocation assumed
from the Czech National Corpus.15

• boundness – features assigned on the ba-
sis of contextual boundness (available in the
tectogrammatical trees) {contextually bound,
contrastively contextually bound, or contex-
tually non-bound}16 for the anaphor and the
candidate; their agreement and joint feature.

• frequency – 1 if the candidate is a denotative
semantic noun and occurs more than once
within the text; otherwise 0.

Semantics: Semantically oriented feature that
indicates whether the candidate is a person name
for the present and a set of 63 binary ontologi-
cal attributes obtained from the EuroWordNet.17

These attributes determine the positive or negative
13Both have the same effective parent.
14If the anaphor’s effective parent is a verb and the can-

didate is a denotative semantic noun and has appeared as a
child of the same verb and has had the same functor as the
anaphor.

15The probability of the candidate being a subject preced-
ing the verb, which is the effective parent of the anaphor.

16Contextual boundness is a property of an expression (be
it expressed or absent in the surface structure of the sentence)
which determines whether the speaker (author) uses the ex-
pression as given (for the recipient), i.e. uniquely determined
by the context.

17The Top Ontology used in EuroWordNet (EWN) con-
tains the (structured) set of 63 basic semantic concepts like
Place, Time, Human, Group, Living, etc. For the majority of
English synsets (set of synonyms, the basic unit of EWN), the
appropriate subset of these concepts are listed. Using the In-
ter Lingual Index that links the synsets of different languages,
the set of relevant concepts can be found also for Czech lem-
mas.

relation between the candidate’s lemma and the se-
mantic concepts.

4 Classifier-based system

Our classification approach uses C5.0, a succes-
sor of C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), which is probably the
most widely used program for inducing decision
trees. Decision trees are used in many AR sys-
tems such as Aone and Bennett (1995), Mccarthy
and Lehnert (1995), Soon et al. (2001), and Ng
and Cardie (2002).18

Our classifier-based system takes as input a set
of feature vectors as described in Section 3.4 and
their classifications (1 – true antecedent, 0 – non-
antecedent) and produces a decision tree that is
further used for classifying new pairs of candidate
and anaphor.

The classifier antecedent selection algorithm
works as follows. For each anaphor ai, feature
vectors Φ(c, ai) are computed for all candidates
c ∈ Cand(ai) and passed to the trained decision
tree. The candidate classified as positive is re-
turned as the predicted antecedent. If there are
more candidates classified as positive, the nearest
one is chosen.

If no candidate is classified as positive, a sys-
tem of handwritten fallback rules can be used. The
fallback rules are the same rules as those used in
the baseline system in Section 6.2.

5 Ranker-based system

In the ranker-based AR system, every training ex-
ample is a pair (ai, yi), where ai is the anaphoric
expression and yi is the true antecedent. Using
the candidate extraction function Cand, we aim
to rank the candidates so that the true antecedent
would always be the first candidate on the list. The
ranking is modeled by a linear model of the fea-
tures described in Section 3.4. According to the
model, the antecedent ŷi for an anaphoric expres-
sion ai is found as:

ŷi = argmax
c∈Cand(ai)

Φ(c, ai) · −→w

The weights −→w of the linear model are trained
using a modification of the averaged perceptron al-

18Besides C5.0, we plan to use also other classifiers in the
future (especially Support Vector Machine, which is often
employed in AR experiments, e.g. by Ng (2005) and Yang
et al. (2006)) in order to study how the classifier choice in-
fluences the AR system performance on our data and feature
sets.
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gorithm (Collins, 2002). This is averaged percep-
tron learning with a modified loss function adapted
to the ranking scenario. The loss function is tai-
lored to the task of correctly ranking the true an-
tecedent, the ranking of other candidates is irrel-
evant. The algorithm (without averaging the pa-
rameters) is listed as Algorithm 1. Note that the
training instances where yi /∈ Cand(ai) were ex-
cluded from the training.

input : N training examples (ai, yi),
number of iterations T

init : −→w ← −→0 ;

for t← 1 to T , i← 1 to N do
ŷi ← argmaxc∈Cand(ai) Φ(c, ai) · −→w ;
if ŷi 6= yi then
−→w = −→w + Φ(yi, ai)− Φ(ŷi, ai);

end
end
output: weights −→w

Algorithm 1: Modified perceptron algorithm
for ranking. Φ is the feature extraction func-
tion, ai is the anaphoric expression, yi is the
true antecedent.

Antecedent selection algorithm using a ranker:
For each third person pronoun create a feature vec-
tor from the pronoun and the semantic noun pre-
ceding the pronoun and is in the same sentence or
in the previous sentence. Use the trained ranking
features weight model to get out the candidate’s
total weight. The candidate with the highest fea-
tures weight is identified as the antecedent.

6 Experiments and evaluation

6.1 Evaluation metrics
For the evaluation we use the standard metrics:19

Precision = number of correctly predicted anaphoric third person pronouns
number of all predicted third person pronouns

Recall = number of correctly predicted anaphoric third person pronouns
number of all anaphoric third person pronouns

F-measure = 2×Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

We consider an anaphoric third person pronoun
to be correctly predicted when we can success-

19Using simple accuracy would not be adequate, as there
can be no link (or more than one) leading from an anaphor
in the annotated data. In other words, finding whether a pro-
noun has an antecedent or not is a part of the task. A deeper
discussion about coreference resolution metrics can be found
in Luo (2005).

fully indicate its antecedent, which can be any an-
tecedent from the same coreferential chain as the
anaphor.

Both the AR systems were developed and tested
on PDT 2.0 training and development test data. Fi-
nally they were tested on evaluation test data for
the final scoring, summarized in Section 6.3.

6.2 Baseline system

We have made some baseline rules for the task of
AR and tested them on the PDT 2.0 evaluation test
data. Their results are reported in Table 3. Base-
line rules are following: For each third person pro-
noun, consider all semantic nouns which precede
the pronoun and are not further than the previous
sentence, and:

• select the nearest one as its antecedent
(BASE 1),

• select the nearest one which is a clause sub-
ject (BASE 2),

• select the nearest one which agrees in gender
and number (BASE 3),

• select the nearest one which agrees in gen-
der and number; if there is no such noun,
choose the nearest clause subject; if no clause
subject was found, choose the nearest noun
(BASE 3+2+1).

6.3 Experimental results and discussion

Scores for all three systems (baseline, clasifier
with and without fallback, ranker) are given in Ta-
ble 3. Our baseline system based on the combina-
tion of three rules (BASE 3+2+1) reports results
superior to the ones of the rule-based system de-
scribed in Kučová and Žabokrtský (2005). Kučová
and Žabokrtský proposed a set of filters for per-
sonal pronominal anaphora resolution. The list of
candidates was built from the preceding and the
same sentence as the personal pronoun. After ap-
plying each filter, improbable candidates were cut
off. If there was more than one candidate left at
the end, the nearest one to the anaphor was cho-
sen as its antecedent. The reported final success
rate was 60.4 % (counted simply as the number of
correctly predicted links divided by the number of
pronoun anaphors in the test data section).

An interesting point of the classifier-based sys-
tem lies in the comparison with the rule-based
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Rule P R F
BASE 1 17.82% 18.00% 17.90%
BASE 2 41.69% 42.06% 41.88%
BASE 3 59.00% 59.50% 59.24%
BASE 3+2+1 62.55% 63.03% 62.79%
CLASS 69.9% 70.44% 70.17%
CLASS+3+2+1 76.02% 76.60% 76.30%
RANK 79.13% 79.74% 79.43%

Table 3: Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure
(F) results for the presented AR systems.

system of Ngu. y and Žabokrtský (2007). With-
out the rule-based fallback (CLASS), the clas-
sifier falls behind the Ngu. y and Žabokrtský’s
system (74.2%), while including the fallback
(CLASS+3+2+1) it gives better results.

Overall, the ranker-based system (RANK) sig-
nificantly outperforms all other AR systems for
Czech with the f-score of 79.43%. Comparing
with the model for third person pronouns of Denis
and Baldridge (2008), which reports the f-score of
82.2%, our ranker is not so far behind. It is im-
portant to say that our system relies on manually
annotated information20 and we solve the task of
anaphora resolution for third person pronouns on
the tectogrammatical level of the PDT 2.0. That
means these pronouns are not only those expressed
on the surface, but also artificially added (recon-
structed) into the structure according to the princi-
ples of FGD.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we report two systems for AR in
Czech: the classifier-based system and the ranker-
based system. The latter system reaches f-score
79.43% on the Prague Dependency Treebank test
data and significantly outperforms all previously
published results. Our results support the hypoth-
esis that ranking approaches are more appropriate
for the AR task than classification approaches.
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A Appendix
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Figure 1: Simplified tectogrammatical tree representing the sentence O’Brien, který Louganise trénoval
deset let, o jeho onemocněnı́ věděl, ale zavázal se mlčenı́m. (Lit.: O’Brien, who Louganis trained for
ten years, about his injury knew, but (he) tied himself to secrecy.) Note two coreferential chains {Brien,
who, (he)} and {Louganis, his}.
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Distance
sent dist sentence distance between c and ai

clause dist clause distance between c and ai

node dist tree node distance between c and ai

cand ord mention distance between c and ai

Morphological Agreement
gender t-gender of c and ai, agreement, joint
number t-number of c and ai, agreement, joint
apos m-POS of c and ai, agreement, joint
asubpos detailed POS of c and ai, agreement, joint
agen m-gender of c and ai, agreement, joint
anum m-number of c and ai, agreement, joint
acase m-case of c and ai, agreement, joint
apossgen m-possessor’s gender of c and ai, agreement, joint
apossnum m-possessor’s number of c and ai, agreement, joint
apers m-person of c and ai, agreement, joint
Functional Agreement
afun a-functor of c and ai, agreement, joint
fun t-functor of c and ai, agreement, joint
act c/ai is an actant, agreement
subj c/ai is a subject, agreement
Context
par fun t-functor of the parent of c and ai, agreement, joint
par pos t-POS of the parent of c and ai, agreement, joint
par lemma agreement between the parent’s lemma of c and ai, joint
clem aparlem joint between the lemma of c and the parent’s lemma of ai

c coord c is a member of a coordination
app coord c and ai are in coordination & ai is a possessive pronoun
sibl c and ai are siblings
coll c and ai have the same collocation
cnk coll c and ai have the same CNC collocation
tfa contextual boundness of c and ai, agreement, joint
c freq c is a frequent word
Semantics
cand pers c is a person name
cand ewn semantic position of c’s lemma within the EuroWordNet Top Ontology

Table 4: Features used by the perceptron-based model
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Abstract

We hypothesize that monitoring the accu-
racy of the “feeling of another’s know-
ing” (FOAK) is a useful predictor of tu-
torial dialogue system performance. We
test this hypothesis in the context of a
wizarded spoken dialogue tutoring system,
where student learning is the primary per-
formance metric. We first present our cor-
pus, which has been annotated with re-
spect to student correctness and uncer-
tainty. We then discuss the derivation of
FOAK measures from these annotations,
for use in building predictive performance
models. Our results show that monitoring
the accuracy of FOAK is indeed predictive
of student learning, both in isolation and in
conjunction with other predictors.

1 Introduction

Detecting and exploiting knowledge of a speaker’s
uncertainty has been studied in several research
communities. Spoken language researchers have
identified statistically significant relationships be-
tween speaker uncertainty and linguistic proper-
ties of utterances such as prosody and lexical con-
tent (Liscombe et al., 2005; Dijkstra et al., 2006;
Pon-Barry, 2008). Spoken dialogue researchers
in turn are studying whether responding to user
states such as uncertainty can improve system
performance as measured by usability and effi-
ciency (Tsukahara and Ward, 2001; Pon-Barry et
al., 2006; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2009a). In
the psycholinguistics community, uncertainty has
been studied in the context of metacognitive abil-
ities, e.g. the ability to monitor the accuracy
of one’s own knowledge (“Feeling of Knowing”

(FOK)), and the ability to monitor the FOK of
someone else (“Feeling of Another’s Knowing”
(FOAK)) (Smith and Clark, 1993; Brennan and
Williams, 1995).

Here we take a spoken dialogue systems per-
spective on FOAK, and investigate whether mon-
itoring the accuracy of FOAK is a useful con-
struct for predictive performance modeling. Our
study uses data previously collected with a wiz-
arded spoken dialogue tutoring system, where stu-
dent learning is the primary performance metric.
Section 2 reviews several relevant constructs and
measures from the area of metacognition. Sec-
tion 3 introduces our dialogue corpus and its user
correctness and uncertainty annotations. Section 4
presents our method for measuring monitoring ac-
curacy of FOAK from these annotations, while
Section 5 shows how we use these measures to
build predictive performance models. Our results
show that monitoring the accuracy of FOAK is in-
deed a significant positive predictor of learning,
both in isolation and over and above other predic-
tors. As discussed in Section 6, increasing mon-
itoring accuracy of FOAK is thus one avenue for
also potentially increasing performance, which we
plan to explore in future versions of our system.

2 Feeling of Another’s Knowing

“Feeling of knowing” (FOK) refers to peoples’
ability to accurately monitor their own knowl-
edge, e.g. to know whether they have answered
a question correctly. Psycholinguistics research
has shown that speakers display FOK in conver-
sation using linguistic cues such as filled pauses
and prosody (Smith and Clark, 1993). Of perhaps
more relevance to dialogue systems, research has
also shown that listeners can use the same cues
to monitor the FOK of someone else, i.e. “feel-
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ing of another’s knowing” (FOAK) (Brennan and
Williams, 1995).

To quantify knowledge monitoring, measures of
monitoring accuracy have been proposed. For ex-
ample, consider an FOK experimental paradigm,
where subjects 1) respond to a set of general
knowledge questions, 2) take a FOK survey, judg-
ing whether or not1 they think they would rec-
ognize the answer to each question in a multiple
choice test, and 3) take such a recognition test. As
shown in Figure 1, such data can be summarized in
an array where each cell represents a mutually ex-
clusive option: the row labels represent the possi-
ble FOK judgments (Y/N), while the columns rep-
resent the possible results of the multiple choice
test (Y/N).

Recognition=Y Recognition=N
Judgment=Y a b
Judgment=N c d

Gamma = (a)(d)−(b)(c)
(a)(d)+(b)(c) HC = (a+d)−(b+c)

(a+d)+(b+c)

Figure 1: Measuring Monitoring Accuracy.

Given such an array, the relationship between
the correctness and the judgment of FOK for an-
swers can be measured using the standard formu-
las in Figure 1: Gamma and the Harmann coef-
ficient (HC) measure relative and absolute knowl-
edge monitoring accuracy, respectively. We use
both metrics in the performance modeling exper-
iments described in Section 5, as both measures
have been well studied and there is a lack of con-
sensus regarding their relative benefits (e.g. (Niet-
feld et al., 2006)). Note that both range in value
from -1 (no monitoring accuracy) to 1 (perfect
monitoring accuracy).

3 Data

This research uses a corpus of 405 dialogues be-
tween 81 students and ITSPOKE-WOZ. The cor-
pus was collected in an experiment showing that
performance improved when ITSPOKE-WOZ re-
sponded to the uncertainty in student answers,
over and above correctness (Forbes-Riley and Lit-
man, 2009a).

ITSPOKE-WOZ is a semi-automatic version
of ITSPOKE (Intelligent Tutoring SPOKEn di-
alogue system), which is a speech-enhanced ver-
sion of the Why2-Atlas qualitative physics tu-
tor (VanLehn et al., 2002). Recent versions of

1Likert scale rating schemes are also possible.

ITSPOKE have also been enhanced to detect and
respond to student uncertainty, by parameterizing
the dialogue manager so that it can adapt con-
tingently based on student correctness and/or un-
certainty (to test various ways of responding to
uncertainty). In ITSPOKE-WOZ, a few compo-
nents (speech recognition, language understand-
ing, and uncertainty detection) have been replaced
by a human “wizard”, to test the upper-bound per-
formance of adapting to uncertainty in a spoken
dialogue system (i.e. without the noise introduced
by speech and language processing).

The experimental procedure was as follows:
Students (1) read background material, (2) took
a multiple-choice pretest, (3) worked through five
problems with ITSPOKE-WOZ (1 per dialogue),
(4) took a survey, and (5) took a posttest simi-
lar to the pretest. Each student turn in the cor-
pus was annotated2 in real-time by the wizard dur-
ing the experiment, using binary tags representing
student Uncertainty (uncertain (U), nonuncertain
(nonU)) and student Correctness (correct (C), in-
correct (I)). Figure 2 shows an annotated dialogue
excerpt.
ITSPOKE-WOZ6: Now let’s find the forces exerted on the
car in the VERTICAL direction during the collision. First,
what vertical force is always exerted on an object near the
surface of the earth?
USER6: gravity (nonU,C)
ITSPOKE-WOZ7: Fine. In addition to the downward force
of gravity, one other force is exerted on the car in the VER-
TICAL direction during the collision. We haven’t discussed
this force yet, because we only dealt with freefalling objects
before this problem. But you may recall this other vertical
force from the reading. What is it?
USER7: um ... the friction from the air ... or the wind (U,I)
ITSPOKE-WOZ8: Great try, but I think you know there’s
a mistake in your answer. Let’s work it out. We know that
gravity can’t be the only vertical force on the car, because . . .

Figure 2: Annotated Corpus Excerpt.

4 Predictors

To derive our performance models, we use
posttest score as the dependent measure, and in-
clude pretest score among the independent mea-
sures. This allows us to measure learning gain,
not just final test score. We also include addi-
tional independent measures computed from the
wizard’s uncertainty and correctness annotations,

2In prior ITSPOKE corpora, this wizard displayed in-
terannotator agreement of 0.85 and 0.62 Kappa on correct-
ness and uncertainty, respectively (Forbes-Riley and Litman,
2008).
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as detailed below. Note that all measures are com-
puted on a per student basis (over all 5 dialogues).
Table 1 shows means and standard deviations of
all measures across all 81 students.

Measure Mean Std. Dev.
pretest .51 .15
posttest .75 .14
%C .79 .09
%U .23 .11
Gamma .77 .17
HC .59 .16

Table 1: Descriptive Corpus Statistics.

The percentage of student turns annotated as
correct (%C) and as uncertain (%U) normalize
the raw counts of the wizard’s C and U annota-
tions. Similar measures predict learning in prior
experiments by ourselves and others (e.g (Litman
et al., 2009)) and thus serve as useful baselines.
In our corpus, 79% of a student’s turns are an-
swered correctly on average, while 77% are an-
swered without uncertainty.

The monitoring accuracy measures Gamma
and HC were introduced in Section 2. To con-
struct an array like that shown in Figure 1, we
map the first and second rows to our uncertainty
annotations NonU and U, and map the columns to
our correctness annotations C and I. In (Dijkstra
et al., 2006), high and low FOK/FOAK judgments
are similarly associated with speaker certainty and
uncertainty, respectively. Note that in our annota-
tion scheme, NonU answers are either certain or
neutral.

5 Results: Predicting Student Learning

Given the above measures, our first prediction ex-
periment measures the partial Pearson’s correla-
tion between each of the independent measures
and posttest, after first controlling for pretest to
account for learning gain. Our goal here is exam-
ine the predictive utility of the correctness, uncer-
tainty, and monitoring dimensions in isolation.

Table 2 shows the statistically significant results
of the partial correlations. The table shows the in-
dependent measure, the corresponding Pearson’s
Correlation Coefficient (R), and the significance of
the correlation (p). As can be seen, both monitor-
ing measures are positively correlated with learn-
ing, with HC providing better predictive utility
than Gamma. However, %C is even more pre-
dictive of learning than either monitoring measure.
Interestingly, the uncertainty measure %U in and

of itself does not show predictive utility in this
data.

Measure R p
%C .52 .00
Gamma .36 .00
HC .42 .00

Table 2: Partial Correlations with Posttest (p <
.05).

Our second prediction experiment uses PAR-
ADISE to build a learning model that can po-
tentially include multiple independent measures.
As in prior PARADISE applications (e.g. (Möller,
2005)), we train the models using stepwise mul-
tiple linear regression, which automatically deter-
mines the measures to include in the model. Our
goal here is to explore whether monitoring accu-
racy provides any added value to our correctness
and uncertainty measures.

When all measures are made available for pre-
dicting learning, we see that monitoring accuracy
as measured by HC does add value over and above
correctness: the stepwise procedure includes HC
in the model, as it significantly accounts for more
variance than just including %C and pretest. In
particular, the application of PARADISE shows
that the following performance function provides
the best significant training fit to our data (R2 =
.71, p < .01):

postest = .44∗%C + .21∗pretest + .20∗HC

The equation shows each selected measure and its
(standardized) weight; larger weights indicate pa-
rameters with greater relative predictive power in
accounting for posttest variance. %C is signifi-
cant at p < .01, while pretest and HC are each
significant at p < .05, with the coefficients all pos-
itive. Like the correlations, our regression demon-
strates the predictive utility of the accuracy and
monitoring measures, but not the uncertainty mea-
sure. The model further shows that while correctly
answering the system’s questions (%C) is predic-
tive of learning, also including FOAK monitoring
accuracy (HC) significantly increases the model’s
predictive power.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper explores whether knowledge monitor-
ing accuracy is a useful construct for understand-
ing dialogue system performance. In particular,
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we demonstrate the utility of combining previ-
ously studied correctness and uncertainty annota-
tions, using a measure of FOAK monitoring ac-
curacy. Our results show that while the correct-
ness of a user’s response predicts learning, the un-
certainty with which a user conveys a response
does not. In contrast, the ability to monitor FOAK
accuracy predicts learning, in isolation and over
and above correctness. We believe that monitor-
ing accuracy will be a relevant construct for other
dialogue applications involving knowledge asym-
metry, such as problem solving, instruction giv-
ing, and trouble shooting (e.g. (Janarthanam and
Lemon, 2008)).

In future work we plan to use our results to in-
form a modification of our system aimed at im-
proving inferred user knowledge monitoring abil-
ities; we will better measure such improvements
by incorporating FOK ratings into our testing. In
addition, we recently found interactions between
learning and both user domain expertise and gen-
der (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2009b); we will
investigate whether similar interactions extend to
knowledge monitoring metrics. Since our corpus
contains dialogues with both uncertainty-adaptive
and non-adaptive versions of ITSPOKE-WOZ, we
also plan to examine whether differing dialogue
strategies influence the learned predictive models.
Finally, we plan to replicate our analyses in a di-
alogue corpus we recently collected using a fully
automated version of our system.
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Abstract

The freely available SPaRKy sentence
planner uses hand-written weighted rules
for sentence plan construction, and a user-
or domain-specific second-stage ranker for
sentence plan selection. However, coming
up with sentence plan construction rules
for a new domain can be difficult. In this
paper, we automatically extract sentence
plan construction rules from the RST-DT
corpus. In our rules, we use only domain-
independent features that are available to a
sentence planner at runtime. We evaluate
these rules, and outline ways in which they
can be used for sentence planning. We
have integrated them into a revised version
of SPaRKy.

1 Introduction

Most natural language generation (NLG) systems
have a pipeline architecture consisting of four core
stages: content selection, discourse planning, sen-
tence planning, and surface realization (Reiter and
Dale, 2000; Rambow et al., 2001). A sentence
planner maps from an input discourse plan to an
output sentence plan. As part of this process it
performs several tasks, including sentence order-
ing, sentence aggregation, discourse cue insertion
and perhaps referring expression generation (Stent
et al., 2004; Walker et al., 2007; Williams and Re-
iter, 2003).

The developer of a sentence planner must typ-
ically write rules by hand (e.g. (Stent et al.,
2004; Walker et al., 2007)) or learn a domain-
specific model from a corpus of training data (e.g.
(Williams and Reiter, 2003)). Unfortunately, there
are very few corpora annotated with discourse

plans, and it is hard to automatically label a cor-
pus for discourse structure. It is also hard to
hand-write sentence planning rules starting from
a “blank slate”, as it were.

In this paper, we outline a method for ex-
tracting sentence plan construction rules from the
only publicly available corpus of discourse trees,
the RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) (Carl-
son et al., 2002). These rules use only domain-
independent information available to a sentence
planner at run-time. They have been integrated
into the freely-available SPaRKy sentence plan-
ner. They serve as a starting point for a user of
SPaRKy, who can add, remove or modify rules to
fit a particular domain.

We also describe a set of experiments in which
we look at each sentence plan construction task in
order, evaluating our rules for that task in terms
of coverage and discriminative power. We discuss
the implications of these experiments for sentence
planning.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 we describe the sentence planning pro-
cess using SPaRKy as an example. In Sections 3
through 5 we describe how we obtain sentence
plan construction rules. In Section 6, we evalu-
ate alternative rule sets. In Section 7, we describe
our modifications to the SPaRKy sentence planner
to use these rules. In Section 8 we conclude and
present future work.

2 Sentence Planning in SPaRKy

The only publicly available sentence planner for
data-to-text generation is SPaRKy (Stent et al.,
2004). SPaRKy takes as input a discourse plan (a
tree with rhetorical relations on the internal nodes
and a proposition representing a text span on each
leaf), and outputs one or more sentence plans
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(each a tree with discourse cues and/or punctua-
tion on the internal nodes). SPaRKy is a two-stage
sentence planner. First, possible sentence plans
are constructed through a sequence of decisions
made using only local information about single
nodes in the discourse plan. Second, the possible
sentence plans are ranked using a user- or domain-
specific sentence plan ranker that evaluates the
global quality of each sentence plan (Walker et al.,
2007).

Sentence plan construction in SPaRKy involves
three tasks: span ordering, sentence aggregation
(deciding whether to realize a pair of propositions
as a single clause, a single sentence, or two sen-
tences), and discourse cue selection1. SPaRKy
uses a single set of hand-written weighted rules
to perform these tasks. In the current distributed
version of SPaRKy, there are 20 rules covering
9 discourse cues (and, because, but, however, on
the other hand, since, while, with, and the default,
period). Each rule operates on the children of
one rhetorical relation, and may impose an order-
ing, insert punctuation or merge two propositions,
and/or insert a discourse cue. During sentence
plan construction, SPaRKy walks over the input
discourse plan, at each node finding all matching
rules and applying one which it selects probabilis-
tically according to the rule weights (with some
randomness to permit variation).

While the developer of a NLG system will al-
ways have to adapt the sentence planner to his or
her domain, it is often hard to come up with sen-
tence planning rules “from scratch”. As a result of
the work described here a SPaRKy user will have
a solid foundation for sentence plan construction.

3 Data

We use the Wall Street Journal Penn Treebank
corpus (Marcus et al., 1993), which is a corpus
of text annotated for syntactic structure. We also
use two additional annotations done on (parts of)
that corpus: PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer,
2003), which consists of annotations for predicate-
argument structure; and the RST-DT (Carlson
et al., 2002), which consists of annotations for
rhetorical structure.

We had to process this data into a form suitable
for feature extraction. First, we produced a flat-
tened form of the syntactic annotations, in which

1SPaRKy also does some referring expression generation,
in a single pass over each completed sentence plan.

each word was labeled with its part-of-speech tag
and the path to the root of the parse tree. Each
word was also assigned indices in the sentence (so
we could apply the PropBank annotations) and in
the document (so we could apply the RST-DT an-
notations)2.

Second, we attach to each word one or more
labels from the PropBank annotations (each label
consists of a predicate index, and either a predicate
name or a semantic role type and index).

Third, we extract relation information from the
RST-DT. For each relation, we extract the rela-
tion name, the types of each child (“Nucleus” or
“Satellite”), and the start and end word indices for
each child. Finally, we extract from the word-
level annotations the marked-up words for each
text span in each rhetorical relation.

4 Features

Features are individual rule conditions. In the
standard NLG pipeline, no information about the
realized text is available to the sentence planner.
However, existing sentence planners use lexical
and word sequence information to improve per-
formance for a particular domain. Williams and
Reiter (2003) appear to do surface realization be-
fore sentence planning, while Walker et al. (2007)
perform surface realization between sentence plan
construction and sentence plan ranking. We are
concerned with sentence plan construction only;
also, we want to produce sentence plan construc-
tion rules that are as domain-independent as pos-
sible. So we use no features that rely on having
realized text. However, we assume that the input
propositions have been fairly well fleshed-out, so
that one has information about predicate-argument
structure, tense, and the information status of enti-
ties to be realized.

A relation has a label as well as one or more
child text spans. The features we extract from our
data include both per-span and per-relation fea-
tures. In our experiments we use a subset of these
features which is fairly domain-independent and
does not overly partition our data. The complete
set of features (full) is as well as our reduced set
are given in Table 1.

2The Penn Treebank and the RST-DT segment words and
punctuation slightly differently, which makes it hard to align
the various annotations.
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Feature type Full feature set Reduced feature set
Per-relation relation, relation is leaf, parent relation, span coref, com-

bined verb type class, combined verb type, identifier of
shortest span, temporal order of spans

relation, relation is leaf, parent rela-
tion, span coref, combined verb type
class, identifier of shortest span, tem-
poral order of spans

Per-span, span identifier span identifier span identifier
Per-span, span length number of NPs in span
Per-span, span verb verb type class, verb type, verb part of speech, verb is

negated, verb has modal
Per-span, arguments argument status for ARG0 to ARG5 plus ARGM-{EXT,

DIR, LOC, TMP, REC, PRD, ADV, MNR, CAU, PNC}

Table 1: Features used in evaluation

4.1 Per-Span Features

We extract per-span features from basic spans
(leaves of the RST tree) and from complex spans
(internal nodes of the RST tree). For each span we
compute: identifier, text, length, verb information,
span argument information, discourse cue infor-
mation, and span-final punctuation.
Identifier We need a way to refer to the child spans
in the rules. For relations having only one child
span of each type (Satellite or Nucleus), we order
the spans by type. Otherwise, we order the spans
alphabetically by span text. The span identifier for
each child span is the index of the span in the re-
sulting list.
Text We extract the text of the span, and the indices
of its first and last words in the Penn Treebank. We
only use this information during data extraction.
However, in a system like that of Williams and Re-
iter (Williams and Reiter, 2003), where sentence
planning is done after or with surface realization,
these features could be used. They could also be
used to train a sentence plan ranker for SPaRKy
specific to the news domain.
Length We use the number of base NPs in the span
(as we cannot rely on having the complete realiza-
tion during sentence planning).
Verb We extract verb type, which can be N/A (there
is no labeled predicate for the span), stat (the
span’s main verb is a form of “to be”), a single
PropBank predicate (e.g. create.01), or mixed (the
span contains more than one predicate). We then
abstract to get the verb type class: N/A, pb (a Prop-
Bank predicate), stat, or mixed.

If the span contains a single predicate or multi-
ple predicates all having the same part-of-speech
tag, we extract that (as an indicator of tense).
We also extract information about negation and
modals (using the PropBank tags ARGM-NEG
and ARGM-MOD).

Arguments We extract the text of the arguments
of the predicate(s) in the span: ARG0 to ARG5,
as well as ARGM-{EXT, DIR, LOC, TMP, REC,
PRD, ADV, MNR, CAU, PNC}. We then abstract
to get an approximation of information status.
An argument status feature covers zero or more
instantiations of the argument and can have the
value N/A (no instantiations), proper (proper noun
phrase(s)), pro (pronoun(s)), def (definite noun
phrase(s)), indef (indefinite noun phrase(s)), quant
(noun phrase (s) containing quantifiers), other (we
cannot determine a value), or mixed (the argument
instantiations are not all of the same type).

Discourse Cues We extract discourse cue informa-
tion from basic spans and from the first basic span
in complex spans. We identify discourse cue(s)
appearing at the start of the span, inside the span,
and at the end of the span. PropBank includes
the argument label ARGM-DIS for discourse cues;
however, we adopt a more expansive notion of dis-
course cue. We say that a discourse cue can be ei-
ther: any sequence of words all labeled ARGM-
DIS and belonging to the same predicate, any-
where in the span; or any cue from a (slightly
expanded version of) the set of cues studied by
Marcu (Marcu, 1997), if it appears at the start of a
span, at the end of a span, or immediately before or
after a comma, and if its lowest containing phrase
tag is one of {ADJP, ADVP, CONJP, FRAG, NP-
ADV, PP, UCP, SBAR, WH} or its part of speech
tag is one of {CC, WDT}3.

Punctuation We extract punctuation (N/A or . or ?
or ! or ; or : or ,) at the end of the span.

3We constructed these rules by extracting from the WSJ
Penn Treebank all instances of the cues in Marcu’s list, and
then examining instances where the word sequence was not
actually a discourse cue. Some mistakes still occur in cue
extraction.
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4.2 Per-Relation Features
For each relation we compute: name, the com-
bined verb type and verb class of the child spans,
whether any argument instantiations in the child
spans are coreferential, and which child span is
shortest (or the temporal order of the child spans).
Relation, Parent Relation The core relation label
for the relation and its parent relation (e.g. attri-
bution for attribution-e and attribution-n).
Relation is Leaf True if child spans of the relation
are leaf spans (not themselves relations).
Combined Verb The shared verb for the relation:
the child spans’ verb type if there is only one non-
N/A verb type among the child spans; otherwise,
mixed. We then abstract from the shared verb type
to the shared verb type class.
Span Coreference We use the information Prop-
Bank gives about intra-sentential coreference. We
do not employ any algorithm or annotation to iden-
tify inter-sentential coreference.
Shortest Span The identifier of the child span with
the fewest base NPs.
Temporal Order of Spans For some relations (e.g.
sequence, temporal-before, temporal-after), the
temporal order is very important. For these rela-
tions we note the temporal order of the child spans
rather than the shortest span.

5 Rule Extraction

Each rule we extract consists of a set of per-
relation and per-span features (the conditions), and
a pattern (the effects). The conditions contain
either: the relation only, features from the re-
duced feature set, or features from the full fea-
ture set. The pattern can be an ordering of child
spans, a set of between-span punctuation markers,
a set of discourse cues, or an ordering of child
spans mixed with punctuation markers and dis-
course cues. Each extracted rule is stored as XML.

We only extract rules for relations having two or
more children. We also exclude RST-DT’s span
and same-unit relations because they are not im-
portant for our task. Finally, because the accu-
racy of low-level (just above the span) rhetorical
relation annotation is greater than that of high-
level relation annotation, we extract rules from
two data sets: one only containing first-level re-
lations (those whose children are all basic spans),
and one containing all relations regardless of level
in the RST tree. The output from the rule ex-
traction process is six alternative rule sets for each

Concession rule:
conditions:
type child=”0”: nucleus, type child=”1”: satellite, shortest: 0,
isCoref: 0, isLeaf: 1, isSamePredClass: mixed,
numChildren: 2, relation: concession, parentRel: antithesis

effects:
order: 1 0, punc child=”1”: comma, cues child=”1”: while

example:
(1) While some automotive programs have been delayed,
(0) they have n’t been canceled

Sequence rule:
conditions:
type child=”0”: nucleus, type child=”1”: nucleus,
type child=”2”: nucleus, type child=”3”: nucleus,
isCoref: 1, isLeaf: 1, isSamePredClass: mixed,
numChildren: 4, relation: sequence, parentRel: circumstance,
temporalOrder: 0 1 2 3

effects:
order: 0 1 2 3, punc child=”0”: comma, punc child=”1”:
comma, punc child=”2”: n/a, cues child=”3”: and

example:
(0) when you can get pension fund money, (1) buy a portfolio,
(2) sell off pieces off it (3) and play your own game

Purpose rule:
conditions:
type child=”0”: nucleus, type child=”1”: satellite, shortest: 0,
isCoref: 0, isLeaf: 0, isSamePredClass: shared,
numChildren: 2, relation: purpose, parentRel: list

effects:
order: 0 1, punc child=”0”: n/a, cues child=”1”: so

example:
(0) In a modern system the government ’s role is to give the
people as much choice as possible
(1) so they are capable of making a choice

Figure 1: Glosses of extracted sentence planning
rules for three relations (reduced feature set)

sentence plan construction task: first-level or all
data, with either the relation condition alone, the
reduced feature set, or the full feature set.

The maximum number of patterns we could
have is 7680 per relation, if we limit ourselves
to condition sets, relation instances with only two
child spans, and a maximum of one discourse
cue to each span (two possible orderings for child
spans * four possible choices for punctuation *
480 choices for discourse cue on each span). By
contrast, for our all data set there are 5810 unique
rules conditioned on the reduced feature set (109.6
per relation) and 292 conditioned on just the rela-
tion (5.5 per relation). Example rules are given in
Figure 1. Even though the data constrains sentence
planning choices considerably, we still have many
rules (most differing only in discourse cues).
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6 Rule Evaluation

6.1 On Evaluation
There are two basic approaches to NLG, text-to-
text generation (in which a model learned from a
text corpus is applied to produce new texts from
text input) and data-to-text generation (in which
non-text input is converted into text output). In
text-to-text generation, there has been consider-
able work on sentence fusion and information or-
dering, which are partly sentence planning tasks.
For evaluation, researchers typically compare au-
tomatically produced text to the original human-
produced text, which is assumed to be “correct”
(e.g. (Karamanis, 2007; Barzilay and McKeown,
2005; Marsi and Krahmer, 2005)). However, an
evaluation that considers the only “correct” an-
swer for a sentence planning task to be the an-
swer in the original text is overly harsh. First, al-
though we assume that all the possibilities in the
human-produced text are “reasonable”, some may
be awkward or incorrect for particular domains,
while other less frequent ones in the newspaper
domain may be more “correct” in another domain.
Our purpose is to lay out sentence plan construc-
tion possibilities, not to reproduce the WSJ au-
thorial voice. Second, because SPaRKy is a two-
stage sentence planner and we are focusing here
on sentence plan construction, we can only evalu-
ate the local decisions made during that stage, not
the overall quality of SPaRKy’s output.

Evaluations of sentence planning tasks for data-
to-text generation have tended to focus solely
on discourse cues (e.g. (Eugenio et al., 1997;
Grote and Stede, 1998; Moser and Moore, 1995;
Nakatsu, 2008; Taboada, 2006)). By contrast, we
want good coverage for all core sentence planning
tasks. Although Walker et al. performed an eval-
uation of SPaRKy (Stent et al., 2004; Walker et
al., 2007), they evaluated the output from the sen-
tence planner as a whole, rather than evaluating
each stage separately. Williams and Reiter, in the
work most similar to ours, examined a subset of
the RST-DT corpus to see if they could use it to
perform span ordering, punctuation selection, and
discourse cue selection and placement. However,
they assumed that surface realization was already
complete, so they used lexical features. Their sen-
tence planner is not publicly available.

In the following sections, we evaluate the infor-
mation in our sentence plan construction rules in
terms of coverage and discriminative power. The

first type of evaluation allows us to assess the de-
gree to which our rules are general and provide
system developers with an adequate number of
choices for sentence planning. The second type
of evaluation allows us to evaluate whether our re-
duced feature set helps us choose from the avail-
able possibilities better than a feature set consist-
ing simply of the relation (i.e. is the complicated
feature extraction necessary). Because we include
the full feature set in this evaluation, it can also
be seen as a text-to-text generation type of evalua-
tion for readers who would like to use the sentence
planning rules for news-style text generation.

6.2 Coverage
In our evaluation of coverage, we count the num-
ber of relations, discourse cues, and patterns we
have obtained, and compare against other data sets
described in the research literature.

6.2.1 Relation Coverage
There are 57 unique core relation labels in

the RST-DT. We exclude span and same-unit.
Two others, elaboration-process-step and topic-
comment, never occur with two or more child
spans. Our first-level and all rules cover all of
the remaining 53. The most frequently occurring
relations are elaboration-additional, list, attribu-
tion, elaboration-object-attribute, contrast, cir-
cumstance and explanation-argumentative.

By contrast, the current version of SPaRKy cov-
ers only 4 relations (justify, contrast, sequence,
and infer)4.

Mann and Thompson originally defined 24 re-
lations (Mann and Thompson, 1987), while Hovy
and Maier listed about 70 (Hovy and Maier, 1992).

6.2.2 Discourse Cue Coverage
Our first-level rules cover 92 discourse cues,

and our all rules cover 205 discourse cues. The
most commonly occurring discourse cues in both
cases are and, but, that, when, as, who and which.

By contrast, the current version of SPaRKy cov-
ers only about 9 discourse cues.

In his dissertation Marcu identified about 478
discourse cues. We used a modified version of
Marcu’s cue list to extract discourse cues from our
corpus, but some of Marcu’s discourse cues do not
occur in the RST-DT.

4Curiously, only two of these relations (contrast and se-
quence) appear in the RST-DT data (although infer may be
equivalent to span).
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6.2.3 Sentence Plan Pattern Coverage
For the first-level data we have 140 unique sen-

tence plan patterns using the relation condition
alone, and 1767 conditioning on the reduced fea-
ture set. For the all data we have 292 unique pat-
terns with relation condition alone and 5810 with
the reduced feature set. Most patterns differ only
in choice of discourse cue(s).

No system developer will want to examine all
5810 rules. However, she or he may wish to look
at the patterns for a particular relation. In our use
of SPaRKy, for example, we have extended the
patterns for the sequence relation by hand to cover
temporal sequences of up to seven steps.

6.3 Discriminative Power
In this evaluation, we train decision tree classifiers
for each sentence plan construction task. We ex-
periment with both the first-level and all data sets
and with both the reduced and full feature sets.
For each experiment we perform ten-fold cross-
validation using the J48 decision tree implemen-
tation provided in Weka (Witten and Eibe, 2005)
with its default parameters. We also report perfor-
mance for a model that selects a pattern condition-
ing only on the relation. Finally, we report perfor-
mance of a baseline which always selects the most
frequent pattern.

We evaluate using 1-best classification accu-
racy, by comparing with the choice made in the
Penn Treebank for that task. We test for signifi-
cant differences between methods using Cochran’s
Q, followed by post-hoc McNemar tests if signif-
icant differences existed. We also report the fea-
tures with information gain greater than 0.1.

6.3.1 Span Ordering
We have one input feature vector for each rela-

tion instance that has two children5. In the feature
vector, child spans are ordered by their identifiers,
and the pattern is either 0 1 (first child, then sec-
ond child) or 1 0 (second child, then first child).

Classification accuracy for all methods is re-
ported in Table 2. All methods perform signifi-
cantly better than baseline (p < .001), and both
the reduced and full feature sets give results sig-
nificantly better than using the relation alone (p <
.001). The full feature set performs significantly

5The number of relation instances with three or more child
spans is less than 2% of the data. Removing these relations
made it feasible for us to train classifiers without crashing
Weka.

First-level All
Baseline 71.8144 71.4356
Per-relation 84.2707 82.3894
Reduced 89.6092 90.3147
Full 90.2129 91.9666

Table 2: Span ordering classification accuracy.
For first-level data, n = 3147. For all data, n =
10170. Labels = {0 1, 1 0}.

First-level All
Baseline 74.5154 50.4425
Per-relation 74.5154 64.2773
Reduced 77.8201 72.1731
Full 74.3883 66.1357

Table 3: Between-span punctuation classification
accuracy. For first-level data, n = 3147. For all
data, n = 10170. Labels = {semicolon, comma,
full, N/A}.

better than the reduced feature set for the all data
set (p < .001), but not for the first-level data set.

Most of the relations have a strong preference
for one ordering or the other. Most mistakes are
made on those that don’t (e.g. attribution, list).

6.3.2 Punctuation Insertion
We have one input feature vector for each re-

lation instance that has two children. We assume
that span ordering is performed prior to punctu-
ation insertion, so the child spans are ordered as
they appear in the data. The pattern is the punc-
tuation mark that should appear between the two
child spans (one of N/A or comma or semicolon
or full6), which indicates whether the two children
should be realized as separate sentences, as sepa-
rate clauses, or merged.

Classification accuracy for all methods is re-
ported in Table 3. For the all data set, all meth-
ods perform significantly better than baseline (p <
.001), and both the reduced and full feature sets
give results significantly better than using the re-
lation alone (p < .001). Furthermore, the re-
duced feature set performs significantly better than
the full feature set (p < .001). By contrast, for
the first-level data set, the reduced feature set per-
forms significantly better than all the other data
sets, while there are no statistically significant dif-
ferences in performance between the baseline, per-
relation and full feature sets.

The most common type of error was misclas-
sifying comma, semicolon or full as N/A: for the

6full indicates a sentence boundary (. or ? or !).
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First-level All
Baseline 62.6629 68.4267
Per-relation 68.605 70.1377
Reduced 73.6257 73.9135
Full 74.3565 74.5919

Table 4: Discourse cue classification accuracy.
For first-level data, n = 3147 and no. labels = 92.
For all data, n = 10170 and no. labels = 203.

first-level data this is what the models trained on
the per-relation and full feature sets do most of the
time. The second most common type of error was
misclassifying comma, semicolon or N/A as full.

6.3.3 Discourse cue selection
We have one input feature vector for each re-

lation instance having two children. We use the
same features as in the previous experiment, and
as in the previous experiment, we order the child
spans as they appear in the data. The pattern is the
first discourse cue appearing in the ordered child
spans7.

Classification accuracy for all methods is re-
ported in Table 4. All methods perform signifi-
cantly better than baseline (p < .001), and both
the reduced and full feature sets give results sig-
nificantly better than using the relation alone (p <
.001). The performance differences between the
reduced and full feature sets are not statistically
significant for either data set.

For this task, 44 of the 92 labels in the first-level
data, and 97 of the 203 labels in the all data, oc-
curred only once. These cues were typically misla-
beled. Commonly occurring labels were typically
labeled correctly.

6.4 Discussion
Our methods for rule extraction are not general in
the sense that they rely on having access to particu-
lar types of annotation which are not widely avail-
able nor readily obtainable by automatic means.
However, our extracted rules have quite broad cov-
erage and will give NLG system developers a jump
start when using and adapting SPaRKy.

Our reduced feature set compares favorably in
discriminative power to both our full feature set
and the per-relation feature set. It achieves a very

7Some relations have multiple cues, either independent
cues such as but and also, or cues that depend on each other
such as on the one hand and on the other hand. Using all
cues is infeasible, and there are too few span-internal and
span-final cues to break up the cue classification for this eval-
uation.

good fit to the input data for the span ordering task
and a good fit to the input data for the punctua-
tion and discourse cue insertion tasks, especially
for the first-level data set. Factors affect perfor-
mance include: the punctuation insertion data is
highly imbalanced (by far the most common label
is N/A), while for the discourse cue insertion task
there is a problem of data sparsity.

7 Revised SPaRKy

One way to use these results would be to model the
sentence planning task as a cascade of classifiers,
but this method does not permit the system devel-
oper to add his or her own rules. So we continue to
use SPaRKy, which is rule-based. We have made
several changes to the Java version of SPaRKy to
support application of our sentence plan construc-
tion rules. We modified the classes for storing and
managing rules to read our XML rule format and
process rule conditions and patterns. We stripped
out the dependence on RealPro and added hooks
for SimpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009). We modi-
fied the rule application algorithm so that users can
choose to use a single rule set with patterns cov-
ering all three sentence planning tasks, or one rule
set for each sentence planning task. Also, since
there are now many rules, we give the user the
option to specify which relations jSPaRKy should
load rules for at each run.

Information about the revised jSparky, in-
cluding how to obtain it, is available at
http://www.research.att.com/˜stent/sparky2.0/
or by contacting the first author.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we described how we extracted
less domain-dependent sentence plan construction
rules from the RST-DT corpus. We presented eval-
uations of our extracted rule sets and described
how we integrated them into the freely-available
SPaRKy sentence planner.

In future work, we will experiment with dis-
course cue clustering. We are also looking at alter-
native ways of doing sentence planning that permit
a tighter interleaving of sentence planning and sur-
face realization for improved efficiency and output
quality.
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Abstract 

In order to build a dialogue system that can inte-

ract with humans in the same way as humans in-

teract with each other, it is important to be able 

to collect conversational data. This paper intro-

duces a dialogue recording method where an 

eavesdropping human operator sends instruc-

tions to the participants in an ongoing human-

human task-oriented dialogue. The purpose of 

the instructions is to control the dialogue pro-

gression or to elicit interactional phenomena. 

The recordings were used to build a Swedish 

synthesis voice with disfluent diphones. 

1 Background 

Our research group have a long-standing interest in 

human conversational behaviour and a special in-

terest in its mimicry and evaluation in spoken dia-

logue systems (Edlund et al., 2008). In human-

human conversations both parties continuously and 

simultaneously contribute actively and interac-

tively to the conversation. Listeners actively con-

tribute by providing feedback during the other’s 

speech, and speakers continuously monitor the re-

actions to their utterances (Clark, 1996). If spoken 

dialogue systems are to achieve the responsiveness 

and flexibility found in human-human interaction, 

it is essential that they process information incre-

mentally and continuously rather than in turn sized 

chunks (Dohsaka & Shimazu, 1997, Skantze & 

Schlangen, 2009). These systems need to be able to 

stop speaking in different manners depending on 

whether it has finished what it planned to say or if 

it was interrupted mid-speech by the user. In order 

to be responsive, the system might also need to 

start talking before it has decided exactly what to 

say. In this case it has to be able to generate inter-

actional cues that restrain the user from start speak-

ing while the system plans the last part.  

To date very few spoken dialogues systems can 

generate crucial and commonly used interactional 

cues. Adell et al. (2007) have developed a set of 

rules for synthesizing filled pauses and repetitions 

with PSOLA. Unit selection synthesizers are often 

used in dialogue systems, but a problem with these 

is that even though most databases have been care-

fully designed and read, they are not representative 

of “speech in use” (Campbell & Mokhiari, 2003). 

There are examples of synthesizers that have been 

trained on speech in use, like Sundaram & Naraya-

nan (2003) that used a limited-domain dialogue 

corpus of transcribed human utterances as input for 

offline training of a machine learning system that 

could insert fillers and breathing at the appropriate 

places in new domain-related texts. However, these 

were synthesized with a unit selection voice that 

had been trained on lecture speech.  

When modelling talk-in-use it is important to 

study representative data. The problem with study-

ing real dialogues is that the interesting interac-

tional phenomena often are sparsely occurring and 

very context dependent. When conducting research 

on spontaneous speech you have the option to use 

controlled or uncontrolled conditions. Anderson et 

al., 1991) recorded unscripted conversations in a 

map task exercise that had been carefully designed 

to elicit interactional phenomena. When using con-

trolled conditions in a study you risk to manipulate 

the data, while in uncontrolled conditions there’s a 

risk that the conversation goes out of hand which 

leads to a lot of unnecessary material (Bock, 1996). 

Bock suggests a set of eliciting methods to be used 

when studying disfluent speech. If the goal is to 

study speech errors and interruptions, a situation 

with two competing humans is useful. If the goal is 

to study hesitations and self-interruptions, distract-

ing events can be used to disrupt the flow of 

speech.  
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Say nothing at pauses Talk slowly 

The Wizard’s GUI 

Say nothing at pauses Talk slowly 

  The Shopkeeper’s GUI      The Customer’s GUI                                        

Figure 1. The GUIs used by the wizard and subjects. 

This paper presents a new method for elicitation of 

interactional phenomena, with the goal of reducing 

the amount of necessary dialogue recordings. In 

this method an eavesdropping human operator 

sends instructions two subjects as they engage in a 

task-oriented dialogue. The purpose of these in-

structions is either to control the dialogue progres-

sion or to elicit certain interactional phenomena. 

The recordings from two sessions were used to 

build a synthesis voice with disfluent diphones. In 

a small synthesis study on generation of disfluent 

conversational utterances this voice was compared 

with a commercial Swedish diphone voice based 

on read speech. The subjects rated the created 

voice as more natural than the commercial voice.  

2 Method 

A dialogue collection environment has been devel-

oped that allows a human operator (Wizard) to ea-

vesdrop an ongoing computer-mediated human-

human conversation. It also allows the Wizard to 

send instructions to the interlocutors during their 

conversation, see Figure 1. The purpose of the in-

structions is to control the progression of the task-

oriented dialogue and to elicit interactional pheno-

mena, e.g. interruptions and hesitations. The Wizard 

has access to graphical and textual instructions. 

Graphical instructions are pictures that are manipu-

lated or text labels that are changed. Textual instruc-

tions are scrolled in from the right at the bottom of 

the screen. They can be of three categories: Emo-

tional instructions that tell the receiver to act emo-

tional (e.g. act grumpy); Task-related instructions 

that require the receiver to initiate a certain sub-

tasks (e.g. buy a red car); and Dialogue flow related 

instructions that tell the receiver to change his way 

of speaking, (e.g. speak fast, do not pause). 

3 The pilot study 

The DEAL system is a speech-enabled computer 

game currently under development, that will be 

used for conversational training for second lan-

guage learners of Swedish (Hjalmarsson, 2008). In 

this system an embodied conversational character 

(ECA) acts as a shopkeeper in a flea trade-market 

and the user is a customer. The developed envi-

ronment was adapted to the DEAL domain, and in 

a pilot study two human subjects were instructed to 

act as shopkeeper and customer. They were given 

written persona descriptions and were then placed 

in separate rooms. They interacted via a three-party 

Skype call, which allowed the Wizard to eavesdrop 

their conversation. In order to get a situation that 

was similar to the DEAL system, the subjects saw 

an avatar with lip movements driven by, and in 

synchrony with, the other subjects’ speech. In or-

der to achieve this, the SynFace system was used, 

which introduced a 200 ms delay in each direction 

(Beskow et al., 2004). Apart from the avatar the 

interfaces also contained pictures of objects cur-

rently for sale with accompanying prices, see Fig-

ure 1. At the bottom of the screen there was a black 

area where the subjects got the textual instructions 

from the Wizard.     

The eavesdropping Wizard was placed in a 

third room, with an interface that allowed her to 

control the current set of objects and prices on the 

subjects’ screens. The Wizard interface also con-

tained an area for the textual instructions. In order 

to distort the dialogue flow some of the instruc-

tions involved sending instructions to both subjects 

at the same time. A main idea is to instruct one of 

the interlocutors to display a verbal behavior that 

will elicit interactional phenomena in the other di-

alogue partner's contributions. Table 1 shows some 

examples of the different types of textual instruc-

tions to the subjects and their intended effect on 

the shopkeeper party in an ongoing conversation. 

The Wizard interface also gave access to auto-

mated instructions that follows a pre-scripted ma-

nuscript in order to facilitate consistent instructions 

across different sessions. This also made it possible 

to transmit multiple successive instructions with 

high speed and a minimum risk of mistakes.  
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Shopkeeper 

reaction 

Graphical Emotional Task related Dialog flow related 

Hesitation Show an ambiguous 

picture (S) 

Be wining and talk about 

how unfair life is (S) 

Sell blue car (S) 

Buy red car (C)  

Talk slowly (S) 

Say nothing at pauses (C) 

Interruption Change picture in mid 

speech (S) 

Be a annoying customer (C) Tell your price (S) 

Tell your price (C)  

Speak without pauses (S) 

Try to speak all the time (C) 

Change of 

sub-task  

Show a picture (S) Discuss the advantages of a 

certain item (S) 

Sell the red car (S) Ask a lot of questions (C) 

Answer with questions (S) 

Table 1. Examples of instruction types and their intended reaction in the shopkeeper’s subsequent turn(s). The re-

ceiver of the instruction is indicated by S (Shopkeeper) and C (Customer).  
 

4 The effect of the Wizard’s instruction 

Two half-hour conversations were recorded where 

the same male subject (acting as shopkeeper) inte-

racted with two different female subjects (acting as 

customers). The audio recordings were synchro-

nized with the instructions that had been submitted 

by the Wizard during the conversation. The effects 

of the instructions were analyzed by inspecting 

both subjects’ turns following an instruction from 

the Wizard. The analysis was focused on the dis-

ruptive effect of the instructions, and it showed 

that they often lead to turns that contained hesita-

tions, interruptions and pauses. The task-related 

instructions lead to disfluent speech in half of the 

succeeding turns, while the dialogue flow related 

instructions, the emotional instructions and the 

graphical instructions led to disfluent turns in two 

thirds of the cases. The analysis of the instructions’ 

effect on the disfluency rates revealed that the ones  

that changed the task while the subjects talked 

were very efficient, e.g. changing the price while it 

was discussed. The effect on the disfluency rates 

was most substantial when contradictive instruc-

tions were given to both subjects at the same time.  

In order to get a baseline of disfluency rates in 

human-human dialogues in the current domain, the 

dialogue data was compared with data recorded in 

a previous DEAL recording. In this study 8 dialo-

gues were recorded where two subjects role-played 

as a shopkeeper and a customer, but without the 

controlling Wizard used in the present study 

(Hjalmarsson, 2008). In these recordings approx-

imately one third of the turns contained disfluent 

speech. This indicates that the disfluency rates 

found after the instructions in the current study are 

a higher than in the previous DEAL recording. Fi-

nally we analyzed the effect of the instructions on 

the dialogue progression. The instructions were 

very helpful in keeping the discussion going and 

the task oriented instructions provided useful guid-

ance to the subjects in their role-playing. 

5 A speech synthesis experiment 

In a second experiment the goal was to evaluate two 

methods for collecting conversational data for build-

ing a corpus-based conversational speech synthesiz-

er: collecting a controlled human-human role-

playing dialogue or a recording a human that reads a 

dialogue transcription with tags for interruptions and 

hesitations. In this experiment the recordings of the 

male subject that acted as shopkeeper were used. 20 

of his utterances that contained hesitations, inter-

ruptions and planned pauses were selected. New 

versions of these utterances were created, where 

the disruptions were removed. In order to verify 

that the disruptive sections could be synthesized in 

new places a set of test sentences were constructed 

that included their immediate contexts. Finally, 

new versions of the new test sentences were 

created, that had added tags for disruptions. All 

types of utterances were read by the original male 

speaker. Both the original dialogue recordings and 

the read utterances were phonetically transcribed 

and aligned in order to build a small diphone voice 

with the EXPROS tool (Gustafson & Edlund, 2008). 

This diphone voice contained fillers, truncated pho-

nemes and audible breathing.  

All types of utterances were re-synthesized with 

the newly created voice and with a Swedish com-

mercial diphone voice that was trained on clear 

read speech. While re-synthesizing the original 

recordings all prosodic features (pitch, duration 

and loudness) were kept. The main difference be-

tween the two voices was the voice quality: the 

commercial voice is trained on clear read speech, 

while the new voice was created from the dialogue 

recordings contains both reduced and truncated 

diphones.  

Secondly, a number of utterances were synthe-

sized, where disfluent sections were inserted into 

fluently read sentences. For both voices the disflu-

ent sections’ original pitch, duration and loudness 

were kept. As in the previous case the main differ-
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ence between the two cases is that the newly 

created also made use of its disfluent diphones. 

The disfluent sections were either taken from the 

original dialogue recordings or from the set of read 

sentences with tags for disfluencies. 
 

6 Preliminary synthesis evaluation 

16 subjects participated in a listening test, where 

they were told to focus on the disrupted parts of the 

utterances. They were instructed to indicate when 

they could detect the following disruptions: hesita-

tion, pause, interruption and correction. They were 

also asked to assess on a six-graded likert scale 

how natural these sounded and how easy it was to 

detect the disrupted parts. Results show that dis-

rupted utterances that were synthesized with the 

new voice were rated as natural in two thirds of the 

cases, while the ones that were generated with 

commercial synthesis voice, that lacked disfluent 

diphones, was rated as natural in half of the cases. 

Kruskal-Wallis rank sums were performed, and the 

interrupted utterances generated by new voice was 

significantly more natural than those generated 

with the commercial voice (p=0.001). When com-

paring how easy it was to detect the disrupted parts 

both versions are comparable (90% of them were 

easy to detect, with no significant difference).   

In order to analyze the difference between real 

and pretended disruptions, the subjects were asked 

to compare re-synthesis of the of disrupted dialo-

gue turns with corresponding read versions. They 

were asked to judge which of the two they thought 

contained a pretended disruption. When comparing 

re-synthesis of complete utterances from either of 

these types they were able to detect the version 

with pretended disruptions in 60% of the cases. In 

cases where the disfluent parts were moved to new 

fluently read sentences the users could not tell 

which version contained a pretended disruption. 

This is probably because they rated how the whole 

sentence sounded, rather than only the disrupted 

part. These differences were significant according 

to a chi-square test. Finally, the subjects’ ability to 

identify the different types of disfluencies when 

synthesized by the two voices was compared. For 

both voices, about 80% of the hesitations and inter-

ruptions were correctly identified, while only 70% 

of the planned pauses were correctly identified. For 

both voices about 85% of the missed pauses were 

instead identified as hesitations or interruptions. 

For the new voice most of them were identified as 

hesitations, while they were mostly misinterpreted 

as interruptions for the commercial voice. The 

share of inserted interruptions is the only signifi-

cant identification difference between the two 

voices. This is not surprising since they both used 

the pitch, power and durations from the original 

human recordings, while only the new voice also 

had access to truncated diphones. 

This pilot study showed that the instructions 

from the Wizards were useful both to control the 

dialogue flow and to elicit interactional phenome-

na. Finally, the male participant reported that it 

was hard to pretend to be disfluent while reading 

dialogue transcripts where this was tagged.  
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Abstract

We present a toolkit for manipulating and

visualising time-aligned linguistic data

such as dialogue transcripts or language

processing data. The package comple-

ments existing editing tools by allowing

for conversion between their formats, in-

formation extraction from the raw files,

and by adding sophisticated, and easily ex-

tended methods for visualising the dynam-

ics of dialogue processing. To illustrate

the versatility of the package, we describe

its use in three different projects at our site.

1 Introduction

Manual inspection and visualization of raw data is

often an important first step in the analysis of lin-

guistic data, be that transcripts of conversations or

records of the performance of processing modules.

Dialogue data or speech processing data in gen-

eral are typically temporally aligned, which poses

additional challenges for handling and visualiza-

tion. A number of tools are available for work-

ing with timed data, each with different focus:

as a small selection, Praat (Boersma, 2001) and

Wavesurfer (Sjölander and Beskow, 2000) excel at

acoustic analysis and are helpful for transcription

work, Anvil (Kipp, 2001) helps with the analysis

of video material, Exmaralda (Schmidt, 2004) of-

fers a suite of specialized tools for discourse anal-

ysis.

We developed TELIDA (TimEd LInguistic

DAta) to complement the strengths of these tools.

TELIDA comprises (a) a suite of Perl mod-

ules that offer flexible data structures for stor-

ing timed data; tools for converting data in other

formats to and from this format; a command-

line based interface for querying such data, en-

abling for example statistical analysis outside of

the original creators of transcriptions or annota-

tions; and (b) a lightweight but powerful visual-

ization tool, TEDview, that has certain unique fea-

tures, as will be described in Section 2.3. TEL-

IDA is available for download from http://www.

ling.uni-potsdam.de/~timo/code/telida/.

2 Overview of TELIDA

2.1 Data Structures

Like the tools mentioned above, we handle timed

data as discrete labels which span a certain time

and contain some data. To give an example, in a

word-aligned transcription of a recording, a single

word would correspond to one label. Sequences

of (non-overlapping) labels are collected into what

we call alignments. In our example of the word-

aligned transcription, all words from one speaker

might be collected in one alignment.

This so far is a conceptualization that is com-

mon to many tools. In Praat for example, our

alignments would be called a tier. TELIDA adds a

further, novel, abstraction, by treating alignments

as belief states that can have a time (namely that

of their formation) as well. Concretely, an incre-

mental ASR may hypothesize a certain way of an-

alyzing a stretch of sound at one point, but at a

later point might slighlty adapt this analysis; in our

conceptualization, this would be two alignments

that model the same original data, each with a time

stamp. For other applications, timed belief states

may contain other information, e.g. new states of

parse constructions or dialogue manager informa-

tion states. We also allow to store several of such

alignment sequences (= successive belief states) in

parallel, to represent n-best lists.
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Figure 1: TEDview Showing Annotated Dialogue Data

A document finally can consist of collections

of such alignments that reference the same time-

line, but model different aspects of the base-data.

For example, we may want to store information

about turns, how they decompose into words, and

into phonemes; or, for dual-channel dialogue, have

separate alignments for the different speakers.

2.2 Data Manipulation Tools

In order to process timed linguistic data, we im-

plemented a Perl library and command-line tools,

TGtool and INtool for non-incremental and incre-

mental data respectively. They facilitate handling

(showing, merging, editing, . . . ) and processing

(search-and-replace, hypothesis filtering, . . . ) of

data and interface to TEDview for interactive vi-

sualization.

2.3 TEDview

TEDview is the visualization component of TEL-

IDA. It organizes the different sources of informa-

tion (i.e., alignments or alignment sequences) in

horizontal tracks. Similar as in many of the above-

mentioned tools, time progresses from left to right

in those tracks. The content of tracks consists of

events that are displayed as bars if they have a tem-

poral extent or as diamonds otherwise. TEDview

uses a player metaphor and therefore has a cursor

that marks the current time and a play-mode that

can be used to replay recorded sequences of events

(in real-time or sped-up / slowed-down). Unlike in

other tools, TEDview has a steady cursor (the red

line in the Figures) across which events flow, and

this cursor can be moved, e.g. to give a configura-

tion where no future events are shown.

Information encapsulated by events is displayed

in two different ways:

a) Labels are represented as bars, with the la-

bel information shown as text. (Figure 1 shows a

configuration with only labels.)

b) Events without duration are displayed as di-

amonds at the appropriate time (all other Figures).

Such events can carry a “payload”; depending on

its type, different display methods are chosen:

• If the payload is an alignment, it is displayed

on the same track, as a sequence of labels.

• In all other cases TEDview determines the

data type of the information and selects an appro-

priate plug-in for displaying it in a separate inspec-

tor window. These data types can be syntax trees,

probability distributions, etc.

To avoid visual clutter, only the information

contained in the diamonds that most recently

passed the cursor are displayed. In this way, TED-

view can elegantly visualize the dynamics of in-

formation state development.

Events can be fed to TEDview either from a file,

in a use case where pre-recorded material is re-

played for analysis, or online, via a network con-

nection, in use cases where processing compo-

nents are monitored or profiled in real-time. The

format used to encode events and their encapsu-
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Figure 2: TEDview showing different filtering

strategies for incremental ASR: Diamonds corre-

spond to edits of the hypothesis.

lated information is a simple and generic XML

format (which the data manipulation tools can cre-

ate out of other formats, if necessary), i.e. the for-

mat does not make any assumptions as to what the

events represent. For this reason TEDview can be

used to visualize almost any type of discrete tem-

poral data. Intervals can be adorned with display

information, for example to encode further infor-

mation via colouring. Plug-ins for special data-

types can be written in the programming language

Python with its powerful library of extension mod-

ules; this enabled us to implement an inspector for

syntax trees in only 20 lines of code.

3 Use Cases

To illustrate the versatility of the tool, we now de-

scribe how we use it in several projects at our site.

(Technical manuals can be downloaded from the

page listed above.)

3.1 Analysis of Dialogue Data

In the DEAWU project (see e.g. (Schlangen and

Fernández, 2007)), we used the package to main-

tain transcriptions made in Praat and annotations

made in MMAX2 (Müller and Strube, 2006), and

to visualize these together in a time-aligned view.

As Figure 1 shows, we made heavy use of the

possibility of encoding information via colour. In

the example, there is one track (mac, for mouse

activity) where a numerical value (how much the

mouse travels in a certain time frame) is visual-

ized through the colouring of the interval. In other

tracks other information is encoded through colour

as well. We found this to be of much use in the

“getting to know the data” phase of the analysis of

our experiment. We have also used the tool and

the data in teaching about dialogue structure.

Figure 3: TEDview showing 5-best incremental

ASR hypotheses.

3.2 Analysis of SDS Performance

In another project, we use TELIDA to analyze and

visualize the incremental output of several mod-

ules of a spoken dialogue system we are currently

developing.

In incremental speech recognition, what is con-

sidered the best hypothesis frequently changes as

more speech comes in. We used TEDview to an-

alyze these changes and to develop filtering meth-

ods to reduce the jitter and to reduce edits of the

ASR’s incremental hypothesis (Baumann et al.,

2009a). Figure 2 shows incremental hypotheses

and different settings of two filtering strategies.

When evaluating the utility of using n-best ASR

hypotheses, we used TEDview to visualize the

best hypotheses (Baumann et al., 2009b). An in-

teresting result we got from this analysis is that

typically the best hypothesis seems to be more sta-

ble than lower-ranked hypotheses, as can be seen

in Figure 3.

We also evaluated the behaviour of our in-

cremental reference resolution module, which

outputs distributions over possible referents

(Schlangen et al., 2009). We implemented a TED-

view plug-in to show distributions in bar-charts, as

can be seen in Figure 4.

3.3 Analysis of Cognitive Models

In another project, we use TEDview to visualize

the output of an ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004)

simulation of human sentence parsing developed

by (Patil et al., 2009). This model produces

predictions of parsing costs based on working-

memory load which in turn are used to predict

eye tracking measures in reading. Figure 5 shows

an example where the German sentence “Den Ton

gab der Künstler seinem Gehilfen” (the artist gives

the clay to his assistant) is being parsed, taking
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Figure 4: TEDview showing the output of our in-

cremental reference resolution module. Distribu-

tions are shown with a bar-chart plug-in.

about 3 seconds of simulated time. The items in

the channel labeled “Memory” indicate retrievals

of items from memory, the items in the channel la-

beled “Parse” indicate that the parser produced a

new hypothesis, and the inspector window on the

right shows the latest of these hypotheses accord-

ing to cursor time. The grey bars finally in the

remaining channels show the activity of the pro-

duction rules. Such visualizations help to quickly

grasp the behaviour of a model, and so greatly aid

development and debugging.

4 Conclusions

We presented TELIDA, a package for the manip-

ulation and visualization of temporally aligned

(linguistic) data. The package enables convenient

handling of dynamic data, especially from incre-

mental processing, but more generally from all

kinds of belief update. We believe that it can be

of use to anyone who is interested in exploring

complex state changes over time, be that in

dialogue annotations or in system performance

profiles.
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Abstract

This paper examines the resolution of the
second person English pronoun you in
multi-party dialogue. Following previous
work, we attempt to classify instances as
generic or referential, and in the latter case
identify the singular or plural addressee.
We show that accuracy and robustness can
be improved by use of simple lexical fea-
tures, capturing the intuition that different
uses and addressees are associated with
different vocabularies; and we show that
there is an advantage to treating referen-
tiality and addressee identification as sep-
arate (but connected) problems.

1 Introduction

Resolving second-person references in dialogue is
far from trivial. Firstly, there is the referentiality
problem: while we generally conceive of the word
you1 as a deictic addressee-referring pronoun, it
is often used in non-referential ways, including as
a discourse marker (1) and with a generic sense
(2). Secondly, there is the reference problem: in
addressee-referring cases, we need to know who
the addressee is. In two-person dialogue, this is
not so difficult; but in multi-party dialogue, the ad-
dressee could in principle be any one of the other
participants (3), or any group of more than one (4):

(1) It’s not just, you know, noises like something
hitting.

(2) Often, you need to know specific button
sequences to get certain functionalities done.

(3) I think it’s good. You’ve done a good review.

(4) I don’t know if you guys have any questions.
1We include your, yours, yourself, yourselves.

This paper extends previous work (Gupta et al.,
2007; Frampton et al., 2009) in attempting to au-
tomatically treat both problems: detecting refer-
ential uses, and resolving their (addressee) refer-
ence. We find that accuracy can be improved by
the use of lexical features; we also give the first
results for treating both problems simultaneously,
and find that there is an advantage to treating them
as separate (but connected) problems via cascaded
classifiers, rather than as a single joint problem.

2 Related Work

Gupta et al. (2007) examined the referentiality
problem, distinguishing generic from referential
uses in multi-party dialogue; they found that 47%
of uses were generic and achieved a classification
accuracy of 75%, using various discourse features
and discriminative classifiers (support vector ma-
chines and conditional random fields). They at-
tempted the reference-resolution problem, using
only discourse (non-visual) features, but accuracy
was low (47%).

Addressee identification in general (i.e. in-
dependent of the presence of you) has been ap-
proached in various ways. Traum (2004) gives
a rule-based algorithm based on discourse struc-
ture; van Turnhout et al. (2005) used facial ori-
entation as well as utterance features; and more
recently Jovanovic (2006; 2007) combined dis-
course and gaze direction features using Bayesian
networks, achieving 77% accuracy on a portion of
the AMI Meeting Corpus (McCowan et al., 2005)
of 4-person dialogues.

In recent work, therefore, Frampton et al.
(2009) extended Gupta et al.’s method to in-
clude multi-modal features including gaze direc-
tion, again using Bayesian networks on the AMI
corpus. This gave a small improvement on the ref-
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erentiality problem (achieving 79% accuracy), and
a large improvement on the reference-resolution
task (77% accuracy distinguishing singular uses
from plural, and 80% resolving singular individ-
ual addressee reference).

However, they treated the two tasks in isola-
tion, and also broke the addressee-reference prob-
lem into two separate sub-tasks (singular vs. plu-
ral reference, and singular addressee reference). A
full computational you-resolution module would
need to treat all tasks (either simultaneously as one
joint classification problem, or as a cascaded se-
quence) – with inaccuracy at one task necessar-
ily affecting performance at another – and we ex-
amine this here. In addition, we examine the ef-
fect of lexical features, following a similar insight
to Katzenmaier et al. (2004); they used language
modelling to help distinguish between user- and
robot-directed utterances, as people use different
language for the two – we expect that the same is
true for human participants.

3 Method

We used Frampton et al. (2009)’s AMI corpus
data: 948 “you”-containing utterances, manu-
ally annotated for referentiality and accompanied
by the AMI corpus’ original addressee annota-
tion. The very small number of two-person ad-
dressee cases were joined with the three-person
(i.e. all non-speaker) cases to form a single “plu-
ral” class. 49% of cases are generic; 32% of
referential cases are plural, and the rest are ap-
proximately evenly distributed between the singu-
lar participants. While Frampton et al. (2009) la-
belled singular reference by physical location rel-
ative to the speaker (giving a 3-way classification
problem), our lexical features are more suited to
detecting actual participant identity – we there-
fore recast the singular reference task as a 4-way
classification problem and re-calculate their per-
formance figures (giving very similar accuracies).

Discourse Features We use Frampton et al.
(2009)’s discourse features. These include sim-
ple durational and lexical/phrasal features (includ-
ing mention of participant names); AMI dialogue
act features; and features expressing the simi-
larity between the current utterance and previ-
ous/following utterances by other participants. As
dialogue act features are notoriously hard to tag
automatically, and “forward-looking” information
about following utterances may be unavailable in

an on-line system, we examine the effect of leav-
ing these out below.

Visual Features Again we used Frampton et al.
(2009)’s features, extracted from the AMI corpus
manual focus-of-attention annotations which track
head orientiation and eye gaze. Features include
the target of gaze (any participant or the meet-
ing whiteboard/projector screen) during each ut-
terance, and information about mutual gaze be-
tween participants. These features may also not
always be available (meeting rooms may not al-
ways have cameras), so we investigate the effect
of their absence below.

Lexical Features The AMI Corpus simulates a
set of scenario-driven business meetings, with par-
ticipants performing a design task (the design of
a remote control). Participants are given specific
roles to play, for example that of project manager,
designer or marketing expert. It therefore seems
possible that utterances directed towards particular
individuals will involve the use of different vocab-
ularies reflecting their expertise. Different words
or phrases may also be associated with generic
and referential discussion, and extracting these au-
tomatically may give benefits over attempting to
capture them using manually-defined features. To
exploit this, we therefore added the use of lexical
features: one feature for each distinct word or n-
gram seen more than once in the corpus. Although
such features may be corpus- or domain-specific,
they are easy to extract given a transcript.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Individual Tasks
We first examine the effect of lexical features on
the individual tasks, using 10-way cross-validation
and comparing performance with Frampton et al.
(2009). Table 1 shows the results for the referen-
tiality task in terms of overall accuracy and per-
class F1-scores; ‘MC Baseline’ is the majority-
class baseline; results labelled ‘EACL’ are Framp-
ton et al. (2009)’s figures, and are presented for
all features and for reduced feature sets which
might be more realistic in various situations: ‘-V’
removes visual features; ‘-VFD’ removes visual
features, forward-looking discourse features and
dialogue-act tag features.

As can be seen, adding lexical features
(‘+words’ adds single word features, ‘+3grams’
adds n-gram features of lengths 1-3) improves the
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Features Acc Fgen Fref

MC Baseline 50.9 0 67.4
EACL 79.0 80.2 77.7
EACL -VFD 73.7 74.1 73.2
+words 85.3 85.7 84.9
+3grams 87.5 87.4 87.5
+3grams -VFD 87.2 86.9 87.6
3grams only 85.9 85.2 86.4

Table 1: Generic vs. referential uses

Features Acc Fsing Fplur

MC Baseline 67.9 80.9 0
EACL 77.1 83.3 63.2
EACL -VFD 71.4 81.5 37.1
+words 83.1 87.8 72.5
+3grams 85.9 90.0 76.6
+3grams -VFD 87.1 91.0 77.6
3grams only 86.9 90.8 77.0

Table 2: Singular vs. plural reference.

performance significantly – accuracy is improved
by 8.5% absolute above the best EACL results,
which is a 40% reduction in error. Robustness to
removal of potentially problematic features is also
improved: removing all visual, forward-looking
and dialogue act features makes little difference.
In fact, using only lexical n-gram features, while
reducing accuracy by 2.6%, still performs better
than the best EACL classifier.

Table 2 shows the equivalent results for the
singular-plural reference distinction task; in this
experiment, we used a correlation-based fea-
ture selection method, following Frampton et al.
(2009). Again, performance is improved, this time
giving a 8.8% absolute accuracy improvement, or
38% error reduction; robustness to removing vi-
sual and dialogue act features is also very good,
even improving performance.

For the individual reference task (again using
feature selection), we give a further ‘NS baseline’
of taking the next speaker; note that this performs
rather well, but requires forward-looking informa-
tion so should not be compared to ‘-F’ results.
Results are again improved (Table 3), but the im-
provement is smaller: a 1.4% absolute accuracy
improvement (7% error reduction); we conclude
from this that visual information is most impor-
tant for this part of the task. Robustness to feature
unavailability still shows some improvement: ex-

Features Acc FP1 FP2 FP3 FP4

MC baseline 30.7 0 0 0 47.0
NS baseline 70.7 71.6 71.1 72.7 68.2
EACL 80.3 82.8 79.7 75.9 81.4
EACL -V 73.8 79.2 70.7 74.1 71.4
EACL -VFD 56.6 58.9 55.5 64.0 47.3
+words 81.4 83.9 79.7 79.3 81.8
+3grams 81.7 83.9 80.3 79.3 82.5
+3grams -V 74.8 81.3 71.7 75.2 71.4
+3grams -VFD 60.7 66.3 55.9 66.2 53.0
3grams only 60.7 63.1 58.1 52.9 63.4
3grams +NS 74.5 76.7 73.8 75.0 72.7

Table 3: Singular addressee detection.

cluding all visual, forward-looking and dialogue-
act features has less effect than on the EACL sys-
tem (60.7% vs. 56.6% accuracy), and a system
using only n-grams and the next speaker identity
gives a respectable 74.5%.

Feature Analysis We examined the contribu-
tion of particular lexical features using Informa-
tion Gain methods. For the referentiality task, we
found that generic uses of you were more likely
to appear in utterances containing words related to
the main meeting topic, such as button, channel,
or volume (properties of the to-be-designed remote
control). In contrast, words related to meeting
management, such as presentation, email, project
and meeting itself, were predictive of referential
uses. The presence of first person pronouns and
discourse and politeness markers such as okay,
please and thank you was also indicative of refer-
entiality, as were n-grams capturing interrogative
structures (e.g. do you).

For the plural/singular distinction, we found
that the plural first person pronoun we correlated
with plural references of you. Other predictive n-
grams for this task were you mean and you know,
which were indicative of singular and plural refer-
ences, respectively. Finally, for the individual ref-
erence task, useful lexical features included par-
ticipant names, and items related to their roles.
For instance, the n-grams sales, to sell and make
money correlated with utterances addressed to the
“marketing expert”, while utterances containing
speech recognition and technical were addressed
to the “industrial designer”.

Discussion The best F-score of the three sub-
tasks is for the generic/referential distinction; the
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Features Acc Fgen Fplur FP1 FP2 FP3 FP4

MC baseline 49.1 65.9 0 0 0 0 0
EACL 58.3 73.3 24.3 57.6 57.0 36.0 51.1
+3grams 60.9 74.8 42.0 57.7 52.2 35.6 50.2
3grams only 67.5 84.8 61.6 39.1 39.3 30.6 38.6
Cascade +3grams 78.1 87.4 59.1 64.1 76.4 75.0 82.6

Table 4: Combined task: generic vs. plural vs. singular addressee.

worst is for the detection of plural reference (Fplur

in Table 2). This is not surprising: humans find the
former task easy to annotate – Gupta et al. (2007)
report good inter-annotator agreement (κ = 0.84)
– but the latter hard. In their analysis of the AMI
addressee annotations, Reidsma et al. (2008) ob-
serve that most confusions amongst annotators are
between the group-addressing label and the labels
for individuals; whereas if annotators agree that an
utterance is addressed to an individual, they also
reach high agreement on that addressee’s identity.

4.2 Combined Task
We next combined the individual tasks into one
combined task; for each you instance, a 6-way
classification as generic, group-referring or refer-
ring to one of the 4 participants. This was at-
tempted both as a single classification exercise us-
ing a single Bayesian network; and as a cascaded
pipeline of the three individual tasks; see Table 4.
Both used correlation-based feature selection.

For the single joint classifier, n-grams again im-
prove performance over the EACL features. Using
only n-grams gives a significant improvement, per-
haps due to the reduction in the size of the feature
space on this larger problem. Accuracy is reason-
able (67.5%), but while F-scores are good for the
generic class (above 80%), others are low.

However, use of three cascaded classifiers
improves performance to 78% and gives large
per-class F-score improvements, exploiting
the higher accuracy of the first two stages
(generic/referential, singular/plural), and the fact
that different features are good for different tasks.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that the use of simple lexical fea-
tures can improve performance and robustness for
all aspects of second-person pronoun resolution:
referentiality detection and reference identifica-
tion. An overall 6-way classifier is feasible, and
cascading individual classifiers can help. Future

plans include testing on ASR transcripts, and in-
vestigating different classification techniques for
the joint task.
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Abstract 

This paper presents a simple, yet effective 

model for managing attention and interaction 

control in multimodal spoken dialogue sys-

tems. The model allows the user to switch at-

tention between the system and other hu-

mans, and the system to stop and resume 

speaking. An evaluation in a tutoring setting 

shows that the user’s attention can be effec-

tively monitored using head pose tracking, 

and that this is a more reliable method than 

using push-to-talk.  

1 Introduction 

Most spoken dialogue systems are based on the 

assumption that there is a clear beginning and 

ending of the dialogue, during which the user 

pays attention to the system constantly. However, 

as the use of dialogue systems is extended to 

settings where several humans are involved, or 

where the user needs to attend to other things 

during the dialogue, this assumption is obviously 

too simplistic (Bohus & Horvitz, 2009). When it 

comes to interaction, a strict turn-taking protocol 

is often assumed, where user and system wait for 

their turn and deliver their contributions in whole 

utterance-sized chunks. If system utterances are 

interrupted, they are treated as either fully 

delivered or basically unsaid. 

This paper presents a simple, yet effective 

model for managing attention and interaction 

control in multimodal (face-to-face) spoken dia-

logue systems, which avoids these simplifying 

assumptions. We also present an evaluation in a 

tutoring setting where we explore the use of head 

tracking for monitoring user attention, and com-

pare it with a more traditional method: push-to-

talk.  

2 Monitoring user attention 

In multi-party dialogue settings, gaze has been 

identified as an effective cue to help disambi-

guate the addressee of a spoken utterance 

(Vertegaal et al., 2001).  When it comes to hu-

man-machine interaction, Maglio et al. (2000) 

showed that users tend to look at speech-

controlled devices when talking to them, even if 

they do not have the manifestation of an embo-

died agent. Bakx et al. (2003) investigated the 

use of head pose for identifying the addressee in 

a multi-party interaction between two humans 

and an information kiosk. The results indicate 

that head pose should be combined with acoustic 

and linguistic features such as utterances length. 

Facial orientation in combination with speech-

related features was investigated by Katzenmaier 

et al. (2004) in a human-human-robot interaction, 

confirming that a combination of cues was most 

effective. A common finding in these studies is 

that if a user does not look at the system while 

talking he is most likely not addressing it. How-

ever, when the user looks at the system while 

speaking, there is a considerable probability that 

she is actually addressing a bystander. 

3 The MonAMI Reminder 

This study is part of the 6
th
 framework IP project 

MonAMI
1
. The goal of the MonAMI project is to 

develop and evaluate services for elderly and 

disabled people. Based on interviews with poten-

tial users in the target group, we have developed 

the MonAMI Reminder, a multimodal spoken 

dialogue system which can assist elderly and dis-

abled people in organising and initiating their 

daily activities (Beskow et al., 2009). The dia-

logue system uses Google Calendar as a back-

bone to answer questions about events. However, 

                                                 
1 http://www.monami.info/ 
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it can also take the initiative and give reminders 

to the user.  

The MonAMI Reminder is based on the HIG-

GINS platform (Skantze, 2007). The architecture 

is shown in Figure 1. A microphone and a cam-

era are used for system input (speech recognition 

and head tracking), and a speaker and a display 

are used for system output (an animated talking 

head). This is pretty much a standard dialogue 

system architecture, with some exceptions. Di-

alogue management is split into a Discourse 

Modeller and an Action Manager, which consults 

the discourse model and decides what to do next. 

There is also an Attention and Interaction Con-

troller (AIC), which will be discussed next.  

 

Figure 1. The system architecture in the MonAMI 

Reminder. 

4 Attention and interaction model 

The purpose of the AIC is to act as a low level 

monitor and controller of the system’s speaking 

and attentional behaviour. The AIC uses a state-

based model to track the attentional and interac-

tional state of the user and the system, shown in 

Figure 2. The states shown in the boxes can be 

regarded as the combined state of the system 

(columns) and the user (rows)
2
. Depending on 

the combined state, events from input and output 

components will have different effects. As can be 

seen in the figure, some combination of states 

cannot be realised, such as the system and user 

speaking at the same time (if the user speaks 

while the system is speaking, it will automati-

cally change to the state INTERRUPTED). Of 

course, the user might speak while the system is 

speaking without the system detecting this, but 

                                                 
2 This is somewhat similar to the “engagement state” used 

in Bohus & Horvitz (2009). 

the model should be regarded from the system’s 

perspective, not from an observer. 

The user’s attention is monitored using a cam-

era and an off-the-shelf head tracking software. 

As the user starts to look at the system, the state 

changes from NONATTENTIVE to ATTENTIVE. 

When the user starts to speak, a UserStartSpeak 

event from the ASR will trigger a change to the 

LISTENING state. The Action Manager might 

then trigger a SystemResponse event (together 

with what should be said), causing a change into 

the SPEAKING state. Now, if the user would look 

away while the system is speaking, the system 

would enter the HOLDING state – the system 

would pause and then resume when the user 

looks back. If the user starts to speak while the 

system is speaking, the controller will enter the 

INTERRUPTED state. The Action Manager might 

then either decide to answer the new request, 

resume speaking (e.g., if there was just a back-

channel or the confidence was too low), or abort 

speaking (e.g., if the user told the system to shut 

up).  

There is also a CALLING state, in which the 

system might try to grab the user’s attention. 

This is very important for the current application 

when the system needs to remind the user about 

something.  

4.1 Incremental multimodal speech  

synthesis 

The speech synthesiser used must be capable of 

reporting the timestamp of each word in the 

synthesised string. These are two reasons for this. 

First, it must be possible to resume speaking 

after returning from the states INTERRUPTED and 

HOLDING. Second, the AIC is responsible for 

reporting what has actually been said by the 

system back to the Discourse Modeller for 

continuous self monitoring (there is a direct 

feedback loop as can be seen in Figure 1). This 

way, the Discourse Modeller may relate what the 

system says to what the user says on a high 

resolution time scale (which is necessary for 

handling phenomena such as backchannels, as 

discussed in Skantze & Schlangen, 2009).  

Currently, the system may pause and resume 

speaking at any word boundary and there is no 

specific prosodic modelling of these events. The 

synthesis of interrupted speech is something that 

we will need to improve. 
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Semantic Parsing 
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Synthesis 
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An animated talking head is shown on a display, 

synchronised with the synthesised speech 

(Beskow, 2003). The head is making small con-

tinuous movements (recorded from real human 

head movements), giving it a more life-like ap-

pearance. The head pose and facial gestures are 

triggered by the different states and events in the 

AIC, as can be seen in Figure 3. Thus, when the 

user approaches the system and starts to look at it, 

the system will look up, giving a clear signal that 

it is now attending to the user and ready to listen. 

5 Evaluation 

In the evaluation, we not only wanted to check 

whether the AIC model worked, but also to un-

derstand whether user attention could be effec-

tively modelled using head tracking. Similarly to 

Oh et al. (2002), we wanted to compare “look-to-

talk” with “push-to-talk”. To do this, we used a 

human-human-computer dialogue setting, where 

a tutor was explaining the system to a subject 

(shown in Figure 4). Thus, the subject needed to 

frequently switch between speaking to the tutor 

and the system. A second version of the system 

was also implemented where the head tracker 

was not used, but where the subject instead 

pushed a button to switch between the attentional 

states (a sort-of push-to-talk). The tutor first ex-

plained both versions of the system to the subject 

and let her try both. The tutor gave the subjects 

hints on how to express themselves, but avoided 

to remind them about how to control the atten-

tion of the system, as this was what we wanted to 

test. After the introduction, the tutor gave the 

subject a task where both of them were supposed 

to find a suitable slot in their calendars to plan a 

dinner or lunch together. The tutor used a paper 

calendar, while the subject used the MonAMI 

Reminder. At the end of the experiment, the tutor 

interviewed the subject about her experience of 

using the system. 7 subjects (4 women and 3 men) 

were used in the evaluation, 3 lab members and 4 

elderly persons in the target group (recruited by 

the Swedish Handicap Institute).  

There was no clear consensus on which ver-

sion of the system was the best. Most subjects 

liked the head tracking version better when it 

worked but were frustrated when the head 

tracker occasionally failed. They reported that a 

combined version would perhaps be the best, 

where head pose could be the main method for 

handling attention, but where a button or a verbal 

call for attention could be used as a fall-back. 

When looking at the interaction from an objec-

tive point of view, however, the head tracking 

NonAttentive

Attentive Speaking

Listening

UserStartLook

SystemInitiative

SystemResponse

SystemStopSpeak

UserStopLook

Holding

Timeout

Interrupted

UserStartSpeak SystemIgnore (resume)

SystemResponse (restart)SystemIgnore

Calling

PausingSpeakingAttending

Not attending

Attending

Speaking

Not attending

SystemInitiative

UserStartLook 

SystemResponse

UserStartSpeak

UserStopLookUserStartLook (resume)

SystemStopSpeak

System

User

SystemAbortSpeak

Figure 2. The attention and interaction model. Dashed lines indicate events coming from input modules. Solid

lines indicate events from output modules. Note that some events and transitions are not shown in the figure. 

NonAttentive Attentive Listening SystemIgnore 

Figure 3. Examples of facial animations triggered by

the different states and events shown in Figure 2.  
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version was clearly more successful in terms of 

number of misdirected utterances. When talking 

to the system, the subjects always looked at the 

system in the head tracking condition and never 

forgot to activate it in the push-to-talk condition. 

However, on average 24.8% of all utterances 

addressed to the tutor in the push-to-talk condi-

tion were picked up by the system, since the user 

had forgotten to deactivate it. The number of ut-

terances addressed to the tutor while looking at 

the system in the head tracking condition was 

significantly lower, only 5.1% on average (paired 

t-test; p<0.05).   

These findings partly contradict findings from 

previous studies, where head pose has not been 

that successful as a sole indicator when the user 

is looking at the system, as discussed in section 2 

above. One explanation for this might be that the 

subjects were explicitly instructed about how the 

system worked. Another explanation is the clear 

feedback (and entrainment) that the agent’s head 

pose provided. 

Two of the elderly subjects had no previous 

computer experience. During pre-interviews they 

reported that they were intimidated by com-

puters, and that they got nervous just thinking 

about having to operate them. However, after 

only a short tutorial session with the spoken in-

terface, they were able to navigate through a 

computerized calendar in order to find two 

empty slots. We think that having a human tutor 

that guides the user through their first interac-

tions with this kind of system is very important. 

One of the tutor’s tasks is to explain why the sys-

tem fails to understand out-of-vocabulary ex-

pressions. By doing this, the users’ trust in the 

system is increased and they become less con-

fused and frustrated. We are confident that moni-

toring and modelling the user’s attention is a key 

component of spoken dialogue systems that are 

to be used in tutoring settings.   
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Abstract

We address an issue of out-of-grammar

(OOG) utterances in spoken dialogue sys-

tems by generating help messages for

novice users. Help generation for OOG

utterances is a challenging problem be-

cause language understanding (LU) re-

sults based on automatic speech recogni-

tion (ASR) results for such utterances are

always erroneous as important words are

often misrecognized or missed from such

utterances. We first develop grammar ver-

ification for OOG utterances on the ba-

sis of a Weighted Finite-State Transducer

(WFST). It robustly identifies a grammar

rule that a user intends to utter, even when

some important words are missed from the

ASR result. We then adopt a ranking algo-

rithm, RankBoost, whose features include

the grammar verification results and the

utterance history representing the user’s

experience.

1 Introduction

Studies on spoken dialogue systems have recently

proceeded from in-laboratory systems to ones de-

ployed to the open public (Raux et al., 2006; Ko-

matani et al., 2007; Nisimura et al., 2005). Ac-

cordingly, opportunities are increasing as general

citizens use the systems. This situation means

that novice users directly access the systems with

no instruction, which is quite different from in-

laboratory experiments where some instructions

can be given. In such cases, users often experi-

ence situations where their utterances are not cor-

rectly recognized. This is because of a gap be-

tween the actual system and a user’s mental model,

that is, a user’s expectation of the system. Ac-

tually, a user’s utterance often cannot be inter-

preted by the system because of the system’s lim-

ited grammar for language understanding (LU).

We call such an unacceptable utterance an “out-

of-grammar (OOG) utterance.” When users’ ut-

terances are OOG, they cannot change their ut-

terances into acceptable ones unless they are in-

formed what expressions are acceptable by the

system.

We aim to manage the problem of OOG utter-

ances by providing help messages showing an ex-

ample of acceptable language expressions when a

user utterance is not acceptable. We prepare help

messages corresponding to each grammar rule the

system has. We therefore assume that appropri-

ate help messages can be provided if a user’s in-

tention, i.e., a grammar rule the user originally

intends to use by his utterance, is correctly esti-

mated.

Issues for generating such help messages in-

clude:

1. Estimating a grammar rule corresponding to

user intention even from OOG utterances,

and

2. Complementing missing information in a sin-

gle utterance.

The first issue focuses on the fact that automatic

speech recognition (ASR) results, used as main in-

put data, are erroneous for OOG utterances. Es-

timating a grammar rule that the user intends to

use becomes accordingly difficult especially when

content words, which correspond to database en-

tries such as place names and their attributes, are

not correctly recognized. That is, any type of ASR

error in any position should be taken into consid-

eration in ASR results of OOG utterances. On the
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other hand, the second issue focuses on the fact

that an ASR result for an OOG utterance does not

necessarily contain sufficient information to esti-

mate the user intention. This is because of ASR

errors or that users may omit some elements from

their utterances because they are in context.

We develop a grammar verification method

based on Weighted Finite-State Transducer

(WFST) as a solution to the first issue. The

grammar verification method robustly estimates

which a grammar rule is intended to use by a

user’s utterance. The WFST is automatically

generated to represent an ASR result in which any

possibility of error is taken into consideration. We

furthermore adopt a boosting algorithm, Rank-

Boost (Freund et al., 2003), to put help messages

in order of probability to address the second issue.

Because it is difficult even for human annotators

to uniquely determine which help message should

be provided for each case, we adopt an algorithm

that can be used for training on several data

examples that have a certain order of priority.

We also incorporate features representing the

user’s utterance history for preventing message

repetition.

2 Related Work

Various studies have been done on generating help

messages in spoken dialogue systems. Gorrell et

al. (2002) trained a decision tree to classify causes

of errors for OOG utterances. Hockey et al. (2003)

also classified OOG utterances into the three cate-

gories of endpointing errors, unknown vocabulary,

and subcategorization mistakes, by comparing two

kinds of ASR results. This was called Targeted

Help and provided a user with immediate feedback

tailored to what the user said. Lee et al. (2007) also

addressed error recovery by generating help mes-

sages in an example-based dialog modeling frame-

work. These studies, however, determined what

help messages should be provided mainly on the

basis of literal ASR results. Therefore, help mes-

sages would be degraded by ASR results in which

a lot of information was missing, especially for

OOG utterances. The same help messages would

be repeated when the same ASR results were ob-

tained.

An example dialogue enabled by our method,

especially the part of the method described in Sec-

tion 4, is shown in Figure 1. Here, user utter-

ances are transcriptions, and utterance numbers

U1: Tell me your recommending sites.
Underlined parts are not in-vocabulary and no
valid LU result is obtained. The estimated gram-
mar is [Obtaining info on a site] although the most
appropriate help message is that corresponding to
[Searching tourist sites].

S1: I did not understand. You can say “Tell me
the address of Kiyomizu Temple” for example,
if getting information on a site.
The help message corresponding to [Obtaining info
on a site] is provided.

U2: Tell me your recommending sites.
The user repeats the same utterance probably be-
cause the help message (S1) was not helpful. The
estimated grammar is [Obtaining info on a site]
again.

S2: I did not understand. You can say “Search
shrines or museums” for example, if searching
tourist sites.
Another help message corresponding to [Searching
tourist sites] is provided after ranking candidates
by also using the user’s utterance history.

[] denotes grammar rules.

Figure 1: Example dialogue enabled by our

method

start with “S” and “U” denote system and user

utterances, respectively. In this example, ASR

results for the user utterances (U1 and U2) do

not contain sufficient information because the ut-

terances are short and contain out-of-vocabulary

words. These two results are similar, and ac-

cordingly, the help message after U2 provided by

methods like Targeted Help (Gorrell et al., 2002;

Hockey et al., 2003) is the same as Utterance S1

because they are only based on ASR results. Our

method can provide different help messages as Ut-

terance S2 after ranking candidates by consider-

ing the utterance history and grammar verification

results. Because the candidates are arranged in

the order of probability, the most appropriate help

message can be provided in fewer attempts.

This ranking method for help message candi-

dates is also useful in multimodal interfaces with

speech input. Help messages are necessary when

ASR is used as its input modality, and such mes-

sages were actually implemented in City Browser

(Gruenstein and Seneff, 2007), for example. This

system lists template-based help messages on the

screen by using ASR results and internal states of

the system. The order of help messages is impor-

tant, especially in portable devices with a small

screen, on which the number of help messages dis-
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played at one time is limited, as Hartmann and

Schreiber (2008) pointed out. Even in cases where

sufficiently large screens are available, too many

help messages without any order will distract the

user’s attention and thus spoil its usability.

3 Grammar Verification based on WFST

We estimate a user’s intention even from OOG ut-

terances as a grammar rule that the user intends

to use by his utterance. We call this estimation

grammar verification. This process is applied to

ASR outputs based on a statistical language model

(LM) in this paper. We use two transducers: a

finite-state transducer (FST) representing the task

grammar, and weighted FST (WFST) representing

an ASR result and its confidence score. Hereafter,

we denote these two as “grammar FST” and “input

WFST” and depict examples in Figure 2.

A strong point of our method is that it takes

all three types of ASR error into consideration.

The input WFST is designed to represent all cases

where any word in an ASR result is an inserted or

substituted error, or any word is deleted. Its weight

is designed to reflect confidence scores of ASR re-

sults. By composing this WFST and the gram-

mar FST, we can obtain all possible sequences

and their accumulated weights when arbitrary se-

quences represented by the input WFST are input

into the grammar FST. The optimal results having

the maximum accumulated weight consist of the

LU result and the grammar rule that is the nearest

to the ASR result. The result can be obtained even

when any element in it is misrecognized or absent

from the ASR result.

An LU result is a set of concepts that consist

of slots and their values corresponding to database

entries the system handles. For example, an LU

result “month=2, day=22” consists of two con-

cepts, such as the value of slotmonth is 2, and the

value of slot day is 22.

3.1 Design of input WFST and grammar FST

In input WFSTs and grammar FSTs, each arc rep-

resenting state transitions has a label in the form of

“a:b/c” denoting its input symbol, output symbol,
and weight, in this order. Input symbol ε means a
state transition without any input symbol, that is,

an epsilon transition. Output symbol ε means no

output in the state transition. For example, a state

transition “please:ε/1.0” is executed when an in-
put symbol is “please,” no output symbol is gen-

erated, and 1.0 is added to the accumulated weight.

Weights are omitted in the grammar FST because

no weight is given in it.

An input WFST is automatically constructed

from an ASR result. Sequential state transitions

are assigned to each word in the ASR result, and

each of them is paralleled by filler transitions, as

shown in Figure 2 where the ASR result was “Ev-

ery Monday please” for example. Filler transitions

such as INS, DEL, and SUB are assigned to each

state for representing every kind of error such as

insertion, deletion, and substitution errors. All in-

put symbols in the input WFST are ε, by which the
WFST represents all possible sequences contain-

ing arbitrary errors. For example, the input WFST

in Figure 2 represents all possible sequences such

as “Every Monday please,” “Every Monday F,” “F

Monday F,” and so on. Here, every word can be

replaced by the symbol F that represents an inser-

tion or substitution error. Moreover, the error sym-

bol DEL can be inserted into its output symbol se-

quence at any position, which corresponds to dele-

tion errors in ASR results. Each weight per state

transition is summed up and then the optimal re-

sult is determined. The weights will be explained

in Section 3.2.

A grammar FST is generated from a task gram-

mar, which is written by a system developer for

each task. It determines whether an input se-

quence conforms to the task grammar. We also

assign filler transitions to each state for handling

each type of error of ASR results considered in

the input WFST. A filler transition, either of INS,
DEL, or SUB, is added to each state in the FST

except for states within keyphrases, which are ex-

plicitly indicated by a system developer. In the

example shown in Figure 2, “SUB $ Monday

date-repeat=Mon please” is output for an input

sequence “SUB Monday please”. Here, date-

repeat=Mon denotes an LU result, and $ is a sym-

bol for marking words corresponding to a concept.

3.2 Weights assigned to input WFST

We defined two kinds of weights:

1. Rewards for accepted words (wacc), and

2. Penalties for each kind of error (wsub, wdel,

wins).

An accumulated weight for a single utterance is

defined as the sum of these weights as shown be-
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Figure 2: Example of input WFST and grammar FST

low.

w =
∑

Eaccepted

wacc +
∑

Eerror

(wsub + wdel + wins)

Here, Eaccepted denotes a set of accepted words

corresponding to elements of each grammar rule,

and Eerror denotes a set of words that are not ac-

cepted and that have either error symbol. Note that

the weights are not given beforehand but are cal-

culated and given to the input WFST in runtime

according to each ASR result.

A weight for an accepted word easr is defined

by using its confidence score CM(easr) (Lee et
al., 2004) and its word length. A word length in

mora is denoted as l(·), which is normalized by

that of the longest word in the vocabulary.

wacc = CM(easr)l(easr)

This weight wacc gives preference to sequences

containing longer words with higher confidence

scores.

Weights for each type of error have negative val-

ues because they are penalties:

wsub = −{CM(easr)l(easr) + l(egram)}/2

wdel = −{l(e) + l(egram)}/2

wins = −{CM(easr)l(easr) + l(e)}/2

where l(e) is the average word length in the vocab-
ulary and egram is a grammar element i.e., either a

word or a class. A deletion error is a case when a

grammar element does not correspond to any word

in the ASR result. A substitution error is a case

when an element is replaced by another word in

the ASR result. An insertion error is a case when

no grammar element corresponds to the ASR re-

sult. Every weight is defined as an average of a

word length of a grammar element and the corre-

sponding one in the ASR result multiplied by its

confidence score. When correspondences cannot

be defined in insertion and deletion errors, l(e) is
used instead. In the case when egram is a class in

the grammar, the average word length in that class

is used as l(egram).

3.3 Example of calculating the weights

We show how a weight is calculated by using the

example in Figure 3. In this example, the user ut-

terance was “Tell me a liaison of Koetsu-ji (a tem-

ple name).” The word “liaison” was not in the sys-

tem vocabulary. The ASR result accordingly con-

tained errors for that part; the result was “Tell me

all Sakyo-ward Koetsu-ji.”

Weights are calculated for each grammar rule

the system has. This example shows calcula-

tions for two grammar rules: [get info] accept-

ing “Tell me 〈item name〉 of 〈temple name〉,” and
[search ward] accepting “Tell me 〈facility name〉
of 〈ward name〉.” Here, [] and 〈〉 denote a gram-
mar rule and a class in grammars. Two alignment

results are also shown for grammar [get info] in

this example. Weights are calculated for any align-

ment as shown here, and the alignment result with

the largest weight is selected. In this example,

weight +0.16 for the grammar [get info] was the

largest.

We consequently obtained the result that gram-

mar rule [get info] had the highest score for this

OOG utterance and its accumulated weight was
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User utterance: “Tell me a liaison of Koetsu-ji”. (Underlined parts denote OOG.)

ASR result tell me all Sakyo-ward Koetsu-ji
(ward) (temple)

grammar [get info] tell me 〈item name〉 of 〈temple name〉
WFST output tell me INS SUB DEL Koetsu-ji

weights +0.09 +0.06 −0.04 −0.11 −0.02 +0.18 +0.16

grammar [get info] tell me 〈item name 〉 of 〈temple name〉
WFST output tell me SUB SUB Koetsu-ji

weights +0.09 +0.06 −0.21 −0.10 +0.18 +0.02

grammar [search ward] tell me 〈facility type〉 in 〈ward name〉
WFST output tell me INS SUB DEL SUB

weights +0.09 +0.06 −0.04 −0.12 −0.02 −0.21 −0.24

Figure 3: Example of calculating weights in our grammar verification

+0.16. The result also indicated each type of er-

ror as a result of the alignment: 〈item name〉 was
substituted by “Sakyo-ward”, “of” in the grammar

[get info] was deleted, and “all” in the ASR result

was inserted.

4 Ranking Help Message Candidates by

Integrating Dialogue Context

We furthermore develop a method to rank help

message candidates per grammar rule by integrat-

ing the grammar verification result and the user’s

utterance history. This complements information

that is often absent from utterances or misrecog-

nized in ASR and prevents that the same help mes-

sages are repeated. An outline of the method is

depicted in Figure 4.

4.1 Features used in Ranking

Features used in our methods are listed in Table

1. These features are calculated for each help

message candidate corresponding to each gram-

mar rule. Features H1 to H5 represent how reli-

able a grammar verification result is. Feature H1 is

a grammar verification score, that is, the resulting

accumulated weight described in Section 3. Fea-

ture H2 is calculated by normalizing H1 by the

total score of all grammar rules. This represents

how reliable the grammar verification result is rel-

atively compared to others. Features H3 to H5

represent how partially the user utterance matches

with the grammar rule.

Features H6 and H7 correspond to a dialogue

context. Feature H6 reflects the case in which

users tend to repeat similar utterances when their

utterances were not understood by the system.

Feature H7 represents whether and how the user

knows about the language expression of the gram-

mar rule. This feature corresponds to the known

degree we previously proposed (Fukubayashi et

Table 1: Features of each instance (help message

candidate)

H1: accumulated weight of GV (GV score)

H2: GV score normalized by the total GV score of other
instances

H3: ratio of # of accepted words in GV result to # of all
words

H4: maximum number of successively accepted words
in GV result

H5: number of accepted slots in GV result

H6: how before the grammar rule was selected as GV
result (in # of utterances)

H7: maximum GV score for the grammar rule until then

H8: whether it belongs to the “command” class

H9: whether it belongs to the “query” class

H10: whether it belongs to the “request-info” class

H11-H17: products of H8 and each of H1 to H7

H18-H24: products of H9 and each of H1 to H7

H25-H31: products of H10 and each of H1 to H7

GV: grammar verification

al., 2006), and prevents a help message the user

already knows from being provided repeatedly.

Features H8 to H10 represent properties of

utterances corresponding to the grammar rules,

which are categorized into three classes such as

“command,” “query,” and “request-info.” In the

sightseeing task, the numbers of grammar rules for

the three classes were 8, 4, and 11, respectively.

More specifically, utterances in either “query” or

“request-info” class tend to appear successively

because they are used when users try and com-

pare several query conditions; on the other hand,

utterances in “command” class tend to appear in-

dependently of the context. Features H11 to H31

are the products of features H8, H9, and H10 and

each feature from H1 to H7. These were defined to

consider combinations of properties of utterances

represented by H8, H9, and H10 and their reliabil-

ity represented by H1 to H7, because RankBoost
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Figure 4: Outline of our ranking method for help message candidates

does not consider them.

4.2 Ranking Algorithm

We adopt RankBoost (Freund et al., 2003), a

boosting algorithm based on machine learning, to

rank help message candidates. This algorithm can

be used for training on several data examples hav-

ing a certain order of priority. This attribute fits

for the problem in this paper; it is difficult even

for human annotators to determine the unique ap-

propriate help message to be provided. Target in-

stances x of the algorithm are help message can-

didates corresponding to grammar rules in this pa-

per.

RankBoost trains a score function H(x) and ar-
ranges instances x in the order. Here, H(x′) <
H(x′′) means x′′ is ranked higher than x′. This

score function is defined as a linear combination

of weak rankers giving partial information regard-

ing the order:

H(x) =
T

∑

t

αtht(x)

where T , ht(), and αt denote the number of boost-

ing iterations, a weak ranker, and its associated

weight, respectively. The weak ranker ht is de-

fined by comparing the value of a feature fi of an
instance x with a threshold θ. That is,

ht(x) =











1 if fi(x) > θ
0 if fi(x) ≤ θ
qdef if fi(x) = ⊥

(1)

where qdef ∈ {0, 1}. Here, fi(x) denotes the

value of the i-th feature of instance x, and ⊥ de-

notes that no value is given in fi(x).

5 Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Target Data

Data were collected by 30 subjects in total by us-

ing a multi-domain spoken dialogue system that

handles five domains such as restaurant, hotel,

sightseeing, bus, and weather (Komatani et al.,

2008). The data consisted of 180 dialogues and

11,733 utterances. Data from five subjects were

used to determine the number of boosting iter-

ations and to improve LMs for ASR. We used

utterances in the restaurant, hotel, and sightsee-

ing domains because the remaining two, bus and

weather, did not have many grammar rules. We

then extracted OOG utterances on the basis of the

grammar verification results to evaluate the per-

formance of our method for such utterances. We

regarded an utterance whose accumulated weight

was negative as OOG. As a result, 1,349 OOG ut-

terances by 25 subjects were used for evaluation,

hereafter. These consisted of 363 utterances in the

restaurant domain, 563 in the hotel domain, and

423 in the sightseeing domain. These data were

collected under the following conditions: subjects

were given no instructions on concrete language

expressions the system accepts. System responses

were made only by speech, and no screen for dis-

playing outputs was used. Subjects were given six

scenarios describing tasks to be completed.

We used Julius1 that is a statistical-LM-based

ASR engine. We constructed class 3-gram LMs

for ASR by using 10,000 sentences generated

from the task grammars and the 600 utterances

collected by the five subjects. The vocabulary

sizes for the restaurant, hotel, and sightseeing do-

mains were 3,456, 2,625, and 3,593, and ASR ac-

curacies for them were 45.8%, 57.1%, and 43.5%,

respectively. These ASR accuracies were not very

high because the target utterances were all OOG.

A set of possible thresholds in the weak rankers

described in Section 4.2 consisted of all feature

values that appeared in the training data. The num-

bers of boosting iterations were determined on the

basis of accuracies for the data by the five sub-

1http://julius.sourceforge.jp/
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Figure 5: Accuracy when N candidates were pro-

vided in sightseeing domain (1 ≤ N ≤ 5)

jects. The numbers were 400, 100, and 500 for the

restaurant, hotel, and sightseeing domains.

5.2 Evaluation Criterion

We manually gave five help messages correspond-

ing to grammar rules as reference labels per ut-

terance in the order of having a strong relation to

the utterance. The numbers of candidate help mes-

sages were 28, 27, and 23 for the restaurant, hotel

and sightseeing domains, respectively.

We evaluated our ranking method as the accu-

racy where at least one of the reference labels was

contained in its top N candidates. This corre-

sponds to a probability where at least one appro-

priate help message was contained in a list of N
candidates. The accuracy was calculated by 5-fold

cross validation. In the baseline method we set,

help messages were provided only by using the

grammar verification scores.

5.3 Results

Results in the sightseeing domain are plotted in

Figure 5. We can see that our method outper-

formed the baseline in the accuracies for all N
values. All these differences were statistically sig-

nificant (p < 0.05) by the McNemar test. The ac-

curacies were also better in the other two domains

for all N values, and the average differences for

the three domains were 11.7 points for N=1, 9.7

points for N=2, and 6.7 points for N=3. The dif-

ferences were large especially for small N values.

This result indicates that we can successfully re-

duce the number of help messages when providing

several ones for users. The improvements were

derived from the features we incorporated such as

the estimated user knowledge in addition to gram-

mar verification results. The baseline method was

only based on grammar verification results for sin-

gle utterances, which contained insufficient infor-

mation because OOG utterances were often mis-

recognized or misunderstood.

Table 2: Sum of absolute values of weight α for

each feature
H7 H17 H19 H2 H6

(H7*H8) (H2*H9)

9.58 6.91 6.61 6.02 6.01

We also investigated dominant features by cal-

culating the sum of absolute values of final weight

α for each feature in RankBoost. Five dominant

features based on the sums are shown in Table

2. These five features include a feature obtained

from grammar verification result (H2), a feature

about the user’s utterance history (H6), a feature

representing estimated user knowledge (H7), and

features representing properties of the utterances.

The most dominant feature was H7, which ap-

peared twice in this table. This was because user

utterances were not likely to be OOG utterances

again after the user had already known an expres-

sion corresponding to the grammar rule, which can

be detected when user utterances for it were cor-

rectly accepted, that is, its grammar verification

score was high. The second dominant feature was

H2, which showed that grammar verification re-

sults worked effectively.

6 Conclusion

We addressed an issue of OOG utterances in spo-

ken dialogue systems by generating help mes-

sages. To manage situations when a user utter-

ance could not be accepted, we robustly estimated

a user’s intention as a grammar rule that the user

intends to use. We furthermore integrated various

information as well as the grammar verification

results for complementing missing information in

single utterances, and then ranked help message

candidates corresponding to the grammar rules for

efficiently providing them.

Our future work includes the following. The

evaluation in this paper was taken place only on

the basis of utterances collected beforehand. Pro-

viding help messages itself should be evaluated by

another experiment through dialogues. Further-

more, we assumed that language expressions of

help messages to show an example language ex-

pression were fixed. We also need to investigate

what kind of expression is more helpful to novice

users.
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Abstract

For safety reasons, in-vehicle dialogue
systems should be able to take the cogni-
tive load of the driver into consideration.
However, it is important to distinguish be-
tween two types of cognitive load, namely
if the cognitive load is affecting the driv-
ing behaviour or not. We will present find-
ings from a data collection carried out in
the DICO project1, where the dialogue be-
haviour under high cognitive load is anal-
ysed, and present a novel theory of how
to distinguish between different types of
workload.

1 Introduction

In-vehicle dialogue systems demand dialogue
management that takes the cognitive workload of
the driver into consideration. The primary task is
the driving, and therefore it is necessary to develop
a dialogue system that interferes as little as pos-
sible with the driving task. However, the driver’s
cognitive workload might increase for various rea-
sons, and it is important to distinguish between
workload that is driving-induced (i.e. due to, for
example, a heavy traffic situation) and workload
that is dialogue-induced (i.e. due to a complicated
dialogue). If the workload is driving-induced it is
probably necessary to pause the dialogue to enable
for the driver to concentrate on the driving task,
whereas if the workload is dialogue-induced it is
instead necessary to facilitate the dialogue task,
for example by reformulating a question.

1www.dicoproject.org

2 Data collection

DICO is a project that aims to develop a proof-of-
concept demo system, showing how a spoken dia-
logue system can be an aid for drivers. To study
how an additional distraction or increase in the
cognitive load would affect a driver’s dialogue be-
haviour, a data collection has been made. The goal
was to elicit a natural dialogue (as opposed to giv-
ing the driver a constructed task such as for exam-
ple a math task) and make the participants engage
in the conversation.

The participants (two female and six male) be-
tween the ages of 25 and 36, drove a car in
pairs while interviewing each other. The inter-
view questions and the driving instructions were
given to the passenger, hence the driver knew nei-
ther what questions to discuss nor the route in ad-
vance. Therefore, the driver had to signal, implicit
or explicit, when she wanted driving instructions
and when she wanted a new question to discuss.
The passenger too had to have a strategy for when
to change topic. The reasons for this setup was to
elicit a natural and fairly intense dialogue and to
force the participants to change topic and/or do-
main (e.g. to get driving instructions).

The participants changed roles after 30 minutes,
which meant that each participant acted both as
driver and as passenger. The cognitive load of the
driver was measured in two ways. The driver per-
formed a Tactile Detection Task (TDT (van Win-
sum et al., 1999)) 2, and workload was also mea-
sured by using an IDIS system 3.

2When using a TDT, a summer is attached to the driver’s
wrist. The driver is told to push a button each time the sum-
mer is activated. Cognitive load is determined by measuring
hit-rate and reaction time.

3IDIS determines workload based on the
driver’s behaviour (for example steering wheel
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The participants were audio- and videotaped,
and then transcribed with the transcription tool
ELAN4, using an orthographic transcription. The
annotation scheme was designed to enable analy-
sis of utterances with respect to topic change for
each domain.

Domain and topic was defined as:

• interview domain: discussions about the in-
terview questions where each interview ques-
tion was defined as a topic

• navigation domain: navigation-related dis-
cussions where each navigation instruction
belonging to the same row in the given route
was defined as a topic

• traffic domain: discussions about the traffic
situation and fellow road-users where each
comment not belonging to a previous event
was defined as a topic

• other domain: anything that does not fit
within the above domains where each com-
ment not belonging to a previous event was
defined as a topic

Topics change has been coded as follows:

• begin-topic: whatever→ topic A (new)

• end-topic: topic A (finished)→ whatever

• interrupt-topic: topic A (unfinished) →
whatever

• resume-topic: whatever → topic A (unfin-
ished)

• reraise-topic: whatever→ topic A (finished)

Cognitive load has been annotated as:

• reliable workload: annotated when work-
load is reliably high according to the TDT
(reliability was low if response button was
pressed more than 2 times after the event).

• high: high workload according to IDIS

• low: low workload according to IDIS

movements or driver applying the brake). See
http://www.roadsafe.com/news/article.aspx?article=210

4http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/

Silence, regardless of length, has been coded as
a pause.

The annotation schema has not been tested for
inter-coder reliability. While full reliability test-
ing would have further strengthened the results,
we believe that our results are still useful as a basis
for future implementation and experimental work.

2.1 High workload

0% 

5% 

10% 

15% 

20% 

TDT  IDIS  TDT+IDIS 

Workload 

Figure 1: Percentage of annotated workload time.

Figure 1 shows workload measured uniqely by
IDIS, uniqely by the TDT and annotations made
by IDIS and TDT jointly.

The difference in annotation time can be ex-
plained by the fact that IDIS analyses driving be-
haviour while the TDT measures the driver’s re-
action time. IDIS is developed to decide when
it is suitable to show alarms that are non-critical
(such as the indicator for low level of wind screen
washer fluid). Since showing the alarm is not
time critical, IDIS does not measure the individual
driver’s workload directly. Taking this into con-
sideration, IDIS measurements alone might be too
general and approximate when it comes to adapt-
ing a dialogue system to the driver’s cognitive
load. However, neither IDIS nor TDT in isolation
say anything about what is causing the high cog-
nitive load, only that something makes the driver
unable to pay full attention to the task at hand.
These differences can be used to decide what type
of workload the driver is experiencing, which will
be explained next.

3 Workload management

To determine type of workload, the dialoge man-
ager could be extended with a Cognitive Load
Manager (CLM) which has access to two work-
load detectors, a Speech Analyser (SA) and a Vehi-
cle State Analyser (VSA), see figure 2.

Since the driver is talking to a dialogue sys-
tem the most convenient method for determining
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Figure 2: Architecture of the cognitive load man-
ager.

workload level would be to analyse the speech.
Studies have for example shown that an increased
number of disfluencies such as deletions can in-
dicate increased workload (Shriberg, 2001; Lind-
strom et al., 2008). The driver might also make
sudden changes of domain, e.g. talk as if address-
ing fellow road-users, to indicate that she is busy
sorting out a difficult traffic situation (Villing et
al., 2008). There are no commercial SA systems
present today, however research has shown that
it is possible to detect workload by analysing the
speech signal (Yin et al., 2008).

The VSA analyses the driving behaviour to find
signs of increased workload. Variants of VSA-like
modules are a reality in the vehicle industry today.
For example, if the driver puts the brake on, makes
a left turn or manages the radio or the fan, it is
assumed that the workload is high.

The CLM collects data from the detectors and
determines type of workload based on the com-
bined signals from the SA and the VSA. Type of
workload can be set to driving-induced (workload
that is affecting the driving performance, detected
by the VSA) or dialogue-induced (workload that
is not affecting the driving performance, detected
by the SA) based on four assumptions, shown in
Table 1.

4 Results

4.1 High workload annotations

Figure 3 shows the number of instances of
high workload detected by IDIS alone (possi-
bly driving-induced), by TDT alone (dialogue-
induced) and by both IDIS and TDT jointly
(driving-induced) for each domain. The TDT
makes most annotations in the other and interview
domains and fewest in the traffic domain, while
the TDT and IDIS jointly makes most annotations
in the traffic and other domains and fewest in the
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Figure 3: High workload measured for each do-
main.

interview domain.
To make the SA more powerful, we wanted to

investigate if an analysis of dialogue behaviour
might improve the possibility to determine work-
load level. The most frequent topic changes are
shown in Figure 4. Most interview related top-
ics are discussed during dialogue-induced work-
load, while traffic related topics are discussed
during driving-induced workload. During possi-
bly driving-induced workload the topics are fairly
equally spread. These results are further discussed
in (Villing, 2009).

0% 

20% 

40% 

60% 

80% 

100% 

Dialogue‐induced 

Possibly driving‐induced 

Driving‐induced 

Figure 4: Topic shift during high workload.

Figure 5 shows the average duration of the
driver’s pauses.

Figure 6 shows that the majority of driver utter-
ances are produced during low workload.

5 Discussion

Figure 5 and 6 shows that an analysis of the speech
can give clues about workload level. The dura-
tion of the pauses is increasing during high work-
load, and especially during driving-induced work-
load. This supports our hypothesis that the dia-
logue system should pause when the driver needs
to concentrate on the driving task. This trend can
also be derived from Figure 6, since the number
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SA + VSA SA VSA
driver speaking driving-induced dialogue-induced false alarm
driver not speaking - - possibly driving-induced

Table 1: CLM output based on information from the SA and the VSA.
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Figure 5: Average pause duration for the driver (in
seconds).

Low workload 

Dialogue‐induced 

Possibly driving‐
induced 

Driving‐induced 

Figure 6: Distribution of driver utterances during
low and high workload.

of utterances are decreasing dramatically under
high workload when comparing with low work-
load. The driver seems to make fewest utterances
during driving-induced workload.

Looking at Figure 3, it seems like the VSA-
like systems present today would benefit from co-
operating with a system that is able to make a
deeper analyse of the cognitive load of the driver.
For example, the traffic domain holds almost no
dialogue-induced workload annotations but sec-
ond most driving-induced, supporting the theory
that people often make comments about the traf-
fic situation to signal that they have to concentrate
on the driving task. The results, although tenta-
tive, can be seen as an indication that it is possi-
ble to distinguish between different types of cogni-
tive load by analysing both driving behaviour and
speech, and that different types of workload de-
mand different dialogue strategies.

6 Future work

Next we will analyse the DICO material regarding
interruptions, to find a relevant interruption place
in the dialogue, i.e. a place where it is most suit-
able to pause in order to disturb the driver as little
as possible.

The resumption behaviour will also be analysed
to see who takes the initiative to resume the dia-
logue and how it is done. The findings will form a
basis for a theory of in-vehicle dialogue manage-
ment.
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Abstract
In this paper, we test the applicability
of a stochastic user simulation technique
to generate dialogs which are similar to
real human-machine spoken interactions.
To do so, we present a comparison be-
tween two corpora employing a compre-
hensive set of evaluation measures. The
first corpus was acquired from real inter-
actions of users with a spoken dialog sys-
tem, whereas the second was generated by
means of the simulation technique, which
decides the next user answer taking into
account the previous user turns, the last
system answer and the objective of the di-
alog.

1 Introduction

During the last decade, there has been a grow-
ing interest in learning corpus-based approaches
for the different components of spoken dialog sys-
tems (Minker, 1999), (Young, 2002), (Esteve et al.,
2003), (He and Young, 2003), (Torres et al., 2005),
(Georgila et al., 2006), (Williams and Young,
2007). One of the most relevant areas of study
has been the automatic generation of dialogs be-
tween the dialog manager and an additional mod-
ule, called the user simulator, which generates au-
tomatic interactions with the dialog system.

A considerable effort is necessary to acquire
and label a corpus with the data necessary to train
good models. User simulators make it possible to
generate a large number of dialogs in a very simple
way, reducing the time and effort needed for the
evaluation of a dialog system each time the sys-
tem is modified.

The construction of user models based on sta-
tistical methods has provided interesting and well-

founded results in recent years and is currently a
growing research area. A probabilistic user model
can be trained from a corpus of human-computer
dialogs to simulate user answers. Therefore, it can
be used to learn a dialog strategy by means of its
interaction with the dialog manager. In the liter-
ature, there are several corpus-based approaches
for developing user simulators, learning optimal
management strategies, and evaluating the dialog
system (Scheffler and Young, 2001) (Pietquin and
Dutoit, 2005) (Georgila et al., 2006) (Cuayáhuitl
et al., 2006) (López-Cózar et al., 2006). A sum-
mary of user simulation techniques for reinforce-
ment learning of the dialog strategy can be found
in (Schatzmann et al., 2006). In this paper, we
propose a statistical approach to acquire a labeled
dialog corpus from the interaction of a user simu-
lator and a dialog manager. In our methodology,
the new user turn is selected using the probabil-
ity distribution provided by a neural network. By
means of the interaction of the dialog manager and
the user simulator, an initial dialog corpus can be
extended by increasing its variability and detect-
ing dialog situations in which the dialog manager
does not provide an appropriate answer. We pro-
pose the use of this corpus for evaluating both our
user simulation technique and our dialog system
performance.

Different studies have been carried out to com-
pare corpora acquired by means of different tech-
niques and to define the most suitable measures to
carry out this evaluation (Schatzmann et al., 2005),
(Turunen et al., 2006), (Ai et al., 2007b), (Ai and
Litman, 2006), (Ai and Litman, 2007), (Ai et al.,
2007a). In this work, we have applied our dia-
log simulation technique to acquire a corpus in the
academic domain, and compared it with a corpus
recorded from real users interactions with a spo-
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ken dialog system
The results of this comparison show that the

simulated corpus obtained is very similar to the
corpus recorded from real user interactions in
terms of number of turns, confirmations and dia-
log acts among other evaluation measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 summarizes the main characteristics of
the UAH system. Section 3 describes our statis-
tical methodology for user simulation. Section 4
describes the set of measures used to compare the
corpus acquired with real users and the simulated
corpus. Section 5 presents the results of this eval-
uation, and finally, the conclusions are presented
in Section 6.

2 The UAH System

Universidad Al Habla (UAH - University on the
Line) is a spoken dialog system developed to pro-
vide spoken access to academic information about
our department (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2005)
(Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008). The system is
comprised of the five typical modules of current
spoken dialog systems, concerned with automatic
speech recognition (ASR), dialog management
(DM), database access (DB Access), data storage
(DB) and oral response generation (RG). In ad-
dition, we implemented a module called GAG to
automatically create ASR grammars (Callejas and
López-Cózar, 2007).

The dialog manager of the UAH system was im-
plemented using VoiceXML documents that are
dynamically created using PHP. This way, it can
adapt the system responses to the context of the
conversation and the dialog state, which improves
the naturalness of the interaction. For example, the
help messages provided by the system take into
account the topic that the user and the system are
addressing at a particular moment. The context is
used as well to decide the confirmation strategy to
use.

The information that the system provides can be
classified in four main groups: subjects, profes-
sors, doctoral studies and registration, as shown in
Table 1. As can be observed, the system must ask
the user for different pieces of information before
producing a response.

A set of 100 dialogs was acquired with the UAH
system by means of its interaction with real users.
The acquisition process resulted in a spontaneous
Spanish speech dialog corpus with 60 different

speakers. The total number of user turns was 422
and the recorded material has a duration of 150
minutes. Figure 1 shows an example of a dialog
extracted from this corpus. Turns tagged with an
‘S’ refer to system turns, and turns tagged with ‘U’
refer to user turns.

S1: Welcome to the UAH system. How can I
help you?
U1: I want to know information about sub-
jects in Computer Science
S2: Which subject do you want to consult?
U2: Language Processors I
S3: What would you like to know?
U3: Can you inform me about the schedules
of Group D?
S4: The schedule of Group D is: Mondays
from 9 to 10 and Wednesdays from 9 to 11
and from 11 to 13. Anything else?
U4: Can you tell me the name of the lecturer?
S5: The name of the lecturer of the Group
D of Language Processors I is David Griol.
Anything else?
U5: No, thank you.
S6: Thank you for using the UAH system.

Figure 1: An example of a dialog acquired with
the interaction of the UAH system with real users

3 The Statistical User Simulation
Technique

In the UAH spoken dialogue system, the user sim-
ulator developed replaces the functions performed
by the ASR and the NLU modules.

The methodology that we have developed for
user simulation extends our work for developing
a statistical methodology for dialog management
(Griol et al., 2008). The user answers are gener-
ated taking into account the information provided
by the simulator throughout the history of the dia-
log, the last system turn, and the objective(s) pre-
defined for the dialog. A labeled corpus of dialogs
is used to estimate the user model. The formal de-
scription of the proposed model is as follows:

Let Ai be the output of the dialog system (the
system answer) at time i, expressed in terms of di-
alog acts. Let Ui be the semantic representation of
the user turn. We represent a dialog as a sequence
of pairs (system-turn, user-turn):
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Category Information provided by the user (including examples) Information provided by the
system

Subject
Name Compilers Degree, lecturers, responsible

lecturer, semester, credits, web
page

Degree, in case that there are
several subjects with the same
name

Computer science

Group name and optionally type,
in case he asks for information
about a specific group

A
Theory A

Timetable, lecturer

Lecturers
Any combination of name and
surnames

Zoraida
Zoraida Callejas
Ms. Callejas

Office location, contact infor-
mation (phone, fax, email),
groups and subjects, doctoral
courses

Optionally semester, in case he
asks for the tutoring hours

First semester
Second semester

Tutoring timetable

Doctoral studies
Name of a doctoral program Software development Department, responsible
Name of a course if he asks
for information about a specific
course

Object-oriented program-
ming

Type, credits

Registration Name of the deadline Provisional registration
confirmation

Initial time, final time, de-
scription

Table 1: Information provided by the UAH system

(A1, U1), · · · , (Ai, Ui), · · · , (An, Un)

where A1 is the greeting turn of the system (the
first turn of the dialog), and Un is the last user turn.
We refer to a pair (Ai, Ui) as Si, the state of the
dialog sequence at time i.

Given this representation, the objective of the
user simulator at time i is to find an appropriate
user answer Ui. This selection, which is a local
process for each time i, takes into account the se-
quence of dialog states that precede time i, the sys-
tem answer at time i, and the objective of the di-
alog O. If the most probable user answer Ui is
selected at each time i, the selection is made using
the following maximization:

Ûi = argmax
Ui∈U

P (Ui|S1, · · · , Si−1, Ai,O)

where set U contains all the possible user answers.
As the number of possible sequences of states

is very large, we establish a partition in this space
(i.e., in the history of the dialog preceding time i).

Let URi be the user register at time i. The user
register is defined as a data structure that contains
the information provided by the user throughout
the previous history of the dialog.The partition
that we establish in this space is based on the as-
sumption that two different sequences of states are

equivalent if they lead to the same UR. After ap-
plying the above considerations and establishing
the equivalence relations in the histories of the di-
alogs, the selection of the best Ui is given by:

Ûi = argmax
Ui∈U

P (Ui|URi−1, Ai,O) (1)

We propose the use of a multilayer percep-
tron (MLP) to make the assignation of a user
turn. The input layer receives the current situa-
tion of the dialog, which is represented by the term
(URi−1, Ai,O) in Equation 1. The values of the
output layer can be viewed as the a posteriori prob-
ability of selecting the different user answers de-
fined for the simulator given the current situation
of the dialog. The choice of the most probable
user answer of this probability distribution leads
to Equation 1. In this case, the user simulator will
always generate the same answer for the same sit-
uation of the dialog. Since we want to provide the
user simulator with a richer variability of behav-
iors, we base our choice on the probability distri-
bution supplied by the MLP on all the feasible user
answers.

For the UAH task, the variable O is modeled
taking into account the different types of scenarios
defined for the acquisition of the original corpus
with real users (33).

The corpus acquired with real users includes in-
formation about the errors that were introduced by
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the ASR and the NLU modules during this acqui-
sition. This information also includes confidence
measures, which are used by the DM to evaluate
the reliability of the concepts and attributes gener-
ated by the NLU module.

An error simulator module has been designed
to perform error generation. The error simulator
modifies the frames generated by the user simula-
tor once the UR is updated. In addition, the error
simulator adds a confidence score to each concept
and attribute in the frames. Experimentally, we
have detected 2.3 errors per dialog in our initial
corpus. This value can be modified to adapt the er-
ror simulator module to the operation of any ASR
and NLU modules.

A maximum number of twelve user turns per di-
alog was defined for acquiring a corpus using our
user simulator. A user request for closing the di-
alog is selected once the system has provided the
information defined in the objective(s) of the dia-
log. The dialogs that fulfill this condition before
the maximum number of turns are considered suc-
cessful. The dialog manager considers that the di-
alog is unsuccessful and decides to abort it when
the following conditions take place:

• The dialog exceeds the maximum number of
user turns.

• The answer selected by the dialog manager
corresponds with a query not required by the
user simulator.

• The database query module provides an error
warning because the user simulator has not
provided the mandatory information needed
to carry out the query.

• The answer generator provides a error warn-
ing when the selected answer involves the use
of a data not provided by the user simulator.

The semantics selected for the dialog manager
is represented through the 27 possible system an-
swers defined for the UAH task. The selection of
the possible user answers is carried out using the
semantics defined for the user in the NLU module.
A dialog corpus of 3000 successful dialogs was
acquired using the user simulation technique fol-
lowing a set of scenarios covering all the possible
types of queries regarding the information sought.

Figure 2 shows an example of a dialog cor-
responding to a scenario with two objectives (to

know timetables of a given lecturer and subject,
and information about the registration in its spe-
cific degree). The confidence scores generated by
the error simulator are shown between brackets.
Sentences in natural language, which are equiv-
alent to the labeled system and user turns, have
been incorporated to clarify the explanation.

S1: Opening
Welcome to the UAH system. How may I help
you?
U1: Lecturers [0.1]
I want to know information about lecturers.
S2: (Confirmation:Lecturers)
Do you want to know information about lec-
turers?
U2: Affirmation [0.9]
Yes.
S3: (Question:Lecturer Name)
Tell me the name of the lecturer.
U3: Lecturer Name: Ramón López-Cózar
[0.8]
Ramón López-Cózar.
S4: (Question:Lecturer Information)
What would you like to know about Mr.
López-Cózar?
U4: (Question:Office) [0.9]
The location of his office please.
S5: (Answer:Office) (New-Query)
{The office of Ramón López-Cózar is located
in the third floor of ...} Anything else?
U5: (Question:Registration) [0.9]

Degree: Computer Science[0.9]
How to register in Computer Science.
S6: (Answer:Registration) (New-Query)
{Registration information} Anything else?
U6: Negation [0.9] No.
S7: (Closing)
Thank you for using the UAH system.

Figure 2: An example of a dialog acquired by
means of the simulation technique

4 Evaluation of the Corpora

We used a set of measures to carry out the evalu-
ation of the acquired corpora based on prior work
in the dialog literature. (Schatzmann et al., 2005)
proposed a comprehensive set of quantitative eval-
uation measures to compare two dialog corpora.
These measures were adapted for our purpose and
can be divided into three types:
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High-level dialog features
Average number of turns per dialog
Percentage of different dialogs
Number of repetitions of the most seen dialog
Number of turns of the most seen dialog
Number of turns of the shortest dialog
Number of turns of the longest dialog
Dialog style/cooperativeness measures
System dialog acts: Confirmation of concepts and attributes, Questions to require information, and
Answers generated after a database query.
User dialog acts: Request to the system, Provide information, Confirmation, Yes/No answers, and
Other answers.

Figure 3: Evaluation measures used to compare the acquired corpora

• High-level dialog features: These features
evaluate the duration of the dialogs, the
amount of information transmitted in the in-
dividual turns, and how active the dialog par-
ticipants are.

• Dialog style/cooperativeness measures:
These measures analyze the frequency of
the different speech acts and study, for
example, the proportion of actions which are
goal-directed vs. dialog formalities.

• Task success/efficiency measures: These are
computations of the goal achievement rates
and goal completion times.

We have defined six high-level dialog features
for the evaluation of the dialogs: the average num-
ber of turns per dialog, the percentage of differ-
ent dialogs without considering the attribute val-
ues, the number of repetitions of the most seen di-
alog, the number of turns of the most seen dialog,
the number of turns of the shortest dialog, and the
number of turns of the longest dialog. Using these
measures, we tried to evaluate the success of the
simulated dialogs as well as their efficiency and
variability with regard to the different objectives.

For dialog style features, we have defined a set
of system/user dialog acts. On the system side,
we have measured the frequency of confirmations,
questions that require information, and system an-
swers generated after a database query. We have
not taken into account the opening and closing sys-
tem turns. On the user side, we have measured the
percentage of turns in which the user carries out
a request to the system, provide information, con-
firms a concept or attribute, Yes/No answers, and

other answers not included in the previous cate-
gories.

We have not considered task success/efficiency
measures in our evaluation, since only the dialogs
that fulfill the objectives predefined in the scenar-
ios have been incorporated into our corpora. We
have considered successful dialogs those that ful-
fill the complete list of objectives defined in the
corresponding scenario. Figure 3 summarizes the
complete set of measures used in the evaluation.

5 Evaluation Results

To compare the two corpora, we have computed
the mean value for each corpus with respect to
each of the evaluation measures shown in the pre-
vious section. Then two-tailed t-tests have been
employed to compare the means across the two
corpora as described in (Ai et al., 2007a). All dif-
ferences reported as statistically significant have
p-values less than 0.05 after Bonferroni correc-
tions.

5.1 High-level Dialog Features

As stated in the previous section, the first group of
experiments covers the following statistical prop-
erties: i) Dialog length in terms of the average
number of turns per dialog, number of turns of the
shortest dialog, number of turns of the longest di-
alog, and number of turns of the most seen dialog;
ii) Number of different dialogs in each corpus in
terms of the percentage of different dialogs and the
number of repetitions of the most seen dialog; iii)
Turn length in terms of actions per turn; iv) Partic-
ipant activity as a ratio of system and user actions
per dialog.
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Initial Corpus Simulated Corpus
Average number of user turns per dialog 4.99 3.75
Percentage of different dialogs 85.71% 77.42%
Number of repetitions of the most seen dialog 5 27
Number of turns of the most seen dialog 2 2
Number of turns of the shortest dialog 2 2
Number of turns of the longest dialog 14 12

Table 2: Results of the high-level dialog features defined for the comparison of the three corpora

Table 2 shows the results of the comparison of
the high-level dialog features. It can be observed
that all measures have similar values in both cor-
pora. The more significant difference is the aver-
age number of user turns. In the four types of sce-
narios, the dialogs acquired using the simulation
technique were shorter than the dialogs acquired
with real users. This can be explained by the fact
that there was a number of dialogs acquired with
real users in which the user asked for additional
information not included in the definition of the
corresponding scenario once the dialog objectives
had been achieved.

5.2 Dialog Style and Cooperativeness
Tables 3 and 4 respectively show the frequency of
the most dominant user and system dialog acts.
Table 3 shows the results of this comparison for
the system dialog acts. It can be observed that
there are also only slight differences between the
values obtained for both corpora. There is a higher
percentage of confirmations and questions in the
corpus acquired with real users due to its higher
average number of turns per dialog.

Table 4 shows the results of this comparison for
the user dialog acts. The most significant differ-
ence between both corpora is the percentage of
turns in which the user makes a request to the sys-
tem, which is lower in the corpus acquired with
real users. This is possibly because it is less prob-
able that simulated users provide useless informa-
tion, as it is shown in the lower percentage of the
users turns classified as Other answers.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a comparison be-
tween two corpora acquired using two different
techniques. Firstly, we gathered an initial dialog
corpus from real user-system interactions. Sec-
ondly, we have employed a statistical user simu-
lation technique based on a classification process

to automatically obtain a corpus of simulated di-
alogs. Our results show that it is feasible to acquire
a realistic corpus by means of the simulation tech-
nique. The experimental results reported indicate
that the simulated and real interactions corpora are
very similar in terms of number of user turns, user
and system dialog style and cooperativeness, and
most frequent dialogs statistics. As future work,
we plan to employ the simulated dialogs for eval-
uation purposes and for extracting valuable infor-
mation to optimize the current dialog strategy.
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Abstract
Segmentation of utterances and annotation
as dialogue acts can be helpful for sev-
eral modules of dialogue systems. In this
work, we study a statistical machine learn-
ing model to perform these tasks simulta-
neously using lexical features and incorpo-
rating deterministic syntactic restrictions.
There is a slight improvement in both seg-
mentation and labelling due to these re-
strictions.

1 Introduction

Dialogue acts (DA) are linguistic abstractions that
are commonly accepted and employed by the the
dialogue community. In the framework of dia-
logue systems, they can be helpful to identify and
model user intentions and system answers by the
dialogue manager. Furthermore, in other dialogue
modules such as the automatic speech recognizer
or speech synthesiser, DA information may be also
used to increase their performance.

Many researchers have studied automatic DA
labelling using different techniques. However, in
most of this work it is common to assume that the
dialogue turns are already segmented into separate
utterances, where each utterance corresponds to
just one DA label, as in (Stolcke et al (2000); Ji
and Bilmes (2005); Webb et al (2005)). This is
not a realistic situation because the segmentation
of turns into utterances is not a trivial problem.

There have been many previous approaches to
segmentation of turns prior to DA labelling, be-
ginning with (Stolcke and Shriberg (1996)). Typ-
ically some combination of words and part of
speech (POS) tags is used to predict segmentation
boundaries. In this work we make use of a sta-
tistical model to solve both the DA labelling task

and the segmentation task simultaneously, follow-
ing (Ang et al (2005); Martı́nez-Hinarejos et al
(2006)). Our aim is to see whether going beyond
the word n-gram models can improve accuracy,
using syntactic information (constituent structure)
obtained from the dialogue transcriptions. We ex-
amine whether this information can improve the
segmentation of the dialogue turns into DA seg-
ments. Intuitively, it seems logical to believe that
most of these segments must coincide with partic-
ular syntactic structures, and that segment bound-
aries would respect constituent boundaries.

2 Dialogue data

The dialogue corpus used to perform the exper-
iments is the Switchboard database (SWBD). It
consists of human-human conversations by tele-
phone about generic topics. There are 1155 5-
minute conversations, comprising approximately
205000 utterances and 1.4 million words. The size
of the vocabulary is approximately 22000 words.

All this corpus has been manually annotated at
the dialogue act level using the SWBD-DAMSL
scheme, (Jurafsky et al (1997)), consisting of 42
different labels. Every dialogue turn was manu-
ally segmented into utterances. The average num-
ber of segments (utterances) per dialogue turn is
1.78 with a standard deviation of 1.41. Each utter-
ance was assigned one SWBD-DAMSL label (see
Figure 1).

3 Syntactic analysis of DA segments

An initial analysis of the syntactic structures of the
dialogue data was performed to study their possi-
ble relevance for DA segmentation.
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- $LAUGH he waits until it gets about seventeen below up here $SEG and then he calls us , $SEG
sd sd
- he waits until it gets about seventeen below up here and then he calls us .

Figure 1: The first row is an original segmented dialogue turn, where the $SEG label indicates the end
of a DA segment. The second row contains the corresponding DA label for each segment, where ”sd”
corresponds to the SWBD-DAMSL label of Statement non-opinion. The third row is the input for the
parser.

3.1 Parsing of spontaneous dialogues
One of the main problems we face when we try
to syntactically analyse a corpus transcribed from
spontaneous speech by different people such as
SWBD corpus, is the inconsistency of annotation
conventions for spontaneous speech phenomena
and punctuation marks. This can be problematic
for parsers, as they work at the sentence level.
Some of the dialogue turns of the SWBD corpus
are not transcribed using consistent punctuation
conventions. We therefore carried out some pre-
processing so that all turns end with proper punc-
tuation marks. Additionally, the non-verbal labels
(e.g. $LAUGH, $OVERLAP, $SEG, ...) are re-
moved. In Figure 1 there is an example of this
process.

The Stanford Parser, (Klein and Manning
(2003)) was used for the syntactic analysis of the
transcriptions of SWBD dialogues. The English
grammar used to train the parser is based on the
standard LDC Penn Treebank WSJ training sec-
tions 2-21. Is is important to remark that the nature
of the training corpus (journalistic style reports)
is different from the transcriptions of spontaneous
speech conversations. We would therefore expect
a decrease in accuracy. As output of the parsing
process, a tree that contains syntactic structures
was provided (e.g. see Figure 2).

3.2 Syntactic features and segmentation
As we are interested in studying the coincidence
of syntactic structures with DA segments, we will
select two general features for each word (see Fig-
ure 3):

• Most general syntactic category that starts
with a word, (MGSS), i.e., the root of the cur-
rent subtree of the syntactic analysis, (e.g. in
Figure 2, ”CC” is the MGSS of the first word
of the second segment, ”and”).

• Most general syntactic category that ends
with a word, (MGSE), i.e., the root of the

(ROOT
(S (: -)
(S
(NP (PRP he))
(VP (VBZ waits)
(SBAR (IN until)
(S
(NP (PRP it))
(VP (VBZ gets)
(PP (IN about)
(NP (NN seventeen)))
(PP (IN below)
(ADVP (RB up) (RB here))))))))

(CC and)
(S
(ADVP (RB then))
(NP (PRP he))
(VP (VBZ calls)
(NP (PRP us))))

(. .)))

Figure 2: Example of the syntactic analysis of the
dialogue turn that appears in Figure 1.

subtree of the syntactic analysis that ends
with that word, (e.g. in Figure 2, ”S” is
the MGSE of last word of the first segment,
”here”).

Using these features, we have analysed the syn-
tactic categories of boundary words of segments.
Particularly, it seems interesting to study MGSE of
last word of the segment and MGSS of first word
of the segment, because it indicates which syntac-
tic structure ends before the segment boundary and
which one starts after it. As there is always the be-
ginning of a segment with the first word of the turn
and the end of a segment with the last word of the
turn, we are ignoring these for the analysis, be-
cause we are looking for intra-turn segments. Re-
sults of this analysis can be seen in Table 1.

4 The model

The statistical model used to DA label and
segment the dialogues is extensively explained
in (Martı́nez-Hinarejos (2008)). Basically, it is
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ROOT+-+: $LAUGH S+he+NP VP+waits+VBZ SBAR+until+IN S+it+NP VP+gets+VBZ
PP+about+IN NP+seventeen+PP PP+below+IN ADVP+up+RB RB+here+S $SEG
CC+and+CC S+then+ADVP NP+he+NP VP+calls+VBZ NP+us+S .+.+ROOT $SEG

Figure 3: For each word of the example turn of Figure 1, MGSS (item before the word) and MGSE (item
after the word) are obtained from the tree of Figure 2. Non-verbal labels were reincorporated.

MGSE MGSS
Occ % Cat Occ % Cat

33516 37.1 , 30318 33.5 ROOT
30640 33.9 ROOT 19988 22.1 CC
7801 8.6 : 13275 14.7 NP
7134 7.9 S 10187 11.3 S
2687 3.0 NP 3508 3.9 SBAR
2319 2.6 PRN 3421 3.8 ADVP
750 0.8 VP 2034 2.2 VP
531 0.6 ADVP 1957 2.2 INTJ
478 0.5 PP 1300 1.4 UH
465 0.5 RB 972 1.1 PP
4078 4.5 Other 3481 3.8 Other

Table 1: Occurrences and percentage of the syn-
tactic categories that correspond with the most fre-
quent MGSE of the last segment word (except last
segment) and MGSS of the first segment word (ex-
cept first segment).

based on a combination of a Hidden Markov
Model at lexical level and a Language Model (n-
gram) at DA level. The Viterbi algorithm is used
to find the most likely sequence of DA labels ac-
cording to the trained models. The segmentation
is obtained from the jumps between DAs of this
sequence.

The previous section has shown that the MGSE
and MGSS for the segments boundary words are
concentrated in a small set of categories (see Ta-
ble 1). Therefore, one quick and easy way to in-
corporate this information to the existing model is
to add some restrictions during the decoding pro-
cess, giving the model:

Û = arg max
U

max
r,sr

1

r∏
k=1

Pr(uk|uk−1
k−n−1) ·

·Pr(W sk
sk−1+1|uk)σ(xsk

)

where Û is the sequence of DAs that we will get
from the annotation/segmentation process. The
search process produces a segmentation s =
(s0, s1, . . . , sr), that divides the word sequence
W into the segments W s1

s0+1W
s2
s1+1 . . .W sr

sr−1+1.

Each segment is assigned to a DA ui that forms
the DA sequence U = u1 . . . ur. xi corresponds
to the syntactic features of the i word that can be
MGSE, MGSS or both of them, and

σ(xi) =


1 if xi ∈ X

0 otherwise

where X can be a subset of all the possible syn-
tactic categories that correspond to:

1. the most frequent MGSE of last segment
word, if x is MGSE.

2. the most frequent MGSS of first segment
word, if x is MGSS

3. the most frequent combinations of both pre-
vious sets.

It means that we will only allow a segment end-
ing when the MGSE of a word is in this set, or
a start of a segment when the MGSS of the fol-
lowing word is in the corresponding set or both
conditions at the same time.

5 Experiments and results

Ten cross-validation experiments were performed
for each model using, in each experiment a train-
ing partition composed of 1136 dialogues and
a test set of 19 dialogues, as in (Stolcke et al
(2000); Webb et al (2005); Martı́nez-Hinarejos
et al (2006)). The N-grams were obtained using
the SLM toolkit (Rosenfeld (1998)) with Good-
Turing discounting and the HMMs were trained
using the Baum-Welch algorithm. We use the fol-
lowing evaluation measures:

• To evaluate the labelling, we use the DA Er-
ror Rate (equivalent to Word Error Rate) and
the percentage of error labelling of whole
turns.

• For the segment evaluation, we only check
where the segments bounds are produced
(word position in the segment), making use
of F-score obtained from precision and recall.
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The results from using different sizes for the set
X are shown for labelling performance in Tables 2
and 3, and F-score of the segmentation in Table 4.

Model/SizeX 5 10 20 All
MGSE 53.31 54.76 54.60 54.76
MGSS 53.35 52.76 54.92 54.76
Both 53.58 52.84 54.76 54.76

Table 2: DAER for models using MGSE, MGSS
and both features. SizeX indicates the size of the
set of most frequent categories accepted. Without
syntactic categories (baseline) we obtain a DAER
of 54.41.

Model/SizeX 5 10 20 All
MGSE 53.61 55.41 55.34 55.77
MGSS 53.61 53.32 55.63 55.77
Both 53.46 53.10 55.19 55.77

Table 3: Percentage of error of labelling of com-
plete turns for all the possible models. The base-
line value is 55.41.

Model / SizeX 5 10 20 All
MGSE 73.08 71.18 71.44 71.17
MGSS 73.60 73.72 71.44 71.17
Both 74.36 74.08 71.75 71.16

Table 4: F-score of segmentation. The baseline
value is 71.17.

6 Discussion and future work

In this work, we have used lexical and syntactic
features for labelling and segmenting DAs simul-
taneously. Syntactic features obtained automati-
cally were deterministically applied during the sta-
tistical decoding process. There is a slight im-
provement using syntactic information, obtaining
better results than reported in other work such
as (Martı́nez-Hinarejos et al (2006)). The F-score
of the segmentation improves 3% using the syn-
tactic features, however values are slightly worse
(2%) than results in (Stolcke and Shriberg (1996)).

As future work, we think that incorporating the
syntactic information in a non-deterministic way
might further improve the annotation and segmen-
tation scores. Furthermore, it is possible to make
use of additional information from the syntactic

structure, rather than just the boundary informa-
tion we are currently using. Finally, an evalua-
tion over different corpora must be done to check
both the performance of the proposed model and
the reusability of the syntactic sets.
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Abstract

In recent years Dialogue Acts have be-

come a popular means of modelling the

communicative intentions of human and

machine utterances in many modern di-

alogue systems. Many of these systems

rely heavily on the availability of dialogue

corpora that have been annotated with Di-

alogue Act labels. The manual annota-

tion of dialogue corpora is both tedious

and expensive. Consequently, there is a

growing interest in unsupervised systems

that are capable of automating the annota-

tion process. This paper investigates the

use of a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model

as a means of clustering dialogue utter-

ances in an unsupervised manner. These

clusters can then be analysed in terms of

the possible Dialogue Acts that they might

represent. The results presented here are

from the application of the Dirichlet Pro-

cess Mixture Model to the Dihana corpus.

1 Introduction

Dialogue Acts (DAs) are an important contribu-

tion from discourse theory to the design of di-

alogue systems. These linguistics abstractions

are based on the illocutionary force of speech

acts (Austin, 1962) and try to capture and model

the communicative intention of human or ma-

chine utterances. In recent years, several dia-

logue systems have made use of DAs for mod-

elling discourse phenomena in either the Dialogue

Manager (Keizer et al., 2008), Automatic Speech

Recogniser (Stolcke et al., 2000) or the Auto-

matic Speech Synthesiser (Zovato and Romportl,

2008). Additionally, they have been used also in

other tasks such as summarisation, (Murray et al.,

2006). Therefore, a correct DA classification of di-

alogue turns can bring benefits to the performance

of these modules and tasks.

Many machine learning approaches have been

used to automatically label DAs. They are usu-

ally based on Supervised Learning techniques

involving combinations of Ngrams and Hidden

Markov Models (Stolcke et al., 2000; Martı́nez-

Hinarejos et al., 2008), Neural Networks (Garfield

and Wermter, 2006) or Graphical Models (Ji and

Bilmes, 2005). Relatively few approaches to DA

classification have been based on unsupervised

learning methods. Some promising results were

reported by Anderach et al (Andernach et al.,

1997; Andernach, 1996) who applied Kohonen

Self Organising Maps (SOMs) to the problem of

DA classification. Although the SOM is nonpara-

metric in the sense that it doesn’t require that the

number of clusters to be found in the data be a pa-

rameter of the SOM that is specified before clus-

tering begins, it’s capacity to detect clusters is lim-

ited to the size of the two-dimensional lattice onto

which the clusters are projected, and the size of

this lattice is determined prior to clustering. This

paper investigates the use of an unsupervised, non-

parametric Bayesian approach to automatic DA

labelling: namely the Dirichlet Process Mixture

Model (DPMM). Specifically, the paper reports re-

sults from applying the Chinese Restaurant Pro-

cess (CRP), a popular approach to DPMMs, to

the automatic labelling of DAs in the Dihana cor-

pus. The Dihana corpus (J.M.Benedı́ et al., 2006)

has previously been used for the same task but

with a supervised learning approach (Martı́nez-

Hinarejos et al., 2008). The results reported here

indicate that, treating each utterance as a bag of

words, the CRP is capable of automatically clus-
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tering most utterances according to speaker, level

1 and in some cases level 2 DA annotations (see

below).

2 The Dihana corpus

The Dihana corpus consists of human-computer

spoken dialogues in Spanish about queuing infor-

mation of train fares and timetables. The acquisi-

tion was performed using the Wizard of Oz (WoZ)

technique, where a human simulates the system

following a prefixed strategy. User and system

utterances are different in nature, user utterances

are completely spontaneous speech whereas sys-

tem utterances are based on pre-written patterns

that the WoZ selected according to what the user

said in the previous turn, the current dialogue state

and the WoZ strategy. There is a total of 900 dia-

logues with a vocabulary of 823 words. However,

after applying a process of name entity recognition

(cities, times, number, ...) and making the distinc-

tion between system and user words there are 964

different words. The same process of name en-

tity recognition was also used by Martinez Hinare-

jos (Martı́nez-Hinarejos et al., 2008)

2.1 Annotation scheme

Dialogues were manually annotated using a dia-

logue act annotation scheme based on three lev-

els (see Table 1). The first level corresponds to

the general intention of the speaker (speech act),

the second level represents the implicit informa-

tion that is referred to in the first level and the third

level is the specific data provided in the utterance.

Using these three levels and making the distinc-

tion between user and system labels, there are 248

different labels (153 for the user and 95 for the sys-

tem). Combining only first and second level there

are 72 labels (45 for user and 27 for system), and

with only first level there are 16 labels (7 for user

and 9 for system).

Annotation was done at utterance level. That

is, each dialogue turn was divided (segmented)

into utterances such that each one corresponds to a

unique DA label. An example of the segmentation

and annotation of two turns of a dialogue can be

seen in Figure 1

3 Dirichlet Process Mixture Models

This paper present a Dirichlet Process Mixture

Model (DPMM) (Maceachern and Müller, 1998;

Escobar and West, 1995; Antoniak, 1974) for the

Level Labels

First Opening, Closing, Confirmation,

Undefined, Not-understood, Waiting,

Consult, Acceptance, Rejection

Second Departure-hour, Arrival-hour,

Fare, Origin, Destination, Day,

Train-Type, Service, Class, Trip-time

Third Departure-hour, Arrival-hour,

Fare, Origin, Destination, Day,

Train-Type, Service, Class,

Trip-time, Order-number,

Number-trains, Trip-type

Table 1: Set of dialogue act labels used in the Di-

hana corpus

automatic, unsupervised clustering of the utter-

ances in the Dihana corpus. This approach treats

each utterance as a bag of words (i.e. an unordered

collection of words) (Sebastiani, 2002). Utter-

ances are clustered according to the relative counts

of word occurrences that they contain so that utter-

ances with similar histograms of word counts will,

in general, appear in the same cluster.

Bayesian methods for unsupervised data clus-

tering divide into parametric and nonparametric

approaches. Parametric approaches to clustering

such as Finite Bayesian Mixture Models (Mclach-

lan and Peel, 2000) require prior estimation of the

number of clusters that are expected to be found

in the data. However, it is not always possible to

know this in advance and often it is necessary to

repeat a modelling experiment many times over a

range of choices of cluster numbers to find an op-

timal number of clusters. Sub-optimal choices for

the number of clusters can lead to a degradation

in the generalisation performance of the model.

Nonparametric approaches to mixture modelling,

on the other hand, do not require prior estimates

of the number of clusters in the data; this is dis-

covered automatically as the model clusters the

data. Dirichlet Processes offer one approach to de-

veloping Bayesian nonparametric mixture models.

The remainder of this section briefly introduces

DPMMs, beginning with a brief look at finite

Bayesian mixture models which will serve as use-

ful background for presenting the Chinese Restau-

rant Process, the Dirichlet Process paradigm used

in this paper.
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Speaker Utterance Transcription

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

S S1 Welcome to the railway information system. How may I help you?

Opening Nil Nil

U U1 Could you tell me the departure times from Valencia

Question Departure-hour Origin

U2 to Madrid .

Question Departure-hour Destination

Figure 1: An example of some turns from an annotated dialogue of DIHANA corpus.

Figure 2: A 3-simplex with two examples points

and the corresponding distributions

3.1 Finite Bayesian Mixture Models

A Dirichlet distribution is defined as a measure

on measures. Specifically, a Dirichlet distribution

defines a probability measure over the k-simplex.

The k-simplex is a convex hull constructed so that

each point on the surface of the simplex describes

a probability distribution over k outcomes:

Qk = {(x1, . . . , xk) : xi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ {1 . . . k},
k

∑

i=1

xi = 1}

Figure 2 shows a 3-simplex with two example

points and the corresponding distributions. The

Dirichlet distribution places a probability measure

over the k-simplex so that certain subsets of points

on the simplex (i.e. certain distributions) have

higher probabilities than others (Figure 3). The

probability measure in the Dirichlet is parame-

terised by a set of positive, non-zero concentra-

tion constants α = {α1, . . . αk : αi > 0}, written
Dirichletk(α1, . . . αk). The effects of different

values of α for the 3-simplex are shown in Figure

3.

The probability density function of the Dirichlet

Figure 3: Three example Dirichlet Distributions

over the 3-simplex with darker regions showing

areas of high probability: (a) Dirichlet(5,5,5), (b)

Dirichlet(0.2, 5, 0.2), (c) Dirichlet(0.5,0.5,0.5).
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distribution is given by:

Dirichletk(α1, . . . , αk) = f(x1, . . . , xk; α1, . . . , αk)

=
Γ(

∑k
i=1 αi)

∏k
i=1 Γ(αi)

k
∏

i=1

xai−1
i

where Γ(x) (=
∫

∞

0 t(x−1)e−tdt) extends the fac-
torial function to the real numbers. Since a

draw from a Dirichlet distribution (written β ∼
Dirichletk(α)) gives a distribution, a Dirichlet

can be used as the prior for a Bayesian finite mix-

ture model:

β ∼ Dirichletk(α1, . . . , αk)

β is a distribution over the k components φ of

the finite mixture model. Each component φzi
is

drawn from a base measure G0 (φzi
∼ G0). The

choice of distribution G0 depends on the nature

of the data to be clustered; with data that is rep-

resented using the bag of words model, G0 must

generate distributions over the word vocabulary.

Hence the Dirichlet distribution is an appropriate

choice in this case:

φzi
∼ Dirichletv(α1, . . . , αv)

where v is the size of the vocabulary.

For each data point (utterance) xi a component

φzi
is selected by a draw zi from the multinomial

distribution β:

zi ∼ Multinomialk(β)

A suitable distribution F (φzi
) is then used to draw

the data point (utterance). In the bag of words

model, the multinomial distribution is used to

draw the words for each data point xi:

xi ∼ Multinomialv(φzi
)

A small example will illustrate this generative

process. Imagine that there are just two types

of utterances with a vocabulary consisting sim-

ply of the words A, B and C. A finite Bayesian

mixture model in this case would first draw β

from a suitable Dirichlet distribution (e.g. β ∼
Dirichlet2(0.5, 1)) as, for example, is shown in

Figure 4(a). Next the two components φz1
and

φz2
would be drawn from a suitable base distribu-

tion G0 (e.g. φz1
∼ Dirichlet3(1, 0.5, 0.5) and

φz2
∼ Dirichlet3(0.5, 0.5, 1), see Figure 4(b)

and 4(c)). In this case, φz1
will tend to generate

Figure 4: An example finite Bayesian mixture

model. (a) The prior distribution over components

φz1
(b) and φz2

(c)

utterances containing more occurrences of word

A than B or C, whilst φz2
will tend to gener-

ate utterances with more C’s than A’s or B’s. A

component zi is then selected for each utterance

(zi ∼ Multinomialk(β)). Note that in this ex-

ample, the distribution β would lead to more utter-

ances generated by φz2
than by φz1

. Suppose that

five utterances are to be generated by this model

and that the components for each utterance are

z1 = 1, z2 = 2, z3 = 2, z4 = 1 and z5 = 2.
The words in each utterance are then generated

by repeated draws from the corresponding com-

ponent (e.g. x1 = ACAAB, x2 = ACCBCC,

x3 = CCC, x4 = CABAAC and x5 = ACC).

3.2 Dirichlet Processes

A Dirichlet Process can be thought of as an exten-

sion of a Dirichlet distribution where the dimen-

sions of the distribution are infinite. The prob-

lem with the infinite dimension Dirichlet distri-

bution, though, is that its probability mass would

be distributed across the whole of the distribution.

However, in most practical applications of mixture

modelling there will be a finite number of clusters.

The solution is to have a process which will tend

to place most of the probability mass at the be-

ginning of the infinite distribution, thereby mak-

ing it possible to assign probabilities to clusters

without restricting the number of clusters avail-

able. The GEM stick breaking construction (the

name comes from the first letters of Griffiths, En-

gen and McCloskey (Pitman, 2002)) achieves pre-

cisely this (Pitman and Yor, 1997). Starting with
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a stick of unit length, random portions β′k are re-

peatedly broken off the stick, with each part that

is broken off representing the proportion of prob-

ability assigned to a component:

β′k ∼ Beta(1, α) βk =
∏k−1

i+1 (1− β′i) · β
′

k

The Dirichlet Process mixture model can now

be specified as:

β ∼GEM(α) φzi
∼G0 zi ∈ (1 . . .∞)

zi ∼Multinomial(β) xi ∼ F (φzi
)

3.3 Chinese Restaurant Process

The Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) is a popu-

lar Dirichlet Process paradigm that has been suc-

cessfully applied to many clustering problems. In

the CRP, one is asked to imagine a Chinese restau-

rant with an infinite number of tables. The cus-

tomers enter the restaurant and select, according to

a given distribution, a table at which to sit. All the

customers on the same table share the same dish.

In this paradigm, the tables represent data clusters,

the customers represent data points (xi) and the

dishes represent components (φz). As each cus-

tomer (data point) enters the restaurant the choice

of which table (cluster) and therefore which dish

(component) is determined by a draw from the fol-

lowing distribution:

φi|φ1, . . . , φi−1 ∼
1

(α + i− 1)





i−1
∑

j=1

δφj
+ αG0





where α is the concentration parameter for the

CRP. The summation over the δφj
’s counts the

number of customers sat at each of the occupied

tables. The probability of sitting at an already oc-

cupied table, therefore, is proportional to the num-

ber of customers already sat at the table, whilst the

probability of starting a new table is proportional

to αG0. Figure 5 illustrates four iterations of this

initial clustering process.

Once all the customers (data points) have been

placed at tables (clusters), the inference process

begins. The posterior p(β, φ, z|x) cannot be cal-
culated exactly, but Gibbs sampling can be used.

Gibbs sampling for the CRP involves iteratively

removing a randomly selected customer from their

table, calculating the posterior probability distri-

bution across all the occupied tables together with

a potential new table (with a randomly drawn dish,

Figure 5: The first four steps of the initial cluster-

ing process of the CRP. The probability distribu-

tion over the tables is also shown in each case.

i.e. component), and making a draw from that dis-

tribution to determine the new table for that cus-

tomer. The posterior distribution across the tables

is calculated as follows:

φi|φ1, . . . ,φi−1, x

∼
1

B





i−1
∑

j=1

δφj
p(xi|φj) + αG0p(xi|φi)





where B = αp(xk) +
∑i−1

j=1 p(xi|φi) is the nor-
malising constant. After a predetermined number

of samples, the dish (component) of each occupied

table is updated to further resemble the customers

(data points) sitting around it. In the bag of words

approach used here, this involves converting the

histogram of word counts in each customer (utter-

ance) sitting at the table into an empirical distribu-

tion H(xi), taking the average of these empirical
distributions and modifying the dish (component)

to further resemble this distribution:

φi = φi +
µ

mi

mi
∑

j=1

H(xj)

where µ (0 ≤ µ < 1) is the learning con-

stant and mi is the number of customers around
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table i. The inference process continues to it-

erate between Gibbs sampling and updating the

table dishes (components) until the process con-

verges. Convergence can be estimated by observ-

ing n consecutive samples in which the customer

was returned to the same table they were taken

from.

4 Results

The CRP with Gibbs sampling was used to clus-

ter both user and system utterances from the 900

dialogues in the Dihana corpus. Each utterance is

treated as an independent bag of words where all

information about the dialogue that it came from

and the context in which it was uttered is ignored

during training. Intra-cluster and inter-cluster sim-

ilarity measures were used to evaluate the resulting

clusters. Intra-cluster similarity S′i is calculated

by averaging the Euclidean distance between ev-

ery pair of data points in the cluster i:

S′i =
1

2mi

mi
∑

i=1;j=1

|xi − xj |

Inter-cluster similarity S′′ is calculated by sum-

ming the Euclidean distance between the centroids

of all pairs of clusters:

S′′ =
n

∑

i=1;j=1

|Ci − Cj |

where Ci is the centroid of cluster i and n is the

number of clusters.

Two classification error measures were also

used, one from the cluster (table) perspective E′,

and the other from the perspective of the Dialogue

Act (DA) annotations (first level) of the Dihana

corpus E′′. The cluster classification error of ta-

ble i is calculated by summing up the occurrences

of each DA on the table, finding the DA with the

largest total and allocating that DA as the correct

classification for that table Di. The number of

false positives f
p
i for that table is the count of all

customers (utterances) with DA annotations not in

Di. The number of false negatives fn
i is the count

of utterances with label Di that occur on other ta-

bles. The cluster classification error for table i is

therefore:

E′

i =
1

n
(fp

i + fn
i )

The DA classification error E′′

i measures how

well DA i has been clustered, using the size of the

Cluster

No. Ans Ask Clo Not Rej Und

1 1 5

4 2 91 2

9 2 1 9

12 7 161 1 1

13 273 26 8

14 382 12 1 5

15 6 1 909 1 327 22

17 47 39 1 1

18 73 1 3

19 1 4

20 131 115 1 3 1

22 270 29 3 3

23 135 8 2 2

25 83 31 1 4

28 247 16 1 4

29 349 6 1 12

33 13 3 5 1 4 25

41 202 45 1 2 3

46 4 1

49 6 251 1 2 4

51 124 896 1 12

53 45 477 10

Table 2: Clusters of user utterances, with the

counts for each level 1 speech act. The largest

cluster for each speech act is in bold. The abbrevi-

ations are: Und = Undefined, Ans = Answering,

Ask = Asking, Clo = Closing, Rej = Rejection,

Not = Not-understood.

DA classN c
i , the size of the largest cluster of utter-

ances from that DA classM c
i , and the total number

of utterances n in the corpus:

E′′

i =
1

n
(N c

i −M c
i )

Table 6 summarises the results from three sep-

arate runs of the CRP, each increasing in number

of epochs. It should be noted here that the Dihana

corpus has 72 DA categories, so the ideal number

of clusters discovered by the CRP would be 72. It

should also be noted that given an initial random

clustering, a good clustering algorithm will reduce

intra-cluster similarity (S̄′), increase inter-cluster

similarity (S′′) and reduce the classification errors

(Ē′ and Ē′′).
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Epochs (K) No. Clusters S̄′ S′′ Ē′ Ē′′

0 70 99703.6 243.74 0.05303 0.00979

1000 44 14975.4 217.56 0.01711 0.00385

1500 54 10093.7 336.15 0.01751 0.00435

Figure 6: The results from three separate runs of the CRP on utterances from the Dihana corpus. Cluster

similarity measures and classification error values are shown after 0 (i.e. random clustering), 1000K, and

1500K epochs. S̄′, Ē′ and Ē′′ are averaged values.

Level 1 Level 2 Cluster

No.

Answering Day 14

Destination 22

Fare 29

Departure-hour 28, 41

Asking Departure-hour,Fare 4

Train-type 12

Fare 49

Departure-hour 51, 53

Table 3: Clusters that have specialised on level 1

and level 2 annotations.

5 Discussion

The first row of the table in Figure 6 shows the

cluster similarity measures and classification er-

rors after 0 epochs of the inference procedure (i.e.

for a random clustering of utterances). This gives a

baseline for the measures and error values used in

subsequent runs. The second row of values shows

the results after a run of 1000K epochs of the in-

ference procedure. This run finds only 44 clusters

but has a much lower value for S̄′ than was found

in the random clustering, showing a significant in-

crease in the similarity between utterances within

each cluster. Surprisingly, the value for S′′ is also

reduced, showing that the differentiation between

the clusters formed at this stage is even lower than

there was with the random clustering. Ē′ and Ē′′

show suitable reductions indicating that the classi-

fication errors are being reduced by the inference

process. The third row of values show that after

1500K epochs 54 clusters have been found, intra-

cluster similarity is increased beyond that for the

random clustering, but the classification errors re-

main essentially the same as for the 1500K run.

Although the 1500K epoch run found only 54

clusters, it was able to clearly distinguish between

system and user utterances: with 30 clusters con-

taining system utterances only, 22 clusters con-

taining user utterances only and 2 clusters contain-

ing instances of both. Given that the system utter-

ances in the Dihana corpus are generated from a

restricted set of sentences, it is not surprising that

these were easy to cluster and differentiate from

user utterances. However, the CRP was also able

to cluster user utterances well, which is more of

a challenge. Table 2 shows the clusters that have

specialised on user utterances, with the counts of

the level 1 annotations in each case. The largest

cluster for each level 1 annotation is shown in bold

typeface. From here it can be seen that cluster 15

has specialised on bothClosing and Rejection. It is

not surprising that these fall within the same clus-

ter since the words used in each are often the same

(e.g. “No thank you” can act as either a closing

statement or a rejection statement). Clusters 14,

22, 29, 28 and 41 have specialised to the Answer-

ing annotation, whilst clusters 4, 12 49, 51 and 53

have specialised to Asking. Table 3 shows how

each of these clusters have specialised to level 2

annotations. Cluster 14, for example, specialises

on the Answering:Day pair, whilst 22 specialises

on Answering:Destination pair.

These initial results show that, at least for the

Dihana corpus, the DPMM can successfully clus-

ter utterances into Speaker, Level 1, and Level2

classes. Whilst this looks promising, it must be

acknowledged that the Dihana corpus is restricted

to train service inquiries and it remains unclear

whether this approach will generalise to other di-

alogue corpora with a broader range of topics and

wider vocabularies. Future work will include in-

vestigating the use of ngrams of words, syntactic

features, the DAs of previous utterances and ex-

perimentation with other corpora such as Switch-

board (Godfrey et al., 1992).
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Abstract

We present a set of metrics describing
classification performance for individual
contexts of a spoken dialog system as well
as for the entire system. We show how
these metrics can be used to train and tune
system components and how they are re-
lated to Caller Experience, a subjective
measure describing how well a caller was
treated by the dialog system.

1 Introduction

Most of the speech recognition contexts in com-
mercial spoken dialog systems aim at mapping the
caller input to one out of a set of context-specific
semantic classes (Knight et al., 2001). This is done
by providing a grammar to the speech recognizer
at a given recognition context. A grammar serves
two purposes:

• It constraints the lexical content the recog-
nizer is able to recognize in this context (the
language model) and

• It assigns one out of a set of possible classes
to the recognition hypothesis (the classifier).

This basic concept is independent of the nature of
a grammar: it can be a rule-based one, manually or
automatically generated; it can comprise a statisti-
cal language model and a classifier; it can consist
of sets of grammars, language models, or classi-
fiers; or it can be a holistic grammar, i.e., a sta-
tistical model combining a language model and a
classification model in one large search tree.

Most commercial dialog systems utilize gram-
mars that return a semantic parse in one of these
contexts:

• directed dialogs (e.g., yes/no contexts, menus
with several choices, collection of informa-
tion out of a restricted set [Which type of
modem do you have?]—usually, less than 50
classes)

• open-ended prompts (e.g. for call routing,
problem capture; likewise to collect infor-
mation out of a restricted set [Tell me what

∗Patent pending.

you are calling about today]—possibly sev-
eral hundred classes (Gorin et al., 1997; Boye
and Wiren, 2007))

• information collection out of a huge (or infi-
nite) set of classes (e.g., collection of phone
numbers, dates, names, etc.)

When the performance of spoken dialog sys-
tems is to be measured, there is a multitude of
objective metrics to do so, many of which feature
major disadvantages. Examples include

• Completion rate is calculated as the number
of completed calls divided by the total num-
ber of calls. The main disadvantage of this
metric is that it is influenced by many fac-
tors out of the system’s control, such as caller
hang-ups, opt-outs, or call reasons that fall
out of the system’s scope. Furthermore, there
are several system characteristics that impact
this metric, such as recognition performance,
dialog design, technical stability, availability
of back-end integration, etc. As experience
shows, all of these factors can have unpre-
dictable influence on the completion rate. On
the one hand, a simple wording change in the
introduction prompt of a system can make
this rate improve significantly, whereas, on
the other hand, major improvement of the
open-ended speech recognition grammar fol-
lowing this very prompt may not have any
impact.

• Average holding time is a common term for
the average call duration. This metric is often
considered to be quite controversial since it is
unclear whether longer calls are preferred or
dispreferred. Consider the following two in-
congruous behaviors resulting in longer call
duration:

– The system fails to appropriately treat
callers, asking too many questions, per-
forming redundant operations, acting
unintelligently because of missing back-
end integration, or letting the caller wait
in never-ending wait music loops.

– The system is so well-designed that it
engages callers to interact with the sys-
tem longer.
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• Hang-up and opt-out rates. These metrics
try to encapsulate how many callers choose
not to use the dialog system, either because
they hang up or because they request to speak
with a human operator. However, it is unclear
how such events are related to dialog system
performance. Certainly, many callers may
have a prejudice against speaking with auto-
mated systems and may hang up or request
a human regardless of how well-performing
the dialog system is with cooperative users.
Furthermore, callers who hang up may do so
because they are unable to get their problem
solved or they may hang up precisely because
their problem was solved (instead of waiting
for the more felicitous post-problem-solving
dialog modules).

• Retry rate is calculated as the average num-
ber of times that the system has to re-prompt
for caller input because the caller’s previ-
ous utterance was determined to be Out-of-
Grammar. The intuition behind this metric
is that the lower the retry rate, the better
the system. However, this metric is prob-
lematic because it is tied to grammar per-
formance itself. Consider a well-performing
grammar that correctly accepts In-Grammar
utterances and rejects Out-of-Grammar utter-
ances. This grammar will cause the system to
produce retries for all Out-of-Grammar utter-
ances. Consider a poorly designed grammar
that accepts everything (incorrectly), even
background noise. This grammar would de-
crease the retry rate but would not be indica-
tive of a well-performing dialog system.

As opposed to these objective measures, there is
a subjective measure directly related to the system
performance as perceived by the user:

• Caller Experience. This metric is used to
describe how well the caller is treated by the
system according to its design. Caller Expe-
rience is measured on a scale between 1 (bad)
and 5 (excellent). This is the only subjective
measure in this list and is usually estimated
based on averaging scores given by multi-
ple voice user interface experts which listen
to multiple full calls. Although this metric
directly represents the ultimate design goal
for spoken dialog systems—i.e., to achieve
highest possible user experience—it is very
expensive to be repeatedly produced and not
suitable to be generated on-the-fly.

Our former research has suggested, however,
that it may be possible to automatically esti-
mate Caller Experience based on several ob-
jective measures (Evanini et al., 2008). These

measures include the overall number of no-
matches and substitutions in a call, opera-
tor requests, hang-ups, non-heard speech, the
fact whether the call reason could be suc-
cessfully captured and whether the call rea-
son was finally satisfied. Initial experiments
showed a near-human accuracy of the auto-
matic predictor trained on several hundred
calls with available manual Caller Experi-
ence scores. The most powerful objective
metric turned out to be the overall number
of no-matches and substitutions, indicating a
high correlation between the latter and Caller
Experience.

No-matches and substitutions are objective met-
rics defined in the scope of semantic classification
of caller utterances. They are part of a larger set of
semantic classification metrics which we system-
atically demonstrate in Section 2. The remainder
of the paper examines three case studies exploring
the usefulness and interplay of different evaluation
metrics, including:

• the correlation between True Total (one of the
introduced metrics) and Caller Experience in
Section 3,

• the estimation of speech recognition and clas-
sification parameters based on True Total and
True Confirm Total (another metric) in Sec-
tion 4, and

• the tuning of large-scale spoken dialog sys-
tems to maximize True Total and its effect on
Caller Experience in Section 5.

2 Metrics for Utterance Classification

Acoustic events processed by spoken dialog sys-
tems are usually split into two main categories:
In-Grammar and Out-of-Grammar. In-Grammar
utterances are all those that belong to one of the
semantic classes processable by the system logic
in the given context. Out-of-Grammar utterances
comprise all remaining events, such as utterances
whose meanings are not handled by the grammar
or when the input is non-speech noise.

Spoken dialog systems usually respond to
acoustic events after being processed by the gram-
mar in one of three ways:

• The event gets rejected. This is when the sys-
tem either assumes that the event was Out-
of-Grammar, or it is so uncertain about its
(In-Grammar) finding that it rejects the utter-
ance. Most often, the callers get re-prompted
for their input.
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Table 1: Event Acronyms

I In-Grammar

O Out-of-Grammar

A Accept

R Reject

C Correct

W Wrong

Y Confirm

N Not-Confirm

TA True Accept

FA False Accept

TR True Reject

FR False Reject

TAC True Accept Correct

TAW True Accept Wrong

FRC False Reject Correct

FRW False Reject Wrong

FAC False Accept Confirm

FAA False Accept Accept

TACC True Accept Correct Confirm

TACA True Accept Correct Accept

TAWC True Accept Wrong Confirm

TAWA True Accept Wrong Accept

TT True Total

TCT True Confirm Total

• The event gets accepted. This is when the
system is certain to have correctly detected
an In-Grammar semantic class.

• The event gets confirmed. This is when the
system assumes to have correctly detected an
In-Grammar class but still is not absolutely
certain about it. Consequently, the caller is
asked to verify the class. Historically, confir-
mations are not used in many contexts where
they would sound confusing or distracting,
for instance in yes/no contexts (“I am sorry.
Did you say NO?”—“No!”—“This was NO,
yes?”—“No!!!”).

Based on these categories, an acoustic event and
how the system responds to it can be described by
four binary questions:

1. Is the event In-Grammar?

2. Is the event accepted?

3. Is the event correctly classified?

4. Is the event confirmed?

Now, we can draw a diagram containing the first
two questions as in Table 2. See Table 1 for all

Table 2: In-Grammar? Accepted?

A R

I TA FR

O FA TR

Table 3: In-Grammar? Accepted? Correct?

A R

C W C W

I TAC TAW FRC FRW

O FA TR

acoustic event classification types used in the re-
mainder of this paper.

Extending the diagram to include the third ques-
tion is only applicable to In-Grammar events since
Out-of-Grammar is a single class and, therefore,
can only be either falsely accepted or correctly re-
jected as shown in Table 3.

Further extending the diagram to accomodate
the fourth question on whether a recognized class
was confirmed is similarly only applicable if an
event was accepted, as rejections are never con-
firmed; see Table 4. Table 5 gives one example for
each of the above introduced events for a yes/no
grammar.

When the performance of a given recognition
context is to be measured, one can collect a cer-
tain number of utterances recorded in this context,
look at the recognition and application logs to see
whether these utterances where accepted or con-
firmed and which class they were assigned to, tran-
scribe and annotate the utterances for their seman-
tic class and finally count the events and divide
them by the total number of utterances. If X is an
event from the list in Table 1, we want to refer to
x as this average score, e.g., tac is the fraction of
total events correctly accepted. One characteristic
of these scores is that they sum up to 1 for each of
the Diagrams 2 to 4 as for example

a + r = 1, (1)

i + o = 1, (2)

ta + fr + fa + tr = 1. (3)

In order to enable system tuning and to report
system performance at-a-glance, the multitude of
metrics must be consolidated into a single power-
ful metric. In the industry, one often uses weights
to combine metrics since they are assumed to have
different importance. For instance, a False Ac-
cept is considered worse than a False Reject since
the latter allows for correction in the first retry
whereas the former may lead the caller down the
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Table 5: Examples for utterance classification metrics. This table shows the transcription of an utterance,

the semantic class it maps to (if In-Grammar), a binary flag for whether the utterance is In-Grammar, the

recognized class (i.e. the grammar output), a flag for whether the recognized class was accepted, a flag

for whether the recognized class was correct (i.e. matched the transcription’s semantic class), a flag

for whether the recognized class was confirmed, and the acronym of the type of event the respective

combination results in.

utterance class In-Grammar? rec. class accepted? correct? confirmed? event

yeah YES 1 I

what 0 O

NO 1 A

NO 0 R

no no no NO 1 NO 1 C

yes ma’am YES 1 NO 0 W

1 Y

0 N

i said no NO 1 YES 1 TA

oh my god 0 NO 1 FA

i can’t tell 0 NO 0 TR

yes always YES 1 YES 0 FR

yes i guess so YES 1 YES 1 1 TAC

no i don’t think so NO 1 YES 1 0 TAW

definitely yes YES 1 YES 0 1 FRC

no man NO 1 YES 0 0 FRW

sunshine 0 YES 1 1 FAC

choices 0 NO 1 0 FAA

right YES 1 YES 1 1 1 TACC

yup YES 1 YES 1 1 0 TACA

this is true YES 1 NO 1 0 1 TAWC

no nothing NO 1 YES 1 0 0 TAWA

Table 4: In-Grammar? Accepted? Correct? Con-

firmed?

A R

C W C W

Y TACC TAWC
I

N TACA TAWA
FRC FRW

Y FAC
O

N FAA
TR

wrong path. However, these weights are heavily
negotiable and depend on customer, application,
and even the recognition context, making it im-
possible to produce a comprehensive and widely
applicable consolidated metric. This is why we
propose to split the set of metrics into two groups:
good and bad. The sought-for consolidated met-
ric is the sum of all good metrics (hence, an over-
all accuracy) or, alternatively, the sum of all bad
events (overall error rate). In Tables 3 and 4, good

metrics are highlighted. Accordingly, we define
two consolidated metrics True Total and True Con-
firm Total as follows:

tt = tac + tr, (4)

tct = taca + tawc + fac + tr. (5)

In the aforementioned special case that a recog-
nition context never confirms, Equation 5 equals
Equation 4 since the confirmation terms tawc and
fac disappear.

The following sections report on three case
studies on the applicability of True Total and True
Confirm Total to the tuning of spoken dialog sys-
tems and how they relate to Caller Experience.

3 On the Correlation between True Total

and Caller Experience

As motivated in Section 1, initial experiments on
predicting Caller Experience based on objective
metrics indicated that there is a considerable cor-
relation between Caller Experience and semantic
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Table 6: Pearson correlation coefficient for sev-

eral utterance classification metrics on the source

data.

A R

C W

I 0.394 -0.160 ......-0.230......

O -0.242 -0.155

r(TT) = 0.378

classification metrics such as those introduced in
Section 2. In the first of our case studies, this effect
is to be deeper analyzed and quantified. For this
purpose, we selected 446 calls from four different
spoken dialog systems of the customer service hot-
lines of three major cable service providers. The
spoken dialog systems comprised

• a call routing application—cf. (Suendermann
et al., 2008),

• a cable TV troubleshooting application,

• a broadband Internet troubleshooting appli-
cation, and

• a Voice-over-IP troubleshooting
application—see for instance (Acomb et
al., 2007).

The calls were evaluated by voice user interface
experts and Caller Experience was rated according
to the scale introduced in Section 1. Furthermore,
all speech recognition utterances (4480) were tran-
scribed and annotated with their semantic classes.
Thereafter, all utterance classification metrics in-
troduced in Section 2 were computed for every call
individually by averaging across all utterances of
a call. Finally, we applied the Pearson correlation
coefficient (Rodgers and Nicewander, 1988) to the
source data points to correlate the Caller Experi-
ence score of a single call to the metrics of the
same call. This was done in Table 6.

Looking at these numbers, whose magnitude is
rather low, one may be suspect of the findings.
E.g., |r(FR)| > |r(TAW)| suggesting that False
Reject has a more negative impact on Caller Expe-
rience than True Accept Wrong (aka Substitution)
which is against common experience. Reasons for
the messiness of the results are that

• Caller Experience is subjective and affected
by inter- and intra-expert inconsistency. E.g.,
in a consistency cross-validation test, we ob-
served identical calls rated by one subject as
1 and by another as 5.

Figure 1: Dependency between Caller Experience

and True Total.

• Caller Experience scores are discrete, and,
hence, can vary by ±1, even in case of strong
consistency.

• Although utterance classification metrics are
(almost) objective metrics measuring the per-
centage of how often certain events happen
in average, this average generated for indi-
vidual calls may not be very meaningful. For
instance, a very brief call with a single yes/no
utterance correctly classified results in the
same True Total score like a series of 50 cor-
rect recognitions in a 20-minutes conversa-
tion. While the latter is virtually impossible,
the former happens rather often and domi-
nates the picture.

• The sample size of the experiment conducted
in the present case study (446 calls) is per-
haps too small for deep analyses on events
rarely happening in the investigated calls.

Trying to overcome these problems, we com-
puted all utterance classification metrics intro-
duced in Section 2, grouping and averaging them
for the five distinct values of Caller Experience.
As an example, we show the almost linear graph
expressing the relationship between True Total and
Caller Experience in Figure 1. Applying the Pear-
son correlation coefficient to this five-point curve
yields r = 0.972 confirming that what we see is
pretty much a straight line. Comparing this value
to the coefficients produced by the individual met-
rics TAC, TAW, FR, FA, and TR as done in Ta-
ble 7, shows that no other line is as straight as the
one produced by True Total supposing its maxi-
mization to produce spoken dialog systems with
highest level of user experience.
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Table 7: Pearson correlation coefficient for sev-

eral utterance classification metrics after group-

ing and averaging.

A R

C W

I 0.969 -0.917 ......-0.539......

O -0.953 -0.939

r(TT) = 0.972

4 Estimating Speech Parameters by

Maximizing True Total or True

Confirm Total

The previous section tried to shed some light on
the relationship between some of the utterance
classification metrics and Caller Experience. We
saw that, on average, increasing Caller Experience
comes with increasing True Total as the almost lin-
ear curve of Figure 1 supposes. As a consequence,
much of our effort was dedicated to maximizing
True Total in diverse scenarios. Speech recogni-
tion as well as semantic classification with all their
components (such as acoustic, language, and clas-
sification models) and parameters (such as acous-
tic and semantic rejection and confirmation confi-
dence thresholds, time-outs, etc.) was set up and
tuned to produce highest possible scores. This sec-
tion gives two examples of how parameter settings
influence True Total.

4.1 Acoustic Confirmation Threshold

When a speech recognizer produces a hypothesis
of what has been said, it also returns an acoustic
confidence score which the application can utilize
to decide whether to reject the utterance, confirm
it, or accept it right away. The setting of these
thresholds has obviously a large impact on Caller
Experience since the application is to reject as few
valid utterances as possible, not confirm every sin-
gle input, but, at the same time, not falsely accept
wrong hypotheses. It is also known that these set-
tings can strongly vary from context to context.
E.g., in announcements, where no caller input is
expected, but, nonetheless utterances like ‘agent’
or ‘help’ are supposed to be recognized, rejection
must be used much more aggressively than in col-
lection contexts. True Total or True Confirm To-
tal are suitable measures to detect the optimum
tradeoff. Figure 2 shows the True Confirm Total
graph for a collection context with 30 distinguish-
able classes. At a confidence value of 0.12, there
is a local and global maximum indicating the opti-
mum setting for the confirmation threshold for this
grammar context.

Figure 2: Tuning the acoustic confirmation thresh-

old.

4.2 Maximum Speech Time-Out

This parameter influences the maximum time the
speech recognizer keeps recognizing once speech
has started until it gives up and discards the recog-
nition hypothesis. Maximum speech time-out is
primarily used to limit processor load on speech
recognition servers and avoid situations in which
line noise and other long-lasting events keep the
recognizer busy for an unnecessarily long time. As
it anecdotally happened to callers that they were
interrupted by the dialog system, on the one hand,
some voice user interface designers tend to chose
rather large values for this time-out setting, e.g.,
15 or 20 seconds. On the other hand, very long
speech input tends to produce more likely a clas-
sification error than shorter ones. Might there be a
setting which is optimum from the utterance clas-
sification point of view?

To investigate this behavior, we took 115,885
transcribed and annotated utterances collected in
the main collection context of a call routing ap-
plication and aligned them to their utterance dura-

Figure 3: Dependency between utterance duration

and True Total.
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Figure 4: Dependency between maximum speech

time-out and True Total.

tions. Then, we ordered the utterances in descend-
ing order of their duration, grouped always 1000
successive utterances together, and averaged over
duration and True Total. This generated 116 data
points showing the relationship between the dura-
tion of an utterance and its expected True Total,
see Figure 3.

The figure shows a clear maximum somewhere
around 2.5 seconds and then descends with in-
creasing duration towards zero. Utterances with
a duration of 9 seconds exhibited a very low True
Total score (20%). Furthermore, it would appear
that one should never allow utterances to exceed
four second in this context. However, upon fur-
ther evaluation of the situation, we also have to
consider that long utterances occur much less fre-
quently than short ones. To integrate the frequency
distribution into this analysis, we produced an-
other graph that shows the average True Total ac-
cumulated over all utterances shorter than a cer-
tain duration. This simulates the effect of using
a different maximum speech time-out setting and
is displayed in Figure 4. We also show a graph
on how many of the utterances would have been
interrupted in Figure 5.

The curve shows an interesting down-up-down
trajection which can be explained as follows:

• Acoustic events shorter than 1.0 seconds are
mostly noise events which are correctly iden-
tified since the speech recognizer could not
even build a search tree and returns an empty
hypothesis which the classifier, in turn, cor-
rectly rejects.

• Utterances with a duration around 1.5s are
dominated by single words which cannot
properly evaluated by the (trigram) language
model. So, the acoustic model takes over the
main work and, because of its imperfectness,
lowers the True Total.

Figure 5: Percentage of utterances interrupted by

maximum speech time-out.

• Utterances with a moderate number of words
are best covered by the language model, so
we achieve highest accuracy for them (≈3s).

• The longer the utterances continues after 4
seconds, the less likely the language model
and classfier are to have seen such utterances,
and True Total declines.

Evaluating the case from the pure classifier per-
formance perspective, the maximum speech time-
out would have to be set to a very low value
(around 3 seconds). However, at this point, about
20% of the callers would be interrupted. The deci-
sion whether this optimimum should be accepcted
depends on how elegantly the interruption can be
designed:

“I’m so sorry to interrupt, but I’m hav-
ing a little trouble getting that. So, let’s
try this a different way.”

5 Continuous Tuning of a Spoken Dialog

System to Maximize True Total and Its

Effect on Caller Experience

In the last two sections, we investigated the corre-
lation between True Total and Caller Experience
and gave examples on how system parameters can
be tuned by maximizing True Total. The present
section gives a practical example of how rigorous
improvement of utterance classification leads to
real improvement of Caller Experience.

The application in question is a combination of
the four systems listed in Section 3 which work
in an interconnected fashion. When callers access
the service hotline, they are first asked to briefly
describe their call reason. After up to two follow-
up questions to further disambiguate their reason,
they are either connected to a human operator or
one of the three automated troubleshooting sys-
tems. Escalation from one of them can connect
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Figure 6: Increase of the True Total of a large-

vocabulary grammar with more than 250 classes

over release time.

the caller to an agent, transfer the caller back to
the call router or to one of the other troubleshoot-
ing systems.

When the application was launched in June
2008, its True Total averaged 78%. During the fol-
lowing three months, almost 2.2 million utterances
were collected, transcribed, and annotated for their
semantic classes to train statistical update gram-
mars in a continuously running process (Suender-
mann et al., 2009). Whenever a grammar sig-
nificantly outperformed the most recent baseline,
it was released and put into production leading
to an incremental improvement of performance
throughout the application. As an example, Fig-
ure 6 shows the True Total increase of the top-level
large-vocabulary grammar that distinguishes more
than 250 classes. The overall performance of the
application went up to more than 90% True Total
within three months of its launch.

Having witnessed a significant gain of a spoken
dialog system’s True Total, we would now like to
know to what extent this improvement manifests
itself in an increase of Caller Experience. Fig-
ure 7 shows that, indeed, Caller Experience was
strongly positively affected. Over the same three
month period, we achieved an iterative increase
from an initial Caller Experience of 3.4 to 4.6.

6 Conclusion

Several of our investigations have suggested a con-
siderable correlation between True Total, an objec-
tive utterance classification metric, and Caller Ex-
perience, a subjective score of overall system per-
formance usually rated by expert listeners. This
observation leads to our main conclusions:

• True Total and several of the other utterance
classification metrics introduced in this paper
can be used as input to a Caller Experience
predictor—as tentative results in (Evanini et
al., 2008) confirm.

Figure 7: Increase of Caller Experience over re-

lease time.

• Efforts towards improvement of speech
recognition in spoken dialog applications
should be focused on increasing True Total
since this will directly influence Caller Expe-
rience.
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Abstract
We present a dialogue annotation scheme
for both spoken and written interaction,
and use it in a telephone transaction cor-
pus and an email corpus. We train classi-
fiers, comparing regular SVM and struc-
tured SVM against a heuristic baseline.
We provide a novel application of struc-
tured SVM to predicting relations between
instance pairs.

1 Introduction

We present an annotation scheme for verbal inter-
action which can be applied to corpora that vary
across many dimensions: modality of signal (oral,
textual), medium (e.g., email, voice alone, voice
over electronic channel), register (such as infor-
mal conversation versus formal legal interroga-
tion), number of participants, immediacy (online
versus offline), and so on.1 We test it by anno-
tating transcribed phone conversations and email
threads. We then use three algorithms, two of
which use machine learning (including a novel ap-
proach to using Structured SVM), to predict labels
and links (a generalization of adjacency pairs) on
unseen data. We conclude that we can indeed use
a common annotation scheme, and that the email
modality is easier to tag for dialogue acts, but that
it is harder in email to find the links.

2 Related Work

Annotation for dialogue acts (DAs), inspired by
Searle and Austin’s work on speech acts, arose
largely as a means to understand, evaluate and

1This research was supported in part by the National Sci-
ence Foundation under grants IIS-0745369 and IIS-0713548,
and by the Human Language Technology Center of Excel-
lence. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recom-
mendations expressed in this material are those of the au-
thors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the sponsors.
We would like to thank three anonymous reviewers for their
thoughtful comments.

model human-human and human-machine com-
munication. The need for the enterprise derives
from the fact that the relationship between lexico-
grammatical form (including mood, e.g., interrog-
ative) and communicative actions cannot be enu-
merated; there are complex dependencies on the
linguistic and situational contexts of use. Many
DA schemes exist: they can be hierarchical or
flat (Popescu-Belis, 2008), can comprise a large
(Devillers et al., 2002; Hardy et al., 2003) or small
repertoire (Komatani et al., 2005), or can be ori-
ented towards human-human dialogue (Allen and
Core, 1997; Devillers et al., 2002; Thompson et
al., 1993; Traum and Heeman, 1996; Stolcke et
al., 2000) or multi-party interactions (Galley et al.,
2004), or human-computer interaction (Walker
and Passonneau, 2001; Hardy et al., 2003), in-
cluding multimodal ones (Thompson et al., 1993;
Kruijff-Korbayová et al., 2006).

A major focus of the cited work is on how to
recognize or generate speech acts for interactive
systems, or how to classify speech acts for dis-
tributional analyses. The focus can be on a spe-
cific type of speech act (e.g., grounding and re-
pairs (Traum and Heeman, 1996; Frampton and
Lemon, 2008)), or on more general comparisons,
such as the contrast between human-human and
human-computer dialogues (Doran et al., 2001).
While there is a large degree of overlap across
schemes, the set of DA types will differ due to dif-
ferences in the nature of the communicative goals;
thus information-seeking versus task-oriented di-
alogues differ in the set of speech acts and their
relative frequencies.

Our motivation in providing a new DA annota-
tion scheme is that our focus differs from much
of this prior work. We aim for a relatively ab-
stract annotation scheme in order to make compar-
isons across interactions of widely differing prop-
erties. Our initial focus is less on speech act types
and more on the patterns of local alternation be-
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tween an initiating speech act and a responding
one–the analog of adjacency pairs (Sacks et al.,
1974). The most closely related effort is (Gal-
ley et al., 2004), which aims to automatically
identify adjacency pairs in the ICSI Meeting cor-
pus, a large corpus of 75 meetings, using a small
tagset. Their maximum entropy ranking approach
achieved 90% accuracy on the 4-way classifica-
tion into agreement, disagreement, backchannel
and other. Using the switchboard corpus, (Stolcke
et al., 2000) achieved good dialogue act labeling
accuracy (71% on manual transcriptions) for a set
of 42 dialogue act types, and constructed proba-
bilistic models of dialogue act sequencing in order
to test the hypothesis that dialogue act sequence
information could boost speech recognition per-
formance.

There has been far less work on developing
manual and automatic dialogue act annotation
schemes for email. We summarize some salient
recent work. Carvalho and Cohen (2006) use word
n-grams (with extensive preprocssing) to classify
entire emails into a complex ontology of speech
acts. However, in their experiments, they con-
centrate on detecting only a subset of speech acts,
which is comparable in size to ours. Speech acts
are assigned for entire emails, but several speech
acts can be assigned to one email. Apparently,
they develop separate binary classifiers for each
speech act. Corston-Oliver et al. (2004) are in-
terested in identifying tasks in email. They label
each sentence in email with tags from a set which
describes the type of content of the sentence (de-
scribing a task, scheduling a meeting), but are less
interested in the interactive aspect of email com-
munication (creating an obligation to respond).

There has been some work which relates to find-
ing links, but limited to finding question-answer
pairs. Shrestha and McKeown (2004) first de-
tect questions using lexical and part-of-speech fea-
tures, and then find the paragraph that answers the
question. They use features related to the structure
of the email thread, as well as lexical features. As
do we, they find that classifying is easier than link-
ing.

Ding et al. (2008) argue that in order to do
well at finding answers to questions, one must
also find the context of the question, since it of-
ten contains the information needed to identify the
answer. They use a corpus of online discussion
forums, and use slip-CRFs and two-dimensional

CRFs, models related to those we use. We will
investigate their proposal to consider the question
context in future work.

While they do not use dialogue act tagging
to compare modalities, as we do, Murray and
Carenini (2008) compare spoken conversation
with email by comparing a common summariza-
tion architecture across both modalities. They get
similar performance, but the features differ.

Table 1: DFU speech act labels
Request-Information (R-I)
Request-Action (R-A)
Inform (Inf)
Commit (Comm)
Conventional (Conv)
Perform (Perf)
Backchannel (Bch) (+/- Grounding)
Other

3 Annotation Scheme

Figure 1: Example DFU illustrating the relation of
extent (segmentation) to speech act type

M1.2 I have completed the invoices for April,
May and June
M1.3 and we owe Pasadena each month for a to-
tal of $3,615,910.62.
M1.4 I am waiting to hear back from Patti on May
and June to make sure they are okay with her.
[Inform(1.2-1.4): status of Pasadena invoicing-
completed & pending approval – versus amount
due]
Sflink(1.2-1.4)
M2.1 That’s fine.
[Inform(2.1): acknowledgement of status of
Pasadena invoicing]
Blink(1.2-1.4)

The annotation scheme presented here consists
of Dialogue Function Units (DFUs), which are
intended to represent abstract units of interac-
tion. The last two authors developed the annota-
tion on three contrasting corpora: email threads,
telephone conversations, and court transcripts. It
builds on our previous work in intention-based
segmentation (Passonneau and Litman, 1997),
and on mixing a formal schema with natural lan-
guage descriptions (Nenkova et al., 2007). In this
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paper, we investigate the modalities of telephone
two-person conversation in a library setting, and
multi-party email in a workplace setting. Our ini-
tial focus is on the structure of turn-taking. By
using a relatively abstract annotation scheme, we
can compare and contrast this behavior across dif-
ferent types of interaction.

Our unit of annotation is the DFU. DFUs have
an extent, a dialogue act (DA) label along with
a description, and possibly one or more forward
and/or backward links. We explain each compo-
nent of the annotation in turn. We use the exam-
ple in Figure 1; the example is drawn from actual
messages, but has been modified to yield a more
succinct example.

The extent of a DFU roughly corresponds to that
portion of a turn (conversational turn; email mes-
sage; etc.) that corresponds to a coherent com-
municative intention. Because we do not address
automatic identification of the segmentation into
DFU units in this paper, we do not discuss how
annotators are instructed to identify extent.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the communicative
function of a DFU is captured by a speech act
type, and a natural language description. This is
somewhat analogous to the natural language de-
scriptions associated with Summary Content Units
(SCUs) in pyramid annotation (Nenkova et al.,
2007), or with the intention-based segmentation
of (Passonneau and Litman, 1997). The pur-
pose in all cases is to require annotators to artic-
ulate briefly but specifically the unifying intention
(Passonneau and Litman, 1997), semantic content
(Nenkova et al., 2007), or speech act. We use the
eight dialogue act types listed in the upper left of
Table 1. To accommodate discontinuous speech
acts, due to the interruptions that are common to
conversation, each speech act can have an oper-
ator affix such as “-Continue”. We have previ-
ously shown (Passonneau and Litman, 1997) that
intention-based segmentation can be done reliably
by multiple annotators. For twenty narratives each
segmented by the same seven annotators, using
Cochran’sQ (Cochran, 1950), we found the prob-
abilities associated with the null hypothesis that
the observed distributions could have arisen by
chance to be at or below p=0.1 ×10−6. Partition-
ingQ by number of annotators gave significant re-
sults for all values of A ranging over the number
of annotators apart from A = 2. We would expect
similar patterns of agreement on DFU segmen-

tation, but have not collected segmentation data
from multiple annotators on the two corpora pre-
sented here.

DFU Links, or simply Links, correspond to ad-
jacency pairs, but need not be adjacent. A forward
link (Flink) is the analog of a “first pair-part” of
an adjacency pair (Sacks et al., 1974), and is sim-
ilarly restricted to specific speech act types. All
Request-Information and Request-Action DFUs
are assigned Flinks. The responses to such re-
quests are assigned a backward link (Blink). In
principle, a response can be any of the speech act
types, thus it can be an answer to a question (In-
form), a rejection of a Request-Action or a com-
mitment to take the requested action (Commit),
a request for clarification (Request-Information),
and so on. In most but not all cases, requests are
responded to, thus most Flinks and Blinks come in
pairs. We refer to Flinks with no matching Blink
as dangling links. If an utterance can be inter-
preted as a response to a preceding DFU, it will
get a Blink even where the preceding DFU has no
Flink. The preceding DFU taken to be the “first
pair-part” of the Link will be assigned a secondary
forward link (Sflink). All links except dangling
links are annotated with the address of the DFU
from which they originate. Figure 1 illustrates an
email message (M2) containing a single sentence
(“That’s fine”) that is a response to a DFU in a
prior email (M1), where the prior email had no
Flink because it only contains Inform DAs; thus
M1 gets an Sflink.

4 Corpora

The Loqui corpus consists of 82 transcribed dia-
logues from a larger set of 175 dialogues that were
recorded at New York City’s Andrew Heiskell
Braille and Talking Book Library during the sum-
mer of 2005. All of the transcribed dialogues per-
tain to one or more book requests. Forty-eight
dialogues were annotated; the annotators worked
from a combination of the transcription and the au-
dio. Three annotators were trained together, anno-
tated up to a dozen dialogues independently, then
discussed, adjudicated and merged ten of them.
During this phase, the annotation guidelines were
refined and revised. One of the three annotators
subsequently annotated 38 additional dialogues.

We also annotated 122 email threads of the En-
ron email corpus, consisting of email messages
in the inboxes and outboxes of Enron corporation
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Table 2: Distributional Characteristics of Dialogue
Acts in Enron and Loqui

Loqui Enron
Words 21097 17924
DFUs 3845 1400

Speech Act Labels
Inform 1928 50% 853 61%
Request-Inf. 761 20% 149 11%
Request-Action 39 1% 37 3%
Commit 338 9% 3 0%
Conventional 254 7% 356 25%
Backchannel 507 13% 0 0
Other 18 0% 2 0%
Total 3845 100% 1400 100%

Links
Paired Links 1204 63% 193 28%
Flink/Blink 702 58% 83 43%
Sflink/Blink 502 42% 110 57%
Dangling Links 90 2% 97 7%
Mutliple Blinks 4 0% 4 0%

Links by Speech Act Labels
Inform 1003 83% 142 74%
Request-Inf. 170 14% 44 23%
Request-Action 1 0% 5 3%
Commit 13 1% 2 1%
Conventional 2 0% 0 0
Backchannel 15 1% 0 0

1204 100% 193 100%

employees. Most of the emails are concerned with
exchanging information, scheduling meetings, and
solving problems, but there are also purely social
emails. We used a version of the corpus with some
missing messages restored from other emails in
which they were quoted (Yeh and Harnly, 2006).
The annotator of the majority of the Loqui corpus
also annotated the Enron corpus. She received ad-
ditional training and guidance based on our experi-
ence with a pilot annotator who helped us develop
the initial guidelines.

Table 2 illustrates differences between the two
corpora. The DFUs in the Loqui data are much
shorter, with 5.5 words on average compared with
12.8 words in Enron. The distribution of DFU la-
bels shows a similarly high proportion of Inform
acts, comprising 50% of all Loqui DFUs and 61%
of all Enron DFUs. Otherwise, the distributions
are quite distinct. The Loqui interactions are all
two party telephone dialogues where the callers

(library patrons) tend to have limited goals (re-
questing books). The Enron threads consist of
two or more parties, and exhibit a much broader
range of communicative goals. In the Loqui data,
backchannels are relatively frequent (13%) but do
not occur in the email corpus for obvious reasons.
There are some Commits (9%), typically reflect-
ing cases where the librarian indicates she will
send requested items to the caller by mail, or place
them on reserve. There are no Commits in the
Enron data. Neither corpus has many Request-
Actions; the Loqui corpus has many more requests
for information, which includes requests made by
the librarian, e.g., for the patrons’ identifying in-
formation, or by the caller.

The most striking differences between the two
corpora pertain to the distribution of DFU Links.
In Loqui, 63% of the DFUs are the first pair-part
or the second pair-part of a Link compared with
28% in Enron. In Loqui, the majority of Links
are initiated by overt requests (58% of Links are
Flink/Blink pairs), whereas in Enron, the major-
ity of Links involve SFlinks (57%). There are
relatively few dangling Links in either dataset,
with more than three times as many in Enron (7%
versus 2% in Loqui). Most of the DFU types
in the second pair-part of Links are Informs and
Request-Information, with a different proportion
in each dataset. In Loqui, 83% of DFUs that are
second pair-part of a Link are Informs compared
with 74% in Enron; correspondingly, only 14% of
DFUs in Links are Request-Information in Loqui
versus 23% in Enron.

5 Dialogue Act Tagging and Link
Prediction

There are two machine learning tasks in our prob-
lem. The first is Dialogue Act (DA) Tagging, in
which we assign DAs to every Dialogue Func-
tional Unit (DFU). The second is Link predic-
tion, in which we predict if two DFUs form a link
pair. In this paper, we assume that the DFUs are
given. We propose three systems to tackle the
problem. The first system is a non-strawman Base-
line Heuristics system, which uses the structural
characteristics of dialogue. The second is Regu-
lar SVM. The third is Structured SVM. Structured
SVM is a discriminative method that can predict
complex structured output. Recently, discrimi-
native Probabilistic Graphical Models have been
widely applied in structural problems (Getoor and
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Taskar, 2007) such as link prediction. However,
Structured SVM (Taskar et al., 2003; Tsochan-
taridis et al., 2005) is also a compelling method
which has the potential to handle the interdepen-
dence between labeling and sequencing, due to its
ability to handle dependencies among features and
prediction results within the structure. sequence
labeling (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005). We have
adapted Structured SVM to our problem, provided
a novel method for link prediction, and shown that
it is superior in some aspects to Regular SVM.

5.1 Features

We have two sets of features. DFU features are as-
sociated with a particular DFU, and link features
describe the relationship between two DFUs. DFU
features are used in both tasks. Link features are
only used in link prediction. The feature vector of
a link contains two sets of DFU features and the
link features that are defined over the two DFUs.
Table 3 gives the features we used, which are al-
most identical for both corpora, so we could com-
pare the performance.

Because a lot of Flinks are questions, we
chose some features that are tailored to Question-
Answer detection, such as presence of a question
mark. Dialogue fillers and acceptance words af-
fect the accuracy of Part-Of-Speech tagging. On
the other hand, they are helpful indicators of dis-
fluency or confirmation. So we hand-picked a list
of filler and acceptance words, removed them from
the sentence, and added features counting their oc-
currences.

5.2 Baseline Heuristics

Dialogue Act Tagging We use the most frequent
DA as the heuristic for prediction. In both Enron
and Loqui, this DA is Inform.

Link Prediction In link prediction, the heuris-
tics for Enron and Loqui corpora are different due
to structural differences. In Loqui, whenever we
see a DFU with a Forward Link (DA is Request-
Information or Request-Action), we predict that
the target of the link is the first following DFU that
is available and acceptable. “Available” means
that the second DFU has not been assigned a Back-
ward Link yet. “Acceptable” means that the sec-
ond DFU has a DA that is very frequent in a Back-
ward Link and it is of a different speaker to the
first DFU. We enforce similar constraints in Enron
corpus for link prediction, except that the second

Table 3: DFU features (E: Enron, L: Loqui)

Structural for DA prediction
E,L First three POS
E,L Relative Position in the Dialogue
E Existence of Question Mark
E,L Does the first POS start with “w” or “v”
E,L Length of the DFU
E Head, body, tail of the Message
E,L Dialogue Act (Only used in link prediction)
Lexical for DA prediction
E,L Bag of Words
E,L Number of Content Words
L Number of Filler Words, as “uh”, “hmm”
E,L Number of Acceptance Words, as “yes”
Structural for Link prediction
E,L The distance between two DFUs
Lexical for Link prediction
E,L Overlapping number of content words

DFU not only has to be from a different author,
but also has to be in a message which is a direct
descendant in the reply chain of the message that
contains the first DFU. The baseline link predic-
tion algorithm uses the DAs as predicted by the
Regular SVM. If we used the baseline DA predic-
tion, the result would be too low to make a valid
comparison against other systems in terms of link
prediction because all DAs would be identical.

5.3 Regular SVM

We have used the Yamcha support vector machine
package (chasen.org/∼taku/software/yamcha/).
The advantage of Yamcha is that it extends the
traditional SVM by enabling using dynamically
generated features such as preceding labels.

Dialogue Act Tagging We use the feature vector
of the current DFU as well as the predicted DA of
the preceding DFU as features to predict the DA
of the current DFU.

Link Prediction First, in order to limit search
space, we specify a certain window size to produce
a space S of DFU pairs under consideration. For
a particular DFU, we look at all succeeding DFUs
and check if these two DFUs satisfy the follow-
ing constraint: in Loqui, they must be of different
speakers; in Email, one must be another’s ancestor
and they must be of different authors. We consider
all valid pairs starting from the current DFU until
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the number of considered valid pairs reaches the
window size. Then we proceed to the next DFU
and collect more DFU pairs into our consideration
space.

Second, we train a link binary classifier with all
DFU pairs in this consideration space along with a
binary classification correct/not correct as training
data. This classifier takes the feature vectors of the
two DFUs as well as the link features such as the
distance between these two DFUs as features.

Third, we apply a greedy algorithm to gener-
ate links in the test data with the binary classifier.
The algorithm firstly uses the classifier to generate
scores for all DFU pairs in the consideration space
of the test data, then it scans the dialogue sequen-
tially, checks all preceding DFUs that are allowed
to link to the current DFU (i.e., the DFU pair is in
the consideration space), and assigns correspond-
ing links to the most likely DFU pair. We impose a
restriction that there can be at most one Flink, one
Sflink and one Blink for any given DFU.

5.4 Structured SVM

A Structured SVM is able to predict com-
plex output instead of simply a binary result
as in a regular SVM. There are several vari-
ants. We have followed the margin-rescaling ap-
proach (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005), and im-
plemented our systems using SVMpython, which
is a python interface to the SVMstruct package
(svmlight.joachims.org/svm struct.html). Gener-
ally, Structured SVM learns a discriminant func-
tion F : X×Y → R, which estimates a score of
how likely the output y is given the input x. Cru-
cially, y can be a complex structure. Section A in
the appendix; here, we summarize the main intu-
itions.
Dialogue Act Tagging The input x is a sequence
of DFUs, and y is the corresponding sequence of
DAs to predict. Compared to Regular SVM, in-
stead of predicting yt one at a time, Structured
SVM optimizes the sequence as a whole and pre-
dicts all labels simultaneously. Due to the similar-
ity to HMM, the maximization problem is solved
by the Viterbi algorithm (Tsochantaridis et al.,
2005).

Link Prediction The input now contains the DFU
sequence, a link consideration space, as well as
a label sequence, which we get from the previ-
ous stage. The output structure chooses among
the possible links in the link consideration space,

such that there is at most one Flink/SFlink or Blink
for any given DFU, and that there are no crossing
links. (Note that all the constraints are only en-
forced in training and prediction; in testing, we
compare results against the complete manual an-
notations which do not follow these constraints.)
Then the maximization problem can be solved by a
straightforward dynamic programming algorithm.

Table 4: Result of DA prediction
Baseline Regular Struct

Loqui 50.14% 68.30% 70.26%
Enron 60.93% 88.34% 88.71%

Note: Structured SVM parameters for Loqui are C =
300, α = 1; Structured SVM parameters for Enron
are C = 1000, α = 1.

6 Experiments

We have three hypotheses for our experiments:

Hypothesis 1 Link prediction is harder than Dia-
logue Act prediction.
Hypothesis 2 Enron is harder than Loqui.
Hypothesis 3 Structured SVM is better than Reg-
ular SVM, and Baseline is the worst.

We have applied the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 5 to both the Enron and Loqui corpora. The
data set is annotated with DFUs; we focus on the
DA labels and Links. As discussed before, every
system is a pipeline that would preprocess the data
into separate DFUs, predict the Dialogue Acts,
and then feed the Dialogue Acts into the link pre-
diction algorithm. The size of the data set is shown
in Table 2. We do five-fold cross-validation.

Table 4 shows the accuracy of three systems on
Enron and Loqui. Structured SVM has a clear lead
to Regular SVM in Loqui; but the advantage is less
clear in Enron. Tables 6 and 7 give detailed results
of DA prediction.We do not show DAs that do not
exist in the corpora, or that were not predicted by
the algorithms. Both Regular SVM and Structured
SVM performed consistently for the two corpora.

Table 5 gives Link prediction results. Note that
when we compute the combined result for both
types of links, we are only concerned with the
Link position. The seperate results for Flink/Blink
and Sflink/Blink require us to identify the types of
links first, so here we not only compare the posi-
tion of predicted links against the gold, but also
require predicted DAs to indicate the link type
(e.g., the DA of the first DFU must be Request-
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Table 5: Link Prediction for Enron and Loqui
Baseline Regular Struct

Enron R P F R P F R P R
Paired Links 16.66% 40% 23.52% 18.75% 55.38% 28.01% 31.25% 39.47% 34.88%
Flink/Blink 32.53% 33.75% 33.13% 26.50% 61.11% 36.97% 34.93% 47.54% 40.27%
Sflink/Blink 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.92% 44.82% 18.83% 22.93% 27.47% 25.00%

Loqui
Paired Links 30% 56.15% 39.11% 43.59% 60.60% 50.71% 44.15% 56.02% 49.38%
Flink/Blink 43.30% 46.47% 44.83% 40.58% 57.73% 47.66% 43.55% 60.04% 50.48%
Sflink/Blink 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 21.76% 29.36% 25.00% 22.88% 26.24% 24.45%

Note: Structured SVM parameters for Enron are C = 2000, β = 2., for Loqui C = 1000, β = 4.

Information or Request-Action to qualify as a
Flink/Blink).

Table 6: Recall/Precision/F-measure of DA pre-
diction for Loqui (in %)

Regular Struct
P R F P R F

R-A 50.0 51.7 50.9 43.3 43.3 43.3
R-I 51.3 61.1 55.8 52.3 71.2 60.3
Inf 73.9 73.0 73.5 76.9 74.1 75.5
Bch 65.3 51.7 57.7 65.1 53.6 58.8
Com 5.6 33.3 9.5 5.6 33.3 9.5
Conv 81.2 84.0 82.6 83.7 83.3 83.5

Table 7: Recall/Precision/F-measure of DA pre-
diction for Enron (in %)

Regular Struct
R P F R P F

R-A 27.8 55.6 37.0 25.0 75.0 37.5
R-I 77.9 82.3 80.0 77.2 83.3 80.1
Inf 92.5 90.6 91.5 92.1 91.2 91.7

Conv 90.5 87.3 88.9 93.4 85.6 89.3

7 Discussion

Hypothesis 1 The result of DA prediction is dras-
tically better than link prediction. There are usu-
ally indicators of DA types such as “thank you” for
Conventional, so learning algorithms could easily
capture them. But in link prediction, we frequently
need to handle deep semantic inference and some-
times useful information exists in the surrounding
context rather than the DFU itself. Both of these
scenarios imply that in order to predict links or re-
lationships better, we need more sophisticated fea-
tures.

Hypothesis 2 This hypothesis turns out to be half-
correct. The DA prediction accuracy for Enron
is better than that of Loqui. The higher percent-
age of Inform and less diversity of DAs in Enron
(See Appendix for statistics) may be part of the
reason. Another possible explanation is that as a
set of spoken dialogue data, Loqui is inherently
more difficult to process than written form, since
some common tasks such Part-Of-Speech tagging
have lower accuracy for spoken data. On the other
hand, the result of link prediction did confirm our
hypothesis. The first reason is that there are far
fewer links in Enron than in Loqui, so we have less
training data. The tree structure of the reply chain
in the email threads also makes prediction more
difficult. And the link distance is longer, because
in email, people can respond to a very early mes-
sage, while in a phone conversation, people tend
to respond to immediate requests.
Hypothesis 3 Both SVM models perform better
than the baseline. Generally, Structured SVM per-
forms better than Regular SVM, especially in link
prediction for Enron. This confirms the advan-
tage of using Structured SVM for output involv-
ing inter-dependencies. The only exception is the
Sflink prediction in Loqui, which in turn affects
the overall accuracy of link prediction.
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A Appendix: Structured SVM

This section provides mathematical background
for Secton 5.4. The hypothesis function is given
by:

f(x,w) = argmaxy∈YF (x,y : w)

And in addition, we assume F to be linear to a
joint feature map Ψ(x,y).

F (x,y : w) = 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉
We also define a loss function ∆(y,y) which de-
fines the deviation of the predicted output y to the
correct output.

As a result, given a sequence of training
examples,(x1,y1) · · · (xn,yn) ∈ X × Y, the
function we need to optimize becomes:

minw,ξ
1
2 ‖w‖

2 + C
n

∑n
i=1 ξi

s.t. ∀i∀y ∈ Y\y(i) : 〈w, δΨi(y)〉 >
∆(y(i),y)− ξi where,

〈w, δΨi(y)〉 =
〈
w,Ψ(x(i),y(i))−Ψ(x(i),y)

〉
w is optimized towards maximizing the margin
between the true structured output y and any
other suboptimal configurations for all training in-
stances.

A cutting plane optimization algorithm is im-
plemented in SVMstruct. However, for any prob-
lem, we need to implement the feature map
Ψ(x,y), the loss function ∆(y,y), and a maxi-
mization problem which enables the cutting plane
optimization, i.e.

y = argmaxy∈Y∆(y(i),y)− 〈w, δψi(y)〉
Only certain feature maps that would make

solving this maximization effectively, usually by
dynamic programming, could be handled this way.

For Dialogue Act Tagging, let x =(
x1,x2 . . .xT

)
be the sequence of DFUs,

and y =
(
y1,y2 . . .yT

)
the corresponding se-

quence of dialogue acts. φ(xt) represents the DFU
features and φ(xt) ∈ RD. yt ∈ L = {l1, . . . , lK}
where L contains the set of available DAs. The
feature map is (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005):

Ψ(x,y) =

( ∑T
t=1 φ(xt)⊗Λ(yt)

Λ(yt−1)⊗Λ(yt)

)
where Λ(yt) = [λ(l1,y), . . . , λ(lk,y)] and λ is
an indicator function that returns 1 if two parame-
ters are equal. ⊗-operator is defined as:

RD ×RK → RD·K , (a⊗ b)i+(j−1)D ≡ ai · bj

In analogy to an HMM, the lower part in
Ψ(x,y) encodes the histogram of adjacent DA
transitions in y ; the upper part encodes the DA
emissions from a specific label to one dimension
in the DFU feature vector. Hence, the total num-
ber of dimensions in Ψ(x,y) is K2 + DK. As
a result, F (x,y : w) = 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉 gives a
global score based on all transitions and emissions
in the sequence, which captures the dependecies
among nearby labels and mimics the behaviour of
an HMM. Figure 2 gives an example of how to
compute the feature map.

The loss function is the sum of all zero-one
losses across the sequence, i.e.

∆(y,y) = α
∑T
t=1 λ(yt,yt)

α denotes a cost assigned to every DA loss.
For Link Prediction, the input contains the

DFU sequence x, a link consideration space
s = {(i, j) :,DFU i and j is being considered},
as well as label sequence y which we get from
the previous stage. ϕ(xi,xj) is the link feature
defined over two DFUs. Let the dimension of
link feature be B. The output structure u ={
u1,u2 . . .uT

}
specifies the link plan. ut denotes

that there is a link from DFU t − ut to t with the
exception that ut being zero denotes there is no
link pointing to t. The setup of u constraints that
there can be at most one Flink/SFlink or Blink for
any given DFU. In addition u is also subject to the
constraint that all specified links must be in the
link consideration space.

The discriminant function becomes F : X ×
Y×S×U→ R. Similar to structured DA predic-
tion, the discriminant function should give a global
evaluation as to how likely is the link plan spec-
ified by U with respect to all the input vectors.
Our solution is to decompose the score, and cor-
respondingly, the feature representation into two
components, link emission and no-link emission;
the details can be found in Figure 3 in the appendix
and an example is in Figure 2.

Similarly, we could define the loss function as
the sum of all zero-one losses across the sequence
, i.e.

∆(u,u) = β
∑T
t=1 λ(ut,ut)

β denotes a cost assigned to every Link loss.
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Figure 2: A full example of feature map for Structured SVM

x1 = “are you you sure”
x2 = “sure”

y1 = “Req-Info”
y2 = “Inform”

u1 = 0
u2 = 1

φ(x1) = (1, 2, 1)
φ(x2) = (0, 0, 1)

ϕ(x1,x2) = (1, 1)

Ψda =



0
0
0
1

0
0
1

1
2
1



Inform to Inform
Inform to Req-Info
Req-Info to Inform
Req-Info to Inform

Inform with “are”
Inform with “you”
Inform with “sure”

Req-Info with “are”
Req-Info with “you”
Req-Info with “sure”

Ψlink =



1
2
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
0

1
1

1
2
1
0
1



1st link pair-part with“are”
1st link pair-part with“you”
1st link pair-part with“sure”
1st link pair-part with Inform
1st link pair-part with Req-Info

2nd link pair-part with“are”
2nd link pair-part with“you”
2nd link pair-part with“sure”
2nd link pair-part with Inform
2nd link pair-part with Req-Info

distance of link
overlap of link

No-Link with“are”
No-Link with“you”
No-Link with“sure”
No-Link with Inform
No-Link with Req-Info

Note: In this example, φ(xt) extracts the bag-of-words features from xt. “are”,“you”,“sure” are the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd DFU feature respectively. ϕ(xi,xj) extracts the distance and number of the overlap content, which are
the link features, from the 1st and 2nd pair-part in a DFU link pair. There is a link from DFU 1 to DFU 2 as
specified by j − uj = i, but there is no link pointing to DFU 1.

Figure 3: The feature map of link prediction for
the structured SVM

ΨL =

∑T−1
i=1

∑T
j=i+1 φ(xi)λ(i, j − uj)∑T−1

i=1

∑T
j=i+1 Λ(yi)λ(i, j − uj)∑T−1

i=1

∑T
j=i+1 φ(xj)λ(i, j − uj)∑T−1

i=1

∑T
j=i+1 Λ(yj)λ(i, j − uj)∑T−1

i=1

∑T
j=i+1 ϕ(xi,xj)λ(i, j − uj)


ΨNL =

( ∑T
i=1 φ(xi)λ(0,ui)∑T
i=1 Λ(yi)λ(0,ui)

)

Ψ(x,y, s,u) =

(
ΨL

ΨNL

)
Note: ΨL and ΨNL correspond to the link and no-
link emissions in the feature map Ψ(x,y, s,u) re-
spectively as shown in the equations. The total di-
mension of the feature map is 3D + 3K +B.
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